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FOREWORD 

. ' . 

• , 

~ /. 

Lawyers will st'udy and analyse the many ,aspects of this trial. 
Another recedent will burden their shelves. But lovers· of freedom · 

1 everyw ere w1 reJoice t at even t e aw, strait-laced as it is by 
convention•and precedent, was compelled to recognize the. right of a
people to fight for the!r freedom. 

• · The story behind this trial was . strange enough. A few months 
ag~ very f~~ persons in In~ia knew anythijg ~bout _it. Gradually, !t 
unfolded Itself as the tnal proceeded ailfd 1t grltped the pubhc 
imagination. No more suitable venue for it than theed Fort ofTiellii 
coula11ave been found. Every stone m that Jilstonc setting feliS"""'a'-

~ '"story an<t rev1ves a memory of long ago. Ghosts of the past, 15hosts of 
the Moghuls, of ShahJahan, of Bahadur Shah, · proud cavahers pass 
by on. prancing horses, proc~ssfons wend their way .I you hear the 

I I 
. . • • , 
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' ~am~}- arl\}ed men, and the tinkling of· silver bells on 
women's fecl. Ambassadors came from far countri~ to pay court to · 

, 'the splenpid court of the Moghul Emperors; viceroys and governors and-"' 
the great Amirs came with their retenues to report to their Sovereign. 
~here y~s a hum of life and activity, foEth~ _was t~e hub_ -~fa _ _v~st and · 

JIC ~nre. . 

Eighty-eight years_ ago another trial was held in this Red Fort of 
Delhi, t:ne frial of the last of a g!_eat line. That trial put a final end to 
a:·cnapter ofTnciia'"s Iiistory. Was this second trial held in the final 
weeks of 1945, to mark the end of another chapter? Surely, it is a 
presage of that end, and those who watc.hed it from day to day, or 
those who will read about it in the printed page will sense how that end 
draws near and the page is being turned for us to begin the new 
chapter. But it is not necessary to go to the trial for this. '"(he•very 
air of India is full of: that change and turning over into something 
bright and new, where history can be writtert by us in a different 
fashion. 

Jai Hind! 

I 
T.!J!.J]_tb]anuary_, !!)46. ~ 

NEW DELHI. j 



.fr 
. ~ .. - ........ . ~ 

This is a complete and authentic account of the first I. N. A. ttial ::tud 

• 
' ( v) 

- Introduction , 

•, ~ provi~l..es inv~~uable m_aterial for historians. and st~~~nts. of International Law., 
·In tlie compdmg of this volume I had umque fac1hties masmuch as I was not 
only abJe to get official copies of day-to-day proceedings, which C\1. .Bobb of 
the Public •Relations Directorate, G.H.Q., so kindly supplied to .. the. ~s, but 
had access to all the Defence files which - Mr. Bhulabhai' Desai· ,:Vas good 
enough to place at my disposal. 

The proceedings of the trial of Emperor Bqhadur Shah recorded here 
provide a historical perspecfive for .. the I. ;N. A. trial. The common features of 
the two trials will not go unnoticed. The official record of the trial of Bahadur 
Shah from which I have reproduced ·the address of the Judge-Advocate and the 
accused's statement have~ never ·so far been published though the trial was held 
eighty-eight years ago. The proceedings · of this. trial incidentally throw much 
light on~he causes of the Mutiny of J857· There is no re.ference to Interila;.· 
tion~~ L2-w in that trial, which probably watnot recognized-in those days. 

· I am grateful to P~ndit Jawaharlal Nehru, who, despite heavy pressure 
·of work, found time to write a foreword for"the book, to Mr. Justice Achhru_Ram 
for supplying me with copies of the statements of .the thre·e ·accused officers, to 
Dr. Kailash Nath Katju, to Mr. Shamlal and Mr. Raghu9andan Saran for giving m~ 
several valuable suggestions, to Mr. Rajendra N arain, one of the Defence Counsel; 
Mr. Binay Bhushan P<>tta, a lawyer friend from Comilla; Bengal;· and Mr. R. K. 
Sharma for the assi~tance th~y gave me in arranging the rather ,unwieldy 
manusiripts and for reading proofs. -I- am indebted to Mr. Sarat Chandra 
Bose, Lead{r of the Oppo.~ition'in the Central Assembly, for his ,kind message of 
appreciation._ My thanks. are also due to Sir'Naushirwan Engineer and Lt.-Col. 
P. Walsh. ' 

Every care has been t~ken to avoid obvious l.histakes, ·but I have not tried 
to, improve upon the language of the official records ,in which many mistakes had. 
crept. in d~e to the iflefficiency of the t~everal interpreters.· I have not included 
any extraneous matter in this. volume, which does not . form part of thee 
proceedings. · 

' . 
Delhi : January 2?, rg46 . 0 

. . · 
• 

• 
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25, Canning Lane, .. -NEW DELHI, 

23rd January, ~946. 

I congratulate my friend, Shri Moti Ram, on his 

enterprise in bringing out in book form the proce~dings 
•• 

of the first I.N.A. Trial, held in Red Fort, D~lhi . 
• 

To those interested in the study of Indian history 

and i~ the movement for Indian independence, the 

proceedings of the first I.N.A. ~rial call to mind 
• 

th~ trial of Emperor Bahadur Shah held in th\ same 

place nearly a ceritury ago~ Emperor Bahadur Shah 

fought and fell; so have the l.N.A. But-
• 

• 
''FPeedom's battle once begun, 

Bequeathed by bleeding sire to son, 

Though baffled oft, is ever won"'~ 

• 

... 

SARAT CHANDRA BOSE, • • 

• 
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Two views of the opening of the Court : The First shows the Defence Counsel. The second 
view shows the members of the Court Martial and the Judge-Advocate. 
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THE TRIAL 

GE~ERAL COURT MARTIAL, Red Fort, Delhi. 
• 

From November 5, 1945, to December 31, 1945. 
~·-~~~ >:i;:; -;,,..... ..-- •• 

I. 

2. 

3· 

JUDGES 
Major-General Blaxland, C.B., O.B.E. 
Brigadier A.G.H. Bourke. 
Lt.-Col. .C.R. Stott, M.G., I.R.R.O. 

4· Lt.-Col. T. I. Stevenson, C.I.E., M.B.E., M.C., R., Garh. Rif. 

5· 
e6; 

Lt.-Col. Nasir Ali Khan, Rajput Regiment. 
Major B. Pritam Singh, I.A.C. 

• 7· Major Banwari Lal, 15th Punjab_ Regiment .. 

WAITING MEMBERS. 
I. Lt.-Col. C. H. Jackson, I.R.R.O. 
2. Major S. S. Pandit, I Punjab Regiment. 

3· Capt. Gurdial Singh Randhawa', (C.R.O. 26) 13 D.C.O. Lancers. 

JUDGE ADVOCATE 
Col. F. C. A. Kerin1 O.B.E., D.J.A.G., Central Com~and . 

COUNSEL FOR PROSECUTION 
1. Sir N. P. Engineer, Advocate-General of India. 
2. Lt.-Col._ P. Walsh, Military Prosecutor. 

DEFENCE COUNSEL 
x- Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. 
2. The Rt. Hon. Sir T. B. Sapru. 
3· Mr. Bhulabhai J. Desai. 
4· Dr. Kailash Nath Katju. 
5· · R. B. Badri Das. 
6. Mr. Asaf Ali. 
7· Kanwar Sir Dalip Singh, Ex-Judge, Lahore High Court. 
8. • Bak~hi Sir Tek Chand, Ex-Judge, Lahore High Court. 
g. Mr. P. N. Sen, Ex-Judge, Patna High Court, . . 

to. Mr. Inder Deo Dua. 
II. Mr. Rajendra N arain. 
12. Mr. Sri Narain Andley. 
13. Mr. Gobind Saran Singh. 

14· 
I~ 

Mr. Jugal Kishore Khanna. 
Mr. Manak Lal ~· Vakil. 

16. Mr. Sultan Yar Khan . 
• 17. Shiv Kumar Shastri, • 



ACCUSED 

·I. Captain Shah Nawaz Khan, r/14th Punjab Regiment. 
2. Captain P. K. Sahgal, 2/Ioth Baluch Regiment. 
3· Lieut. Gurbakhsh Singh Dhillon, Ij14th Punjab Regiment. 

v~~ the court met at ro a.m. on November 5, the Judge Advocate, Col. 
Kerin, called out the names of members of the c:ourt and of its stenographers 
and prosecution counsel. After all of chem hacl answered "present," the court 
asked the name of the Senior Defence Counsel. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru replied 
that owing to ill health he had asked Mr. Bhulabh.ai Desai to conduct the case. 
H:! also introduced other counsel to the court. 

The President of the court remarked : "I take it you are all qualified to 
appear in terms of the Indian Army Act." 

.Mr. Desai answered 'yes•. 

The accused were then asked whether they objected to bein~ tried by 
the President or any member of the court. "No, Sir," was the deliberate•~nswer 
of the three accused. • 

Afterwards the Judge Advocate administered oath to the members of the 
court and the stenographers. 

The oath to the Judges was : "I swear by Almighty God that I will 
duly administer justice according to the Indian Army Act without partiality, 
favour or .afft'ctjon, .and jf any doubrs s.baJl a.rise, then according to my consci
ence, to the best of my understanding and the custom of war in like cases, 
and that I will not divulge the sentence of this court martial until it shall 
be published by authority and further. cover the vote or opinion of any mem
bers of this court martial unless reqmred to give evidence thereof by a court 
of justice or a court martial in due course of law. So help me God." The. Christian 
members ofthe court took oath with Bible in hand, while a Maulvi and a Sikh 
Giani and a Pandit were called in to hand over the Quran, the Guru Granth 
Sahib and the Gita to the ~Iuslim, Sikh and Hindu members of the court 
respectively. • • 

CHARGE SHEET • 
The following charge sheet was read out to the accused to which they 

pleaded "not guilty": 

1st Charge. I.A.A. 
Section 41 (against 
all three accused 
jointly) 

2nd Charge 
!.A.A. Section 41 
(against the said 
Lt. Gurbakhsh 
Singh Dhillon 
alone) 

• • 

The accused No. IC 58 Ca.pt. Shah Nawaz Khan, t/I4th 
Punjab Regimenc; No. IC 226 Capt. P. K. Sahgal, 2/IOth Baluch 
Regiment, and No. I C 336 Lieut. Gurbakhsh Singh Dhillon, 
I /14th Punjab Regiment, all attach.ed C. S. D. I. C.c ( r), Delhi, 
Indian Commissioned Officers, ate charged with • 

Committing a civil offence, that is to say, waging war 
against the King contrary to Se<:tion 121, Indian Penal Code, 
in that they together at Singapore, in Malaya, at Rangoon, in 
the vicinity ff Popa, in the vic:inity of Kyaukpadaung, and 
elsewhere in Burma, between th~ month of September 1942 
a~d the 26th day of April 1945 did wage war against His 
Majesty the King-Emperor of Illdia, 

Committing a civil offence, that is to say, murder, cont
rary to Section 302, Indian Penal Code, in th~ he .(Lieut1 
Dhillon) at or near Popa Hilt in Burma, on or about 
M~rch 6, I 945, by causi!lg- death of Hari Singh, di~ commit 
murder1 

0 

• • 
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. Committing a civil offence, that is to say, abetment, Call- ~t 00 h a r-g e.· 
~ary fo Section 109, Indian Penal Code, of an offence punishable -t.A.~. Section •P 
-.1. d S t" I d" p 1 C d · h h C (agamst the s<nd l"~'n er ec IOn 302, n Ian. ena o e, In t at e ( apt. Capt. P.K. Sah~al 
~~hgal) at or near Popa Hill, on or about. . March 6, I~45, alone) · \... 
did abet the offence of the murder of Han Smgh ·as specified 
in the second charge hereof, which "offence was committed ii:J. 
consequence •of such ·abetment, 

Committing a civil offence, that is to say, murder, cont
rary to Section 302, Indian Penal Code, in that he (Lieut. 
Dhillon) at or near Popa, Hill•'in Burma, on or about March 6, 
I945• by causing the death of Duli Chand, did commit murder,' 

Committing a civil offence, that, is to say, abetment, cont• 
rary to Section 109,. Indian Penal Code, of an offence punish
able under Section 302, Indian Penal Code, in that he (Capt. 
Sahgal) ali or near Popa Hill, on or about March 6, I945, 
did. altet the offence of the murder of Duli Chand, as speci
fied in th~ fourth charge hereof, which offence was committed 
in consequence of such abetment, . 

Committing a civil offence, that is to say, murder, cont
rary to Section 302, Indian Penal Code, in that he (Lt. Dhil~on) 
at or near Popa Hill in Burma, on or about March 6, I945• 
by causing the death of Daryao Singh, did commit murder, 

Committing a civil offence, that ·is to say, abetment, contrary 
to Sectiol'!. I 09, Indian Penal Code, of an offence punishable under 
Section 302,. Indian Penal Code, in that he (Capt. Sahgal) at or 
near Popa Hill, on or about 6th March I945• did abet the ~ffence 
of the murder of Daryao Singh, as specified in the sixth charge 
hereof, which offence was committed in consequence of such abetment, 

Committing a civil offence, that is to say, murder, contrary 
to SectiOn 3•2, Indian fenal Code, in that he (Lt. Dhillon) at or 
near Popa Hill in Burma, on or about March 6, I945• by causing 
the death,of Dharam Singh, did commit murder, 

Committing a civil offence, that is to say, abetment, contrary 
to Section 109, Indian Penal Code, of an offence punishable under 
Section 302, Indian Penal Code, in that he (Capt. Sahgal) at or 
near Popa Hill, on or about March 6, I945• did abet the offence 
of the murder of Dharam Singh, as specified. in the eighth charge 
hereof, which <fffence was committed in consequence of such abet-
ment, ' 

Committing a civil offence, tha.t is to say, abetment~ contrary 
to Section tog, Indian Penal Code, of an offence punishable under 
Section 302, Indian Pena~ ·<::ode, in that he (Capt. •Shah Nawaz 
Khan) at or n~ar Popa Hlllm Burma, on or about March 29, 
1945, did abet the murder by one Khazin Shah and one Aya Si~h 
of Gunner Mohammad Hussain of H. K. S. R. A., which offence 
was committed in ~onsequence of such abetment . 
., • • (Sd.)-G_ol., 

· Comdg., 

• 

• • • 

.. c. s. :b. L ·c. (I).,• 
'Delhi . 

• • 

4th Char g "!. 

I.A.A. Section 41 
(against the said 
Lt. Gurbakhsh 
Singh Dhillon 
alone) 
sth Charge. I. A. 
A. Section 4t 
(against the said 
C1pt. P. K. 
Sahgal alone) 

6th Charge. I. A. 
A. Section 41 
(against the said 
Lt. Gurbakhsh 
Singh Dhillon 
alone) 
7th Charge. I. A. 
A. Section 41 
(against the said 
Capt. P.K. Sahgal 
alone) 

8th Charge. r. A. 
A. Section 41 
(against the said • 
Lt. Gurbakhsh. 
Singh Dhillon 
alone) 
gth Charge. I. A. 
A. Section .41 
(against the said 
Capt. P .K. Sahgal 
alone) 

toth Charge. I.A. 
A. Section 41 
(against the said 
Capt. Shah Nawaz 
Khan alone) 

• 



4 
• - judg~vocite: Gentlemen, do you wish to apply for an adjournment on~ 
the gr~mnd ~h<!P. any of the rules relating to pro~edure bef01•e trial have ncft be~e 
c~mphed with and that you have been prejudiced thereby or on the ground th . · 

/you have n()t had sufficient opportunity for preparing your defence ? , 

Mr. pesai: We are asking for adjournment on the latter ground. , . 
Mr. ·Desai then read out a written application for three weeks' adjourn

ment of the case. 

Mr. Desai: You will see from this petition tliat apart from the recital of facts, 
which are already before you, the substantial grounds for adjournment are these: 4l 

( 1) That within the last few days a summary of fresh witnesses, numbering ~ 

(2) 

{3} 

seven, has been given just now; 

The charge has been made just now; and 
• 

That out of I I 2 witnesses 8o have not been interviewed at all. •• 
• 

Besides, it will be conceded that this is a case which is unprecedented in the 
recorded history as far as one is able to study the m~tters relating to the military 
law. It will also save the time of the court if those witnesses who have not been 
interviewed have been interviewed before the trial begins, so that a great deal 
of the court's time will be saved. What I mean is that if the preparation has 
been made, probably a good deal of time will be saved, because the essential 
and unessential will have been separated from the evidence which will be 
necessary and useful to put before the court. For these reasons I submit that 
we should be granted three weeks' adjournment which we have soughl in the 
petition. 

Prosecution counsel, Sir N. P. Engineer, objected to the application for 
adjournment, but he added: "If you think an adjournment should be given 
it should be given after I have opened the case, after I have called formal 
evidence as regards the position of the accused in the !ndian Arney, and after 

' I have examined one witness, who will produce most of the documents that 
!re to be exhibited in the case." 

Judge Advocate: Gentlemen, the Indian Army Rule 70 certainly grants you 
power to'adjourn from time to time and from place to place. But it also imposes 
another duty upon you, and that is that when once the court has assembled and the 
accused is arraigned the court shall continue and sit from day to day. Now I think 
I may say that in the circumstances certainly some adjournment would seem to be 
called for ; but as to the length of that adjournment that of cours~ is a matter 
entirely for you. 

• 

' 

The court then retired for a short while. When it reassembled, the Chairman 
said that the Court Martial could not be adjourned from time to time like a civil 
court. The Court Martial haJto carry on its proceedings from day to day under 
the Army Act. The me,mbers of the court had considerable amount of work and, in 
addition, they had to work as members of this court. He pointed out that one of 
the -essentials of justice was that it should be speedy. ,~ 

He, however, conceded that taking into consideration the circumst!!nces, • some~ 
adjournment wouldoseem to be called for. after Sir N. P. Engineer had address- ~ 
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'-. ed the court and the evidence of the first witness had b~n rjfCrded. ;:is 
proc~dure, he thought, would be actually to the benefit of ~he ace us~. • 

~ Opening Address by Sir N.P. Engineer, Advocate-General of India, ~o urisel 
for the Prosecution '-

Mr. Preside.nt and Members of this Honourable Court: 

The charges against the accused are under Section 4 r, Indian Army Act. 
All of them . are charged with "waging war against His Majesty the King
Emperor of India, contrary to Section 121, I.P.C." (charge r). Lt. G. S. 
Dhillon is charged with the murder of Hari Singh, Duli'chand, Daryao Singh and . 
Dharam Singh on March6, 1945,.contrary to Section 302, I.P.C. (charges 2, 4, 6 
and 8); Capt. P. K. Sahgal is charged with abetting the said murders, contrary 
to Section~ rog and 302, I.P.C. (charges 3, 5, 7 and-g). Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan 
is charged with abetting the murder of Mohd. Husain on March 29, 1945, 

. contrary •to Sections rog and 302, I.P.C. (charge ro). The accused are all 
India~ Commissioned Officers, and. as such they are subject to the Indian 
Army Act. / 

C~p~, ~-S.h~h Nawaz ,~han .. was born in Rawalpindi on January 24, rgq. 
After attending a course· at the Indian Military Academy, Debra Dun, he 
was-grantedaregular. co'mmis-siori in the Indian land forces with effect 'from 
February r, 1936, and on the same day rel:!vant details of the grant of 
this commission were- published in the Gazette of India. In February 1937, 
he was posted to the 14th Punjab Regiment. . 

• 
C_ap.!:. Sahgal.,. was._.born:_~aLHoshiarpur..:.:on __ Ja_nuary 25, rgr 7· He also 

attended a course at· the I. M.A., Dehra Dun, and was granted a regular 
commission in the Indian land forces with effect from February r, 1939· 
Notice of the grant of this commission was published in the Gazette of India· 
on February r8, 1939, and he was posted to the wth Baluch Regiment in 
February 1940 . 

• • 
Lt. Dhillon was .born at.. Algou_,iQ.. .Lahm::._e ___ district on April 4, rgr5. U; 

too attended a course at the I.M.A., Dehra Dun, ·on "the completion of which he 
was granted a regular commission in the Indian l_and forces with effect from 
April 3, 1940, notice of which appeared in the Gazette of India dat~d June r, 
1940. Shortly after being commissioned, he was posted to the 14th Punjab 
Regiment. 

I will. first deal · w~th the charge of " waging war . against the King
Emperor." 

Section 41, Indi~n· .Army Act, provides that • every person subject to 
the Act who, either withiri British India or at any place beyond British 
Indi~, , commits any civil offence shall be deenaed to. be guilty of an offence 
against the military law, and, if charged therewith under the section, shall, 
subject. to the provisions of the Act, be liable to be tried,. for the same by 
the Court Martial. Civil offence is defined in Section 7 ( r 8) as an offence · which 
if committed in British India would be triable by a criminal court. 

• • The motive with which the wa! is waged is immaterial. Whether the 
perso~ charged with the offence <iid · the act with what • they considered to 
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be ; patr1o~\ mo~ve or with a mercenary motive, the offence is nevertheless : 
committed acc~ing to law. The question is whether a€cording to lawO ap
plicable to the accused (in this case, the Indian Army Act read with the relevant 
pjo~isions of. the Indian Penal Code) the offence with which they are charged is 

...rommitted. The offen~ in question is committed against the "duty of al
legiance". This allegiance the accused owed to the Crown at all times and 

"in all ci~'mstances. The allegiance remained with them whereve~they might 
be and they were bound by this allegiance even when they were prisoners of war. 

The accused waged war against the. King as officers of and by fighting 
in what was called the Indian National Army. The I.N.A. was composed 
mostly of officers and men .of the Indian Army. The composition consisted of : 

(a) Headquarters 
{b) Hindustan Field Group 
(c) "Sherdil" Guerilla Group 
(d) Special Service Group 
(e) Intelligence Group 
(f) Reinforcement Group. 

• 
•• 

• 
The I Hind Field Group consisted of the Headqua»ters I, II and III Infantry 

Battalions, I. A. F. V. Battalion, 1 Heavy Gun Battalion, No. 1 Engineer Coy., 
No. I Signal Coy., No. I Medical Company and No. I Tpt. Coy. Guerilla group 
consisted of the Gandhi Guerilla Regiment, Azad Guerilla Regiment and Nehru 
Guerilla Regiment. 

In or about November 1943, i.e., two or three months after Mr. Subhas 
Chandra Bose arrived in Singapore, another Guerilla Regiment was formed, -which 
was officially known as No. I Guerilla Regiment. It was also known as Bose or 
Subhas Regiment. Shah Nawaz Khan was appointed its Commander. The. other 
three regiments were numbered 2 (Gandhi), ~ (Azad) and 4 (Nehru). They were 
all incorporated in No. I Division. Later, the 2nd and grd Divisions were formed. 
~ o. 2 Division was composed partly of Indian Military prisoners of war and partly 
)f civilians. No. 3 Division was almost entirely composed of civilian~ These 
:ivilians were mostly recruited by the Indian Independence Le£gue in ~fafaya. 

Singapore surrendered to the Japanese on February I5, I942· On February 
r7, 1942, a large number of prisoners of war were made to march to Ferrer Park 
n Singapor.e. Among the prisoners of war so assembled were the I/14th Punjab 
legiment and 5/14th PunjaL Regiment. They were under the command of Capt. 
v1. z. Kiani. These two regiments were originally distinct, but they were com
Jined into one regiment shortly before the fall of Singapore. One :Maj. Fujiwara, 
t Japanese officer, addressed the prisoners of war. There were som61 officers of 
he Indian Army present among whom was Capt. Mohan Singh of the 1/14th Punjab 
~egiment. The Indian offi~rs were dressed in the Indian Army uniform and 
orne of them were wearing an armband inscribed with letter 'F'. 'F' stood for 
lujiwara, aJapanese officer entrusted by the Japanese Government with the work 
>f winning over the Indian Forc(\'4 to the Japanese side. Major Fujiwara had been 
loing this work, a considerable time before the fall of Singapore. Major Fujiwara 
tddressed the prison~s of war, and he was followed by Capt. Mohan Singh, who 
aid: "We are going to form an Indian National Army and we are going to fight 
or the independence·of India. You must all join." 

• • 
The Indian National Army came formally into existence on September I, 

942. In March I942:Capt. Shah Nawaz Kltan, who was then Commander of 

• 
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the ~esoon Prisoners.~LWar_Camp;·addressed from 200 to 300 ~cats:'V.C.Os. and ,, 

l N.C.Os., all prisoners of war. He said that a conference had been held in Captain 
M~h=an Singh's ~-Ij~~g_~e~-~ -"Y~icl~--. resol,!ltio~s. h.~-d been passeq to th~ effect 
that tliey were all Indians despite their different rehgwns and that they must' al"-.. 
fight for the freedom of India. Captain Shah N awaz Khan then instructed those 
present to e1tplain the resolutions to the prisoners of war. They agreed- to do so. • 
In June 1942, there was a conference held at Bangkok, attend!d .by se~eral dele
gates, including delegates from various regiments of the Inaian- Army. Among 
those present was Capt. Mohan Singh. The president of the meeting was Rash 
Behari Bose, an Indian civilian who had come from Japan. Some resolutions were 
passed at the conference to the effect that an I. N. A. would be formed from 
military and civilian Indians in the Far East, and this I.N.A. would be formed under 
the command of Capt. 'Mohan Singh and that the I. N. A. would fight for the 
freedom of India. Other resolutions were to the effect that the Indian Indepen
dence League would provide the I. N. A. with recruits, money, rations and clothes 
and the Japanese Government would pr(l)vide the necessary arms and ammunition. 

•Among the camps where Indian prisoners of war were kept in Singapore were 
Bidadari eamp, Seleter Camp and Kranji Camp. A large number of the Indian 
prisoners of war who joineq the I.N.A. did so in order to escape the torture and 
hardship which was inflicted on them and which it was announced would be 
continued to be inflicted unless they joined the I. N. A. · 

In the Indian POW camps efforts were made to induce and compel them 
to join the I.N.A.; those who resisted were removed to concentration camps. No 
food was given to them for days and such food as was given was extremely 
bad. No medical aid was given at all. They were made to lie down on 
the gr~und and beaten with a stick about five feet long and two inches thick. 
They were made to do fatigues and were given sacks which they had to fill 
with ea,rth and which they were made to carry on a bamboo pole, running 
at the do'uble. They were made to do such fatigues for about 12 hours 
a day. Sometimes they were beaten with clubs. Some of the prisoners of war 
got so desperate that they asked their torturers to shoot them. In reply, · they 
were told: • "We will not shoot you; if you join the I. N. A. you will save your
self from the trouble; otherwise you will die in this way". They were mad~ 
to sleep without clothes and bedding on spots infested with ants. The tortur&s 
so inflicted on prisoners of war were inflicted by Indians who were them
selves prisoners of war and had joined the I. N. A. Among the persons who 
were in charge of the concentration camps were Sub. Shingara Singh of the 
5/14th Punjab Regiment, Capt. Abdul Rashid of the 1/14th Punjab Regiment, and 
Je~. Fateh ~han of the 5/14th Punjab Regiment. On one oc~asion in August, 1942, 
Shmgara Smgh and Fateh Khan came to the camp With 14 armed Sikhs. 
Fateh Khat? said he had come to take them to the I. N. A. This happened 
in Kranji camp, where there were about 300 Muslim prisoners of war. They 
refused to go saying that they would not break their oath to the King. They 
resisted being taken away to join the I. N. A. They were fired· on and some 
were killed. One of the Sikhs who had come with Shingara Singh and Fateh 
Khan was killed. After they left, three J a pane~ officers and three I. N. A. 
officers came·. The Japanese officers told them that the orders to join the 
I. N. A. were given by the Japanese Government and hadt to be obeyed, and 
that if such a thing happened again severe reprisals in the form of death 
would be taken by the Japanese. The Muslim soldiers were then taken to a 
coneentrati.on camp and were tortured ·and beaten and made to do fatigues. 
In the concentration camp Mohan Singh came and lect.ured to them that 
they skould volunteer to avoid further trouble and some of them were thus 
forced to jo~n the I. N. A. • 

• • • 
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A sim!l<!tia in~ident happened in Bidadari Camp in September I942· • The 

officers and men of the 2/9 Gurkha Rifles were in that camp. Jem. Puran If. 
Sil!gh and C!thers who had joined the I. N. A. used to lecture to them to ,., 

~oin tlie I.N.A. But they refused. The V.C.Os. and, subsequently, the N. C. Os. 
also were consequently removed to a concentration camp. The men were sub-

• sequently .told that if they did not join they would be fired upon. On Sl'ptember 24, 
the sepoys ·and the followers were told by Jem. Puran Singh to join the 
I. X A. They were told : "Are you not Indians and living in India? vVhy are 
you not taking part in the I. N. A?" When th<:y still refused several of them 
were beaten one after another. They were told "you have been warned several 
times and this is the result of your not obeying our orders". The men 
of the Battalion then shouted: "Do not beat us like this. We are prisoners of 
war of the Japanese and will do fatigues but we will not join the I. N. A." 
The Battalion then rose to its feet. Puran Singh then said: "Who gave you 
the order to stand up? You are disobeying orders and doing everything against 
us. So we will fire upon you". .Jem. Puran Singh ordered the oguard to 
fire and they did so. The Gurkha prisoners of war had no weapon~t• and 
all that they could do was to throw their chappal8 at the guards atld at the 
lecture party and to advance on them. Under the orders of Puran Singh the 
guard fixed bayonets and charged them. Several of tne Gurkhas were wounded. 
They were taken to Bidadari hospital. Even in the hospital they were asked 
to join the I. N. A., but they refus~d. This incident will be deposed by 
Hav. vValet Bahadur of the 2'9th Gurkha Rifles who was among the prisoners 
of war and who was wounded. 

In December 1942, trouble arose between ~Tohan Sinl{h and the Japanese. 
Mohan Singh was arrested by the Japanese and many of the Indian prisotlers of 
war who had joined the I.N.A. discarded their badges. Some of the officers of the 
Headquarters, however, kept their badges. 

After the incarceration of Capt. Mohan Singh, despite various attempts made 
by the Committee of Admini~rration, the majority of the I.N.A. officers were un
willing to continue in the l.N.A. On February ro, 1943, a meeting of all the Indian 
Army officers and V.C.Os. was called by the Committee of hdministratfun where a 
l'juestionnaire was put to them for answers. One of the questions was: "Are you 
willing to continue in the I.N.A. or not?" Those officers who answered in the 
negative were called to appear before Rash Behari Bose on February 13, 1943· 

Befo:J;e the officers appeared before him, printed leaflets were given to them 
bearing in print the signature of Rash Behari Bose as President of the Council of 
Action, Indian Independence Leagu€. In this leaflet it was stated that as regards 
those who did not wish to remain in the I.N.A., "under the present circumstances" 
Rash Behari Bose could only say that he was hardly to blame fot the present 
state of affairs in the army. The leaflet further stated as follows : 

• 

"As you know Indfa's fight against Britain has now reached a critical 
stage. Mahatma Gandhi has undertaken a three-week fast to bring 
still more pressure ~ the British to quit India, thus finally shutting 
the door against any compromise. Our duty now is clear. Un
fortunately, I shall have no control over those who deliberately 
choose to quit the I.N.A. at the present· juncture. I cannot speak 
for the· Japanese, nor say in what manner or at what place they 
may be employed by the power whose prisoners they choose t<' be. 
"Those of the officers who do not wish to reconsider their views will 
have to a~pear before me at I I .•go a.m. today and give their reasons 
before I decide to separate them from the men," ' 

4 0 
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• After January. 1943, recruiting was again done for the,. I.~A., ,and many 
prisoners of war joined and more were to join the .I.N.A. 

. . 
The tortures and hardships inflicted on the prisoners of war were· so inflicted, 

openly and publicly in POW camps and concentration camps. The accused'-· 
used to go to the POW camps and the concentration camps. The accused • 
themselves ~ddressed prisoners of war at various places and at various .times· both 
before and after December 1942. I will mention a few instances. 

In Janua~y-February 1943, Capt. Shah Nawaz was in Fort Dixon . and 
addressed the officers, subedars and jemadars who were prisoners of war. He 
said that the I.N.A. of Capt. Mohan Singh had been disbanded and that a new 
I.N.A. was being formed. He said that any prisoner of war who wanted to 
join could do so. He pointed out how badly they were being treated there, but 
that if they joined the I.N.A. they would be well treated and fed properly. He 
told them to explain this to prisoners ofwar and to give a list of the volunteers 
to the C'lmp Commandant for despatch to I.N.A. Headquarters at Singapore. 
No '{~lunteers came forward. 
- Aboot the end of April or beginning of May 1943,. Capt. Shah Nawaz 
was at Port Swettenham: He delivered a lecture to all the Indian prisoners of 
war there who were paradt!d for the occasion. He called on them to volunteer to 
drive the British out of India. He said that they should join the I.N.A. and if they 
did so they would get good rations and soon be sent to Burma. He said that in 
the I.N.A. their pay would only be like pocket money,~ but that when the freedom 
of India was achieved they would go back to their old rates of pay._ He said that 
volunteers should hand in their names to the· Camp Commandant and that on 
the following day they would be sent to Singapore. No one volunteered on that .. 
occasiOn. · 

In Jaimary 1943, Lt. Dliillon was present at one of the lecturing party when 
aJap officehTamed-Iwakuru and Rash Behari Bose" addressed SOfil..eprisoners of 
war in the cinema hall in the Bidadari Camp. - - · ' · 

After the lecture, Lt. Dhillon went to the mess and said . that he wanted to 
talk to th; persons. present there. He said that all officers should unite and 
join the I.N.A. Sub-Maj. Babunim and Sub. Chanan Singh of the z/qth Punjab • 
Regiment told him that if he had come to speak as he was doing he should clear· 
out at once; he was angry and went away. 

!_n_ ¥arch 1943, Lt. Dhillori, accomP.anied by Maj. Dhare, went to Jitra and 
they lectured 'to the"prisoners'of W!lr the"I-e. Maj. Dhare spoke first and said that 
the I.N.A. had been formed and that it would only fight in Indi'!:_ and obtain her 
liberation. He said that they would fight with the J aps, but if there was any 
dishonesty Ole the part of the J aps once they were in India, the I.N.A. would have 
their arms and would fight against theJ aps. He said the prisoners of war should 
join the I.N.A., as that wa·s the best_.chance they had and .that nearly all prisoners 
of war had already volunteered. Then Lt. Dhillon gave a lecture. He said that 
after Maj. Dhare's speech there should be no doubt about what the prisoners of 
war ought to do. He said that the I.N.A. would o•ly fight in India and would 
obtain the liberation of India. He said the I.N.A. would get help from the J aps 
apd repeated what Maj. Dhare had said. • 

ln_March~1943, Lt. Dhillon was in Taiping. He delivered- a lecture there to 
the ~ndian POWs ··who had not volunteered to join the I.N.A. He said that he had 
lectured· t~ the POWs in Singapore and Jitra and that they had all volunteered 
for the I.N.A. He said they should alflt) join. He said that th~ I.N.A. · was going 
to fight to drive the British out of. India. He said if they did not join they 

• 
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1Aould get • i~d.-o~le. He concluded that they had nothing to fear if the I.~.A ... , 
failed, all the blame would fall on the senior officers and other "ranks would not be 
~u:t\ished . 

..; The effect of what the accused did and said must be considered in the light 
• of the circumstances which then existed. The British forces in Malaya and 

Singapore had surrendered. The POWs were being treated in the manner aforesaid 
in POW cainps and concentration camps. The Indian sepoy is trained to follow 
his officer with unquestioning obedience. The accused went about recruiting men 
for the r.::-.r.A. and among other things gave promises of better treatment and 
held out veiled threats. The only alternative to joining the I.N.A. was starvation 
and torture. No wonder then that many men of the Indian Army enlisted in 
the I.N.A. particularly as they had the example of their own senior officers who 
had joined the I.N.A. 

The evidence will show that the accused recruited men for the I.N.A., took 
part in the organization of the I.N.A., gave directions and orders for fighting 
against H.M.'s forces and themselves actually fought against them. In • doing so, 
they carried out pre-arranged plans and carried out a common design td"\vage 
war along with others. • 

The training and the fighting was done with Bri,ish arms which had been 
captured by the Japanese. The soldiers and officers retained and used their 
uniform of the Indian Army and in addition they put on badges of the I.N.A. 
Some of these badges will be produced in evidence. 

In about August 1942, Lt. Nag, who had also joined the I.N.A., was asked 
to prepare a so-called I.N.A. Act which he did. This Act followed for the most 
part the I.A. Act. But one significant addition was the inclusion of the s~ntence 
of whipping as a punishment which was originally six stripes a week o,r less, the 
total not to exceed 24. Subsequently in June 1943, the power to inflict the 
punishment of whipping was extended to the army commanders and to the Direc
torate of :Military Bureau in cases of serious indiscipline among sepoys and NCOs. 

In August 1944, the number ofstripes which could be given was increased to 
45 or 50 and power to inflict this punishment was given to Divisional ~egimental 

• and Battalion Commanders. • 
In or about the middle of January 1943 an Administrative Committee was 

formed which was at first concerned with the administrative needs of POWs. It 
was this Administrative Committee which arranged the propaganda lectures. 
In or about May 1943, the Directorate of Military Bureau came into existence. 
Sahgal was the Military Secretary and Shah Nawaz was Chief of General Staff. 

On October 21, 1943, there was a mass meetin~ in Singapore of the I.N.A. 
personnel and Indian civilians. Sub has Chandra Bose, who had • come there, 
addressed the gathering. He announced the establishment of the provisional 
Government of Free In!ilia which would administer the territory occupied by 
the I.N.A. He announced the names of ministers, among which was the name 
of Capt. Shah N awaz Khan. On October 3 I, I 944, a War Council of Provisional 
Government was purported to i>e formed. A copy of the communication announc
ing this was sent through Capt. Sahgal to Lt. Nag for publication. 

By March 19{5, many officers and men of the I.N.A. began to go over to 
H.M.'s forces. T.o prevent this being done an order was issued by Subhas 
Chandra Bose to the effect that every member of the Azad Hind Fauj-o~cer, 
NCO or sepoy, would in future be entitled to arrest any other meTnber of the 
A.H.F., no matter what his rank may be if he behaved in a cowardly manner 
or to shoot him if he acted in a treacherous manner, • 

0 
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, .. ,!the evidence in the case will be both oral and docuine~ta~ ..... Froin "time" 
to time various docurr{'ents came into the possession of the British Army in BuriDJl. 

\These were sent to the proper quarters and ultimately they were forwarded to , 
the headquarters at Delhi and the prosecution is able to produce them. I need 
not refer in detail in my opening address to all the documents. I will, however, 
refer to a fe'\f of them here. These documents bear the signatures of the accused. 
Some of them are in the handwriting of the accused and some were issued 
under the instructions of the accused. 

Among the documents which bear the signature of Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan 
or are in his writing are the following : 

On August 8, 1943, Capt. Shah Nawaz wrote to the HQNo. 1 Divisional 
I.N.A. Command Reinforcement Group HQ the Hikari Kikan sending a copy 
of a scheme for the reception and management of the Indian soldiers in Burma. 
The year in this letter is stated to be August 8, o 3· 'o3' stands for 260 3 which 
is the Japanese year. There was an announcement on May 14, 1943, that the 
Japanese c!J.lendar would be adopted from that date, i.e., 1943, would be shown as 
2603 <Md so on. In the scheme it is stated that. it was expected that when the 
operations ~tarted on the Indo-Burma border some Indian soldiers would walk 
over to their side and some on the other hand would be forced to surrender 
during the fight. It was ~tated that due .to the difficulties of language, etc., 
it was very difficult for the Japanese troops in the forward areas to discriminate 
and handle those men properly. The scheme stated that to get the best results 
of their propaganda they should be very careful in the treatment of those men. 
It was stated that the men should be divided into three categories : 

A. Those who had knowledge of the movement and had come with an 
• intention to join them. 
B. · Those who had no knowledge but were willing to join them, and 
C, those who did not agree to join the I.N.A. 

Categories A and B were to be organized, armed and equipped. Category 
C ·was to be handed over to the Japanese authorities to be treated as POW. It was 
stated that before the scheme could be put into effective operation the Hikari 
Kikan woul<1 kindly erf.>ure that all Japanese officers and men were familiar 
the policy of the Nippon Government towards India, the I.N.A. and to Indian soldiers 
coming to their side and that Japanese officers and men were ready to help and 
co-operate with the I.N.A. and provide all possible fac~lities for the smooth running 
of the scheme. 

On September 5, 1944, an I.N.A. order was issued. It was published on the 
instructions of Capt. Sahgal as Military Secretary. It sets out the de_corations 
which would be awarded to members of the. Azad Hind Fauj by the Provisional 
Government ~f Azad Hind. Among them was an award of 'Tamgha·e-Shatru 
Nash' which was to be awarded to· those members of th<1, A.H.F. who exhibited 
conspkuous gallantry and devotion to duty in killing or capturing alive any 
British or American Officer or other rank. 

On April 2, 1945, Capt. Shah Nawaz made anlinformation report to Major 
Kawahara, about the telephone lines having been cut and of there having been 
act.ivity of enemy tank, armoured car and lorry-borne troops on (he Legy front. 

On April IO, 1945> Capt. Shah Nawaz issued ah order aadressed to Unit~ 
605, 747 and 801 of A.H.F. that .as ~he r~giments ~o:u!d have _to be dispersed in 
very ~1de .freas and commumcat10n W1th the D1V1Slonal H.Q. would not be 
easy, the Divisional Commander on. authority from the Su~reme Commander 
invested !ll regimental commanders with powers to award any punishment, includ-
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mg death, to ~y person or persons guilty of gross indisciplin:, disloyalty, des,rdon' 
o~ any other serious crime. 

The diaries of Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan for 1944 and 1945 have also come~ 
into the possession of the prosecution. The diaries are in the handwriting of 
Capt. Shah Nawaz. The entries in the diary for 1944 show that on January 27, 1944, 
Capt. Sh<!h ~awaz called on the Supreme Commander, Nippon •Forces and 
received orders for the final move towards India. On February I I, I9441 he 
called on the GOC. North Burma, who was very kind and promised full 
aid to the I.N.A. 

An entry dated March go, runs as follows : 
Boobi returned from Kennedy Park. His report is distressing. The 
Japanese are using I.X.A. Crack Regiment as labourers. I am going 
to Hak today to see Kimawari in this connection. [ wonder what 
is going to be the outcome of all this one-sided co-pro~perity. 

Another entry dated April 4, 1944, states that Capt. Shah Nawaz met the 
Commander of the L.E.T. Division and that the role of the division• had been 
changed and they were going to participate in the fight for Imphal. T~ entry 
states that the Divisional Commander gave Capt. Shah Nawaz a •chance to 
select his role in the coming operations and that his choice was an attack on Imphal. 

Another entry dated July 7, 1944, is as follows : • 
Kimawari went to GHQ to take orders. Our men did not receive any 
rations. Four Garhwalis have died of starvation. I and Ram Rup 
have approached the Hikari Kikan to do something about the rations. 
They seem not to take the least notice of it. I do not know what 
is the idea behind this deliberate starvation of my men. 

An entry dated July 15, 1944, says- that due to starvation men were 
dying like flies and some were committing suicide and the Japanese. were giving 
no help. 

On August 8, 1944, there is an entry as follows : 
Piara's return from Yuwa with Kimawari's answer. No arrangement 
for money or other help from him. He has suggested that our sick 
men at Teraun should commit suicide. 

The diary for 1945 is equally significant. Under the date Febru~ry 21, 1945, 
there is an entry that Capt. Shah Nawaz was leaving for the front that night 
and that he left for Popa at midnight and that Netaji came to see him off and 
gave hi!fl all instructions. Netaji stands for Subhas Chandra Bose. 

An entry dated February. 22, 1945 states that he reached Kyaukpadaung 
at 5 a.m. and he met Lt. Dhillon and Jagir in village Inde. It states that they 
had managed to collect approximately 500 stragglers and that it had been a bad 
show. One battalion surrendered-Hariram and others bolted. The entry 
states Lt. Dhillon went with Capt. Shah Nawaz to Popa and that

0 
at 7 a. m. he 

met Riaz and Sahgal a11.d he also met the commander of Kanji Butai. Another 
entry dated February 23, 1945, states that he received Saku Butai's order to push 
the enemy across Irrawaddy. He went and reviewed defence positions and 
lectured to all officers. It,states that he left for Meitalla at I I p. m. and he 
issued operation orders to Sa~gal and Lt. Dhillon. 

Another entr" dated March r, 1945 states that he met Netaji at Pyinmana 
and discussed with him future plans and then rushed on to Rangoon to take 
command of No. 2 Division. 

An entry under March g, 1945 states that it was decided that h~ shoulti take 
over command of ~o. 2 Division. He heard about the desertion of Riaz, Madan, 
Sarwar and Dey and that it was a very sad ~ffair. • 
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· ··. . .An entry d~tec:I ~arch r4, 1945 states that Sahgal caine ~d ~i/(o;ted -t~at. 
the enemy on Pymbm 'S1de. was on the run and that Pybe had oeen occup1ed 

\ by the Japanese arid that Sahgalleft with two companies to attack Pybe: • 
An entry dated March 15, 1945 says that Sahgal with h,is forces 

attacked the enemy at Pybe o~ the night of Is- I 6 and that there was no enemy. 

An ent!'y dated March 19 states that he . went and saw Lt. Dhillon at 
his H.Q. at Khabok. • · · · 

An entry dated March 25 states that the orders for attack on Paiby 
by Khanjo were changed and that now Khanjo and I.N.A. main force would 
attack together. 

Another entry under March 27 states that he issued an operational order 
for attack on Pyinbin. An entry under March 29 states that he halted at 
Legy and heard the news that Sahgal and other missing officers had turned up. 

Under the date April 2; I945• an entry states that the day started with 
unpleasani shocks and that some officers had deserted. Undel' April g, 1945, 
an e~ry states that Sahgal reported that the enemy, two battalions, strong and 
with 12 ta!iJJ.ks, was advancing on, them and that he was attacked and thrown back. 

Under .the date Ap;il 4, 1945, there is an ei1try to the effect that Sahg~l 
reported that most of the" men had deserted, and that it appeared that they 
have had enough. 

An entry under April 5, I945, states that Dhillon had arrived and he 
discussed plans with Dhillon and Sahgal and allotted them their respective 
roles, i.e., No. 4 to take over defence of Kyaukpadaung and Popa. On April· 7, 
an entry states that he issued orders to Lt. Dhillon and Sahgal regarding taking 
over of-defences. 

On :April I 8 an entry states that the British had occupied Taungwingy 
and that the Japanese and the I.N.A. were·counter-attacking. . 

An entry dated April 19, 1945, states that ·the British tanks and carriers 
had broken into positions at Magwe and that no organized resistance could 
be put up. ' 

Undet May 4, 1!:145, there is an entry as follows : 
Spent the day in a small hut. Rai.ned all day. The Japanese have left 

· us completely in the lurch. They are running themselves and are 
not bothering about us. . 

Under May 5, I945 Capt. Shah Nawaz states that the Japanese have 
no further use of the I.N.A. and all liaison officers were withdrawn at Prome 
and that the discipline and morale of troops had deteriorated. There wa; 
no control and officers were leaving the men. 

• 

On M;y 13, I945, there is an entry as follows: , 
Full information regarding British forces received. It appears to me 

that we are completely cut off. No way to•escape. At 7 p. m. left 
the village and marched to a jungle where I gave full facts to 
the men. The majority decid~d ~o t>ec~me POW .. Yet. I am not 
prepared to surrender and woulO hke a httle more lmgenng about 
in the jungles of Burma. 

• 
Under May 14,. 1945, the entry runs as follows: 

The POW party marched off at 10 a. m. with, Major jagir and AB. in 
• charge. My party with Lt. Dhillon, Major Mahr Das and 8o men 

stayed beh,ind to see what fate has in store for us .. At 4 p. m. 
started from a village sev~ miles west of Pegu ~nd reached village ' . 
• • • 
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' \ 
~a\tbout 16 miles west of Pegu. Then· are also many japanesi 
w~ are trapped in the forest. All the inhabitants are very • pro-
British. Our strength is only 49· 1 

The la'!>t entry is dated May 17, 1945, and is as follows: 
At about midnight 16-17 on entering the village ofSitapinzeix we were 

heavily fired upon by men of 2 1 Punjab Regiment from a range 
of 15 yards. The civilian guide was killed. I lost my bag. Spent 
the night in the jungle. At 6 p. m. captured by the 2/I and taken 
to Pegu Divisional H.Q. - Corp H.Q. and jail. 

Among the documents which bear the signature of Capt. Sahgal or are 
m his handwriting are the following: 

"On February g, 1944, Capt. Sahgal sent to all units a special order of 
the day by Subhas Chandra Bo8e as the Supreme Commander ofthe A.H.F. 
and all unit commanders were asked to hold a parade of troops under their 
command and to acquaint them with all available details regarding the action 
on the Arakan Front. This special order stated that tht>ir long-await~d march 
to Delhi had begun and with grim determination they should continu~· that 
march until the tri-colour National Flag that was flying over the Araltan moun
tains was hoisted over the Viceregal Lodge and until tht>y had their victory parade 
in the ancient Red Fort of Delhi. They were asked • to adopt as their slogan 
the words Onwards to Delhi.'' 

On April 6, 1945, Capt. Sahgal made a report to No. 599 Unit A.H.F. 
This report was made by him as commander of No. 747 Unit. In the 
report it was stated, among other things, that Lt. Yasin Khan and other 
officers and men had deserted and that a great deal of alarm and des
pondency was observed among the officers and men owing to the dtiertion. 
The report further states that Lt. Khazin Shah being in a very. bad state 
of nerve was not fit to command the battalion any more and he, there
fore sent him to keep an eye on the 'A' Company Commander whose movements 
wer~ also suspicious and Capt. Sahgal personally took over the direc
tion of the battle. The report also states th~t during the action two platoons 
went over to the enemy and that later Lt. Khazin Shah with the whole 

• of his Battalion Headquarters and ~ne p!atoon of 'C' Company dese'hed. Fur
ther desertions were also reported m thts report and he sums up the situa
tion by saying that their position was completely surrounded and that the 
morale of the 506 Unit was very low and it was most likely that some of 
them may possibly go over to the enemy. There is a footnote to the 
report that in a majority of the cases when officers were going over to the_ 
enemy they ordered theN. C. Os. and the men under their command to move 
with them under the pretext of either changing their dispositions or of attack-
ing the enemy. o 

On March 26, 1944, Capt. Sahgal addressed a communication to all forma
tion units giving che pe,sonal numbers which were allotted to officers. The 
number of Shah Nawaz Khan was 22 and his I.N.A. Unit was stated to be 
Headquarters 1 Guerilla Regiment and his Indian Army Unit was stated to be 
1; 14th Punjab Regiment; the ~umber of Lt. Dhillon was 38 and his I. N. A. Unit 
was stated to be Headquarters 5 Guerilla Regiment and his Indian Army Unit was 
stated to be 1/14th P~njab Regiment. The number of Capt. Sahgal was 84 and 
his I. N. A. Cnit was stated to be Headquarters 5C and his I. A. Unit 
was stated to be 2/IO Baluch Regiment. 

The diary of Capt. Sahgal in his own handwriting is alsd" avai.!able 
and will be producc;d. This diary is for ~45· An entry dated February 8, 

1945, states that his role was going to be the defence of Popa Hill. • Under 
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. ~ate :iebruary 17, he ~tates that the enemy had crossed the I~~ddy river" 
at Dhillon's front and .that his regiment was almost finished. Under February I_g, 
it is stated that Lt. Dhillon was very_ despondent about the condition .of the 
regiment. There was no discipline left and the morale was gone. Under February 22, 
it is stated that Shah Nawaz KhaJJ. was taking over ·the temporary command 
of the divisi~n until Col. Aziz got well. Under March 1, 1945, there is an 
entry as follows : 

I had to sentence ail. officer to death for refusing to go . to the front. 
What a pity, it is such a waste of human life. 

. . -
Und~,r March 2, 1945, there is an entry as follows : 

These officers have not returned so far. I am certain they have gone 
over to the enemy. The treacherous swines. From now. on I am 
going to be absolutely ruthless. I have already replaced ·one Battalion 
commander. I have i.ssued orders that any one making a suspi
cious movement is to be shot immediately. . . 

Uader date :March I I, 1945, there is ~n entry as follows: 
Dhii'lon has gone into attack today. I hope he will do something 

really good. We need to wash off the disgrace that has been 
caused by these •traitors. 

Under date March 14, there is an entry as follows :. 
Lt. Dhillon attacked Taunggen last night, but there was no enemy. 

Under March Ig, there is an entry as follows : 
News from Dhillon. His fellows are putting up a· brave show ;. they 

attacked a hill three times and eventually captured it . and killed 
• about goci enemy. His casualties have been pretty heavy too. 

Under ·March 20 there is an entry as follows: 
Khanjo Unit has been ordered to prepar~ ·themselves to go into attack. 

I have to t<ike over the defence ofthewhole of Popa and Kyauk
padaung area. Moved Banta Singh's battalion to cover Kyaukpadang• 
Meiktella road. No definite information about the enemy in Meiktella 
<!rea. I h~e ordered B.S. to send a patrol in that area to find 
out. Shah Nawaz has told the Japanese that we must be given 
a share in the offensive. I quite agree with him, but do not think 
will get a chance. 

Under March 27 there is an entry as follows: 
I am going · to put a battalion astride and in the high ground in the 

right of Sektien-Welong road and basing one battalion north-west 
of Perktin. Carry out harassing attacks against enemy m Pynwyn 
from Tada area. 

The last entry is under March .28, 1945, which states as follows : 
I will put only one company to defend Welong •sektein road and leave 

the remainder of the battalion, in the Popoayawa area until the 
arrival of Lt. Dhillon's command when I !Jlay expect them to join me. 

I may state here that Capt. Sahgal surrendered on April 28, I 945· 
~~ . . 

There is an intelligence summar:y No. g, 501 Unit, dated. March 3, I945· 
It is signed by Dhillon. Under February 28, I945• he mentions the names 
of so~e offlcers stating that· the>: .!(av_e been captur~d or have .gox:e over to 
the enemy. There are other I!¢telhgence summanes and operatiOn orders 
and battle · reports signed by Lt. l)hill.:>n. I will refer to tht!m in detail when 

they ~r~ tender:d 2 6.hib5~i · J • • • 
. . 
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It ~);'\convenient to state here what ranks t~e accused bore. in th~ 
I .N .A. and what units and brigades they commanded. This will also be proved 
n·ot only by oral evidence but by documentary evidence. , 

Capt. Shah ~ awaz was promoted to the rank of 2nd Lt. in the l.N .A., 
with effect from September 1, 1942. This appears in a special order dated 
September I, 1942, by Capt. ~fohan Singh, G.O.C., I.N.A. It is s1.gned by ~faj. 
~I. Z. Kiani, •G' Headquarters I.XA. This order states the old rank and 
unit of Shah Nawaz Khan as Captain I'qth Punjab Regimt:"nt. 

On September 9, I942, Capt. Shah ~awaz was by another similar order 
made a Major with effect from September Io, 1942. Br another similar o~der 
dated October 15, 1942, he was promoted to be Lt.-Col. with effect from 
October IS, 1942, and his unit was stated to be Headquarters I.~.A. This order 
says that it was subject to the approval of President, Council of Action, Indian 
Independence League. 

By an order dated :'liovember 30, 1942, he was appointed to be O.fficer Com
manding Cadets Training School with effect from November 26, 1942, ~d tht" 
same order states that he was transferred from reinforcement group to Head
quarters I.N.A. Cadets Training School. 

By an order dated April 10, 1943, Shah Nawaz Khan was transferred from 
reinforcement group to D.M.B. office, i.e., Directorate of ~filitary Bureau. 

By an order dated April 17, 1945, which is signed by Capt. Sahgal as 
Military Secretary, Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan was appointed Chief of General 
Staff. In February 1945, he was promoted Colonel in the I.N.A. 

Capt. Sahgal was madt" 2nd Lieut. by the aforesaid special order dated 
September I, 1942, and his old rank and unit are stated to be Capt:!in 2 'roth 
Baluch Regiment. 

By the aforesaid order of September 9, 1942, he was promoted to be a 
Capt. with effect from September 10, 19.42· By the aforesaid order of October 15, 
1942, he was promoted to be a ~1ajor with effect from October ro, 1942, and his 
unit is stated to be headquarters I Hind Field Force Group. 

By the aforesaid ordt"r of April 10, l943• Capt. Sah~al was trafl.sferred from 
headquarters of Hind Field Force G.P. to D.~LB.'s office with effect from 
February 26, 1943· This order is signed by Capt. Sahgal himself as ~1ilitary 
Secretary. 

On April 17, 1943, Sahgal was posted as Military Secretary. 
Lt. Dhillon was appointed 2nd Lieut. in the I.N.A. by the aforesaid order of 

September I, I942, and his old rank and unit are stated to be Capt. I 114 Punjab 
Regiment. He was promoted to he a Captain by the aforesaid order dated 
September g, I942, with effect from September ro, 1942. By the aforesaid order of 
October 10, I942, he was promoted to be a Major and his unit is stated to be 
Reinforcement; o 

On April 17, 1945, he was posted to the '0' Branch as Deputy ~f.G. The 
evidence will prove tha~ after the arrival of Subhas Chandra Bose in Singapore 
in July 1945, No. I Guer~la Regiment was formed. Shah Nawaz Khan was 
appointed its commander. He left with his regiment for Burma in about 
October 1943· 1•will deal separately with the activities of all the accused after the 
beginning of 1945· 

Capt. Sahgal was on the formation of the I.N.A. in September 19.42, ~jutant 
I Hind Field Force Group. He became Military Secretary in Aprn I943· He 
arrived from Sing~pore in Rangoon about-February I944 and remained there for 
about a year before taking active command. • 
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• Lt. Dhillon waos at first officer in charge of S~pplies tw. <.n:port. fn 
·- October-November 1943 he was second-in-charge to Capt. S.M. Hussain who /as 

• commanding Hind Field Force Group (part of Second Division). He arrive in 
Burma in or about September 1944· Soon after his arrival in Rangoon he was 
appointed Officer Commanding 4th Guerilla Regiment (Nehru Brigade) and he • 
moved to Mandalay to take up his duties.· 

In February 1944, the main HQ of the I.N.A. reached Rangoon. The rear 
HQ were at Singapore. By that time the following units of the I.N.A. were in 

. Burma, namely, the four Guerilla Regiments, Nos. I and 2 Bahadur Groups, 
Reinforcement Group, Intelligence Group and ancillary units. In April 1944, the 
I st, 2nd and grd Guerilla Regiments were at the front preparatory to the Manipur 
and Arakan offensives. The 4th Guerilla Regiment was then at Mandalay. 

In the beginning of 1945, Capt. Shah Nawaz was the Divisional Commander 
of N!>· 2 INA Division. Capt. Sahgal was Commander of No. 2 Infantry Regiment 
(originallr known as No. 5 Guerilla Regiment) which was part of the 2nd Division. 
Lt. Bflillon was the Commander of the 4th Guerilla Regiment which was originally 
called Nehru Brigade. 

The last phase of the ~aging of the war so far as the accused are concerned. 
was in the vicinity ofKyaukapadaung and Papa area. All the accused were theri 
in that area and were directing operations against the armies of His Majesty and~ 
were themselves fighting against those armies. There will be evidence to show tl:tat 
on March 4, 1 945, a patrol of the 5th Guerilla Regiment which was then known 
as the 2nd Infantry regiment had an encounter with a British Patrol and captured 
two jeeps and a wireless set. This will be deposed to . by Gunner Bhim Singh of the 
I.N.A.•who was one of the patrols. Ih--~his encounter two British soldiers were 
killed. The British patrol was brthe 2nd Battalion South Lancashire Regiment. 
Capt~ Fenshaw, who led this patrol, will depose to the ehcounter. There will be 
evidence that one of the jeeps captured was used by Capt. Sahgal. We find no 
reference to this in Capt. Sahgal's diary in . which under March 4 there is an 

·entry to the effect that the news carrie through that his patrol had captured three 
cars and put to flight an American patrol who left three dead behind. Under 
date Marc~ 5 there is "an entry as follows : · · · • 

Managed to bring back two of the jeeps and the captured arms and 
ammunition and one wireless set. 

On March 16, 1945, there was an encounter between a company of the 4th 
. Guerilla Regiment which was under the command of Lt. Dhillon. The · Company 
consisted of between go. to roo men. This was i~ the vicinity of Kyaukapadaung. 
The encounter was With the 4/5 the Gurkha Rifles under the command of Lt. Col. 
MacConachie. Six of the Company of the 4th Guerilla Regiment were killed and 
35 capturecf. On the British side four Gurkhas were killed and five wounded. 
This fight is mentioned in a 'battle report' made by Lt. Dhillon on March 
I8, 1945· - . • 

This shortly will be the case of the prosecution as.regards the first charge, 
namely, of waging war against H.M. the King~"' • -

I will now deal with the charges of murder and abetment of murder. 
Section 302 IPC provides the punishment for murder. Acco1ding to Section 299 
IPC whoever causes death by doing an act with the intention of causing death 
commits the offence of culpable homicide. Section goo provides that except in 
the'tases ~ereinafter excepted culpable homicide is murder if the act by which 
the death is caused is done with the intention of causing' death. The exceptions 
mentiooed in that section have' no• relevance to the present case and I need not 
refer to them. · 
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Section 109 IPC provides for the punishment of abetment if the act abt!tted 

is cQmmitted i.n consequence. 

Section 107 IPC says that a person abets the doing of a thing who among 
• other things instigates any person to do that thing or intentionally aids by any act 
or illegal omission the doing of that thing. • 

I will deal with charges 2 to 9 together. Lt. Dhillon is charged with offences 
of the murder of four sepoys and Capt. Sahgal is charged with the abetment of 
those murders. The four men who were killed were sepoys in the I.X.A. Before 
they joined the I.~.A. they were sepoys in the Indian Army. The case for the 
prosecution is that Capt. Sahgal Fave the order for the four sepoys to be shot and 
Lt. Dhillon got them shot on March 6, 1945. There is documentary evidence to 
prove this. There is a document styled 'Crime Report' bearing date March 6, 
1945, signed by Lt. Dhillon. In this document it is stated that the four sepoys 
while on active service deserted from the front line on February 28, 1945, until 
apprehended by a unit patrol sent for the purpose on March 2, 1945, and erhat they 
attempetd to communicate with the enemy on February 28, I94j· Cnd~t the 
column 'punishment awarded' there is an entry in the handwriting of Lt. Dhillon 
and signed by him stating as follows : "Remanded for Divisional Commander's 
trial". In the same column there is an entry in the ha~dwriting of Capt. Sahgal 
as follows : "Sentenced to death under the authority of Supreme Commander 
A. H. F. letter dated February 2 r, 1945, to No. 2 Infantry Regiment". Under the 
column 'By whom awarded' there is the signature of Capt. Sahgal with the date 
April 6, 1945· The document itself is signed by Lt. Dhillon. 

There is another document, called special order of the day, dated ::\!larch 19, 
1945, in which under the heading 'administration, desertion, capital punishment' 
after setting out what I have already read out from the 'Crime R€port', it is 
stated that Capt. Sahgal passed the sentence of death on May 6, 1945, and that 
the sentence of death was carried out at 7 p.m. on April 5, 1945· · 

There will be oral evidence to show that on :\larch 6, 1945, the four. 
men with their hands tied behind their backs were taken to a trench and 
Jllade to sit down there. Lt. Dhillon then made a speeuh in whim he said 
that the four men in the trench had attempted to escape to the British, but 
they had been captured by a patrQl and brought back. For this they had 
been awarded the death sentence and would now be shot. He then called for 
volunteers for the firing squad. Three men volunteered: L(N Hidayatullah, 
S,'P .. Kaluram and Naik Sher Singh. Hidayatullah and Kaluram had rifles 
and Sher Singh had a pistol. Lt. Dhillon then called the first man out of 
the trench. He mad~ a short speech in which he said that th~ man had 
been captured whilst trying to contact the British authorities and for this he 
was going to b-:: shot. The man then said he had a request to • make. Lt. 
Dhillon replied that no request would be listened to. He then gave the order 
to fire to Hidayatullah, ~ho fired one round at the prisoner who fell to the 
ground. The other men were then called from the tren_ch one :at . a time 
and were shot. Hidayatullah ..,.shot• the second man as well and Kaluram shot 
the third and fourth men. 1 he four m~n were then lying on the ground 
but were not yet dead. Lt. Dhillon ordered Sher Singh to fire his pistol into 
each of them. Sher Singh did this. Lt. Dhillon then made a speech saying 
that in future if any man behaved as these four dead men had behaved, he 
would get the same punishment. The four bodies were then buried in the 
trench. • • 

The roth char~e is against Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan for abetment of the 
murder by one Khazin Shah and one Aya Singh of Gunner :\Iohammad 
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·:Hussain of H, K. S. R. A.- There is nq document available(n Lrect of thrs 
orde.i to shoot Mohammad Hussain. But there· will be oral evidence to show 
that Mohammad Hussain, Jagiri Ram and Allah Ditta were takep to C<tpt . 

• Shah Nawaz. Khan who read out a 'Crime Report' in respect of each 9f the three 
persons to the effect that they had ·attempted to escape to the British. So far 
as Mohammed Hussain was· concerned ·he replied to the charge that it was 
true and the.t he had done so because he had a lot of .trouble. Capt. Shah 
Nawaz then said to him: "You have been making a propaganda here and 
you have been trying to persuade the men to escape to the- British." 

Those two men were going to escape to the British through your persua
sion. You are disloyal to your country and you were going to join our enr:
mies; as a punishment I sentence you to death, and you will be shot. Moliammed 
Hussain pleaded for pardon. -But Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan said: "l will listen 
to no excuses ttnd there will be no pardon. You .. are our enemy and you will 
be shot". ·On the same day Khazin Shah had Mohammed Hussain taken to 
the bank t>f a 'nullah' where a grave was being dug for him. Under Khazin 
Shah'~.order Mohammed Hussain was tied to a tree and his eyes were ban
daged. Klaazin Shah then c.:tl1ed for two men with rifles from the fatigue 
party who were digging the, grave to form the firing squad. Two men came 
forward, a Sikh and a M~drassi and stood about 8 to 1 o yards in front of 
Mohammed Hussain. Kazin Shah then told .Jagiri Ram whom he had ordered to be 
present there that he had attempted to escape with· Mohammed Hussain and 
that he would be one of the firing party that .was going to shoot Mohd. 
Hussain. When Jagiri Ram said that he would not do so, Khazin Shah 
drew his pistol and pointing it at J agiri Ram said that if he did not carry out 
his order he would shoot him th;)re along with Mohammed Hussain. Khazin 
Shah tht:n ordered Aya Singh to give the fire order. Aya Singh hesitated for 
a few secorrds, · Khazin Shah again ordered him to give the firing order and 
Aya Singh did so,. whereupon the· .three men each fired one round . and 
Mohammed Hussain fell down dead. 

It is submitted that the aforesaid acts of the accused amounted to 
murder and abetment· of murder. If the accused seek to rely upon any 
general or ~pecial exc<!ption or apon any proviso in the Indian Penal Code, 
the· burden of proving the existence of circumstances bringing the case within 
such exception or proviso is under Section 105 of the Indian Evidence Act 
upon the accused and the Court shall presume the _absence of such circums
tances. The prosecution will submit that any plea that they were ·bound or 
justified by law in doing what they did cannot avail them. .Joining with 
rebels in an act of rebellion or with enemies in acts of hostility makes a 

. man a traitor. An act of treason cannot give any sort of rights nor can 
it exempt a ~rson from criminal responsibility for the subsequent acts. Even 
if an act is done under a comp1and where the command is traitorous, obedience 
to that. command is also . traitorous. • 

It is submitted that the accused cannot in law seek to justify that they 
did as having been done under the authority of the Indian National Army 
Act.· No authority purporting to be given under ·that Act can be 
recognised by this · Court or indeed by any court . or- this country. 
The ass~mption of any such authority was illeg-al from the peginning. Any 
tribunal or authority purporting "to be established under that Act would be 
in rep~tdiati<fll ?f the allegiance wh.ich is inheren~ in a court of the cou!ltry. 
Those who mstltuted or took part m the proceedmgs were ;,themselves· hable 
to be PJJ\1-ished for offences against tne State. All orders under the I.N.A . 
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Act or by a~ tribunal or authority purporting to be established by it are:· ' 
without sanction. They cannot protect the persons who nmde such orde!s or 
who acted upon them. 

First Witness for the Prosecution Lieut. Col. P. Walsh, being duly sworn • 
• in and examined by Counsel for the Prosecution states : 

On October 27, 1945, I served upon each of the accused officers a notice 
to produce the original parchment commission given to each of them respec
tively on the occasion of their being granted a commission in His ~1ajesty's 
Indian Land Forces. I produce the record of service of Captain Shah Nawaz 
Khan. 

Sir N. P. Engineer: It shows that Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan's date of birth 
as January !.(4, 1914, place of birth as Rawalpindi and schools as the Royal 
Indian Military College, Dehra Dun. ' 

He was commissioned a~ an Indian Lieutenant, Special List, and posted to 
the zst Battalion, the Royal Norfolk Regiment, for 12 months attachmQnt. Later, 
he was posted to the r/r4th Punjab Regiment, Jhelum. .Later he joieoed the 
1i14th Punjab Ragiment and ceased to be attached to the 1st Ba<ttalion, the 
Royal Norfolk Regiment. In August rggg, he joined the ro(c4th Punjab Regi
ment for two years as Platoon Commander. On <Jctober 21, 1940, he was 
transferred to the 1jr4th Punjab Regiment. On January 13, 1942, he pro
ceeded to join the rj14th Punjab Regiment overseas to be Captain. On Feb
ruary 15, 1942, he was made a prisoner of war. 

On July r x, 1945, he was attached to the Combined Services, detailed 
Interrogation Centre, Delhi. 

Lt. Col. P. Walsh produced the record of service of Captain· P. ~. Sahgal. 
The relevant entries are : 

Date of birth-January 25, 1917; Place of birth-Hoshiarpur,. Punjab; 
Date of first Commission-1-2-1939 and School-Central Model School, Lahore. 
Punjab University Technical College and I.M.A., Dehra Dun. 

On February 24, 1940, he was posted to the 5/IOth Baluch Regiment. 
On October 27, 1940, he embarked for Singapore an<! he disem~arked there 
on November II, 1940. Reported as prisoner of war on February 14, 1942, 
and on May 20, 1945, attached to' the Combined Services, Detailed Interro
gation Centre, Delhi. 

Lt. Col. P. Walsh then produced the record of Lieut. G.S. Dhillon. The 
relevant entries are :-

Date of birth April 4, 1945; Place of birth ~ Algon, Lahore District, and 
Places of Education-Punjab University Technical College and K,ishna College, 
Nowgong, and the I.M.A. 

He was attached.to the r/14th Punjab Regiment on April go, 1940. He 
was reported prisoner of war on February 15, 1942. On July 5, 1945, he was 
attached to the Combined S~vices, Detailed Interrogation Centre, Delhi. 

Sir N. P. Engineer (addressing Lt. Col. Walsh): Will you now produce the 
Gazette in which they are commissioned? 

At this Lt. 'Col. P. Walsh produced two copies each of the entries relating 
to Captain Shah Nawaz Khan, Capt. P. K. Sahgal and Lieut. G.S. Dhillon. 
The copies were compared with the original by the court and found c.,.rect.• 

• 
Defence Counsel did not cross-examihe witness. 

• • • 
• • • 

• • 
• 

• 
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· ·: Second Witness for the Prosecution:._I.C.R.O. 191 Jeut. :Q.C. Na·g, 
A.I.R,O. being duly sworn in on examination by the Prosecutio~~~, stated:. 

I am 50 yea;s old and I am a native of Bengal, graduated in 1915 and 
in August 1920 I was admitted to the Bengal Junior Civil Servj.ce. 
In 1934-35, I was appointed First Class Magistrate. l was 
granted a commission in the A. I. R. 0. In February 1941, 

.I was called upon to report for active service. Af that tim~. I was • 
a magistrate at the District headquarters of Rajshahi in Be11goJ. 

On March I, 1941. I reported for service at Aurangabad. After that I 
went with my unit (3 M.R.C.) overseas, arriving in Singapore on 
March 27, 1941. At the outbreak of war in Malaya on December 8, 
1941, I was with my unit in Penang. From Penang, I withdrew my 
unit and eventually came down to Singapore. 

Q. On February 15, 1942, were you in Singapore? 

A. On February 15, I was with my unit <rt a place called Raffles Place 
in Singapore, but in the afternoon of that day I was wounded in an air raid and 

·was tl'tkeq, to a hosp;tal. It was a Civilian Hospital to which we were taken first and 
within four or five hours we were taken to another military hospital. I think it was 
27, I.G.H. It was not anytping like a camp. It was situated by the seaside near 
Northbridge Road in a place which was originally Raffles Institute. 

Q. Did you go to any camp after that? 
A. Yes, we were taken to Neesoon after four or five days where we were 

admitted into another hospital. . 
Q. Now, when in the camp, did yot1 learn of any new movement for the 

formation of any army? 
A. ·After I was discharged from the hospital I came to know that then~ was 

a mov~ment for the formation of an Indian National Army. At thiS' time I was 
in the Neesoon Camp. · · ' 

Q. Can you tell the court why that army was formed? 
A. It was fon:ned to fight for the liberation of India from the British rule. 

• • · Q. Do you know if any lectures were given in the camp by either th8 
prisoners of war or by the Japanese or by both. · 

A. Yes, some Indian Army officers and Japanese officers came to deliver 
lectures in the camp. Their object was to organise this movement and to ask the 
prisoners of war t6 join the movement. I attended only one lecture. I think it was 
in August 1942. That lecture was delivered by Lt. Col. Chatterji. 

Q. Is there any reason why before August 1942 you did not attend any 
1 ecture? • 

A. Firstly, because I was very ill; and I had lost my glasses in the 
air raid and could not see. I was also partially deaP as a result of that bomb 
blast in which I was wounded. So, I did not stir out of my quarters. 
But by August I was a little better and I attended that lecture. Secondly, because 
I was not at all interested in that movement. • 

I met Shah'Nawaz Khan first in Neesoon. It was about March or April 
1942 when he was commanding that camp, in co~nection with obtain
ing permission to go up to the camp to have roy eyes examined and 

• • get my·glasses. That was the first time I met him. 
Q. ·Do you recognize Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan? 
• • • 

• • • 
• • • • 

• • 
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- • A .• ~es, '(pointing) is Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan. He was Camp Commander.:· · 

Q. N~ wl! you tell the court the circumstances umler which, wherl' and 
how you came to join the Indian National Army? Also, where it happened and 
hotv it happened? 

A. It happened like this. One day towards the end of August 1942, there 
was a lecture in that camp by Capt. Mohan Singh of the r,14th Punja!:l Regiment 
which I .. did not attend, but after the lecture had finished I was passing by the 
camp office and I found he (Capt. Mohan Singh) was returning after the lecture. 
He saw me from a distance. He was accompanied by some officers of the Indian 
Army, who were also prisoners of war at that time, and he asked the Camp 
Commander, who was Lt. Bishan Singh at that time, about me. I could overhear 
him, be<:ause I was only about five or six yards away from him. 

Q. Among the officers who were with him was any of the accused there? 

A. I remember Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan was with him, but I do not 
remember the others. Then Lt. Bishan Singh called me and introdueed me to 
Capt. Mohan Singh as Dr. Nag. I told him. "l am not a doctor". He •l!lsked 
me : "What are you then?" I told him I was a magistrate in civil life. • He said : 
"That is exactly the sort of man I am looking for". He asked Lt. Bishan Singh 
to send me that very day to Bidadari Camp. 

Q. Did you go there ? 

A. Yes. I went there and before I left Capt. Mohan Singh asked me 
to see him when I arrived in Bidadari Camp. So I tried to see him, but I could 
not. I tried to see him the next day and the day after also, but I failed. I was 
told that he was too busy and could not see me. In the meantime, withit! about 
three or four days of my arrival in Bidadari Camp I was told by Capt. Habibur 
Rehman of the 1/qth Punjab Regiment .......•.• 

Col. Kerin (Judge Advocate) --It is rather like hearsay. What were 
you told? 

A. I was appointed to be in charge of the legal dep<bftment of ethe Indian 
"National Army. 

Q. (By Prosecution Counsel). Were you asked to do anything particularly 
in connection with that ? 

A. Yes. My first job was to draft the Indian National Army Act. I was 
given an assistant, Captain :Mathur :of the 5/2nd Punjab Regiment, and with him, 
started drafting the I.N.A. Act. 

At this stage, the prosecution counsel produced a documenr- signed by 
Capt. M. Z. Kiani to which witness testified. 

(It is headed Special Order'}ro. r, dated Sept. r, 1942. I.N.A. Special Order No. I was read and 
marked AA.) 

Q. Who was Capt. M. Z.•Kiani? 

A. He was at that time Chief of the General Staff of the l.N".A. 
Headquarters. • 

Another document headed Special Order No. 4 dated September g, 1!642• 
by General Mohan Singh, General Officer Commanding rN.A.", wasproduced 
and testified by witn;ss, The document run~ as follows : 

• 

• • • • 
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(I. N. A. Special Orde1 No.4, was read and marked B. B.) 

• A third document headed 'Special Order No. 1'2, dated Octobef rs, I94'2, 
by General Mohan Singh, G. 0. C. Indian National Army' was produced and 
attested to by witness . 

Special fJrder No, 1'2 was read and marked C. C. 
Another document headed: "organisation and training instructions No. I" 

was filed. It was marked D. D. 
Sir N. P. Engineer: 

September 1942? 
Do you know what was the strength of the I.N;A. m 

·Lt. Nag: I do not know exactly. It was about ro,ooo in September 1942. 
Mr .. Desai: I would like to know whether ·he has any precise information 

or is it just a guess? 
Judge Adv9cate: What' is your information of th~t? · How do you know? 

. . . . . 
Wjtness : I do not know it officially, because I had nothing to do with the 

strength. Rut it was more or less. common knowledge that in· the beginning of 
September 1942 the strength was about 10;ooo . 
. Judge Adv9cate: Did you get that from your own knowlegde or from what 

people'told you? 
•. · Witness :· From my own knowledge. 

Mr·, Desai : All I want is that he should not mix up--what he knows from what 
he hears. Otherwise he can say what he likes for the present; 

Jud~e Advocate: You say that .from your own knowledge it was about IO,ooo. 
Witness.: Yes. 
Prosecution Counsel : Did you know before that whether the I.N.A: was armed 

and where' the arms were obtained from? 

Lt. Nag: Ifwas armed with rifles, bayonets, L.M.G.s, pistols for officers and 
a few armoured cars and carriers; an~ about half the. strength of the I.N.A. was 
armed. • • 

Judge Advocate :About half were armed, you say? 
A:.Yes .. 
Q.: Do youknow that of your own knowledge? 
A: That is what I heard. · 

Judge Advocate: That 'is hearsay. You must speak only of what. you know 
and not of what people told you of this matter. You are a magistrate and you 
should know that. 

A: Just ·as•I said, I. do not know officially. 

Col. Kerin: You must speak quite plainly. • 
Lt. Nag :This was, as I said, more or Ies·s. common knowledge. 

·. F. President : It must be yo'IJr own personal knowledge. 

Col. Kerin : Will you confine your remarks to your own personal knowledge 
and not what someone else has told you? • 

Lt. Nag: Yes, Sir. 

Prosecution Counsel : Do you know from where these arms were obtained? 
• • A: Tl:ley were armed. . • • . . • 

Mr . .Desai , I object to that. I want to. know whether the witness has any 
personal knowledge. 

• • 



Col. Kerin: Is this of your personal knowledge ? 
• 

• 
A. Yes, because I saw the arms myself and they were British arms and not 

Japanese arms. 
:\1r. Desa_i: My object is to get down things that he knows. 
Q. What uniforms were worn by the I.N.A.? • 
A. The Indian Army uniform was worn with the I.N.A. badges of rank. 
Q. You produced sorrie of these badges which were worn. 

(Badges were given to witness to identify) 
Witness: This is an arm band which used to be worn by all ranks of the 

I.N.A. from September to December 1942. 
(Arm band with crossed flag and Star marked I.N.A. was laid before the 

Court). 
The other badges which he identified were collar badges (georgette badges in 

green, white and orange) used by all ranks from September to December 194~ a cap 
badge (marked I.N.A. in bronze) worn in the second I.N.A. that is, fr<fm 1943 on
wards, the badge worn by a 2nd Lieut., (two epaulettes with brass numerals of the 
rank of 2nd Lieutenant, I.N.A. }, a pair of shoulder title; of the I.N A. rank of Colonel 
(three golden stripes and a star) and a pair of epaulettes of I.N.A. rank of the Major· 
General (cross swords and a star and bar) used in 1945, because before that there 
was no Major-General in the I.N.A. 

Advocate General : Do you remember that during the time Capt. 
Mohan Si.ngh was in command of the I. N. A. there w.as a Council of Action? 

A. Yes. • 
Q. What did it consist of? 
A. It consisted of a President, who was Mr. Rash Behari Bose, and six 

members, three civilian and three military. The civilian members were Mr. 
Menon, Mr. Raghavan and Mr. Goho, and the military members were Capt. 

• Mohan Singh, Lt. Col. Gillani and Lt.-Col. Bhonsle. 
• • . ed 

The advance part of the I. X A. was sent to Burma in 1942. It conSISt 
of detachments from all the units of the I. N. A. that is to say, the Guerilla 
Regiment, the Reinforcement Group, the Intelligence Group, the S. S. Group, 
except the Hindustan Field Force Group and Auxiliary Units. 

Q. What happened in December 1942? 
A. Capt. Mohan Singh was put under arrest by the Japanese as a 

result of some differences. Soon after his arrest, I think within a week or 
so, a Committee of Administration was set up, consisting of Lt..-Col. Bhonsle 
as Chairman, Capt. M. Z. Kiani, Lt.-Col. Loganadan and Major Prakash 
Chand as members. • 

The Committee issued its first order saying that it was meant for the 
admisnistration of and maivtenance of discipline of the ranks occupied by the 
ex-I. N. A. personnel. Soon afterwards a campaign of lectures was started by 
the Committee, and senior I. N. A. Officers lectured to all the officers and 
men in various ~amps. The object of these lectures was to ascertain the 
vews of the ex~I. N. A. personnel. 

Judge Advocate : How do you know this ? 0 • 

A. Because «:he first order said th~t the object was i.o maintain discipline 
and administer camps, and then the lectures were organised by the Committee 
to ascertain the view of the ex-I.N.A. personnel, whether they wanted to continue . . . 

• • • , 
• • • 
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• . in the. I.N.A. or not, J attended. two of these lectures tnysel~ oh~at Bidadari 
.• LN.A. Headquarters which was delivered by Lt.:Col. Chatterj1 and later ahothey 

lecture in Bidadari BJ. Camp by Mr. Rash Behari Bose. These lectures were 
delivered in January 1943 so far as I can remember. The purport of these 

.·' lectures was to ask us to continue in the I.N.A., because firstly; the object 
of the I.N.A,. was very laudable, namely, the attainment of India's .Indepen• 
dence, tlie arrest of Capt. Mohan Singh did ·n6t matter in the least and; 
secondly, our position would be very difficult; because the Japanese were not 
prepared to take us back as prisoners of war. The officers were asked to 
give their opinion Oh the subject. The vast majority of the officers were of 
opinion that they should not continue in the I.N.A. They even went to the 
length of criticising these lectures openly during the lectures. They criticised 

•· also Mr. Rash Behari Bose very bitterly in his presence. . Both these lectures 
\ which I heard met with hostile demonstr,ation by the audience. 

It was in January 1943 or the beginning of February 1943 that. the 
officers wer~ asked to answer a set of questions which were put before them. 
The q~tions were mainly tneant for ascertaining our views on whether we 

~< wanted to cofl.tinue in the L N. A. or not. I answered one of these questions, 

) 

Q. What did you stat.'e in your . answer ? 
A. I said I was not prepared to conthiut:, 

Q. What happened after that? 
A. Soon after that, within a week or so, I was called for an interview 

along with I 2 or I 3 other officers before Rash Behari Bose.· They were .called 
before him individually, one by one, ~nd when my turn. came I found that my 
answer pa1Jer was before him. He askeil me whether I still stuck to my original 
decision or whether I was prepared to change it. I told him that. I was not 
prepared t<? change it and I stuck to my original decision .of not continuing in 
the I.N.A. On my giving this answer, he directed me to a room. 1 found that 
gradually most of the officers were assembling in that room. We all assembled 
there from where we were taken by a Japanese officer, Major Ogawa, to the 
separation ca\Pp in Orchard Grove in Singapore. From there we were taken 
to another separation carJp in Jhor Baru. After some time in that camp I fell 
very ill and I was removed to Bidadari hospital for treatment. While I was a 
patient in that hospital after about a month of my staythere, I came to know 
that the patients who were still not willing to remain in the I.N.A. were abou~ 
to be sent to the Silhotri camp, where there was no provision for any treatment. 
As I could not afford to forego my treatment, I agreed to join the l.N.A. 

I was discharged towards the end of April I943 and I resumed my duties 
in the beginnini of May 1943 as ]. A. D. of the I. N. A. which was my 
original appointment. When I joined there, I found that the organisation was 
different. It was the Directorate of Military Bureau. • 

It consisted of the Director, who was Lt.-Col. Bhonsle, an Administrator, 
who was Lt.-Col. Loganadan, the Chief of Gener~ Staff, . who was Captain 
Shah Nawaz Khan, the Military Secretary, Capt. Sahgal, and then there was 
the D. P. M. Capt. Abdul . Rashid of the I/I4th Punjab Regilllent. There was 
the Army Commander, Capt. M. Z. :{(.iani, and other staff officers. 

Q. Can you identify Capt. Sahgal? 
A.. Yes,. he . is sitting there. 

Q. Are you in a position to id~ntify Capt. Dhillon? • 
A. Yes, he 1s sitting there. 

• • 
• 

• 
• • 
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Q. what were the operations of the unit of the. I. N. A. this time? 
• A. They were the same as before, except that one of the names was 
changed. For instance, the Hindustan Field Force Group came to be knowt'l 
as No. 1 Infantry Regiment and 55 Group was known as Bahadur Group. • 
These units were all engaged in taking training. 

Q. · And did the officers and men put on badges? 
A. Yes, they were all putting I.~. A. badges. 

• 

Witness then identified several extracts from the Military Bureau Gazette 
dated April 17, 1943, signed by "Major P. K. Sahgal, Military Secretary". 

Original Military Bureau Gazette dated April 17, 1943, was read and 
marked F. F. 

Q. Do you know that Subhas Chandra Bose came to Singapore, and 
if so, when? 

A. He came to Singapore in July 1943· • 
•• 

Q. Do you know what he did after coming there? • 
A. After coming there he took over the cGlilplete control of the Indian 

National Army and also the Indian Independence League. He became the 
Supreme Commander of the Indian National Army and President of the Indian 
Independence League. 

Witness identified a document headed •Special Order of the Day' by 
Subhas Chandra Bose dated August 25. It reads as follows :-· 

"In the interests of the Indian Independence movement and of the ~zad Hind 
Fauj, I have taken over the direct command of our Army from this dfiY· 

"This is for me a matter of joy and pride because for an Indian there can 
be no greater honour than to be the Commander of India's Army of l.iberation. 
But I am conscious of the magnitude of the task that I have undertaken and I 
feel weighed down with a sense of re~ponsibility. I pray that God may give me 
the necessary strength to fulfil my duty to Indians, under all circumstances, 
however difficult or trying they may be. • • 

"I regard myself as the servant of 38 crores of my countrymen who profess 
different religious faiths. I am determined to discharge my_ duties in such a manner 
that the interests of these 38 crores may be safe in my hands and every single Indian 
will have reason to put complete trust in me. It is only on the basis of undiluted 
nationalism and of perfect justice and impartiality that India's Army of Liberation 
can be built up. 

"In the coming struggle for the emancipation of our motherland, for the 
establishment of a Government of free India, based on the goodwl'l.l of 38 crores 
of Indians and for .creation of a permanent army which will guarantee 
India's Independence for all times, the Azad Hind Fauj has a vital role to 
play. To fulfil that role, we must weld ourselves into an army that will have 
only one goal, namely, the freedom of Indians and only one will, namely, 
to do or die in the cause of India's freedom. When we stand, the Azad Hind 
Fauj has to be like a wall of granite ; when we march the Azad Hind Fauj has 
to be like a steam-roller. 

"Our task 'is not an easy one ; the war will be long -and hard, but I have 
complete faith in the justice and in the invincibility of our cause. • Thi&ty-eight 
crores of human ~eings who form about one-fifth of the human race have a right 
to be free and they are now prepared to pay the price of freedo~ There is 

• • • • • 
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~ · consequently no powe~ on earth that can deprive 
any longer. -

us of our bi~iti{ of liberty 

• "Comrades, Officers and men! With your unstinted support and· unflinching 
loyalty Azad Hind Fauj will become the instrument of Indi~'s liberatior•. 
Ultimate victory will certainly be ours,- I assure you. Our work has already 
begun. • 

"With the slogan, 'Onwards to Delhi' on our lips, let us continue to labour 
·and- to fight till our National Flag flies over the Viceroy's House in New Delhi, 
and the Azad Hind Fauj holds its victory parade inside the ancient Red Fort of 
the Indian metropolis." 

The Court then adjourned to meet on the next day (November6). 
On reassembling on November 6 the examination of Lt. Nag was continued.-

Prosecution Counsel: I showed you a copy of the Indian National Army 
Act. You ·say this is a copy of the Act which you drafted. 

Witn~ss : Yes, Sir. 

(A copy of the Indian National Army Act was filed). It refers to No. ·2M. T. Coy. whose 
role was the transport'-tion of the I.N.A. personnel, rations, supplies, ordinance, and 
other stores for the I.N.A. It is marked J J.) -

Q. Who gave you instructions for the drafting of this Act? 
A:. Capt. Habibur .Rahman, who was in cha-rge of Administration in the 

I.N.A. Headquarters. He asked me to draft this Act; later, Captain Dil Sukh 
Mann ofthe 4/rgth Hyderabad Regiment. 

Q• Look at Section 55(c) of this Act. Did you follow any model in draft-
ing this Act ? 

A. . The Indian Army Act wa~ used as a guide: 
Q. Look at Section 55· Was that inserted at the instructions of ~nybody ? 
A. ·Yes. 

Defen<;e Counsell I object to that .... 
Judge Advocate : On what ground? 
Mr. Desai: .... to the witness saying that somebody else told him. That should 

not be- treated as evidence. We have no means of verifying whether he did 
receive any instructions. 

Prosecution Counsel : I submit that this is not hearsay in any sense of the 
term. What the witness is deposing is what he himself has been told by somebody. 
I am-not tendering that statement as being true in any sense. 'I:__he witness had 
been deposingewhat he had been instructed to do and under what circumstances 
this clause was inserted. 

Judge Advocate: I hope the Defence has no obje.c'tion to the witness being 
asked "on whose instructions" ? 

.Defence Counsel : . I have no objection there~ I submit that it does not 
arise now. But I had better protect myself now. It would have no value unless 
this mar;'s word is corroborated by someone else. • 

Prosecution Counsel : I will not press this question further beyond asking 
him '~under• whose instructions". But it may be relevant and important later 
to argue the question more fully, beca.use circumstances may arise where certain 
question~ may have to be asked. • • · 
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Judg~v~te : I think that is quite fair. • 
Prosecution Counsel : On whose instructions was it done ? 
WitneSs : On the instructions of Capt. Habib-ur-Rahman 

• 

and Capt.• 
Dil Sukh Mann. 

Q. W ~s any amendment made later in this section, and if so, • when ? Let 
me read SectiOn 55 : 

"The Court should by its sentence order with or without rigorous imprisonment whipping 
according to the following scale, provided the accused is certified to be in a fit condition: 

a. six stripes a week or less ; 
b. total stripes not to exceeed 24; 
c. at intervals as ordered by the court." 

Later on, was this amended ? 
A. Injune I943 when the Directorate of Military Bureau was functioning 

I was instructed to amend this section and give summary powers to the Army. 
Commander. 

Witness identified the Draft Amendment to the Indian ~ational ~rmy Act. 
This is marked K K. •• 

About September or October 1944 a further amendment was made in tl-tis 
section, after the question was discussed at a conlerence, which was called by 
Captain Habib-ur-Rahman, as Assistant Chief of Staff at Headquarters, I.~.A., 
Rangoon. The object of the amendment was to increase the scale of whipping 
up to a maximum of 50 from 24, at the rate of not more than six strokes per week, 
and summary powers for inflicting this punishment was given to Divisional, 
Regimental and Battalion Commanders in the field. 

Witness continued to say that after Subhas Chandra Bose's arrival in 
Singapore, a Guerilla Regiment, known as No. I Guerilla Regiment, also• known 
as Subhas or Bose Regiment, came into existence in Singapore in· I943· The 
other Regiments, namely, Gandhi, Azad and Nehru Regiments wP.re numbered as 
Nos. 2, 3, and 4, respectively. These Regiments were incorporated in No. I 
Division, which was moved to Burma by the end of I943-about October or 
November 1943· 

Subsequently, Nos. 2 and 3 Divisions were formedP 0 

Q. Are you in a position to tell the court what the strength of the 
Indian National Army finally was? 

A. The final strength of the Indian National Army was about 40,000. 
No. 2 Division consisted of about half and half prisoners of war and 

civilian recruits, who were mainly recruited from the civilians in Malaya. 
No. 3 Division was almost entirely composed of civilians recruited in ~Ialaya. 

Q. Now, were you present at a meeting held in the CafQ. building m 
Singapore in October I943? 

A. Yes, Sir. This meeting was held on October 21, 1943, after the arrival 
of Subhas Chandra Bose in Singapore. It was held in the Cafe building and 
over 5,000 people attended this meeting. They consisted of mainly Indians 
and Indian delegates from •an the countries to the east of India, Indian 
National Army officers and men, some Japanese officers and Indian civilians. 
I was present at "the meeting. At this meeting Subhas Bose declared the estab
lishment of the provisivnal government of free India and announced the names 
of the members of the Government. He also appealed to the civilians to 
lend their support to the Indian National Army, which was to ~ht ofi the 
Indo-Burma border in the near future. Capt. Shah N awaz Khan was one of 
the members. • • • 

• 
• • • 
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Fb hH d fh INA r."'. 'L.• In e ruary I944• t e ea quarters o t e . . . was m411f{angoon w1tu 
a rear headquarters ·left in Singapore. 

. . 
In reply to Prosecuting Counsel, Lt. Nag said :. I was in Singapore in 

March I944 and I arrived in Rangoon on the last dayof March, that is, on 
March 3I, 1944· By that time the following .units of the I.N.A. were in Burma. 
Numbers I, •2, 3 and 4 Guerilla Regiments, the Reinforcement Group, th~ Bahadur 
Group Nos. I and 2 (there were two Bahadur groups), the Intelligence Group 
and some Ancillary Units. 

Within three or four days of my arrival in Rangoon I was asked by the 
Military Secretary, Capt. Sahgal, to proceed to Maymyo. I arrived . there, 
I think, about the April IO. At this time. Nos I, 2 arid 3 of the Guerilla Regiments 
were on the Indo-Burma front, spread over Manipur and Arakan sectors. No. 4 
Regiment was in Mandalay. 

When I arrived in Maymyo I was asked by Lt.-Col. Chatterji, who was 
the then G.>vernor-designate of the areas to be occupied by the I.N.A., to go 
throu~Jil some schemes, regulatjons and laws which he had drafted for the 
administraP.ion of those areas.· I went through them. It took me about five 
weeks. After that. I went back to Rangoon and I resumed my duties in the 
headquarters asJ.A.G. Whe•n I was at Maymyo, Subhas Bose was there and he 
left on the same day as I did, namely, the third' week of May 1944· In August 
1944, I was asked by Capt. Sahgal tO take over temporarily the duties ofD.A.G. 
from him in addition to my own duties. 

My duties were to maintain !he strength return, to look after the general 
administration and discipline of the I.N.A., issuing general orders and postings and 
transfer~ of the other ranks. 

Asked what happened to the three Guerilla Regiments by July 1944, he said: 
By July 1944, the Guerilla Regiments were withdrawing from the Mandalay front 
after sustaining reverses. 

Prosecuting Counsel to Judge Advocate: lam showing to the witness a Special 
Order of the Day signed by Subhas Chandra Bose. Shown the document, witness 
identified th~ signature t>f Subhas Chandra Bose. · 

(Special Order of the Day dated August 14, 1944, is read and marked LL, signed by the· 
President and attached to the proceedings). 

Advocate-General : I do not know if you 'want me to read the whole of the 
document or the relevant parts of it. There are a number of documents to be 
put in. My only anxiety is to save time. 

Mr. Desai : Some of these documents have to be read. 
Advocat~ General : If you want any particular portion to be read, I will 

gladly do it. 
Mr. Desai: My only submission is that if all the th11ee minds work together, 

it would be better. · · ... 
Advocate-General : If you have any portion which is considered to be 

material and which I have not read, I will read it. • .-
Judge-Advocate: Our primary object is, of course, to d~ justice and our 

secondary object is to save time. 

(The document was then ·read by the Advocate-General). 

Advoclte-General : Look at this document. This is the documenf which 
is headed "Azad Hind Fauj. Lt.-Col. Jelabib-ur-Rahman1 Assi!l;ant Ohiefof$tatf1 
No .. 13 urti.t", Is that signed by anybody? 

• • • • • • 
• 
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~itn~ ~is is signed by me as D.A.G. 
0 • 

• (Azad Hind Fauj Orders Nos. 334 &, 335 dated Septembrr 5· 1944, are read and marked MM.) 

Pros. Counseh I will read the first three lines. (Reads). 
Defence Counsel: ~fay I know if it is purported to he a signature on tht 

whole document ? 
Judge· Advocate : I think the court are 

knowledge that orders of this kind are usually 
page is signed. 

entitled to take it fr~m rnilitaq, 
signed at the end. Only tht" las1 

Defence Counsel: I am prepared to take it from you. 
Pros. Counsel: Can you tell the court in what circumstances this order 

was published? This is dated October 30, 1944, and it is headed "Azad Hind 
Fauj Orders by Lt.-Col. Aziz Ahmad Khan, ~o. 11 unit". I am referring to 444 
and 445· 

Witness: No. 445 was published under the instructions of Capt. P.K. Sahgal 
who was Military Secretary. The copy which he handed over to me "-'as a copy 
of this order published already in the Gazette of the Provisional Govermft~nt ol 
Azad Hind already. And subsequently this order was published in• this order 
relating to War Council. • 

Pros. Counsel: I am referring to the order ~o. 445 which is headed 
"\Var Council". 

(Azad Hind Fauj Order dated October 30, 1944, No. 445, i~ read, extracts compared, 
certified correct, marked NN, 'signed by the President and attached to the proceedings.) 

Pros. Counsel: Can you tell the court what the military situation of the 
I.N.A. was in April 1945? • 

Witness: In April 1945, the military situation in Rangoon was pretty 
desperate because we learnt that the British forces were advancing towards .Rangoon 
and the Japanese were evacuating Rangoon. 

We were cut off from Xo. 2 Division in Rangoon since the middle of 
March, 1945, and the last information that was received was that ~o. 2 Division 
was in action in Popa Hill and Chakkadang areas. • • 

No. I Division was entrenched in Pynmana area right down to Zeyawadi 
on the 11andalay-Rangoon road. About 6,ooo I.X.A. men were in Rangoon 
at this time. 

Pros. Counsel: Do you know whethf'r they were all armed. 
\Vitness: ~o, then~ were stifficient arms only for about half that number. 
Pros. Counsel: Was Subhas Chandra Bost" in Rangoon in April? 
Witness: Yes, he left Rangoon on the 2oth of April 1945·• The British 

troops entered Rangoon on the 3rd of 1fay 1945. 
Witness produced ~ Special Ord<>r of th<> Day dated March 13, 1945· It 

is signed by Subhas Chandra Bose. 
Judge Advocate: Is the -.vhole of this relt"vant? 
Pros. Counsel: ~o, Sir. 

(Special Orc!er of the Day by Subhas Chandra Bose is examined, relevant portions read, 
extracts compared with the original, found correct, marked 00, signed by the President 
and attaclied to the proceedings). 

Wftness then produced another document entitled 'Special O.der ~ the 
Day dated rgth ~arch 1945'. It is addressed to all officers and men of the 
Azad Hind Fauj. He identified the signatur<> of Subhas Chandra Bose. • 



• 
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(Special OrdeJ;, of the Day by Subhas Chandra Bose dated ~arci:":s,' i945, is re:a 
(relevant portions), extracts compared, certified correct, marked. PP, signed by • ~he 
President and attached to the proceedings). 

Pros. Counsel: Did . you w.ork at any time in the same office as Captain 
Shah Nawaz Khan? · 

Witne3S: Ye~, in the office of the Directorate of Military Bur"eau in Singapore 
from May 1943 up to about October i943· . 

Capt. Shah Nawaz was · the Chief of General Staff. for inost of this 
period. Latterly, he became the Commander of No. 1 Guerilla Regiment. 

Witness then produced letter No. 107/r/2/G from the 'officer of the M.MJ3. 
I.L.L. Syonan dated March 22, .1943, to the Headquarters, 'I.N;A. Bidadari. 
It is signed by Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan .. 

Pros. Counsel: It is said on this letter: 'Copy to Iwa· Koru Kikan'. Can 
you tell the court what is 'lwa Koru Kikan'? 

Witn~ss: It is a Japanese organization-a liaison organization between 
the l!'ol\J. A. and the Japanese authorities. · 

Pros. • Counsel: It is a document signed by Captain Shah Nawaz 
Khan, sending to Headquarters the policy regarding the I. N. A. (This is marked 
QQ.) .•. 

Witness then produced a document dated 30-i-43 being a letter addressed 
to the Headquarters of the I. N. A., Bidadari. -The letter is signed by Capt. 
Shah Nawaz. · · 

(Counsel then read contents of document). ·It is t'ead, marked "RR", signed by·the Presi-
dent and attached to the proceedings.) · 

• 
Pros. Qounsel: What· were the functions of this special service group called 

the Bahadur Group? 
Wifness: The function was espionage, sabotage and infiltration. 
Witness then produced a letter signed by Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan addressed 

to the Headquarters, I. N. A., dated May 27, 2603, headed "P9licy regarding 
the disposal,. of categojies B & C personnel." · 

(Counsel then read the document). 
Counsel: You say .this letter is dated May 27, 26o3? 
Witness: 2603 is the Japanese year equivalent to 1943· 

(Letter No. 104/5/1/G dated May 27, 2603; is read, marked "SS",-signed by the President 
and attached to the proceedings.) 

Witness then. produced a letter signed by Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan dated 
August 8, 26og, addressed to Headquarters No. I Division, I. N. A. ' · 

Th~ doc~ment was read and marked TT. 
Witness produced a letter signed by Capt. Shall Nawaz Khan dated 

September 8, 26og, addressed to the Headquarters No. I Division, r. N. A. 
This 1 etter was read and marked UU. • · 

Witness then produced a routine order dated March 15, 1945, and recog
nised the signature of Capt. D.C. Bhandari, as O.C. Details, ·No~ 502 Unit, . Azad · 
Hind Fauj. 

Routine Orders ,dated March 15, 1945 (No. 144) read, marked VV, signed by the 
" • Pr~ident and attached to the proceedings). • . 

Witness then produced_ a (Special• Order of tlie·Day dated March 19~ I<;\4';), 
·and recognised the signature on it as that of Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan . 

• • 
• • • 
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. Advoca~ General-This is in connection with murder charges. r wiii okeep 

th8 evidence regarding that separate, but the signature on this document can be 
recognized l:iy witness. • 

(Special Order of the Day dated 19th March, 1945 (No. g2) is read, marked WW signed 
by the President and attached to the proceedings), 

Witn~ss produced No. 531 Unit Operation Order No. 2 dated. March 27, 
1945, and recognised the signature on it as that of Captain Shah Nawaz Khan. 

(No. 531 Unit Operation Order No. 2 dated March 27, 1945, paragraph 2 read, marked 
XX, singed by the President and attached to the proceedings.) 

Advocate-General: Lt. Nag, regarding this portion which I read just now 
will you tell the court what Khanju meant? 

Witness: I do not know. 
Witness produced a document in pencil headed Information dated 2nd April 

1945, and recognised the signature on it as that of Captain Shah Nawaz Khan. 
(Situation Report addressed to Major Kawabat'a dated 2nd April 1945, is read, marked 
YY, signed by the President and attached to the proceedings.) • 

Judge-Advocate: What does Hikri Kikyan mean? •• 
Witness: Hikri Kikyan is a Japanese organisation meant for d~ing liaison 

between I.N.A. and the Japanese officer. • 
Witness then produced a letter dated April 6, 1945, signed by Capt. Shah 

Nawaz Khan. 
(Confirmation of verbal orders, Serial No. I, dated April 6, 1945· is read, marked ZZ, 
signed by the President and attached to the proceedings.) 

Witness then produced Order No. dated April 6, 1945 signed by Capt. Shah 
Nawaz Khan. • 

(Operation Order No. 6 is read, marked AAA, signed by the President qnd attached to 
the proceedings.) 

Witness then produced an order dated April 1945 and signed by Capt. Shah 
Nawaz Khan. It was read and marked BBB. 

Witness produced a diary for 1944 and its name is written in the handwriting 
of Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan. 

• 0 

Pros. Counsel: I am showing you the contents of the diary. It starts on the 
January I, I 944, and I want you to tell the court whether you recognize the hand· 
writing in the body of the diary in whose handwriting is it written? 

Witness: It is written in the handwriting of Capt· Shah Nawaz Khan. 
Judge Advocate: Are you reading any extracts now? 
Advocate-General: I propose to rely on certain entries only, those which are 

relevant. 
• 

(Diary is marked CCC, relevant portions read, signed by the President and attached to the 
proreedings.) • 

(The diary for 1945 in the handwriting of Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan was produced. 
Relevant portions were read and marked DDD.) 

• Pros. Counsel: What was Captain Sahgal in September 1942? 
Witness: Hto was in the Hindustan Field Force Group in September 1942. 

In September 1943, he was Military Secretary. His rank in the !.N.A. was Major. 
He was wearing the I.N.A. badges of a Major. Capt. Sahgal was Militar}' 
Secretary until about February 1945· When he moved to the Veadq~arters 
of the I.N.A. in Rangoon, he was acting as D.A.G. in addition to his duties 
as Military Secretary. I had occasions•to come into contact with him in con· 
nection with disciplinary cases of officers. • ~ 

• • • • • 
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Lt February igAs, he was appointed Commander of ~2 p.fantry • 

Regiment of No. 2 Div. He came from Singapore to Rangoon in the beginning 
Qf 1944· He left Rangoon about the end of February or the beginning ef 
March I945· 

Witness produced a document dated February g, 1944, and · signed by 
Capt. P. K. Srahgal, together with "Special Order of the Day". 

(Letter No. 245(2/>~./A dated 9-2-44,' together with "Special Order of the Day" by 
Subhas Chandra Bose was read and marked "EEE".) · · 

Witness produced a letter signed by Capt. P.K Sahgal dated June 16, 1944· 
Prosecuting Counsel then read Para. 3 of-the letter which dealt with certain 

requirements of the army. 

.... (D.O. No. 16(2(16 MS dated 16th June, 1944, para. 3, is read, marked "FFF", signed 
by the President and attached to the proceedings.) · · · · 

Witness produced a letter dated August 20, 1944, which was signed by Prem, 
"Prem is the first name of P. K. Sahgal". . 

Prose~uting Counsel: Will you kindly see the heading of that letter-Zaman? 
Witness: It is Captain M. Z. Kiani . • 

(D. 0. letter dated August 20, 1944. beginning. "Dear Zaman" is· read, marked 
"GGG", signed by th; President and attached to the proceedings.) 

Witness: Captain Kiani was commanding No. i: Division in August I944· 
Counsel then read the letter and during the course of reading asked: \.Yho 

is Lt.-Gen. Ishoda? · 
Witness: He was Chief of the Iwa Koru Kikan at Rangoon. 
Advocate-General: Can you tell the court what Haiajiboota is? 
Witness:_ One of the Japanese formations .. 
Witnes~ then produced a situation report dated August, 21, 1944. 

(Situation report dated August · 21, 1944, is read, marked HHH, signed by the President, 
-and attached to the proceedings.) , · · 
(Letter No. 103/2/II/G dated August; '31, 1944, to Headquarters. Hikari Kikan, 
is read, marked Ill, signed by_ the Presid_~nt and attached to the proceedings.) 
(Letter No. S/2/210(21/12 dated 7-2-45 to No. 202 Unit, A: H. F., is read, marked JJJ, 
signed by the President and-attached to the proceedings.) · 

Witnes•s produce<f this Crime Report dated March 6, 1945· The words • 
~'Remanded for Divisional Commander's Trial" under the column "Punishment 

· Awarded" are in the handwriting -of Lt. Dhillon, and the signature below it is 
that of Lt. Dhillon. The words "Sentencecl to death" are in the handwriting 
of Captain P. K. Sahgal, and ·there is the signature of Captain P. K. Sahgal 
und!'!r the column, "By whom awarded and date", and at the bottom of the 
Crime Report there is the signature of Lt. G. S. Dhillon as Commander, Unit 
No. 420. 

Advocat~-General: Can you recognize the· handwriting of the words after 
the words "Sentenced to death" just before the signature of P. K. Sahgal? 

Witness: I cannot say in whose handwriting th~se words appear. 
(Situation Report from No. 747 Unit A.H.F., subject Legy operations, is 

examined by the court, extracts read, marked ILL, signed by the President 
and attached to the proceedings). · 

(Signal message dated Aptil r6, marked MMM, signed by the President 
and attached to the proceedings.) . 

(Special Order of the Day by Lt.•Col. P.K; Sabga], Officiating Commander, No. 2 . .t\.H.F. 
• wfs read and marked NNN.) · 

Prosecuting Counsel showed a dpcument to witness and .pddressing the court 
said:-'nle docutnent is in this form and it came to the prosecution in this form; 

• • • • • • 
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• 'fhert> i:'-~~ diary in it and page~ evidently taken from a diary. Th~y art>, 

according to us, as the witness will depose, in the handwriting of Capt. Sahgal. 
Witness deposed that the handwritings \Vne that of Capt. Sahgal. • 

(~ote-book with diary pages inserted is examined by the court, relevant extract. read, 
and marked 000.) 

Defence Counsel: I would like to know whether the remaining f>ages of this 
diary art still in the possession of the Prosecution. 

Pros. Counsel: No, Sir. This is the only form in which it came to our 
possession. Exhaustive enquiries have been made. 

Defence Counsel: Speciall} well-picked ..... . 
Pros. Counsel: You can make whatf'ver ~ugge~tion you like, but it is not a 

"urthy suggestion to make without an) grounds. 
Judge Advocate: 'J 'hat is a matter of argument. 
Defence Counsd: I only wanted information. 
Judge Advocate: You have got it. That is the form in which th~ document 

was received. •• 
• 

Witness produced Order of .March 26, 1944, signed by Capt. P.K. Sahgal. 
(Letter No. 7/2/1/M.S. dated March 26, 1944, t~ether with a list of allotment of 
personal numbers/Officers is examined by the court marked PPP.) 

Defence Counsel (Mr. Asaf Ali): All these appointments appear in a much 
longer document. I ~ake it, it will be available to us. 

Judge Advocate: What we do is to compare the extracts, certify them as 
correct, and return the original. But we must examine the original first. 

:\1r. Asaf Ali: :V!y only point was whether the whole document would be 
available to us. 

Judge Advocate: Yes, always. 
Counsel: When did you meet Lieut. Dhillon first ? 
Witness: After we were taken prisoners in Singapore in February 1942. 

After I was ..:.ischarged from hospital, 1 met Lt. Dhillon in ~eesoon camp about 
the month of March or April 1942. In September 1942 he was at Headquarters, 
I.N.A., at Bidadari. 

He was officer in charge of Supply and Transport in the Q Branch of the 
Headquarters. In May 1943 he was in Bidadari. He was at the I.X.A. 
Headquarters at Bidadari in the Q Branch and I met him once or twice when ht· 
came to the Directorate of Military Bureau Headquarters in Thomson Road in 
Singapore. 

In October and November 1943 he was second-in-command of :'lio. 1 Infantry 
Regiment which used to be known as Hindustan Field Force Gro~p before. He 
was a ~1ajor by this time. After he came to Burma in August or September 
1944 he was given comm!md of No. 4 Guerilla Regiment and he went to Mandalay 
to take command of that Regiment. 

Witness produced a le1J:er dated 22/12/44 addressed to ihe L~aison Officer, 
Hikari Kikan and initialled by Lt. Dhillon. 

(Letter No.e A/rg/I8 dated 22j12/44 to Liaison Officer, Hikari Kikan, Myingyan, wa5 
read and marked QQQ.) 

Witness therl produced a letter dated 22;12 44 addressed to the Liaison Officer, 
. Hikari Kikan, and initialled by Lt. Dhillon. • • 

• 

(Letter No.oA/19/18 dated 22/12/44 toeLiahon Officer, Hikari Kikan, My\pgyan, was 
read and marked QQQ.) 

• • 
• • 
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· Witness produced- an order dated March 2, 1945, and ·signeo by~· Dhillon. 
The or<fer was read by Cbunsel. . . 

(Letter No. 6/5/9 dated March 2, 1945, ''S~~and Secur.ity", was marked "RRR'.;.) • 

~ · • Witness produced another• orde.r dated\· .... \t\h 2, 1945, and signed by Lt. 
Dhillon. It was read by Counsel. l , r ·. 

(Lett~ No. 6/6/G dated 2nd March 1945, refen·~ •. JPas$word"·is marked "SSS".) 
. ~' . . 

Witness then produced Intelligence Summary'-"'~·o. 3 dated grd March 1945· 
Relevant portions were read. 

(Intelligence Summary No.3, No. 501 Unit, dated March 3, 1945, is marked "TTT".) 

Witness produced Intelligence Summary Report No. 4, dated 4th March 1945. 
(Intelligence Summary No.4, 501 Unit, dated March 4, 1945, is marked "UUU".) 

Witness produced Operation Order No. 2 dated March 6, . 1945, signed 
by Lt. Dhillon. 

Q. The order itself ·is signed at the end. Then there is a communication 
in manuscrij1t. By whom is it signed ? 

A:• Thitt is also signed 'by Lieut. Dhillon. 
(Operation Order No.2 is maked ''VVV".) 

Counsel (to Court): Tht'! next document is a counterpart of the crime report 
already put in. · 

Witness: I produce the crime report dated March C, 1945· Under the 
column headed "Punishment awarded" the words "Remanded for Divisional 
Commar1der's trial" are in the handwriting of Lt. Dhillon and signed by him. The 
words. 'Sentenced to death' are in the handwriting of Capt. P.K. Sahgal and 
signed by him. At the bottom of the crime report is the signat~re of Lieut. Dhillon. 

(Crime Report IFT. 901 i~ marked "WWW"( 

Witn~ss then produced Intelligence Summary No. 5 dated 7th March, 1945, 
signed by Lt. Dhillon. 

(Intelligence Summary No. 5 is marked XXX.) 

Witness produced a letter signed by Subhas Chandra Bose to Major Dhillon. 

(Lett:r from Subltas Chandra Bose to Major G.S. Dhillon, dated March 12, 1945, is 
marked YYY) signed by the President and attached to the proceedings.) 

Witness produced a Battle Report dated March 18, 184S· · (Battle Report 
No. 4 from Unit 450, dated March 18, 1945, ismarked-ZZZ.) 

Witness produced a letler dated March 20, 1945, signed by Lt. Dhillon. 
Counsel: It appears to be a reply to the letter I read from Subhas 

Chandra Bose. 
(Letter •in manuscript from Lt. G.S. Dhillon to Netaji dated March 20, 1945, is 
marked AAAA.) 

Witness produced Battle Report No. 5 da.ted M~u·ch 25, 2605, (Battle 
Report No. 5 dated March 25, 2605, is marked BBBB.) 

Witness produced Operation Order No. 2 by•Lt. Dhillon. 

(Operation Order No.2 from Unit No. 170 to 173 is marked CCCC.) 
Witness produced a signal message dated April 2, 1945~ 

(Signal No. D-5, dated April 2, 1945, is marked DDDD.) · 
Witness. produced the Indian National Army Administrative instructions 

by Executive Committee of the I. N. A. dated February 20, 1,943· It is signed 
by Capt .• M. z. Kiani. • 

• • • • • 
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·(I. N."". )Mministrative Instructions are marked EEEE.) 
Q. Now, were you in Rangoon when the B"ritish entered 

heg~nning of :\fay 1945? 
A. Yes. The records of the I. ~.A. Headquarters were 

by the end of April, 1945· 
• 

in the 

• 
destroyed 

Advocate-General: That finishes my examination-in-chief of this witness. 

Judge-Advocate: The cross-examination of this witness is being postponed. 
The court now wish to deal with the period of adjournment which you have 
asked for. I think yo~ asked for a three-week adjournment. The court would 
like to know the position with regard to the number of defence witnesses 
available at the moment. How many of them have you examined up to this 
afternoon? 

Mr. Desai: During the last two days we have examined none. So, the 
number stands exactly where it was. The fact remains that we have not 
been able to use these two days and that for a good reason. What I am 
going to stress before the court is that naturally it is a matter ef discretion 
of the court. If any reduction is to be made for want of intelligence, I 
leave it to 'the court. I wish to begin tomorr~ morning with whatever 
witnesses are available. I have no desire to delay the proceedings of the 
court. I may assure you again that it is entirely in your discretion, but I 
have not the least desire to delay it a day longer than I can help it. 

Judge-Advocate: Could you give the court some figures with regard to 
the number of witnesses called by the defence? Also the number made available 
and the numbers whom you don't think will b~ available. Presuma<bly, there 
will be some. 

Col. Walsh: According to the analysis which has been present:ed to me, 
the total number of witnesses called by the defence is r 35· The position, I 
understand, rather fluctuates from day to day. The number so far interviewed 
is 38. I think actually that figure is 40. And there are at present available 
for interview a minimum of 12; probably it is more. ~o far as Pegards other 
witnesses, the only thing I can say today is that they are on their way. 
Urgent messages have been sent to the proper authorities. That is the only 
undertaking I can give. As soon as they are here, the defence will be inform
ed and they will be given immediate facilities for interview. An immediate 
signal has been sent out that they should be sent and we have reason to 
believe that they should be here within seven days at the outside. 

President: What is the number of witnesses who will be available in 
seven days? • 

Col. Walsh: I am,. talking about thejapanese witnesses. About 10 or II have 
been called. Other witnesses~ keep on filtering through daily. A number of 
them have been recentlv recovered and are now on leave. There are other 
witnesses who have bee~ necovered and anagements are being made for them 
to be transferred to India. I have every reason to believe that within the 
next ro to 14 diys there should be as many as go to 40 witnesses available 
for the interview. I ought to make this point clear that out of a total of 
135, the defenc« have already intervi::wed quite a good number of them. 

Mr. Desai: We have interviewed 23. The number has been rOilduced•to 112 

Mr. Asaf Ali.: We wanted to intepiew ~t least I 35 witnesses. Some of 
them happened to be common to various cases and therefore the nuftlber was 

0 0 
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cut do~n 112. Out of these we have examined 35 and 5 are still i~ hand. So, 
it comes to 40. That leaves a balance of 72. I received a not~ce from .th~ 
:gahadurgarh Area that out of these, 12 would be available immediately, but we 
have not been able to interview them for the reasons stated by my leader. The 
accused are here and it is not pos~ible to interview the witne3Se3 while the accused 
are not prese~t. As regards the rest, Lt.-Col. Walsh perhaps knows better. I have 
received no notice whatsoever about the availability of others. Some of them are 
Japanese witnesses. Then, I wish to see Lt.-General Percival. In so far as 
Lt.-Col. Hunt .is concerned who is about the most important witness in the case, 
he is in the U.K. 

Lt.-Col. ·Walsh : I must make a point at this stage. Lt.-Col. Hunt ha~ been 
interviewed by the defence. He was called by: me to Delhi and he was interviewed 
by the defence on my arrangements. It was only after consultation with the 
defence that he was allowed to go to the United-Kingdom. 

Mr. 1\saf Ali: I should like to correct my friend, Col. Walsh, on this point. 
Was he-interviewed by any of the Counsel present in court? 

Col. Walsh: I am afraid' I cannot say because I was not there. 
Mr. Asaf Ali : He was actually interviewed by Capt. Sahgal's father who 

was accompanied by Rai Bah·adur Badri Das; and on that occasion all that really 
did take place was this. Lt.-Col. Hunt was there and they talked to him. 
He said he had just returned from imprisonment and he was proceeding home. 
It was a sort of a social meeting rather than an interview with a witness. 
No material question was put and no answer was elicited. And I think Lt.-Col. 
Walsh will. appreciate the fact that he was not pressed to stay on ag he was 
proceedillg home. I am not asking f?r ·a second that I want him immediately, 
but he will be wanted at som~ stage or another. It -is, however, my duty to 
point out that he is one of the most important witnesses who will have to be 
examined· either here or otherwise. This is the position and now it is for the 
court to decide how much- time we should have. My leader has sad that the 
matter rests entirely on your discretion. 

Judge-Advocate : There is one point about that. Lt.-Col, Walsh stated that 
Lt.-Col. Hun\ was intet\riewed by the defence and told he could go. Can the 
learned counsel who interviewed him tell us the exact position ? 

R.B. Badri Das : What happened was that when he told us that he must 
go on account of his health we said we could .not help it and we would 
take our chance. He said that he would be out of India for about three months. 
We said we do not know whether the trial will last till then. No statement 
was taken from him. He said that it was arranged that he was definitely going 
on medical advice and could not stay; but he expected to return in about three 
months' time. • We did not take any statement from him because the accused 
were not present. He said that he may not be able to depose very much because 
his memory may fail and so on. We said we shall take a chance and see what 
can be done. But in the absence of the accused we could not have any definite 
statement. We met him when we were going home .• 

· Judge-Advocate: I should have thought that the mere fact that he was 
going home was all the more reason for having a statement. • · 

R.B. Badri Das: That . would be no good because the statement would 
have to be taken before the accused. 

~esid<41t: That surely could have been arranged at. the time. 

Mr. Asaf Ali: The accused were not available at the •ime when Lt.-Col. 
,. Hu_nt wa?'present. Without ~eceiving in;tructions from the accused it was impossible 

to mterv1ew Lt.-Col. Hunt and he had to proceed home. . . . 
• • • • 
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' Judge-Advocate: At any rate he has not interviewed Lt.-Col. Hunt"although' 
• th.e opportunity did present itself. 

::\Ir. Asaf Ali: I should not like to say a word about it. • 
Judge-Advocate. Eventually the court will have to decide on the materiality' • 

of the evidence which Lt.-Col. Hunt has got to give before deciding whether 
he must b-:: called. 

Mr. Desai: As regards the materiality I may tell you, subject to what the 
court decides, we cannot help pointing out that his material, the terms of the 
surrender, is the most material thing in this particular case. That is with 
a view to indicate that there is nothing frivolous in this,-trying to get a • 
sick man here. 

The position is this. Lt.-Col. Walsh has frankly told us that some of the • 
witnesses will be available within a fortnight. How many more will be available 
we do not know; and on that you have to decide. I have neve~ attempted to 
argue too much on this issue. •• 

Pros. Counsel: \Vill Lt.-Col. Walsh be allowed to make a statement as regards ) 
the interview with Lt.-Col. Hunt ? He made a report on it to his superiors• 
at the time. • 

L t.-Col. Walsh: The rna tter should be put in its proper perspecLive. Lt.-Col. 
Hunt's evidence would be on a very narrow issue, i.e., what happened at 
Singapore on the 17th February 1942 when the Indian prisoners of war were 
handed over to the Japanese. Realising that that was of importance I took 
all steps necessary to arrange that Lt.-Col. Hunt should arrive in Delhi and 
should be submitted to the defence for interview. On the 6th Octob.rr 1945, at 
a time when the accused were available within this compound,, I wrote a note 
to my superior officers in these terms: 

"I contacted Lt.-Col. Hunt in Delhi and arranged for him to be interviewed 
by the legal advisers of the three accused officers in this case. They stated 
that they did not require Lt.-Col. Hunt's continued presence at that stage and 
agreed that he should proceed on leave to England. It is understood that should 
the defen -:e require Lt.-Col. Hunt's evidence at a lafer stage art-angements will 
be made for him to return to India." 

Judge-Advocate: I think we have heard enough of Lt.-Col. Hunt at the 
moment. \'\'hat about certain other witnesses ? Can you tell me more specially 
in connection with the report that Mr. Desai asked for, namely, Field ::\farshal 
Wavell's report on the ::\falaya campaign which has not been published. .We 
are all men of the world and we know that if unpublished official documents 
are asked for, privilege may be claimed in respect of them. • 

Mr. Desai : Then it will have to be decided on the basis of the Indian 
Evidence Act. As ngards the admissibility of the affidavit or otherwise in support 
of the priviL:-ge, it wi!l be for the court to decide. 

The court adjourned at this stage to consider the plea for adjournment. . . 
Judge Advocate: The court have directed me to announce that they 

will adjourn un!il Wednesday, Nov. 21, and the Court will reassemble at IO 

a. m. on that date. 
On Nov: 21 when the court reassembled, Lt. Nag, the first prosecution 

witness, was cross-examined by Defence Counsel, Mr. Bhulabhai Dc;pi. • 
Lt. Nag: I was a member of the I.N.A. from September 1942 up to the 

time I was bro~ght to India from Rangoon on May 18, 1945· I functioned in " 
the I.N.A. from September 1942 up to December 1942 and then again from 

0 0 
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~ . "M-ay 1943 upto the end. tn the interval there was a crisis in tke i.N.A. arid 
.. , · everybo~y discontinued to remain in. it for a time during which p~~~riod I was 
.• taken to a Separation bamp in February 1943· In substance there was one 

I.~.A. which was dissolved and another ~-N.A. which I later joined. I do npt• 
know when the second I.N.A. actually came mto existence, but I heard when I was 

'in the Separation Camp that the second I.N.A. started to function about Feb
ruary or Marcl.l 1943. 

"Taking the whole period together I held two offices-the Judge Advocate 
General and Deputy Adjutant GeneraL As Judge Advocate General I . was 
in charge of the Legal Depa-rtment of the I.N.A. I drafted the I.N.A. Act. 
After finishing that job my usual function was to see to the legal .administration 

• of the army, that is to say, · look after the court martial proceedings, courts of 
.- inquiry and other disciplinary cases. I was Gen~ral Legal Adviser to the I.N.A: 

On the 21st October, 1943, the provisional free. India Government was 
proclaimed. I continued in my old job as legal adviser of the I.N.A. There 
was a separate legal adviser of the Free India Government. His name ·was 
ML Sarkar. •I do not km>w very much about his qualifications but I know that 
h~. was ·~ member of the Bengal Civil Service. He was also a member of the 

-< • provincial civil service. He was qualified to advise on legal matters. 
On the outbreak of the Japanese war I was at Penang. On the 8th 

December, 1941, war broke out :and on the 15th December, we evacuated Penang. 
We moved first to Taiping and theri eventually reached Singapore· about 25th 
or 26th January. I was quite well when I. reached Singapore. I was taken 
ill on the rsth February 1942 because I was wounded in an air raid. When 
I was discharged I was in hospital at Neesoon camp. About a fortnight 
after my discharge (rom hospital I c;'l.ine to know that Capt. Shah N awaz 
Khan was- commandant of that camp. I did not see him functioning as camp 
commandant ·while I was in hospital. 

I accepted voluntarily my appointment as J. A. G. My first function was 
to prepare the LN.A. Act. The I.N.A:. was intended to be an organised army 
and work according to a civilised code. That was the object of framing the 
Act. The provisions of the Act were o~yed by the army throughout the period 
until I cease<i to funct~n. . . · 

On the 21st October, 1943, I was present at a mass meeting at which the 
establishment of the Free India Government was announced. I· attended that 
meeting as a VlSltor. The meeting was composed of I.N.A. personnel and 
Indian civilians and some Japanese officers and Indian delegates from countries 
in East Asia. I .was aware that there was an Indian Independence League in 
existence when I joined the I.N.A. in September, 1942. It had numerous branches, 
principally in Malaya. State and also in Burma. These branches elected 
delegates who .attended this conference. I heard Subhas Chandra Bose saying 
that the Indian population in East Asia was about two and a half millions. These 
delegates were representatives from those countries. I was there from the com
mencement ~fthe ceremonyon the 21st October, 1943· Net~ji is Subhas Chandra 
Bose.· NetaJI means revered leader; The ministers who had been appointed by 
Subhas Chandra Bose took the oath of allegiance. Th; delegates did not take any 
part: they were watching as visitors. The declaration of Provisional government 
~a~ acclmme? by them. There were about five thousand people .rresent including 
visitors and sightseers. I heard Sub has Bose making the declaratiOn. . I have seen 
the proclamation read out and I do not remember whether this. was read out on 
the 21!¥: Oct~ber, 1943· I heard Subhas Chandra Bose making a proclamation 
announcing tbe establishment of the provisional government of free India. I saw 
the procl<J.mation in the records.· I do not know when I saw .it. Records were 
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pr6peri~ept. • The proclamation is a correct copy of the one kept in the records.' r. 

• 1The procl"lhnation put to the witness by the defence co~nsel is marked eFFFF). 
l agree that the names of the ministers were those who signed the proclamation . 
• 

• I knew an institution known as the Azad Hind Bank. I think Subhas Chandra 
Bose moved about the beginning of 1944· I had no direct touch with Subhas • 
Chandra Bose. I had a conversation with him on two occasions abo~t disciplinary 
cases. In April 1944 in Maymyo, I lived in the same house as Subhas Chandra 
Bose. I never talked to him except on those two occasions which I have spoken 
of. One of these occasions was after April 1944· I cijned with him in the same 
house but I had no opportunity of having a conversation with him. I know 
that large sum~ of money were donated by fndians in all parts of Asia to the 
provisional government. They were banked with the Azad Hind Bank. The 
maintenance of the army required large sums of money. I lived about 30 
yards away from where the bank was located in Rangoon.. The maintenance 
of the army was managed by the Finance Department. The army was paid 
regularly and maintained regularly. The accounting officer was .Major ~lurty. 
I was working in the same office as Major ~Iurty. :Major Murty w~s fi~verned 
by the finance officer of the Government. I do not know his na:tp.e. Lt.-Col. 
Chatterjee was Finance .Minister in the beginning and later, I think, ~ir. 
Raghavan. The latter took over some time in 1944· • 

When I was at :\Iaymyo I met Ehasan Qadir. I was aware that he was 
there with the Azad Hind Dal. The object of that organisation was to administer 
the territory occupied by the I.::"J".A. from time to time. It was composed of 
civilians who had been given some training in civil administration in Singapore 
and in Rangoon. Lt.-Col. Chatterjee was a Governor-designate of the 
territories occupied by the Azad Hind Government. I went through a draft 
scheme of the administration of occupied territories. I examined th~ scheme 
given to me by Lt.-Col. Chatterjee. I thought it a good scheme. I am aware 
that the Andamans and ::"J"icobar were ceded to the Prpvisional Ga.vernment. 
This was about the end of 1943· I know that an Administrator was appointed 
and his name was Lt.-Col. Loganadhan. He was there for about 8 months. 
Lt.-Col. Loganadhan had to come a~ay due to illness and he left ~Iajor Alvi 
behind. At Singapore on one occasion I was present at <a passing-®t ceremony 
of the personnel of the Azad Hind Dal. I think about 200 people were trained 
for this organisation. There was a Gazette published by the Provisional 
Government. The appointments in the I.N.A. were published in the Army 
Gazette. I have knowledge regarding the co-ordination of the Indian ~ational 
Army and the Japanese forces. They functioned as Allies. I know Major
General Yamamoto and Lt.-Col. Ogawa of the Japanese liai~on in the Hikari 
Kikan. I do not know of any other liaison of the Department. On the 
establishment of the Azad Hind Government war was declared by them on 
Britain and .America. There was an Ambassador sent from •the Japanese 
Government to the Azad Hind Government. The name of the Ambassadot was 
Mr. Hachiya. The Az<!d Hind Government was recognised by Germany, Japan, 
Italy, Thailand, Philippines, Croatia and Manchukao. That is all I remember. 
It was also recognis.ed by the Burma Government which was then functioning. 
I know that the Burma Go"ernment had a defence army. I met General 
Aung San on one occasion. He was then the head of the Burma defence army . 

• When the I.::"l".A. was formed, its object was to fight the British for the 
liberation of India. The object of the Provisional Government was to protect 
the Indians in East Asian countries, i.e., their lives, honour and prqperty.e The 
I.N.A. assisted in protecting Indians in Burma in April 1945 until yd May 194'), 
when Ran&oon was•occupied by the British. I am aware that there w.as consi-
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. . . . . . ' . . •. ... . . . . 
":derable disorder after the occupation of Burma by the japanese and in Malaya also. 

The 'Provisional Gov~rnment tried to protect the Indians, but I do not kn.ow 
through what agency. 

After the British surrender of Singapore on February 15, 1942, there were 
three or four camps for Indian prison~rs of war. They were Neesoon, Bidadari, 
Seletar anCt J3uller camps. Subsequently, ,·here was another camp at Kranji and 
one or two other places. At Neesoon, Bidadari and Kranji camps there were 
large hospitals for prisoners. There were about five to seven hundred beds in 
each hospital. After my. appointment as J.A.G. I was in hospital only once. 
That was in March, 1943· I was in Bidadari Hospital. When I was told I was 
going to Seletar I was told I was going to a camp at Seletar which had no hospital. 
There are two camps at Seletar. There was one hospital at Seletar where any 
prisoner of war could be admitted. We were told that we could not be""ent to 
the hospital although we were atthat camp. I was told that I was not going to 
be sent to Seletar Hospital altf:!ough I was a patient at Bidadari at the time. 
I was notjpecially selected for riot going tq hospital ; it applied to everybody. 
When. I was in Bidadari Hospital we were all told that if we did not continue in 
the I.~.A. i/Ne would not· go to Seletar HospitaL There were some V.C.Os. in 
Bidadari Hospital with me at the time ; I do not know their ·names. I cannot 
identify them by descriptio~ either about their units or otherwise. I left Bidadari 
Hospital at the end of April 1943. 

I did not continue to serve in the I.N.A. voluntarily after I left hospital. The 
Commander of the first I.N.A. was Captain Mohan Singh. He was arrested by 
the Japanese in December 1942. He had differences with the Japanese authorities: 
I do not know what they were. 

M~. Desai: Do you ever remember attending a meeting in. Singapore at which 
Capt. Mohan Singh told the prisoners of war that. if need be they would fight. the 
Japanese !n addition ~o the British ? 

Lt. Nag: He said he would· fight anybody who stood in his way. He 
implied the Japanese and everybody. 

(Original summary of evidence is marked <?GG_G). 
• • 

In October 1943, the feeling was tha! the I.N.A. was functioning~well. Capt .. · 
Mohan Singh left written instructions that if he was arrested the I.N.A. should be 
dissolved and all I.N.A. badges of rank and records will be destroyed. There was 
a· general feeling from the beginning' that the I.N.A. should not be subordinate 
to the Japanese and that we would not allow it to be subordinated to the Japanese. 
There was no question of dissolving it_ at any time during those days. The 
predominant motive was to free India for the sake.of Indians. 

After the~nd I.N.A. was formed the same feeling was there until Subhas 
Chandra Bose arrived in J Lily 1943· After that everybody thought that they had 
got a leader who could guide them on proper lines withoul being sub~rdinated to· 
the Japanese. Thereafter the two armies fought as allie,, i.e., the Indian Nati.onal 
Army and the Japanese. . · 

• The whale of the Indian National Army .was trained by Indian officers arid 
not by Japanese Officers. It was entirely and throughout officered.by Indian officers 
and not by Japanese officers. The colours of the ··indian National Army were the 
Indian. ~ational Congress colours, i.e., saffron, white and green. Their badges 
were d1stmct from the Japanese badges. The chocolate coloured star with red 
centre '>n th~arm band with Congress flags marked I.N.A. was resented by the 
personnel of the I.N.A. as it might be rnjstaken for the Rising tiun of Japan. Its 
use was dit>continued in the 2nd I.N.A. 
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Regardin~ the administration of the Andamans and ~icobars i did say 

'lat the administration was not in accordance with the 'Scheme approved by 
1e: J. heard this from the Administrator. Of my own knowledge I cannot 
ty how the administration was carried on. I heard Subhas Chandra Bose • 
:ate at a meeting held soon after the meeting of the 2rst October 1943 that 
ny one who wished ;o leave the I. ~-A. was free to do so. I. X. A. per-
mnel were present at this second meeting. • 

Q. Do you recollect Subhas Bose saying at this second meeting: 
When the Azad Hind Fauj launches its fight, it will do so under the leader
lip of its own government and when it marches into India, the administra
.on of liberated tracts will automatically come into the hands of the Provi
ional government. India's liberation shall be achieved by Indian effort and 
acrifice~tthrough our own fauj." 

A. Yes. I remember a statement made by Subhas Chandra Bose 
t a meeting of the 21st October. 

(This statement is read by the defence. Copy is marked HHI<iH.) 
Lr. Nag: At that meeting on the 21st October 2 I there was a nat!onal 

nthem. The Bande 1\-iataram song was sung. Afterwa-rds there was another 
ational anthem, the words of which I know by l~king at them as written. 
Vords of the national anthem are read to the witness who recognises it as 
orrect. (Copies marked !III.) The song which was afterwards composed was 
cknowledged as the national anthem by the Provisional Government. The 
ndian Independence League had an enrolment form for civil volunteers which 
ras used from time -to time. I now produce enrolment form of civil volunteers. 
~his was one of the earlier forms in use before the Azad Hind Government 
~as formed. I do not know whether it was continued afterwards. (Enoolment 
Jrm for civil volunteers is marked JJJJ.) After I came to Burma. I did not 
ee this form. I do not know of any other form. The form of enrolment 
•as always used for the enrolment of a civil volunteer. · 

I remember a meeting being held at J alan and Besar stadium on 
)ctober 25, 1943· I was not present at the meeting. I produce a photo
Taph of Subhas Chandra Bose reading a Proclamation

0
at a mee,ing on the 

)ctober 21, 1943· I saw myself this photograph being taken. 
I am shown exhibit SS. This is signed by Captain Shah Nawaz Khan. 

I have seen in Singapore a weekly paper called "J ai Hind" or "Azad 
:lind". It was in Malaya but not in Burma. It was published by the Azad 
lind Government. I do not know of any daily newspaper being published 
'Y the Azad Hind Government. 

Lieutenants in the I.N.A. received Rs. 8o per month all found. This 
vas called pocket allowance. I am not quite sure about these 0 figures-they 
.re approximate only. •Captains received Rs. 125 per month. For Majors 
l1ere were different rates in Malaya and Burma. The Majors seemed to get 
ls. 180 pocket allowance and all found in Malaya. I think it was Rs. 230 
o Rs. 2 35 per month all ibund in Burma. Lt.-Cols. received Rs. 330 per 
aonth all found (approximately). Colonels received Rs. 400 per' month all 
Jund. • 

There were. a number of people evacuated from Burma on the advance 
,f the Japanese. 

I know that there was a medal awarded to Mr. Habib in Rang•on: .it was 
:alled Sevika Hinli: it was awarded fm; making a huge gift to ·the Pro
:isional Government of Azad Hind. He gave a very large amount, • running 
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int~ many lakhs. I was present when the medal was awarded. There were 
military decorations also. ~ 

Re-examined by Counsel for· Prosecution, Nag said : ·When · I was in 
hospital in Bidadari in March I943• I was told by the commanding officer • 
of the ho~Wital that orders had been received that patients who_ were not 
willing to continue in the I.N.A. would be sent to Seletar Camp; and when 
I inquired whether there was provision L)r treatment there, ~e said 'No'. 
He said that unless I joined the I.N.A., ·I would go there. I said "All right, 
I will join." After that I continued in the I. N. A. 

The Nicobar and And am an Islands were ceded by the Japanese Govern
merit. I was present in Singapore. when Lt.-Col. Loganadan was leaving 
for the Andamans and he had with him about two officers and four or five 
clerks. As D. A. G., I would have known whether there were any· I. N. A. 
forces in the And am an Islands and I· know there were no such forces. When 
I said t~at the Azad Hind and. the Japanese acted as allies I meant that they 
wer~.acting as equal partners. . · . . · 

Re-examined by the court, Lt. Nag said : Just before the re-occupation 
ofRangoon, the I.N.A. were defending ·the Indians in Burma against the 
Burmese. • 

Re-examined by Judge Advocate, Lt. Nag said: When I saw the three 
accused they were wearing I.N .A. badges except for a short period in J anua:t:y 
to the middle of Feoruary I943· I saw them wearing the badges from 
September I942· I have seen Captain Shah Nawaz Khan wearing the I.N.A. 
badg~s of a Colonel. I have seen Captain Sahgal wearing the I.N.A. badges of a 
Lt.-C~onel. I have seen Lt. Dhillon wearing the badges of a Major. 

In March I945, the accused Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan was commanding 
No. 2 Division. The accused Capt. Sahgal was commanding an Infantry re
giment ·of No. 2 Division and Lt. Dhillon was commanding No. 4 Guerilla 
Regimeet. That was also in No. 2 Division. In March I945• No. I Bose Regiment 
was not up to strength. It was very much depleted; it was more than 50 per cent.· 
depl:ted. _Gandhi R~iment was also depleted.· ~o. 4 G~erilla Regi~e.n~ (Nehru . 
Regiment) was up to the strength. All the regiments m No. 2 Diviswn were 
more or less up to the strength. All the regiments· of No. r Division were very 
much depleted after the operations at Manipur in I944· No. 2 Division was coming 
up to Burma about that time from Malaya. No. 3 Division was in Malaya. It was 
composed almost entirely of civilians. 

Capt. Sahgal came to Rangoon about December I943 or January I944· 
At the meeting on October 2I, 1943, I saw, ·besides Capt. Shah ,Nawaz Khan, 
Capt. Sahgal and Lieut. Dhillon also. They were like visitors. They were iri 
.the audience~ · · 

The Court cailed upon th~ Counsel for Prosecutio~ te.show a relevancy under 
the Indian Evidence Act, Sec. I 36, in respect offurther evidence to be called. 

Counsel for Prosecution: J am dividing my. evidence into certain groups. 
One group of witnesses will depose to the fact that recruiting was done by the 
accused among the prisoners· of war and they visited th& war camps, the 
separation camps and the concentration camps. They were aware, according 
to my submission, of the atrocities that were committed in· these camps ; and 
recruiting for war is, if not actually waging war, at any rate making preparation 
for ~ar ; tnd that would come under the Evidence Act. And the atrocities that 
were committed were committed O}lenly and notoriously. •If I am entitled to 
sho:n, a~ I . submit that they tried to win over other prisoners of war from 
thm allegian.ce to ~he 9rown in or<;\er to join.with them in w:sing ~ar against 
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the King I am also entitled to show the conditions under which they diE! this 
re~ruiting work. I am entitled to show that \liith knowledge that atrocities 
were inflicted on prisoners of war in order to make them join the I.N .A. they 
themselves took part in recruiting and trying to win over the prisoners of war to 
join the I.::'IT.A. 

. . 
There will be evidence to show that in the speeches which they made they 

referred to the conditions prevailing and to the hardships which they were under
going and they held out promises that if the prisoners of war did join the I.~.A. 
they would forget those hardships and get better treatment. They also held out 
veiled threats as to what wcmld happen if they did not join the I.XA. 'fhese, 
I subn•it, are part of the offence with which they are charged and I am entitled 
to rely on that and prove that. 

Some of the speeches which they made were not only before December but 
after December 1942--the efforts which they made to win over the Indian 
prisoners of war to join the I.N.A. ; and I submit that it is not neces&"ary for rnf' 
to show that they were actually present when torture was inflicted on •indian 
prisoners of war to join the I.N.A. It will be sufficient fi>r my case to• show that 
these atrocities were committed openly and notoriously~ and that they were aware 
of that. And with knowledge of that they continued to press the Indian prisoners 
of war to join the I.N.A. 

I submit they are all connected togeth,~r with the charge of waging war 
against the King and they are relevant; and I submit evidence on these questions 
will be admissible. 

I first propose to examine witnesses who will depose to the fact that they 
did make speeches before the Indian prisom·rs of war and used phra~es which 
I have just mentioned. And I will follow that up by leading evidence to show 
what conditions prevailed in the prisoners of war camp and in the con{:entration 
camp and the separation camp and as to whether they were aware of these 
atrocities. 

Counsel for D~fence: 'vVe- must analyse the kind of evidence my learned 
friend proposes to call. I will take the last first, viz.,0 making 0 speeche~ or 
otherwise inviting or inciting prisoners of war to join the I.~.A. Then the 
next set of allegati<ms, according to my learned friend, which he proposes to 
prove is that by some persons other than the pre,ent accused some treatment 
was given of which all that he alleges is that they came to know. I have 
never yet heard of any law that merely bc~cause you know that somebody has 
done something, that knowledge constitutes an offence. It is an extraordinary 
argument made before this court, ani I know the reason. The reason is t~at 
they cannot bring home to these accused any dishonourable conduct. Failing 
that, they now hopelessly try to do this: somebody did something and they heard 
about it and knew abotft it. If my friend thinks that a great deal of padding 
is necessary, he can we-ll have it, namely, that they made speeches asking them 
to join (he I.~.A. 

• My case is that in some cases the alleged speeches were not made and 
in some cases they were made at different periods of time. If my learned 
friend thinks that that part of the case has any valu~ in proving the waging 
)f war, he is entitled to that satisfaction, if the court thinks that the matter 
;hould be extended to that plane. They have put in documents that they joined 
chat army and that army fought; but now to go back and sa~ that- their 
great grandfatheu did something, is som~hing which does not appeal to reason. 
The Crown cannot plea res gestae. That is a matter which is essentially so-connected 
that it is necessary for the court.to know whether actual.relevant act~ were done. 
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Then he goes on to the tortures or atrocities.. As far as the. summary 

given t~ us is concerne'tl, I make bold to say that there is 'no allegation by 
any· of the witnesses that any one of the three accused ever did anything .of• 
t~ kind and I say that after having carefully studied it. And there are no 

· charges against the accused of that kind. There are charges against other 
accused like Shingara Singh, Fateh Khan and Ab:lul Rashid of an indirect · 
participation i~ any acts or alleged _acts of atrocity. _ 

Buc merely because in the process somebody individually was guilty of 
any such act-1 submit that mere knowledge that it was being done-an<:\ 
assuming all that against myself-it raises the argument of relevancy. If the 
court goes into it, it will be our duty to show that we have no knowledge 
of it. But I am assuming for the moment that in-some places by some persons 
these allegations of torture can be borne out. Even so, my learned friend 
cannot say anything more. than they had knowledge of it. He ha~ cited nothing 
and nothing can be_ cited.· Tha~ because a man has knowledge. of some act, 
the person knowi~g it is guilty of any offence. . · . . . · 

I e;nph~ise this that in so far as the charges against the accus~d are con-
• cerned, there are only two sets-one of waging war and the other doing or _abetting 
the murder of four .persons. T.hey fall under ten heads, but the substance is only 
that and in fact it is amasing,that in the first series of summiuy there is not even 
the suggestion that they knew about the alleged beating. It is only during the later 
stages that they were given a statement of seven witnesses, and even then none of 
these statements shows that they participated directly or indirectly: in any incitement. 
Therefore the utmost they can say is that they came to know it; and the use by my 
friend of the word 'notorious' does not carry it any further. My friend's theory 
of penal l<!W is that if you hear of something wrong and know of something wrong, 
that is an offence. But that is not an offence with which they !}ave been charged, I 
daresay if they wanted to make it an offence that A or B did this; they should have 
formulated'that charge. . · · 

I submit that a statement of this kind must defeat itself ... Because' in the firs-t 
instance there is no charge. In the second instance let me· ittempt to frame a 
charge that y~ knew that somebody was torturing somebody.- There is no section 
of the Act about this that I knoyv of, and there is no obligation of any kind laid 
down· by law. Therefore my submission to the court is-my respectful suggestion 
to the court is, I have no right to say any more-that on. the question· of their 
assisting recruiting if the court req.uire any evidence-notwit}istanding the fact that 
more dir'ect acts have been proved-the court is· entitled to 'it. But as to the rest 
my submission is that it is totally irrelevant and should IJot be allowed. It is to 

. create a prejudice against honourable men, who on their own showing, took no part 
in any of the atr~cities. I take it that a tribunal of this kind will set its face 
against such· an attempt to prejudice it. By alV means, let those who commit 
torture be brought before this or any other tribunal. · • 

Therefore, my submission is.that the fi.rst part may stand, but. the second part 
is totally irrelevant. Waging war itself is grave enough. But if he thinks he can 
add that by mere knowledge that somebody else commit~ed it, I submit it is totally 
irrelevant. If a witness is called and he deposes, for example, that a speech was 
made, it may be allowed; but when he proceeds to talk about som~body else having 
committed something else merely on the ground that he came to kn<;>w about it,- I 
trust the court will rule it out. . · _ · -. . ' ' 

Judge Advocate -Sir Noshirwan: Do you base-your submission on any parti-
cular secti~n of the Evidence Act? • • · 
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46 . . . 
Advatate-General: I am not suggesting for a moment that there is any . 

other charge. It is on the charge of waging war that r am submitting t~at this 
-pqrtion of the evidence becomes relevant, on which torture is alleged, because my 
learned friend did not reply to the particular statement that the speeches whi~h 
the accused made referred to the conditions prevailing and they referred to the · 
hardships which they were undergoing. It is not suggested that the accused suggested ' 
that they would be tortured if they did something. When the • witnesses say 
the accused used the words "conditions prevailing" what was it that they were 
referring to ? They were referring to the hardships and torturl's tht:y were 
undergoing because of not joining the I.N.A. and the threats which they held 
out as to what would happen to them if they did not join the I.XA. That brings 
in the evidence as regards atrocities committed against prisoners of war. I am • 
not basing my right to lead this evidence on any other· special charge of atrocities 
committed by them. It is part of the evidence which I am entitled to lead on the 
charge of waging war against the King. Because the act of recruiting men by 
trying to win over the prisoners of war to join the I.~.A. in order to fight 
against His :Vfajesty the King is itself part of waging war, and it amounts to 
preparation for waging war. This is my submission. •• 

• 
On Section I o I think the present position does not arise so far as this. 

evidence which I am going to lead. I am going to submit that if they acted in 
concert with the commitment of an offence then the acts and declarations whether 
oral or written-of all persons who were parties to the concert and who acted 
in concert become admissible against each one of them, not only to prove the 
existence of the conspiracy, as it is called in the section. Also they were 
parties to it. But so far as the evidence which I am going to 
lead is concerned, I do not want to go to the length of saying that the conspiracy 
in question existed between them, and everybody who fought on the•side of the 
I. N. A. I do not .suggest that. As regards some persons, ·I will have 
to argue that later on. As regards those that were acting . in concert 
with the leaders of the movement with whom the accused associated themselves 
and if the question arises as to their acts and their declarations, I 
will rely on Section 10. But so far as the acts of the ordinary persons in the 
I.~.A. are concerned and as regards prisoners of war I am not prepared to prove 
my submission on the ground that it is covered by S~ction ro. • I do not say 
conspiracy existed between the accused and the I.~.A. persons. I am submitting 
this mainly that if there is evidence before you to show that if in their speeches they 
expressed that by joining the I.~.A. they would avoid the conditions which were 
then prevailing, what conditions were they referring to and if they gave promises of 
better treatment, what was the better treatment to escape the hardships which they 
were suffering from and threats as to what would happen to them if they did not 
join the I.N.A. That proves the relevancy as to what those conditions were and 
what the hardships were which they would avoid by joining the I.:W.A. 

Defence Counsel :My learned friend must have read this statement because 
he is not suggesting tl!at any of the accused said that they would have to undergo 
hardship. 

Advocate-General : Itois not necessary that they should say so in so many 
words. 

Juclge-Adv<tca:te : What we have been really talking about which may not 
pt)Ssibly have been clear to all of you, because you have not read the summary of 
evidence yourselves-is this-that during the course of the evidence which will be 
heard now, or which it is proposed to put in evidence now, theoe ara. certain 
speeches by the accused at certain meetings which they addressed with reference to 
recruitment for tl!e Indian National Arm~. As between the prosecutib>n and the 
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· defence ~n that point, I do not think there is very much difference. - Of wurse, the 
relevancy of these matters may come into question later on, but at any rate, at 
the moment there is no great difference between the prosecution and defence ~m· 
that matter. ' · 

Now with regard to torture, which is th~ second class of evidence to be 'dealt 
with there is in•the summary of evidence-evidence that tortures were inflicted upon 
Indian prisoners of war in Malaya in order to force them to join the I.N:A. but 
there is no suggestion anywhere that any of the accused officers were present at any 
of those beatings and so on. But the learned Advocate-General argues that the 
accused's words at some of the meetings show that they knew that torture-at least 
hardship-was being inflicted, and'with that knowledge they recruited. That indi-

. cates the methods by which recruitment was carried on for the I.N.A. It is, there
fore, all part of the res gestae. 

Now, on the other hand; the defence argue that mere knowledge by the accus-
ed that these acts of torture were going on is not enough, that the mere knowledge 
they had woald not be suffiCient to raise a charge against them, that there was no 
incitem~t by them or there was no instigation by them to commit those alleged 
atrocities. HI. fact, there is no evidence on the record of the summary of evidence, 

• as I have said before, stating that the accused had committed any of these tortures 
or instigated them. Finally, tne defence maintain that the Bringing in of this 
evidence is intended merely to create prejudice against the accused. The le;:trned 
Advocate-General specifically says that he does not base his case on Section 10 of 
the IndianEvidence Act,. that he does not place all the numerous persons engaged 
in the I.N.A. in the category of conspirators, although he says there may be indi
vidual cases in which he does place them in the category of conspirators. As I 
say, the le"-rned Advocate-General really bases his case on the speeches of the accus
ed which he w.ill prove showing, as he says, that the accused referred to th~ hardship 
which would be inflicted on POWs. unless they joined and thereby implying that 
they had kHowledge of the methods by which, as he alleges, the recruiting for the 
I.N.A. was being carried on. 

The courF at this stage closed for taking a decision on the· point. _ 
On reop,ning, Jud~e-Advocate said : The court direct me to state that they 

consider that evidence of torture and hardships undergone by Indian prisoners of 
war in Malaya and Burma should be admitted. 

The court then adjpurned to meet on November 22, 1945. 

November 22 

Captain K. P. Dhargalkar of the grd Cavalry, second witness for prose
cution, examined on oath, said: I was commissioned for the Indian Army 
from Sandhurst in January 193r. I was attached to a British unit in Poona 
and having completed my attachment I was posted to the Indian Army. 
I have served in the- 3rd Cavalry ever since. I went •to Malaya,· arriving 
there on November 28, 194f. I fought in the Malaya c~mpaign from 
December 8, 1941, to February 15, 1942. I withdrew from my unit 
to Singapore. My- squadron arrived in Singap~re on January 29, 1942. 
I was in Singapore when it surrendered on February 15, 1942. I did not 
attend the meeting at Farrar Park on February 17, 1942, 4:lecause of some 
misunderstanc1ing. All British officers were ordered to go to Changi · and I 
went with the rest of the officers of my regiment. I stayed there for one 
night 40nly. • The following morning I went to Farrar Park. When I got there 

_there was a bit of chaos. Some. !ndian troops were going to one camp; 
others w~re ~oing to a,p_oth.er. I JOIII\:d my m1it at Neeso<fn, 
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I • k~ew • about the formation of the Indian National Army on-that moi~: 
ing at Farrar Park. I never had anything to do wirtt the Indian ~ational 
·A~my. I always tried to prevent my own regiment and any other people 
who came to ask me what I thought about joining the I. X. A. from doi~g 
so. While I was in Neesoon I was put under close arrest for three days. After 
that I was removed to Bidadari camp with the rest of my camp. I went 
from there on March 21, 1942, to Buller and from there f came back 
before I left Singapore. I cannot remember the date. I remained in Buller 
Camp for about ten days. Approximately, there were between 7,ooo and 1o,ooo 
prisoners of war. I remained in Bidadari for two days. After that I left for 
Thailand with one thousand men. General Mohan Singh sent me to Thailand 
with a thousand men to do fatigues. I left Bidadari on March 21, 1942, • 
and arrived in Thailand on April 1, 1942. We were kept in a POW 
camp. I was commanding the camp and a 2nd Lt. Shimikura was liaison 
officer. He was a Japanese. There were S British commissioned officers 
and I cannot give you the exact number of V. C. Os. in the camp. All the 
officers were Indians. On April 21, six of us, including myself, w~re removed. 
We were taken to a place called Kelpitai. We were taken in a lort•y which 
was covered with a white sheet. I remained in Kelpitai for as days. We 
were released on July 1S, 1942. We were ta~en from there to Singapore. 
We arrived there on July 22, 1942. We were taken straight to the bungalow 
of Mohan Singh and from there sent to Buller Camp. That camp was com
manded by Captain Prakash Chand. It was a mixed camp. We had a certain 
number ofvolunteers and some prisoners of war. We were kept in this camp in seg
regation. Nobody was allowed to talk to us. We were allowed one orderly. On 
August 1S, I was removed to the Concentration Camp. It was very near Bidadari 
Camp. The conditions were very bad. I was not treated as an officer. F<Or the first 
seven days we were kept in an So-pounder tent which was full of white ants. We 
were then removed from this tent to a hut about 500 yards away to a cement hut. 
We had to fall in with the other prisoners to collect our food. The food consisted 
o{ rice, sometimes dal and mostly some form of spinage. The camp was com
manded by one Shingara Singh with Fateh Khan as his second-in-command. 
There were a lot of wire fences in which a lot of Indian ranks used to be kept 
throughout rain and sun. On quite a number of occ'asions I sa{!; quite a good 
few Indian ranks being beaten by Fateh Khan. The guards and sentries were 
mostly Sikhs. We had to salute these sentries and if we did not wear headgear, 
we had to bow to them. Those who were beaten were mostly Indian ranks. 
I do not know the names of anybody. The men were working for about 8 to 
ro hours. This was in the Concentration Camp. The prisoners of war there 
were made to work 8 or 10 hours a day. If during the working time they felt 
tired and wanted to rest, they were immediately belaboured by the guards with 
sticks and forced to work again. I myself was never made to wor~ but I started 
some sort of body rash. When I .went to the hospital to ask for some medicine, 
I was told I could .not have any. On one occasion the entire 6/rst Punjab 
Regiment made to live in the open space for two or three days. I do not know 
the reason why these people were made to live this way. From there we were 
removed to Bidadari to an officers' Separation Camp. There were about 40 
officers there. The living conditions were slightly better than in the Concentration 
Camp. There w,re 16 of us who were living in a room about 10 feet long and 
ro feet wide. There was no furniture and we had no electric light. The food 
was much better than in the Concentracion Camp. We were made to work, 
cleaning up the garden and the ground for 4 to 5 hours a day. We Jlad t,)> wash 
and clean our own utensils as no orderlies were provided for us. During my 
stay in the Separa'tion Camp quite a good few officers of the I.N.A. use4 to come 
to this camp and try anq qo propaganda with a view to making us join the 
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I.N.A. I do not rem~mber Lt. Dhillon being there but I remember Capt. Shah 
Nawaz Khan and Capt. Sahgal whom I recognise coming there. Neither .of-the 

• two accused ever spoke to me, but discussions usually took place and nearly all 
the discussions were about our joining the I.N.A. I was present at these discus
sions. It is very difficult for me to quote the exact words which Capt. Sahgal 
and Capt. • Shah N awaz Khan said, but the gist of what they said -was "Why 
don't you all join the I.N.A. rather than waste yourselves living under these 
conditions? " The camp was being run by Mohan· Singh of the I.N.A. We 
were released on October 2 or 3, 1942. I was then taken to the 
Buller Camp. The Buller Camp was a mixture of volunteers, non-volunteers 
and surplus volunteers. While in tpis camp I s<l:w prisoners of war being tied 
up to trees, neaten and generally maltreated. ThiS was done by the Camp 
Commander who was a member of the Indian National Army. The men who 
were being beaten were not Il)embers of the Indian National Army ; they were 
prisoners of wat; While we were in that camp there was a crisis in the Indian 
National .Army. The Indian National Army broke up and the Japanese took 
us ow~r, and prisoners of war were sent to a camp in Serangoon Road. We 
went to this camp on December 28, 1942. I remained there till January 7 on 
which day I went to a hospital at Kranji Camp. The Kranji Camp ·was visited 
by quite a lot of I.N.A. offi<!ers. I only remember seeing Capt. Shah Nawaz there. 

Cross-examination by Counsel for Defence 
I saw all the three accused on several occasions. I saw them anything 

between 20 to 50 times. I spoke to Capt. Shagal only toice; I do not remember . 
having spoken to Capt. Shah Nawaz or Lieut. Dhillon. I spoke to Capt. Sahgal 
in Col. J3honsle's house. I cannot remember any other occasion. I was present 
at· fifteen <?Ccasions at which discussions took place. Captain Shah Nawaz may 
have been present about twice and Captain Sahgal was present about the same 
number of times. This was in .a separation camp at Bidadari. The whole of the 
Bidadari camp was the Indian National Army camp. We were taken there by 
Captain Mohan Singh. There were about sixteen of us living in the room. I 
did not take part in the discussion nor was I addressed by Captain Shah Nawaz 
or Captain• Sahgal. That is all that happened during the discussion. Asked 

' about the retreat of the British army, witness said: "It took nine weeks to go 
from Penang to Singapore; you can call it a stampede if you like." 

After the meeting at Farrar Park the British and Indian officers were 
separated by order of a Japanese officer Major Funjiwara. He was the officer 
to whom Lt.-Col. Hunt surrendered the Indian prisoners of war. When I 
returned to Neesoon Camp I was kept with another officer of my regiment. 
Actually, I was put under close arrest on the second day of my arrival in Neesoon; 
I do not kn~w the reason. I made attempts to find out the reason but I was 
never given an answer. I tried to find out from Lt.-Col. (lill. I was quite certain 
that I had committed no indiscipline. I have no complaint about the food or 
anything else. 

· Immediately after I was released lrom close arre~ I was sent to Bidadari Camp. 
I remained there till March 21, 1942 .. I do not complain of my treatment there. 
On March 21, 1942, I went to Thailand. By that time step!>_ had been taken 
for the formation oftheindian National Army. The Indian National Army were 
called the Indian volunteers. That word (volunteers) expresses exactly what they 
were .• At t~at time those who were there were known as volunteers; whether they 
volunteered or not I am not in a position to say. We were told the next day 
after my Jlrrival in Neesoon Camp that ~ll pr;soners of war we~e handed over to 
Captain Mohan Singh and that they were to obey his orders. And it was 
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~aptain Mohan Singh who asked me to go to Thailand .• When I was ord&red 
? ~o to Thailand the process of separating volunteers from non-volunteers in 
mgapore had commenced. It was as a part of that process that I was sent 
o Thailand. When we reached Thailand there was a camp where we were • 
.11 living together. The treatment in the Thailand camp was good. I remaind 
11 that camp until April 21, 1942. I do not complain of my treatment aere. 

On August 18, 1942, I was removed to a concentration camp, very near 
lidadari Camp where a contingent of the Bahawalpur Infantry arrived- V.C.Os . 
. nd officers. None of us were ill-treated. There were people living in tents 
cbout 150 yards from me. I was not allowed to go to them. In fact I did 
tot go. I do not know who they Wf're. I was concerned with what was 
tappening there inasmuch as I was interested in the walfare of the prisoners of 
var. I was the senior officer there. I was not the officer of the people who 
vere 150 yards away from me. That camp extended for another 300 or 400 
·ards. I saw some beating in the other camp. 

• 
I was then moved to a place called the Officers Separation Ca~p at 

~idadari. It had a board on it "Officers Separation Camp". There were 
tbout 40 officers there. Later on we were joined by Viceroy's Commissioned 
)fficers bringing the total to about I 20. I was •there until October 2. 
fhe discussions took place there. I knew Capt. Sher Dil Khan. Capt. Shah 
~awaz Khan came there, but I do not know whether he came to see Capt. 
)her Dil Khan. I was not invited to a discussion, I was living in the room, 
md I overheard certain conversation. I was addressed but not by any of the 
>fficers present here. Capt. Shah ::'lfawaz Khan was speaking to 16 other 
>eople. The gist of his conversation was "\'Vhy do you not join the Indian 
\Jational Army:>" In this Separation Camp we were given one towel each and 
ive dollars, and we had our rations. The rations were not gooa but they 
1\'ere alright. vVe were taken out from that camp once by Mohan Singh to 
1 seaside place, called "Ponglon". 

I know Capt. ]\;fohd. Zariff. I only know him by sight. 
Judge Advocate: Captain Shah Nawaz Khan came into the room; 

1e had lots of friends amongst the officers living ther~. There ~vas general 
alk. I cannot remember for certain whether Captain Shah ::'lfawaz Khan 
:tdvised the officers present to join the I.N.A. In the Separation Camp in 
.vhich I was, to the best of my knowledge, nobody was beaten. All the guards 
wd sentries were Indian Army N.C.O.s and sepoys. 

Subedar-Major Baboo Ram, I/qth Punjab Regiment, examined through the 
nterpreter stated : 

vVhen the war broke out I was a Subedar-:\fajor in the Indian Army. 
was serving at Jitra at the top of Malaya with the 1 'qth Punjab Regiment. 

)ur battalion was in •action at Changlung. After three days of fighting we 
.vere ordered to retire and we gradually retired back to Singapore. [~ote by 
:he court: At this stage the court decides that the interpreter is incompetent 
md adjourned for 45 minute~ in order that the prosecution may obtain a fresh 
.nterpreter.] 

• ·when the court reassembled, Major Banwari Lal was duly affirmed as inter-
preter. Subedar-Major Baboo Ram further stated: 

When my battalion arrived in Singapore, it was very much d~leted owing 
to casualties. When my battalion reached the naval base at Singapon!, my•batta
lion was amalgaiu-ated with the 5/14th Pl!njab Regiment. On February 15, my 
battalion was in Ilkaf Garden near Bidadari, An order was received in •the even • 
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. . 
:ing that Singapore had been surr~ndered to the enemy and all tbe a-rms of the 
batt~ion would be coilected. The arms were collected on February 16. The 
arms were taken away b~ the J apa,nese. On the evening of F_'ebruary r6; an •order 

• was received that all Indian troops will go to Bidadari Camp and they did go. 
On the evening of the same day an ord~r was also received that all Jhe· Indian 
troops woulp collect at Farrar Park. My battalion under the comman~ _ of Capt. 
M.Z. Kiani went from the camp to the Farrar Park. Many POWs. had already 
assembled there and more ofthem continued to come in after we went there. At 
2 or 3 o'clock in the afternoon there were about 15,ooo POWs. there. There 
was a building in that park and on the balcony of the first storey of that building 
some officers were sitting. Amongst those officers there was a British ·officer, 
Lt.-Col. Hunt, and the:re were also some Japanese and Indian officers as well. The 
Indian Army officers were dressed in the Indian Army uniform. They had some 
white arm bands .on their shirt sleeves marked 'F', Lt.-Col. Hunt spoke through the 
microphone and .. _asked the ·'Yliole gathering to stand up. Then; he ordered the 
audie~c.e ~o stand at. attention. He . then _proclaimed that as a representativ~ of 
the B;1tisli. Govern~ent he was handmg us o~er tc;> the Japanese. Then he advised 
the gathenng to o.bey the order of the Japanese m the same way as they obeyed 
the orders ~fthe British Government, otherwise they will be punished. After that 
he handed' over certain papers to ··Major. Fujiwara, a Japanese officer. Then he 
saluted him and went· back.. After that Major Fujiwara came to the microphone 
and made a speech in the Japanese language which was translated into English and 
then re-translated into• Hindustani. He said: "As a representative of the Japanese, 
I have taken you o'Ver. My Government 'is not prepared to keep you as prisoners. 
So far as we are concerned you are free. We are short of rations and you will 
have to do some fatigues: "I hand you over to Captain Mohan Singh, who will· be 
the Supreme Commander and you will have to obey his orders.'' After that Captain 
Mohan Singh came to the microphone and said: "The British have handed you 
over to the Japanese and the Japanese are not prepared to keep you as prisoners 
and they' are also short of rations. We are forming an Indian National Army which 
will fight to free India. Are you all prepared to join the Indian National Army?" 
On this the audience lifted Up their arms; threw their turbans in the air and showed 
great pleasure. They made noise but Captain Mohan Singh ordered them to keep 
·quiet. He •said that 1-le was very pleased to see them rejoicing but freedom could 
not be gained by making noise. Then he said: "The British have accused the 
Indian Army of not putting up .a good fight in Malaya, but you know what type of 
arms the Indian Army. had, how many tanks. there were, liow many aircraft 
and which of the p'ositions was evacuated without orders." Then he cracked 
a joke with a small Japanese and finished his speech. 

I arid my battalion remained that night in Farrar Park. On the morning 
of February r8, we marched· to the Neesoon Camp. After two or three days 
of our arrivarin Neesoon Camp, Major Fujiwara along _with Capt. Mohan Singh 
and Capt. Muhammad Akram came to- visit that <eamp. · I now recognise 
Lieut. Dhillon, the accused before the court. At the end of February or the 
beginning of March,- Lieut. Dhillon delivered a lecture to V.C.O.s, N.C.O.s and 
men of my battalion and some other people who weue livtng in the building where 
we were l~ving. He said that the I.N.A. was a very good movement and eve'ry 
one should join it. Lieut. Dhillon was Signal Officer in my b'\tta:lion. When my 
battalion reached Ipoh, Lieut. Dhillon fell sick and was admitted into hospital. I do 
not know where he was when Singapore surrendered but I. saw him later .in 
Neesoon Camp. 

• • • 
I recognise Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan, the accused sitti:Qg before the court: 

In the -.month of March, when Capt Shah Nawaz Khan was commanding the 



• 
Neesoon Camp he collected all the V.C.O.s and the ~.C.O.s and read to them:· 
follr Bidadari resolutions from a piece of paper. He said th;h there was a mehing 
of all• the officers held in the Bidadari Camp and the following four resolutions 
were passed. I remember two resolutions out of those four the gist of • 
which was: 

(1). vVe are all Indians. • 
(2) We should all fight to free our country. 

The other two resolutions were similar but I do not remember them. Then he 
exhorted us to go back to our residence and read these resolutions to all 
the I.O.R.s. -

Capt. Shah Xawaz Khan arrived at Singapore on January 28, 1942, on 
a draft. He was commanding No. 2 Company when the Battalion was re
organised at the naval base. In the month of April Capt. Shah N awaz Khan 
delivered another lecture to the officers and N.C.O.s in Neesoon Camp. I was 
present in that lecture. Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan in that lecture said: • 

This I.~.A. movement is a very good movement and I have Qffered 
myself as a volunteer, but I do not order any one to •volunteer. 

Then he asked us to go and repeat what he ha<l said to the I.O.R.s. 
Then he said that a list of those who volunteered and also those who 

did not volunteer should reach the camp office by the following evenin~. 
But no officer or N.C.O. will order or will put pressure on the I.O.R.s. 

to volunteer or not to ·volunteer for the I.N.A. 
A list ~bowing the number of volunteers and non-volunteers was prepared and 
was handed over in the camp office. • 

I attended a conference at Bangkok. I was told by Capt. M.Z. Kiani in 
the camp office that I should attend the conference. I said that I did not know 
English, but he said I would have to go. We did not receive any ins'tructions 
during the first day of the conference, which was an open session. On the second 
day of the conference, we received some instructions during the interval. These 
instructions were given by Captain Mohan Singh. He said that the military 
delegates should maintain discipline in the conference a8d should ~ot raise any 
objections ; if anybody had any objection he should inform him beforehand. 
The first resolution passed at the conference was that out of the prisoners of war 
and other Indians living in the Far East an Indian National Army will be raised. 
The second resolution was that an Indian Independence League will be formed 
with branches at Singapore, Malaya, Burma, Thailand, Java, Sumatra, Philippines 
and Japan which will collect money, clothing and recruits for the I.N.A. 
The next resolution was that the Indian National Army, when raised, will be 
under the command of Captain Mohan Singh. The next resolution was that 
a Council of Action will be formed, which will work as liaison between the 
Japanese and the Jnaian National Army. The next resolution was that 
all arms, ammunition and equipment will be supplied to the I.N.A. by the 
Japanese Government. Another resolution was that the price of all the arms, 
ammunition and equipment '~ill be paid in cash by the would-be Indian Govern
ment. The Council of Action formed at the conference was composed of two 
military members• and two civilian members, with Mr. Rash Behari Bose as its 
President. The t~o military meml?ers were Captain Mohan Singh of the I/I4th 
Punjab Regiment and Lieut.-Colonel Gilani of the Ist Bahawalpur Infantry. 
At the end of the conference, I returned to the Bidadari Camp. ~·y baW;alion 
was still there. A~proximately 250 men of my battalion did not volunteer. They 
were sent to the civil aerodrome camp. Tney were mostly Punjabi MUisalmans, 
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Pathans and a few Dogras. After I came back from the Bangkok Conference, an- • 
other 'Hst of the volunt~ers was prepared and signed. I was also one of the volunteers. 
There·were about 400 men who did not .volunteer and they were also sent to .the 
tivil aerodrome. They were sent to the civil aerodrome for fatigue duties. On 
September 1, 194<.2, when the I.N.A: was officially formed, I was posted to the 
ist Infantry Battalion Hind Field Force. ·This battalion was stationed at B.idadari 
camp. Afte~ two or three days, they started doing some P. T. and drill. After' 
it few days WP. received machine-guns, mortars, pistols and rifles.. These arms 
belonged to the Indian Army, which had been handed over to the Japanese at the 
time of surrender of Singapore.· The battalion was dressed in the Indian Army 
kha,ki uniform. Besides that, we had an arm band on the right ·arm which was 
embroidered with the Congress Flag and the letters I.N.A. and there were also 
Congress coloured badges for the Colours. When the I.N.A. was formed, I saw 
Capt. Sahgal who was performing the duties of the Adjutant of the Hind Field. 
Force Group in Bidadari. Capt. Sahgal was Adjutant of the battalion from 
September· 1, 1942, to December 28, 1942, till- such ti.me when the I.N.A. was 
dissolved. •capt. Sahgal was not performing any ·other, duties but that of an 
Adjutai1t. · !fe was wearing the I.N.A. badges .. 

IR the beginning of No\eember · 1942, a defence party of I.N.A. was sent to 
Burma. After the arrest of Capt. · Mohan Singh; an Administrative Committee 
was formed, whose duty was to look after rations and discipline. Before the 
Committee was formed, the I.N.A. was broken up under the order of Capt. 
Mohan Singh because the objects for which it was formed were not capable of 
being fulfilled under those conditions. For some time the Administrative Com
mittee kept on looking after the rations and discipline. When lectures were starte·i 
for the iormation of the Second I.N.A., the Administrative Committee looked 
after the arr-angements for those lectures. I heard two or three lectures, two of 
which were delivered by Rash Behari Bose. The gist of· those lectures was that 
weJ should. stay in the I.N.A. and should not get out of it. I left the I.N.A. and 
about 200 other officers also left it. These officers were sent with parties either 
to the islands of New Guinea or Solomons. When we left the I. N. A. on 
February 15, 1943, we were removed to a small bungalow in the Orchard Road, 
Singapore. l'rom there• we were removed to the police lines at Johore Baru. 
There were about roo officers with me. We stayed there for one month. During 
our stay there the following I.N.A. officers visited the place: Captain Abdur 
Rashid Khan, Lt.-Col. J. K. Bhonsle, the accused Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan, the 
accused Capt. Sahgal and the accused Lt. Dhillon. These officers were wearing 
badges of the rank of the LN. A. From Johore Baru I was transferred to Seletar 
Camp in Singapore. Some 30 or 40 officers volunteered for the I.N.A. and left that 
place. On May.5, 1943, we were transferred to New Guineas. I stayed there forlabout 
a year and then escaped. After December 1942, so long as I was in Bidadari 
Camp, Capt. SahgaL was performing the duties of Adjutant of the Hind Field 
Force Group. The headquarters retained the I.N.A. badg~ and the rest of the 
prisoners of war _discarded those badges. I saw Lieut. Dhillon in February 1942 
in Neesoon Camp. After December 1942, I saw Lieut. Dhillon in Johore Baru 
police lines. He used to come there amongst other I~.A. officers. l saw Lieut, 
l)hillon once in Bidadari Camp at the time of Rash Behari Bose's lecture at the 
end of January or the beginning of February · 1943. He was t'hep. wearing th~ 
l.N.A. badges, Near the lecture house there was an officers' mess of my battalion, 
Lieut. Dhillon came to this officers' mess and said to the other 'officers that he 
wanteti to h...,e a talk with them. I was also present there and I said: "If this· 
tal~ appertains to the subject of the J.N.;A-1 we be~ to qe eJSCU~d," Then Lieitt, 
Dh1llon ~nt away, • 
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Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
• • 

• I belonged to the battalion of Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan before the surrender 
of Singapore and when the fighting was going on. We continued to fight when. 
other Companies commanded by British officers had left. Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan 
was commanding the Neesoon Camp from the beginning of March to the beginning 
of june 1942. In that camp there were both volunteers and non-volunteers. There 
was no difference in the treatment with the volunteers and non-volunteers. They 
lived together and had the same food. The camp had an accommodation of 
approximately 2,000 men. When I reached there, there were about 7,ooo or 8,ooo 
men. After that more men came in. When I reached there, there were no arrange
ments for water or sanitation or light. All the arrangements for water, sanitation 
and light were made by Capt. Shah N awaz Khan. Later on electricity was also 
installed in the camp. The water arrangements were made by digging fresh wells 
and also by damming the water of the nullah. 

Before Capt. Shah N awaz Khan took over the command of the camp the 
hospital arrangements were poor. But after he had taken over the c~arg_<; things 
grew gradually better. There was no distinction between the volunteers ~nd the non
volunteers as regards admission or treatment in the hospital. Capt. Shah Nawaz • 
Khan and other officers donated some money for the work of the hospital and 
2,500 dollars were also collected in Neesoon Camp for that purpose. I also donated 
5 dollars. These 2,500 dollars were collected by Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan with 
the help of other officers. This money was used for the benefit of the patients in 
the hospital, irrespective of whether any one was a volunteer or a non-volunteer. 
I have never heard Captain Shah Nawaz Khan telling non-volunteers to volunteer. 

Q. Do you remember the following resolution being passed by the Bangkok 
Coo~~~? • 

" Guiding Principles : . 
" Resolved that the Indian Independence Movement sponsored by this 

Conference shall be guided by the principles indicated below : 
(a) Unity, Faith, Sacrifice shall be the motto of the Indian Indepen-

dence Movement. 0 o 

(b) That India shall be considered as one and indivisible. 
(c) That all activities of this movement be on a national basis and not 

on sectional, communal or religious basis" ? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you also remember this resolution at the Bangkok Conference : 

"Resolved that the Indian National Army shall be made use of only--
(a) For operations against the British or other foreign pj~wers in India. 
(b) for the purposes of securing and safeguarding Indian national 

indepe~dence, and 
(c) for such other purpose as may assist the achievement of the object, 

viz., the In!Jian independence"? 
A. Yes. After the arrest of Capt. Mohan Singh in December, 1942, the 

I. N. A. broke up. All the I. N. A. badges and records were destroyed and we 
became ordinary prisoners of war again. We were sent to New Guinea under 
orders from the'] apanese. 

Cross-examination by Judge-Advocate o • 
I know Lt.-~ol. Hunt to be the staff officer of General Percival. When 

I saw him at the meeting in Farrar Park he was not wearing any lrm qand. 
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i sa~ Lt.-Col. Hunt ieaying the microphone. I do not know where he went. I. 
did not see the accused there. 

• I volunteered myself because the movement was for the freedom of . Indi_a. 
When the Japanese wanted to use the first I. N. A. as a fifth column to assist 
the attack on India, differences arose between Capt. Mohan Singh and the 
Japanese, with the result that the I. N. A. was dissolved. I refused to volunteer 
in the second I. N. A. because I thought that the Japanese will try· to again 
use the I. N. A. as a fifth column for their own purposes. 

At 10 a. m. on November 2 3, 1945, when the court reassembled Capt. 
G. H. Niazi, R. I. A. S. C., was sworn in as interpreter. . 

Jemadar Iltaf Razak; 43 Field Park Company; Bengal Sappers and Miners; 
examined by the Prosecutor through the interpreter; stated : 

I was enlisted in the Indian Army in 1922. I was in Kaula Lumpur (Malaya). 
I was in 43 Field Park Company; Bengal Sappers and Miners; and fought 
against the Japanese at Sangapatani in Malaya. I was taken prisoner of war 
in Si~ap~re. On the first day we were taken to Farrar ·Park. After that we 
went to B~adari Camp and then we went to Karachi Camp. We were then 
sent to Tinghal aerodrome and then to Tyersall Park. Then we were sent to 
Kula Lipis Camp. Then W.om there we .. were taken to Port Dixon; I remained 
there approximately for a year. Capt. Shah Nawaz came to Port Dixon either 
in January or in February, 1943. He collected all the Indian officers who 
were . prisoners of war there and delivered a lecture. He was wearing the badge 
of a Lieut.-Colonel of the I. N. A. I was present at that lecture. Capt. Shah 
Nawai told us that the National Army of Mohan Singh had been dissolved 
and they were going to raise anotl?.er army. Then he said that whosoever 
voluntaPily wanted to give his name for the freedom of India could·· do so and 
that his name would be sent to I. N. A. Headquarters at Singapore through 
the Camp Commandant. Seeing the condition of the camp he said that the 
camp was in a very bad condition and the result was that all the men were 
getting sick and that condition would continue among the prisoners of war. 
The conditions were that all the men were suffering from malaria; they used 
to sleep on the ground under thatched roofs and arrangements for rations, clothing 
and medici~es were n~t satisfactory. Further he said: "If you join the J.N.A. 
all these troubles will be solved." Nobody volunteered to join the I.N.A. at 

. that time. 

On November 17, 1943, I volunteered to join the I.N.A. One reason was· 
that our conditions were going from bad to worse. And the Japanese had told us 
that the prisoners in Chuar Camp had gone sick and these sick prisoners were coming 
to my camp. There were the two reasons why I volunteered for the I.N.A. The 
majority of the 2/9tp J at Regiment people volunteered. They were 350 in all and I 
was one of tlfem. From there we were taken to Singapore. I was posted to No. 5 
Guerilla Regiment in Bidadari Camp which was under training.· The regiment was 
there till April, 1944· Then we were taken to a place calleCI Ipoh in Upper Malaya. 
There also the regiment was under training up to August, 1944· Then we were 
brought to Champan. From there the regimen~ moved to Mingaladon near 
Rangoon. It arrived then; in January 1945· The Commanding Officer of that 
regiment was Lt.-Col. P.K. Sahgal. I recognise him as the accused before the court. 
He was wearing the badges of Lt.-Colonel of the I.N.A. I ~as at that· time a 
Lieutenant of the I.N.A. 

• I wa~present at a conference of all officers which was summoned by. Capt. 
P.K. Sahgal. At the conference he told us that our brigade was about to move 
forwar<J.and that he wanted perfect·diticipline. Our regiment-was about to move 
to a place called Papa Hill in Kyauk Padaung area. We had three battalions in 
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· the regiment at that time. In addition to those there was an SS Company, a Signai 

Platoon and a regiment headquarters. There were approximately 650 men in° each 
l:raU;alion. There were five companies in each battalion. The majority of the men 
had Mark III rifles, and the biggest weapon was the 3 inch. mortar. Before reach_. 
ing Mingaladon our regiment was named 5 Guerilla regiment and after that it was 
tailed the 2nd Infantry Regiment. Subhas Chandra Bose inspected 'he regiment 
before it moved. Captain P.K. Sahgal was there at that time. In the first instance 
the brigade gave a salute to Subhas Chandra Bose and he inspected the reg-iment. 
Then he went near the saluting base where the tri•colour flag was flying. He then 
made a speech in the course of which he said : "I am aware that you people have 
reached this place after a long march under hard conditions and now you have to 
go forward. You will put up a good show just as the I.XA. did last year. Last 
year there were instances of desertion, which should not happen this time. \Vhoso
ever does not consider himself fit to go to the front line can stay back." 

From Mingaladon the regiment moved in the third week of January I945· I 
went with No. I Company, No. I Battalion with four men from brigade .W:.Q. as an 
advance party. We reached Prome. From there the Company marched.•and I 
with four men reached Popa in a truck. I arrived in Popa on Febraary 2, I945· 
Capt. Sahgal reached there on February 15, 1945· He asked me where Major 
Dhillon was living. I took him to Major Dhillon at• Popa. Lieut. Dhillon had 
arrived in Popa the day before. I saw him in a hut where he was living and there 
was no one else except Lieut. Dhillon. Three hundred men from the Nehru 
Regiment which was also called 4 Guerilla arrived in Popa area in small parties. 
There was no Commander with them; they came of their own free-will in small 
batches. Lieut. Dhillon was Commander of these 300 men who had come 
back in small parties to Popa area. These men were in a bad way. Some were 
without beddings, others were without rifles and also some were without equipment. 

On February 25, 1945, a conference was called of the officers of the 2nd 
Infantry Regiment and the staff officers of regimental headquarters attended it. 
The conference was called by Lt.-Col. P.K. Sahgal. I was present there. He said 
that he was ashamed to see No. 4 Guerilla Regiment in such a conqition and that 
he did not want to see the same thing in his regiment and whosoever was suspected 
of desertion would be sent to regimental headquarters. o • 

Another conference was called by Lt.-Col. Sahgal on March I, I945· All officers 
of the No. 2 Division who had arrived in small parties attended this conference. 
Major Dhillon was present. Capt. Sahgal said that five officers of No. 2 Divn. 
Headquarters who went on night reconnaissance in No. I Battalion area had 
deserted their orderlies. He had sent a Patrol to capture them. He said that 
in future whosoever does this will be shot. He said that any rank in the Regiment 
on seeing a person deserting could shoot him. 

On March IO, I945• 70 to 7<J. Japanese anti-tank mines arf'ived. I asked 
for instructions from Col. Sahgal regarding them. He told me to ask the 
Japanese for instructidhs in their use. I received instructions from the Japanese, 
and under the orders of Lt.-Col. Sahgal I passed on the instructions to the 
Sapper Havildar of No. I Bat~alion and I gave him I 6 anti-tank mines. 

Another conference was called by Lt.-Col. Sahgal on March 20, I945· At the 
conference he said that with the exception of the S.S. Company our Regiment 
had arrived at Papa. Now either we will attack or we will be attacked by 
the Allies. If we are attacked by the enemy and if there is any penetration 
on one Battalion front the other two Battalions will stand fast. The .reason 
b.e gave us was that if we left Popa area there would be no m~re water for 
about I 5 to 20 miles. Then he gave o.liders to Capt. Banta Singh commanding 
No. <J. Battalion that his Battalion should move to Kyauk Padau~g. No. 2 
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Battaii~n then left.· Capt. Sahgal went .. with No. 2 Battalion. I with tov.r other 
men escaped. We joined the British at N yanngu area. The nearest British 
Troops to Popa were at Pyinbin area. Pyinbin is approximately IS to 20 mile~ 
a"way. . 

Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan was the Divisional Commander at that time. 
No. 2 Div. had three Regiments named No~ I Infa:ntr:y, No. 2 Infa~try· and 
No.4 Guerilla. The 'Ancillary Units with· the Div. consisted of M.T., flospital, 
Supplies, Engineering Company, etc., and smaller units which I do not remember. 
After the desertion of five officers from Div. Headquarters. Capt. P. K. · Sahgal 
was officiating Commander of No. 2 Division for about a: week. 

. I saw· Lt. Dhillon in November I943 when I was posted to 5 Guerilla 
Regiment in Singapore. He was Seco11d in Command in 5 Guerilla Regiment. 
He was a Major in the I.N.A. and wore the badges of rank. He was responsible 
for the training and discipline of the- Regiment. At that ti~e there were. two 
cadres in the Regiment, one for junior officers and the other for N.C.Os. These 
cadres wen~ run in February and March I944· Lt. I)hillon left the Regiment 
·in Ipol'\e about June I944· I next saw him at Popa. He was ~ollecting t~e 
men of hi~ brigade. On March 5, I945> Lt. Dhillon left Popa, for Kyauk 
Padaung area. • 

Cross-examined by :counsel for Defence .. 
Prior to my arrivaL at Pori Dixori i was at Kula Lipis. At that tiine 

I was in the custody oL the Japanese: The bad. conditions· I have destribed 
were due to the Japanese. In January or February · I943 I saw Captain 
Shah Nawaz Khan for the first . time ~hen he. came to_ collect volunteers. 
I am quite clear that Capt. Shah Nawaz Kh'an 'l~ft it open. to everybody to 
join the • I.N .A. or not as they chose. I rernemq'et dearly th,at he wanted 
staunch mert who were prepared to lay down their lives for the freedom of 
India. I. never saw Capt. Shah. Nawaz Khari after that lecture. Eight 
montlrs after this lecture I selected to jo~n the I. N. A.· The majority of the 
people in the Company decided that they would prefer to die for the liberation 
of India rathe'r than remain in such conditions. Capt, Shah Nawaz Khan 
had told us.in his lec,ure that the -first l;N.A. had been dissolved by Capt. 
Mohan· Singh .. I do not remember anything else about what we were told. 
I know Capt. Rab Nawaz~ He was the Commander of one of the POWs. 
camps at Port Dixon' and· the other·- camp· was commanded by Capt. Karam 
Chand Bias of the 'First. Bahawalpur Infantry. Capt. Rab Nawaz did not 
volunteer for the I.N.A. nor did Capt. Bias: After Capt. Sahgal's conference 
on March I, witJ:lin the next two weeks, there were several people arrested. 
After investigation, all were released except Capt. Bedi. The reason for my 
remembering the date on which Capt. Sahgal commanded No. 2 Division was 
that on Febrtlary 28, I945, five officers derserted and o~. that occasion Capt. 
Sahgal arrested Captain Bedi. Captain . Sahgal arrested Captain Bedi 
as a Divisional Commander. I am certain that Capt. S"ahgal did not command 
the division for more than about a week because Capt. Shah Nawaz came 
~hack quickly. • 

By the Court : When Subhas Chandra· Bose 'inspected the Regiment, he 
said that if anybody did not want to -go- he could stay 4ehirid but nooody 
stayed behind. . - . . 

P.W. 6 Naik Santokh Singh, No.· I·. Depot., Indi~an Signal Corps, being 
duly .sworn• in and examined through· the _interpret-er, s.tated: I joined the. Indian 
Army in May I936. When . the war·· brok~ out with Japan, I was a Naik. 
1 was s~rving at that time in Kual!!.t:an. in. Malaya. On ·january· 31,. 1942, 
I was taken prisoner of war near Johore Baru by the Japanese. ·· 
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After· I was taken prisoner of war, I was taken to Kpala Lumpur. 'J'hen 1 

was sent to Singapore. I reached Singapore in June 1942. I joined the I.N.A. 
'in. September 1942. I was posted to No. r, Signal Company, Hind Field Force 
Group, I.N.A. In December 1942, the crisis began and the first I.N.A. was 
broken up. In January 1943, one day after the games, Capt. Sahgal came. 
All the men of No. 1 Signal Company were present there. At that time 
Capt. Sahgal was dressed in sports dress. He told us that the I.N.A. which. 
was going to be formed would be the new Indian National Army and every 
Indian should join it. He said: "I suggest that you should all join this Indian 
National Army. I do not bring any pressure to bear on any one to join the 
I.N.A." After this he left. I did not volunteer to join the I.N.A. on that 
occasion. After this I was sent to Seletar Camp. Then I was taken to New Guinea 
by the Japanese. I saw Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan in Seletar Camp in Singapore 
in April 1943. That camp was for none-volunteers. They were men who had 
already resigned from the first I.N.A. That particular moment all the men in 
the camp had been colkcted and Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan gave; a lecture. 
He said that it was the duty of every Indian to join the new I.N.A. •• for the 
freedom of India and he also gave an example that when Gum Govind Singh 
founded the Sikh religion only five volunteers came forward. He said: "Now, 
I need five brave men as brave as those five whem Guru Govind Singh asked 
for. They should volunteer without p.esitation and should stand under the Indian 
National flag". I do not remember if he said anything else. At that particular 
moment nobody volunteered. A few days later a few men did volunteer to 
join the I.N.A. 

Lieut. Ghafur Ullah, I.A.O.C. was duly sworn in as interpreter. Lance-Naik 
Gangaram Newar, 2/I Gurkha Rifles, examined by Counsel for the P .. osecution 
through the interpreter, stated: 

I joined the Indian Army in 1933. I went with my battalion. to Malaya 
in the war against the Japanese in August 1941. My battalion fought against 
the Japanese for the last time at Slim river. I was taken prisoner of war by the 
Japanese in February 1942 at Penang. After being taken prisoner I was taken to 
Ipoh and from there to Port Swettenham. I went to fort Swetlj,Cnham either 
in September or October 1942. I recognise Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan as 
accused before the court. I saw him in Port Swettenham at the end of April or 
the beginning of May 1943. He came there to deliver a lecture to the prisoners 
of war in the camp. I was present there. He said: "We are Indians, India is 
ours and we have to set India free. The Englishmen who are there in India 
have to be driven out. You people will get a chance very shortly and you will 
be sent to the front from Singapore. What money you will get now is pocket 
money and you will get pay when India is set free. Good ration and clothing 
will also be given. Those who volunteer should give their narfles to the Camp 
Commandant and they will be sent to Singapore." No one volunteered . 

• 
Cross-examination by Counsel for Defence 

The Camp Commandant at Port Swettenham was Capt. Chopra. I do not 
know whether he joined the I.N.A. 

Subedar Asal Noor Khan, I.E.M.E., examined by Counsel for the Prosecution 
through the inte;preter, stated: 

I joined 1:he Indian Army in 1913. In 1941 I was in the 28th Indian 
Infantry Brigade, L.A.D. I went to Malaya with my Unit. I wasein Sietgapore 
when it fell, I was made a prisoner of war. For some time I was kept in 
Singapore, after •which I was taken tct Penang. At Singapore I was .in Neesoon 
Camp. 
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When I was at Neesoon camp at the end of February o~ beginning of 
March• 1942, Lt. Dhillon delivered lecture ,on the religion of Japan. He said 
that the leader of the Japanese religion, Buddha, was born in tindia, that !h~ 
Japanese religion was the oldest religion in the world and it was a good religion. 
For this reason we should co-operate with them. I did not meet Lt. Dhillon 
after that. . ' 

I first met CapL Sahgal at Bidadari Camp in August 1942. He was a 
Commander of a Unit of the I.N. A. in Bidadari Camp. I was .ordered to 
take two men from his Unit for Col. Gillani's party. In this connection I went 
to Capt. Sahgal. I talked to him about those two persons. Col. Gillani was 

'making a party out of those prisoners who were going to Penang for secret 
service training. 

I saw Capt. Sahgal some time later. When Col. Gillani;s party for 
secret service work failed in Penang, it was ordered to proceed to Singapore. 
I was still with the party. After that when we went from Penang to Singapore 
we were a-commodated in N eesoon Camp. Sometime later Capt. Sahgal 
sent fo11. me to his office; at that time he was a Major in the I. N. A. and 
was workin~ as Military Secretary. In the first meeting he inquired from 
me about Col. Gillani's party, and I told him all I knew. The second was 
when Subhas Chandra Bos<! came back from Tokyo and I was called to see 
him with Subhas Chandra Bose. I discussed fully the details of Lieut.-Colonel 
Gillani's party, and decided who was to remain and who was to be taken 
out. Subhas Chandra Bose told me to go to CapL Sahgal in order-to decide 
the final details. I discussed fully with Subhas Chandra Bose about promo
tions and .the size of the party.· The third time. I only met Capt. Sahgal 
casually. • It was not a pre-arranged meeting. 

In the .begipning of January 1944, I along with 19 other men. from 
Col. Gillani's party left Singapore for Penang. In Penang the Japanese gave 
us final training about secret service, propaganda, sabotage and wireless; ·and 
on February 27,1' 1944, the Japanese sent .twelve 111en including myself in 
a submarine to .India. After 17 days in th_e submaririe the Japanese tried 
to land us but failed; after a week; towards the end of' March, we landed 
in India. A'bout four -miles from the coast there was an official of the Kalat 
State to whom we reported, and I reported myselfto the British authorities. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
In Lieut. Dhillon's lecture he said that as Buddha was born in 

India, we should join hands with the Japanese to free India trom the people 
who were holding it now. 

P.W. 8 Havildar Sucha Singh, 7/Bth Punjab Regiment, examined by Counsel 
for the Prosecu~on through the Interpreter, stated : 

I joined the Indian Army on January 15, 1933. I went to Malaya in 
the war against Japanese. . I was in Singapbre when it felr. I was taken to Jitra. 
Lieut. Dhillon came to Jitra once when I was there. He was wearing Khaki uniform 
with badges of a Major of the I.N.A. He was a<;companied by Major Dhara. 
I do not know what post Major Dhara was holding but he delivered a lecture 
there. He said that the I.N.A. has already been started in Singapore and a 
good many people have joined it and the I.N.A. will only fight for the freedom 
of India and for no other cause. If we go to India and the J apai\ese go with us, 
we are equ!f,ped with arms and we will fight the Japanese, if they turn round 
against us. This is a golden chance for us and we may not get such a chance 
again. After him, Major Dhillon spok<;. He said that what~ver Major Dhara 
~aid1 ''wall' correct and this army will be only made to fight for the freedom of India 
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• and for nothi~g else and in this cause the Japanese will help us. He furth~·r 
said we are ready to fight any other nation that stands betwe~n us and our l!ause". 
I jQined the I.::-.r.A: a month later because as a prisoner of war I was not getting 
good accommodatiOn or good food and as many others were coming in the I.~.A>. 
After I joinecl the I.~.A., I was taken to Singaport". I was attached to the 
Nehru Regiment as platoon havildar. I was made a sub-officer after that in 
C Comf>any o• ~o. I Battalion. At the end of February 1944, we moved 
to Burma. First of all our Unit went to Rangoon. From Rangoon the unit 
went to ~[andalay and from Mandalay to l\Iyingyan. :Major Mahboob was the 
commanding officer of that regiment. Major Dhillon took over from him later. 
I do not know the exact date on which Major Dhillon took over but approximately 
it was the end of ~ovember I944· 

I saw Major Dhillon about a week after he had taken over command. In 
November 194-4-o I was commanding No. 4 Platoon oc "B" Company. In the 
second week of February 1945 my unit moved to Nyaungu. There we were 
posted in a defence position on the Irrawaddy river. We had no fighting there. 
On our right flank on february 14, 1945, there was heavy firing by •• cannon 
mortar and by aeroplanes. After that Lieut. Hari Ram came a~ planted the 
white flag and collected us together. Eighty-four men surrendered to the British 
and I was one of them. • 

Cross-examination by Counsel for Defence. 
One Capt. Jaya Singh and a Lance-Naik of the Japanese commanded the 

Jitra Camp. Capt. Rab Nawaz was in the Jitra Camp before I was there but he 
was not there with me. During the time I was there he was there but I did 
not see him. When I was in the Camp Capt. Rab Nawaz was the Commandant. 
I accepted what Major Dhara had said as correct as the object {4>c joining 
the I.N.A. I remember a summary of evidence being taken. . 

Q. Do you remembrT Q. No. 57 in your summary of evirlenct>. 

A. "Yes,"I answered. 
If we did not join the I.~.A., W("- were afcaid that we would be put •o fatig-ues 

by tht> J<10anese and will be g-iven had food. I joined the LN.A. knowing that the 
object of fig-hting was the frerdom of India and wr wen· cto fight atty nation that 
was in its way, including- thr Japanese. 

Sepoy Kaka Singh, 6 r Punjab Regiment, t>xamined by Counsel for tht> 
Prosecution through the Intt"rpreter, stated: 

I joined the Indian Army in February 1940. I went to ~I ala ya with my 
unit during the war against the japanese-. I was in Neesoon Camp in Singap<:>rf' 
when it fell. I was made a prisone-r of war. I was kept in different P.O.W~. 
Camps. I joint'd the I.N.A. after a long time. I was in Taiping-.. I saw Lieut. 
Dhilldn in Taiping in March 1943 delivering a lecture to the prfstvners of war 
there who had not joined thr I.N.A. I was present at the lecture. He said that 
he had come there for 

0
the reason that the I.N.A. had been started, that he had 

already delivered lecture, in Singapore and Jitra, a_n~ ~hat the me_n there ~~d 
already joined the I.N.A. anQ that we should also JOlll 1t. If we d1d not JOm 
the I.N.A. we would get into trouble. They would drive the English 
out of India. \Ve should not fear, as it was the responsibility of ,he officers and 
we people would ~ot be put to trouble if the I.N.A. failed. 

Cross~examined by Counsel for Defence 
Taiping Camp was under the command of japanese Comm<ftlder. • Lie~lt. 

Dhillon told us thit the I.N.A. was being formed to fight for the free~om of Ind1a. 
1 knew that when I joined the I.N.A. I had to work as one of 1ts •members, 
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fueaniJJ.g fighting for tha freedom of India. Lieut. Dhillon said that if we did riot • 
join the I.N.A. we would remain under the command of the Japanese command.ers~ 
:[ was told by Lieut. Dhillon that ifi did not join the ,I.N.A. I would get 1n.to 
trouble, but I did not understand what the trouble was. 

Jemadar Mohd. Nawaz, 5/2 Punjab Regiment, examined by Counsel for the 
Prosecution through the interpreter stated : . · 

At this point Counsel for Defence' makes a· submission as follows.: 
Mr. Desai: The court. was pleased to rule that evidence of harass

ment or torture would be admitted. But the period during which such acts took 
place :was, as far as I recollect, not specified in the ruling. Having read this 
present witness' summary of evidence, I find that the allegation of torture belongs 
to the period of the existence of the iirst I.N.A., v.·hich was dissolved on Capt. 
Mohan Singh's arrest, and it has no reference, direct or indirect, to any of the 
accused. So I merely want to have that cleared. 

'sir Nr>shirwan Engineer: It is correct that the evidence, which this 
witness•ts going to depose to, refers to incidents before December 1942, but I 
submit they are relevant all the same. The court decided to admit evidence of 

• atroei~ies and hardships from Jvfay r, 1942· 

Jemadar Ahmed Nawaz stated: 

• I enlisted in the Indian Army on October 21, 1930. At the end of 1941 
I became a Jemadar. I went with my battalion from India to Malaya in August 
1939· I fought against the Japanese in the war. I was taken prisoner of war 
in the Slim river in Malaya between I rth and 14th January 1942. Nearly the whole 
of my battalion was taken prisoner. After that I was taken to Kuala Lampur. 
Ofthe peopl~ taken prisoners some were taken to lpoh and others to Kuala 
Lampur. On June 7, 1942, I was taken to Singapore where I was kept in Tyersel 
Park .. There were with me 52 men of my unit. ·At that time I was ordered 
to n1ake out a list of the prisoners of war who wefe volunteers and those who 
were not volunteers. Of my battalion there were only four men who became 
voll}nteers at I<uala LamFur and came to Singapore. On June 29, those of 
us who were not volunteers were sent to Tengah aerodrome. At the end of July 
we were taken from there to Seletar Camp.' From there in August we were 
·transferred to Buller Camp. On September r 3, V.C;Os. and one Havildar 
clerk were taken to a concentration camp. Subedar Major Hari Singh, 2nd 
Gurkha Rifles, was aho taken with us. When · we reached the concentration 
camp we were fallen in and some soldiers were ordered to search us. They took 
away everything that we had, such as paper, watches, pens, whistles, etc. After 
that we were taken to a tent which was surrounded by barbed wire and 
guarded by aiP armed sentry. At- about r r at night a sentry came and called 
my name. Then they took me to another place. I was told that as we were 
undergoing troubles and we were educated people it was better for us to volunteer 
for the I.N.A. I was told fmther that there were lots of complaints against me 
w?ich had reached the Supreme H.Q., that when at Kuala Lampur and at 
Smgapore I had told the Mussalmans not to join the • I.N.A. . So they advised 
me. to join the I.N.A. as otherwise I was in danger of losing my life. I said 
I d1d not'care about that, and I did not agree to join the I.N.A. 'f'hen I was told 
that I would ~eel the consequences of my refusal on the next day. The following 
?~Y all the pnsoners there were fallen in; they were people who :had refused to 
JOm th~ I.N.A. Besides myself there were appro:Xi.fuately.-200 to 250 men fallen in. 
Those of us who were V.C.Os. were faller; in s-eparately. Then thjee soldiers came 
and ordered us to double march. No sooner had we started to double march 
than they started beating us with lathis which they had in their hands while they . . . 
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·were aiso running along with us. Then they took us to a .place where tht.+' gave 

:~us a sack and a bamboo to carry between each two of us. As we were nine the 
nhlth man was given a tin in which he was told to carry what he was given. Tht;n 
they took us out~ide the concentration camp where there was a dung-heap and we 
were ordered to fill the sacks with the dung and carry them. When we took up 
the sac~s and staned walking we were ordered again to double mareh. The place 
where we had to empty these sacks was about 300 yards away inside the Concentra
tion Camp. Three sepoys who had gone with us for the first three trips beating us 
then got tired and they stopped at different places on the way. After that whenever 
we passed them they beat us, and if any one wanted to pass quickly without being 
beaten they cautioned him to stop and gave him an order "On the hands down" 
and then beat him. 

On the way there were two armed sentries, whom we had to salute before 
passing. About three hours later, when the cow dung was completely removed, 
we were taken to the spot where the cow dung was accumulated. The,p an officer 
said : "Stop beating these people now". After that we were ordered to mix. up cow 
dung with earth and ashes, where Subedar Major Hari Singh was <1lrea~y doing 
this job. \Ve ~tarted approximately at 8 a.m. and finished at 6 p.m. with a rest. 
of an hour in between. The people who beat us were a Lance Naik and two 
sepoys of the Indian Army. The Lance Naik belongd to H.K.S.R.A. Vnit. 
One sepoy belonged to the Signal Corps, the other Sepoy belonged to the r 2 

Frontier Force. They belonged to the Indian National Army because they were 
wearing badges of the Indian National Army. All the people in the camp could 
see what was going on. There was a roll call every evening. \IVe were told the 
first evening that if anybody reported sick and the doctor said he was not sick, he 
would be given 12 strokes by cane. There was a sub-officer of the I.N.A. who 
used to give us a lecture every evening there and it was the same man who 
told us this. One day a man was told to come forward and an order ~as given to 
give him I 2 strokes because he had reported sick and the doctor said he was not 
sick. He was ordered to go down on his hand and knees. After receiving six 
strokes he became unconscious and the punishment was stopped. 

One day, when we were doing fatigues we heard sotr[ebody cryi;;g. \Vhen we 
looked in that direction we saw that at about 6o yards away a man clad in khaki 
uniform whose hands' were tied to a stock and his feet to iron pegs from behind, 
two sepoys were beating him. When he made more noise the officer shouted 
from afar to the sepoys to stop beating him. He shouted : "Stop, you do not know 
how to beat properly". When the officer reached the spot he told the Sepoys to 
gag the man and the sepoys did so. Then he took a lathi from one of the sepoys, 
beat the man twice, and said : "This is the way to do it". The sentry who was 
wer us when we were all looking in that direction then took us away. The sentry 
wer us had a lathi in his hand and whenever we slackened he used to beat us . 

• 
At the roll call every evening we were told that we were foolish people 

)ecause the japanese had promised that they would hand over India to· Indians 
tfter conquering it.· We rerflained in that camp for six days and not a s\ngle man 
rolunteered for the I.N.A. 

The food th.at we got was a small quantity of rice mixed up with insects and 
mall stones, and a little boiled vegetable curry with a little salt in it. I remained 
n that camp for six days. From there we were taken to a Sepa!i,.ation e Camp. 
Nhen we reached there we found that there were several I.C.Os., V.C.Os. and 
(.C.Os. already there. Very many Indiail National Army officers use~ to come 
here, but only two of them talked with us. I never joined the I.N.A. 
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Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence . . ' 
On September I3, we were taken to a Concentration Camp. It was.: a 

separate place in which there were many partitions. Those who did not volunteer 
and asked others not to volunteer included Lt. Purshotamdas, Sub. Ahmed 
Khan (I), Sub. Ahmed Khan (2), .Jem. Sarvar Khan, Jem. Fakir Mohd., Jem. 
Gulam Mohe., Jem. Mohd. Sharif, Jem. Alia Bux, Jem. Sher Mohd., Sub. 
Sher Mohd, Sub. Maj. Hari Singh, Hav. Mohd. Khan (I), Hav. Mohd. Khan 
(2) and Hav. Chanan Shah. 

Subedar Maj.or · Ahmed Khan was arrested on September I 3· I do 
not know for what. He was taken to the Concentration Camp, but I do not 
know on what charge. The thirteen men I have named were not guilty of 
any offence or of indiscipline. I had no special friendship with Subedar 
Major Ahmed Khan. I know Capt. Arshad. Subedar Ahmed Khan was 
released when all' the other men in the Separation Camp were released. 
When I went from the Concentration Camp to the Separation Camp, Subedar 
Ahmed Kh!J? was still in th·e Separation Camp. After that he fell sick and· 
he was tJrought to the hospital which was near our Separation Camp. I do not 
know wheth<!r Subedar Ahmed . Khan was charged with any offence. He was 

• in a separate tent and I had n.o permission to see him. · I do not know how many 
men were in Subedar Ahmed Khan's tent, because I never went there. There 
was another line of tents intervening between my tent and the tent in which Subedar 
Ahmed Khan was. Only when we were on fatigue and when we were on the 
evening roll- call we came to know how many people were with us. Subedar 
Ahmed Khan II was with me. Subedar Ahmed Khan I used to do fatigues 
separately from us. Both belonged to 5/2 Punjab Regiment. There was a garden 
in which "egetables were cultivated and the prisoners were made to work there. 
I do not know.what the cow dung was taken for. I :mly know we were made to 
take it as a punishment. We stacked the cow dung near a road in the caJ."!lp, and 
on both sides of the road was the garden. It is correct that I said that we mixed 
ash with the cow dung, but I do not know for what purpose it was used. I only 
did it as a punishment. As a farmer, in our own home we only use cow dung as 
a manure and we do not mix ash with it. 

Only for• three houh on the first day I did this work of carrying cow dung 
and stacking it near the garden. It was stacked at a distance of about Io 
or I 2 yards from the garden; for the remaining five days we were digging and 
levelling earth and preparing garden plots. -Whatever they told us we carried 
out. There was no reason for our being beaten the first day. On the other 
days we were only given beating when we were tired and could not work 
any more. Nine V.C.Os. were working together. On the right and left we could 
see everybody who was working. 

Havildar Mohammed Sarwar, 7/22 Mountain Regiment, Royal Indian 
Artillery, examined by the Prosecution through the interpreter, .'ltated: 

I enlisted in the Indian army on November 2, I932. I went to Malaya 
with my unit in August I939· I was in Jitra at the time when the war with 
Japan broke out. I was in hospital at Singapore i:w. _February I942. When 
I left the hospital, I was ·taken to my Unit in Bidadari Camp. From there 
I was taken to Seletar. From there I was taken to Kranji. ]'here were other 
Punjabi Mussalmans also there numbering about 300 of my Unit but I do not 
know the total number. There was a Jemadar and a Subedar. who had a 
guard with them. They went to our· place and ordered the Havildar to fall in 
the men • and !ll the guards were Sikhs. The J emadar delivered a lecture. He 
said "You should join the I.N:A". All. of us, including our •Maulvi, refused 
to join the • I.N.A. Then he said 'those who want to join the LN.A. fall in. 
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on one sidt and those who do not want to join the I.~.A. fall in on the othh · 
side'. Everybody refused to join the I.N.A. The Jemadar and Subeda'" were 
firl!lled with pistols and they took them out and started firing on us and ordered 
the guard also to fire on us. The guards consisted of approximately 14 mel'!. 
They started firing. Two of us were killed. They were Lance-~aik Mohammed 
Alam and Gunner Alla Ditta. On seeing them dying Lance-Naik Muhammed 
H~mif ctied out Nara-i-Takbir and everybody replied Allah-o-Akbar. On this 
cry, the guard continued firing and many of us were wounded. Then one of 
the guards who was firing was hit on the head with a spade and he fell dead on 
the spot. His head was split open. For 15 minutes they continued firing and 
when the ammunition was finished. they picked up their dead, put them in the 
lorries and drove off. After they had gone, some of the Japanese officers accom
panied by I.N.A. officers came and they had a Japanese guard with them. 
Amongst them was a Colonel from the Kapurthala Regiment. He was in l.N.A. 
uniform. The Colonel acted as an interpreter and we were told by the Japanese 
officer that if we continued behaving like this we would all be killed. The 
Japanese officer told us if you 'kill one I. N. A. man, "'e will kill 
hundreds of you in return'. After that a lorry came and to<1K away 
the havildars. The rest of the regiment marched from there • to Bidadari 
Camp. Before the march, the havildar in cha~e told us that none of ' 
us should join the I.N.A. whatever happened. We were taken to the Concentra
tion Camp. When we arrived at the Concentration Camp, the same Jemadar, 
Subedar and the Guard were there. We were treated very badly. We were beaten 
with canes. I was also beaten with canes. There were seven other havildafs who 
were so much beaten that they were incapacitated. I was rendered unconsious by 
the beating and taken to hospital. I was laid flat on the ground and beaten. I 
am giving the names of certain havildars who were incapacitated through. beating. 
They were very badly beaten. They were Havildar Jalal Shah, Havildar ~ur 
Khan, Havildar Mohammed Sarwar, Naik Mohammed Hanif, Gunner Karam 
Sher, Naik Syed Mohammed and there were many others besides. r was then 
taken to hospital. I remained in hospital for approximately three weeks. \Vhen 
I was discharged from hospital, I was taken to Kranji camp. After that I joined 
the I..N.A. because of these troubles. I wanted to escape him and also I was 
getting no food or medicine. I made up my mind that wH'en I was dt!tailed to the 
front I will desert. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
I was ftJr three weeks in No. 4 hospital. It was a very big hospital. 

were patients of all kinds there. I do not know who took me because 
unconscious. There was a doctor with the rank of Major who treated me. 
treated well. I was taken to Kranji Camp after leaving the hospital. 

There 
I was 
I was 

There was an officer to whom I said that I was willing to join. the I.N.A. The 
only force that made me to join the I.N.A. was that I wanted to escape this bad 
treatment and bad fooo. When I joined the I.N.A., I came to know that they were 
trying to free India. I knew I was expected to go and fight, I knew it was a 
question oflife and death. I thought that death was better than these troubles. I 
had no faith that they woulcf set India free. I had every faith that if I went to the 
front, I might be able to go to the other side, because we had so many hardships 
otherwise. • " 

At the pl.ace where we were first, there were numerous other people 
besides the goo. I do not know the Camp Commander's name. The Unit 
Commander was Lt. Purshotam Das. That was the Japanese Pz4tsoner!f-of-war 
Camp. We wer~ split up into parties .for the purpose of fatigues. I do not 
know anything abol!t being asked to surrender our leaders. I never heard 
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• ···of it. It is not true that Lt. Purshotam Das advised us no"t to resist: In. 
the tJarty which came to the camp th~re was one Mohtmmedan Jem~dar. 
He was second-in-command of the Guard. There was a scuffie between' the 

• men of my unit and the Guard after the firing had taken place. Only one . 
man of the Guard was killed. The Guard consisted of about goo. The name 
of the Guard who was killed was Sardara Singh, who belonged to the 
Kapurthara• Regiment. There was no other member of the Guard .who died 
before Sardara Singh was killed. Two of our men were killed and three 
wounded. They fired upon us because we refused to join the I. N. A. There 
was no conversation between the Guard and our men and· they started firing. 
We were asked to fall in and- they asked us to join the I. N. A. When we 
refused, they started firing. Lt. Purshotam Das was not there. A Subedar 
and a J emadar · of the Guard asked us to join th~ I. N. A. I do not know 
anything about the Guard having come to arrest our leaders. 

Re-examined by Counsel for the Prosecution 
Whefl the Guard opened fire on us, we had no weapons. The Guard 

had ~fles with them and the V. C. 03. were armed with pistols. We tried 
to reach the Subedar and the Jemadar. They were retreating and firing 
because their ammunition was getting exhausted. };"or 15 minutes they con
tinued firing and whe-n their ammunition was exhausted, they got into the 
lorries and drove away. 

November 26, 1945 
No. 8528 Jemadar Mohammed Hayat, 1{4 Bahawalpur Infantry being duly 

sworn in is examined by Counsel for the Prosecution through the interpreter. -;, 
. I ~tnlisted in the Indian army on December 24, 1924. I went with my pnit 

to Malaya in March 1941. I took part in the war against the Japanese and ;was 
taken prisoner on February 15, 1942, after the fall of Singapore. After being taken 
prisoner 1 was kept in Neesoon Camp. Lectures were being delivered when I 
was there. Among those who delivered lectures were Capt. Shah Nawaz: and 
Lieut. Dhillon, accused before the court. The Mussalmans of my battalion did 
not join the I.N.A. The Hindus and Sikhs of the battalion joined it, and a few 
Muslims als~. I was o,.dered to join the I.N.A. but I refused. I was of the idea 
that we should not join the I.N.A. I always told my officers and my soldiers that 
we should not join the I.N.A. and I always carried on propaganda against the I.N.A. 
In July 1942, my unit was at Bidadari camp. There also I had_ the same attitude, 
namely, that we should not join the I.N .A. and I told others not to jqin it. After 
that an order was given that all mohammedans should fall in and we were told 
that we were being taken to a concentration camp. Only those' men were taken 
to the Concentration Camp who had refused to join the I.N.A. I wa staken to the 
Concentratiore Camp in the month of July with four or five hundred men. When 
we were taken to the Concentration Camp the Commandant was a Subedar. We 
were ordered to open all our ~elongings because a seardl was going to be made. 
After that they confiscated all our goods. Then they ordered us to take off our Indian 
Army badges. After the badges were taken off the officers, N.C.Os. and sepoys 
were fallen in separately, and all the three parties w~e taken to separate places. 
They were imprisoned in separate cages. These cages consisted of barbed wire 
enclosures. Among the prisoners' there were four I.C.Os. and t2 V.COs. I was 
kept tn the N.C.O's enclosure. At that time I was Havildar Major of my batta-
lion in the Indian army. · 

. -on ttll.e following morning one Sube?ar, two Jemadars and one Havildar, 
s1x or seven sepoys and one sweeper came to our camp and. took 12 of our men· 
from the-cages and placed them in a separate group. I was one of the~e twelve • 
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66 . . 
.We were orpered to lie flat on the ground. The Subedar's party had sticks five· 
feet long and two inches thick and they commenced beating ns. I was pers~nally 
be~ten by the sweeper. When the sweeper started beating me and he had given 
me al>out 20 to 25 strokes I became unconscious. I do not know what happened. 
after that. Shortly after I was told to prepare for a fatigue. Then we were given 
a sack, some string and bamboo pole each between two men. We were taken to 
a place where we were ordered to fill the sacks. After that we hatl. to pass the 
bamboo through the sack and had to carry it on our shoulders. After lifting the 
sack we were ordered to d.:mble march to a place about 300 yards away, and after 
emptying the sacks to double back again. We did that. On the way at every two 
yards there was a sentry with a stick who used to b~at anybody who did not double 
fast enough. If anybody fell on his way while doubling, he was beaten on th~ 
ground until he got up and started doubling again. Like this we were made to 
work the whole day except for a short rest for m:!als at about 12 o'clock. I was 
also beaten while doing this fatigue. I saw others being beaten. At that time there 
were about 6o or 70 people in the Concentration Camp. 

After this fatigue we were not allowed to sleep at nig3t tim~. • At .nig'1t 
the prisoners in the cages were pur on sentry duty. Outside the fage• there 
was an I.N.A. sentry on duty. After every five minutes that sentry called 
for a report from each of the sentries within the enclosure. The I.N.A. 
sentry used to beat the enclosure sentry if he replied too loudly or too softly. 
We were made to do fatigues in addition. We were made to salute every 
member of the I. N. A. including sweepers. If we did not salute we were 
beaten. One day I passed a sentry whom I did n'Jt notice. He called me 
back and felled me to the ground by beating with the butt of his rifle. 

Our food consisted of a little rice mixed with grovel. We did not get 
enough water to drink, and what we got was at fixed times. All the •people 
continued working in that camp. When we found that stones were· mixed up 
with the rice we reported the matter to the Camp Commandant. lle told 
us that we would continue receiving this type of food. Then I told him 
to shoot me as I could not put up with these troubles. He replied that I 
would not be shot but that I should volunteer for the I. N. A. He said 

. that if we volunteered we would be taken out of the .Concentra~on Camp 
and all good things given to us. He added that if we did not volunteer 
we would continue to be beaten like this until we died. I saw very many 
people being beaten. ~1 y party of I 2 people remained in the Concentration 
Camp for I 7 days. Whilst at the Concentration Camp when we reported sick 
to the I. N. A. doctor he marked the sick report A or B. He never marked 
it C. In the evening, on roll-call those who were marked A or B were called 
forward and each was given r 2 strokes. 

After leaving the Concentration Camp we were taken to SeJetar Camp. 
There we were repeatedly given lectures urging us to join the I.N.A. I did 
not join the I. N. A. ~yself and carried on propaganda against it. The Camp 
Commandant sent for us and told us to join the I. N. A. As replied that 
we would not do so. Then we were put in a Barrack which was enclosed 
with barbed wire, and aftero that sent back to the Concentration Camp. We 
were in Seletar Camp for approximately I5 or 20 days. 

When we wer« taken back to the Concentration Camp we were again put 
in the enclosures. The same I I men were with me. We were given the same 
treatment as before. Every day we were given lectures to join the I.N.A. On the 
following morning, the Camp Commandant, a Captain, came to us arJd tol<i us 
that ·we should volunteer, otherwise we would get the same treatment. We 
replied that we woula not do so. We were g~en the same fatigue as before,•that is, 
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filiin~ up sacks with .earth. This· time we. were in the Concentration Camp for 
21 days. During this period we were not keeping good health. No me~al 

.treatment was given to us. We were beaten. One day the sentry gave me and 
ano!her companion eighteen strokes each for asking water. When they beat us 
we used to invoke the aid of God and His Prophet and they used to say the 
Prophet and God are not in these enclosures. · They further said : "If there is 
a God, he is outside these enclosures ; inside the enclosure, the Concentration 
Camp authorities rule." 

After 2 r days in the Concentration Camp we were sent to Seletar Camp. 
There were two sep3.rate p:>rtiJm there-on:: called D portion and the other 
D·r. Volunteers were kept in D portion and the non-volunteers in the D I portion. 
I .was taken to the D I 'camp and from there to the hospital. I was in hospital 
for 7 or 8 days. In the hospital volunteers and non-volunteers were kept separate. 
Some fmits used to come from the supreme . headquarters and it was given only 
to the volunteers. From the hospital I was again taken to the Seletar Camp . 

• 
~ck in Seletar Camp I was again told to join the LN.A. I and my party 

again said we would not join and we were kept in the D 1 camp for about one 
month. There the volunteers and the non-volunteers were strictly · segregated. 
From there about 2,500 or 3,t:Joo ofus were sent to the Buller Camp. When they took 
us to the Buller Camp we still refused to join the I.N.A. We were being lectured 
there toioin the I.N.A. and when we did not join, we were sent back to the 
Concentration Camp again, and we received the same treatment here as before. 
One night when I was on duty at 9 o'clock,. I saw two Sikhs close by being beaten. 
A Subedar with five or six others started beating them · and they continued beating 
them till about I a. m. After that they took them and put them in the hospital 
close by and told the . sweeper who was ~here to report to them if those people 
should die. 'They were in a very bad condition at that time. When I saw theni 
next morning they were lying with their f9-ces to the ground and fetteri 
on their legs. I saw them lying in the hospital tent. This time we were kept 
in the Concentration Camp for twenty-four days. After this we were taken to the 
D I camp at Seletar and kept in the same place as previously. Whilst there 
we did fatiglie work in (ionnection with the construction of an aerodrome, that is, 
trench digging, etc. We remained there till December I942. 

After that the whole of the personnel in D I camp were taken to Adam Road 
Camp and kept there for a short while; after which we were detailed for fatigue 
work for Sambauang aerodrome. Ultimately, we were sent to New Guinea OJ.l · 
11ay r, 1943· There were about 2,400 who went 'o\rith me to New G~inea. 
Finally, I joined the Americans in Hollandia in April I944· I never joined 
theTN.A. 

• Cross-examined by Counsel for D~fence 
When the war with Japan broke out; . I was ·at Lupkia•in M~laya. It .is il()t 

true that half my battalion ran away. in that campaign.. Our batta:liol). was 
divided into. two parts, one part was se'ht to Kuala Lumpitr under· Colonel Gillarii 
and . the other half went to Salembang under Cofonel TyrreU. I went with 
Colonel Tyrrell's party. We surrendered on February IS, I942. None·. of the 
men in my battalion twitted Colonel Tyrrell saying "Now ycfu also are without' 
arms".. The Camp Commandant at Neesoon Camp was Capt. N.Z. Giani who 
was succeeded by Col. Shah NaWaz Khari. I heard Col. Shah Nawaz Khan 
lecturi11g the4tC. I was not present at his lecture in the camp but attended his. 
lecture in the mosque. We were not given the subsiance of th~ Bidadari resolu
tions. Hli said that Sikhs abd Hindus both had-already volunteered and that the· 
Mussalmans should also join it. He said 'the Muslims must join the I.N.A .. 
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because wh~n the Hindus and Sikhs go they will troubk you in your homes in 
IR~a". He did not threaten us with force but he said that we ought to join the 
I.N.A. He did not say that he only wanted sincere men. He said 'I will not 
give any sort of trouble to you but you should volunteer'. He said 'I do not want 
to press the men and I want true volunteers'. After that all ~iussalmans said 
'dua khair and begged that all Mussalmans should be excused and • we decided 
not to join the I.N.A'. There was no charge against the men of my Unit of 
having committed theft of seven cows belonging to civilians and of having 
slaughtered and eaten them. This charge is a lie I am shown my additional state
ment in the summary of evidence. I admit having said in the summary of 
evidence that Major Aziz Ahmed told us that we were to go to the Concentration 
Camp because we had killed a cow. No skin or bones were found and no 
investigation was made. Till I was in Neesoon Camp there was no difference in 
rations for the volunteers and the non-volunteers. In July 1942, there was no 
separate treatment for volunteers in Bidadari Camp. I was carrying on anti
I.N.A. propaganda up to July 1942. Aziz Ahmed never told us that we were 
being sent to the Concentration Camp because we had killed a cow. I stitted . in 
the summary of evidence about Major Aziz Ahmed having told -us that we 
were all to go to the Concentration Camp because we had killed the cow. 
I do not know anything about the I.N.A. In the ~eesoon Camp there were 
at least I5,ooo to I6,ooo men. 

I was released from the Concentration Camp after 2 I days because I 
had become very weak. I was sent from there to D I Seletar Camp ; 
from there to the hospital. As far as I know, only a few Mussalmans joined 
the I.N.A. I do not know about all the Mussalmans, but I know that only 
a few Mussalmans of my battalion volunteered for the I.N.A., i.e., ttnly one 
or two. I do not know anything ·about the others. I do not. know any 
other Mussalman officers except those who were Camp Commanders in 
Neesoon, Bidadari and Seletar. Those who were with us were not volunteers. 
I know Col. Gillanai, Capt. Malik, Capt. Jehangir, Capt. Mirza, Capt. Perzari and 
Capt. Durrani. They volunteered after they had been to the Concentration 
Camp. Capt. Mirza was with me in the Concentration Cam~. He was 
not volunteering and that was why he went with uf, non-volunteers. He 
was taken to the Concentration Camp because he did not volunteer and 
did not allow his unit to volunteer. 

It is not true that I2 of us were sentenced to three months imprison
ment for killing a cow. We were kept back in Concentration Camp because we 
were non-volunteers and would not volunteer. The people who were kept back 
were the ringleaders. For the I. N. A. we were vagabonds and very bad people, 
but for my own Army I was a very good N.C.O. I have many things to 
my credit. I did several Military courses, in which I did we!Y. During the 
fight I had I was pr~ised by my Commanding Officer, Col. Tyrrel, and he 
sent in recommendations about me. After I 7 days I was released because of 
intervention by Capt. Malik. 

When we were beate~ there were two J emadars, one Havildar and five 
or six men present. There was no scuffle between us and them except that 
they used to beat ~ while we were on fatigue. 

The commandants of the Samawan Camp and the Adam Road camp were 
Japanese. Captain Akbar Babar of the I.N.A. was the Camp Commandant at 
Seletar between October and December I942. • • 

Questioned liy the Court :-The sp,cial food t~at came from the supreme 
headquarters for the volunteer patients in hospital consisted of ban~nas and 
other fruits. 
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By Judge-Advocate ·.· . . . 

~ remember hearing lectures from Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan and Lt. Dhill~ 
(\t Neesoon Camp. I heard lecture from Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan in a mostf!ie 
about the month of April. Lt. Dhillon lectured in March 1942. 

Havildqj Wolit Bahadur, 2{9th Gurkha Rifles, examined by Counsel for the 
prosecution through the Interpreter, stated : 

I joined the Indian Army on November r, 1928, and have ever since 
served with the 2(gth Gurkha Rifles. I went with my Battalion to Malaya on 
August 20, 194r. I fought against the Japanese. When Singapore fell, I was 
taken prisoner there. We were taken to Bidadari Camp where we- were kept for 
about a month. Afterwards we were moved to Buller Camp. A drama was 
given there and lectures were delivered about the I.N.A. It was said that we would 
have to take up arms against the British. · 

I was in B-4 Bidadari Camp on September 24, 1942. We were ordered 
to collect ~t 7 p. m. on that day for a lecture. First of all an I.N.A. officer 
delivert!<d a lecture. He said that "We have already informed you about the 
I.N.A. You"people have not accepted what we said. I am going to show you one 

·result of your conduct." .We.could see an armed group of about 14 men standing· 
on the left side of the meeting. Then he asked all the followers, sweepers and water 
carriers, who belonged to the 2{9th Gurkha Rifles, to come forward. The 
followers were told that they had not done as they were advised to do. They 
asked the followers if they were prepared to join the LN.A. or not. The 
followers were "sweepers, mochis and water carriers, and they were all Hindus. 
The followers said that whatever happened t~ their Unit they would not join 
the l.N.l\. Then an I.N.A. officer ordered two or three I.N.A volunteers to beat 
the followers. with lathis. They started from the right, finished to the right, 
came back to the right; and went up and down beating them. Two or three of 
the followeTS sat down on the ground though they were not, unconscious. Then 
an I.N.A. officer called out six or seven sepoys by name to come to the front. 
He said that they were the ring leaders who do not allow the 2/9th Gurkha Rifles 
to volunteer for the I.N.A. Two I.N.A. men were then ordered to beat those six 
people, and tlfe two peo¢e started heating them. The beating continued for about 
ten to twelve minutes and one man fell down. When the man fell down, our 
Unit stood up and protested against the beating and said: "Even if you beat us 
like this, we are not going to join the I.N.A., but we are ready to do fatigues for 
the Japanese". One of the I.N.A. officers said: "Whilst you were gathered at 
this meeting, on whose orders did you stand up ? " We said that as we were 
not getting justice we stood up to make a report. Whilst we were standing and 
talking there was a good deal of noise. On this, one of the I.N.A. officers 
ordered the gu~d who was on our left flank to fire. The guard fired two or 
three rounds in the air and no shot came near us. Another I.N.A. officer then 
said: "Are these Gurkhas your fathers that you are not shooting· them?" Our 
blood also warmed up then and we started moving forward. They fired on 
us and one or two of us fell on the ground. We were not armed but we had 
our felt hats and our wooden chaplies and we threw• our chaplies at the guard. 
I saw an I.N.A. officer aiming a pistol at me. Knowing that !~might get wounded 
I retreated a bit, when he _fired at me and I got hit on-my left kQee. I staggered 
back and fell. Firing was going on. I was not quite unconscious, and lifting 
my head I could see an LN.A. officer riding a motor cycle, who stopped near me. 
He stowed t~ motor cycle at ab9ut ten or twelve yards from me. The other 
I.N.A. officers ordered the 2/gth Gurkhas to fall in. While there I. saw two or 
three peop~e falling down. Nine people• were wounded, eight -by rifle fire and 
one by beiqg struck by a lathi, Aftt:r tht:: Unit had fallen in1 they were marched 
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•· off. I do not know where. The hospital lorry came and tqok away the woq.nded. 

The I.N.A. officers came to me in the hospital several times and they to1d me 
to-Mgn in the I.N.A. books. They said 'if you sign the I.N.A. books you will get 
good medicines and the bullet will be taken out from your left knee'. I did not" 
agree to volunteer for the I.N.A. I remained in the hospital for approximately 
five mon~hs. When I got well, I was sent back to my Unit which iNas in Buki 
Tima Road Camp. We remained in the camp up to 1945 when the British Army 
arrived and they brought us here. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 

I was present at the Farrar Park meeting there when we surrendered. I 
remember we were handed over by the Japanese officer to Mohan Singh. We 
were told that we would have to obey Mohan Singh's orders. There were about 
550 men of the 2/gth Gurkka Rifles in Buller Camp. Once or twice in the 
Lecture Hall they said that we should join the I.N.A., but there were not many 
lectures while we were there. A lecture was delivered by an Indiallt officer and 
a Gurkha afterwards interpreted it. The second time, after the drama h¥ taken 
place, some of the Gurkhas were taken aside and a Gurkha addPessed them. 
This drama was arranged by the army and it was just an entertainment. No • 
stories about Indian heroes were told at this drama. I do not know the story 
of Mahabharata. I know a few stories about the Ramayana. I did not hear 
any story from the Ramayana being shown there. I know Jemadar Puran Singh 
Khawas. He belonged to the 2(1 Gurkha Rifles. He lectured to us once for a 
short time after the drama. He said that we had fallen into the Japanese hands 
and hacl to carry out their orders and do their fatigues. He told us that the 
British had run away and left us there. He said that our home was in India and 
we had to join with other Indians to fight for India. He said that • for that 
reason we should join the I.N.A. and that the I.N.A. was being formea to set India 
free. I came to know later that Mohan Singh was forming the I.N.A. In the 
last lecture at Buller Camp I realised that Mohan Singh was forming the I.N.A. 
I know Jemadar Til Bahadur Adhikari. Jemadar Puran Singh Khawas was a 
man who was respected by our Unit and so was Jemadar Til Bahadur Adhikari. 
Jemadar Til Bahadur delivered only one lecture, at w~ich I was.present. He 
also told us about the object of the I.N.A. which was the same as Puran Singh 
had told us. When Til Bahadur delivered the lecture there were about 6oo men 
present. I know Rifleman Ram Singh. The people of our Unit did not respect 
him. He joined the I.N.A. when he came to Bidadari Camp. Jemadar Til 
Bahadur's lecture was the last of the three. Jemadar Til Bahadur andJemadar 
Puran Singh were living in the same camp with their Units. 

I know Subedar Paras Ram. He was a respected man and so wereJem. 
Setu Khamka, Jem. Tegh Bahadur, Til Bahadur and Havildar .Man Bahadur. 
I only remember Jemadar Til Bahadur lecturing in B-2 Bidadari Camp. He 
told us the object oft:ke I.N.A., why it was formed, that we should join it, and 
that it was formed to fight for the freedom of India. 

There was a dispute w:g.en we refused to do fatigue duties for the Japanese. 
The leaders whom I have named told us not to object to do fatigue. In spite of 
their persuasion some of us did not obey . 

• 
At this stage the court decided that the interpreter, Capt. ~iazi, was 

unsatisfactory. ·Major Pritam Singh was sworn in as interpreter. Witness further 
stated: • • The guard was sent because some of us did not obey. The guard ca_me to 
arrest the ringleac!ers. We were about .15~ men. Some of the men ha4. a d1spu.te 
with the guard. The gllard.stopped us from doing this ap.d then fired Hl the alr • 
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Whenewe did not obey the order of the guard, they fired. The guard did not 
prevent us from doing fatigue but they spoke to us about I.N.A. which we did ~t 
obey. First they fired in the air and when we did riot obey, they fired at us. 'rwo 
or three-men were injured in the firing. 

Re-examined by Counsel for the Prosecution : The dispute between the guard 
and ourselve; was that we resented the appearance of the guard during the 
lecture time. 

Questioned by the court : The bullet was taken out of my knee after one or 
one a.nd a half months in Bidadari Hospital. 

Rifleman Rabilal, 2/gth Gurkha Rifles, examined by Counsel for the 
Presecution through the Interpreter, stated: 

I enlisted in the Indian Army on October 31, 1938. I went tu Malaya with 
my regiment on August 20, 1941. I was taken a prisoner when Singapore fell. 
I remained in Buller Camp for about two and a half months. • . . . ' 

I ~as told about the I.N.A. when I was m the Buller Camp. The talk there 
was th;t w~ have to free India with the help of the Japanese and that everybody 
should co-operate. We.were told in Bidadari Camp that those who would not join the 
I.N.A.- would get no opportunity of freejng the country and at the same, time 
would be running danger. One I.N.A. officer asked me to join the TN.A. 
He said that if I did not join the I.N.A. I would be sent to the Concentration 
Camp and would be given a beating. I refused to join the I.N.A. V.C. Os. were then 
separated from us. I' do not know ':"hat happened to them. When I went 
to the Concentration Camp I saw them there and the N.C.Os. of my regi
ment were also taken away from us. I saw them later in the Concentra
tion Carrtp. We were then given lectures on the formation of the I.N.A. We were 
told that if we did not join the I.N.A. we would be taken away to the Concentration 
C;:tmp lik<: our N.C.Os. and V.C.Os. 

In Bidadari Camp on September 24, rg42, my battalion was fired upon. On 
that day at 7 p.m. I was in a party which had finished fatigue duty and was coming 
back, when one I.N.A. officer gave us a lecture. The whole battalion gathered 
together. Oi!t of my ba.ttalion one or two men were taking food in the kitchen and 
so could not fall in. The I.N.A. officer told his men that that was not the time for 
fond and these men should be given a beating and brought to the place of assembly., 
Then they were given a beating and brought there. There was a party with lathis 
and another party with arms in front of us. The armed party had rifles and 

· bayonets. The I.N.A. officer told the sweepers and followers of my Unit that they 
belonged to India and asked why did they hide themselves amongst the Gurkhas? 
They should come forward and help the cause of their country. The followers 
were ordered to separate from us which they did; They-went over to the I.N.A. 
officer and- sai<! : "We have served with the Gurkha Regiment for a very long time 
and if the regiment joins the LN. A. we will also join with them". The I.N.A. 
officer ordered two of his men to beat these followers, which they did. Two 
followers fell on the ground as a result of this beating. After this the I.N.A. officer 
addresseing us said: "You have not obeyed what I haci told you. As you are loyal 
to the British Government you are our enemy. You will know the result of this to
day". Then the I.N.A. officer read out names from amongst us. Before reading 
out the names he gave orders that the men whose names were calted out should step 
forward and fall in single line. This was done accordingly .. After they had 
fallen in, the I.N.A. men started beating them one by one from the right. 
After •three~or four men were beaten the "fifth man was beaten even more 
severely and he fell on the ground.. Even then the I.N.4. officer did not 
stop beatfng him. The I.N.A. officer himself kicked me. Tears came to our eyes 
and we stood • up. We · p~otested ·. and said th~t if they wanted to kill us 
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they might as well kill the whole lot of us, but we would never j~n the 
~.A. At this the l.N.A. officer a~ked us why we had stood up without 

orders. He ordered the guard to fire. The guard then fired in the ai!'. 
There was another I.N.A. officer with the guard who said: "Are the Gurkhas 
your fathers that you are firing in the air ? You should fire at them. " 
Then the guard fired on us. We had no arms and no sticks. • We all got 
confused. At that time we had no hopes of living and we all proceeded 
towards the guard. We took off our wooden chaplis and threw them at the 
guard. Eight of our men were wounded by rifle fire. This firing lasted 
about half an hour. After this an I.N.A. officer came on a motor cycle. 
Soon after one armed company of I.N.A. came there and surrounded us. 
The officer who had come on the motor cycle ordered the I. N. A. officer 
who was lectu£ing to us to fall us in. We fell in at his orders. We were 
ordered to be taken to a Concentration Camp and were marched off from 
there surrounded by an armed guard. In the Bidadari Camp, before this 
firing took place, some men were doing fatigue for the I.N.A. •and others 
were digging trenches. I never refused to do this fat1gue work and• I am 
certain none of my company refused. There were abo11t 450 men of my 
regiment doing fatigue work in Bidadari Camp .• At the time of firing it was • 
dark and I do not know what kind of wounds were inflicted on the men. 
When we went to the Concentration Camp we saw one officer and three or 
four men of the I.N.A. posted at the gate. They searched all of us after 
which we were put in the camp. Inside the camp there was a small en
closure with barbed wire which had no roof. The whole battalion was shut 
up there. It was a very small place and most of the men could not sit 
inside it and we had to stand the whole night. We had no clothes either 
and the whole night it rained. The following day at about 10 or .I r a. m. the 
officer in charge of the Concentration Camp gave orders to the effect that 
we would have to go back to our camp. But he had separated· 14 men 
from my party. He said that these 14 men were doing propaganda against 
I.N.A. and dissuading the personnel from joining the I.N.A., and for that 
reason they were being detained here. At Bidadari Camp we began to do 
the same fatigue work as we were doing before. Af~r that m~Battalion was 
sent for the second time to the Concentration Camp. I went along with 
them. On the day following the arrival in the Concentration Camp, they 
started beating us and making us do fatigue. This continued for five days. 
For the first two days after our arrival in the Concentration Camp there 
was no arrangement for food. On the third day we were ordered to partake 
food. We then appealed to the I.N.A. officer asking him why we had to 
come here again and again. A decision should be given about us otherwise 
we were not prepared to take our food. That is why we cijd not take food 
for 5 days. After 5 days we went back to Bidadari Camp. 

The day follo~ing my arrival at Bidadari Camp I went w Hospital 
No. 4 at Seletar, where I remained for about a month and a half. I was 
treated there and I became well again. I then rejoined my Battalion at 
Bidadari, where we rema~ed for 5 or 6 days. Then, we went to the River 
Valley Camp. After three or four months the Japanese took us for digging 
trenches in the •jungles. Then, in August 1945, we were taken back to the 
River Valley Camp. After we had been there for three or four days, the 
British Army arrived there and rescued us. 

0 • 

• Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
Between August 1941 and four or fi~e months after we were unl!er training 

in Malaya. We were doing military training there for the offensive. Our battalion 
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Went•into action on •December 7, 1941, at Jitra. This action lasted tor- a 
week. Then, we retired to a place called Alor Star. Sometimes arrange~s 

• for ration and other supplies were complete ; at other times they were not. After 
we retired from Kuala Lumpur, a British Regiment which joined us at Kuala 
Lumpur ori our retreat was with us. I was not wounded in action on retirement 
till Kuala Lumpur. I was not wounded in the campaign. We d5d-not'have any 
tanks support when we retired. We had no air support except at Panchi ltaithal, 
when about 40 of our aeroplanes flew over us; I was present at the Farrar Park 
meeting on Febr:uary r7; where one British Colonel was also present. I do not 
recognise him and I am not sure of this. 

I was rescued from the Japanese on August 15, 1945. I had conversations 
with the officers of my own -Regiment, but no statements were taken 'from me. 
There were roughly 1,8oo to 1,900 Gurkhas from my Unit in Bidadari Camp. In 
River Valley Camp some men of my Battalio~ made statements to :r;ny C.O. and 
Subedar ~ajor. I have made statements tw1ce before. My first statement was 
taken ~t C.S.D.LC. Office, Delhi. Sometime in October, my second statement 
was ta~en down in the same place in November. I signed the statements on both 
occasions. At the time of retreat there was no preferential treatment as regards · 
food and other comforts to :Jkitish troops. 

When we came to Singapore we were 'put in defence position. At Puntin 
Kichia when the Australian troops took over the front line we were told to take 
rations to them, but we did not do this in Johare Baru. I carried rations only 
once. I do not know whether British troops carried rations for Indian troops. 

In Bidadari Camp discussions took place among the prisoners themselves 
about jo~ing or not joining the I.N.A. It is true that those who were like myself 
resented- the P.iscussion about joining th~ I.N.A. When the I.N.A. officers came 
to address us on the I.N.A. we did not. tell them to get out. In-our hearts we' 
resented their coming and giving us advice to join the I.N.A. Until Wolit Bahadur · 
was wounded, he was with me in the camp. I do not remember any dispute .• 
about fatigues. I never spoke to Havildar Wolit Bahadur concerning fatigues. 
There were roughly 15 to 20 men in the guard with whom we had trouble. All 
men of this gouard were -armed .with rifles. The six guards who were armed with 
lathis ran away when we attacked them. Our party which attacked the guard 
consisted of 550 men. Some 300 to 350 of our men had wooden chappals. 

Questioned by the Court 
The two statements taken from me were in connection with the case against 

the three officers before the cou;t. At the time of rescue by the Britishabout 400 
of the original 550 of my regiment were still with me. The remaining 150 had 
been taken aw~y for fatigues by the Japanese. j 

Subedar Ram Sarup, R.I.A.S.C., being duly affirmed is examined by Counsel 
for the prosecution. · • 

I enlisted in the R.I.A.S.C. in October 1939. I was posted to 31 G.P.T. 
Company in Bangalore. I went to Malaya with mj Unit in October 1941. My 
section went to Ipoh. I was in Singapore when it fell-. A day before Singapore 
fell, I left my Unit in order to escape. I had put on civilian clothes and then 
I mixed amongst the civilians. I remained in Singapore ti]j. April 13, 1942, 
when I was spotted by one of my unit clerks who suddenly appea.red in my room 
where I was sitting. Because I was ill, he told me to go to the Camp. My Unit 
was tl!en in t>eletar Camp. When I went there I was told to work as a clerk. 

I did not volunteer for the I.N.A. tlnd I did not intend' tcf volunteer. While 
I was em•ployed in-the office ofD-1 camp certain men were taken away. I was 
myself taken a~ay to a Con_centration Camp after ~bout three mopths. 'I think it . . ---
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was In july 1942. When we came to the Concentration Camp we came out ~four 
~es, I took out my luggage and kept it aside. A search was made by a Sikh. 
I was told that I was doing anti-I.N.A. propaganda and that was why I was thera 
and now I would suffer the consequences. Then a man was called who appeared 
with a stick in his hand and one of the camp staff told him in Punjabi, "Guests 
have come, give them a good reception. (1Vlehman aye hain. Inki !Chatir Twaze 
karo"). I was given a blow with a stick across the shoulder and a kick. I fell 
down and again I was beaten with that stick. I became unconscious and later 
on when I regained consciousness I was taken to one of the cages,- -an open cage 
there in the camp,-and left the~e. I remained the whole night in that cage. The 
next morning I was taken out by one of the sentries and was told to do fatigue. 
There were 15 or 20 men then who were doing fatigues there. I fatigued from 
morning till evening. There was a break at about twelve for meals. Some rice was 
given but actually I did not have any. We had to dig earth, fill the sack with 
it and empty it out at another spot. There were sentries posted nearly on every 
man and they were pressing them to do fatigue quickly and at the doub!e. I came 
back to my cage in the evening at about six and was feeling very tired ind ill. 
Half an hour later one of the camp staff officers with another man came and asked 
me how I was. I said I was alright. He asked me. if I was going to volunteer. • 
I replied that I had already suffered and I was ready to suffer more but I was 
not going to volunteer under those conditions. At this the officer abused me and 
told the other fellow to show me how they treated those who did not agree. Then 
he tied my hands at my back and gave me a blow on my face, kicked me and 
beat me with the stick. Again I became unconscious. When I regained cons
ciousness the other fellow asked me whether I was still unwilling to volunteer. 
This time I gave my consent under the impression that it was better to become a 
volunteer than to die there of the beatings. The sentry and the pers9ns who beat 
me were working for the I.N.A. to make people volunteer. At that time there 
were no badges, etc., by which to recognise whether they belonged to the· I.N.A. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
I know Capt. S. A. Malik. I was under him iy. the I.N."-. Cnder his 

instructions I infiltrated into India. When I arrived in India I reported to 
my Depot. When I arrived at the Indian border I got into a train and 
went to my home. I remained in my home for about 20 or 25 days. I 
reported to my Depot at Ferozepur without being pressed by any one. When 
I reached Rawalpindi my wife was there. She was sick and I was advised 
by the doctor to take her to some cold place. So from there I went to Kashmere. I 
went to my place, came back, and then I thought it better that I should report to 
my Depot. I was sent to India to collect military information. I was a 
very trusted man in the I.N.A. I let them trust me, and th~t is why I was 
deputed for this work. I did not wish to be faithful to the l.N.A. I was 
one of the earliest to join the I.N.A. I accepted its objects. At the time I 
joined but I did not fully believe in the movement. I am a Matriculate. It 
was the object of the I.N.A. to free India. I accepted that. I was a willing 
member of the I.N.A. When I joined I believed in the movement. The day 
before the Army surrendered I got into civilian clothes with the intention of 
escaping. I did• this in consultation with my O.C., Major Weinmam. He just 
allowed me to. escape. I was not selected for a job. It was a favour to 
allow me to go. It was anticipated that we would have to surrender. Two 
men were allowed to go away from my company. I requestect- for ~ermis-
swn to go. • • 

As far as I know, the ~urrender orders had already been• received. 
The strength s>f my comparw was three hundred. I wanted .to come away 

• • 
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originally because I did not wish to. be a prisoner of war. I had some money.,. 
with ~~ and maintained myself with it. I intende~ to escape to up-countr~ 
but I d1d not have any chance. A clerk of my umt persuaded me to go ~ 
to my unit. Major Weinman continued to command the company and accepted 
my surrender when I went back. On April 18 ·I rejoined my Unit. Major 
Weinman was not a Britisher-he came from Ceylon. 

In April the movement for forming the I.N.A. was 
were volunteering. I did not believe in the movement at 
on when I was a volunteer, I believed in the movement, 
was a good thing to do so. I did not invent this story 
my skin, when I went back to the army. My object in 
was to obtain information and not to leave the I.N.A. 

advanced. · People 
that time. Later 

I thought then it 
in order to save 
coming to India 

By the Court : The cage into which I was put in the Concentration 
Camp was about three yards by ·five yards. I was alone in the cage but 
two or three men could come in. I was there for one day. 

Lance~aik fitter Mohinder Singh, examined through the interpreter, stated : 

I;•sep~ember 1939 I joined the Indian Army Ordnance Corps. I was 
• attached to H. Ordna.nce, Lucknow. I went to Malaya. I was taken prisoner in 

l'vfalaya at the Slim river on ~anuary 8,·- 1942. I was taken to Kuala Lumpur 
from there: From there I was taken to Bidadari Camp, Singapore, and then t6 
Tinga Air Port and to Seletar Camp. In May 1942, I reached Seletar Camp. In 
Bidadari Camp a lecture was given by one captain of the Indian Army in which 
he referred to the Bangkok Conference where an Indian Independence League 
had been formed with Rash Behari Bose as its President and a Council of Action. The 
Conference had decided to form a national arm)' under the command of Captain 
Mohan ~ngh. That is all what he said. .J volunteered for the I.N .A. in Seletar 
Camp in September 1942. I was posted to S.S. Group, Neesoon Camp. This group · 
was traine? in disgl}ise and small arms training and to penetrate into India and to 

• sa~otage. 
I know that Mohan Singh was arrested in December 1942. The I.N.A. was 

disbanded after that and ·our commanding officer delivered a lecture to the effect 
that 'our present leader ~as been arrested and the I.N.A. disbanded and it is now 
left to each individual to join the I.N.A. or not. After that similar lectures w_ere 
being given and we amongst ourselves were also discussing about I.N.A. At that 
time I was in Neesoon Camp. I did not want to volunteer because our leader 
Mohan Singh was arrested. In Neesoon Camp I and my other compan~ons were 
asked to volunteer for the I.N.A. We refused. · 

When volunteers and n,on-volunteers were being separated, I joined the 
non-volunteers. I was 'ordered by my Company Commander not to join the ranks 
of non-voluntee.s. I then remained where I was in the Neesoon Camp. After two 
or three days one J emadar came and took three of us to a Concentration Camp. 
There I was beaten. Before I was beaten I was informed •hat the beating was 
given to me because I had done anti-I.N.A. propaganda. I was given 6 strokes 
with the sapling. I was clothed in a vest and a pair of shorts. My back ·was 
bruised with this beating and _some blood and fluid \>ozed out. After that I was ·. 
put in a barbed wire cage. I was alone iri that cage. This cage was about 6 feet 
long and 3 feet wide. I remained in that cage for 15 days. For ihe first two days 
I was not made to do any work .because of the bruises and pain that I had due to 
beating. Then I was made to do fatigues, I was made to ~o thi~ fatigue for 8 or 
9 hour~ duri~ the day time. The fatigue consisted of carrying loose earth in a 
yoke for three or four hundred yards and coming back again. The load .was about 
one maung. which had to be carried. I "'as doing this all by myoelf. There were 
qthers also _who were doin,g other fatigues. The food which w.e were given was bad . 

• • . . 
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""We were giv"en • rice mixed with lime and grit. I then became very weak. f 
ill,guired from the sentry how I could escape from there. Ire advised me not•to do 
p~ganda against the I.N.A. and that I should volunteer. I then became a 
volunteer. 

In March 1944 I was sent to the front. I was detailed to bring rations from 
a nearby .hill. When I went there, I found a British regiment, to whiQh I surren
dered. This was at Sita Hill. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
The captain who lectured to us at the Seletar Camp did not say anything 

about the formation of I.N.A. with the object of liberating India. I, however 
understood from what he said that the I.N.A. was to liberate India and I joined it 
for the first time with this object. That was at first my principal object. I joined 
it because our leader Captain Mohan Singh had made us believe that India would 
be free. I do not know why Captain Mohan Singh was arrested by the Japanese. 
I came to know about the formation of the second I.N.A. because volunteers for 
it were being asked for. We had lectures every day about the formation.• of the 
seconcf I.N.A. My Group Commander, Jemadar Abdul Ghani, informeci me that the 
second I.N.A. was going to be formed; and he also told me that it was being formed • 
with the same object as the first I.N.A., namely, the liberation of India. I know 
Capt. Taj Muhammad Khanzada. I do not know whether he was a member 
of the second l.N.A. 

I was taken to the Concentration Camp with the knowledge of my group 
commander, company commander and battalion commander. Capt. Taj 
Muhammad delivered a lecture to us in which he had made it clear to us that it 
was our own option whether we joined the I .N.A. or not. I did not corw.plain to 
Capt. Taj Mohd. of my being forced to join the I.N.A. because he was pot there to 
be complained to. 

I went to Batu Pahat as a member of the I.N.A. in the end of· March or 
beginning of April with the Advance Party about three or four days after joining 
the I.N.A. I joined it because I could not bear the hardships and with the 
object of escaping. I believed in Capt. :rviohan Singh. I accepted the object of the 
I.N.A. as given by him to us, which was the freedom of India. • This object 
remained suspended in my mind not for three weeks, but for three months. Even 
after the end of this pe!'iod I did not believe in this because our leader was arrested. 

I do not know the exact month when Subhas Chandra Bose arrived in 
Rangoon. He did not come to Rangoon when I was there. I was in Rangoon 
from September 1943 to December 1943. Subhas Chandra Bose addressed those 
people of the I.N.A. who were at Batu Pahat. I was not present at the lecture. 
I was not given the opportunity of choosing whether I would go to the front or not. 
In Rangoon we had a group commander. I was not told when ( left Rangoon 
that it was my option whether to go to the front or remain behind. I joined the 
rst I.N.A. voluntarily.• I did notjoin the second I.N.A. voluntarily. I am telling 
the truth about the beating. 

• November 28 

Sepoy Dilasa Khan, 5/r4th Punjab Regiment, examined by Counsel for the 
Prosecution through the interpreter, stated: 

I enlisted in the Indian Army in January 1940. I went to Maiaya in a draft 
and joined my battalion at Penang on November 25, 1940. I was with my battalion 
when the war broke out w;thJapan. On January 15, 1942, I was t~ken p0risoner 
at the Slim river by the Japanese. • 

• 
I later on joined the I.N.A. m September 1942 and was posted to AzaE! .. 0 -- • 0 
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Brigadt!, No. 4 Battaliofl in Neesoon Camp. Later on I was transferred to 1 
Battalion, Bose Brigade, in October 1943. Col. Shah Nawaz Khan was comm~ 
ing Bose Brigade. I recognise Captain Shah Nawaz Khan as ~n accused before the 
court. After I was posted to Bose Brigade, , Captain Shah N awaz Khan delivered 
a lecture which I heard. He said that the Bose Brigade was to go first of all to 
the front and that the brigade is composed of picked officers and men. He 'warned 
us that when we go to war there will be many hardships and even death and that 
if .;my man is afraid of those.hardships and death he can conveniently now drop out, 
because we have to fight the war for freedom and for this fight we do not require 
cowards but courageous men. He also said that if and when we fight with our 
allies-the Japanese nation-it should not happen that we remain as second rate in 
the fight and thus disgrace our nation. When we reach India we shall meet Indian 
men and women and those among: the.latter who are elders to us, we should consider 
them as mothers and those who are younger we should consider them as our daugh~ 
ter and sisters, and if anybody will not obey these instructions he will be shot 
dead and if a~d.when India is freed 'and the Japanese who are now helping us 
tried to ·~bdue us, we shall even fight them. He also said that even now if 
a Japanese gives you one ship you should give him three in return, because our 
Government is parallel to thee Japanese Government and we are in no way sub
servient to them and that when we reach India, if we notice any Japanese 
maltreating an Indian lady he should be first warned by w,ard of mouth not to do 
so but if he continued to do so, we were at liberty to use force and even shoot him 
in order to prevent it, because the fight which we are making now is for the freedom 
and well-being of India and not for the benefit of the Japanese. This lecture was 
delivered in Taiping; · 

Frollf there we moved to Champing in Thaihmd on November 25, 1943. 
Eventually, on· January 24, 1944, the whole brigade was assembled in Rangoon. 
Then my re~iment moved from Rangoon on February 7, 1944, to Falam-Kaka. 
My company arrived there on March 5· My Battalion was carrying rations 
from the roadhead to the front line, a distance of about 6o miles. My company 
was on patrolling duty. I along with 100 men of my company went on patrolling 
duty. We were armed with machine-guns, Bren guns, Tommy guns, rifles and 
pistols. We w~re given ~rders that in front of us there was a . British Indian 
regiment which had one company of Punjabi Mussalmans and that we were to 
contact them and try to bring them over on our side. Our main object was that 
with propaganda we should bring them over to our side, but if they started firing 
on us, we shall, of course, have to fire on them too. vVe marched the whole night 
and in the morning we halted at a place in the jungle. From there we marched 
along the bridge. On the other side of the ridge there was a little village and 
in the valley we saw was a party of Chin levies. We were both advancing towards 
the same village. • As we were uncertain as to who they were, one of our men 
inquired from them about their identity. In reply, they said something like "men 
party", but we could not follow its meaning. Eventually, We both arrived near 
the village and our Company Commander discovered that it was a party of British 
levy. Then, we deployed and took positions round the. village. We neither fired 
on them nor did they fire on us, but later on we heard some firing in the nullah. 
My company captured th~ whole party of the levies. At that time they were all 

.-armed, but we collected them. We did not contact arJ.y Punjabi •unit and from 
there we retired. On March 31, 1944, I came over to the ~ritish AriVY· 

• • 
I rejoined 

I.N.A. wher. it 
' four brigades in 

. Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
the British . Army about I o miles from Haka. I joined the 

was first formed in • September 1942. I know there were 
those days, but I do not k?ow what the exact strength 

• • • • • ... 
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of them was. I heard there were surplus volunteers• but I do no! know 
ihsr number. The first I.N.A. was dissolved in December 1942. I thenjoined 
the second I.X.A. I saw Subhas Chandra Bose in Rangoon. He was gene
rally addressed as Xetaj1. I was present when the whole brigade was 
assembled and was addressed by Subhas Chandra Bose, a da~ previous to 
our departure from Rangoon. He told us that we were the soldiers of freedom 
for the liberation of India. He also told us that we shall have to face 
hardships and even death and that we were at liberty to remain behind if 
we liked. He further said that as we were fighting for the liberation of 
India, we \\-ere not well off as regards money and other resources and that 
whatever was possible was being given to us. He also said that as we 
were poor people we could not afford to give anything better in the way 
of rations, etc., than what was being given and we were asked to carry on 
on short rations. 

\Ve were given instructions to win over the Punjabi Mussatmans to our 
side when we made contact with them when we were out with tl.1e patrol. 
I do not know how far away was this Punjabi regiment from J?alam. After 
capturing the Chins, we took out the bolts from their rifles and gave th~ 
useless rifles back to them. Then we made them sit alongside the road. We 
did not deprive them of anything else. Otherwise, we generally treated 
them well. The condition of our clothing and equipment was serviceable. 
We remained in that village where we had captured the Chins for about 
15 minutes and then we retired. 

Havildar Nawab Khan, I/I 3th Frontier Force Rifles, examined by Counsel 
for the Prosecution, stated : 

• I joined the Indian Army in December 1937. I was posted to 1,'13th 
Frontier Force Rifles. I went with my battalion to Malaya in April 1941. 
When hostilities broke out I was with my battalion at Kotah Bahru. I was 
in Singapore when it fell. 

I joined the I.~.A. in October, 1943. I was posted to Subhas Brigade 
No. 1 Guerilla Regiment. I was sent to Taiping as Intelligence Havildar. 
There were three battalions in that brigade, five co~panies in •each battalion 
and three platoons in each company. In each battalion there were approxi
mately goo officers and men. The Brigade Commander was Lieut-Col. Shah 
Nawaz Khan whom I recognise as an accused before the court. When I saw 
him he was wearing two golden bars and one golden star as rank badges. 
After joining the brigade I went from there to Rangoon where I arrived on 
January 3, 1944. I remained there up to February 12 and thereafter I left. 
The brigade was doing training consisting of PiT, drill, road marches and night 
exercises. On February 1 2 I left Rangoon to go to the fr(tnt line. I went 
along with the advance party. The 2nd battalion and grd battalion with 
S. S. company and • signal platoon followed us. In April 1944 ~o. 1 battalion 
was left at Rangoon. One company of 2nd battalion was at Falam, two com
panies of the same battali~n were at Haka, two companies of the same battalion 
were at the 48th milestone on the Falam-Kalemyo track. Two companies of 
the grd battalion were at Fort White and two were left at Pokokku to bring 
rations for the• brigade and one company was in Kalemyo area The S. S. 
company was. divided into 12 groups and three groups of that company 
were attached with eadi battalion and three groups at brigade headquarters. 
The advance headquarters of the brigade was at first at Falam and then 
it moved to H¥-a. I was myself at F.alam. At first the Brigade Commander 
Lt.-Col. Shah Nawaz was present there and later on he left for .Haka. The 
company of the 3rd battalion which was at Kalemyo was ordered to move 
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. from that area to Haka in the first week of May. In May •1944 ~aw 
Lt.-Col, Shah Nawaz j(.han at Falam. He came 'from Haka. He arrived ' 
on May r 4 and in my presence he told , Lieut. Abd ur Rahman who was Ordnance 
Officer in the regiment that he (Lt.-Col. Shah Nawaz) was leaving for JapaRI(;re 
Div. Headquarters which was most probably at , Indangyi. He also said : I 
think my brigade will leave for Imphal area later ·on, leaving 200 men at 
Haka and you are responsible for sending rations for these 200 men for 
about six months. Further he said that there would be an attack in the 
Klang-Klang area; Jangja Parwana and one Garhwali Company would take 
part in the attack. The attack was to be against Britishers and it was 
to be on May 15. Their object was to ~apture as much rations as possible· 
and after that they were to withdraw to the 48th rnil~stone. . Shah Nawaz 
Khan told me to remain there . along with Lieut. Abdur Rahman and "when 
rations arrive here for six monifhs for Haka troops you will have to go back to 
the 48th milestone." While there I gave a message to Shah Nawaz Khan. I 
was ordered on May 15 at about 4 o'clock to go to the telephone to see if 
there was arw message from Haka. I went to the telephone and after· waiting 
for aboilt ro minutes I was called into a room:. I received a telephone message 
which was roughly as follows : . 

"To Lieut.-Col. Shah Nawaz Khan from Major Mehboob Ahmed: 
Enemy : positions captured after little resistance. The spirit of officers and men' 
as higlf a~ ever. Own troops no casualty. Enemy three or four wounded 
or dead. Captured blankets, matches, cigarettes, tinned milk,. etc. Will 
explain verbally." 

I took that message and handed it over to Capt. Shah Nawaz. After 
that I remained at Falam for about 7 or 8 days and then I escaped . 

• 
Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence. 

I v..~s aware in October 1943 when I joined the I.N.A. that there was 
a declaration of the Provisional Government of ·Free India. Prior to my 
joining the I.N.A. I was in a prisoner-of-war camp. I surrendered on Feb
ruary 15, 1942. I was at the meeting in Farrar Park on February 17, 1942. 
I remember the name of Captain Mohan Singh. At that meeting the Indian 
prisoners of war were "handed over to Capt. Mohan Singh by Major Fuji
wara to whom they had been surrendered by. a British officer. Major Fuji
wara told the Indian prisoners of war that if they wished to join the I.N.A. 
they were free men. I am aware that 'in October 1943 Subhas Chandra 
Bose assumed command of the Indian National Army. I was a member of the 
Indian National Army which was a properly organised army. I knew after joining 
the army that the sole ambition of the I.N.A. was to fight for the freedom of India 
against any army in the world, but my own idea was not to fight but to escape. 
By "any arm~ in ·the world" is meant also the Japanes'e. I know that the 
Haka-Falam was really one of the fronts nearest to the Indian border. 

So far as I am concerned. I took instructions frotn our own Indian 
Officers only and not from the Japanese. As far as I am aware there were 
no Japanese in command in our area or otherwis; in the I.N.A. ·There was 
a long carry of 48 miles for rations. The rations consisted of rice, salt, 
oil and sugar. Sugar was very scarce .. The Indian National Army was 
fighting under great hardship on that front. Whilst I was 1n the I.N.A. I 
carried out my duties faithfully. _ 

I was _JJresent when Subhas Chandra Bose addressed a meeting in Rangoon 
before •1 left for Haka front. At this time Subhas 'Chandra Bose had taken 
command of the Indian. National Army. He told us that t.ke Indian National 

• 
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Ar~~vas fi~hting for the liberation of India; that that was still its object· 
and not for the benefit of' the Japanese; that he was .merely taking aid from 
Japanese in order that India might he freed; that in the conditions in which 
~c.-were, we \Vere poor in means and resources; that the I.:\.A. was no 
bed of r<>scs for any one who joined it; that we would not get better materi~l 
benefits of life by joining the I..:-.;.A. ; that people should remain in the I..:"J'.A. 
if they had genuine patriotism ; and that any one who did noli wish to go 
forward need not follow him. .:-.;obody from ~o. I Guerilla Regiment stayed 
behind. Later on Battalion and Company Commanders asked for names of 
those who did not wish to go to the front. I do not know whether any 
one gave their names. Falam was about 35 miles from the Indian border. ·when 
I rejoined the British I was allowed to go to my home. 

Questioned by the Court 
There was no fixed scale of rations. If we received it from rear stm:es we 

were issued enough rice. If we were short some days, there was no ration at alL 
10 or I r ozs. was the maximum ration of rice. The ration '\-vas not ~upplemented 
by foraging. \Vhenever there were no rations people went to the jungl~ and got 
bananas and whatever they found in the jungle. • • 

Hanuman Prasad, Nursing Sepoy, examined by Counsel for the Prosecution• 
through the interpreter, stated : • 

I joined the Indian Army on July g, I g.p. I along with my L' n;t a.rrived at 
Singapore on January 29, 1942. I was in Singapo1e when it fell. I was taken a 
prisoner. Subsequently, I joined che Indian ~ational Army on April q, 194·3· 
I was then posted m No. 7 Battalion, Nehru Regiment, as Nursing Orderly. The 
Brigade to which I was attached eventually went to Burma. In October-Novem
ber, 1944, my Brigade was at ~1yingyan. l\1ajor G.S. Dhillon was co~manding 
my Brigade at that time. At ~1yingyan the Brigade was re.~ting during 
the day time and at night was digging trenches. I was performing the duties of 
Nursing Orderly in the Brigade Central Hospital. In February I945 t·lfe Br:gade 
moved to Nyangu. vVe were given instructions by the O.C. Hospital to the: ctft"ct 
that a battle was going to be fought soon and there might be casualties for whom 
we had to prepare our hospital. No patients came. Our hospital was not 
completed when by February I4 we: received instructit>ns to ev~uate ~yangu 
and to retire to Popa. The whole Brigade m'>ved to Popa. It remained in Popa 
for two or three days. Then it went to Kyauk Padaung. '"''e opened our hospital 
there. Then the hospital was disbanded and I was sent to B Company Head
quarters, No. 7 Battalion, Nehru Regiment. From there we marched and took 
up position near a tank which was 30 miles away from Popa. I went along as 
Nursing Orderly with B Company. I had no arms or ammunition. There we 
dug trenches. 

On March I6 night I heard a burst of tommy gun fire. .\fter about half 
an hour we were attacked by two tanks and about 40 Gurkhas of the Indian 
Army. Our men beg~n to retreat, and the Company Commander told them not 
to run away but to remain firm and charge. Firing lasted for five minutes. 
After this the Company Commander was killed and we all surrendered. The strength 
of the company was go. • Includir:g the wounded, 47 were captured by the 
Gurkhas. I do not know what happened. to the rest of the company. I was 
one of those who 4urrendered. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
I joined the I.N.A. in April I943· At that time I was in A ,o camp at the 

Neesoon. The part in which I was consisted of the hospital and non-volunteers. 
My hospital sen~d the non-volunteers 1n the Neesoon Camp. Ever~ care was 
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."t-aken otpa:tients ·adm,itted there belonging .to the non-voiunteer d.ass. f"V:t to 
Rang~on with Il1Y brigitde. I did not see Subhas Chandl:'a Bose in Rangoon, nor' 
did I hear of him. I did not hear Lieutenant Dhillon or anybody else addressing my 
brigade. Lt. Dhillon used to visit my hospital. I do not know wb.:tlier 
one was free to leave the I.N.A. I can read arid write Hindi. I am a qualified 
nursing orderly. I am a non-combatant and do not know about the combatant 
side of the aimy. 

Gunner Bhal Singh; H.I.S.R.A., examined by Counsel for the Prosecution, 
stated: 

I enlisted on July '24, I94I, in Hongkbng Si~gapore Royal Artillery. On 
S~ptember 25, I94I, I arrived at Singapore with the drp.ft~ I was posted 
to I4 Battery. I was in Singapore when it fell.· I joined the I.N .A. on 
February I I, I944· I was posted to No. 5 Battery. I was then transferred to the 
I st Battalion of the 5th Guerilla Regiment in January 1945. My battalion comman
der'.s name was Khazin Shah. The name of the 5th Guerilla Regiment was subsequ- · 
<tntly chanfed to No.2 Infantry Regiment. This regiment was in Rangoon when I was 
transferred to it. From there I reached Popa Hill on February 24, I945· 
After r~aching there, we dug trenches ·for about four or .five days. On March 3, 
I went. on p~trol duty along with I 5 or. I 6 other men. The patrol was commanded 
by. sub-officer· Abdullah Khap. . The object of this. patrol was to do reconnaissance 
.of the enemy positions and on our return we were to· bring some gur from a village 
which was on our way. The patrol was armed with four bayonets, Bren guns 
and rifles. The patrol started at 9 p. m. arriving at Taungle village about 12 p.m., 

1
where we rested under a tree and posted sentries. We remained there till 3 p.m. 
the following day when Abdullah Klian (Patrol Commander) went to the village 
and bsmght some gur. After that he said we would go to do reconnaissance and 
if there "j;V'as any other village on our way, we would purchase some more gur.. 
,There was a. pagoda ab01,it 200 yards from this village. There was a tank near 
.the pagoda where we rested for 5 or IO minutes . and drank water. · From 
there the patrol was' divided into two parties, one was commanded by the sub-officer 
Abdullah Khan· and the other by Ibrahim. I was in Abdullah Khan's party. 
My patrol arrived near a village the name cif which I do not know. I was sent 
as a runner to No. 2 Patrol Commander, Ibrahim, to tell him to . bring his patrol 
forward. A-s I was goftl.g to him, I was fired upon from this village. I got behind 
cover and signalled to Ibrahim to advance. Then, I came back to my own patrol. 
When I came back, I saw. on:e Madras~. member of the patrol wounded in the leg. 
Both sides had been firing at each other. 'When I came back, Abdullah Khan 
ordered me and a Madrasi to go to the village and find out how many men were 
near the jeep car which was located in that village. .When I went there, I saw 
one man dead behind his Brengun. He was a ]3ritish soldier. Another British 
soldier was lying wounded nearby. Then, I signalled to Abdullah Khan that 
there was no Qther man present there near the jeep car and that he and his party 
could come forward. In the jeep car there were two sets of equipment. One 

AbdullahKhan.came near the wounded •.man whose conilition was very bad and 
who was pointing t.o his head and shouting "Shoot me, sh<;>ot me". ·Then Abdullah 
Khan shot him dead. He was wounded on the left side of his body. About a 
hundred yards from this village there was a nullalJ in which there was another 
jeep. One sentry from our par~y was left in that village. From this village five 
were sent for reconnoitre. I was posted midway between t4is nullah and the 
village so that if any message came from the patrol I was to convey it back to the 
patrol commander. I remained there at my post till 9 p.m. ·Then one runner 
c~me.from .Abdullah Khan ordering me as well as the patrol to return to the 

·VIllage. I told the runner to go and recall the patrol and on their return I 
would join them. Then we all came 'back to Abdullah Kharfin Taungle village . 
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The~went back to Popa Hill reaching there at about IO p.m. Then 1 along· 

~with another :Madrassi were detailed to report to the Battalion Commander at Popa. 
I went there. The two jeeps were brought back to Battalion Headquarters. • 

' 
~ Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 

I did not know with what object the IS.A. was formed. When I joined the 
I.N.A. it consisted of Indians and Malayans. It was formed with t4e object of 
fighting but with my limited intelligence I do not know against whom it was 
intended to fight. · 

Sepoy Saidullah Khan, 2/gth Jat Regiment examined by Counsel for the 
Prosecution through the interpreter, stated : 

I enlisted in the Indian Army on December I2, I940. I went to Malaya. 
I reached there on January 29, I942. I was posted to Singapore. I was at 
Singapore when it fell. Later I joined the Indian National Army in September 
or October I943· I was posted to No. 7 Battalion, Nehru Brigade. The Battalion 
Commander's name was J agdish Singh. My Battalion went from there to Batu 
Pahat. It eventually arrived at Rangoon in April I944· On arri~l I went 
straight to hospital. I stayed at the hospital for nine or ten months. I ~joined 
my regiment on ~:larch 2, I945· My battalion was in Popa Hill area•then. The 
Commander was Chander Bhan. Major Gurbaksh Singh was commanding that 
Brigade. I recognise Major Gurbaksh Singh as Lt. Dhillon the accused before 
the court. My company then relieved A Company which was situated in the 
same area. 1-Iy company then carried on patrolling duty. The object was 
to locate the position of American and British forces. We did this patrolling for 
nine or ten days. Then we returned to Brigade Headquarters. 

When we came back to Headquarters my Platoon No. 7 was detailed to 
accompany one Japanese Platoon, and we were given orders by the•Brigade 
Commander, Gurbaksh Singh Dhillon, to the effect that we were ·to work in 
co-operation with the Japanese Platoon. He also said that bo or 70 men of No. 7 
Battalion were killed on the I 6th or I 7th of that month. He also said that we 
had to accompany the Japanese and obey their orders. He warned us that if any 
one of us deserted we would undergo the penalty of death. 

Then our Platoon marched along with the Japanese pli}toon. Fr~m there we 
went to another village, about three or four miles away, the name of which I do 
not know. On our arrival there, the Japanese ordered us to dig trenches. As we 
had no entrenching tools, we scratched up cover with our bayonets. The following 
morning the Japanese told us to cook our food and eat it; and then at about I p.m. 
the village was fired upon. Then I and two others took cover in an A.R.P. trench 
in the village. When the firing ceased we found that we were left all alone-there 
wa:s neither any Indian nor any Japanese troops. From there we surrendered to 
a Gurkha Battalion of the Indian Army. 

• 
Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 

The Indian Nati~nal Army meant the Azad Hind Force. I was told by 
officers that the I.N.A. was the army of the Provisional Government of Free India. 
I joined the I.N.A. because I 1ras ill and I had to do lots of fatigue for the Japanese 
with short rations and when a party went over to join the I.N.A. I also joined 
it with them. I was not actually in hospital, but I was convalescent. The party 
to which I refer cortsistecl of roughly fifty men. I am an illiterate man and do not 
keep any diary. I was told what evidence to give. That is how I remember 
these dates. 

The name of my Platoon Commander was second Lieut. Adt\ Rart and 
I acted according t(j his orders. I do not kaow Japanese. I was given no order 

• 
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by an,. Japa~ese. I di> not know anything more than that the 'two platoons-ours' 
and the Japanese-went together. This brigade was named after Jawaharlal 
Nehru. This brigade was formed to fight for the freedom of India. 

Lance Naik Muhammad Sayeed, Indian Signal Corps, examined by Counsel 
, or the Prosefution through the interpreter, stated: ' 

I enlisted in the Indian Army on February I y I936: I was posted ·to 
the Indian Signal Training, Centre at Jubl::>ulpore. I went to Malaya in 1940 
with 8th Indian Infantry Brigade. I was in Singapore when it fell. I was taken 
at POW. Later on I joined the Indian National Army in June 1943. I held the· 
.rank of Second Lt. in the I.N.A. I was posted to No. 5 Guerilla Regiment, re: 
named 2nd Infantry Regiment afterwards. I was posted to 5th Guerilla Regiment 
in January I944· Major Rodrigues was commanding my regiment· at that time. 
The second in command was. Major Dhillon. The regiment was under training 
at that time at Bidadari Camp,, Singapore. Lt. Dhillon was second in . command 
of the regip1ent in charge of training. He was transferred in June to No. I Infantry 
regiment. My regiment arrived in Rangoon by the end of I944 and assembled 
at Mii;gal<idon. I am speaking about No. 2 Regiment. Some time in the month 
of December Lt., Col. Sahgal took over. On the day of his arrival Captain Sahgal 
delivered a . lecture to all tlie officers of the regiment who ];lad arrived by that time. 
I was present then. ,He said that it was his desire for a· long time to command 
fighting unit and that he had requested Netaji, that is, Subhas Chandra Bose, to 
give him the .command of ·some such unit. He considered himself fortunate that 
he had been given command of this No. 5 Generilla regiment, ·which is noted· for 
its good name, special training and discipline whilst in Malaya. He said that he 
wished that all the officers should live with their men and work as well and give them 
training like brothers. If any officer has any complaint or trouble which he cannot 
redress from his Battalian Commander, he should approach him and he would do 
his best.. He also said that the r~giment would move to the front very soon. In 
·Mingalad.on the name of the regiment was changed to No. 2 Infantry Tegiment. 
The regiment consisted of 3 battalions, one S.S. company and one Signal platoon 
in regimental headquarters. So far as I can remember there were 5 companies 
in each battalion at the time. Before the regiment moved to the front line,. Netaji 
Subhas Ch~nd·ra Bose• inspected it. He addressed the regiment. He said that from 
the previous fighting which the LN.A. have experienced it is apparent that Indian 
can fight for their freedom. "I hope that those hardships ~hich were suffered last 
year have now been either1'emoved or are being removed gradually; ]; wish those 
men who cannot bear hardships or who do not wish to go to the front line could 
give me their names now, so that I can post them in some back area in Rangoon 
or some other place. · · · 

, At Mingaladon a conference was held. It was called by Lt.-Col. Sahgal. 
He called u~on the Commahdi!lg Officers of the units to given him the list of 
deficiencies as regards the equipment. As 'No. I battalion had to move to the 
front line first, he said that their deficiencies wQuld be removed first. After this 
the first battalion hagan to move to the front 'line. They assembled af the Popa 
Hill area. The last party of this regiment arri¥ed in the Popa Hill area on 
March 25. The same day or the following .day after our arrival tgere, Lt.-Col. 
Sahgal gave me one wireless set. He said that it was captured by our patrol. 
Code numbers were given to battalions in Popa Hill. Tht H .. Q. No. was 545, 
No. I Battalion, 546. No. 2 Battalion 54-7· No. 3 Battalion, 54;8. I am not sure 
about the code no. ofH.Q. No. 2 Battalion,.,but as far as I can recollect it was 531. 

• On :r-Jarch 28, another conferenc-e was called by Lt.cCol. .Sahgal in which 
I was p~esent. Others present included the unit_ com!llande.-s and staff officers. 
At the conference Lt.·Col. Sahgal explained to us the operational ord~r verbally . 
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'He explained in the operational order the place which " .. e were going to attack. 
The name of the place was Pyinbin. Then he gave out the dispositions of the 
enemy troops and our own troops. I do not remember the final order which h~ 
gave. He said he would be at advance Brigade Headquarters at Seikteen 
and the rear headquarters would be at Popa Hill area. ~o movement 
took place that day,-I do not know why. The same evening tlle Adjutant 
came to ·the telephone to send a message. As the telephone was not in 
working order he sent for me and told me to detail two runners in order 
to take the messages to battalion commanders; and I detailed accordingly. 
These messages were sent to ~o. I Battalion and No. 3 Battalion. The mes~age 
was that there would be no movement of any kind that day. As far as I remember, 
another conference was called the following day or the day after. This also 
was called by Lt.-Col. Sahgal and was attended by either the unit commanders 
or their representatives and the staff officers. Capt. Sahgal repeated the same 
operational order as in the provious conference and explained the varius duties 
which were to be performed. As far as I could understand, the obft:ct of this 
operational order was to attack Pyinbin and drive the enemy out. ~ 

On the same evening the troops moved out to their respective positions. 
I w!:'nt to a place about a mile in advance of Leg~i village. When we arrived 
there I heard some firing. I remained in that place for 10 minutes or less. Then 
I was ordered to take 8o carts back to Legyi village and to take cover from aerial 
attack. I spent that night in Legyi. village. I do not know where the Battalion 
Headquarters were. In the afternoon we got orders to shift from there to another 
place which was about 200 yards away. I remained there for the following night 
and the day after and then I escaped from there. I reported to 2nd British 
Division in \Vulaung. • 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
I escaped back to the British Lines on April I, 1945· When we arrived at 

Popa, Capt. Sahgal lectured to us. He told the men that any one who was 
unable to withstand the hardships of the campaign should tell him so. He also 
said that all such men would be sent back to Rangoon or to the back area. He 
asked if any of the offic~rs or men wanted to go over to tl~ other side. Nobody 
said that they wanted to go over to the other side. He said that any one of us was 
free to go if we wanted to. But I do not remember if he said that he would give 
those people safe conduct. After the lecture I found . two men who were either 
physically U'nfit or unwilling to go. One man was physically unfit and the other 
man was frightened of air attack, and they wanted to leave. They were sent 
back to Brigade Headquarters. I did not see them afterwards in the fight. Subhas 
Chandra Bose had not arrived injune 1943. He arrived shortly afterwards. 

I remember the second lecture of Capt. Sahgal. I cannot qui.te remember 
the date-it was either the end of December 1944 or the beginning of January 1945. 
By that time I was aware that Netaji had assumed command of the army and 
that the Provisional Government of India had been proclaimed. It was in his 
capacity as head of the State and head of the Army that ~etaji inspected my 
regiment. He gave a long l~ture at the end of the inspection. He exhorted 
us to fight for the freedom of India. At that time I, along with the others, 
accepted that as the.object for which we were fighting. He also said that we were 
representing the poverty-stricken millions of India and that we should be content 
with small sums far pocket money and such rations as he could procure with 
the limited means at the disposal of the State. Netaji also said that th• regiVl.ent 
would be moving to the front line soon and that we should do our duty by 
the country of our •birth. For my part f accepted what Netaji said as being 
my obligation. 
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November 29 " • 
Havildar. Ghulam Mohammad, 1j1~th Froqtier Force Rifles, examined by 

• Counsel for the Prosecution through the Interpreter, stated: 
I enlisted in the Indian Army in April 19'2q. I went to Malaya in 

April 1941. I was in Singapore when it fell. I was taken as P 0 W by the 
Japanese. ~ joined the I.N.A. in October 1942. I was posted to No. I 

Heavy Gun Battalion as Quarter Master. I was then transferred to No. 5 
. Guerilla Regiment in January 1944. I was posted to No. 2 Battalion as 

Adjutant. The regimental commander was Lt.-Col. ]. W. Rodrigues~ The 
Second in Command was Major G. S. Dhillon. · The 5th Guerilla Regiment 
was in Bidadari Camp in Singapore. The regiment moved to Ipoh in April 
1944. I was Regimental Adjutant. Lt. Dhillon was attached to the 
1st Infantry Regiment and went over to Jitra .. In the month of July No.5 
Guerilla Regiment marched from Ipoh towards Burma front. It assembled at 

· Mingaladon Camp, ·Rangoon; in January 1945· Lt.-Col. Prem Kumar Sahgal 
was com~anding the_ regiment then, whom I recognise as an accused before 
the coort. In December when he took over command, he - interviewed the 
officers of \he regiment, to whom he spoke as follows: I have been ordered 
to take over the comman~ of No. 5 Guerilla Regiment .• I hope that the 
officers will co-operate with me in the same manner "as they have been doing 
with my predecessor and will enhance the name of the regiment in the same 
manner as they hav~ been doing hitherto and will help in raising the 
standard of discipline amongst the troops. 

No. 5 Guerilla Regiment was renamed No. 2 Infantry Regiment. Two 
additional companies were attached· with this regiment, one· mortar company 
and tht: other machine gun company and instead· of guerilla tactics, they 
became a -regular fighting force .. The regiment was composed of three batta
lions with one S. S. Company. In each battalion, there were five companies. 

In. the end of Janu;'ry 1945, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose came 
and inspected our regiment. After he had taken the general salute, he ad
dressed the regimen.t as follows: Last year for the first time the I. N. A. 
were in acetion again~t the enemy. Their deeds were so glorious that they 
were beyond my expectatiom and won the praise of both friends and foes. 
Wherever they fought against the enemy, they inflicted, a crushing defeat 
on them. From the Imphal Front, we had to bring back our forces as a tactical 
move (and without .being defeated by the enemy) without fighting the enemy, 
due to bad weather and certain other handicaps. Now, we have tried to over
come those difficulties but everyone should remember.· that our army is a 
revolutionary army. We are not so well equipped with arms, equipment and 
man-power as our enemies are. The enemies have decided that they will 
fight their fif'st battle for the defence of India in Assam. They have made 
India's Stalingrad in this area. This year will be a de<oisive year for the war. 
The fate of the freedom of•India wlll be decided near the, hills of lmphal and 
on the plains. of the Chittagong area. Last. year some of our men had joined 
the enemy. This time I do not want that a single man should go over to the 
enemy when they go to the front. Therefore, if anyone thinks that he is 
incapable of going to the front due to weakness or for any other reason,. he 
should report to his Regimental Commander and arrangements will be made 
for him to be kept at the base. I do not wish to paint a ·very rosy picture to 
you. You will have to face hunger, thirst, other hardships and even death 
whed'you ~to the front. As the enemy has made utmost preparations, we shall 
also have to mobilise all our resources_ In addition to the present slogan of the 
l.N ,A, ~hich wa~ "Ol!-a~o Delhi'' another will be added to it, That will be 
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'khun, khun aur khun (Blood, blood and blood). That i~ to say, we .shall 
shed our blood for the freedom of the 40 crores of people ofindia. We shall 
similarly shed the blood of the enemy for the freedom of India. The slogan 
for Indian civilians who are in the south will be karo sab nichhawar aur bano • 
sab Jaqir" (Sacrifice everything and give your all). At the end of his lecture 
he himsel_f ··-shouted the following slogans: Inqilab zindabad ; ch.alo Delhi; 
khun, khun aur khun." These slogans were repeated very loudly by 2, 300 
men of the No. 2 Infantry Regiment as well as by the spectators. The lecture 
was a lengthy one but this is the gist of it. 

Afterwards a Regimental Conference was called by Col. Sahgal. This con
ference was attended by the Battalion Commanders and the Staff Officers. He said 
that in the near future our regiment will go to the front in the Kyauk Padaung 
area. He issued administrative orders for the move. On January 28, the advance 
party of the regiment left Rangoon. Later on orders for move to Kyauk Padaung 
were cancelled and we were told to go to Popa area. And this advance party left 
for Popa. I left on February 13 for Popa. Lt.-Col. Sahgal was our Kegimental 
Commander. We arrived at Popa on the ~15th or 26th of February. The regiment 
assembled at Pop a by the third week of March. Col. Shah N awaz Kl'l.an was the 
~ivisional CommarWer. The . headquar!ers of ~he Sec.ond Divison was in the Popa 
h 1lls area. The umts were disposed of m vanous sectors and were doing patrol 
duties. As Adjutant, I was Staff Officer to the Regimental Commanders and my 
duties were in connection with the office routine, promotion and discipline. 
Reports from patrols and from other units were being received from 
time to time. OfF.cially, I was not concerned with the operational side 
of the reports, but I happend to have seen some of them. One report dated 
March 4, 1945, from the first battalion was to the effect that one of their patrols 
had an encounter with one patrol of the British regiment. The name of the leader 
of the patrol was sub-officer AbcJJ.Illah Khan. In the patrol report it was men
tioned that two jeeps and one wireless set had been J:aptured by us. It was further 
mentioned that two B.O.Rs. of the enemy were killed and that one of our men 
was slightly wounded. One of those jeeps was sent over to Divisional Headquarters 
and the other was kept in Regimental Headquarters. The jeep which came to 
Regimental Headquarters was being used by the Regimental Commanser and staff 
Officers. The Regimental Commander was Lt.-Col. Sahgal. 

As far as my knowledge goes, the duty of No. 2 Infantry was to take the 
defence of Popa Hill area and, on being ordered, it was to attack the British troops 
and conntinue the advance towards India. This disposition of No. I battalion 
was about one mile north from the Popaywa village. Third Battalion's disposition 
was two miles east of Popaywa village. The Second Battalion was in reserve 
about one mile west of Popaywa village. 

About March 13 a conference of Battalion Commanders and•Staff Officers 
was called by the Regimental Commander, Lt.-Col. Shagal. He spoke as follows: 
"I have been ordered to send two companies to raid Byinvin." He gave necessary 
instructions and ordered No. 2 Battalion to detail two companies. The 
date for the advance was March 14. With these two companies were the 
Regimental Commander hims~lf, the regimental medical officer and myself. Before 
we left, the Divisional Commander, Col. Shah Nawaz Khan, came to see us all. 
He said that all e'/es were fixed on the members of No. 2 Infantry. "This is the 
first time that two companies of the Second Battalion are being sent to the front. 
From my experience gained during the last year'sbattle I can say that the enemy 
is very cowardly. I hope and trust that you will not bring any blot •m theoname 
of India in any Wi-Y· My prayers are with yqu.'' Then we roached and spent 
the night in Setsetyo village. We then arrived at Myene on the eveniflg of the 
15th. From there one column of a Co:tn:pany "Y<I:S. ~en,t \O wt;s~ of To~n~gon uQder 
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an ·z.N.A. officer tQ raid. Under his. command were one japanese· officer"' 
and two Japanese sections. One platoon was sent to east of Tounggon on the 
roadside to draw the enemy's attention towards them. In this platoo1'1. was 
one Japanese Section which was placed under the command of the Platoon 

·Commander who wa\> an I.N.A. officer. They were orderd to.return to the position 
of assembly by 4 a.m. the following morning. They left column an~ reported 
back at 4 a. m. that they had not encountered any enemy. The right 
platoon reported that when they arrived east of Tounggon they were being led 
by the Japanese Section who knew the area and when firing started unexpectedly 
from the front the Japanese ran away. · The Commander of the I.N.A. admonished 
them and ordered them not to run away. He then took out his pistol and fired a 
few shots towards t~e enemy. He reported that on hearing the firing the enemy 
had left their position and run away. Because his role was only to divert the 
enemy's attention, he did not conside:r it advisable to follow the enemy and had 
therefore come back. One man from that platoon was. missing. I had not gone 

·with this _p>latoon. What I have stated is what the Platoon Commanders reported 
on t~ir return in my presence. An official report of this action was made to 
Divisional•Headquarters on our return to Popa Hill by- Col. Sahgal. 

On (roughly) about March 26 or 27. I was in ·regimental H.Q. Lt.-Col. 
Sahgal and other staff otficers of the regiment had gone out on duty. I was 

. indisposed in my quarters. At about midnight I was awakened by someone 
who reported that three men from No. I Battalion had been placed in quarter 
guard. I only know the name of one of these three and that was sepoy 

·Mohammad Hussain. I was told that this man had tried to desert and therefore 
had been placed under arrest in quarter guard. So far as I know, on the e~ening 
of the ~8th when Col. Sahgal returned from his duty, No. I Battalion Commander 
brought th~se three men before him. It was stated about sepoy Mohammad 
Hussain in my presence that he had tried to desert and had instigated others to 
desert, ·and the other two were charged with conspiring to desert. Col. Sabgal 
asked them whether they were guilty or not guilty. After some evasion 
Mohammac;I Hussain admitted 1 his guilt; the other two pleaded not guilty. I was 
told by CoL Sahgal to ask the Liaison Officer to investigate this case. 

On the niornin~ of March '29 these three accused were again brought up. 
The Battalion Commander read out the same charges to them ap.d Col. Sahgal 
asked them whether they pleaded guilty to the charges or riot. Muhammad 
Hussain pleaded guilty, the other two pleaded not guilty. Three separate charge
sheets were prepared. I read all the Shree. Then these men were,.sent back 
to the Divisional H.Q. I was present at the office and saw them go out accompanied 
by the regimental second-in-command and the Battalion Commander. Between 
2 and 3 p.m. I was in my hut when the regimental second-in-command and 
the Battalioa Commanper came back. Their names were Major Negi and 
Lieut. Khazin Shah. Then they went away. I saw Mohammad Hussain in the 
evening at about 4 or 5 o'clock when he passed in front of my room. He was 
accompanied by 2nd Lieut. Sardar Mohd., Adjutant ofNo. I Battalion, and 2nd 
Lieut. Aya Singh. . . 

On March 28 another conference of Battahon Commanders and Staff 
Officers was called by Lt.-Col. Sahgal. I was present at the conference. Lt.-Col. 
Sahgal said .tnat an attack was to be launched in Pynbin area. The Japanese and the 
4th Guerilla Regiment were to attack Pynbin from the West and the 2nd Regiment 
was to block the roads leading to Pynbin from the East. . These orders were 
subs~quen~y cancelled. Another. conference was called op.·the 2gth. I was 
present there. Lt.-Col. Sahgal said. that instead of 2nd Jnf. Regiment one 
Compa~y from No. 3 Battalion, and No. I Battalion were to take part in these 
operations. This move was to be carried out in two phases on the evening of 
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.. 29t3oth. One Company of No. 3 Battalion was to go to. Kabyou, and ~o. t 
Battalion was to go to Seikteen area On the evening of the 3oth No. I Company 
ofNry. I Battalion was to block the Welaung-Seikteen road. The Company going. 
to Kabyou was ordered to report to Japanese troops which were located there. 
No. 2 Company was to block the vVHaung-Pynbin road. Two platoons of No. 3 
Company_ were to pei-form guerilla activities east of Pynbin, and the tllird section 
Company was to act as a standing patrol north of Seikteen. Two support 
Companies were sub-allotted to the Rifle Companies. 

At IO p.m. on the 2gth Lt.-Col. Sahgal accompanied by a reconnais
sance party of Regimental Headquarters and reconnaissance parties from 
each Company of ;\Jo. I Battalion and a Japanese Liaison Officer left 
for Seikteen. They were followed by No. I Battalion and Regimental Head
quarters to which I was attached. I was in charge of Regimental Headquarters. 
When I arrived near Legyi I saw the rear guard of No. I Battalion sitting down, 
because my position was with the main body I passed on. When I proceeded a 
little further I noticed that the main body was also sitting down. I alSIO sat down 
there. ~ 

After about three hours Lt.-Col. Sahgal arrived. He told me that when his 
cars were proceeding to Seikteen they were heavily fire.J upon from a distance of 
about 25 to 30 yards and from a front of approximately 300 to 500 yards .that in 
accordance with the reports which he had received earlier he was under the impres
sion that there were no British troops in that area ; that on being fired upon the 
cars stopped and all the men came out of the cars ; the men shouted that they were 
I.N'.A. men and asked the opponents to stop firing; the Japanese Liaison Officer 
had also shouted in Japanese that he belonged to Hikari Kikan ; but on this the 
volume. of firing had increased; that the enemy had been firing into the ~r ; that 
if even one burst was fired straight the whole lot of them would have got killed; that 
they had to leave all cars and run back to safety ; that later on one Company of 
No. I Battalion attacked the enemy; that when our troops arrived there they saw 
that some of the enemy were sitting in our cars and were talking amongst them
selves; that by that time the enemy had seen our movements and had shouted that 
I.N.A. men had come, let us run away; that at this time the platoon which was on 
the left attacked them; that the enemy got into their lorries :1'nd drove a~ay, leaving 
our three cars behind, and that they found everything intact except one bag and a 
map case belonging to himself (Lt. Col. Sahgal). Then I was ordered by Lt.-Col. 
Sahgal to take the Regimental Headquarters back to Legyi. I did so. 

No. I Battalion followed and took up defensive position al Legyi. One day 
I-saw Colonel Shah N awaz Khan who was divisional commander. On March 3 I, 
Legyi was bombed by twelve British aeroplanes continuously for three or four 
hours. Then on April I st or 2nd I came to know from the reports received that 
one British brigade was trying to encircle us. They had also start€d shelling us 
heavily on April Ist and 2nd. On April 3 one British battalion had captured 
our B echelon area which was in the rear. At noon on April 3 Col. Sahgal 
ordered to keep ready one reserve company. Then the Platoon Commander report
ed that two platoons from the reserve company had already gone over to the enemy. 
After further consideration ~e ordered that two platoons should be raised by 
thinning out men from the defensive positions. After the shelling of Legyi, there 
was a certain amoant of desertion. Col. Sahgal decided that one officer from 
the ISt battalion should take over command of these three platoons and brigade 
liaison officer would be attached to him, and their role was to take and reoccupy 
the B echelon area. After thirty minutes the company commander ca~e back and 
reported to Colonel Sahgal, when I was present, that his men had attacked the 
enemy with such vtgour and accompanied' with shouts of Chalo Delhi. and Jai 
Hind" that the enemy had left and run away. After some time news was received 
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that th~ Battalion Comqtander, Khazin Shah, with two hundred officer~ and mefi 
had deserted. CoL Sahgal and myself were present at that tim~. The same night 
Gol. Sahgal told me that he had telephoned to the Divisional Commander but 
could .not get him and therefore he had-decided on his 'own initiative to withdraw 
to the I?opa area. Next morning we arrived at Popa. This was ori April 4· 
We remained •n Popa for eight days. We did nothing in particular but _on two 

. occasions we- were bombed by British aircraft and the· units remained in their 
position. 

On April g. a conference was called by Lt.-Col. Sahgal, which was attended 
by regimental staff officers and' the battalion officers. I was present. He told 
us that the regiment would now move from Popa to Taungwingy and that we 
had to evacuate Pop a between the 14th and 16th April. On the eveni~g of the 
12th we received orders to evacuate Popa by 10 p.m. We then left Popa and 
marched towards Taungwingy; It was learned on. the way that Taungwingy 
was occupied by the enemy. Colonel Sahgal then ordered us to go to Prome. 
On·the 26th~r 27th April we moved north ofa place called• Allanmyo to a small 
village c'\l:lled Myew. I was ordered by Lt.-Col. Sahgal to go t,owards Allarimyo 
and get nece!fsary information for withdrawal. I had gone for· about two miles 

. when I saw that firing was bejng exchanged from both sides. I thought it .was 
no use going forward further and so I returned back to the camp and reported· to 
Lt.-Col. Sahgal that Allanmyo . was .occupied by the enemy. Col. Sahgal 
after consulting a_map select~d a place called Magy.ingang as a defensive position. 
I have already stated that firing was·being exchanged and the Japanese were at 
Allanmyo. We arrived at Magyingang at night. Magyingang is surrounded on 
three sides by the hills and on the fourth side there is a river. Col. Sahgal 
ordered wckets to be established on the three hills. 

Next morning a conference was called by Col. Sahgal, which was 
attended by all officers including sub-officers. I was also present .. He said that 
Allampyo 'was already occupied by the enemy and that the main road to Prome 
was 'blocked by the enemy and that there were three courses open to us : one 
was that we should fight our way through the enemy lines as we did before; the 
second was to disguise ourselves as civilians; and the third was that we should 
become prisor!ers of war~ All th~ officers then requested that they should be 
given an hour's time to consider the matter. After one hour they decided 
unanimously to become prisoners of war. After this Colonel Sahgal wrote some
thing on paper and handed it over to the second-in-command of the No. 2 
Battalion, and detailed another officer to go with him, with instructions to hand 
over' the note to any officer of the Allied forces, and told the officers to 
conii:m.1nicate ·to all the .men about the decision which had been taken. He 
also ordered the pickets on the hills to withdraw. 

After that~ news was received a little before 1 p.m. that some Gurkha 
troops were advancing towards us to the north. Col. Sahgal went forward 
anq told us not to get excited or fire on them. After five or six minutes, we were 
fired on from the north. At the same time from the south, we saw one Gu~kha 
offiter and a Battalion Commander. -coming to\'prds us. Col. Sahgal met 
them, and he then ordered us to assemble together into one party. We did 
this. All the troops then surrendered. '· 

• 
Cross-examination by Defence 

·1\fter tJ!e decision to surrender was taken and Lt.-Col. Sahgal had written 
a note, he handed it to a man named Capt. Banta Singh: The officer who 
accompanied Capt. Banta Singh wa~ Second Lt. Umrao Siflgh. Col. Sahgal 
told me that he had written that they wished to become prisoners of war. As 
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1 mentioned before, a period of an hour was allotted for discussion regarding the· 
contents of the letter and it was unanimously decided that we would become • 
prisoners of war. Col. Sahgal told all officers : 'I am writing this to the Allied 
Commander that we wish to become prisoners of war'. vVhile Col. Sahgal had 
the letter in his hand, he told every one · 'I am sending this letter to the Allied 
Comm.ander, mentioning that we intend to become prisoners of war'. I am 
sorry I do not know what more was written in that letter but Col. Sahgal 
mentioned that if the Allied Commander did not accept our offer of becoming 
prisoners of war, then we shall fight the Allied troops. Bant Singh and Umrao 
Singh with a Gurkha officer came back. 

Capt. Sahgal took command of the regiment in December 1944 at Mingaladon 
Camp, Rangoon. After having taken over command, he addressed each battalion 
individually. I have attended all the lectures given by Col. Sahgal and I was 
present in the capacity of a staff officer. He mentioned that "this was a great and 
hard fight and as compared to the enemy, we are short of men and material. 
Those men who are weak, cowardly or do not intend to fight shottld report to 
their battalion commanders and that report should be forwarded to mtl through 
their battalion commanders." • 

Col. Sahgal said at Pop a that those who did .pot wish to stay in the India~ 
National Army and wished to go over to the enemy should tell him. He will 
then make arrangements to send them in one party to the enemy but they will 
not be permitted to take any arms or papers with them. "I do not want that 
men should desert in driblets afterwards." As far as I understand, it was Capt. 
Sahgal's intention that after the party went over, men should not go over in 
driblets and so cause demoralisation. A report was made by tht; battalion 
commander and No. 3 battalion commander to the regimental commander that 
the two officers, Narendra Singh and Ismail, intended to desert .. Capt. Sahgal 
sent for them. They were questioned by Lt.-Col. Sahgal in my 
presence. Lt.-Col. Sahgal told them that if they would apologise and 
promise not to attempt to desert again, he would excuse them and transfer them 
to another battalion. Five persons, of whom Ahmad Khan was one, all belonging 
to No. 2 battalion, were produced before Col. Sahgal because they were intending 
to desert. They pleaded guilty. They said that if they \vere excu~ed they would 
fight as true servants and they should be put to a test. They were excused. 
I know Havildar Ganga Saran. The First Battalion Commander reported that he 
had refused to obey his orders. He was a sub-officer in the I.N.A. He was 
produced before Col. Sahgal for this offence and was tried and sentenced to death. 
He was afterwards pardoned and released. 

In August 1943 I was in Neesoon Camp. Captain Shah Nawaz came to 
address the Heavy Gun Battalion there. He said that the LN.A. had been form~d 
for the liberation of India and it would fight not only British imperialism but also 
those who would put obstacles in the way of India's freedom or any other party 
which wished to subjugate India. He also said: "I belong to a family which has 
rendered great services to the British Government. Just as Hazrat Imam Husain 
waged a war of right a~ justice in the same way I have decided and am 
determined to sacrifice my life for the independence of India" He said that 
whoever is ·an Indian has the right to be free. As an Indian it is everybody's 
right to aspire tor freedom and fight for it. In the end he said that whoever set 
eyes on India "\'ould be made blind ~y him. 

In February 1945 I was present at a meeting at Popa addr;ssed ~y Capt. 
Shah Nawaz. He said: "Some men of the 4th Guerilla Regiment have gone over 
to the enemy whi'th has pained Netaji a great deal. Netaji himself wal"\ted to come 
to Popa but I have assured him that I will come personally and appreciate the 
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. sit~ation. At present the eyes of the whole world are on the I.N.A. If we cannot 
win fred~om this time we"shall not be able to win it for another hundred years. 
Therefore, tell me which of you are I()0 per cent. prepared to sacrifice your li"es 
under the command ofNetaji". · 

• Re-examined by .. _ Counsel. for Prosecution 

Lt.-Col. Sahgal sentenced Havildar Ganga Saran to death. 
pardoned him and released him. The Circumstances were that 
tion with No. I Battalion Commander and on the promise that 
well in the future, he was pardoned and released. · 

Afterwards he 
after consulta
he would work 

Sepoy Allah Ditta, 5/7th Rajput Regiment:; examined by Counsel for the 
Prosecution through the Interpreter, stated: 

I joined the Indian Army on December 4,_I932. I enlisted at Jhelum and 
went' to the training Battalion at Fateghur, thai is the training 'centre of the 7th 
Rajput Regi11fent. · I went with my Battalion to Hongkong in Malaya on September 
27, I 9,40.. I was taken a prisoner of war by the Japanese on December 25, I 94I, 
in Hong~~ng .• After that I was put in Matau Chung Camp in Hongkong. Six 
mont!Is·1ater we were transferred to Canton. · 

On December II, I943, l" joined the LN.A. at Singapore. I was posted to 
rst Battalion·.sth Guerilla Regiment, which was at Bidadari Camp. _Then the Regi
ment moved to Ippu and ultimately came to Popa Hill on February 24, 1945. 
Capt. Jodh Singh was commanding the Battalion at that time. The Regimental 
Commander was Col. Sahgal. After a .short time Capt. Jodh Singh was transfer
red to Rangoon. He was replaced by Khazin Shah. 

I k~~w Sepoy Mohd. Hussain, He belonged to a ·B~itish Regi~et1t before. 
Mohammad I;Iussain belonged to Headquarters Company, Intelligence· section. 
I know Jagiri Ram. On March. 26, I 945, betwe~n 2 and 3 p. m. Mohammad 
Hussain came to me and told me that heintended to desert that day. I told him 
that .that day was not suitable for escaping, that some other day would be more 
suitable. He went back. At sunset on that day 'I was called to Battalion Head
quarters:. then I went to Company Headquarters and from there I was taken to the 
Brigade Headquarters aPld there I saw Jagiri Ram, Mohammad Hussain and 
Khazin Shah. After that Khazin Shah gave me a beating and told me that I was 
disloyal to the I.N.A. and that I was ·one of the men who intended to escape and 
said "Muslims like you betrayed even the Turks". Theri I was shut up in the quarter 
.guard at Brigade Headquarters. Next day ··.1 .·was brought before Colonel Sahgal 
and,,statements were taken individually. Colonel Sahgal asked me if. I intended 
to escape. I said ·"No; I did not intend to escape:"· I mentioned to him about 
Mohammad Hu'ssain's visit to me regarding his intended escape. Then I was 
sent out. Khaz~n Shah ordered Ghulam Mohammad, the Brigade Adjutant, to 
enquire and question J\llah Ditta and six others, who wished to escape. Ghulam 
Mohammad detailed Ay'a Singh to _beat us and question Allah Ditta and others 
who intended to escape. Ghulam Mohammad told Aya Singh to find out from 
Allah Ditta regarding the six other persons . who intended to escape. On March 
27, 1945, I was beaten and interrogated by Aya .Singh. I stayed there on 
March 27 and 28. ' 

On March 28, our Battalion was ~o move to Legyi. K:pazin Shah told 
Ghulam Muhammad to inform Colonel Sahgal that if.these men were not punished, 
he, Khazin Shah, would give up command of the Battalion. I was ~resent then. 

0!1 i Ma!ch 29, Major Negi and Khazin Shah took me before Colonel 
Shah Nawaz to the Divisional Headquarters. Three of us were present-'-mys~lf, 
Jagiri Ram" and Muhammad Hussain, be;ides Colo.nel• Shah Nawaz, Major. Negi, 
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Khazin Shah and two sentriel> : the sentries stayed out and we went in. 
I saw three different crime reports had already been made regarding us. • ~Iajor 
Xe.gi took the crime reports and handed them to Col. Shah ~awaz, who read 
them out separately to each one of us. First J agiri Ram was questioned by Ool. 
Shah :'ll"awaz Khan. There myself and Jagiri Ram were present at the same time. 
Col. Shah Nawaz enquired fromjagiri Ram if he had intended ~o desert. He 
replied ··~o. I did not intend to desert'. I was que~tioned next and I said 'I did 
not intend to desert'. Then Col. Shah Nawaz said that I was an ~.C.O. and 
Mohammad Hussain had approached me and I had not reported the matter. 
I said that it was my fault. 

Then he questioned Mohammad Hussain as follows : 'Did you intend to 
desert and make others to desert with you'. Mohammad Hussain replied ·~o, I did 
not intend to desert'. Col. Shah Nawaz said 'Speak the truth'. Muhammad 
Hussain said 'I had some difficulties and therefore I intended to desert'. But 
no inquiries were made into his complaints. Mohammad Hussain was told by 
Col. Shah Nawaz 'You are sentenced to death by shooting because yo~ intended to 
desert yourself and were persuading others to do the same. Therefore yop are not 
pardoned'. I heard Col. Shah ~awaz say "Put up the case before tm: Regimental 
Commander". (Note by the court: Witness uses the words in English.) Then all three
of us were sent out. We waited there for ten minfltes and were brought back to 
brigade headquaters. Mohammad Hussain, Jagiri Ram and myself came 
together back to Brigade Headquarters. Mohammad Hussain and myself were 
put back in the same cell in which we were before and Khazin Shah took away 
Jagiri Ram. The same day at about 5 p.m. Sardar Muhammad, adjutant of our 
battalion, and Aya Sin~h took away Muhammad Hussain. I have never seen 
Muhammad Hussain sifice then. 

• 
I did quarter guard for three or four days. Then I was produced before 

Major .:'l;egi. I was reduced to the ranks and he said 'You will have to go ·o 
Rangoon'. Then I was taken to a Concentration Camp in Popa. On April 7, 
1945, along with 16 other men I was despatched to Rangoon by march route. 
\Ve were under arrest, guarded by sentries. We reached ::\1agwe. On" April rg, 
1945, the British attacked Magwe and the sentries guarding us ran away. 
I reported to the British. • • 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
No decision was arrived at either in my case or in the case of J agiri Ram. 

It is true that all that Col. Shah Nawaz Khan said was: "You deserve to be shot. 
Rebels like you will be sentenced to death by shooting. You yourself wanted to 
escape ; secondly, you have tried to persuade others to escape ; therefore, you are 
a rebel to the I.N.A. and sentenced to death by shooting". I saw Col. Shah .:'l;awaz 
Khan write something on the crime report. How could I read t~e crime report 
without picking it up from the table. I do not understand English. 

Sepoy Jagiri Ram, 15th Field Ambulance, I.A.~LC., examined by Counsel 
for the Prosecution through the Interpreter, stated: 

.·.• 

I joined the Indian Ar~y in December I9~7· I went to :\falaya with my 
unit in 1940. I was in Smgapore when it fell. I subsequently joined the I .~.A. 
in October ; I do not remember the year but it was the same year in which 
Singapore fell. ~ingapore fell on February r 5, I do not remember the year. ~ 
V\;'hen I joined the I.N.A. 1 was posted to Bidadari Hospital as nursing sepoy. 
After that I was· transferred to the sth Guerilla Regiment. From R:mgoon the 
re~iment moved to Popa Hill in the third month. At the time I Whs in Popa my 
Battalion Comma~der was Khazin Shah and the Regimental Commander was Capt, 
Sahgal, The Divlsional Cornm<mder was C:apt, Shah N<twa;z; Khiln. • 
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I knew Mohammad Hussain and Alia Ditta. Mohammad Hussain, myself 
and a.Garhwali talked.about escape when we were in Popa Hill area. While we 
were talking of escape Khazin Shah sent an orderly and ordered us to reporJ: to 
~attalion· Headquarters. After that Khazin Shah started beating us and said that 
we. wanted· to escape. He beat me, Mohd. Hussain and the Garhwali, and 
asked me to speak the truth and tell him the names of the persons who wanted to 
escape. He •let the Garhwali go, but caught hold of Mohd. Hussain and myself. 
Mohd. Hussain said that he ha<;l mentioned to Jagi,ri Ram and Alla Ditta jokingly 
about escape. Khazin Shah questioned me and asked if they mentioned this 
jokingly. I replied that I had no proof of his intention to escape, but he mentioned 
it jokingly ·to me. Mohd. Hussain and myself were tied to a tree near the 
Battalion Headquarters while Khazin Shah was questioning us. Khazin Shah 
questioned me as to who was trying to escape and I said that I did not know 
the name of apyone who was trying to, escape. Then Mohd. Hussain was 
questioned. He also said that he did not know anything. After sunset Khazin 
'Shah took Mohd. Hussain and myself to Brigade Headquarters. When I was taken 
to Brigade•Headquarters, Muhd. Hussain, Khazin Shah and one sentry were with 
me. Br.igade Headquarters were near a nullah. . On arrival at Brigade 
Headquarte~ Khazin Shah went to a telephone and after that Alla'Ditta also 
arrived at,the nullah. After that all three of us, Mohd. Hussain, Alia Ditta and 
myself were put in the Quarter Guard and our hands were tied .. On the following 
day we were brought before Col. Sahgal. Col. Sahgal questioned ·me as to 
whether I intended to escape. I said no, I did not intend to escape. During this 
conversation with Capt. Sahgal other people present were Major N egi and 
Khazin Shah. Col. Sahgal asked me if I had reported to anyone after Mohd. 
Hussain had mentioned to me about escape. I said I did riot know . anything 
about Mohd. Hussain and I' did not report to an'y N.C.O., I worked with my 
Medical 6fficer. Then we came out of the room and went back to the Quarter 
Guard. Then Lt. Aya Singh of Brigade Headquarters gave each one of us a 
beating an.d said that he would release us if we would tell him the names of the 
people who intended to escape. I continued to say that I did not know .. 
Next day we were taken to Divisional Commander, Shah Nawaz Khan. 
We wem accompanied by Major Negi, Khazin Shah and a sentry. All 
three of us, .myself (Jagiri Ram), Alla Ditta and 'Mohd. Hussain were lined 
up before the Divisional Commander. The Divisional Commander asked me 
to speak the truth whether I intended to escape. · I denied that I intended 
to escape. Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan asked us why we did not report the 
matter. I said that I did not know anything about it, and I did not intend 
to escape. He asked me if there was any officer or N.C.O. near me. I said 
"No. I was working with my Medical Officer." Then Capt. Shah Nawaz 
Khan asked Alia Ditta "When Mohammad Hussain had talked , to you 
about escaping• did you report to anyone?" Alla Ditta said "I do not know 
anytbing about Muhammad Hussain's escape: I thought it was a joke." 
Capt. Shah · Nawaz Khan then said to Alla Ditta "You are an N. C. 0. 
Why did you not report ?" Alla Ditta begged his pardon and said that he 
did not know anything about Mohammad Hussain. Then Capt. Shah 
Nawaz Khan questioned Mohammad Hussain and Mohammad Hussain replied· 
that he was in difficulties and that he intended to escape and asked to be 
forgiven. Captain Shah Nawaz Khan then told him "You ~re not for our 
country: you are our enemy. I will give you death by shooting." Then 
Mohammad Hussain asked for forgiveness and said he was- pr-epared to go 
anywhere he was ordered. Capt. Shah Nawaz said nothing to this. All 
three ~f us ~ere then sent out and we were taken to 13rigade Headquarters, 
accompan!ed by Major Nagi and Khazin Shah, - • 
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" I moved towards the battalion with Khazin Shah and sub-officer Barfi' 
Singh. In the evening an orderly took me to Battalion Headquarters. ).lohd. 
Hussain was there. Khazin Shah and Aya Singh were also there when I 
arrived. Khazin Shah told me "You will shoot ~fohammad Hussain, becaus~ 
you are one of the men who were trying to escape with him". I declined 
and said: •'I will not shoot him and that I did not know how to fire a rifle". 
Khazin .Shah told me again "If you do not shoot ~Iohammad Hussain, you 
will be shot yourself". I still refused and he drew his pistol. I refused 
again and Aya Singh got hold of a rifle. He put the rifle to my shoulder 
and put my finger round the trigger. Khazin Shah told Aya Singh to give 
the order to fire. There were three of us, one Sikh, one Tamil and myself. 
Mohammad Hussain was blindfolded by Aya Singh. He was made to sit on 
the ground with his back against a tree stump and his hands were tied 
behind his back. Aya Singh ordered me to fire and all three fired. Mohd. 
Hussain died there. Khazin Shah ordered Aya Singh to give the order to 
fire and Aya Singh gave it. Khazin Shah told me to report to my com-· 
pany and not to come to the Battalion Headquarters. That ~ening we 
marched off to Legyi. We stayed at Legyi two or three days. Thea• I went 
over to the British. 

November 30 • 
(Major Ram Lall Tripathi, R.I.A.S.C., was sworn m as Interpreter.) 

Cross-examined by Defence Jagiri Ram stated: 
I come from Jullundur. I have no education. I do not know how 

to read and write. I can write my name in Roman lJrdu hut I do not 
know the English language. In the month of August I made a statement 
here in Hindustani which was written in English and was type-wr1tten and 
I signed it. I signed it in the belief that it contained what I had 
said. The statement was read over to me by the Subedar before I signed 
it. The type-written statement was read out to me in Hindustani." No one 
told me what to say before I came into the court. 

I have had no training in the use of weapons. I joined an ambulance 
unit and my job was to bandage patients and maie their ~eds. Before 
I joined the army I worked as a servant and a labourer. On joining hospital 
I was trained in the work of bandaging patients and making their beds. I 
had nothing to do with the fighting part of the army. Except when the 
patients were brought into hospital I had nothing to do with the men of 
the fighting units. Mohammad Hussain and the Garhwali I have referred to 
were members of the fighting units. At the time of the conversation they 
were not sick. I did not know them before the conversation but they were 
living in the same Company. I had never been to Burma before. Before 
joining the I.N.A. we were given very h:ard fatigues by tl:te Japanese in 
connection with the loading of coal at the ports day and night. I do not 
remember any dates ; I do not understand dates. I do not know English 
months or years. 

I do not know the r!ame of the Garhwali to whom I have referred. 
I know he was a Garhwali because he lived with us and he spoke Garhwali. 
I had never tal_k:d either to the Garhwali or to Muhammad Hussain before 
the day Mohammed Hussain joined Company Headquarters. I had never 
spoken to the Garhwali before that day in the nullah ; and from that day's 
conversation I say that he was a Garhwali. 0 • 

I came to know Mohammad Hussain in the Company. He used to live 
with me at Hea~quarters. He used to • speak in Punjabi with me. He used 
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to ·Ii,.e with ine, surdy I knew hiin. I cannot give a long description· ot · 
.him exc:ept his physical description. I do not know anything else about, him. 
It was by chance that Muhammad Hussain and I got together and the 
bahrwali arrived in the meantime. Then we talked about running away 
to the British. The . people who used to go out on patrols said that the 
British wert! about 20 miles from where we were. We were consid!!ting the 
ma,tter of running away from there. At the time I had been arrested I was 
worried about my life. When I was arrested I said that I never intended 
to run away because I would have been also shcit otherwise. I 'knew Lt. 
Aya Singh because he was in my Company. I know he is alive~ I saw'him 
in Jagarkacha and Chittagong. The last time I saw him was in. Chittagong 

·where he arrived two or three days after my arrival there in about May'lasf.-
I saw Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan at Divisional Headquarters. There were 

other orderlies and sepoys there. I do not remember having seen any officers 
· other than Capt. Shah N awaz Khan. I do not kriow the· English word ''crime'\ I 
know the ~ord "report" in the sense vf making a report to somebody. I do 
not udderstand the words "crime report" whiCh are .written on a piece of 
paper now• shown to me. 

There was no needfo~e anybody to .teach• me the meaning of crime report 
when 1 was about to be produced. I was told .that a crime report would' be 
put up against me and that we three men would be brought .before· Capt. 
Shah Nawaz Khan. No announcement was made before me in respect .of any
body except M<;>hd. Hussain being ordered to be shot. Alla .Ditta was not 
present with us when we conferred in the nullah. When Muhd. Hussain 
gave evidence I learnt that Allah Ditta was with us. 

I ~as given a rifle at the time of the shooting of Mohd. Hussain. I do' not know 
any weapons' other than a rifle. The rifle was put on my shoulder in the aiming 
position by Aya Singh. I do not know the names of the Tamil and ·the Sikh who 
were present at the shooting of Mohd. Hussain, but they were both present oh the 
scene when I arrived. I held the rifle with the help of Aya Singh. The rifle was 
pointing to Mohammad Hussain. He was sitting on the ground five yards away. 
I pressed the_trigger wh~n, I, 2, 3, was said. Three shots were ;fired but 1 do not 
know which shot shot him down. I did not go to Mohammad Hussain's body to see 
how many shots had penetrated it. · · · · · 

Lance-Naik Sardar Moha~mad, I/H.K.S.R., .examined by Counsel ;for the 
Prosecution through the Interpreter, stated: 

I enlisted in the Indian Army on December 13, 1938. I went to Malaya in 
January 1939 .. I was posted to the 6th Battery of the Ist A.A. Regiment. I was 
in Singapore when it feU. I johined the I.N.A. in August 1943. My rank was Lance
Naik. I was commissioned in December 1943. I was posted to the 5th Guerilla Regi
ment. The regi•ment went to Ipoh. The regiment reached Rangoon ultimately on 
January 22, 1945. From Rangoon the regiment went to Popa on March 24, 1945. I 
was the adjutant of the Ist Battalion. The Battalion Commander was Lt. I).hazin 
Shah. I knew Aya Singh. The 5th Guerilla Regiment was in the 2nd Divisional 
Headquarters. • 

I knew Mohammad Hussain. On March 27, Lt. Khazin Shah sent for the 
runners. On arrival of the runners he ordered them to bring the following men 
to the Battalion Headquarters:-Sepoy Mohammad Hussain Lan~e-Naik Allah Ditta, 
Lance-Naik . Mohammad Shafi, sepoy Jagiri Ram and sepo:y Gobbru Singh. 
Moha~mad.Hussain was a sepoy in the Indian army before he joined the I.N . .f\. 

Those men did come. Khazin Shah told me that these men intended to run 
away. fi·e interrogated them and o~assionaly beat them. ··He further told me 

·that he was going to Brigade Headquarters that evening to talk about these meq 
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· and he went away. He came at 8 p.m. and said that he .ordered the Co~pany 
Platoon Commander to bring these men to Brigade Headquarters and they had. 
not anived there yet. He asked me to send runners to get these men. I sent a runner. 
Lt. Khazin Shah then ordered me to go and take these men to Brigade' 
Headquarters. They were taken to the Brigade Headquarters. A sub-officer, whose 
name I do not know, and I took them there. I met Lt. Khazin Shah• on the way 
and I han'ded over these men to his charge. He let off Lance-Naik Mohammad 
Shafi on the spot because his Platoon Commander had recommended him and I 
came back. He said that Mohammad Hussain had been sentenced to be shot. 
Nothing was said about others, but J agiri Ram was with him at the time. He asked 
me to go to Ghulam Mohammad, the Brigade Adjutant and ask him whether 
Mohammad Hussain was to be shot under battalion arrangements, or brigade 
arrangements. If the order were for Mohammad Hussain to be shot under 
battalion arrangements, I was to bring back Mohammad Hussain with me. 
I was also asked to bring sepoy Mohammad Ibrahim who had been released · 
from the quarter guard. I received instructions that Mohammad Hussain was 
to be shot under battalion arrangements and on the same day. I brousnt him 
back with me to battalion headquarters. I also brought back Sepoy Mohammad 
Ibrahim and Aya Singh came with roe. I conveyed these orders to Lt. Khazin 
Shah. Lt. Khazin Shah then ordered me to arrabge for the execution of 
Mohammad Hussain. He asked me to detail ten men to pick up axes and shovels. 
I detailed those men to dig a grave. I know that grave was dug. I was 
then ordered by Lt. K;tazin Shah to take Mohammad Hussain to the edge of a 
nullah. Mohammad Hussain was taken to the edge of the nuUah. Lt. Khazin 
Shah second Lt. Aya Singh and Havildar Major Govind Singh, some sepoys 
and myself went with Mohammad Hussain to the nullah. Lt. Khazin Shah 
ordered Mohammad Hussain to be tied to a tree and also ordered that he 
should be blindfolded. I passed on the orders to sub-officer Govind Singh 
who carried them out with the help of two other sepoys. After this Lt. Khazin 
Shah called two men out of the fatigue party to shoot Mohammad Hussain. 
They were both sepoys, one was a Tamil and the other a Sikh. 

Khazin Shah ordered thatJagiri Ram would also fire on Mohammad Hussain. 
The three men stood in a line facing Moha!llmad Hussaru and Kha~in Shah told 
Aya Singh to give the order to fire. Aya Singh hesitated. Khajin Shah once again 
told him to give the order to fire. Aya Singh gave the order, "Kneeling·Fire". All 
the three sepoys fired a round each on Mohammad Hussain. Mohammad Hussain 
was killed. His body rolled over sideways. Khazin Shah then ordered me to send 
Abdul Hakim to arrange for his burial. I passed on these orders to Abdul Hakim. 
The battalion was to move the same day on an operational role and did so. No 
casualty report was sent. The sending of a casualty report was part of my duties. 
I did not make a casualty report because night had fallen and we \}ad to march 
the same night. On April 3 I escaped and reported to the allied forces. I 
escaped from Legyi village. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
The night that Moha~mad Hussain was shot we moved to Legyi. At 

that time we were preparing defence and were also being shelled from the 
air and I did not have time to prepare a casualty report of Mohammad 
Hussain's death. •on April I, 1945, I did not take a casualty report to 
Capt. Sahgal. I. do not know if any was sent. I knew Jagiri Ram from the 
day he was arrested and taken to Brigade Headquarters had be~ pos1ed to 
the regiment only three or four days previously and that is why I dia not 
know Jagiri Ram.. I knew that he was a non-combatant nursing orderly. 
Aya Singh was helping Jagiri Ram to fire the rifle. He was standing near 
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· him. Jagiri Ram fired with help. Lt. Khazin Shah ordered that Jagiri 
• Ram would also be one of ·the · firing squads. I could not see very weU but 

the firing squad had been ordered to adopt the kneeling position ~nd 
they did kneel a bit. I do not remember whether Jagiri Ram' was 
standing or in the kneeling position. I was between 12 and 15 yards 
away when Mohd. Hussain fell. I went away after giving orders to. Abdul 
Hakim. I went near Mohd. Hussain and found that he was dead. He had 
three shots in him. The shirt covering his left side of breast was torn an!l from 
the amount of tear I considered there were three. shots. I was not present at 
his burial. 

Questioned. by the Judge Advocate 
When I found that three shots had gone into him and that. he was 

lying on a side I inferred that he was dead. The firing was about 8 to 10 
yards away from Mohd. Hussain. The shooting of Mohd. Hussain occurred 
at about dusk. I did not see any blood on Mohd. Hussain. , . 

Nursin~J sepoy Abdul Hafiz Khan, I. M. C. examined by Counsel 
for the frosecution through the Interpreter, stated: 

I enlistes in the Indian Army in 1940. In 1941 I was sent to Malaya with a 
draft. I was posted to the r 2th I.G.H. at Singapore. I was in Singapore when 

it fell. I joined the I.N.A. in ~ptember 1942. I was posted to No. 2 Hospi~al at 
Neesoon. I was then transferred to the 7th Battalion of the Nehru Regiment. 
I eventually went to Burma with the ~ame battalion. In 1945, I was in Myingian. 
Major Ran a was the commanding officer of the battalion. When I came ba,ck to 
Myingian from Rangoon, I found Major Dhillon commanding the battalion. After I 
came back from Rangoon I saw four men of No. 8 Battalion being shot. There was a 
company of No.7 Battalian fallen in to witness this shooting. One day I was carrying 
a patient :fnd saw four men near a nullah whose hands were tied behind their 
backs and wno were escorted by two sentries. When I was coming back after 
leaving tht; patient. in hospital I noticed some men assembled near the nullah. 
Seeing this assembly of men I went up there. When I reached there one 
company was fallen in and a trench had been dug there. The accused Major 
Dhillon and a few other officers were collected there. The four men were 
made to sit ~n the tre~h. Then Major Dhillon asked for volunteers to shoot 
these men. Two men from that Company and one man from Brigade Headquarters 
came up. Their names were Naik Sher Singh, Kalu Ram and Hidayatullah. 
Two carried . rifles and one a pisiol; Sher Singh had the pistol. Then Major 
Dhillon called out the name of one of the four men in the trench. Major 
Dhillon told the Company present that these four men had gone over to the 
enemy and had been caught and therefore their punishment would be death. 
Then Major Dhillon ordered Hidayatullah to shoot the prisoner who had been 
called out of the trench first. By this time this prisoner had come out of the 
trench. He was• standing on the edge of the trench. This prisoner was then shot 
by Hidayatullah and he fell down. The prisoner was not blindfolded. He was 
about 20 yards from Hidayatullah when fired upon. Then Major Dhillons called 
out the name of another prisoner who also came out of the trench. As on the first 
occasion, this prisoner was also tole about his punishmeilt and this prisoner also was 
shot by Hidayetullah. Then Major Dhillon called out the name of the third man 
who was also told his sentence like the previous one, and Kalu Ram shot him under 
Major Dhillon's orders. Major Dhillon then similarly called• out the fourth 
man and this man was also shot by Kalu Ram. I saw the . four prisoners 
after they had been shot. They were not dead because I saw them-moving. 
Major •Dhill8n then ordered Naik Sher Singh to put one or two mon 
bullets into those who had not died,. Sher Singh then we111.t up to therr 
and fired, -putting one or two bullets into each one of them. I did no1 
see them move after Sher Singh had fired. Then I saw Capt. Lee. the Medical 
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Officer of the Service Battalion examine them. Captain. Lee told Major .Dhillon · 
that these men were dead. Afterwards :Major Dhillon ordered the dead bodies .to 
be hurried. I did not see them being buried. I then came away from the scene. 
I then moved with my battalion towards Irrawaddy. Finally, I came over to the 
GurkhaRegiment a fortnight after these men were shot. These four men w~o were 
shot were Jats. I know nothing else about them. • 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 

I had never seen these four men before. I did not know where they had come 
from. When I joined the I.~.A., I was posted to a hospital as a nursing sepoy. 
I do not know how many men there were at Popa apart from the fact that the 
~o. 5 Guerilla Regiment was there and a few of us. I carried the patient along the 
bed of the nullah until I reached the hospital. The patient was suffering from fever.. 
He was walking along with me. I was taking him to the Popa area hospital in 
order to have him admitted. The nursing sepoy or the nursing Naik had to 
accompany everybody who was sick. I took him to the 1\fedic~J Qfficer in 
charge of the hospital and came away after he was admitted. I W<J.S in• no way 
connected with the officers and men who were collected near the nullah. I tried 
to find out why they were assembled. It was not .part of my duty to go up to 
the nullah. I just saw the men assembled there so I stopped. In the normal course 
I should have returned to my Unit after admitting the patient in the hospital. 
There was nothing for me to do in my Unit. I should have gone straight back to 
my Unit after admitting the patient. I stopped there for about half an hour. I 
had nothing to do with either the men who were present there or the incident which 
took place there. I cannot tell the date or the week or the month on which this 
incident happened. I went over to the Gurkha Regiment which was illlt a nearby 
village, the name of which I do not know. The incident to which !•referred hap
pened in 1945. I did not mention this incident at all in the Gurkha Regiment. I 
did not talk to anybody out of the assembly in the nullah. The company assembled 
in the nu.llah was about 100 strong. I did not see any outsider apart from the 
officers, the Company and myself. They arrested me and sent m<back to another 
place in Burma. From there I came back to Chittagong and then to Calcutta. 
There were a lot of men with me. From Calcutta I went to ~fultan. • At last I was 
in Delhi. A captain called me to record my statement. When I was captured, 
I was sent to an F.I.C. at Mitchi. Statements were. recorded there. 

I knew the names of Hidayatulla, sepoy Kalu Ram and ~aik Sher 
Singh because they belonged to my battalion. I was attached to Xo. 7 Battalion 
Hospital. l\-fy duty was to render first-aid. I never rendered first-aid to 
the three men I have mentioned. While at Popa, the battalion consisted 
of 200 to 250 men. The three men do not come from the same place in 
India as I do. I do not know where they come from. I ftad no personal 
conta<;t with these three men before that date. I had nothing to do with them 
after the incident. They used to be in my battalion and I knew them. 

· I cannot. give the nominal roll of all the men of the battalion. I know 
the names of some but JiOt of all men in the battalion. I can give the 
names of ro or I 2 people in the battalion. It was part of my duty to know 
the names of as many men as I could in the battalion . 

• 
I was ro to 12 yards away from Major Dhillon. Nobody asked me why 

I was standing there. I had nothing to do with what Major Dhillon said 
on that occasion. I am not a poet. I am not a writer either, I twear ,.and say 
to the court that I remember every detail of what I have told the court. I 
remember very ;ell that none of the firs( men nor any of the other. men were 
blindfolded. I omitted this detail in my evidence because I was not asked. I 
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99 • -s·a'id that three volunteered to shoot these four men. The whole company . was 
armed .• Most of them had rifles and a few of them had not. I knew at that' time 
the name of the men whom Major Dhillon selected to shoot first._ I do not· know 
the names of any of the· four men who were shot nor do I know· their identity; 
I \vas 12 tor 3 yards away from the place where these men felL . This occurred at 
about 4 o'clock in the afternoon. .1 did not have a watch. · . . ' : ... · 

The place was subject to air attacks during those days. I passed· a month 
between Popa and Kyauk Padaung. Aeroplanes used to come over us frequently. 
There were trenches about and the nullah was a sheltered area. I do not know 
the person who chose the npJlah. I did not go near the men when they first Jell: 
nor after. After these four men had fallen down, Major Dhillon asked SherSingh 
to put more bullets into those who were still alive. They were all m,oving; so they 
were alive. As far as I remember, I said in my summary of evidence that 

. Major Dhillon had ordered Sher Singh to fire a pistol, but it was not taken down. 
I was not interested in Capt. Lee's examination or his report. I. was not interested 
in their buriil either. Darbans Singh gave orders for their burial in my presence . 

• • Questioned by: the Court 

This Company in the ·nullah was properly fallen ip. These men were in 
fron~ of the Company. The <!:ompany was about ro or I 2 yards from these men 
and I stood near the Company on one side. Major Dhillon gave orders for the 
fourth man to be shot. 

Sepoy Gian Singh, 6(r4th Punjab Regiment, ·examined by Counsel for the 
Prosecution through the Interpreter, stated: 

I joined the Indian Army in 1936. I went to Malaya with my battalion .. I 
was taken• a p,risoner of war by the japanese., Later I joined the I.N.A. in 1942. L 
was posted to Azad Brigade and was subsequently transferred to Nehru Brigade. The 
Nehru Brig:ade was· then in Neesoon Camp .• In October 1944 this brigade was in• 
Rangoon. The Brigade Commander then was Major Rana. Originally Major Rana 
commanded it in Myingyan and eventually he was succeeded by Lieut. Dhillon. After 
taking command Lieut. Dhillon delivered a lecture. He said that the discipline, 
of the briga<k was ·bad. and he would remedy· that and also that we were 
on the verge of operations and had to give a good account of ourselves. He 
asked the Battalion Commander to give him the names of the bad. soldiers 
and said that he would try to send them back, He said that after this those 
who erred would be sent to Rangoon Jail. . 

The battalion then went to Popa area in the third or fourth month of 1945. 
I remember four men being shot there. At about 4 o'clock one evening our 
Company got orders to fall in a nullah. On arrival there I saw four men whose 
hands were tiedtbehind their backs. They were in a trench. ·Major Dhillon said 
thatthese four men had tried to go over to the British and so they were sentenced 
to death.. He then asked for volunteers to shoot them. Three men, Lance Naik 
Hidayatullah, sepoy Kalu Ram and Naik Sher Singh tool; one step forward. One 
man was ordered by Major Dhillon to come out ofthetrench and.Hidayatullah was 
ordered by Major Dhillon to shoot him. At that • point the man said he had a 
request to make. Major Dhillon said that his request could not be entertained 
and ordered Hidayatullah to shoot forthwith. Hidayatullah fi~ed a shot and the 
man fell on ·the ground. Major Dhillon then ordered the second man to come 
out of the trench and ordered Hidayatullah to shoot him. Then Major 
Dhillon. orde11ed the third man to come out of the trench . and asked sepoy 
Kalu Ram to shoot him. The fourth man was then ordered .by Major Dhillon. 
to come @Ut of the trench and Kalu • Ram shot him too. fi:idayatulhih and 
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- . Kalu Ram had rifles and N aik Sher Singh had a pistol. Major Dhillon then ordered 
Sher Singh to shoot and finish off those of the four whp were not yet d~d, and 
Sher Singh then fired at all the four with a pistol from a distance of about five 
yards. Before N aik Sher Singh had fired at them they were shrieking 
but I did not see them. They were lying in a nullah bed. Major 
Dhillon then said that anybody who did what these men had done 
would pe dealt with similarly. The four bodies were buried irP a trench. I 
saw them being buried. I do not know anything more about them. After that 
we went to a place ten miles away from Popa area. We then went to a 
place nearby where there was a dried-up pond and we dug trenches there. 
About 4 o'clock one evening I heard a tommy gun fire from the direction 
of the four platoons. Then artillery and mortar fire started. Two tanks came 
towards us and we surrendered. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 
Major Dhillon, when he lectured shortly after his arrival, did not ask 

those men who did not want to remain with the regiment to raise their.hands. 
Sometimes I forget some things. The nullah to which I have:referred 

was about 5 feet wide. It was 25 yards long. I do not rementber how deep 
it was. It was much deeper than the height of a man. The depth of the 
nullah must be the same as the height of this •court room. (Note by the 
Court: The height of the room is about 20 feet). There were about 30 men 
in this space. Such men of the Company as were in the lines were present 
there. Some men had gone out on fatigue. The trench was dug at one end 
of the nullah. I do not remember how many officers were there. Capt. Dhillon 
was in front of t 1e Company. The trench was below the nullah bed. I did 
not see the depth of the trench. The trench was between 20 and 25 yards 
from where the Company had fallen in. A person in the trend} c~uld hear 
what was said from the place where the Company was if it was spoken loud 
enough to be heard. I do not remember any person not belongi.ng to the 
Company being there. We were standing in a place like this room except 
that it was not so wide. At some places it was wider but the place where 
;vve were standing the nullah was about five feet wide. Because of air raids, 
men used to go and hide themselves in the nullah bed. and N aik Sher Singh 
was hiding in the nullah at the time. At that time there was constant ap
prehension of air raids. The trench was about 20 yards away from where 
I was standing. The trench was at right angles to 'the bed of the 
nullah. We were standing in two lines in the nullah facing the end of the 
nullah and I was in the middle of the Company. All the men were facing 
towards where men were shot. The men were in two groups. Major 
Dhillon was standing in front of the two groups, about 2 paces away from 
me. I heard Major Dhillon order the four men out one by one. I had 
been in the Company for a long time and that is how I knew the names 
of Kalu Ram and Hidayatullah. 

Questioned by the Court 
The nullah was the width of the table at which the court is sitting. I 

was in the middle of the Company. There were 5 to 7 men in front of me 
and the two lines of men were in file (Note by the Court: The length 
referred to by t~e witness is about 5 feet.) Major Dhillon was standing behind 
the last of the. three men who were standing one behind the other. When 
I gave the length of theldnullah as 25 yards I meant that the distance ofthe 
trench from where I stoo i was 25 yards, Major Dhillon read OJ.It tt\at th~se men 
were Jats from No.8 Battalion. • 

• 
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Ad¥ocate-General : • I. have to ask for an adjournment of the case at 
• thi~ stage. One of the witnesses Col. Kitson whom we proposed to call 

was not available. The . facts are these: A statement of this witness was 
fur1lished to the·· accused in the first batch. Then about three · weeks ago 
we tried to _get·. Col. Kitson here, but he i~ ,under operation in Java, and then 

• we were infqnned that it· would not be p9ssible' for him to comf", but· in 
hi:; plac~ they said they could send the Ihtell~gence Officer, Lt. Purvis; who 
would be in. a po~ition to speak the same~ thil).g . about which CoL Kitson 
would have spoken. We sent a signal ori·. Satufday last to get Lt. Purvis 
here, and we received a signal yesterday' to say that it is . impossible for 
him to attend for· six weeks, as he is ill .. But they added that Col. Kits,)n 
is available now, and. if necessary he can . be sent. It is necessary for me 
to call this witness for the case in view 'of the suggestion which was made 

· in the cross-examination of one of the witnesses as.- to what happened when 
Capt. Sahgal surrendered with these men.· . I ba\~e no more evidence, sir, 
except perha}lS some formal evidence. You will recollect about the· · amend
ment of \he I. N. A. Act which was objec,ted . on the ground that it was 
not true, and. I said I would prove that it never came into our possession. 
Barring that we have no other evidence. ' 

Lt.-Col. ~Walsh : The posrtion is that the signal was sent last night, and 
it is possible that ·he will not receive it until tomorrow. Then he has to 
arrange an air pa,s~age. I understand that it is about 36 hours from where 
he is to be here. · I have asked for an acknowledgment of my signal. 

President;·: Proyisionally we adjourn until Thursday, and we will re
assemble earlier if the witness arrives earlier. 

When• the court reassembled on December 6, the Prosecution Counsel 
requested for :adjournment till Decembef:~ 7/ on the ground that Lt.-Col. Kitson 
would be if! Delhi ~on that day. 

December7 

(Mr. V. ~a.rasimhan is affirmed as Shorthandwriter.) 
Lieut.-Coft:mel ].A: K-itson, 4th/2nd Gurkha Rifles, examine-d by Counsel for 

the Prosecution, stated: 

• 

In April 1945 I was in· Burma in command of the 4th/2nd Gurkha Rifles. 
At the end of April we were moving down the left bank of the Irrawaddy, north 
of Allan Myo. It was on April 22, 1945, whilst passing Alegan at about 
1.0 a.m. I received information from· my advance guar.d. In consequence of 
information received from my advance guard, I halted the advance guard 
about 6oo yards north of a village called Magygan. As a result of information 
received, I prepa•ed the battalion to mee_t opposition and· I halted my advance· 
guard 6oo yards north of this village whilst. I sent one of my companies_round 
in a deflanking movement to get on· the south side of the village ... About half 
an hour later I was not in Communication with this Company which had gone 
round to the south side of the village, but I heard firing: .--So believing that 
there were enemy in this village I gave orders for •the Company · which was' 
on the north of,the village to move forward towards the village. 

The next thing that happened was that I got the wireless from my C?J!lpanies 
that had gone round the south of the village which had then s.tarted working 
again. · I received ·information which led me to try and stop the. advance of 
the . Colflpan~ which. was then moving. southward ,into the village which I 
succeeded in doing ·after about ten m]Jlutes: .I t~en went fowward myself up 

~ to the east <!orner -of this village where I met my leadingC()mpany-Commander 
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tog;ther with Capt. Sahgal, the accused, whom I npw identify, and with him. _. 
were a number of other officers of the Indian National Army and appro~imately 
a hundred Indian Troops of the Indian ~ ational Army at that particular time. 
More appeared later. My leading Company Commander handed me a nbte 
which he had received from a surrender party under a white flag. I am afraid 
I have not preserved the note; I destroyed it about two month~ later when I • 
was going through some papers and I am afraid I saw no importance of this note 
which I threw away. The note was addressed to the Commander of the British 
Forces, or may have been addressed to the Allied Forces, and it said that 
approximately 30 officers and 500 troops of the Indian National Army wish to 
surrender as prisoners of war. I then talked to Capt. Sahgal and he gave me 
his name and his Regiment. He said: "I am Capt. Sahgal," and I asked him 
what his Unit was both in the Indian National Army and in the Indian Army, ·• 
and he told me then that he had been in the 5thj1oth Daluch but was captured 
when he was serving in the 2ndjroth Baluch, and thathe was then commanding 
a Regiment of the Indian National Army, and that he had with hi~ there at his 
Regimental Headquarters a Ist Aid attachment and one Battalion ofhis :S.egiment. 
I then made arrangements for the collecting of all the arms of the pris•oners and 
arranged with Capt. Sahgal about their feeding. We had no food for them. ~ 
Then I decided that, instead of going on that da~ where I originally intended 
to go, I would harbour my battalion group in the area of Magygan that evening. 
I then left several of my officers to deal with the final disarmament, the rounding up 
and counting of the prisoners and I went on myself to reconnoitre a place to 
harbour that night. Then by the time that we had collected everybody into that 
harbour it was about 5 o'clock in the evening. The complete count "then reported 
to me was approximately 40 officers and 500 other ranks of the I.~.A., of whom 
about 50 were wounded. That evening after we had got settled ift, I sent for 
Capt. Sahgal and we sat down together and I asked him a number of questions. 

(Note by the Court: The Defence have no objection to examination of this 
witness on the conversation he had with Capt. Sahgal). 

I first of all asked him why he joined the Indian National Army and he said 
that he would rather not go into that now. After that w~ got talkillg about what 
he had been doing during the last two years of the war. We talked about the dis
agreements that he had been having with the Japanese. I asked him if he liked 
the British and he said that he had two or three very great friends among British 
officers but that the reason why he was fighting was that he disliked the system of 
British imperialism in India. He told me then that he had fought for what he 
considered to be right and that now that he had lost he was prepared to take the 
consequences. I told him that he would be marched back to Brigade Headquarters 
on the morrow and that he would be sent back and disposed of by Brigade or by 
Division but that his disposal was nothing to do with me after I h;td sent him off. 
Actually Capt. Sahgal himself was very lame and I arranged for his disposal 
separately in a car which fortunately appeared that evening. 

Gangasaran, 4/19 Hyderabad Regiment, was tendered for cross-examination 
• by Counsel for the defence. 

• Cross-examined by Counsel for Defence 

I joined the Indian National Army in February 1944. I joined the sth 
Guerilla Regiment in May 1944. I was promoted as a sub-officer. I was in Popa on 
February 26, and 27, 1945· I was a signal officer in No. r• Batt!lion. I 

was arrested for ,efusing to take out a fighting patrol. Jodh Singh presented a 
'crime report' against me before Capt. Sahgal, I was charged with three crimes ,~ 
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~· -in this .crime report. ~ was sentenced to death. Thereafter i was pardoned 
by. Capt. Sahgal. 

• 

• Counsel for. the Defence intimates that he does not requzre any other witness 
whose evidence is contained in the summary of evidence tendered for cross-
examination. . . ~ 

Prosecutit>n is closed. The accused then read out their written statements. 

//statement_by Capt._Shah_Nawaz Khan . ' . 
/: • Mr. President and members ofthis Honourable Court: · 
A In this st~tement I am going to lay before you, very frankly, the consi
. derations and mgtfves that have imRelled me from the day ·of_ my surrender in 

,. Singapore on Febniary 15, r9'4i;"to ih~-dayof~mf"capture-Hy:tne 'BritisK- ·forces 
at~eg~_()~~May 16, 1945· . 

Before touching on the actual period, I would like to throw some light on 
my early hist~ry and Army career. 

I wil-s born in a family of Janjua Rajputs in Rawalpindi. My father who 
~· V!.<!§.the.le<~oder_of.the. TribejnJhe,District servedjn,theJndian Aril1y_jo!:__3Q. years. 

In the 1st and the 2nd World Wars, every able-bodied member of rny family 
joined the Army. At' present.tl'lere areX>ver 8o oL them ~erving as.officers in the 
lf1dian,Armyi ,~:In short; I belong to a fami_ly in which loyalty to the Crown has 
always been a·valued tradition. 

I was educated at the Prince of Wales Royal Indian Military College, 
Debra Dun. 

In 1933, I passed out into the I.M.A., Debra Dun, and received the under
mentionecr scholarships :-

• 
{a) King Emperor's Cadetship; 
(b) 5ir Partap Singh .Memorial Prize for being the best cadet and for 

belonging to a family having the best military sen,rices to its credit. 
Ipassed out of the I.M.A. as an under-officer and was attached to a British 

Battalion for qpe year, after which I was posted to ISt B_attalion 14th Punjab 
Regiment in February 19'37. - .. 

In short I was brought up in an atmosphere which was purely military and 
up to the time of my meeting with Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose at Singapore in July 
1943, I was politically almost uneducated. I was brought up to see lndia through 
the eyes o( a young British Officer, and all that I was interested in was soldiering 
and-sport .. 

In Ma~!l....!941,.my _B'!-ttalion went overseas to Malaya. At that time I was 
left behind in c~mand of a company-at'tlieTi'aif:iingCentrbtt·Ferozepore. 

·.-· Early in November 1941, my Officer Commanding, Lt.-Col.L.V. Fitzpatrick, 
wrote to the G.H.Q. India, asking for my being sent out to join the Battalion. 
The Officer Commanding the Training Centre, however, refused to allow me to go 
on the grounds that my services could not be spared. He also protested about 
it to the G.H.Q. and an In,dia Army Order was publisTted stating that in future the 
active Battalions should not ask for any officer by name. 

Col. Fitzpatrick, however, again applied for me throug11 Malaya High 
Command, but his request was again turned down. . 

J:.arly fin December 1941, he wrote a private letter to the Officer 
Commanding the Training Centre, stating that it was imperative in the interests of 
the Battaijon that I should be sent out t<1 join it. • 
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• • On receipt of this letter I was allowed to proceed t;> Malaya and join ~y. 
Battalion. • . 

. I was very proud of my Battalion, and was very happy to join it in the fi~ht 
agamst the Japanese. 

' :• 

On January 16, 1942, I sailed from Bombay, determined to line up to the • 
good name of the Sherdil Battalion and to uphold the martial tratlitions of my 
family. 

r' arrived at Singapore on January 29, 1942, when the situation had become 
very critical. In spite of this, I was determined to put up a brave fight. 

In the battle of Singapore on Ferbruary 13, 14 and 15, 1942, when the 
British Officers, on my right and left flanks, had disappeared with their units, 
I held on to my position until ordered by my Commanding Officer to surrender. 

I resented this order very much especially because I felt that I had not been 
given a fair chance to fight the enemy. To have brought me to Singapore s'o 
late in the fight, only to be ordered to lay down my arms, and to surrender 
unconditionally, I considered to b:': extremely unjust to myself and to lny sense 
of honour as a soldier. • 

Surrender and the concentration at the Farrar Park 

On the night of February 15-16, 1942, the day of surrender, we received 
orders that all Indians, including the King's Commissioned Officers, were to 
concentrate at the Farrer Park; and all British Officers and other ranks were ')to 
concentrate at Changi. 

All of us, especially the officers, were surprised to hear this order, because 
according to the laws of civilized warfare, all captured officers, whethe~Indian or 
British, are kept together, and separate from rank and file. • 

We had heard of the Japanese methods and atrocities before, an? felt that 
our British brother officers were leaving us in the lurch to face it all by ourselves. 

On the morning of February 16, I 942, when we were marching off to our 
concentration area, our Commanding Officer, Maj. Madum, along with other 
British Officers, came to see off the Battalion. When sha~ing hands. with me, he 
said: "I suppose, this is the parting of our ways." These words confirmed my 
belief that we, the Indians, were being left in the lurch. These were the feelings 
and the state of mind in which I went to the Farrar Park. 

Handing over Ceremony 

At the Farrar Park we were handed over to the Commander of Japanese 
Intelligence Department, Major Fujiwara, by Col. Hunt, the Representative 
of the British Government. When handing over, Col. Hunt callld the par<\de to 
attention and said : 

"Today I, on behalf of the British G::>vernment, hand you over to the 
Japanese Government, whose orders yo_u will obey as yqu have, done 
ours." . 

!-.fajor Fujiwara then br~ught the para:ie to attention and said : 
"On behalf of the Japanese Government I take you over, under my charge." 

He then went or1 to say: "I, on behalf of the Japanese Goverment, now hand you 
:>ver to G.O.C. Capt. Mohan Singh, who shall have the power of life and death 
over yqu." After this Col. Hunt departed. • • 

Major Fujiwara made a speech in which he declared that we would not be 
reated as prisonocs but as brothers by the Japanese and expressed a.hope that 
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ail of~u~ wouid join. the army, which· would be •raised to·. fight for inciia;s fr~eclom, 
.urideLtheJeadership of Capt. Mohan Singh.: 

After: this Capt. Mohan Sing? came to the stage and tpade a similar speech. 

. • These speeche~_ carne._to~me_as .a.complete_ -bomb~shell. The very idea of 
joining hands with our forrner enemies to fight against our own kith and. kin was .. 
fantastic. I as well as most of the other officers had a feeling of being completely 
helpless··· at being handed over like cattle liy the British to the Japs and by the 

· Japs to Capt: Mohan Singh,' whom they g(lve powers oOife and d_eath over us. , 

With all due regards to Capt. Mohan Si_ngh's sincerity and .l_eadership which 
he displayed later-1 had known him well for the last 10 years-he had always 
been an efficient, but very average officer. The mere fact of being handed over 

· to hirii., and his announcement as the G.O.C. having powers. of life and death 
' over us, made me feel suspicious of the Japanese intentions, as amop.g the Indian 

prisoners o' war there were some very ·senior and· . brilliant officers . like· Col. Gill 
and 0~1. Bhonsle with at least 15· to 20 years' service in the army, whereas Capt. 
Mohan•Singh had only 8 to g y~ars' service. . - ·· • · 

I wa's' fully convinced,- knowing _C.apt Mohan Sfngh so well, thaf:politically 
at'' a:ny rate, he would· n6t be able to cope with th.e Japanes( politica] intrigue_s 
and \ve would be exploited by them for their own ends. I, therefore, firmly made 
up my· mind· not· to·_ have anything to do with such ·an organization and in spite 
ofthe feeling of. frustration arid helplessness, the element of traditional loyalty 
to the King triumphed and not only did I make up my own mind to keep out of 
the I.N.·A., but as the head of a famous military tribe I felt it my duJy to warn 
others, especially the men I commanded and the men that came from my area, 
to keep ~ut qf it. The advice that I gave them at ·that time was that if any 
of therri is asked to shoot at his own brethren he should turn ·round and shoot 
at the person asking him to do so. · . · 

The period from the time of my surrender in Singapore in February 1942 
to the time of ·my capture· by the Biitish in- May 1945 can be divided into three 
distinct 'parts. 

,.._Part I~ February• 15, . 1942, to the end of May 1942: ·During· this period 
I was against the very idea of the comin.g into existence of .such· an· organization 
and fought against it as vigorously as was possible, under the unfortunate circums- · 
tances in which we were placed. 

Part II-June 1942, to July 1943: Realizing that I had failed in my first object 
I decided in the )nterests of: my men, to volunteer for the I.N.A. with full 
?et~~!i~n t~~(_I -would do_' every thing . possible t? break. it c:r to sabotage 
It from Witlim tfe mom~nt I fel!_ It would submit _to J apa:~~se exploitatiOn. 

''-. ·Part III-J~ly 1943 to May i945:, I was. fully,!:onvinced~that- it was a 
genuine army of 1i15eration:- ... ~ • - .. ~ - _, · ~. - , " · - - · · .. ·· 

' I would like to give somt: details and. important events th<:tt took place in 
each of the above--mentioned parts:. ·. .. -_ . ·.·.. • - . . ; : 

In the first Part I·~~ ;agajl!.s(,tht< id_e~_,_of_creating ,aq.:.:!I1di_an Nationa-'1 
Army because - - ----:- ~- -- -·' -- - ---· -.-- ... -- .... 

-. (ar c realized that the Japanese were out to. exploit us, and none of 
us was politically capable of dealing with them ; · ' 

• (b) efhe handing over of all tl~e Indian Prisoners of War to Capt. Mohan 
Singh by the Japanese ~de me· feel even more suspicious of their 

' • intentions, and so I felt it my duty to fight against it. 

• • 
• • 
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On February 17, 1942, I went with my Battalioil to Neesoon Qamp, 
and after a few days I was appointed Camp Commandant. 

There were approximately 2o,ooo Prisoners of War in that camp. The accom-. 
modation there was sufficient only for approximately 8 to 10 thousand men; 
there were no sanitary arrangements; there was no water supply; and hospital 
arrangements were very poor and we had no medicines. As a result of tl!is dysent•<:ry 
and othet epidemics broke out in the camp. 

The discipline of troops had gone completely, and so I had a very difficult 
task to perform, but thanks to the strenuous effort of the camp medical staff, 
particularly Col. Chaudhri, Maj. Elahi Bux and MaJor Gillani, the disease was 
controlled, and by the efforts of a S. & M. unit, electric, water and sanitary 
arrangements were completed. 

After the events in Farrar Park, I was fully convinced that the Japs 
were going to exploit us, and so on reaching Neesoon Camp, one of the · 
first things I did was to organize a block of officers, with the object ofjJreventing 
the formation of the I.N .A. : 

I commanded the Neesoon Camp from March to June 1g42, during 
which period my only concern was to improve the •unfortunate lot of the men 
under my command. 

During the time: I was commanding Neesoon, the largest Indian Prisoners 
of War Camp in Singapore, not a single person was ever sent to any Concentra
tion or Detention Camp. I allowed everyone to have and express his opinion 
freely and to decide for himself, without any outside pressure, whether or not 
he wished to join the I.N.A. 

• By the end of May 1942 it had become quite evident that. in spite of 
all our efforts the I.N.A. would come into existence. 

In the same month we had to decide whether or not we would volun
teer for the I.N.A. and volunteers and non-volunteers were to be separated. 
I received orders from the Headquarters to forward lists of volunteers and 
non-volunteers to them, for allotment of separate camps to each category. 

• • In view of this new situation I held several meetings of the "Bloc" 
and it was decided that since we had failed in our first object to prevent 
the formation of the I.N.A. the next best thing was for senior officers to 
join it with the object of: 

(a) Giving protection and help to prisoners of war; 
(b) To stop its being exploited by the Japs, and 
(c) To sabotage and wreck it from within, the moment we felt that 

it would submit to Japanese exploitation. • . 
I, however, advised the rank and file to keep out of it. This at the 

time concerned mainly the Muslims. 
In accordance with this decision, in the middle of May 1942, at Neesoon, 

in the presence of all offiters of the camp, I declared myself a volunteer, 
but gave everyone a free choice to decide for himself. I also gave orders 
that anyone tryi'hg to persuade anyone else to join the I.N.A. would be 
punished. I also asked for the list which had to be forwarded to I.N.A. 
Headquarters o'n the following day. 

The same afternoon I called a meeting of all Muslim offiters m the 
mosque and told. them my reasons for joining the I.N.A. I also told them 
that they would be separated shortly, and I asked them to gi-ve me an 
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assurance that they .would not become volunteers, through any force or • 
. coercron used against tpem by the Japanese. They all agreed and said 
•"Dua-Khair" -a religious confirmation of the decision taken. 

Early in June r~w2, Capt. Mohan Singh called a conf~rente of all senior 
officers at his residence to discuss the plans for the forthcoming conference to be 
held at Ban~kok. He revealed that he had to take go delegates there Qn behalf 
of Indian ,prisoners of War. He went on to say that he proposed to take only 
30 delegates and 6o proxy votes. . . 

My own feeling was that at Bangkok we were likely to be committed too far 
and I was not in favour of Indian P.O.W. participating in such a <;:onference. In 
the discussion that followep some misunderstanding arose over ~he s<;l~<:;tion of dele
gates and from Neesoon, ·the biggest Prisoners of War camp_. m Ma;laya, only one 
delegate and not a single· proxy vote was sent to the conference. · ' 

'On account of this misunderstanding, the same evening I w~.s ,reiieved of the 
command "fNeesoon Camp and was ordered to proceed to Kuala: Lumpur, with 
worki~ parties of Prisqners of War . 

. I arrived at Kuala J,.umi:mr by a goods train early in June an~.was appointed 
Qom·mander of all Prisoners ofWar parties in Malaya. My duty. was to tour all 
Prisql}ers of War stations:inM:alaya and put up their grievances to iheJap G.H.Q. 
which was at Kuala Lull).pur. · 

At Knala Lumpu~ I was ordered by the Japanese to assemble all troops for 
the Garrison Commander's inspection. The J ap Commander addressing the Prison
ers of War said: "I welcome you all and am very pleased to have you under my 
command. We regard you not <l;S Prisoners of War but as our brqthers as we are 
all AsiatJcs. It is th~ most ardent desire of all Japanese people that India 
should achiwe its indep<::ndence as soon as possible and to enable you to participate 
in the freedom fight we 'have made arrangements for re-arming and training you 
for that purpose." I r~alized that the J aps were out to exploit the Indian Prisoners 
of War who resented taking up arms. , . 

J explained to the Japanese Commander . that the question · of Indian · 
Independence was an . affair of the Indians and , that the J aps had no 
right to fore~ any Indtan against his wishes to participate in · it. He agreed 
with me and it was decided that in future the Indian Prisoners of War would 
be as·ked to do only 'labour, and other Prisoners of War duties. 

A similar trouble arose ~t Seremban, where on refusal of the POWs. to 
take up arms, the Japs fixed machine guns all round their camp, put the Camp 
Commandant Lt. Ghulam Mohd. 3/!6 P.R. in a cell and gave the POWs. 24 hours to 
think about it and decide, after which, if they still insisted, they ·would all be 
shot. · . 

• I heard about it and at once rushed to Seremban, with t4_e Jap G.H.Q. 
decision given at Kuala ~umpur, and after a great deal of persuasiofi I was able 
to make the Japs see our point of view and future trouble was averted. In a 
similar manner I visited all Indian ~OWs camps in Malaya and e:qs~red that they 
were not coerced to take. up arms and undergo any f~!rn of military 'tr,aining under 
~~- . 

At Kuala Lumpur the Japs tried to teach the Indian POWs Jap Foot Dri11, 
words of command and saluting. I refused to allow them to do so, although it will be 
interesting to know that the English Prisoners of War in Rangoon d"id this. 

While ~olding this position I managed to secure for the Indian POWs. 
excellent living conditions-very likely. the best given to· <filY 'POWs in the 
Far East.• 

• • • 
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(a) Food was excellent. It included eggs, fish, chick~n and vegetabl~s. 
(b) Work was moderate and pay was given regularly. 
(c) There were adequate arrangements for the recreation of troops. They• 

played hockey, foot-ball, etc. Cinema shows were given in camps and troops 
could go out and see any picture by paying 10 cents. . 

(d)· POWs soldiers could go out of their camp on a pass given by 
their Unit Commanders from IO a. m. to 4 p. m. daily, and on holidays 
officers could go out in Mufti and visit any civilian friends from ro a. m. 
to midnight. 

(e) On Fridays, Muslims were allowed to go and say prayers in the 
Jumma Masjid, and Hindus and Sikhs could go to their respective religious 
places in the town on Sundays. 

On one occasion when I was out of station on tour, the Japs took 
away 23 N.C.Os. belonging to 42 Fd. Pk. Coy. R. Bombay S. and M. on the 
accusation that they were too pro-British and selected some of •them for 
execution and made them sign their last will. When I returned frorti tour 
I foupd this and I at once went to the Jap G.H.Q. and requeste"d them to 
hand over my soldiers to me. I told them that l. was supposed to be the 
commander of Indian troops and that in principle it was wrong for the 
Japs to deal direct with my subordinate officers and take away the men under 
my command without my knowledge. 

Finally, I told them that if they insisted on doing this I would resign 
from my appointment.· Then they told me that I could take away 15 of 
them and the rest they said they must execute as they were too "pro
British" and being Japanese prisoners they were still insisting that they ha'tl taken 
an oath to be loyal to the British King. They said they could not • allow such 
Indians to live. 

I explained the full significance 'of this oath to them and told them that 
the normal procedure for dealing with any serious offence in the Indian Army 
was to hold a court of enquiry, and I assured them that I would go ~very 
thoroughly into the case, and if in the end the cou.-t found tibeir offence 
of a serious nature, I would myself hand them over to the Japs for punish
ment. They eventually agreed to this and I brought back all the 2 3 N.C.Os. 
safely to their Unit, held a court of enquiry and released all of them. 

In September 1942, I was recalled to Singapore during the period of 
my stay at Kuala Lumpur as Commander of P.O.W's. in Malaya. 

(a) I served them to the best of :tny ability. Many a time I had to 
travel by goods train without food and had to face insults and humilia
tion from junior J ap officers for the sake of the men I commcmded. 

(b) I refused to allow the Japs to exploit the Indian P.O.W. in any 
way, and at the same time secured them good treatment. 

(c) I always upheld the honour and prestige of my country and refused 
to accept any racial superi&ity of the Japs. 

(d) I also induced the Japs not to arrest any Indian soldiers who had turned 
civilian during tlte war and were honourably earning their living. The 
case of one Sy. A~dul Matlab of 2/16th P.R. who had opened a tea shop at Serem
bam Railway Station is a typical one. 

(e) At Kuala Lumpur I helped the Indian destitutes as much •as I '"could. 
There were scores•of them dying of starilation. I requested all POWs to fast 
for one day in a week and send all the food thus saved to them. The Jap C<fmmander 
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on coming to know of this was so impressed that he gave 20 bags of rice per month 
for the tlestitute camp which we were supporting. 

• (f) At Singapore.in May 1943 the Japanese ordered officers of 2/I 2th P.F.R. 
to"provide three hundred men to do guard duties overJap aerodromes. The men 
refused to go, but the J ~panese insisted and it looked as if a serious situation would 
develop. Suh. Fazal Dad Khan of 2/12 P .F .R. theri approached me and informed 
me of the critical situation that had arisen. I went to the Seletar Camp with Sub. 
Fazal Dad Khan, talked to theJap officer and succeeded in convincing him that 
it was wrong· to persuade POW's to take up arms. After this the unit'was never 
troubled by the J aps. 

I was recalled to Singapore in September 1942, and one of the first things I 
did was to go and pay a visit to all the POW Camps in Singapore, where there 
were large numbers of men from my area. All along during my stay in Singapore 
I had been most -concer~ed about the welfare of the POW's whom I q~ite often 
used to visit and distribute among them my I ,N .A. pocket money, clothing 
and medicine. 

There was the case of one POW Jem. Mirzaman, 2/Ioth Baluch Regt., who had 
an ulcer in the stomach. The doctor said that he would not survive. I took him 
to my bungalow, kept him with. me for over 4 months and t~rough good nourish
ment, completely cured him and then sent him ·back to rejoin his unit which was 
still a POW unit. There are several such instances. 

On recall from Kuala Lumpur, I was appointed Commandant O:T.S. which 
had to be disbanded after a few days by order of Capt. Mohan Singh, who had 
some misunderstanding with the J aps. 

I took full advantage of this situation and together with other members of 
my "Block~' persuaded Capt. Mohan Singh to disband the I.N.A. I did so because 
I knew the J aps were trying to exploit us. 

7; I joined th~_2nd I.N.A. in Febru~ry 1943, Q!l ~being_ told that NetajLSubhas 
ChandraBose would be coming to Singapore to take over its command. '--·--- - ~ -- . . .,.. . . . .. .. ~ . ·~ . 

"' At this time I also realized that whether we liked it or not, the J aps were 
definitely going.into India• 

I also realized that the fight would in all probability be carried into Indian 
territory as I did not think that the British forces were able to stop their advance. 

I had also seen with my own eyes the indiscriminate· looting and raping that 
the Japanese had done in Malaya, and I did not wish it to happen·in India. I felt 
that by going into India with them we would be able to stop this, or at any rate, 
I would be much· more useful to. my country with a rifle in my hand to save the 
life, property and honour of Indians, than as a helpless prisoner pf war in Malaya. 

I, therefor!!, set about to collect such men for the I.N.A. who would be pre
pared to fight even against the J aps if they proved dishonest, and this fact has been 
established beyond doubt even by the prosecution witnesses. -

-;; ~l'S'~ji arrived ii!_~~g~P.O!~·.l ~atche1_hi~ y~ry k~enly. 1 had- never 
'~s~e~r ~l!l.before,,ani:Ldid IJ,Ot k~ow very much a!:¥>ut his activit~!:S-!11__._1ndia. 

I lie~rq a number of his public. speeches, which had a profound effect on me. It 
will not be wrong to say that I was hypnotized by his personality arid his speeches. 
He rlaced.the,true picture of India before us and for the first time rn my life I saw 7f 
Irldia,tilrough the eyes of an Indian. ~~-~--•oe---" -~ ~- --- -

..!..':~~II10~ ~resse~ ~~.Y_:N'"",ili.ji!.,.s!!lf!\s~e!s·~ hisr absolute 1evotion !o_his 
country, ]!!s::..JranKness.and.lils refusal to bow l:iefore~theJapanese.-wiShes .. Lknew 
th~t"i~-liis Jlands India's honour wasTsafe~ne ~ould never b~rtet it away for any
tJun~ m the worJq. Also when I he~rq hnq giVe <J. fr!,':e ch01~c:; to c:;veryone in the 
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I.N.A. to leave its rank if they were not prepared to make extreme srcrifices arid 
his warning to those who stayed on in the I.N.A. to be l!'repared to facel" thirst, 
hunger, forced marches and, in the end, death, and when with my own eyes I saw 
the enthusiasm of thousands of poverty-stricken Indians in the Far East, who gave to 
the I.N.A. all that they possessed and the whole families joined the Azad Hind 
Fauj and became "Fakirs" for the sake of their country. I knew we had a real 
leader; and when he in the name of millions of poverty-stricken, fmarmed and 
helpless Indians, appealed to us to come forward and sacrifice our lives for their 
liberation, no honourable Indian could have refused this much to him. 

I found a leader and decided to follow him, and for me it was the greatest 
and the most difficult decision ofmy life, i.e., of fighting against my kith and kin, 
who were in the British Indian Army in very large numbers, and whom I was 
certain, I could never induce to see eye to eye with me. 

At the back of my mind was the traditional urge of loyalty to the King. I 
owed all my education to him. My family and my tribe were one of the privile-
ged classes in India, they were all prosperous and contented. This •oo we owed 
to the British Government and I knew that no change in India would bring 
them any more prosperity. In fact they were likely to suffer by it. • 

But on the other hand when I thought ofthe "starving millions" who were 
being ruthlessly exploited by the British, and were being deliberately kept illiterate 
and ignorant to make this exploitation easier, I developed a great hatred for the 
system of rule, in India, which to me it seemed was based on "Injustice" and to 
remove this injustice, I decided to sacrifice my everything-my life, my home, my 
family and its traditions. I made up my mind to fight even against my brother 
if he stood in my way, and in the actual fighting that followed in 1944, we actually 
fought against each other. He was~wounded. My cousin and I were figllting each 
other in Chin Hill, almost daily for two months. 

In short the question before me was the King or the country. I dedded to 
be loyal to my country and gave my word of honour to my Netaji that: I would 
sacrifice myself for her sake. 

Another thing which has always upset me has been the difference of treatment 
between an Indian and a Brititsh soldier. • • 

I saw with my own eyes that as far as fighting was concerned there was no 
difference. The Indian soldier stood his ground and fought to the last; why then 
ther~ .should be so muG~f difference in their pay, allowances, food and living 
cond1t10ns, I have never been able to understand. It seemed to me to be extremely 
unjust. 

Secondly, I would also like to point out that the I.N.A. was raised, organized, 
trained and led in the field entirely by the Indians. Comparatively junior officers 
commanded Divisions and Brigades; V.C.Os. commanded battations, and under 
the circumstances they did not do it "too bodly". But on the other hand out of two 
and a half millions of Indians in the Indian Army, not a single officer was given the 
command of a Division, and only one Indian was given the command of a Brigade. 

There were some vet¥ senior ani competent Indian officers in the army, 
and it appeared to me that the lack of talent could not have been the reason 
for more Indians not getting higher commands. This also appeared to my mind 
to be very unjust~ 

I was a ·soldier and once I had taken the decision I concentrated on 
fighting from the first to the last. . • • 

In September t943, Netaji decided to select a picked regiment consisting of 
the cream orT.~.A. and send it into ·actio~ to forll! the spearhead of tht;> 
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adv:an~~o_I~<l:· _)t,'"was.~~J!,.a~Su~as~B~1gade" and i w''!.s2e1~c~ed. 
~~-com:tg'!Aa-it.Jhe __ B!'igade look.part m fig~g..,lll _ _!:h.e ~rakan, Haka-Falam ~'f· 
and in .the vicinity ofKohima. ·-~"""- ----~-~-- ·------=·--~-" · 
'· i; D~cen;be/194:4, "{ .;;· appqinted _Commander of No. 1 Division which 
was atlq§P'd3Jaytlien~·- . 

In Feb.r.uary __ Ig45•·-~vhen-:;No,..-I·~Division-:~H.Q .. ::was at-:c-:flyinmama, Netaji 
came there and told me that No .. 2, a .. fresh .. Division of the I.N.A., was 
moving· ·to ihe- front 'in Hie 'vicinity of Pop a, and that unfortunately its Division 
Commander, Col. Aziz Ahmed, had been injured in an air r~id. He, the,refore, 
ordered me to take over. its command. I did so, but in April 1945 I had to fall.t_C 
back to Pegu, where I was C.!:Ptl:Ired _by British-fo:.c~~ .. ' ... ~ .. ~ ....... ~.~----""-- r 
'*' J'IUp;t'f'*1""""."0JiiMiiiJo?eihc•r~,_~------~-':$o.~.~·w--...-.~ · 

In_joining the I.N.A., I was prompted ,,orily _by. motives.of.patriotism. I 
fought"' a~--"sfr'£igl1tforward•afid-~nor1ou.raole-;;;fight· o~th"i~'""h1fiHefi~ld;-"'against -most 
overwhelming odds. I was further handicapped by lack of· -proper medical, 
transport alfd ration supplies and for long periods I with my troops had to 
live on ~ddy arid jungle grass, and even salt was a luxury for us . . 

During these opera!ions J. withmy m~~ marc:;hed <l.v~r. 3000 miles in Burma . 
• -...----. . -- --~ _,_. -""·· ..... _ .. ,..,_. ~· -~ ........ •'t-. -- ··-- . .....:~. ,,..- -- ....... "''~ - ..... -·- - .#,,_. .• 

From the Japanese we could expect nothing, and ·they proved more of a , 
nindrance to us than of assistance; and on some occasions I had even to open fire 
at them. These facts are all in my diaries which are before the court. 

I gave good treatment to the British troops that my soldiers captured, 
d expected to receive ·the same treatment tor my troops when they surrendered 
Prisoners of War . 

• Finally, .Sir, I wish to bring to your notice, and to the notice of my 
un.!fy that !!O Il!<;rcena,ry, or _p_uppet army could . have faced_ the harsfsJ::tips 
the I.N.£("dia-:--we:~rO!fgfu~,6~i11r .. fgt,.I!!dia;s:IhueiJenaeilce .. -.. _ ~ . -- - - · 

I do not deny having taken part in the fight but I did so as a member 
the regular fightin_g for~es of th~_,.f,r<?,vi~ign.a~~o~:t:I1E,:Ie~Lo[-f{ee India who 

-~~-~~~ W'a.,!'.J~r tht: Jiq~~<:t~:on .. ~f. JJi~~r""'~?t~erland __ accor1IJ?:g:to. th~ rules: of\, , 
civihzea warfare. I tlierefore ...... comrintt~d:,;rio: ,offence .for wli1ch I can be tned 
byacourt martiaCcir ~y: ary"otqer,court. . 

As for the charge of abetment of• murder, even if the facts alleged by 
prosecution were true, I could not be held responsible to have committed any offence. 
Mohd._Hussain, who had voluntarily joined the I.N.A and submitted himself 
to its discipline, admittedly attempted to desert and to ,induce others to desert 
at a very critical juncture. If he had succeeded in his attempt he would have 
carried all information about the force under my command to the enemy which 
would have me!mt complete disaster for us. Under the Indian National Army 
Act and under the Military Codes of all civilized nations.the offence attempted 
to be committed was the most serious and heinous offence, punishment for 
which was death. It is, however, in fact wrong that I sentenced him to death 
or that he was shot in execution of a sentence pas~ed by me. Mohd. Hussain 
and his companions were only informally produced ·before me, there being no 
crime report drawn up. I only very strongly_ admonished Mo4d. Hussain and 
told him that he had committed an offence for which he· could and should 
be .• shot. I however left the matter there and asked the case t-o ·be put up 
again before me or the Regimental Commander who had, in the meanwhile, 
been vd\:ed ~th the power to try such cases, if the men concerned attempted 
to misbehave a second time. The case ne-.rer came up before me a~ain presumably 
because the contingertcy -contemplated never aro~e. . 
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• 
Statement of P. K. Sahgal accused . 

I deny being guilty of any of the offences with which I have been charged. 
I also maintain that my trial before this Court Martial is illegal. · • 

After serving one year's attachment with a British Regiment, I joined the 5th 
Battalion of the Baluch Regiment in February 1940. In October 19.40 the Officer 
Commanding of my unit was asked to send a suitable officer to fill the vacancy 
of a Company Commander in the 2nd Battalion of the same Regiment which 
was proceeding overseas on active service. I was specially chosen for being 
posted to the 2nd Battalion. 

I disembarked at Singapore with my new Unit on ~ovember ll, 1940. A 
fortnight later we were sent to Kota Bharu in Kelantan State, where we were 
entrusted with the task of the preparation and manning of beach defences. Major
General Murray Lyones, then Commander of Northern Area in Malaya, Major
Gen. Barstow, Commander of the 9th Indian Division, Lt.-Gen. Heath, the Corps 
Commander, and Lt.-Gen. A.E. Percival, G.O.C., Malaya Comma~d, inspected 
our work and complimented me on the very remarkable work done by my CQmpany . 

• 
During the Malaya campaign, the Company that I commanded· distinguished 

itself in more than one encounter with the Japa.nese. Although, generally, we 
were fighting a retreating battle, on occasions we were able to take the offensive 
and inflict heavy losses on the enemy. On one occasion my Company 
annihilated a Japanese force approximately 500 strong and captured a 1 
quantity of enemy arms and equipment. This incident was noticed in the Press. 

During the night of January go/g I, I 942, we crossed the Johore Baru 
and reached Singapore. Although my Battalion had been in action 
break from the day hostilities started and had suffered heavy ca~ualties 
officers and men were completely exhausted and their morale was low owing 
constant withdrawals and intense enemy air activity, they had immediately 
undertake the defence of Singapore. 

The Japanese landed in Singapore on February 8, I942, and on F 
to, we marched out to counter-attack the enemy and drove them back into the 
in the woodlands area. Unfortunately, the next day wf! were ordered back t 
relieve the Australians in the Mandai Hill area. While we were moving along 
the Mandai Road, the Japanese launched an attack. The Australians abandoned 
their positions and ran away and the Japanese got possession of the high features 
on both sides of the road. We were caught on the road and my Company, which 
was the leading Company of the Battalion, suffered most heavily. My Company 
Subedar and three other men of the Company H. Qrs. were killed within five 
minutes. 

The Company Headquarters were cut off from the rest of the Company and 
although the Japanese beckoned my men to go over to them, I managed to 
reassemble, in an houf or so, the whole Company except three or four men whom 
the Australians had taken away with them. The Company was completely separated 
from the rest of the Batte.lion and we continued fighting on our own until the 
afternoon when we managed to rejoin the Battalion. The same night we were 
withdrawn to Neesoon where we stayed for 24 hours. The Japanese made three 
or four determin!d attacks to break through our positions but we did not allow 
a single J apaqese to go through and the enemy lost three medium tanks in the 
engagement. During the night of February I2/I 3, we were withdrawn to Bidadari 
where we eventually surrendered. e • 

As we we~ withdrawing southwa.rds on the mainland of Malaya, I was 
often approached by the Indians Jiving in those areas. They all askM me the 
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'same question: "You are leaving us behind, what is going to become of us. We 
contrl'buted all we coutd for the defence of Malaya and now why do you leave 
\Is at the mercy of the enemy? The Chinese and Malayees all hate us. They 
will loot and plunder our property, disgrace our women and murder us". There 
was little that I could do, or even say, to help them. The only thing that I could 
tell them w'ls to trust in God, and to hope for the best. My heart went out in 
sympathy to them but I felt helpless and ashamed because I was unable to do 
anything for them. 

On February I 7, 1942, in a meeting held at the Farrar Park in Singapore, 
Lt.-Col. Hunt, as the representative of the British, handed over the Indian Officers 
and men to the Japanese like a flock of sheep. This came as a great blow to 
us all. The Indian Army had fought bravely against the heaviest odds, and in 
return the British High Command had left them completely at the mercy of the 
Japanese. We felt that the British Government had, on its own, cut off all the 
bonds that had bound us to the British Crown and relieved us of all obligations to 
it. The J~panese handed us over to Capt. Mohan Singh who was styled as the 
G.O.<;:. of the Indian National Army and we were left free under him to fashion 
our o~n d&stiny. We bona }ide believed that the British Crown having ceased to 
provide any protection to us could no longer demand allegiance from us. 

After formally taking over the Indian Officers and men, Capt. Mohan Singh 
proclaimed his intention of raising an Indian National Army for the liberation of 
India. He was acclaimed by all those·who were present there and they all raised 
their hands to show their willingness to join the Army. 

When call for volunteers was made by .Capt. Mohan Singh, large numbers 
of officers and men came forward to enlist. There were, however, some who, 
while ~ually desirous to see their motherla~doJree from all foreign domination, 
were seep tie of the intentions of the J apanes~;'in .~ncouraging the formation of the 
Indian National Army, and I was one of them. :.f.'had a feeling that the Japanese 
only intended to exploit the propaganda v<ilue 9f the proposed Indian National 
Army but had no desire of helping the cause· of .Indian freedom. I, therefore, in 
spite of my most ardent desire to see my country free at the earliest possible 
moment, refused to volunteer. In May 1942 volunteers were separated from 
non-volunteers and I ~ith my Battalion was sent to the Tengab Aerodrome Non
volunteer Camp where I stayed as a non-volunteer till the end of August 1942. 
During this period no pressure of any kind was brought to bear upon me or other 
officers or men in my camp numbering about 1o,ooo to volunteer for the I.N.A. 
The rations provided to us were, considering the prevalent circumstances, quite 
good and medical aid was satisfactory. 

In June 1942, I wa,s_in,vited to attend the Bangkok Conference but I 
declined the invitation. However, during the period between June ·and 
the end of August 1942, events of very far-reaching importance took place 
which eompelled me to revise my earlier decision to keep out of the Indian 
National Army. In the first place, the Japanese forces met with the most 
astounding successes in every theatre' of the war, and an attack on India 
appeared to be imminent. Everyone thought that the Indians would soon be 
exposed to a Japanese onslaught and even the B:B.tJ. London sent them messages 
of sympathy in their coming misfortune. The last Indian drafts that had 
arrived to reinforce Singapore consisted only of raw recruit• and gave one a 
fair indication of the type of men available for the defence of India. Officers 
who came to Singapore shortly before its surrender told uS' that there was 
no moden• equipment available for the army in India. I was told that the 
soldiers were being trained with wooden rifles and light machine-guns and 
that thee defences of, he North Eastcrn borders of India ·were almost non-
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existent. Everyone of us felt convinced that if the Japanese invaded India, 
there was none to resist their advance. This was a most distressing thought. 

• for all of us. In the second place, on August 8, 1942, the Congress W.orking 
Committee passed the famous "Quit India" Resolution. Country-wide demonstra! 
tions followed the passing of this Resolution. The All India Radio, Delhi, and 
the B.B.C drew a curtain over the happenings in India. However, certain 
secret stations, supposed to be functioning somewhere in India, and the Japanese 
and other Axis-controlled Radio Stations outside India broadcast freely about 
these happenings and the measures taken by the Government to suppress the 
freedom movement. From the details broadcast by these stations a veritable 
reign of terror, similar to the one that had followed the revolt of 1857 
seemed to have set in. In view of the complete reticence of the British and 
the Indian Press and the official broadcasting agency on the subject, we had 
no reason to doubt the correctness of these broadcasts. Needless to say that 
they filled us with most ter~ible anxiety concerning our near and dear ones 
whom we had left behind and with the bitterest resentment against .the British 
Imperialism which seemed to be bent upon keeping our country under pe»petual 
subjection. • 

I and those of my friends, with whom I was ·on intimate terms, every 
day discussed amongst ourselves the very critical ~ituation then existing m 
India and the best way in which we could help her. We knew only too 
well the fate that would be in store for our countrymen-when a new foreign 
power invaded India. The British Government claimed the sole responsibility 
for the defence of the country and had with contempt rejected the 
offer of her own leaders to take charge of and organise such defence. 
The information we had about the state of the defence in India was by no 
means encouraging and the most optimist amongst us could not b~ su~e pf the 
ability of the British to stop the Japanese advance. The civilian population could 
not even think of organizing any resistance and must submit to untold s-ufferings 
and hardships. The "scorched earth policy" which the British Government had 
already decided upon, and even begun to follow, must add very considerably to the 
disaster. After protracted discussions the only solution that we could think of for our 
country's problems was the formation of a strong and well..alisciplined <armed body 
which should fight for the liberation of India from the existing alien rule, should be 
able and ready to provide protection to their countrymen against any possible 
molestation by the Japanese, and to resist any attempt by the latter to establish 
themselves as rulers of the country in place of the British. This being also the 
avowed object of the Indian National Army, the question that began to agitate 
the minds of us, who had so far stayed away from that Army was whether it was 
not our duty to join that Army for securing the freedom of our country-not so 
much from the British who could hold her no longer but from the Japanese who 
were bent upon invading India. The protection that the Indian ~ ational Army 
had already been able to give to Indian life, property and honour in 
Malaya and Burma seemed to furnish another very strong argument in favour of 
joining it. 

For days I passed throug'h a terrible mental struggle. On the one side was 
my loyalty to my former comrades with whom I had fought shoulder to shoulder 
and on the other•was the urge to save my mother country from the horrors that 
stared her in the face. After a great deal of careful thought and deliberation I 
::arne to the con·clusion that I must join the Indian National Army, which must 
Je built up into a strong, well-armed, well-equipped and disciplined ~rce, odedi
:ated to the cause of India. Every soldier of the Army must be prepared to make 
iUpreme sacrifice tbr the sake of India, and the Army must be prepared to fight 
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even the Japanese if they attempted to harm the Indians or to establish,themselves 
in IncWa. • · · · 

Ldid-nohjoin.thei:N.A,.through.any.fear,of Japanese ~ill-treatment. or. from 
a.oy ulterior or mercenary motives. In September 1942, as an I.N.A. Captain" 
I only received eighty dollars a.month, whereas if I had stayed out of the I.N.A.;I 
waul~ have ~eceived one hundred and·twenty dollars a month. · 

I joined the 'I.N.A. from purely patriotic motives. ) joi.!le~ itbecauseT want
ed freeaom for my mothei-Iaii'Cl and''\\laS ready'·to"slie'd· iny. blood for it. Another 
reason ~hy I~joinedjit was that I wanted to safeguard the honour ofl:ridian woineri 
and the lives and property ·of my unarmed countrymen in Burma, Malaya, and 
India. I joined the I.N.A. for a noble cause and I never stooped to coerce or 
ever to persuade any one to join.the I.N.A. against his wishes. So far as. I a~ 
aware, nobody ever coerced any one to join the I.N.A. The-re~r,uitll!t!!lt to the 
I.N.A. to my~,v~dgt ';Y!S Y!Irely zoJui}.~ry:~ :.._Th,e evidence giv_en• by the pro- < 

·secution on this point is ·falSe. ~ In any event, I had. nothing to do with any Qf 
the alleged. atrocities and· have no knowledge about them., From the very 
beginni~g I was convinced that our strength·. lay . in .our . selfless devotion 
to our cause .and my aim was that. our army ·should.. be composed of only 
those who were willingly prepared to shed their blood for Mother India., 
For this very reason, before'! proceeding to the front, I expl~ined :at great 
length to . the officers and·· men under my command the noble .. ideals 
for which the I.N.A. had been raised and I also told them the grave 
dangers, difficuJties and hardships that lay in the way of the.fulfilment of those 
ideals. I warned every man that if he was not willingly prepared to fight and 
suffer for those ideals he need not proceed to the front. Many who did not 
consider themselves physically or mentally fit to participate in the operations 
decided tb stay behind. They were not subjected to any force or humiliations 
nor were they punished in any way. They were all transferred tothe· Reinforce
ment Gro\lp and left behind in Rangoon. .On ·arriYal on the front line, I gave · 
ahother chance to those who did not wish to continue in the front line to return to 
the base. Those who took. advantage of this offer were returned to Rangoon 
without being punished. 

<: • When I• arrived i• Popa, as I.did not consider it honourable that any man 
should be kept il) the ranks of the units under my command and made to fight 
against their wishes before going into action, I expressly and publicly told all 
the men under my command that such of them as were desirous of going over 
to the British could do so at that time provid.ed ·they left their arms behind and 
went'in one organized party whom I assured a safe con~uct through our lines. 

I count a number of Englishmen and women among my very best friends. 
Against the English people, I never cherished any enmity. To• the officers and 
men under my- command, I had issued explicit instructions that any prisoner 
ofwar captured by them, be he of any nationality, was to be treated kindly. 

Till the end of November 1944, I was Military Secretary in the Headquarters, 
Supreme Command, I.N.A., and for a time officiated as Assistant Chief of Staff. 
In December, I was given the command of a regim~nt which fought in the Popa 
area. I took part in this fight as a member: of the regularly organized fighting 
forces of the Independent Provisional Government of Free India which fought. 
according to the rules of civilized warfare for the liberation of my motherland 
from foreign rule. I claim that in doing so I committed no offence. On the 
other ~and, .r have served my country to the best of my ability. I claim further 
that I am entitled to all the privileges of a Prisoner of War. In my Note of 
April ~8i .• 1945, to the Qornmqr}Qer c:Jf the ~ritish forc~s t~ Wl19!ll l ap~ th~ 
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Offi~ers and. men figh~ing u~der my command surrendered at Popa Hills, (the 
rec~tpt of whtch Note ts admttted by the Headquarters, Bahadurgarh Atea in 
thetr letter No. J goo/so dated 12-10-45, but which was stated in the letter to be! 
"unavailable") I said quite plainly that we were ready to surrender only atl 
prisoners of war. On receipt of this Note, surrender was accepted without 
objection to the terms on which we had offered to surrender and after the surrender 
we were actually treated as prisoners of war. Had we been told th.at surrender 
on the terms offered by us was not acceptable to the British Commander, we were 
determined to fight on and were in a position to do so because we were nearly 
six hundred strong, fully armed and equipped, and each one of us was prepared 
to shed the last drop of his blood for the sake of his country. 

From February r 3 to March 12, 1945, I was officiating as Divisional 
Commander in the absence of Col. Shah Nawaz Khan. In my capacity 
as Divisional Commander I had to try on March 6, 1945, four Sepoys 
-Hari Singh, Duli Chand, Daryao Singh and Dharam Singh~who had been· 
committed for trial by Col. G.S. Dhillon for offences of desertion and a~empting to 
communicate with the enemy, under Sections 35 and 29 (c) of the Indian !tational 
Army Act. They were found guilty and were sentenced to death. ~he sentence 
was, however, not carried out, the convicts, like many others who were similarly 
tried and sentenced about that time, having been pardoned on their expressing 
regret and giving an assurance not to misbehave in future. The fact of the sentence 
having been passed, was, of course, used for its propaganda value in order to deter 
others from deserting. 

Even, however, if the sentence had been carried out, I could not be charged 
with the offence of abetment of murder. The four culprits had voluntarily joined 
the I.N.A. and had submitted to its discipline, and had voluntarily and • willingly 
agreed to participate in the coming fight. They, having shamefwlly deserted 
while in action and in the face of the enemy, had committed an offence punishable 
with death under the Indian National Army Act and under the Military Law 
all the world over. The information which they sought to convey to the enemy 
would have meant the complete annihilation of the entire force under my command. 
The sentence was passed after proper trial in the exercise of authority lawfully 
vested in me. • • 

Although the Indian National Army failed to achieve its primary object of 
liberating India, every one of us has the satisfaction that it fully accomplished its 
objective of protecting Indian life, property and honour in Malaya, Burma and 
other parts of South-East Asia against all aggressors. The telegrams that I have 
received, after the commencement ofthis trial from the President of the Indian 
Christian Association, Rangoon, and the President of the Burma Indians' 
Association and which I am attaching to this statement bear ample testimony 
to this. • 

Statement of Lt. G. S. Dhillon 

My story is a simple one. I was enlisted as a sepoy in the 4th Battal~on of 
the 14th PutDab Regiment ~n May 29, 1933. In 1936, on the r~commen~atmn of 
Lt.-Col. C. Hungerford Jackson, I was s~lected to do a prospectlVe ~adet s course 
at Kitchner Collejje, Nowgong. Before thrs I had had a long struggle IJ:?- the :~nks. 
Eventually, I was selected to do a Gentleman Cadet's course at the Ind1an Mthtary 
Academy, Dehra Dun. 

It was in this institution that I learnt to serve my country abov~ eve.-ything 
else There I r~ad written in Chettwood Hall in block letters of gold: "The 
hon~ur, welfare anq safety of your count~y comes first~ always a!}d (4Tery time; 
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The comfort, safety apd welfare of the men you commend comes next, Your own 
s~fety ·and comfort comes last, always and every time." 

• Ever since I read this motto, the sensepf duty towards my country and riiy 
men has under all circumstances reigned supreme in my thoughts. It was with 
this motto in front of me that I served my country as an officer in the Indian Army. 
After joining the 1st Battalion 14th Punjab Regiment as a 2nd Lieut; on April go, 
1940, I remained throughout with my Unit, and moved overseas with it. We 
arrived at Ipoh in Malaya on March 18, 1941. Then we VV'ent to Sungei 
Patani. Here I had the privilege of officiating under my C.O; Lt.~Col. L.V, Fiti, 
Patrick as Adjutant for about two months. In June r 94 I, 1 came back home to 
do an All Arms Signal course at Army Signal School, Poona .. 

Just before the outbreak of the war in East Asia, I rejoined my Unit at Jitra 
on December 5, _ 1941. During the Malaya campaign I was the Battalion Sigmil 
Officer. My battalion, was the foremost unit in Jitra Sector to contact with the Japanese 
fbrces. We held them for three days. After.· a battle at Changlun; as we 
were withdr~wing to Jitra, which was to be our ma)n. defensive line,. we wete 
susprised':.by the enemy tanks. The C.O. and most of the officers and mei:l wefe· 
cut off. On •December I2, I94I, after a day o£ ·roaming about I rpanaged to 
contact Capt. Habib:11l-Rahman who was also in a similar. plight. We managec;! 
to collect about 8o men of different units in~luding the British. The main roa~ 
being in the Japanese occupation, we had to cut our way through jungles and 
paddy fields. 

On the I 3th early in the morning, we were attacked by the enemy and; 
most of the men weJ;,e cut off except about 26 of-our own Unit. During the day;; 
however, we managed to gather some more stragglers and in the evening when we 
were abou~ two miles from Alor Star we were informed by some civilians that Jitra 
and Alor Star had fallen. We could not believe this and Habib instructed me. to 
follow him by bounds while he with a small party proceeded towards .A.ior Star to 
find out the'situation for himself. We had hardly advanced a _mile when . we saw 
certain people running away from the town. ··They too told us about the fall· of 
Alor Star and asked us to withdraw. We did so, and on the 14th evening sailed iij_ 
small coastal boats for Penang from Kuala Kedah. On arrival at Penarig we witH: 
our party repolted at 3M~ R. C. Within IS minutes of our arrival we were ordered 
to leave Penang. On the r6th morning we arrived at Nibong Tibal, about 26 Iri'iles 
from Pcnang on the main land. Here Habib and myself were given the tomrifa·nd' 
of a company each and. were ordered to defend two bridges. I was placed in 
command of a Gurkha Company formed out of the M. R. C. and a detachment of t:ne· 
rst Bahawalpur Infantry.~ I remained in position until all our troop·s north of· that 
point had withdrawn. Eventually, on December I9, we were ordered to withdra'W.
We fell backto Talping and then to Ipoh, where I rejoined the remnants of. my 
Battalion. • 

I had not had a single whole meal ever since the war had started~ Decembers;. 
Rest was out of question during such a retreat. I had an attack of fever· and was' 
admitted into a hospital and then evacuated to Singapore. On my discharge· from 
the hospital I reported for duty at 7 M. R. C. I tried tt> rejoin my unit but red7 

tapism caused so much delay that by the time arrangements were niade·- for. my 
conveyance, the battle of Singapore had begun. During my stay witp the 1' I\(R.C;, 
I officiated as the Indian Wing Commander and Adjutant. The situation bec~Ihe 
s1,1ch that the Commandant of the 7 M. R. C. wanted my presen·ce in order to corifrol' 
the Indi~n Troops who were getting dissatisfied due to discriminatory treatriii:i1t. 
The Command!nt said that he had great confidence in my way of handling: t1ie' 
troops. • • 

By February r I, 1942, we began hearing rumours that. Singapore was going, . • • • 
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to surrender. I could n::>t believe it. While evacuatin,g Bidadari CamJl where 
7 M. R. C. was stationed, on the way to town I saw thousands of Indians gather~d 
in an open space. They had hoisted many Indian National Flags. I pointed this 
out .to a British Colonel who was with me. He said, "I don't blame them. If we 
cannot defend them they have to look after themselves". 

On the I gth evening we were told officially that 500 of our aerdplanes would 
arrive by the I sth morning ~nd that the Americans were going to land at Penang 
and come down south. But they never did. On the 15th at about 22.00 hours the 
C. 0. called for me and told me that Singapore had surrendered unconditionally. 
This came to me as a great shock. With a heavy heart and tears in my eyes 
I dropped my revolver, and ordered my men to collect their arms. A still bigger 
shock came when the C. 0. told me that the Indians would march off to Farrar 
Park and the British to Changi. At Farrar Park, Col. Hunt, representing the British 
Supreme Command, handed us over to Major Fujiwara, a representative of the 
Japanese Army, who in turn handed us over to Capt. Mohan Singh who was 
introduced to us as G. 0. C. Indian National Army. I felt like one d~erted by the 
British in a state of utter and tragic helplessness. : 

Mohan Singh expressed hiS" intention of raising an Indian Nati~nal Army for 
the liberation of India. His declaration was receiv8d with great enthusiasm and a 
feeling of hope and joy by all of us present at Farrar Park. 

I had known Mohan Singh before as we belonged to the same Unit. He was 
one of my dearest friends and I had confidence in him. However, it was after a 
long mental struggle that I could persuade myself to accept him as G. 0. C. 
WiLh my knowledge of the recent events and of the state of the Eastern defences of 
India, I felt convinced that Singapore, the biggest naval base in the world, having 
surrendered so quickly, there was no possibility of the British being able t'b defend or 
hold India against Japanese invasion. • 

Mohan Singh's task was a hard one. He had never even imagined that one 
day he would have to handle 75,000 officers and men under circumstances unpreced
ented in the history of the world. Discipline had to be maintained amongst a 
demoralized, defeated and disappointed Army. Freedom of political thought had to 
be given as the I.N.A. was entirely based on a voluntary basis. On !op of all this 
lives of officers and men suspected by the Japanese had to be saved. Our civilian 
nationals had to be protected against all sorts of dangers. And all this had to be 
done consistently with India's National honour and laws of humanity. And in doing 
all this he had constantly to deal with highly suspicious people like the Japanese. 

I had seen how people in Malaya had suffered as a result of the Japanese 
invasion in consequence of the utter lack of preparation on the part of the British 
Government which had undertaken responsibility for her defence and I shuddered 
to think of the plight of my own countrymen on invasion of India. k was at this time 
that I got to realize the full significance of the havoc done to my unfortunate country 
by the one and a half century of the British rule. While the British had exploited all 
our material resources for their own benefit and had freely drawn upon our,manpower 
to fight their own imperialistie wars, they had not only done nothing to prepare 
us for the defence of our ~other land in case of need but had, in o:r;der to keep us in 
bondage for all time to come, completely emasculated us. I felt that if India had 
been free and in a position to look after her own defences no aggressor could have 
thought of crossing her borders. In the Indian National Army proposed to be 
organized by Mohan Singh I saw a new hope for India. I felt that if a strong and 
willing National Army could be raised at that juncture, it could not onlJ liber~te India 
from foreign rule but could also resist the Japanese in case they should try to go back 
upon their word !md instead of helping us to win our freedom, should seek to exploit 
our country for their own purpose. Such an army could also give protection to our . • • • 
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' lndian brethren' in the Far East against aggression by "peopiehel'onging to:other 
nationa1ities. Mother India seemed to be calling nie and I decid~d to- respond to 
her call and threw in my lot with Mohan Singh. · ·· 

I ~~:op~ated.withMohanSirigh in.. t~o!gfl!l]~a!ion 0f_theindi11P.:N atioha,l Ai:h;ly 
till June 29,.1942,.whenJ bec11mey~ry ill ttnd had_ to go tolfospit~l. On.being.dischan~
ed from the hC-'Spitalpn October 2,1942, I'w~s serit tq Pemrjig for reas?hs of he~J~h. ·.1 
am still not quite well and fit for work.· I returned from P~~ang about the time''W_hen 
very sharp differ.ences had ~risen between Mohan Singh_and-;theJaparje'se:duhniri~pi:ig 

- iri the arrest of the former· and dissolution 'of the).N.~.'·by hiin. _On re_<;eivirig>~the 
\ass~rance that ~etaj~ Subhas Chan~ra Bose, would come. to lead-~tne· movement' I 

dec1ded to·«ontmue m·th'e 2nd·I.N.A. - :.-.. : : · ' - .. : -·-· ··:·•-··· 
Reci:uitment-to-the.J.-.N;-A.-~at;aJtt-irries.W.as.otl,~-a;p-~rely-vol~H:tary"b'a'sJs. ;To 

my knowledge no coercion or force was ever used:"to~induce any'< prisoner' •6f:'war: to 
join the I.N.A. In fact use of force or coen_:ion for.such_:purpose was wnolly 
unnecessary because we always had a very large·-. number. of .. surplus . volunteers 
whom we wl!re unable to arm or put under train~ng,foi_.w'an,t of equipment .• The . 
evidence~iven by some of the prosecution witnesses _thatpdsqriers of war were ;S~ilt 
to Concentration or Detention Camps to coerce.'therri ii:J,fo-~voliu1teeririg is absolut¢1y 
Ta,lse .. There was no Concentralion Camp i1;1 existence.at all .. There was a 'Detention 
Camp to which only persons found guilty ofjndiscipline ol::other offences .were sent 
by way of punishment. That camp had, ,!Jowever, nothing. to do. i!:ct any shape or 
form, with enlistment in the I. N. A,. On · tJle contr:ary,_. pe~sons, cc;mfin~ .. i~ the 
Detention Camp were not accepted as· volunteers ·-even if< they -offered to' do so, 
because detention in that camp for· any p~riod, indicated SOI;IJ.e defect of chara~ter 
which was a disqualification for membership of the LN. A.' ·These :wit~essel\ )tave 
told false 'Vld distorted tales to save their. o~n skjns. or to' curry favo:ur wit)i.the 
Government .• In all lectures delivered by me Twarned 'm:y ,audience in the dearest 
possible terms that they should volunteer only if-they love<;!_ 'their· country and w.ere 
willing and-able to bear all kinds of- ]lardships )tnd: suffeii,ngidri her cause. At the 
time of going into. action I again warned the men' -under. ~y: comrfiilnd that we h_ad 
to fight against· an· enemy inuch l:)etter · eqtiipp_ed arid_ far: superior in men and 
materials and that anybody who, either for want of coU,~:age ot otherwise, did not 
'wish to go to tile front need-not do s<;> and,.could,if·. he---s.o:· desired,- be sent back to 
the rear areas. Some of the officers and_ men. ''qid show their unwillingness and 
about 200 such men were sent back to Rango6n~l?efore~iny Regiment left Myingyan. 
This option I gave to my command aLevery stage,gf th~ campaign and it was due 
to this particular .reason that although for weeks I" stayed within two. miles of the 
enemy lines _yet none of my men ever went and reported my location t!Uhe 
Allies. . • · · · .· ... _ ,.. . .. 

Many a time I had to go without water for 20 to 30 .hours and without food 
.for two or three tlays. If as <1: Brigade Commander I had ~chindeigo these har;dships 
·my men must have suffered much more and yet they accompanied me. No men 
who had joined urider duress or coercion could have done so. . ·· ., 

. It is true that I committed four .men ~or trial Qn ch'<U'ges:of.4esertion ~~d 
attempting to comrminicate with the enemy. It is howiJver q-uite untr.i:ie. that those 
men were shot at my instance or under my orders. Oq the day and at the time 
they- are said to have been shot I was confine<;! to bed and· unable t~ move, :In fact 
the sentences of death passed on these men were. subsequently remitt~d l?.Y.J.Ae: 
Divisional Commander and were never executed. · . -

~ : ' . ' ~ ' 

W~atevllf. ~ did, I did as the member of ll; regularly organized forse figh:t,~g_ 
under tlie ProvlSlonal Government of Free India and am, therefore, not hable. to be 
charged witjl or tried under the Indian A~y Act or the :criminal •faw of lridia fo~;. 
any offence on account ?f any act done by me in the discharge · ofmy dutie:s':"as"i . • • • • 
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member of such force. 1 am further advised that in poi~t of law my triai by the 
court martial is illegal. I joined the I. N. A. with the best and purest of ~otives. 
As a member of the I. N. A., I was able to help a number of prisoners of 'Yar with 
money and materials. The I. N. A. was able to protect life, property and hono"ur 
of the Indians residing in the Far East. It saved the lives of many civilians and 
prisoners of war who had been sentenced to death by the J apaneje on different 
charges. I successfully persuaded the Japanese to refrain from bomb in~ civilians 
and their properties in Indian towns. The Indians in the Far East showed their 
appreciation of the services rendered to them by the I.N.A. by contributing crores of 
rupees to the funds of the Provisional Government. 

I respectfully maintain that the I.N.A. rendered distinguished services to two 
and a half millions of Indians who owed al!cgiance to the New Provisional 
Government of Free India and was actuated by the most patriotic motives. 
TELEGRAMS :- 13. I I. 45· 
DLT NIL R 128/13 RANGOON 12 VIRC • 
3oLT SAHGAL INA PRISONER RED FORT DELHI : 
BURMA INDIAN ASSOCIATION SENDS YOU GREETINGS •HOPE YOU 
WILL BE RELEASED YOU SERVED INDIA ~MK PITCHAI PRESIDENT 
BURMA ASSOCIATION 

NLT NIL 13/13 RANGOON 12 IRC 7 NLT 
SAHGAL INA PRISONER TRIAL ON NOV. 5 
BURMA SYMPATHISES WITH YOU. GOD WILL HELP YOU. 
YOUR INA SAVED THOUSANDS OF INDIAN LIVES FROM BEING 
BUTCHERED BY ARMED MEN WHILE THEMSELVES LEFT UNARMED 
INA SAVED ENTIRE INDIANS FROM ABJECT SLAVE~Y. 
TELEGRAPHING VICEROY AND JAW AHARLAL NEHRU :MISS S.A. 
AREN PRESIDENT INDIAN CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 56 126 Mn. 
STREET KALABASTI. 

• • 
Proceedin~s of December 8 

The Court is reopened. 

Mr. Saburo Ohta of the Japanese Foreign Office in his examination in 
chief said : During the late war I belonged to the Japanese Foreign Office. I am 
aware of the Provisional Government of Free India. It was proclaimed on October 
:21, 1943· The Japanese Government treated it as free and independent Govern
ment and wished to render all possible assistance. 

• Mr. Ohta produced a copy (marked SSSS) of an announcement by the Board 
of Information, Japanese Government, relating to the establishment and recogni
tion of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. 

(Note by Court :-Copy of this document <.nd subsequent documents are admitted on 
the assurance by Defelke Counsel that the absence of the original copies will be proved 
later.) 

He produc~d a statement (marked TTTT) of the Japanese Government dated 
October 23rd, 1943, and testified that the statement was correct . 

. Mr. Ohta produced a copy of a statement (marked UUUU) by the Prime 
Minister, General Hideki Tojo. • • 

Mr. Ohta oontinued : I am aware that it was decided by the Japanese 
lmperial Government to send a diplomatic representative to the li'ree India 

• • .. 
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bovernmeht. Mr. Hachiya ·was sent as the representative. Mr. 6h'ta produced 
a copf of an announcement (marked VVVV) of the Board of Information, Japanese 
Covernmen·t. • • • 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Prosecution 

Mr. Oata said: Since 1928, I have been in the Japanese Foreign Office. I 
am not aware that there was a branch of the Indian Independence League in Tokyo 
long before the war. I was in the Foreign Offi(:e in March 1942. I am not aware 
of the meetiilg of the "Goodwill Mission" in Tokyo in March I 942. I do not know 
of any conference held at Bangkok. With 'regard to -the Announcement (Ex. 
SSSS) that is a true copy of the original Note.- I have_ no knowledge what steps 
the Japanese Government took in regard ·to the transfer of the Andaman and 
Nicobar islands. 

Mr. Shunichi Matsumoto,- examined by Defence Counsel_ through the 
interpreter, Major R. G. Walker of the First Punjab Regiment, said : I belonged 
to the ~oreign Office of the Japanese-Government during the last war. -I was 
Vice-:l'vrinister for Foreign Affairs from November 1942 to October 1944- and again 
from May 1g45 until the end· of the war. ·Before this period I was Director of the 
Treaty Bureau. This Bureau. dealt with .matters regarding treaties with foreign 
countries. I was aware of the establishment of the Provisional Government of 
Free India. 

I have seen the exhibit (marked TTTT) in the Tokyo Foreign Office. I think 
this is a correct copy. I am aware that the Pravisional Government of Free India 
w·as recognized by the Govern~ents of Germany, Italy, Kroachia, Manchukuo,-
China, Philippines, Thailand and Burma. _ . . 

I ~as. present when the speech (Ex. UUUU) was made by Prime Minister 
Tojo at Tokyo in the Assembly of Greater East Asia Nations on November 6 

. 1943. I think ~he copy of this speech now shown to me is substantially correct. 

Cross~examined by Counsel for Prosecution 

Mr. Matsumoto said: I was director of the Treaty Bureau from September 
1940 to November t942. I had no dealings with the Indian Independence 
League in the course of my duties. I think there was a• meeting o fthe Goodwill 
Mission in Tokyo but I do not remember when it. was held. I know nothi 1g 
about what happened at the meeting: I have never met Rash Behari Bose. 
In my capacity as Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs I know of some connection 
with the Indian Independence League but I do not know -what it was. I know 
absolutely nothing about whether the Japanese Government encouraged the 
activities of the Indian Independence League before the war. It was not my 
duty as Director of the Treaty Bureau to know about these things. In the 
Treaty Bureau I attended to matters in connection with actual treaties with 
other countries, and I think· the Indian Independence League was a political 
matter. I know nothing whatever about any policy of the Japanese Government 
to create and encourage unrest in India before the war . 

• 
I knew Rash Behari Bose was in Japan. He was in Japan for many 

years before the war, but I do not know for how long. The recognition of the 
Provisional Government of Free India was first considered in 'October/November 
1943. I ani not aware that as early as March 1942 members of the Indian • 
Independence League in Malaya had approached the Japanese Government to 
obtain- reco~nition for a Provisional Government of Free India from Japan and 
its allies. • • 

I k~ew Subhas Chandra ·Bose. I first met him about April 1943 in ni:y .. , • • • 



. 
official residence in Tokyo. He came from Germany. Japan made arrangements 
with the German Government and he was sent to J a parr. (Witness sa1\; that 
Subhas Bose was asked for because they knew that he was working for the indepen~ 
dence of India and that it would help Japan's war aims and at the satm: 
time Japan wanted to help this man to obtain independence for India). The 
Japanese Government did this at its own instance. It was done to help the 
Japanese war aims. As far as I am concerned I understand that Subhas 
Chandra Bose was to be the head of the Provisional Government of Free India 
and of the Indian National Army. Subhas Chandra Bose came to Japan about 
April 1943. I heard of the intended Provisional Government of Free India in 
about April 1943. I think Subhas Chandra Bose remained in Japan about 
one month on that occasion. I knew officially that the Indian ~ational 
Government was going to be formed and that Subhas Chandra Bose was to 
be its head and that Japan would recognise and help that Government. I 
think the only reason why the Japanese Government wanted to recognise the. 
Provisional Government of Free India was to help the Japanese war effor.ts. . 

Japan had asked all her allies to recognise the Provisional Gov~nment 
of Free India and they did recognise it. Subhas Chandra Bose a~ked Japan's 
allies through the Japanese Government to recognize the Provisional Government 
of Free India. I am not quite sure whether Su~has Chandra Bose made the 
request in writing or not but I do not think it was in writing. At the 
present time I do not remember. In Manchukuo they had Japanese troops· 
there, but as far as Japan was concerned Manchukuo was considered an in
dependent state. It was absolutely independent and not under Japanese control. 
Recognition of the Provisional Government of Free India was by the Nanking 
Government of China. The Japanese troops were also there. In Nanking the 
Japanese troops were there but not in occupation. Japan was helping the • Nanking 
Government which was also considered to be absolutely independent. Not 
only Japan but Japan's allies as well considered the Nanking Government as 
independent. Spain also recognised the Nanking Government as being indepennent. 
Japanese troops were in the Philippines but at that time the Japanese had already 
granted the Phillipines their independence. But the Japanese Army was there. 
The Japanese troops wer:o: in Thailand, but they wer~ not in Qecupation of 
it. The Japanese troops were in Burma, but the Burmese had already been 
given their independence before that. I do not know the strength of the 
Japanese Army in Burma. I know Vice-Admiral Takazumi Oka, Chief of 
Military Affairs Section, Imperial Japanese Navy. 

Re-examined by Defence Counsel, Mr Matsumoto said: The Japanese war 
aim as regards India was to make it independent. 

At this stage the court adjourned to meet again on December 10, 1945· 
• 

December 10, 1945 
Mr. Renzo Sawada, who was former Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs in 

between October 1944 to May 1945, examined by Defence Counsel, said: 
I was aware of the Prov~ional Government of Azad Hind during the time I 

was Vice-Minister. The decision to appoint a minister was taken in November 1944, 
and Mr. T. Hachij'a was appoiJJ ted Minister. He arrived at Rangoon at the seat 
of the Provisional Government in March 1945· 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Prosecution ° • 
Mr. Sawada !aid : In my capacity C!s. Vice-Minister for Fo~eign.Affairs, .I 

was concerned in the despatch of Mr. Hach1ya to Rangoon. I received commum-
0 • • • 
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. c~tions from him after his arrival in Rangoon. They are in Tokyo. No letters or 
creden,ials were given to Mr. Hachiya when he went to Rangoon, because creden
tials w~re not issued solely· beca:use the Goverm~ent was .provisional. But a~ ~he 
iflstance of Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose, credentials were Issued later. A declSlon 
was arrived at to issue credentials. It was duly signed by the Emperor and sent 
to Mr. Hach,iya about the middle of May. ·In 1945, on account of the bad copdi-

-tion of communications it did not actually • reac-h -the destination ~Q-d the lwstility 
came to an end.. Mr. Hachiya actually acted as Minister-in this sens~, that he paid 
a visit to the Foreign Minister of the Provisional Government anti_ the Foreign: 
Minister -paid a return call on him. Even before the presentation of the• cr¢den~ 
tials,. I believed he was in a. position to function as a minister.' I do not ~now 
actually what official dealings he had with the Foreign Minister of t~e Provis~onal 
Government. I do not know his -name. The Foreign Minister paid 'a return ·visit. 
I know this from a report from Mr. Hachiya. I know that Mr. Subhas Chandra 

. Bose refused to have anything to do with Mr. Hachiya because he had no creden~ 
tials. The,request to send the credentials was not in writing. It was on a report 
from Mr. Hachiya. About the middle of May, the credentials were sent from 
Tokyo. • I know that the British Army entered Rangoon about 3rd May 1945. 
I know that the Japanese began to evacuate Rangoon about the encJ of 
April and finally evacuated• aoout 3otli April 1945. I do not know whether 
Subhas Chandra Bose left Rangoon on April 24, 1945. I have· no personal 
knowledge ·of what happened in· Rangoon ·between the middle of April and the 
time of the British entry into Rangoon. Mr. Hachiya left Rangoon _about the end 
of April'. The credentials were meant for Mr. Hachiya. They were to be transmitted 
to him wherever he was. I do not know to what place they were actually trans
mitted. I do not know where Mr. Hachiya went to after he left Rangoon. He 
did not return to Japan. He went to Bangkok. He remained there till the end 
of the war-up to the middle of August 1945. We received no communication from 
him from .Bangkok. 

Re-examination declined. 
Mr. Teruo Hachiya, Japanese Minister to the Provisional Government of Free 

India exami~ed by Defence Counsel, said: 
I reached Rangoon in March 1945· I there met the Foreign 

Minister of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind, Col. Chatterjee. 
I remained in Rangoon until the 24th of April 1945. · From Rangoon 
~ went to Bangkok. I think the Provisional Government of Azad Hind also moved 
to Bangkok at the time. I remained in Bangkok until I came here. I did not · 
bring any credentials when I first went to Rangoon. I called on the Foreign 
Minister of Azad Hind Government, on my arrival in Rangoon. I informed the 
Foreign Minister myself that I was the Minister of the Japanese Government. 
I did not take •credentials as I was not given any. I never received. any creden
tials. I received a telegram stating that credentials had been sent, but I did not 
receive them. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Prosecution Mr. Hachiya said : 
I did not . take any papers with me w~en I went to Rangoon. 

Nor did I take a letter from the Japanese Government addressed to anyone. I only 
went and told Col. Chatterjee that I had been appointed Minister.• I later saw Mr. 
Aiyer. I cannot remember exactly the date when I saw Col. Chatterjee, but it was 
two or three days after ~y arrival in Rangoon in Ma;ch 1945. I saw Mr. Aiyer two 
or thre6 day• before leavmg Rangoon. Col. ChatterJee came to my residence two or 
thre~ times .. I am not quite certa_in, but.I t~ink that I only saw. Mr. Aiyer once. 
I did no~ see Me. Subhas Chandra Bose m Rangoon. I wantea to see him. I was 
told that he would not see me because I ha <no credentials. It was Col. Chatterjee 

• • 
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who told me that. Four or five days after my arrival in Rangoon I sent a telegra·m 
to Tokyo asking for credentials. Before 1 left Rangoon I received a telegram flom the 
Japanese Government stating that they were sending credentials. I have not got th"e 
telegram. That was the only communication I received about that matter. • I 
received a telegram in Bangkok stating that the credentials had been sent. I do not 
remember when I received that telegram. I think it was about the en<l, of May or 
the beginning of June. I left Rangoo~ with my own people. We were a party of 
three. They were Mr. Kakitsubo and Mr. Ohta. Mr. Kakitsubo was the first 
Secretary and Mr. Ohta was an interpreter. I am not sure if the Japanese com
mercial firms started evacuating Rangoon from the 21st April, 1945. I do not think 
they left at that time. I think they left about the 2 3rd or 24th April r 945· I do not 
know when the Japanese army started to evacuate Rangoon. Before I left Rangoon 
I heard that the Headquarters were evacuating from Rangoon. That is all I know. 
I think that some part of the Japanese Headquarters had left. I am not sure about 
this. I was not directly concerned with rhe move of the Japanese troops. I did not. 
go to see them off. I met the Chief of Staff of the Japanese Headquarters on th!! 
24th April, I945· His name was Tanaka. I do not think Tanaka teft _aangoon 
before I did. • 

Re-examined by Counsel for pefence 
Mr. Hachiya said : I think that the Provisional Government of Free India 

moved f:om Rangoon to Bangkok because I met Mr. Chatterjee in Bangkok. 

Questioned by the Court 

Mr. Hachiya said: I know that the Provisional Government of Azad Hind 
moved to Bangkok. • . 

Major General Tadashi Katakura, examined by Defence Counsel 
through the interpreter, stated : In 1943 I knew the existenc(} of the 
Indian National Army. I knew of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. I 
met Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose in Rangoon in July I943· I planned the Imphal 
campaign on the orders of the Commander of the Southern Army, who was General 
Terouchi. In the Imphal battle the I.N.A. fought as an.army separate from the 
Japanese and they were fighting for their independence. The I.N.A. were allotted a 
separate operational role in the battle of Imphal under the control of the Japanese. 
I knew that the first Guerilla Regiment arrived in Rangoon in January 1944· 
I knew that Capt. Shah Nawaz, an accused whom I recognize, was its Commander. 
I think the reginent went to the front in February or March 1944· 

Witness explained to the Court with the aid of a diagram the role of the First 
Guerilla Regiment in the operations in 1944· 

Witness said : I am not sure but I think that there was a Liaisf>n Officer with 
Capt. Shah Nawaz's regiment. When there were no operations in progress the 
I.N.A. and the Japanese were independent. When an operation was in progress 
they came under the command oftheJapanese higher command. The arrangement 
was that whatever territory ~vas captured in India, it would be handed over to the 
I.N.A. It was to be controlled by the Provisional Government. All booty was to 
be handed over to the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. 

A proclam:tion was issued when the Japanese and I.N.A. entered 
Indion territory., There were two separate proclamations, one signed by Subhas 
Chandra Bose and the other signed by Lt.-General Kawabe. The Japanese pro
clamation said that they were to fight the British and not the Indilns arfd that 
whatever booty anG liberated territory they il.btai~ed they would be hande~ over to 
the Provisional Government. The proclamatiOn signed by Subhas Chandra Bose was 
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that they were fighting for Indian independence and that all -territory captured 
by the •J apanese would' lie handed over to the Indians. I am unable to produce 
tllese p~oclamations. 

• Cross examined by Counsel for Prosecution · 
Major-gen. Katakura said: I think the Imphal camp-aign was planned about 

January 1944. It began about March 1944. I was not there up to the end of the 
campaign. The strength of the Japanese Army in Burma in January I944 was· 
about 230,000: I think there were seven Divisions in Burma in January 1944. 
The strength of the I.N.A. in 1944 was at the most IO,ooo men .. All-told there 
were about three Divisions of I.N.A. at Imphal. I do not know the strength of 
the ·three Divisions. I think a Division in the I.N.A. comprised about seven to 
eight "thousand men, but I am not sure. I think there were more than I o,ooo 
men of the Indian National Army in the Imphal battle. Many came from Singa
pore and the original figure Io,ooo was increased. l think some came from India 
to join up; I do not know how many. I only heard about this. I.N.A. men 
started ~oming from Singapore about the month of January 1944. I do not know 
the names ofthe Regiments ofthe J.N:.A. which fought at Imphal. I think No. I, 

2 and 3 Gue;illa Regiments fought at lmphal. Besides -those three Regiments I · 

\
think there-were other small ltnits. I do not remember their names. I think that 
there were about I o,ooo men of the I.N .A. at the Imp hal battle in the first place, 
-~ut they were augmented from time to time. I do not remember about S.S. · 
· roup but I heard of Intelligence Group and Reinforcement Group. I have not 
, eatd of the Bahadur Group. Some I.N.A. personnel belonging to the Intelligence 
\Troup were attached to the Japanese, but I do not know how many. I do not

khow when the I.N.A. began to retreat from the the Imphal front, because I was. 
---nbt there .• I am not in a position to say to what numbers the I.N.A. were reduced as 

a re'Sult of the- Imphal campaign. The last stage of the Imphal campaign up to which ' . I .kn0w was ,about the 15th of April I944· The Japanese army has never used the 
I.N.A. 'as labourers. As far as I am aware the I.N.A. have not been used for making 
roads, rep·airing bridges, putting out jungle fires and- driv~ng bullock carts, carrying 
ration for "the Japanese troops. As far as I know, I know nothing about the condi
tions described'i:t:l the Ex. TT. As far as this document is concerned, I know nothing 
at all about it.•Tnose of the Indian prisoners whom the Japanese Army captured, and 
who wanted to join the I. N. A. were transferred to the I. N. A. but those _who 
refused to join the I. N. A. or did not want to join the I. N. A. were treated _as priso
ners of war by the Japanese. I have received a report that such things _as winni11g· 
over troops by shouting slogans in the front line were happening, but I do not know 
about it personally. All communications could have been sent without going through 
the Hikari Kikan. Officers of the I.N.A. broadcast from Rangoon. The Japanese 
authoritieJ never instructed the I.N.A. officers to broadcast. Japanese and l.N.A. 
saluted each othor. • 

The arrangement regarding handing over: booty to the Provisional Govern:nent 
of Azad Hind was, I think, made between the Southern Army and Mr. Subhas 
Chandra Bose but I am not sure. The orders came from Field Marshal Terauchi 
to General Kawabe .. I have s·een the order myself. T~e order~ is not available now. 
This order was dated sometime in the autumn of 1943. Such matters would be 
part of my duty: Before the proclamations were made I met_Subhas Chandra Bose 
and 1 saw Major-General Yamamoto, the head of the Hikari Kika11. I saw a trans
latio.n o~ Mr. Su~~as Chand~ a Bose:s proclamation <!nd I saw the Japanese procla-
mation m the ongmal., This was mJanuary "~944· · 

• • Re-examined by Defence Counsel, witness said: 
Capt. Shah Nawaz arrived at the Hakafalan line about the el1tl of March 1g44. 

_That Wi1.S a • part of the Imphal Ciimpai~. I knQw a plac~ called.· Palc:;l. A<;:cording 
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~ a report No. 2 Regiment of the I. N. A. was there in.April I944· I saw in a 
:port that the I. N. A. had crossed the border into India. I do not know a~ythins 
>out Capt. Shah N awaz being orderd to move anywhere in June I 944· Tpe duty 
:signed to Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan's regiment in the Hakafalan area was <tn 
11portant military duty. About April I944, the Japanese Government and Subhas 
hand~a Bose sent messages of congratulation to Capt. Shah Nawaz Kohan. It was 
1 congratulation of the I. N. A. having crossed into India. 

At this stage the court adjourned to meet on December I I, I945· 
The court reopened on December I I. 

Mr. S. A. Ayer, Propaganda Minister in Azad Hind Government examined by 
•efence Counsel, said: In December I940, I was in Bangkok. I remained there 
11til the Japanese declared war. On the I oth of December I left Bangbk and 
ied to get back to India via Burma. I did not succeed in doing so as the 
ontier had been closed two days before I reached there. I was in Bangkok in· 
me 1942. In the middle of June 1942, what was called a conference. of Indian.s 
·om all over East Asia was held in Bangkok. The following countries were iilcluded: 
'hailand (Siam), Burma, Malaya, Singapore, Indo-China, Java, ~umatra, 
hilippines, Shanghai and Japan. The rough estimate of the number of Indians 
t these countries was somewhere from about two and" a half millions to about three f 
1illions. I attended the conference as an observer. There was no other organization 
1 existence at that time connected with Indians. In July 1942 I joined th~ 
eadquarters of the Indian Independence League in East Asia which was establishe<{l 
1 Bangkok. The primary object of the Indian Independence League as far a.s 
understood at the time was to win the independence of India. The headquarters 
f the Indian Independence League at this time was in Bangkok. I was appointe<!.. 
) take charge of the Publicity Department of the headquarters of the Indian 
ndependence League in East Asia. I was in Bangkok doing that duty till the end 
£February 1943 when I left for Singapore arriving there on ::\larch 3· Iq Singapore 
met Mr. Rash Behari Bose who was President of the Indian Independenc<.' League 
nd he told me that he had decided to shift the headquarters of the Indian Indepen
.ence League from Bangkok to Singapore as early as possible. Arrangements were 
aken in hand and the shifting started some time in April 1g43· • 

I knew Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose earlier. Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose 
.rrrived in Singapore on July 2, 1943· On the 4th, a conference of delegates 
epresenting Indians all over East Asia was held in Singapore. At that conference 
.ir. Rash Behari Bose formally handed the presidentship of the Indian Independence 
-eague in East Asia to Netaji. When Mr. Rash Behari Bose told the delegates and 
he audience that he had brought them a present from Tokyo, namely, Netaji 
lubhas Chandra Bose, and that he was handing over the presidentship of the 
ndian Independence League to Netaji Subhas Chandra BosG, there was an 
•utburst of frenzied cheering. He was accepted by the delegates. In the cour&e 
f his address to the delegates Netaji made a rather important announceme~t, 
amely, that he intended to establish a Provisional Government of Fre.e Ind1a 
a early as possible. That was received with very enthusiastic cheering from 
11 parts of the House. • 

On October 2 I, I943• another conference of delegates representing Indian 
ndependence l!eagues in East Asia was held in Singapore. Netaji Subhas 
:!handra Bose, after the General Secretary had read out a report of 
he progress of the Indian Independence L.e~gue's branches throughout East ~sia, 
mnounced the establishment of the ProvlSlonal Government ofe Azaci Hmd. 
fhis announcelllent was received by tpe delegates and .by all present in ~he 
1a1l with a tremendous outburst of applcmse and cheenng. After .announcmg 
;he names of. the members of this Government Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose 
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.himself took the oath of allegiance to India._ After . that the other members 
of thit Government t9ok their oath of allegiance to India and to Netaji 

Subhas Chandra Bose.. The entire ·proceedings were punctuated with outbursts 
(l[ chet:ring and shouting of "Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose ke jai", and "Arzi 
Hukumat-e-Azad Hind kijai". 
, . · After lhe est~blishment of the .. Provisional Government, the Pr~visional 

·Government declared war on. Britain and America. My office in the Pro• 
visional Government was as Minister of Publicity and Propaganda. The 

· 'Provisional Government used the machinery of the Indian Independence League 
as its. own executive. 

To the best of my recollection this (Ex. FFFF) is the proclamation by 
Subhas Chandra Bose. The list of Ministers is correct. The formation of the 
Prov!sional Government was welcomed by Indians in Ma:laya as giving the 

. Indl.an Independence movement a different .status in the eyes of the world 
· and with the Indian National Army the Indians in Malaya felt· that apart 
.from the tight for India's indep_endence they had absolute feeling of security. 
The Il[ovisional Government through. the League provided for education on 
national lines to Indians, and. relief, medical and otherwise, was provided for 
by the· Government through the · machinery· of the League. The Government 
gave directions to the Intl.ian· National Army to give protection to Indian 

\ nationals wherever and whenever it might be needed, particularly against any 
i lawless elements anywhere. 
/ As a matter of course, the Indian Independence League branches in Malaya 
'!Set - about getting the signatures of the members of the Indian Independence 
J..eague to an oath of allegiance to the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. 

-- .. · The , number of persons who took the oath of allegiance up to the month of 
june.1944 amounts to 232,562. 

\Th~ Provisional Government collected donations from Indians throughout 
.East A~.a. · They were collected by the. headquarters of the Indian Independence 
League i~ast Asia, namely, in.Singapore for a start. In Burma the Provisional 

·Government'opened a National Bank of Azad Hind. The funds of the Provisional 
Government. were ba~ed with this bank. The donations were in cash as well as. 
in kind: By kind I mean that it generally included clothing material and very 
often foodstuffs, metal-ware and · anything that could be of use to the Indian 
National Army._ ' 

It shows a· total collection of 5,343,946 dollars and 18 cents. Articles of 
gold, jewellery and silverware were donated to the Indian Independence movement 
fund to the approximate value of 86, 3 IO dollars. The dollar exchange was over a 
rupee before the outbreak of war. The National Bank of Azad Hind was established 
in Rangoon in April 1944. I know a "lllan called Dina Nath. He was one of 
the Directors ot the Bank. I was the Chairman of the Bank. 

Subhas ·Bose took over the command of the I.N.A. when he assumed the 
presidentship of the Indian Independence League and later on he became the 
Supreme Commander of; the Azad Hind Fauj. In a general way I as Minister of 
Information knew of the way in which recruitme!lt ':"as going on for the I.N.A. 
The recruitment. waS" -absolutely voluntary. We had always surplus volunteers 

: whom· we could not train or arm. In Singapore, there was ~ school for training 
·civil ·administrators. It was: established in two or three months of Subhas Bose's 
·arrival in Singapore. . . 

. · · eThe ~lations between tne Japanese Government and Azad Hind government 
were as between two allies having dealings ·on a footing of equality. The Provisional 
G.overpl'l1ent had inoved to Rangoon about a rriorith earlier than 1 moved. 
-~-----·- ·- ... - _.-:·-··--. ~----- ---- ~-- --- /- .... ~ - ·- - -- . -- ---- ··- -
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I have personal knowledge at least of two or three mstances in which the 
Azad Hind Government maintained its complete independence. In the •month 
of March 1944 there was a conference between Netaji Subhas Chandra B9se and 
the Japanese. I was present at the Conference. It was in connection with tlre 
appointment of a War Co-operation Council in connection with the operations to 
be carried out on Indian soil. The Japanese suggested that the Cha:ir10an of that 
War Go-operation Council had better be a Japanese and adduced a lot of 
arguments in favour of the1r suggestion. But Netaji resisted that suggestion and 
gave his own reasons why he could not accept that suggestion. The Japanese said 
that it would be much better to have as a Japanese Chairman for practical con
venience but Netaji said that as a matter of principle he could not accept that sug
gestion. He added that he would not accept anything that he knew very well 
would not be acceptable to the people of India. So as a matter of principle, to 
maintain India's integrity, sovereignty and complete independence he could not 
agree to the appointment of a Japanese Chairman to the war Co-operation Council· 
the members of which will be both Japanese and Indians. He made J:he counter 
suggestion that the Chairman had better be an Indian: otherwise let the Ililembers 
of the Council, both Japanese and Indian, meet on a footing of eq-u.ality•without 
a chairman, so that absolute equality would be maintained. To the best of my 
recollection no Japanese chairman was appointed. • { 

As another instance, there was another conference where I was also present 
The Japanese said that they would have been glad to receive advance intimatio 
of the appointment of a Minister of Supply and Minister of Manpower of th , 
Provisional Government before these appointments were actually made. Thei,r 
reason was that these two new ministries and their work might directly or irl
directly affect the Japanese war effort. But Netaji maintained that the appoint
ment of these ministers was a purely internal affair of his and he wouJd •or course 
not mind informing them as a matter of courtesy after the appointments had been 
made. He maintained that attitude till the end. 

Another instance which came to my knowledge in the course of my official 
duties was where Netaji made it clear in a scheme drawn up for the administration 
of liberated areas that no Japanese firms would be allowed to move into the 
liberated areas, at any rate, for the time being. No cother bank•but the Azad 
Hind Bank was to be allowed to function in the liberated areas. 

There were four broadcasting stations attached to the Azad Hind Government. 
As Minister of Publicity and Propaganda I was responsible for the functioning of 
these stations. There was no outside control. 

There were civilian volunteers in very large numbers for the I.N.A. from 
Malaya and comparatively smaller numbers from Burma and proportionate num
bers from other parts of East Asia. 

I heard about the famine in Bengal. Netaji Subhas ChandJ. Bose offered 
a hundred thousand tons of rice for relief of the famine in Bengal. It was not 
accepted. 

Cross-examined by Prosecution Counsel 
• 

Mr. S. A. Ayer said: Till the 10th of December 1940 I was a press corres-
pondent. I was ~resent in the Bangkok Conference in June 1942 as a spectator. 
I do roughly remember the resolutions that were passed there. I am not aware 
that the Japanes.e ever made a formal clarification of the attitude of Japan towards 
India. The fact that a Council of Action was appointed was announced by the 
Bangkok Conference. I am not aware of the proceedings of the Coun~H of !\.ction. 
I was in Bangkok. in December 1942. :Bangkok was the h.eadquart~rs of th.e 
Indian Independence League. I was not aware of the proceedmgs of die Council 
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of A~tion bdcause Rash Behari Bose had gone to Singap6fe a:i tha'f t~me. The 
headqllarters of the· Ir1dian Independence League Was interested in the Council 
of Acti~n~ I got no'i:>fficial reports from Singapore. Th~e President wa~ in touc_h 
with the headquarters of the Indian Independence League for the carrymg cin i)f 
its normal functions to enable it to continue its functions. There were rio formal 
communicati,pns between the council of action at Singapore and Bangkok, - becauie
the President and members of the council of action wen; all of them in Singapore 
at .that time.: I have no official knowledge of the proce~dings -resulting ' in the _ 
resignation of all the members of the council of action except Rash Be~ari Bose. 

I do remember that some resolution concerning the properties 'of India~s 
in these territories, who had left East Asia, was passed, I do· know, for instance, 
in Burma that the properties of absentee Indians were han~ed over to the absentee 
Indians Property Association and that association was looking after the interests •of 
those absentee Indians. It was in charge of an Indian-I do not know the -details 
'of it. The association was working under the direction of the Indian Independence 
teague. Tll.e Indians in Burma appointed this association. ' · . ' . . . . 

I was appointed to take charge of the publicity department in July 1942. 
My exact duties as a, minister of the Provisional Government _were to give 
publicity to the activities of th~ Provisional Government and the Indian National 
Army and to carry on propaganda directed to the people in India through the 
short-wave radio, to arrange public meetings with the help of the machinery· of the 
Indian Independence League, and generally to do the publicity and propaganda 

- activities of the provisional government. 
The Indians in Malaya and then in Burma agreed to donate a certain percen~ 

tage of t~eir property to the Provisional Government. -This proportion varied. 
At a very late stage Karim Gani also became a member of the Netaji Fund Com
mittee in Burma-between january and April 1945· Karim Gani was not in control 
of the coHection of funds earlier than January 1 945· There was no charge against 
him of extorting money, that I am aware of. He was not arrested, but he was- kept 
in detention under the orders of Subhas Chandra Bose. I am not aware of the 
reasons. There was an inquiry held as to his activities in connection, first of all, 
with the celebration, in • regard to the collection ot materials for Netaji's birthday. 
I am not aware of any specific charge against Karim Gani. They appealed to the 
public to collect cloth for the army-to give at least one yard of cloth per Indian. 
They wished that every man should do this, but there was no question of compelling 
each Indian to do so. 

I am not aware of the ·details of the raising of the Indian National Army. 
I know that the army was raised voluntarily, from a number of speeches which 
Subhas Chandra Bose made, concerning the raising of the army, and addressing the 
army itself. ~Stfar as I know, no compulsion was used at all. I am not aware of 
any compulsion being used. I remember having seen this pamphlet; ·our struggle 
Exhibit AAAAA) after I went to Singapore. This was after March 1943, when. I 
came to Singapore. 

I was in Bangkok. I did not read that pamphl~ in detail; I just glanced at it. 
Iaam not personally aware of any atrocities of any nature committed on Indians 'to 
join the Indian National Army. I categorically denY. that I am aware of any 
atrocities committed on Indians to compel them to join the LN.~. after December 
1942. I am not personally aware of the Japanese hav.ing taken ;;my part in the 
formation ofthe I.N.A. · · . 

'the jlpanese recognized the Provisional Governmen~ of Azad Hind. The 
recognitio~t was publicly announced by 1\lietaji Subhas Chandra Jilose himself .. The 
Gazette of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind published the official declaration . 
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The indian Independence League had various departments which were in the 
charge of Secretaries-there were Secretaries of Departments and whateveP policy 
was laid down by the Provisional Government was put into actual execution 11y 
the Secretary with his staff in the League. By policy I mean any decisiofl tak~n 
by the Provisional Government, which was immediately communicated to the 
Secretaries of the Departments concerned by the Minister and they put into 
execution. • 

The broadcasts were not controlled by the Japanese. Officers of the I. N. A. 
were not made to broadcast, but they voluntarily offered to broadcast. I deny 
that f. N. A. officers were made to broadcast on plans laid down by the Japanese. 

. The offer to send rice to Bengal wa~ made through the Radio to the people 
of India for information and to the British authorities in India, so that they 
could consider the offer. This broadcast was, I believe, made either in July 
or August 1943. The offer was made by broadcast from Singapore. The rice 
was to be sent from any Port in Burma, I believe. I could not tell you whether 
it was said on the Radio that the ric~ was to be sent from any Pott in Burma, 
but I remember that it could be sent from any Port in Burma if~ British 
authorities in India could vouchsafe safe conduct. The people of• Burma were 
not starving for want of rice. • 

Re-examined by Defence Counsel 
Mr. S. A. Ayer said : General Tojo arrived in Singapore in July 1943 and 

met Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose. 
Lt.-Col. A.D. Log,anadan, Azad Hind Government's administrator of 

the Andamans, examined by Defence Counsel, said : On the 15th February 1942 
I was in Singapore and was in charge of No. 19 Indian General ijospital. I 
surrendered along with the others. The usual casualties used to .pour into the 
hospital even after the surrender. About 50 per cent were battle casualties and the 
other 50 per cent were the usual medical cases. As part of my duties I visited 
the various parts of Neesoon camp. The Neesoon camp was built for 2,ooo men but 
there were about 12,000 men there huddled together. There were four hospitals 
in Neesoon camp originally. They served the whole of the prisoners in Neesoon 
camp. About September 1942, I became a member of tht I.N.A., -I attended the 
conference at. Bangkok. There were all told about r 10 delegates from all over 
the Far East-Burma, Philippines, Hongkong, Sumatra, Java, the Celebes, Borneo, 
Shanghai, Canton and Indo-China. Sixty or 70 resolutions were passed. The 
chief thing was for all the Indians to organize themselves, especially the civilians, 
to have branches all over the Far East so that all the Indians might be brought 
together under one. organization to enable them to have security and safety of life 
and property and for their general welfare. One of the resolutions was to raise 
an army and that anything done by this movement should be in 0 conformity with 
the Indian National Congress activities. 

There was a crisis in the I.N.A. in December 1942. I know Captain Mohan 
Singh. When I joined the I.N.A. he was G. 0. C. The relations between Capt. 
Mohan Singh and Rash Beh~ri Bose were not very happy. Rash Behari Bose having 
lived so long with the Japanese was inclined to be guided and controlled by them. 
Wh;reas Mohan Singh said he felt that the Japanese should be dealt with a firmer 
hand than what ltash Behari would be able to do. The I.N.A. was a branch of the 
Indian Independence League. As Mohan Singh was not very happy with Rash 
Behari Bose, he 'took a lot of responsibility on his own shoulders in dealing with 
the Japanese. At the time of the crisis !o.fohan Singh used to task 10me of 
the officer~ to m~et him in his bungalo~. I was ~ne of them. Mohan Singh 
explained to us that the Bangkok conference resolutwns had not st> far been 
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ratified by the . Japanese. His· demarid .that the l.N.A. should be recognized 
as an • allied army ~had not · been forthcoming. There were a : few. 
· • . 'A.,. A. Co~panies . which the Japanese were using for. defence purpose~, :;tt 

wllich he protested strongly because he thought they should not be under the J ~pa:nese 
control but should be handed over to him. They did not· hand over these A.-..A.' 
batteries till Subhas,Chandra Bose came .. The japanese had arranged for a· ship to 
transfer some I.N.A. troops to Burma. Members of the Council objected to the :troops 
being sent without their knowledge because _any action regarding the I.N.A, ·m~st be. 
with' the consent of the League. Mohan Singh told us that it was impossible to car~y . 
on in these circumstances and that he was going to dissolve the Iridiiui National· 
Army. Mohan Singh, was arrested and. taken away under the orders ofRashJ~ehari 
Bose. The Indian National Army was then dissolved under. 'Mohan Singh!s 
instructions. He had issued an order of the day saying that.in case he .was arrested 
action should be given to the instructions which he had left under a sealed' cover. 
. The members of the Council at this time were Mr. Raghiwan, K. P. K. Menon, 
General Mol:!an Singh and Col. Gilani. The president was Rash Behari Bose. · 

Affer D~cember 1942 I was in Bidadari, the headquarters of the I.N.A: I was 
in charge of the Medical Department. I knew Subhas Chariara Bose. ) met him 
when · he . arrived in Singapore. That ·was on July 1943· I ·was present 
when the provisional Government of Azad Hind was formed. I was one of the ·cabinet' 
Ministers. I was also Director of Medical Services, I.N.A. lri NoV-ember 1943 
Subhas Chandra Bose went to Tokyo. In the beginning of 1944, the Provisional 
Government moved to Rangoon. 

At the Far Eastern Asiatic Conference, the Andamans and'Nicobar Islands were 
ceded to the. Provisional Government. On February . 1944 I went to Port 
Blair. After I had been there 2 or 3 weeks we had a ceremony; at ·the Indian 
Independence" League headquarters -at Port Blair. The Rear-Admiral in charge as 
well as the.Army Commander there, one Major General, attended the· function· and 
the Andanians and Nicobar Islands were handed over to.me as Chief Commissioner. 
Subhas Chandra Bose appointed me as Chief Commissioner. He was at that time the 
head of the Provisional Government. I was instructed tO take five persons with me 
when I wen~ fr.om Sin~apore. Major Alvi was my next senior. Lieut. Sobha 
Singh and Lieut. Mohammed Iqbal accompanied me with their sento-typi~t, one 
Mr. Srinivasan. That was my staff. When I reached Port Blair there was a civil 
administrationfunctioning. Major Alvi was in c}large of the Education Depart
ment in the Andamani. Lieut. Sobha· Singh was in charge of revenue and finance 
and Lt. Iqbal was in charge of police. With the help of the local administration I 
began to administer these islands. I aqministered the islands . as long as I was 
there, that is until September 1944, when I reutrned to Singapore. In Novemper 
1944 I submitted a report of my administration to Subhas Chandra Bose. ·Netaji 
Subhas Chandfa Bo~e wanted me to go to Rangoon to give him the report person
ally a?d to ~ccompany him to Tokyo where he was.going, so that I may represent 
any difficulties to the Foreign Office there. As I was too ill at that time apd con
fi~ed to bed I coul~ not go. When Subh_as Chandra Bose returned from Tokyo to 
Smgapore I gave him the report. • · 

Major Alvi was appointed officiating Chief Commissionec in my absence. 
During my administration the islands were renamed Shahib (Andamans) and 
Swaraj (Nicobars). · • 

The I.N.A. was purely voluntary. As far as I am aware no coercive method8 
were w~ed in.-ecruiting. lam aware as member of the Provisional Government that 
we declared war on Britian and America. The I.N.A. was , a source of great 
scrength tG the civilian population. WFlen I surrendered myseff at Rangoon, far 
about a fortnight we took charge of the whole Rangoon area and maintained law 
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and order. That was the instruction left behind by Netaji. When the Japanese 
invaded nearly IO,ooo Indians were murdered and to preTent such a calamity we 
were chargeJ with the responsibility of saving };fe and property of all the civilian~, 
be they Chinese, Burmese or Indians. Both in Malaya and in Burma civiliabs wel'e 
recruited for the I.N.A. 

Cross-exmained by counsel for prosecution 

Lt.-Col. Loganadan said: My authority for the statement that the Andamans 
and Nicobar islands were ceded to the Proviswnal,. Government of Azad Hind is 
a broadcast from Tokyo. I cannot remember the exact wording of the broadcast. 

Q: I put it to you that the Andamans and Nicobars were never ceded by 
the Japanese to the Provisional Government of Free India. 

A : I would not have gone there if they had not been ceded. 
Q: I put it to you that all they did was to promise to give them 

after the war was over. 
A: No. 

• 
• • 

Q: I put it to you that they said that for the duration • of the war 
they would only transfer such departments as di~ not interfere with the defence 
of the islands. 

A : That is true. 
Q: I put it to you that the only department which was completely 

handed over to you was the Education Department. 
A : The only department which I took over was the Education Department. 
Q: Did you refuse to take over the other departments ? • 
A : If the Police Department was not handed over to me I was not 

prepared to take over the other departments. 
Q: The Police Department was not in fact handed over ? 
A: Up to the time I left the Police Department was not handed over. 
Q: I put it to you that the other departments were. also not h'\nded over. 
A : I refused to take over the other departments. It was not correct · 

that the Japanese took all children of full age to their own Nippongo school. 
They had a Nippongo school where they had a few students. This had nothing 
to do with our education department at all. I used to submit a monthly 
report to the head of the state. I sent my report through the Japanese because 
there was no other communication. I had no arrangements for my own com
munications. I sent my reports sealed and asked them to send them on to 
the Head of the state. In one case the Japanese sent me m~ report with 
the request that I should change it in one or two places because there were 
one or two points which might be dangerous if it got into enemy hands. 
I asked for a radio set and they said they would get me one. There was 
a great shortage and the Japanese said they could not find one immediately. 

When I was sent by• Subhas Chandra Bose to the Andaman and Nicobar 
islands, a letter of authority was given to me. The original letter given by 
the Japanese Fo,eign Office to the head of the state, Subhas Chandra Bose, 
was handed over to me to be taken with me to the Andamans and kept 
in my file in the· Andamans. I was the Chief Commissioner of the Andamans. 
The Governor was to be app:Jinted after taking over all the depa1rtm11f1ts. 

·· Judge Adv~ate : Do you agree @r not agree that the powe~s given to 
y~m were th<?se in para 3 of the annexure to Exhib!t 5E ? 
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A : It is a fact, _as far· as that letter is concerned, that my instructions 

were s!!ch, but my omtention is i:his that these .instructions were governed 
b)' the letter given· to ·me by Subhas Chandra~ Bose (Exhibit 5D) because 
(&:hibit" .)D) gives me wider powers. 

Cro§ls-'examined by Counsel for Pr.osecution 

Verbal instruc.tions were given to me before I went to the Andmans 
by Subhas Chandra Bose as to what I was to ,do there. The instructions were 
that, consistent with the local difficulties, I should as soon as possible take over. 
the whole ofthe islands. That was all. I made reports to Subhas Chandra Bose 
once a month. Refreshing my m7mory from my diary, which I used to keep 
at the time, I· can state that the date of the taking-over ceremony of t.he 
Andamans was the 2rst March 1944. 

From time to time. the Civil Administrator and myself wouid discuss t4e 
f'easibility oftaking over the departments one by one. I was asked to. take over 
atl the depattments excepting the Police Department and my position was that 
without \he Police Department I was not prepared to take any other department. 

Just before my departure from the Andamans in September, an offer was 
made to hand over departmentfl to me. As soon as I received a. telegram from 
Netaji to see him r~suspended any action I wanted to take. The object of the 
administrative and consultative committees was that the civilian elders could take 
part in the administrat'ion.' These were in existence before my time. 
. With regard to tll.e investigation of spying, the Japanese had their own police. 

They did not object to our association but they would not completely give over 
the investigation to us. We were not satisfied with the investigation which they 
were carrying out. We could investigate on our own but they would not let us 
do that. One of my officers was attaclfed to _the Police Department and he was 
allowed to ,take part in the investigations to a limited extent but not investigate on 
his oWn. 

With regard to the sentence " This is the .only department which more or less 
has been handed over to us" the words "more or less" mean that for defence pur
poses the Japanese woulil take over one or two schools without much notice. That 
is the intention of the words "more or less", to say that we were not complete masters 
of all the details.· I would not necessarily have·· written this if I had not asked for a 
department to be handed over. I should not say that there is a grievance in those 
words. · 

With regard to the statement that "a few of them are said to have died of illness 
developed while under trial" it means that they died under torture while in police 
custody. That was what I meant to convey. I could not put that in such simple 
terms, because, a~ I said, my letters were being scrutinised. I wanted the report to 
reach the other end: so I had to couch the terms and convey the meaning at the 
same time. Up to that· time, as I have said, I had received no communication 
except the two cables. . If I wrote something which was unpalatable to the Japanese 
in one of my letters, they would either suppress it or ask me to alter it. When I 
was in the Andamans, gross atrocities were committed ~y the J apa·nese in spying 
cases. I was aware of that, but I was unable to remedy the matter. I wanted to 
let the Head of the state know that every report was being scrutinise@. by the Japanese 
authorities. I came to 1 know of it unofficially -not in writing. By the words 
"Japanese methods" in my report, I mean gross atrocities. 

As. rega.ds the self-sufficiency programme, I went to the· villages and· gave 
lectures. Apart from running the schools .and the self-sufficiency • programme, my.,. 
administration comprised nothing else. Education Department consisted of runnin~ 
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the schools. That is all. There were about 30 or 33 schools. We had our own 
funds for running these schools. • • 

The funds for running the schools were issued by the Japanese to me as a loan: 
The sums were not repaid by the time I left. I have not worked out how· much 
this sum would come to per month. I never knew what it cost to run these 
schools. Teachers were there and they continued to work; if a vacancy arose 
I filled it. The Police Department, though it was not under me, I was working 
at it. As I told before, I could not investigate independently and completely, 
so I was interested in every case of spying and with the help of my staff I used to 
get as much information as possible about these cases and then I used to represent 
my point of view to the higher authorities. Iqbal was the Chief Justice of civil 
cases and he used to show me all the work that he was doing there. Iqbal's work 
referred to decisions in civil cases. There was no other court for civil cases. He 
passed decrees. 

Except for domestic purposes, the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. 
incurred no expenses with regard to the administration of these islands. Domestic 
expenses were only being accounted for as Rs. s,ooo in exhibit ~1M.MM:.\f .. 
Other than the loans received from the Japanese, there was no other exrknditure 
by the Provisional Government of Azad Hind for the period in wnich I was in 
the administration of the Andaman and Nicobar Isla.nds. 

I had suggested on Page 2 of the document that 5 or 6 lakhs of Indian 
currency would be required. The Sherikan said that in the interests of defence 
measures it was not advisable to send that in an open letter. Because I had 
mentioned 5 or 6 lakhs he said that would give an indication of what was 
happening in the country that is if the amount of money were to be known to the 
enemy. The contents of that paragraph were never transmitted by letter but I 
told the Head of the State about it when I met him. • 

On reopening of the Court on December I 2, the cross-examination of 
Lt.-Col. Loganadan was continued: 

Lt.-Col. Loganadan said: I mentioned that Iqbal was trying civil cases in the 
Andamans. He used to deal with small cases concerning loans of money and 
money not paid 4ack and m0rtgages on buildings and family disputes, more 
or less social. When I went to the Andaman Islands, the Japanese had a 
Supply Department. That continued after my arriv<!l. The ~elf-sufficiency 
programme was carried out under the instructions of the Japanese Supply 
Department. 

·My intention in saying in the report marked NNNNN 'that they are getting to 
know the Japanese officers better and it is hoped that greater trust would' be 
the result' was that in this particular spy case Lt. Iqbal was investigating he 
was not very happy about it and the Japanese were not very happy about our 
interfering. There was not lack of trust in every case between the Japanese 
and ourselves. This was only in reference to police cases. I l;ft the Andaman 
Islands because of a message I received at the end of September from :Mr. 
Subhas Chandra Bose. He called me in order to make a personal report about 
the progress I had made during my stay in the Andamans. Alvi was appointed 
officiating commissioner in the:: Andamans during my absence. I suppose that 
I held the post of Chief ~ommissioner when I left to report to Netaji, because 
I was going there to report in that capacity. I went to Singapore from 
the Andamans. i was askedto go to Rangoon but I went to Singapore because 
J. was ill and could not go to Rangoon. When I was in Singapore I did not 
receive reports· from the Andamans. I was not in touch with the happenings 
in the Andamans after I left the Islands. • 

Before my departure from the Andamans I did not tell the Vice-~dmiral 
and Civil Administrator that l was gOing to recommend the witQdrawal of 
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the -:t>rovisionai Governllient frorri the. Islands. I did not send arl.y /"telegram 
· myself to Netaji Sublias Chandra Bose after my arrival in Singapore recommending 
1he withdrawal of the Provisional Government from the Andaman ·and Nicobar 
Josland;. · ' 

A copy of the telegram was sent to me by Col. Bhonsle after the telegram:had 
been despat:.&hed. I did not quite approve of the wordings of the telegram. The 
'L' in the entry refers to myself, and the 'A' to the Andamans. Col. Bhonsle· sent the 
telegram and afterwads he sent me a copy of the telegram. I did not think it w·as 
worthwhile taking . steps to correct the false impression created by a -telegram 
which had already been sent. · 

Q: I put it to you that the method of recruitment in the Indian N atiohal 
Army ihduded bribery ? · 

A: Not to my knowledge. 
Q: Taking refractory persons to concentration camps? 
A: Not to my knowledge. · ·· 
Q: A1id that special methods we're adopted, e.g., 'beating, taking individu~ls 

througi,. manholes, into sewers and making them stand until they volunteered and 
other forms f>f torture? • · 

A:· Not to my knowledze. Witness continued: A case or' gross brutality was 
reported to me and I referred the matter to A.Q. for investigation. I heard there was 
a: Court of Enquiry. I have no knowledge of patients being admitted to hospital 

.suffering from severe injuries through being beaten. This was the only ·case report
ed to me on which I had taken action. My work was to supervise the--hospital. 
I was not in charge of the cas~s but I went rciund inspecting the patients as ·part 'of 
my duty. 

Th~ Administrative Committee was called the Executive Committee, whi~h 
existed ·for two or three days. After two or three days General Bhons1e 
was appointed Director of Military Bureau arid Zaman Kiani was appointed Army 
Commander. I was appointed as the D.M.S. and so the organisation star-ted 
with specific officers appointed. At that time my appointment was known as 
Deputy Director of Medical Services. When the Director _of Military Bureau 
started his work, I was appointed Chief Administrator. That was about April 1943· 
I occupied tflat position. until I went to the F.ar.J.~-;ast. This was about the end 
of August I943· 

From the 24th April 1945 for about a fortnight we garrisoned the whol~ of 
Rangoon town~ I saw Subhas Chandra Bose before his departure from Rangoon 
and wished him good-bye. I am not quite sure he was due to leave on the 2 3rd 
but left on the 24th or 25th. I was appointed General Officer Commanding, 
Burma Oommand, to come into effect after his departure. I do not know whether 
the Jap_ariese commercial firms started to. evacuate Rangoon aboutthe 21st April. 
Th'er~ was qufte a lot of movement of troops about the 2 3rd April, but I do not 
know when the Japanese finally evacuated Rangoon. I cannot say whether the 
Japanese guard abandoned the Rangoon jail on the 30th April, but I know that 
they did abandon it. I do not know of a Proclamation ·made by the Burma Army 
on the rst May I945· By my statement that the l.ij'.A. took charge of law and ~ 
order in Rangoon for about a fortnight, I mean the period between the departure 
of Subhas Chandra Bose and the entry of the British troops into Rangoon. · 

Mr. Dina Nath, a former timber merchant of Rangoon, was•the eighth witness. 
In his examination in-chief witness said: 

I am tilware of the Indian Independence League. I was ·a member 'of 
the In.dian Independence League, Rangoon branch, I know of the formation 
of the Pr~visional Government of Azad• Hind. There was the •Azad Hind Bank • 
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The Chairman of the Board of Directors was Mr. s.A. Iyer. Mr. S.M. :Basb{r 
was a director. Mr. H.R. Betai was another director. Mr. A. F. "-1:adha, 
Col. Alagappan and myself were also directors. Contributions were made 'to 
the Provisional Government of Free India in Malaya. There was what ~as 
known as the Netaji Funds Committee organised in Rangoon. The object of 
the Committee was to collect funds from the public as contribut.ions towards 
the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. The collections in Burma were 
banked with the Azad Hind Bank, as also with the Finance Department of 
the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. The donations used to be in cash 
as well as in kind. The funds of the bank were drawn upon from time to 
time for purposes of the Provisional Government. In Burma the contributions 
in cash and kind were over I 5 crores. I do not know exactly about Malaya 
but the contributions there were approximately 5 crores. These amounts are in 
rupees. The rupee was considered equivalent to the Japanese yen. Private 
individuals also banked with the Azad Hind Bank. The total amount at the 
Rangoon Branch used to be between 30 to 40 lakhs. The bank. continued .to 
function from April rg44 up to the middle of May I945· After the o~cupation 
of Rangoon by British forces, the bank was sealed up by the Bfitislf military 
authorities. The amount to the credit of the I.N.A. at that time was 35 lakhs. 

I know an estate in Burma called Ziawadi. It had an area of about 
50 square miles. At first it was administered by the Manager of the Ziawadi 
grant. Thereafter it was handed over to the Provisional Government of Azad 
Hind and their representative was administering it then. This representative 
was appointed by the Revenue Ministry of the Azad Hind Government. There 
was one big sugar factory on the estate. The population was about I5,ooo, 
mainly consisting of Indians. The produce was all handed over to the Provi
sional Government to be utilised by them in the manner they th~mgtt best. 

There were branches of the Indian Independence League all. over East 
Asia. The activities of the Indian Independence League, so far as I personally 
know of them, are these. They worked as an executive body to carry out 
the instructions of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. Each branch had 
various Departments dealing with various activities. For fXample, it)lad a Finance 
Department, a Recruiting Department, a Training Department, Propaganda Depart
ment, ·welfare Department, A.R.P. Section, Women's Section and Boy Scouts Section. 
The League branches looked after the interests of the Indians and one of 
the main functions in this respect was to look after the absentee Indian's 
properties, provide relief to the suffering people, to do A.R.P. service and each 
branch had also opened schools for the education of children. 

As far as I am aware, the I.N.A. looked after the property and life of the 
Indian civilians living in Burma. They also saved the Indians from the hands 
of the Japanese military police who, at the slightest possible information, used to 
arrest the Indians as British spies or on other espionage charges. 

Cross-examined by prosecution counsel 
Mr. Dina Nath said : • The I.N.A. looked after the property of Indians. If 

the Japanese Govt. or the Military wanted to requisition anybody's property and 
it was brought t<\ the notice of the I.N.A., they always approached the authorities 
and saved it. I was a member of the Netaji Fund Committee and a member of 
the Supply Board. This was a Board set up to purchase materials for the I.N.A. 
It was set up in April I 944· Mr. A. Habib was the chairman of tbis Board. Its 
members were Mr. Khanna, Mr. H.R. Betai, Mr. A.R. Nizami, :M:'r. R~ghavan, 
the Finance Min~ter, Mr. Das, the Gene~l Secretary of the Indian I11dependence 
League, Col. Sahgal and Mr. Sarkar. They made purchases of cloth for the army 
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t;om the local merchants. I took an oath of allegiance as a member of the 
·: ilndian Independence :League in June 1 944· Apart from 'being a director of the 
!.~Azad flind Bank, I had nothing else to do with the Provisional Government. 
·· '!'his Bank was registered in Rangoon like any other public bank. There were 
: shareholders in the bank. The capital of the bank was 50 lakhs. The bank 
~':paid interest on money deposit; They also paid interest on the moneys deposited 
:zby the Provisional· Government of Free India. The bank acted as bankers to 

the Provisional Government just as it acted for its other constituents. 
I _have some personal knowledge of the donations in Malaya. These donations . 

or the means available through these donations were discussed at the meetings of 
the Supply Board. The money deposited by the Provisional Government was .in 

· the name of the Finance Minister. It always remained in that name. The I.N.A. 
had a separate • account. It remained in that name until the end .• Tpe account 

. ·was op~ned as soon as the bank· opened, that is, in April I944· All the money was 

. · in Japanese occupancy notes. There were ·also British currency notes and British 
· .wins. Thoce were about 50 to 6o thousand rupees in British currency notes. 
·r· Public ~eposits used to be about 3o.to 40 .Jakhs. The money in the name of the 

Finance Minoister varied considerably. It used to be anything from about 15 lakhs 
to even one,crore. A monthly allotment used to be made by the Finance Minister 
and it used to be about ro to go lakhs per month. The highest deposit I remember 
in the name of the Finance Minister was somewhere about r,25,ooooo rupees. The 
highest deposit I remember in regard to the I.N.A: was about 30 lakhs. Certain 1 

r~mittances of donations from districts used to be sent directly to the Finance 
.. Department. Some they put . directly in the bank; some they utilised for their 
.·:n'eeds. When I say that funds were• drawn upon from time to time for the 
,purposes of the Provisional Government of Free India, I S<:tY that from the entries 

·:in the bo~ks. I do not know for what. particular purpose the money was used. 
The account was in the mime of the Finance l\'finister and the cheques were dra'Yn 
by him. .In Burma the donations were over 15 crores. I say this because I was 
~member of the Netaji Fund Committee which was keeping records about these 
matters. The amount of 15 crores was collected between January 1944 and the 
end of April 1945. I was .in Rangoon r, when the British entered Rangoon. I 

. remained thQre until th~ rst of June whtj:ri I was arrested and brought over to 

. india. ,When the bank was sealed up after the British entered Rangoon, there 
was a credit of 35 lakhs belonging to the Indian National Army. All the money 

. that was in the name of the Finance Minister was put in in the account of the 
I.N.A. I have no exact idea of the amount. After the British occupation we 

,:had a meeting of the Directors in which we reviewed the situation about the bank 
'«and it was there that the figures were put forward; and about 35 lakhs were in 

the credit of the I.N,A. That was about the 7th or 8th of May I945· I myself 
did not see the books before the bank was sealed. The statement of accounts was 
produced by lhe Manager which I saw. It was not up to the date of my seeing 
it, but it was up to the 4th or 5th of May, or something like that. The bank was 
sealed on the 19th of May, 1945· Even after the date it was sealed there were 
some moneys deposited, but l.am not very sure about it. In a verbal conversation, 
the Manager said that with regard .to the 'I.N.A. people he was still. accepting 
money because they had no other place to keep it. What I mean is that the I.N.A. 
individual soldiers used to deposit money. I do not know whether 20 lakhs were 
drawn out from the account of the I.N.A. on the 14th of May I945· After that 
meeting we had authorized the Manager to issue notices to the ,depositors and to 
pay out w.!:wever came forward. I do not know who was authorized to draw on 
the I.Nt.A. a~count after Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose left Rangoon. 

I h<tve not seen any document regarding the Ziawadi Bstate. .This estate 
belonged to a man named Mr. Parma Nand. I am not sure whether he was 
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the manager or the owner. 1 think Ziawadi Sugar Company is a part or'the: 
Ziawadi Sugar Estate. I do not know personally who• were the own<!rs of the 
Ziawadi Estate. It was handed over to the representative of the Pr.ovisiooal 
Government of Azad Hind by Mr. Parma Nand. At a public meeting• at 
which Netaji spoke and appealed for funds, .Mr. Parma Nand came up and 
announced : "I formally hand over the estate to the Provisional Government • 
of Free India today." This gentleman was Minister of Supplies. I am not 
sure whether he was Minister of Supplies at that time or not, but he was 
Minister of Supplies at some time. He did not continue to administer the 
estate. It was a representative of the Provisional Government of Free India 
who administered after that. The factories there were also run under the 
control of the I.N.A. The Finance Department got the proceeds credited in 
the Bank. I do not know what happened to this estate afterwards. 

When I mentioned recruiting, I meant recruiting for the I.N.A. By propaganda 
I mean propaganda for the Provisional Government of Free India and I.N.A. 
When I mentioned protection, I meant protection against air attaclts and helping 
the victims. When I mentioned the Women's Section, I meant an organisation of 
women who gave their support to the movement and used to C@llect funds for 
the movement and enlist women for the Rani of Jhansi Regiment. The main 
job of Boy Scouts used to be welfare work during air~raids and other periods. 

Re-examination was declined 

~fr. Shiv Singh, the ninth defence witness, was then examined by Defence 
Counsel. He said :-I was a member of the Indian National Army and I am now 
also. I came to Burma in August 1942. I know of a territory called Ziawadi. 
I lived there from August 1943 to April 1945· I was sent there to open a training 
camp and I was in charge of it. After that I was given various otlle/small jobs. 
The Indian population of that area was approximately 15,ooo. B~sides the training 
camp, a poultry farm was opened there for the I.N.A., and at that ·place t!lere 
was a Base Hospital of the I.N.A. Also there was a Convalescent Home. There 
was also a Home for the Disabled. At that place there was a Sugar Factory and 
there was also a big office of the bod.y called "Azad Hind Dal". The object of the:: 
Azad HindfDal was to administer the areas conquered by our army and also those 
areas which were under our government. I refer to the Provisional Government 
of Azad Hind. Lieut. Vittal Rao was in charge of the Azad Hind Dal and ~fr. 
B. Ghosh was in charge of the Public Works Department. Neither the Japanese 
nor the Burmese had anything to do with this area. Many times there were 
misunderstanding with the Burmese and Japanese Governments and our Provisional 
Government removed them. General Chatterji had been appointd Governor Desig
nate of the liberated areas. His headquarters was at Ziawadi. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for the Prosecution ° 
Mr. Shiv Singh said : In 1941 I was in the 5/2nd Punjab Regiment. I took 

part in the fight against the Japanese. I was captured near Ipoh in January 1942. 
After the formation of the Indian National Army and the Provisional Government, 
I volunteered to fight for tfly Government. This was in August 1942. I deny 
that I volunteered to fight the British shortly afterwards. I broadcast what the 
treatment of the Japanese was to me after I was captured. I did it of my own free 
will. It was for the benefit of the many troops that had been left by the British in 
the jungles so t-hat these troops may be able to get together. I deny that I broad
cast asking Indian soldiers to come over and fight on the side of Jhe Japanese .• 

I first spoke to Mohan Singh in March 1942. I met him in Singapore. I 
lived for four or~ve days in a house next"to his. After my capture at.Ipoh I was 
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sent to Kuala Lumpur after some days. From there i went to Saigon. . i di·d 
not know why the Japanese took me there. In Saigon I was. taken to· Col. Saito. 
I • was told about the aims of the Japanese. He did n()t ask me to join arty 
<;trJilY t<1 fight against the British. I did not meet Major Fujiwara at Saigon. 

I heard about the I.N.A.. at Bidadari. . I did not persuade any people _to 
join the I.N.A.-at Bidadari. I was not persuaded by any one to join the I.N.A. 
In the camp tn which I lived there were no lectures. I was there for nearly two 
months. I never heard any lectures. I went to Bangkok for the Bangkok 
Ooqference at the instance of the LN.A. ·Headquarters .. The Bangkok Conference 
was held in June 1942. At that time the Azad Hind Fauj had not been organised. 
I recorded one lecture by General Mohan Singh. I returned from Bangkok to', 
Singapore. I went to Rangoon in September 1942. A special party was sent 
under Col. Gill and I was also in it. I had joined the I.N.A. but I was not 
prepared to work till I was satisfied that the Japanese Government recognised 
our Azad Hind Fouj and the Proyisional Government. I was told to proceed to 
Arakan and to reconnoitre and to return and make a report. I did not hear at 
that time of~ crisis ·in th!'>.LN.A. in December 1942, but I heard about it· some 
time aft&-wards. I did not attempt to escape to India in December 1942. I was 
afterwards set'lt to Mingaladon Camp. -Here there were other men of the I.N.A. 

·I was arrested in the beginning of 1943 by the Japanese. I did 'not know 
why they arrested me but the. ~hole party belonging to Col. Gilt was arrested. 
I was under arrest for _nearly one month. After that I was released. I was then 
sent to a camp of the I.N.A. I joined the I.N.A. from the .tim~ the Japanes~ _ 
recognised the I.N.A. and the Provisional Government. ·That was in September 
1943. I was in the I.N.A. before also but I did not start work till September 
1943. I went to the Arakan in October 1942. At that time none of the I.N.A. 
men took :eart in any operations:- At the time when I• was sent to Arakan, the 
I.N.A. or tbe Provisional Government had not declared war against the British or the 
Americans. I went as a member of Col. Gill's party to Arakan and at that time 
it was not the purpose of this party to fight the British. 

I was a lieutenant in the ~.N.A. in 1944· In August 1943 I was sent to 
Ziawadi to open a Training G_amp for the I.N.A. I know Sen Gupta, not Thakin 
Sen Gupta. I met Sen Gup.ta in October 1944. I did not express a wish to him 
to escape to II!Clia. I hadeno contact with the Burmese Guerilla soldiers, but I knew 
about them. I was not at Pegu in Fe,bruary 1945· I did some work which was 
useful to _the I.N.A. and to the Provisional Government. I will give full details of 
that when I am tried by a Court Martial. I deny that I supplied information to the 
British at the end of 1944 or the beginning of 1945· I know Capt. Brown. He was 
once captured by the LN.A. troops and I saw him after that. I never saw him 
before his capture. I did not tell Capt. Brown, but there was a Burman whom I 
contacted. I did a trick to save the Ziawadi Estate, the LN.A., and the Provisional 
Government. I.told the Burman that we had hospitals in Ziawadi and there were 
no fighting troops, and that we did not have any ,Pefensive ·position in Ziawadi. 
This was for the purpose of saving this area from bombardment and guerilla attacks~ 
I deny that I was paid one thousand rupees for giving this information.· 

Ziawadi Estate belonged to an Indian. Our Government took possession of the _ 
estate because that Indian was not there. Parma Nand \tas the manager of the estate 
and the Sugar Factory. I know of the arrangements made by the Government after 
t'aking possession of the estate. In that estate there is a palace and. I saw the palace 
and the Raja is still alive in India. I know that there had been an agreement 
between the Japanese Government and our Government that our Government 
was to be the master of all that property which belonged to other owners who were 
not pres~nt. - -ziawadi is in Burma. In June. I 944 the Japanese were in occupation 
ofBurma. • • 
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Re-examined by Defence Counsel, Mr. Shiv Singh said : When i saw Coi. 

Saito, he told me that Japan was fighting for the freeDom of the "''J:tole of 
East Asia in which ln9ia was also included. 

At this stage the Court adjourned to meet on December I g, I 945· 

Court Proceedin~s on December 13 
Mr. B.N. Nanda, Commonwealth Relations Depa:rtment of •the Govern

ment of India, in his examination in chief said : From my official records I find 
that befQre the outbreak of the Japanese war the Indian population in Burma 
was I ,o 17,825, in Malaya it was approximately 8 lakhs, in Thailand 55,000, 
in Indo-China it was 6,ooo, in Hong Kong 4,745, in the Dutch East Indies 
about 27,ooo, in French Indo-China about.6,ooo and in Japan about goo. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Prosecution 
He said : In accordance with official records only 54 Indians remained 

in Japan after the outbreak of the Japanese war. I have no statistics which' 
would give the number of Indians who left these countries after l!he outbrea-k 
of the Japanese war. : 

Lt.-Col. E. K. Esquire, A.A.G. Headquarters, Jumna Area, being duly sworn 
in is examined bz: Counsel for the Defence. • 

I am A.A.G. Headquarters, Jumna Area. I \vas asked by the defence in 
this case to procure documents from overseas. In response to this request the 
Convening Authority took steps to procure certain documents from the Government 
of Japan. I produce letter No. C. z. 49, dated October 26, 1945 from 
the General Headquarters, United States Armed Forces, Pacific, which forwards 
a reply from the Japanese Government concerning these documents, together 
with four annexures A, B, C and D, which have already been handed over 
to th~ Court. 

These are annexures to the letter which I have produced. (Witness is 
shown SSSS, TTTT, UUUU, VVVV, which are identified.) 

I also produce certain radio transcripts which have been received from the 
Monitoring Section, General Headquarters, India. • 

(Note by the Oourt-Counsel for the Prosecution i~timates that he admits the 
fact that this transcript was taken by the Simla Monitoring Section, G. H. Q., 
and that it purported to be a broadcast by the B.B.C. General Forces Broadcast 
and by Berlin Radio, and that it was duly taken in ihe course of official duties 
by a public servant and he does not deny the authenticity of the source which is 
General Eisenhower and the Berlin Radio). Radio broadcasts are read, marked 
5S, signed by the President, and attached to the proceedings. 

Capt. R. M. lrshad, examined by Counsel for the Defence, said: My Indian 
Army Regiment was the 5th Battalion 2nd Punjab Regiment. I w!ts in Singapore 
at the time of the British surrender. I was present at the meeting at Farrar Park 
on the 17th of February 1942. On the r6th evening our Commanding Officer 
received orders that the British Officers would be separated frcm the Indian 
ranks and the Indian officers.as well as the Indian ranks would march to Farrar 
Park on the 17th morning. Accordingly we marched under the command of Capt. 
Balwant Singh and arrived there at about 9 a. m. When we arrived there, we· 
discovered that there were quite a number of other units already collected there. 
There were no arrangements for our reception and we pitched on the first available 
spot and put our soldiers there. In the afternoon orders were passed that we 
should collect in front of the Farrar Park Stadium. We collected !here .... all the 
officers and India~ ranks that were present. The officers were told to come out in 
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• the front which we did.. When the parade was ready, we saw a British officer, the 
rank of a Lieut.-Colond-later J•learnt that his name was Col. Hunt from Malaya 
Comm~nd Headquarters came in front of the· microphone which was fixed there 
a.l'\a called the pa~ade to attention. Along with hJm was a Japanese officer, whose 
name I later learnt to be Major Fujiwara of the Japanese- Imperial forces. Col. 
Hunt brought us to attention and he addressed us. He told us•that the British and 
Indian forces in Singapore had surnmdered to· the Japanese Imperial Army and 
-we were all prisoners. He said that on behalf of the Crown he was h~nding us over 
to Major Fujiwara, the Japanese representative, and he also told us, "From now ,o_n 
you belong to the Japanese A>rm)' and yoti will have to obey their orders as you have 
been obeying our orders.',' When he finished his speech, Col. Hunt ~anded a few 
papers over to Major Fujiwara and then Major Fujiwara addressed us on the micro
phone. He spoke to us in Japanese which was translated into Engl!sh by a Japanese 
officer and sub,equently translated in Hindustani by another Indian officer: The pur
port of the speech wa~ that the Japanese. Army had defeateq the Allied Army in 
l\4alaya and Singapore and the Japanese Armies were pushing forward to Burma. 
Then he~plained to us the reasons for the war. He explained to us the meaning of 
'co-prosperity.sphere', and what the Japanese intentions were in the Far East. He 
told us that the Japanese wanted all the Nations in East Asia to be free and inde
pendent. Then he explained the attitude of the Japa~ese towards India. He said 
that the co-prosperity sphere in the Far East could not be safe without an indepen
dent India and the Japa:qese wanted to see India free. He said thaf the Japanese 
had no other intentions towards India except to see the Indians free, and he said 
that the Japanese Government was willing to afford every help and co-operation, to 
Indians for the achievement of this goal. Further· on he addressed· us and said 
"you are Indians and you should also work for the independence of your country. 
We do not•consider you to be prison~rs of war. . As far as we are concerned, you 
are'free, and; as such, I hand- you over to Capt. Mohan Singh", and he indicated 
an officer standing next to him, "and you will obey his orders as you would if 
you were under our charge." 

.After this speech Capt. Mohan Singh, the officer who was standing next to 
Major Fujiwara·, spoke to us for a few minutes. He. told us that in the Malaya 
campaign th~ Indian Army had not been given a chance to fight because the 
campaign was short. l\iloreover there were no •supporting arms and aeroplanes 
to help the infantry and accordingly for those reasons Malaya had been ·lost and 
the prestige of the Indian Army was low. Then he said, " As a matter of fact, 
the Indian Army: has been Jet down. " He went on," Now is .the time for the 
Indians to fight for their independence .. So far India had been lacking in 
armed_ force of its pwn, but here is the chance of raising an armed force to fight 
for India's liberation." He told us that his intentions were to raise an Indian 
National Army ~om amongst the prisoners of wa~ collected there. When and · if 
this Army was raised, it would fight shoulder _to shoulder with the Japanese 
who had promised full support for India's independence, and this Army would. 
do its best to' liberate India. That was th~ purport of his speech. His speech 
was ac~nowledged with loud <;beers by the crowd. The crowd consisted of many 
units of the Indian Army-prisoners of war- and I sll.ould say the strength was 
about forty-five to fifty thrmsand. · • · 

. I joined the Indian National Army at approximately the eftd of July 1942• 
I know Capt. Shah Nawaz, Capt. P. K. Sahgal, and Lt. G. S. Dhillon, whom 
I recognize as. accused .before the court. Capt. Sahg~l joined the' I. N. A. in 
August. i94<Je My reasons for joining the Indian National Army were many. 
I admit that it .was a difficult question to decide whether I should join the 
Jnqian National Army or not1 qe~!lYSe • th~re wer~ ~any factors which l had .. 
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to consider. It was a momentous decision. Uptil that time I was not greatly • 
interested in politics or the political welfare of India b'ecause I was etlucated 
that way, and moreover when I joined the Indian Army in I 936 I felt that. politics 
were not encouraged in the Indian Army and hence I stayed away. But w~n 
the question of I. N. A. arose and we had to rlecide whether we should join it or 
not, I had to think deep, but it was such a big question that I could not make 
a decision myself. I had to obtain advice from brother officers, but I could 
not ask advice from officers whom I did not know. It was a question which had. 
to be discussed, and all the pros and cons had to be gone through. I remember 
sometimes in the beginning of July I942, when we were being asked whether we 
were going to volunteer for the I. N. A. or not. I was staying at Mount Pleasant, 
Singapore, where Capt. Mohan Singh had his headquarters. I know Capt. 
Sahgal for the last I 2 or 1 3 years ; we were in the College together and we were 
friends there. I felt that if I had a discussion with him along with a few other 
officers, we may come to some decision regarding volunteering for the I. N. A. 
So in the beginning of July, he and two or three other officers came to IVY bungalo,w 
at Mount Pleasant and we went through this question of joining the. I. N. A. 
We discussed all the pros and cons and we unanimously decided tqat u\lder the 
circumstances we all owed our allegiance to our country. 

We also felt and agreed upon that so far <!oncerning our career in the 
Indian Army there had been distinctions between the British Officers and 
the Indian commissioned officers. The Indian commissioned officers had not 
been treated as well as our English comrades or brother officers. We also 
felt that if the senior officers present in Singapore or in Malaya did not 
join the Indian National Army it was quite possible that the Japanese would 
exploit the Indian prisoners-of-war, because then the Indian prisoners-of
war would be split up into small groups. Some people would jC!in •and some 
would not and the Japanese would take advantage of that and enrol people 
amongst the prisoners-of-war who would be willing to do any service for 
them. We felt that that would be a disgrace to the Indians. We agreed that 
if the senior officers joined the I.N.A. and formed a strong party and organised 
the I.N.A. as a regular army and fought the Japanese on every point r~
garding the army, we would have a far stronger posi.tion with .the Japanese 
than otherwise. We also felt that if we created an army of our own 
we may be able to establish a certain amount of standing with the Japanese 
and by doing so we may be able to stop the Japanese from committing any 
atrocities on the Indians in Malaya. VVe had seen what the Japanese were 
doing to the Chinese and Anglo-Indians and the Malayans. They were not 
treating them very well. Certain atrocities had been commited on the 
Chinese and also on the Eurasian community and we thought that if the 
Indians refused to join the Indian National Army it was quite possible 
that the whole of the Indian community in Singapore or in Malaya might suffer. 

.But then arose the question that if we did join the Indian National A:my 
what would be the reaction of our people in India? Would they cons1der 
us to be traitors for helping to Japanese because we knew that the Cong.ress 
in India-> had declared its .If hostile to the Japanese, and doubts crept mto 
our minds whether the Congress would accept our reasonings and arguments. 
But on that point we felt that if the Congress understood the circumst~nces 
then, and if we· could show to the people of India that the Indian NatiOnal 
Army was an army officered by Indians and not mere stooges of the J apan:se 
and this army" was specially recruited for the sole cause of lib~rating. In~ha, 
then there was a possibility that the Congress and the people uf I nd.a m1~ht 
be able to undejstand our point of view. These are the main factors which 
governed QlU thoughts and rea.l!Qpin~s at tha~ thnt; ?:nd we decided tlht it would 
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~ b~ better·_ for us under these 
'l.N.A.• 

-
circumstances. to join or to 

• 

volunteer for the 

· !.was in the first I.N.A. H.Q. then, as General 'Staff Officer in G. Branch. 
'!1le fir.st I.N.A. was dissolved ~n De-cember 1942. The I.N.A. had been raised 
aftei.o the Bangkok r:esolutions were forwarded for ratification to· the Japanese 
Government-, We hoped that the ratification would come quickly, but as days passed 
by, Capt. Mohan Singh, who was then the G. 0. C. of the Indian National· Army, ' 

'felt that the Japanese were delaying the ratification of the Bangkok resolutions and. 
he asked the Japanese liaison body, which was attached to us, called the Iwa Kuru 
Kikan, to expedite the ratification of the resolutions. They- were not very clear in 
their replies. They tried to delay it as much as possible. I was present. _Capt. 
Mohan-Singh kept his headquarters informed,of all the correspondence and the argu
ments whicfi··he was having with the Japanese. Capt. Mohan Singh noticed that the 
J 3;p~u€se were,. not playing the game, and he said that if the Japanese so persisted in 
•their: attitude he WOJ.llQ dissolve the Indian National Army. We all agreed with him, 
because we k!lt that unless and until there was a clear understanding between the 
l.N.A. ~and the Japanese we would not continue in the Indian National Army. 

Besides• there was another main point of dissension between the Japanese and 
Capt. Mohan Singh. At theFarrar Park meeting the Japanese had handed over all 
the Indian prisoners-of-war to. Capt. Mohan Singh. Until that time the members of 
the I. N. A. as well as those prisoners-of-war who had not joined the I.N.A. were 
under the command of Capt. Mohan Singh. · Bu1: in December the Japanese want
ed to take those people away from Capt. Mohan Singh who had not joined the 
I.N.A. Capt. Mohan Singh felt that the J apa:hese were not keeping to their word 
ftnd he refused to part with the prisoners-of-war. . 

Capt. Mohan Singh had given us orders that if and when he was arrested, 
which was _very likely, the 'I.N.A. should automatically dissolve, and I think 
in the last week of December Capt. Mohan Singh was arrested and qt the 
same time and on the same day the I. N. A. was dissolved. · 

I knew Rash / Behari Bose. He was President of the Council of 
Action at that time. The Council of Action was the Governing 
Body of th; Indian Independence League, East Asia .. Rash Behari Bose 
agreed with the senior officers to a certain extent but he said that we must not 
hurry. He said that the Indian National Army did not· belong to an. individual, 
and by that he meant Capt. Mohan Singh. It was an army of the Indians in East 
Asia and the Indians in East Asia were represented by the Indian Independence 
League. Therefore ·Capt. Mohan Singh had no right to dissolve the Indian 
National Army and as such the I.N.A. could not be C:Iissolved. But we, senior. offi
cers, agreed with Capt. Mohan Singh and told Mr. Rash Behari Bose. that since 

· Capt. Mohan -Singh was arrested, we would not continue in the Indian National 
Arrny. • 

The relations between Capt. Mohan Singh and Rash Behari Bose were not too 
cordial. Mr. Rash Behari Bose ordered the arrest of Capt. Mohan Singh. He him
self arrived at the Headquarters of the I.N.A. and coll.cted the s~nior officers there 
and read out an order, signed by himself, ordering the arrest of Capt. Mohan Singh. 
I was as present. Most of the members of the Council of Action had resigned by 
then. Before their resignation, the following were members of the ·Cou-ncil of Action. 
Mr. Rash Behari Bose was the President, Capt. Moh'an Singh, Lieut.-Col. Gillani, 
Mr. Raghavan and Mr. Menon were the members. · 

~or a T>eriod of two to three weeks after the dissolution of the' first I.N.A. the 
members of the I.N.A. considered themselves as prisoners-of-war. But the Japanese 
refused to•take us back as prisone~s-of-war, They said that we had given you your 
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freedom and since you have not committed any acts against the State we cannot take / 
you back into arrest. They said this was our own question and we have to • decide 1 

among ourselves, but as far as we are concerned, the I.N.A. is not broken. The;e 
were ;nany meetings between the senior officers and Mr. Rash Behari Bose -~nd 'at 
times Col. I wa Kuru was also present. I was also present at most of the meeting!) and 
we had further discussions then. We told Mr. Rash Behari Bose as well~~ .Col. Iwa 
Kuru .the reasons for dissolving the I.N.A. We told them that we were not satisfied 
with the treatment meted out to us by the Japanese. We wanted ratificationofthe1 
Bangkok resolutions. Once we even refused to accept the pay which was being given· 
to us. We told Mr. Rash B:::hari Bose that we were no longer in the I.N.A. and there
fore we refused to accept any pay. But then Mr. Rash Behari Bose told us that you 
may accept it because this is my personal money. It has nothing to do with th.e I.N.A. 
or the Indian Independence League. Eventually after all these discussic~1s the senior 
officers decided that the Indian National Army should be continued l].ut with -~ few 
amendments. It was not to be one man's show thereafter. It was_.cledded that tTie·re. 
should be two headquarters, one called the Directorate of Military Bureju and th$! 
other Indian National Army Headquarters, and under two separate officers .• It was 
also decided that the recruitment for the second Indian National Arm.y shbuld be 
entirely voluntary. Every member of the previous I.N.A. should be once again 
asked whether he would like to continue in the second> Indian National Army. If 
there were any non-volunteers they were permitted to stay out. 

I was first in charge of th@ training in G Branch in the second Indian 
National Army and then later on I became G (I), i.e., head of G. Branch. There 
was the G. S. Branch, A Branch, Q Branch and Medical Branch and a small 
establishment branch. The various branches fulfilled the same functions as similaJ 
branches in the Indian Army. 

• I am not aware of any coercive methods used in the raising of t.he first and 
second Indian National Army. Capt. Shah Nawaz was present at the discussions 
with 'Col. Iwa Kuru. He said that Capt. Shah Nawaz like the rest of us was very 
suspicious of the Japanese intentions. During a conference with Rash Behari Bose 
and Col. Iwa Kuru, the officers used to ask questions and explain their attitude. 
Capt. Shah Nawaz demanded in this conference that Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose 
should be brought from Tokyo to lead the movement. • Subhas Chandra Bose 
arrived in Singapore on the 2nd of July I943· The Provisional Government of 
Free India was formed on October 2 I, I 94 3· Subhas Bose became the head of the 
State and assumed command of the I.N.A. in August. At Neesoon barracks he 
told the officers and other ranks of the I.N.A. that he was assuming command of 
the I.N.A. He further said that if there were any unwilling personnel in the I.N.A. 
they were at liberty to withdraw, because he said he did not want any unwilling 
men remaining in an army under his command. 

Early in I 944, the Provisional Government moved to Rangoon.• By February 
I 944 the Headquarters of No. I Division, to which I belonged, had arrived also 
in Rangoon and some other Units of the same Division had also arrived there by 
that time. ·whilst I was still G.-I of that division, in that capacity, I came across a 
document which was sent to us by the Supreme Headquarters ofthe I.N.A. It was 
drawn up by the Japanese M!litary authorities in Burma. It was called "Un
derstanding between the Japanese Imperial Army, I.N.A. and the B.D.A." The 
document was in the Headquarters of No. 1 Division at Rangoon then. I saw 
the document last in March I 944 at Rangoon. The document was not acted 
upon. 

I knew the Azad Hind Dal. It was an organisation to recr~ anq train 
persons for the purpose of administering the liberated areas in India. Training 
was ~iven in Sin~<!pore as wc;:U as in Ranioon, ln March-April I944, l weQt ~Q 
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the front and the I.N.A. was fighting in the lmphal theatre. Certain areas had 
~een li~erated there, and I learnt from my Divisional Commander that ·those areas 

were to be administered by the Provisional Government of Azad Hind, and the 
Azad .H\.nd Dal was meant for tha,t purpose. ·When ·the I. N. A. entered Indian 
tet~tory, there was a proclamation issued by the Head of the State,. Netaji Subhas 

• Chaikl.ra Bose, and also by the Japanese officer commanding· the forces in Burma. 
I saw 1th~urrient before I went to the front line, and in that was a pro<;:lama
tion bY both the Head of the State as well as the- Japanese co~mander rega~ding 

\he administration in liberated areas. In that ' the commander mentwned. 
that the administration in the liberated areas would be carried out under the head. ' 
·of the State of the Provisional ~overnment of Azad Hind. 

· ~w' 1\janipur area from personal kno~ledge~ I was still G.I. of No. I 
Division. ~April· I came away from Manipl!r area. to command a regiment _in 

.. Mandai~; b inJuly I was again appointed G.-I. of No. I Division, which W"as 
. ~~ting in Imphal theatre; ·and then as G.-I ofr that division, I came 

across ofljs::1'al docu~s about the administration carried out on the Manipur 
Artint." -Kt th~ time when operations were being carried on in Manipur area, the 

·' administ;ation of the liberated areas was being carried out by Major M. Z. Kiani, 
No. r Division Commander. ·· There were also units of Azad Hind Dal at Moreh, 
and thesi units came under the orders of No. I. Division Commander. In my 
official capaci'ty as G.-I, I received reports from Vish~upore area, which was 
commanded by Capt. S.A. Malik, who came under the command of No. I Division 
Commander, about the administration carried out· by him and by units of the 
Azad Hind Dal in Vishnupore sector. At that time we had from Moreh onwards 
to Paler in the Kohima Divisionl about I,5oo sq. miles. 

The Japanese started evacuating Rangoon on April 23, 1945· Netaji 
Subhas Cltandra · Bose left Rangoon on April 24, I945· I remained behind~ 
Just the day"before Nataji Subhas Chandra Bose left, he called me and Col. 

· Loganadan to his bungalow. Major.M. Z. Kiani was also present there as also 
· a few other officers. He told us that the Japanese were evacuating Rangoon very 
. shortly and he would also be leaving Rangoon too. Due to lack of transport, 
·he could not take many officers or other ranks with him apd therefore he wanted 
only a few senior officers to go with him and the rest of" the troops of the I.N.A. 
in Rangoon wrn be left behind. He appointed Col. Loganadan as G.O.C. Burma 
Command to be in eharge of the I. N. A. troops. He appointed me as Chief of 
Staff to Gen. Loganadan. Subhas Bose told us that he was leaving behind 
this contingent of the I.N.A. for the sole purpose. of looking. after the Indian 
civilians in Rangoon, and he ordered us that the main duty of this force was to 
take over control till such time as the Allied troops arrived in Rangoon. Then he 
ordered us to surrender as prisoners-of-war to the allied representatives. As 
soon as we received his orders, I, being the Chief of Staff, assumed control of 
looking after and-issuing orders regarding our future role. At that juncture the 
Japanese had withdrawn most of their tro9ps from Rangoon. There were .. no 
B_u~mes~lroops at all. There was the B.D.<\. but the B.D.A. troops were either in 
h1dmg or away from Rangoon. The only armed force which was left in Rangoon 
was about s,ooo to 6,ooo troops of the I.N.A. These ~ooo to 6,ooo troops were 
camped in various localities of Rangoon town - some jn. the suburbs and some 
actually inside the town itself. I took over the control of all these I.N.A. army camps 
and drafted out a plan for patrolling, policing and 'doing guard duties by this 
contingent of the I.N.A. in the localities where the Indians were re~iding. 

By the 25th, Rangoon town had been completely evacuated by th~ Japanes and 
there W<IS no•police or any administration working in Rangoon at that time. 
There was .an acting ?rime Minister o) the Burmese Government in Rangoon 
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then, but the Burmese Government did not have any police force. So I called on I 
the .acting Prime Minister and explained to him the work which was. being/ 
earned out by the I. N. A. I told him that for the time being our main cons:em , 
was the welfare of the Indian civilians in Rangoon. I told him that if he wll'hted vs ~ 
to patrol and look after the peace and security of the whole town and the :mbu·fbs 
we would do so. He agreed and the following day he sent his chief £{jlice o&c~r # 

to see p1e. He and I discussed the various aspects and it was agree th<V the 
small police force which that polic'e officer possessed along with the troops o'f th:_; 
I. N. A. would carry out their night patrolling of Rangoon town as well a~ 
maintain sentries at the local points. When the Japanese left they threw the 
rice godowns as well as various provision godowns open to the public and there 
was a danger that there would be civil disturbances in Rangoon over these p~isiort 
stores. So we put our sentries on duty on the godowns and informed ~urmese 
G~vernment about it. I also attended a meeti.og of the Burmes Cabi_tlet and 
explained the work which was being done by the I. N. A. and o the ~0.. 
in which we were co-operating with the little police for ne Burmans. W.... 
worked on this plan and gradually we controlled the whole area of R"an~On a1-:rt:l. • 
after that there were no disturbances. About the 25th or 26th I learnt lhat the ~ 
Central Jail where the British prisoners-of-war were housed had been "left open by 
the Japanese when they had left. I immediately wen.t there and made contact with 
the senior most British pfisoner-of-war officer there. That happened to be Wing
Commander L. Hudson of the Royal Australian Air Force. I spoke to him and 
explained the whole situation. I told him what the I. N. A. was doing and what 
the intentions of the I. N. A. were. I told him that as he was the senior most 
Officer present there of the Allied forces I placed myself under his command and 
that I was willing to surrender the I. N. A. to him. But he told me to continue 
we work which I was doing. He said that he had about a thousand ~ritish and 
Indian prisoners of war in the jail and they would all stay there inside. the jail, but 
I was to report to him every morning for orders ; otherwise he did not interfere 
with the work which was being carried out by the I. N. A. At the same time round 
about that date an officer of the B. D. A. (Burma Defence Army) came to see me. 
At that time the B. D. A. was allied with the British forces and was hostile 
to the Japanese. This B. D. A. Officer asked me about the intentions of the 
I. N. A. contingent in Rangoon. I told him what our• intentions \\'ere, that ~e 
were there to help the then Burmese Government to restore peace and order m 
Rangoon town and that if and when the British forces arrived I would ~e 
ready to hand over to them all the I. N. A. personnel as prisoners-of-war. This 
B. D. A. Officer told me that it was the intention of the B. D. A. to come and 
take charge of the Rangoon town. He said that the B. D. A. Officers were in con~act 
with Allied forces and they were working on a general plan. I took him to WII?g
Commander Hudson to whom this B. D. A. Officer explained the plan which 
the B. D. A. was following. But Wing-Commander Hudson did ~t believe what 
this officer was telling him. He asked for a written authority from the British forces 
under which the B. D. A. was acting. This B. D. A. Officer was tlun~ble 
to produce that authority. So, Wing-Commander Hudson ordered me to contm~e 
the work which the I. Nit A. was performing at that time.. He told . th1s 
B. D. A. Officer that unless and until the B. D. A. produced a wntten authonty or 
an order from the Allied· Commander he would not accept the B.D.A., and in the 
meantime if the B.D.A: in any way harmed the troops of the I.N.A., Wing Com
mander would hold that B.D.A. officer personally responsible. So we continued 
our wzrk and we· could not say what the intentions of the Allied forces were. ~he 
Japanese had evacuated the town for nearly five or six days. We w¥re expectmg 
the Allied forces to come any moment. But in spite of Rangoon being fnore or 
less an open town~ Allied planes were still "coming over, bombing and ~trafing. I 
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tCikl Wing-Commander Hudson that by th:is.bombing and stz:afing the poor civilians 
'we~e ~ffering; and he .tol? me · t~at in the :circumstances there was .no rpethod by 

· 4AI~h we could commumcate with the Alhed Commander. · I had a small trans
mittel'o.which I handed over to him and I told him to utilise that and send messages 
a\ross,. but unfortunately Wing-Commander Hudsf?n did no~ know the . waye-lengths 
t'm)'p.1ch to send the messages. We had a contingent of the I.A.N. at Mmgaladon 
abo1 fQ IIIHes north ofRangoon. . 

\ 
WitO:ess produced a document (T.TTTT) which was issued under my' instruc-

tiol)S but signed by Col. K. L. Saleem. 
Capt. R. M. Irshad continued : On or about May 3, I learnt that the 

Ca Commander at Mingaladon had· signalled dqwn a British ·aeroplane. I 
-dire that officer to take th<l:t British Air Force Officer. to Wing:Commander 
Hudsori. nsequently, l was· informed by Wing-Commander Hudson that on 

• .• ~~- an ll-out offe. nsiv~ was .planne~ against Rangoon·· by,,Allie~. fo;ces_; 
··~,oon town s to be subjected to bombmg, strafing and shellmg. · Wmg-Gom
'·~~udson a so nformed nie that he had taken action· on.this information. 
~nad;; sent an officer of the I.N.A. down the Rangoon river accompanied by, this 

Air Fort:e Officer who had been signalled down, to the British Fleet waiting outside 
to tell the Al,ied Commander that Rangoon was an open town. I now produce a 
document (marked 5 U)'whidt was sent to me· by Wing-Commander Hudson. on 
May 3· I identify his signature. I had official correspondence with him. I 'also 
produce a letter (marked sU) which I received from Wing-Commander. Hudson on 
May 3· On May 4 I received informatio.n that the· Allied troops, had 
landed. on the Rangoon river. I then reported to the Officer Commanding who had 
come to Rangoon. He was Brigadier Lauder commanding the 26th Indian Infantry 
Brigade. I recognize the document (marked sW) which I received from Brigadier 
Lauder p~rsonally. It was about the 1 Ith of May 1945. I reported to Brigadier 
Lauder and· €xplained to him what work the I.N .A. had been doing, and what the 
strength ofthe I.N.A. was. I told him that we "Yere ready to surrender: as priso
ners of war.- For the time being he ordered me to collect all arms and equipment 
and send them to his Headquarters and to confine all ran,ks ofthe I.N.A . .in their 
camps. Next day Col. Loganadan and I reported to 'Brigadier Lauder .and there 
he gave detailed orders. He said that he was not in _a position to accept us as 

_ prisoners~of-¥far. We .. whe still and 'will continue to be the I.N.A: till these troops 
reached India. He said : "All your troops will concentrate 'in-the Central Jail as 
well as the Insein Hospital," but he pointed out that the jail should not be consider
ed as a jail. He was housing us there becaus'e there was no _other accommodation 
available and said 'that we should_ consider the jail to be the I.N.A. barracks. He per
mitted us to·put up a board on the'gates of the jail which read 'l.N.A. Barracks,' 

' and for the first three or four days we had our own guard at the gate. He told US· 

that inside our ba:rracks there will be restrictions on the I.N.A. Col. Loganadan 
would still be ~mmander of the l.N.A. in Rangoon and he will administer the 
camps according ·to the regulations laid down for the I.N.A. The only thing he 
asked us to do was to remove our I.N.A. badges of ranks, and the reason he gave us· 
was that the I.N.A. badges of ranks were not recognized by the Allied forces and 
if officers ofth~ I.N·A:· went out of their barta~ks wearjng the bad,ges of the I.N.A., 
they would. not be pa1d due respect by the Alhed forces and there may also be a 
certain amount of trouble. This continued till the I 3th 'when the first contingent 
of the I.N.A. left-for India. . , · . · · 

" The Allied troops moved in on the 4thofMay 1945·. The J.l~A. continued to 
perform the duties on the 4th of May. When I reported to Brigadier L~der I 
receive<i his <iCders regarding collecting arms, etc. I imm ediate_ly issued orders to our 
Units a~d ·to our various .camps and ordejed them to .collect all . <vms and stop pat- , 
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rolling. This was done. The following day Brig. Lauder came to my bungal6~) 
and asked me whether his orders had been carried out. I told "him that all arn!;; and 
equipment had been withdrawn and patrolling had been stopped. He orderefl,-"fflt!" 
to continue the patrolling in Tongyangyan, a district of Rangoon. This wa;."a~o~ 
7 to 8 miles outside Rangoon town and was inhabited entirely by Indians. W.e l.'fltJ, .. 
about two companies of the I.N.A. there. Brigadier Lauder told me th~t iwwea!a
tely the.patrolling was stopped by the ~.N.~., and befor~ the Allied troops I~uld 
take over, two murders had been committed m that locality and he wanted II\: to) 
order that camp commander to continue the patrolling of that locality till such t\me 
as the Allied troops could come and take over. That lasted for the next three d ys .. 

Jamadar Mohd. Nawaz was in my Unit and when I was Company Co 
der in that Unit, commanding B Company, he was my platoon comma then. 
Jal'I\adar Mohd. Nawazjoined the I.N.A. on Id-ul-Fitar. The V.C. Os f~Unit, 
who had not yet volunteered themselves for the I.N.A., called me bet •. • 
officer of the Unit - to ~heir camp in Singapore. I, ac ied -tY Cap~~ 
Rodrigues, went there and the V. C. Os. including Jamadar Mohd. Na~ 
about four hundred other ranks, signed their names on the form. At the ~ime of 
surrender of Singapore, Jamadar Mohd. Nawaz was in Kuala Lumpur .and fater he 
came down to Singapore - I do not remember the exact month, but I think it was 
in 1942. I used to see him quite often. At that time" I was in the I.N.A. and he 
used to come to my bungalow to see me. There I learnt that another V.C.O. 
of our Battalion, by name Subedar Ahmed Khan, had been arrested and taken to 
the Detention Camp for stealing. I went into the case and learnt that Subedar 
Ahmed Khan had been caught selling rations of his Unit. I investigated this case. 
He had been taken to the Detention Camp as a punishment. I also knew ttha as a 
protest against the arrest of Subedar Ahmed Khan, Jamadar Mohd. Nawaz and a 
few other V. C. Os. also went to the Detention Camp and they said that ifeyou want 
to keep Subedar Ahmed Khan in the Detention Camp we would also lil{e to remain 
there. I went there and found him in the camp and ultimately I was instrumental 
in getting them out of the Detention Camp. 

Cross-examined by Counsel for Prosecution, Capt. R. M. Irshad said: 
At Farrar Park I saw some Indian soldiers wear an arm band with the letter F. 
I did not see any officers wearing these bands. Later, I lea.:nt that that stood for 
Fujiwara Kikan. I did not know what the functions of the Fujiwara Kikan were. I 
did not know that Mohan Singh had been persuading soldiers to fight against the 
British long before the fall of Singapore. 

I was interviewed by the Defence for the first time about I! months ago. I 
gave my statement to them. I do not think I said in my first statement "From now 
on you belong to thejapanese Army". To quote Col. Hunt I said "Now you are 
·prisoners of war and I hand you over to the Japanese authorities." These are the 
words I used as far as I remember in my first statement. Indian ciJrisoners were 
sent to the South Pacific Islands after the raising of the second I.N.A. This did 
not happen before that to my knowledge. It could have possibly happened without 
mv knowledge. I do not think that the I.N.A. were being paid by the Japanese 
be'cause the first pay we got was in September and Mr. Rash Behari Bose assured 
us that it camefrom the Indi!n Independence League. When the I.N.A. dissolved 
we refused to accept any pay from the Indian Independence League or whatever 
source it came from. But on that Mr. Rash Behari Bose told us that by accepting 
that pay we were not putting ourselves into any obligation to anybody because that 
money~.vas his ~Il money. He gave that to the senior officer in writing and it was 
circulated. He probably paid it being an Indian for the benefit of 

0
the Indians. 

The alternatives before Indian soldiers were either to join the I.N.A. or be ~reated 
as prisoners of w<tr. The treatment by the Japanese · of prisoners of. war was 
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~1 Unit for collection of supplies, giving .mediCal _aid, etc., to the villagers. Those 
~rlt!f~ only few partitular instances.that I remember. It would be wrong to say that 
~d Hind Dal never went to Maymyo because they went right up to Moreh 

aiil units to Chimol. Kohima was besieged by the Japanese and also units 
In the month of June there was No. I Guerilla Regiment of the I.N.A . 

... --.That is all. I do. not know the date when Imphal was reliev~. At 
when Palel was besieged there were British troops in the operation<A areas 

aniptir. The areas which had been liberated from Moreh to Chimol were ad-
•d•"rf',n· by the I.N.A. There were certain areas where operations had not 

been carried out; there were certain areas where operations had been or 
carried out and there were· certain areas where operations had ceased; 

s, where the Japanese- arid .the I.N.A .. were in military occupation. 
is meant by "liberated areas/' . . 

.6'irPrf"l'l..,n reports from Vishnupore side from Capt. Malik. They were very 
-..--- five reports. - The last report _was received in the beginning of 
.,,_.,.i!'-WII'':;C:l"lf'. all together. That was when I was going back to the front 

bu.t by that time the withdrawal had started. I was at Kalewa assisting 'in the 
withdrawal "four troops and it was there that I was handed over these files to go 
through. All the reports .contained passages about administration. The Palel and 
Vishnupore areas were the two areas _about which I saw reports. I saw four or five 
reports regarding Vishnupore area, while from No. I Div. area (that was on the Pale] 
side) Lcame across other reports.. I cannot remember how many but there were a 

. few. The forces fighting in Vishnupore area were not part of No. I -Division but 
they were fighting under the command of No. I Division; .and this report which you 
showed me .would not.necessarily include the Vishnupore forces. There was, as I 

. ·have said before, military administration in those particular parts of, Manipur and 
.Vishnup~e area where the I.N.A .. were operatip.g. At the ·time when Mr. Subhas 
Chandra Bo~e leftRaiJgoon on the 24th of April 1945, there were about five or six 
thousand troops of the· I.N.A. in Rangoon. Fifty to 95 per.. cent of them were armed. 
We did not·have arms for.all of them. 

On the 1st of May the Burmese Army issued a Proclamation that they had 
occupied Rangoon at 6 a.m. on that day. It was only their intention. The Pro
-clamation w'is made, but it was not carried out. The Proclamation said that they 
had entered Rangoon at•6 a.m. on that day. . 

Witness was shown Ex. XXXXX, UUUUU, VVVVV,YYYYY and WWWWW. .. ' 

The last paragraph, No. 3, in 5W has not been struck out by me. This report 
was taken over from me by tlie nS.D;I.C. and • si_nce then it has not been in my 
hands:· The personnel referred to in Para. 3 is the I.N.A. personnel. All that I did 
in Rangoon was done under instructions of Col. Loganadan. Subedar Major 
Painda Khan belongs to the 52nd Punjab Regiment. He did not join the Indian 
National Army. Subedar Ahmed Khan and other officers sent for me to the Buller 

'Camp. I was at headquartes staying there. One of the officers came and told me
l do not remember who he was or what his name is, but he came over and asked 
me to visit Buller Camp. I think this was in October-November I942: to be more 
precise it was on Id-ul-Fitar.- When I went there most of the V.C.Os., including 
Ahmed Khan and Ahmed N awaz, told me that they ~anted to become members of 
the I.N.A. I got their signatures on the form. About 300 or 400 personnel joined, 
and I submitted those lists to I.N.A. Headquarters. 

Subedar Ahmed Khan had been visiting me before tJ:lat and he had been ask-
ing me questions about the LN. A. I explained to him what zfly wtfls: I ~as and 

· why la had ejoined the I.N .A. 'I took their signatures myself along with Capt . 
. Rodrigues. These people did not join the second I.N .A. The lists which I gave to 
. the headquarters were all destroyed at" the dissolution of the I"t I.N.A. and they 
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never asked me again to come and take their signatures, and 1 did not p:!iess ~m 
In fact they did not belong to the I.N.A. after December Ig42. 0 rl£:; 

One of Ahmed Khan's officers came and told me that he had been ta e 
Detention Camp for stealing and selling rations. I do not know under w 
he was taken there. Disciplinary cases were dealt with by A Branch 
I.N.A.. Headquarters. I do not particularly remember who dealt wit~----
I hea}d that he had been taken to the Detention Camp, because he was 
time one of my own officers, I went into the case and inquired as to how 
been taken there and why he had been taken there · then I requested 
Mohan Singh to release the officers from the Detention 'camp and he 
agreed to my proposals. I mean Ahmed Khan and his other brother 
followed him into the Detention Camp. The other officers went 
because Ahmed Khan had been taken there on a charge of theft. I 
camp. It is extraordinary that they would be admitted simply Ufllt:atisc 
they wanted to go chere. If they wanted to go to jail, it 
who admitted them would not necessarily get into trouble. 
and said that he wanted to be admitted because his brother was there, ae 
let him in. I came to know about this three or four days after their bting admitted. 
Very shortly after that they were let off together. I asked them why they were there 
and they said: "Our senior officer, Ahmed Khan, was taken and we did not believe 
in his guilt and that is why we are here as a protest." I heard from the A Branch 
that an inquiry had been made and nothing more. I did not go into the details of the 
inquiry. I do not know why they tried him and found him guilty. I requested Capt. 
Mohan Singh to let him off when they were inside the Detention Camp. It did not 
concern me whether the charge was false or true- I wanted Ahmed Khan to come 
out from the Detention Camp, and I requested Capt. Mohan Singh to let them out. 

Re-examined by Counsel for Defence, witness said. It is not corr«ct that the 
Burma Army took charge of Rangoon on the xst May 1945. I knew t.l'tat there were 
about ten or fifteen non-volunteer officers there in the Detention Camp. I knew 
that these officers had been put in there because they had been doing propaganda 
against the I.N.A. 

At this stage the case for defence was closed. 
(The Court reassembled on Dec. 1) when Jvlr. Desa~ began his 

defence address. 

DEFENCE ADDRESS 
BY 

MR.BHULABHAIJ.DESAI 
During the last many days you have heard evidence on the two charges with 

which my clients, the accused before you, have been arraigned. Shortly stated, 
the two charges are waging war against the King and, without detailing anything, 
murder and abetment of murder, in that certain deserters were tried and ordered 
to be shot. My submission to the Court is that substantially th~re is really one 
charge before the Court, because in so far as the charge of murder is concerned it 
is a part of the first charge; and I say so for this reason that it would be quite 
possible, in the case of a charge of waging war against the King, to be able to charge 
every single act of firing a sHot, which would be, I think, reducio ad aosurdem; and 
therefc· .. :e it will be my duty later on to point out to the Court that really and truly 
there is only one charge before the Court and that is waging war against the King. 
Evidence has been admitted on other matters to which I do not wish at this stage 
to refer ]l9 •bilJAuhe moment, I will occupy the time of the Court for the purpose of 
consi~mg what facts have been established in support of the first charge, namely, 
waging war against the King; and in due course it will also be my•duty ~o point 
out to the Court t!hat in so far as the second charge is concerned, there is no found
ation in fact for it except to this extent that in reference to the four persons who are 
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" ~ge~ to have been shot there i; on record evipe~ce that t .. hey w.ere tried ~nd· 
. ~tence passed. In reference to Mohammed Hussam, there ts nothmg on record 

to sb'owthat any sentence was. passed. In all these cases it will be my duty to submit 
. tha_t <fl the evidence the Court is bound to come ·to the conclusion that tholJ.gh_ 
-q~~e was passed in one case and not at all passed in the other, none of tl_lese sen~ 

tenCc13 w~ually carried out. That is the- nature of the examination Oil facts 
. which will be necessary for me to place before this Honourable Court. . ' 
"' } There are one or two r•ratters which I am bound to mention to the Court 

bef\re I come to the actual facts of the case. This case raises issues which are not 
. ?f ~~_t normal type which a Court M:trtial is , ~al~e~ upon to .-d~cide, because ~os~, 
·t~ ::-.:dt·\Jl, of such cases ar~ gener'}llY ~ase3 ~f mdivtdual derehctwn of duty o~ mdt
v,tdual 'Ofru1ces. Here Is a ca~,'e m which, I venture to say~and the evidence 
SUppor 0 it- at it I iS nOt at. afl a CaSe ofwhat YOU might ca11 three inc;lividualS 

•• ing war a "nst the King. ':'he· evidence amply bears out the fact that thc;se 
nen c_haq~ed befor u were a pa:rt of an organised army which waged war agajnst 
lieKin,.g e~en according to the 1-}osecuti.on. Therefore· the case before the ·Court 
s not a personal case of any kinrl;:or sort. The honour and the law of the Indian 

National Army are on trial before this Court.' What is now on trial before the 
Court is \he right to wage wa~:with immunity on the part of a subject race for their 

· liberation. !_shall be able to cite authorities on International Law that a nation 
or part of a nation. does reach a stage where it is entitled -to wage war for its lihera~ 
tion, and- I shall''be able to prove that point to your Honours' satisfaction. 

There is another thing I wish to say, and I say it with a certain degree of ear;. 
ne~tness. This case has naturalJy aroused a considerable amount of. public interest. 
It Is not for me to say whether it is right or not J:>ut the fact remains that it is so, and 
opinions ftave been expressed from the point of view · of th~ public and from the 
point of view of what 'I might call 'official sources' beginning with the Viceroy of 
Indi-a. You, Sirs, having sworn to do justice to these men on the evidence before 
you will, I have not the ·smallest doubt, come to your own decision guided by your 
conscience and entirely unaffected by opinions for or against them. For in all tr~als 
of this kind -and in a few of them I have had the honour to be engaged- it is very 
difficult for tlie human n~.ind to maintain that detachment which justice requires. · 
In the ca~e of ,Juries I have had to• caution them against the lise or abuse of the 
effect of public expressions of opinions on matters which it is for them to decide. 
In this case what I wish to say is this. Having studied the rules which 
guide the proceedings before this Court I find that you, Sirs, are the 
judges both oflaw and of fact. I am aware that the Judge-4dvocate who is 
your adviser, will take care to do justice to everything that myself or my learned 
friend on the other side will place before you on questions oflaw and fact,-and 
while you will very seriously -regard his adviCe in the end, the final decision 
is your privitege and your responsibility. Therefore • what I migl).t have 
done in another pla;::e I do not doo before you and that is, I cannot say that I will. 
address the Judge on law and the Jury on the facts. T.here it is an easier process 
because I must confess ·that before a trained J~dge it is easier to de(ll_with the 
question of law than before a tril:-.:.:nal of this chara<Jter. At the same time I have 
this consolation that sometimes if the law· is plain-as· I submit it is in this case, it 
will probably be much easier, appealing to commonsense,. to establish the law on 
which I rely, and I desire to ask your indulgence and your attention in the some-
what difficult task which I am undertaking. · ·-..... ..,-..._ 

My ~xt subm~sion to the Court is that I desire, as far a;possibk-;"·to sta'te 
catego!ically the conclusions of fact which are established in this case. Havin.g 
done that J will proceed to deal wirh the law. applicable t<' them. In dealing 
with ,any single item, shQ'lllc{ any. gou.bt arise in the Court's mind, I trust- that 
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you will be pleased to tell me, so , t'ha~, if it is necessary, I will go into dfe 
details of evidence, because as at present advised, I do"not desire, unles! th~-~~J 
is a real doubt about it, to weary you with reading over 250 pages of evi..de~ 
and about 150 pages of exhibits, which are before the Court. A few important 
ones I will certainly read where necessary. Having regard to the atttntion. _ 
which .the Court has paid to the evidence as it was recorded, ~11 "fvO'id 
reading them in extenso. • 

With these remarks I now proceed to place before the Court what I 1 • 

submit are the conclusions of fact justified by evidence. Before I do thka I 
will give you a few important events. In the month of December 1941, ar 
was decla~ed by Japan a~ainst Britain and America. Then followed fJ. ain_. 
events wh1ch are the subject-matter of controversy to a certain ext~before 
this Court. The next event of importance is the surrender of the itish Indian 
force~ at Singapore, which took place on the 15th February, and en t~~ 
important material event took place on the 17th February at E ark. .. ••· 

The next event of importance, after that which the Court w!ll qa"ve -to::ill 
bear in mind, is the formation of what I shall shortly describe as tl:fe first 
Indian National Army in the month of September 1942. The n~xt event of 
importance is the dissolution of that Army in th~ month of DecemBer 1942 
and the arrest of Capt. Mohan Singh. The next important events thereafter 

, are the efforts whic_h_ w_ ere being made for the formation of the second Indian 
ational Army. On 2nd July 1943, Sri Subhas Chandra Bose arrived in 

_, ingapore. He later -took comrnarrd of the Indian N a tiona! Army and there 
was a conference of what is called Greater East Asia, attended by Indians, with 
delegates belonging to the Indian Independence League from different parts of 
the Far Eastern countries. One of the resolutions at that Conference. was that 
a Provisional Government of Free India should be established. The next event 

\

. ~f importan_ ce is. that on the 2 I st October I 943 there was proclaimed a Provisional 
overnment. ()f Free India which for brevity I will call 'Provisional Government". 

at Proclamation is one to which I shall refer later, bui now 1 will try to 
, 'give the Court events of importance which the Court will have to bear in 

mind. OJ! the Proclamation of that Government the different Ministers concer.ned 
with_ th~ functions of the State took Oath of Alleg1an~e. of cuu~c headed by 

.. \'Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose as the Head of the State. The next event of 
~H~nce· 'is the Declaration of War by that Government on Britain and America. 

·· The next event of importance thereafter is that so far as the l.N.A. was 
concerned, it began to carry out its functions under the orders of the new 
State. Thereafter the events of importance so far as the actual facts are 
concerned, are only three: the movement of this Government fron;t Singapore 
to. Rangoon; the movement of the Indian National Army from Burma into, 
beyond and within the territories of India right up to Kohim~ and the rest, 
dealing with the retreat of that Army back again until the event which took 
place at Rangoon slightly · before, at the time, and slightly after the occupation 
of Burma by the British Forces. These, Sirs, are the main undisputed events 
with which the Court is C<:Vlcerned. Bearing in mind these events, I shall now 
place before the Court the conclusions of facts which we submit have been 
established either in cross-examination of the evidence of the prosecution or in the 
affirmative evidence which we have called in defence. 

~ The first co[}flnsion of[a<:;_t w_hkb we ask this Court to accept is that the 
\ ProvisiCimiT Go~rnment of Free tndia- was formally established and. proclaimed. I 

·-suhmit, Sirs, there can be no doubt about this event and no cross-examinat~n of6Vitnes
ses who have been.called to prove that event, as far as I can see, has been seriously ' 
attempted. You have to refllelllber, Sirsl the picture of the ProclaJUatiop of tha.t 
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O&vernment and Exhibits put in op th~t point. Before I proceed an'(further, t 
W§1W~~l..!,~~<;!},t(j that 1~roclamation. It is Exhibit FFFF before this Court. I 

to wi:iofe~fthat"'"document; the only passages which 1 wish to 
are passages ~hich bear on the issue before this Court. 
R,.eads the,foUo»l:iP~~ID.t;h~#~u.m~,nt:. . . . 
<tForcibly disarmed · 'ihe British· after 185 7. and subjected to terror' an~ 

fti~illi:Iian" • . l]:y_pr@lx:,_iJ,t§J~ whi!e=-;bpt_:wit_h the' bi~t~-~ of. the 
~ .Jr _I88s~tilL __ tli~.eQdofthe l~st W.o_r!d Wa!, the Ip~ian 

in· their 'endeavour to recover their lost liberty tried all possible methods
' agitation and propagf-nda, boycott of ;British goods, terrorism' and sabo-

and finally, armed revolution. But all these efforts failed for-a time. Ultimate
• rg2o, when the Indian people haunted bya sense of f~ilure, were groping 

methods, Mahatma Gandhi came forward with the new weapon of non-co
am~ .civil-disobedience. 

l . .b.us.,,.._ol\.J~~;&::t~e.. .... ot .. ttlC:t.:p.nes.!!:nc-..WorJI·O'llrWt:aq:;-:::tne 'stage>.was,s.et=:(Q_r;s;J;lle-/fiQal 
. _ · the 

.. help . 
with tht\help of her allies hasinfiicted a knockout blow toour enemy in East 
Favoured h>' a most happy combination of circumstanc;es, the Indian people today 
have a wonderful opporttinityfor achieving their national emancipation. _ / 

''For the first time in recent history, Indians abroad have also been politically 
roused and united in one organization. They are not only ·thinking and feeling 
iq tune with their countrymen at home, but are also marching_ in step with them 
along ~he path to freedom. In East Asia in particular, over two million Indians 
are now organized as one solid phalanx, inspired by the slogan of "Total Mobilisa~ 
tion". : ·__. · · 

I stop here to submit to the Court that ~vidence have been adduced as to the 
numbers of Ipdians in East Asia and the figure mentioned here is more or less what 
is borne out before this Court. · . · · 

"Having goaded Indians to ,desperation by its hypocrisy, and having driven 
them to starvation and death by plu~nd'er and loot, British rule in India has forfeited · 
the good-will of the IncJian people altogether, and is now living a precarious exis-

"It will)Je the task l!!f the Provisional Government to launch and to conduct 
. struggle th~~Jlr'bt}rig:~ut 'ti!e_:~x0'il~;;"~~;t~~"f~lisii "a~d~"~allles 
fr0iii"tnes15H"'5[!m~&iil!t'h~B~th'e t~k""'(}f t.li§ .... Provisi_cin.1.Eq9Yerft'illeiit·~ to 
bring at'out the establishment ~f"ti"p?r'r'llcfrre?rt'Nati.o·n~l"'boverilinenCof Azad Hind 
constituted in accordance with the will., of the Indian people and enjoying "their 
confidence. After the British and their allies are overthrown, and until a 

""u"-"" National Government of Azad Hind is set up in Indian soil, the 
Government will administer the affairs of the country in trust for the _ 

to 

the allegiance 
. . ·- equal 

~iti~~~F$i!l~d~~R~iFi~ffi~~f@.~i~;~mi~~~ik~· _ "Happiness 
prosp.erity of the whole_ nation ':nd of· all it.s part1 

the nation equally and transcendmg all the differences ... uuuu><>" 

all children 
fostered by an 

government in the past. . , 
"In the name of God, in the name of bygone generations who have welded the 

people into one nation, and in tqe name of the dead heroes who have 
athed to us a' tradition of heroism and self-sacrifice, we call'""'til"'"n' the Indian .... 
to ,rallY round our banner, and to strike for India's freedom.'' ' : · 

Then ,.oll(rv~.s-J:hf....;J.!g~~tur~:.._ol'::Me.,m~~p~J!:t?1:,_Goverl!ment. ·The 
why I called attentiOn to this· dbcument is the purpo~e for "which ·the 
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Provisional Government was formed, and the means by. which that Provisional 
Government intended to carry out its purpose. The fact that it failed to achieve its 
purpose is entirely irrelevant to the issue before this Court. That is the fir~ 
which we say has been established. The second fact which we say has 
established is that it w~s a:q or~~~nised Government. It does not require 
words to establish that proposition. Witnesses have spoken before the Cour\ 
the allocation of duties which appear at the end of the document whi.ch I 
just read to the Court, and it is also in evidence before the Court that the I 
Independence League became the executive of the Provisional Government 
organized, so far as it was possible to do in those warlike conditions, the 
the people who owed allegiance to k In the month oi: June 1944, as the 
is quite clear-it is also in the Exhibit-in Malaya alone, 2,go,ooo persons 
took written Oaths of Allegiance to the Government. That was in June 
and it is in evidence that thereafter the process continued. The object of 
the figures is that it was not a case of a Government of what you may tall, or 
somebody being my opponent may facetiously call, a set of rebel§.,.a'desultory 
of crowd of no consequence. I wish to give a lie to that kind-of suggrstion, and *' 
that is the reason why I suggest that the Provisional Government was an organized 
Government to whom the whole of the two million odd people oweci alll!giance, 
and out of whom 2,go,ooo persons actually took the Oath of Allegiance in Malaya. 

Then, Sir, the next fact which I submit is establtshed before the Court is that 
this Government was recognized by the Axis powers. I use that expression briefly 
because it is quite unnecessary either in law or in fact to prove that the recognition 
must be by a particular number of Governments or by a particular clqss of 
Governments. The recognition is proof and more than proof that it had the right 
to declare war for the purpose for which it intended to fight, and having the right 
to declare war in so far as its armies were concerned they became subject to the 
international' laws of war. • • 

On the question of recognition, I wish to call attention to certain cross
examination by my learned friend. Of course in so far as recognition by Germany 
or Italy was concerned there could be no cross-examination and none was 
attempted. But with referenee to certain East Asia matters in those days, a 
suggestion was made that those Governments were uncle; the cont,ol of Japan. 
I for my part, with very great respect, fail to understand the significance of the 
suggestion. Supposing Japan had an Empire, that is to say succeeded in keeping 
the territories it conquered without giving them liberty, the recognition would be 
nonetheless effective because it makes no difference whether and which Government 
recognised this particular Government of' Free India. The point still remains, 

• and I assert that the recognition is but a proof of what I may call a statehood 
which gives it the capacity of declaring and making war for the liberation of · 
own countrymen. The material point therefore is whether it had attained th 
degree of statehood which gave it that power. Once you have a «State which 
and is entitled to declare war, the war itself is its own justification. There is 
question that any two independent States have a right to declare war. Any 
done in the prosecution of that war is jmtified by the mere fact of the war · 
Bat;.ring this, it may be askedawhy trials are going on in parts of Asia and ""''cwuc• 

and in Germany. In fact they themselves emphasize the truth of the ""''rP.rh'''" 
of the proposition that any act done in due prosecution of war cannot be the subjec 
of any municipal court by way of examination. What has happened is tha 
in addition to t.ll& due prosecution of war according to civilised laws, individuals 
have been guilty of acts outside the pale of civilized warfare, which we popularly 
call now war crimes. But the very fa-ct that you can only deaPwith.and do 
deal with war crimes, emphatically and cl~arly proves that in so far as the normal 
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ci"ilised conduct of war is concerned including the use of an atomic bomb, is 
\ outside the pal~ ofexail}.jnation by way of right or wrong by any municipal.tribunal. 

'... Then, Sirs, the ne:i't fact which I submit is established is that this State had 
an ·army which was properly organised, having its own distinctive badges and 
emblems, functioning under regularly appointed officers. I am obliged to the 
prosecution in this matter for I was spared the necessity ofhaving to prove this 
proposition. · They put in document after dc!ument to show that the Indian 
National A1 my was p10operly organised. First, that it was regulated i;>y an 
·Indian National Army Act. The only point as far '!-s I could see from the cross
examination which was made, was with reference to certain items of corporal 
punishment. On that itis necessary to point·out to the Court that for the moment 
those who pursue that course forget the course of legisladon in British India citsel£ 
It is true that Lieut. Nag told the. Court that apart from the Indian Army Act 
certain provisions 1elating to corporal punishment ,were incorporated in the 

. Jndian Nation<l;l Army. Act. It was. prcbably forgotten th~ a little while before, 
. in the Indian Army Act were incorporated provisi6ns in SectioJ! 45 of tha:t Act, 
h~~ded /'Col;poral Punishment". I am reading from Section 45 of the Indian 

- Army Alit of rgrr: · . . . ~ 

"Where•any person subject to this Act, and under .the rank of warrant officer-
"''-, (a) on active. service, js guilty of any offence; or (b) at any time is~uilty 

of the offence specified in clause . (d) of section gr. or (c) at any. 
time is guilty of a civil offence, which woiildb.e punishable with whip
ping under .the ·Jaw 9f British · India, and is triable by court-martial 
under this Act, ' -

it shall be lawful for a . court-martial to award; for th:;tt offence. corporal 
punishment not exceeding thirty lashes." . · · 

. I 
It is true that about the .ime of this war this particular provision._ was omitted. 

But it is a mistake to think that a similar provision in the Indian Statute Law did 
not exist. As a matter of fact, in so far as the Defence of India Act and certaill: 
Ordinances are concerned, the provision· was definitely made, making corporal 
punishment as pait of the puni~hment applicable to the personnel of the Indian 
Army. Ordinance. 37 ·of 1943 practically replaced the provisions of the Indian 
Army Act wliich were iJ.Ot found in it; a certain amount of effort W(!S made 
as if under an Act governing a civilised army corporal punishment was not 
permissible as· against the provisions which were to be found in the Indian 
National Army Act; I am quite certain that it w~ done under misapprehension. · 

The Military Operation Areas Special, Powers Ordinance, Part II, Sections 22 
and 23 read: ' . · • • 

"Sec. 22: Whoever commits an offence punishable under Section 121-A, 
122, 125 or 131 of the Indian Penal Code (XLV of 186o) rpay, in lieu of any 
punishment to which he is liable under the said code, be punished with death. 

"Sec. 23: Whoever contravenes any ·of the provisions of Rule g6 ~f the 
Defence of India Rules or is deemed under the provisions of the said Rules 

·to have contravened such· provision, may, in lieu of any punishment to which he 
is liabl<; under the 'said Rules, be punished with. death, or with whipping, iri 
addition to any punishment to which. he is liable under the said Rules. I wili be 
able if necessary to read out all the 'Rules which dearly show that under the 
Indian Law, taken as a whole, the punishment with reference to whipping exists,-

• such as the provision which was made in the Indian Army .Act. I have got, · 
Sirs, a summary made out of the provision with reference to · whipping wh;ich I shall 
afterwaflds hflnd over to the <;Jourt. . Shortly stated, my submission '-f6 the Court 
is this that the only attack made by the Advocate-General on. the making and 
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framing of the Indian National Army Act, was the provision with reference ·to 
whipping, and I submit to the Court that that was done upder a misappreijension, 
for it is as much a part, though not technically quite, in the Indian Army AcX.' 
but in the Defence of India Rules and the Ordinance. It makes no difference. 
But taking in the aggregate, Indian legislation does sanction corporal punishment 
throughout the period with which we are concerned and therefore it is that I say 
and submit to the Court that this was a properly organised army, having a code 
of its own, which for all practical purposes is the Indran Army Act and any 
condemnation ofthe rules under which that army functioned is a condemnation· 
of the Indian Army Act itself, which I submit is not the purpose of the prosecution 
in this case. Therefore, we come back; Sirs, to this point that this w~s ~n organized 

'! army functioning under a civilised code. As . regards the appointment of officers 
land the regular method by which it was done, as regards the different branches 
and the functions, you, Sirs, are more competent than myself to judge from the docu
ments which have been placed before you. They are in the shape of army order~. 
or orders of the day and so on, which have been placed before the Court. On a 
question of fact we have arrived so far that there was a state which dedared-war goc 
the purpose of fighting for the liberation of the country and it had an organiftd army 
organised under a code which for all practical, substantial purposes, accorded with 
the aggregate law on the same subject prevailing in British India. I use the 
word aggregate, because I must bring in the otheriaws also which provided for 
and permitted the infliction of corporal punishment in all these cases. The next 

(~·-ract whi.ch is establ_is.hed beyond all dispute was t~at.the obj~ct of ~hf' decla~ation 
· · of war by the ProVISlGnal Government {)f Free lnd1a was the hberatwn of Ind1a. 

The next important fact which I think mu,st be mentioned is that the Indian 
National Army was ·formed with two purposes. The main purpose was the securing 
the liberation of India and no doubt, Sirs, from the most important witness that 
tne·· prosecution called, it has never been difficult to establish that .th:t was the 
object with which that Army was formed and that was the object with which the 
individuals who joined it. The other object also was which was some
what subordinate, but useful purpose, the protection such as could be afforded to 
the Indian inhabitants of Burma and Malaya, particularly during the days when 
law and order in those parts of the country was poorly looked after, the lives and 
the honour and the property of the people was not quite-so easily p~tected. The 
first object is the one which the army was called upon to fulfil as a part of its duties. 
Again taking the evidence as a wiwle, I submit it has been amply proved before this 
Court that the I.N.A. was formed with the object of fighting for the liberation of 
India and also with the object of protecting the lives. honour and property of 
people residing in East Asia at that time. 

The next point which is established, I submit, is this-though I speak with less 
confidence because I do not see it admitted-but the fact has been proved and it 
is my duty to examine the evidence on it, i > that the Japanese Go.,.ernment or the 

;\. Nip.J?O_!l_ G_s>vernment as it is called, c~ded to the new_ Indian . State . the islands of 
"Nicobar .and Andaroans,.that the Jnd1an State acqwred terntory m the form of 
· Ziawadi, which was about fifty square miles in at~ and that it administered for a 
~-Q!iw.l.r to sixmQnths,th.e .. Manipur and_Vishnupur areas. . 

As regards the first, 'ri so far as Lieut. Nag was concerned, he has g1ven 
definite evidence that the. two islands were ceped. The evidence falls under three 
parts : the first is a declaration to that effect by the Japanese Government, 
announced by a document which ha~ been proved before this Court. That 
document is a statement by General Tojo that they were about to concede the 
islands of Andamans and Nicobar to the Free Indian Government. T~¥tt document 
is UUUU. (Counsel reads relevant portions of the document). This wa~ on the 
5th November 1943· • 
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. . DOCUMENT EX. UUUU . 
• tement by Prime Minister General Hideki Tojo regard in~. 
· the Independence of In~ 

·-

(Delivered before the Assembly of Greater East Asiatic 

N atio~~~~1$&HJliit?b~$ 3). 
"Not only InHia but all Greater East Asia was, without doubt, highly invi

gorated by the speech just given by His Excellency the Head of the Provisional 
Government of Azad Hind, in which His Excellency made it clear that thl': Indian 
peopleunder the-Provisional Government, with.the future destiny of India and of 
Asia at heart, have risen resolutely to realise their long-cherished aspiration to 
regain India's freedom, independence and prosperity. · , 

As has been reiterated in the . various statements already issw;d, the Empire 
·of Japan means to give India every possible aid so;that she may freeherselffrom 
the American and British yoke and attain her long-cherished ambition. Now that 
th~ foundation of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind has been solidified 
still further and the Indian patriots under the same Government; bound in close 
units as nevet before,· are firmly determined to accomplish· their steadfast aim, 
I take this occasion to declare -~at the Imperial Government of Japan is ready 
shortly to place the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Indian territory now under the 
occupation of the Imperial Japanese Forces, under the jurisdiction of the 
Pn)Visional Government · of Azad Hind, as the initial evidence of her readiness _to 
help in India's struggle for independence. · . 

The lofty ideal that guided Japan's nati~nal founding' of enabling all peoples 
to have each its proper status and to enjoy w~U-being has been· and is being, 
steadily ca~ied out. The Japanese Empire today has been strengthened further 
in its determiJfation to extend all-out eo-operation to India in her fight for freedom. 
Japan is anxious that the Indians on their part shall extend redoubled efforts in that 
direction. . · • . -

From th·~ spirited, utterances by Their Excellencies the- representatives of 
various countries of East Asia at yesterday's and today's sessions of this Assembly, 
I note \Yith. at~surance alid satisfaction that these countries, in concert with Japan, 
are extending every support to the cause of India's independence. I trust and 
hope that they will give even greate~ support to that cause in the future." 

Then followed events which clearly showed that that purpose was carried 
out. You have in evidence that that declaration ·was made and that the new 
Indian State was called upon to administer it by means of a Commissioner, that 
a Commissioner was in fact appointed, that the Commissioner in fact went, and 
you have rvidence of a definite ceremony at_ which the naval and milit~ry 
authorities then ilj. charge handed over the islands to the Commissioner on behalf 
of the Indian State at Port Blair. These are points on which, as far as I am able 
to see the evidence; very little criticism has been made by way of cross-examination. 

The point on which there has been a difference between the . Prosecution and 
ourselves is the actual form and extent of the administration of the islimds. But it 
is clearly a misconception to confuse the ceding of a territory an.d taking over every 
item of administration of that territory, particularly under the conditions then 
prevailing. The fact is-and it is commonsense I submit-that a house might well 
be sold and completely sold, sold outright and yet possession for a time may not be 
wholly giveiJ.; It is a familiar illustration I am giving, so that it is easy to 
apprecia~. I~ the somewhat elaborate cross-examination for this purpose of Col. 
Loganadan, it was intended merely to poirtt out that the whole of t~ administration 
was not taken over-which is not denied-he s;:tid it oyer apd over again; and l think ·- ' . 
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it is established and I ask the Court to hold it is established. that he went .for the 
purpose of taking over the administration. It is true that he did not take over more 
than two items-one, education and the fact that the area was small and the people 
ignorant is hardly an argument that he had not taken over the administration. 
I <iaresay in other countries where the standard of literacy is something like 
99 per. cent, there are many more schools than in this unfortunate country where the 
standard ofliteracy is probably 15 per cent. Therefore the argument that schools. 
were few and the expenditure was so little-! think there is very little point in the 
cross-examination on this matter. I did enter a protest but it was overruled and 
it is not for me to say anything more about it. But you do not detract from the 
cession of a territory in quantity or time by pointing out that the whole of the 
administration was not and could not be taken over. Colonel Loganadan told the 
Court again and again-almost painfully over again-of the fact that until he got 
complete control of the police in the matter of spies (which seemed to be a sore . 
point with the local inhabitants), he was not prepared to take ·over any other part 
of the administration. But there is one significant thing that my lear~d friend got 
out of Colonel Loganadan, and that is that one of the officers who went with: him, ad
ministered what you may call very elementary justice which it was p~ssible to do in 
the conditions then prevailing in the islands. So IllJ.lCh so that having asked it and 
got it, he tried to shake it off but he could not, an~ it was proved to the hilt that 
Justice and Education were taken over. True, police was not taken over because 
the Japanese from the point of view of defence were keen on retaining control over 
what you may call the spy population of these islands. But one thing remains and 
that is the most significant fact, and that is the renaming of the islands. So that 
any amount of examination as to why or how month by month or day by day 
further acts of administration were not made, cannot possibly get rid of three 
important facts ; first, the clear solemn declaration that the islands wovlcf be handed 
shortly. A suggestion was made -it remained at a suggestion only-that they would 
be handed over after the war. Whe;e my friend got the words "after the war" 
I do not know. I hope he will point it out and that is why I read out this docu
ment. The document clearly shows that they were to be very shortly handed over. 

The second fact was that it was to be administered through a Commissioner, 
which was a definite proposition made at that time. A. Commissioner was in fact 
nominated by the Provisional Government and the Commissioner in fact reached 
there and began to function. No dc:mbt, as in every case of this kind, I presume this 
Court will take almost judicial notice of the fact as to how Germany and other 
countries are being administeted today. No doubt the man will be qualified, 
and he may be the best educated man from amongst his staff, and he may hope 
that the local machinery would soon adapt itself for the purpose of continuing the 
adlUinistration, because it is unthinkable that you can transfer quickly and at one 
stroke the whole administrative machinery from one country to another. Anybody 
who is familiar with the administration of this very country, is aware that Britain 
administers this· country through prattically the entire machinery of the Indian 
people themselves. So that the number of men and all the rest of it, I submit, is so 
much, without any disrespe•t, hot air. The real point is, were or were not the islands 
ceded ? And I say there is so much evidence that they were. 

The last point is the renaming of the islands : Shahid and Swaraj. 
I submlt-that~it is clearly established on the evidence before this Court that 

though by reason of the exigencies of the situation, it may not have been possible 
to take over the complete administration, in law and in fact the islands were given 
over to the Indian State, or to what I would call the Provisional Govt!rnm~t. 

Next I dea, with the question of Zi~wadi. The position is this, accordance to 
the evidence C}n the record : that this was a property, about 50 sq. miles in area, 
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with I 5 ooo inha:bita:nts" who were Indians. It had on~ it a. sugar faCtory and . various 
other :rt\eans of productibn, agricultural or otherwise.' 3.nd every branch .. of • adminis~ 
tration of" that territory was: carried out by men appointed by the Indian National 
Army and belonging to tlle Az'ad Hind Dal. 1 . • .. 

' M)Tlearned friend did 'not ·even venture,_ in· th~ , course qf ,cross-exa:rrii~ation, 
to challenge the truth ofihe statements made before iliis Court by v{itness Shiv Singh 
a'nd Atshad on this heap. 'Shiv Singh said_ that ey_ery _br~fich _of ~;idminis'trati~n 
wa.s taken' over: He gavethe' name .of the person ~li§ wai the' officer in charge· of 
every branch of administnition, Revenue, Police, _r>:W.D., Justice," both civil arid 
criminal. Under these circumstances, the legal pbsition is simple. ·I shall come to 
it in greater detail afterwards. Japan conquered Burma. ·By· right of conquest 
itwas•in a position to dispose as it liked of the whol.e or any portion of any territory 
and•asthewitness told you dearly, by reason of 'the ag~eerilent between the Pro
visional Government and the Nippon Governcient, this ·territory \yas handed over· 

· ~s a part of the .liberated territory to the I.N.A. and the Azad, ,Hind D<;~cl. :At this 
st,age let. me }Oloint out to the Court that the Azad Hind Dal, it has ,been proved, was · 
!in _organ:sation ~f m~n tr<:ined for, _the J?.urpose o~ admin~stering1 areas ,a,s s.oon as 
they came un!iler thf contrpl or o,c,cupat_wn of the ~ .N:,A. o.r as .. so<;>n as ~hey were 
handed over to them. I musl also ·remmd the Court that 1t has been proved beyond 
questiol!-because as far as I se~ there was•no.cross-examination.;,or effec~jve, cross
examination any way, that ill!. soon as the I.N.A. crossed the. borders of Burma into 
India a proclamation was" issued in two parts, one signedtby 1tht Head of the Indian 
St'ate and the other signed by General Kawabe under the .orders. of the South 
Eastern Command. In that· it was disti'-:lctly st~~ed _ tlJ:<:~t any part o_f the Indian 
territory which would be acquired by conquest or· otherwise by the Japanese 
Arrriy would_ be ha11ded over to the I.N.A. for the~ .pUrpose of for!fiing part 
of' the liberated territory arid. to be administeied>by· them. That is the history 
ofthe ceding.• · 

: .' TJI~w~~SRIES.~:;t~:::.~~j~~.£~~~--~~~I1~P.;,llfi!l£~~i"~~,:Y-!9,<::!}~e' ·has be~.n given 
-:before' 'the· Court Without any reasonable d~mur to· the effec~ ·that dunng the 
r~me, the a. a.nese and the I.N.1·J.ere,~p~~.ti.IJ.€hJP~~ ... P._<_>.r.:!ion~~Jf_India w:re 

I\,_fas.L adfil1q1~~ere.~~- ~_;li~......__; .. A._~~lirC?u~h~ .. Its .,;o_rgp.;m~<~;_~wp, -· t!;ie A~<i:d H~nd 
. Dal, ana _tlie.•<!rearwas~·I50,<;>00~.SqJJare,_miles .. The duratiOn of admlmstratlOn 
~s ,no'"oearing~·+on this· is~n.ie, for indeed it. ,can happen,. as .it did ·happen 
~n !his \>Var,. rhat territories were. as e!lsily acquired .as lost .. This . Court is not 
C()nCe!'ned with the. quest~on 9f duration. I would ask th.e Co).lrt to hold that 
the two islands, Andamans' and . Nicob~J,", . were in fact ct;9ed, that Ziawadi 
~ecame a par! of liberated Indian terri!ory, and that, though for. a s~J,period 
?fl~e~ .. M~n.~~r1 Vi.~hr;R~%~~tl~h~-~~~. ·. 

~, .. -:.]'he next point to , whi_ch I wish to refer is . die res<;>Jfr~es Qf th.e State. 
Iri order to ju<1ge the existence of the State the resources. of the State is 
also one of the matters to be considered. It has :been ,proved 9efore. the C6ult 
that some 20 croJ,"es of :.:.up'ees were in fact donated to. the State, out of which _ 
was maintained· the civil. government and the army. 'D1na'Niith, ·who impressed 
this ·court, gave"extremely dear evidence on this'll~ad~ · He ·0as · 'one of ;the 
Directors 'of the Azad Hind Bank and'·he· told; the·. court 'that' between Burma 
and.:·Malaya; ·4uring that ;short.''period _of time, the; State '-'h~d re{Ourbis_ td .the 
tune of 20 · crores of rupees, in addition to the. ptoduce 'o(Ziawadi'.' It is ·a 
remarkable thing to notice that. on th.e reoccup_atiqn of . Burma 'and Malaya 
every single docume~t which· wa's in· the • pqssession· of this Iridian'· State was 
found intact .• If was ; amazing. . See' the nionthly· reports Which the Prosecution 
was 1 abl~ . to . produce with reference to the administra:'tion. of ·t:~e, Andamans 
arid. Nicobars ·! • It only emphasizes_:_:an·d 1 wish· to m·ake a: po1ntof this-=-tn'at 
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there was a complete organization, and that organisation was as good as could 
reasonably be expected. That alone accounts for half the. documents which my 
learned friend was able to produce. 

The point is that we were a little handicapded owing to the lack of certain 
documents. As the evidence before the Court shows, this Bank was closed after the 
occupation of Rangoon, and in fact it is in evidence that some 35 lakhs worth of 
proper.ty was sequestered. I am not complaining of the sequestration. That I 
think was the right of the conquerors. What I am saying is that in so far as the. 
resources of the State were concerned, they were full and adequate for the purposes 
which the new State had then in view. 

Here I wish to refer to a bulletin. It is not what I might call technical 
evidence before the Court but it may be my duty to submit that it is a document of 
which the Court should take judicial notice. The document is dated the roth 
November 1945 and called Stamp Collecting . 

.Mr. N. P. Engineer: My learned friend is reading from a document which has 
not been accepted,. • 

Mr. Desai: I am only making a submission to the Court. Is it m~ friend's 
contention that if I read a book on law, it should be put in as an exhibit? 

Judge-Advocate: The document itself cannot•be admitted at this stage. 

Mr. Desai:. All I am doing now is to make a submission to the Court. 

Section 57 says: 
"The Court shall take judicial notice of the following facts : 
"In all these cases and also in all matters of published history, literature, 

science or art the Court may resort for help to appropriate books or .documents 
of reference." 

And if the learned Advocate General solemnly suggests that every single book 
of history, literature, science, and art is to be an exhibit before it can be referred to, 
I am very sorry that it is a statement which defeats itself. 

Judge-Advocate : Mr. Desai, will you read out what you want the Court to 
take judicial notice of? • • 

Mr. Desai: May I not apply that the Court may consider it? And I am 
asking is that this application be considered. Of course the Court may reject it ; I 
am not suggesting that the Court is bound to accept it. My submission is that 
under Section 57 it may be taken judicial notice of . 

.I was referring to an issue of November 10, 1945, of a weekly publication 
called "Stamp Collecting" published in London and edited by Douglas Armstrong, 
a well-known philatelist. In that issue at page 136, column 1, the following 
appears:- • 

"Imphal Stamp that failed. 
"So confident were the J aps that they would occupy Imphal, when they invad

ed Southern Assam that they actually prepared a special issue of stamps for use 
there. Needless to say thefe stamps failed to materialise, but our cor.respondent, 
Flying Officer T. A. Broomhead, informs us that he has seen proof impressions in 
the hands of the man who was responsible for the printing (in Rangoon). Two 
denominations appear to have been prepared, viz., ~ pice plum and 1 anna red, 
both in the same design and roughly perforated IItX9! (approx.). The subject 
of the vignette (illustrated is the old Moghul Fortress at Old Delhi accompanied by 
the slogan "On to Delhi". Bi-lingual inscription reads "PROVIS'tONAL GO
VERNMENT ()F fR~~ INDll\'', When ~t bycame evigent that the Imphal 
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··~tafit}ls~:would :n.~t b~ required, 'the dies were· 'destroyed ·and 'the bulk: stiprAfot 
sheets printed in readiness was burnt with the exception of a small quantity salvaged 

·bY:the printer." · , · ~-

. At the top corner on the left-hand side is-a',fa:csimile ofthe stamp referred to 
'in' the above quoti:ttion. · . , · . · . 
· : · · It is submitted that this document should be taken judicial notice of in support 

. ~nter alia ;>f proof that t?e ProvisioJ;J.al Government~ <;>f free india_ had g~f prepa,n~d, 
Issued or·were about to 1ssue postal stamps of that:character. As appears .from the 
above quq~ation, the dies were prep ired under the ·'d!rettion of the J ~panes.e. · 

Counsel for the Prosecution : I submit' ..... , · ... : ..... 
• Jiidge:..Advocate: Wo{ild it not be ~<;>re con<;~rrieht to ·a~al with this point.in 
your arguments, and so shall ], There. is no poi?t, when the documenUs·read 
whether the Court accepts it or noL · · . 
· . Mr. Desai: I frankly.submit to. the Court:that it is not a ·matter of such 
importa.nce, •but as the document was brought tu my~·notice I thought it was my du.ty 
to put it!.before th~ Court. Nobodyshould .caue.stio'rii books of~istory, scie~ce,Jit.era• · 
ture. and art." It 1s a very·accepted magazme m England dealmg ·w1th thls'subJect, 
·edited by a very well-known man indeed. 
· · ~TtJen, Sir,' it appears fro~ the evidericethad~isJi:idian State had a Civil,_'a:nd
what.;,Jtmay caU, an· Army Gazette' of its own~ That is also established before this -
Courf.'·';: . , . . 

· '-~ these facts, Sir, the first qU:estio~ of la:w'which"l wish .to raise is this.: 
Havirig regard to the condition' in which this Free Government of Ind~a:h~d been 

. formed and w~s functioniJ;J.g, it was entitled to make war and it did make war for the 
purpose o£'liberatil'!-g-this cm:int_ry: That is the first and the main issue before;the 
Court. Thi~ Court is trying civil. offences under ' the Indian ·Penal Code, and there 
are two way's of looking· at this question: 10ne is that when two States declim! a 
w_ar-and linay assume for the purpose of this argument, because I cannot do more 
than place evidence before' this Court for' its- acceptance, that the condition in which 
the new Ind.ian State found 'itself; 'if was in a' position to declare war-and having 
oeclared w~r, in so far as ariy acts :in. the ·pt~secutiori of that-war are concerned, 
they are·outsi~e the pale ~fmuhicipallaw. I will tell you, Sir, what !mean because 
l will elaborate, this sufficiently to make myselfunderstood bY the Court. Supposing ~ 
a' German. durihg the-prosecution of the war had shot two or three·or ten Britishers in 
Englatid and wa* fuund in England, the question is, could he be charged with having 

. comriiittecl murdh: .I submit never; for the simple reason that those acts ·were dong 
during the due prosecution of the war which, unfortimately~ in. the present. world uf 
infirmities the International Law a'ccepts. Tha:t is to·. say; what International 'LaW 
acc~pts ;}s that two independent ·countries or two. ~tates;- as they are called, rna y 
ni'l:t:ke.war'on eii€h other, aria those who carry out any·<tcti<ridn due prosecution of 
the war (apart-from·war ·cdminals)is'outside the pale .of mmaicipal "law. · Alterria~ 
tively, if that is·not suffiCient for this Court (though Icsubmit it should·be in view of 
what I· am going ·to rea~H~ you frmri -accepted authorities on International Law) 
under' Section 79 ofthe:Indian ·Penal Code the ·acts: ·done iri due prosecution· of the 
war WefJ! not offences~ Section 79 of t~e Indian_Penal bode reads ~hus: . . 

·"Nothing is an offence .whieh is done by any person who is justified by 
law ...... : ..... " And .. my submission to·the Court is that under the term 'law' 
is covered 'International ''Law', and for 'that reason in so far· that· ·German-co'n
~inuing the ·exainple which I was giving-who 'was arreste<;f in England wa~ 
conceraed, 11ts defence would be : . 

. . "Mr,'.count~~? ~Y; Sia~~' w~s atwarwith your St~tes. Un.dew the orq~r~or.~i 
State, and m due prosecut10n of the war, l d1d the acts wh1ch under ,ordinary 
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1ormal circumstances might be offences, but which having regard to the 
:ircumstances are no offences at all." • • 

Sir, it is unthinkable that any member of any organized army could be 
:barged with an offence merely because he fought one or ten or a million men 
lelonging to an army of the State with which he is at war. It is perfectly obvious 
o anybody that during the prosecution of the war, the municipal law relating to that 
:ountry does not apply, except, I quite agree, when one soldier steals the pocket
>ook of another soldier. That I appreciate. But the question which we have got· 
o bear in mind is the very important distinction: Was. that act done in due pro
:ecution of the war which one State declared upon another. 

Once you get to that state, it is perfectly obvious that that municipal law 
nust and is bound to remain in abeyance. It is impossible to arraign any indivi~ 
l~al for carrying out as a matter of duty acts which might otherwise be offences
~illing a man every day, destroying property every day. In fact it is a very part 
,f the war itself. Therefore the agreement is twofold. The alternatives arc either 
hat any act done in due prosecution of war is outside . the pale of mu!licipallaw.._ 
hat is why I pointed out to you in the commencement that the charge! against 
hese young men before you is not as if tftey had committed an act of pfivate murder 
'Y reason of some private quarrel. The document~ accepted by the prosecution 
learly bear ou.t that whatever they did, they did as part of the prosecution of war. 
~emember th<;t~ .always, because without that the law. cannot be appreci~ted with 
eference to the facts in issue. · 

But th.ere is another way of looking at it, if you must. That is whether the 
xception provided by Section 79 is not equally applicable to the case. My S\~lpT 
1ission to the Court is that whether you accept the one or the other makes no 
ifference to the decision that I am asking for as to the immunity from those acts 
eing offences at all ; because the very language of Section 79 is : "~othing is an 
ffence which is justified by law." The Section assumes that in private life it 
1ight otherwise have been an offence. If you, gentlemen, in the due pros~;cution 
f war com~itted murders, could be civil laws as propounded by the other side 
e put into action against you, when in all honour you acted in prosecution of 
lur duties as members of an organised army of a State that had declared war ? 
: stands to reason-and it must-that any act done by a member of •an organised 
rmy fighting under the order of one State against another State between which 
ar exists, is an act entirely outside municipal law. But assuming for the purpose 
'argument the Court requires some nearer justification. In the eye of the Court 
' so far as the administration by this Court is concerned, it is fortunate that...._! 
n able to. find the exception in the Indian Penal Code itself, because the young 
,en are being charge<;l either under Section I 2 I or Section 302 of the Indian Pe.11al 
ode and I am relying ori Section 79 of the same Code which says in terms that 

is not an offence. SuppoSing war was declared between two Stj~-tes and when 
:ace time r.eturne~ every individual soldier is called upon to say Whether he killed 
and so. I am quite· sure .t}l.it as I am aqdressing men 9f. commonsense, you 

luld laugh at the -iaea. · But then quite agree that I would have to . sat~stify you 
at the new Indian State that declared war was entitled to do it in the sense -of 
ternational law: - · • • · · · · · · ·. · 

. And now I will proceed to quote fr:om books of international law on the 
1estion of right to make war. I am reading to you Vol. II of Dick Corbett'~ 
.se3 of Internatiom~.l Lwv under the heading of "War", 1937 Edition. 

"Int-ernational war is a contest carried on by an armed force either between 
ates or between a State and some community or body which is treated fll.S a S,tate for 
e purpo~e of the conduct of ho.stilities. International war differs from other kinds of 
a.r in. that it ha~ the effect of setting up a new relation in law both as between the 
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,"beiHge,rents,: themselves. and as ~etween ,eac;h .qf. them, and the other- States. ;As be~
ween lhe belligerents; tlie State of. 'Yar ,;:tltl:].ough 1t J departs from .normal , relatiOns, 1s 

"' lfieVertheless a,:State of regulated vi9lenqe Ln which the.conduct of hostilities is'gov~rn
:~d by-~ertain principl~s a,nd rules.whiGh rest part on custo~ ,an<;l_rart on_.conventl_on; 
arid whi~l;l ~re, .sanctioned .·i!l tP,e ~ast.:resort by ,the actiOn of mternat10naLsoc1ety 
chqwever up.certain ma,y _p_e ,their qper:~tion/' ' . ( '! < . • • 

I next call attention to Wheaton's International Eaw.' I ~m reading Wheaton's 
·-"International Law", 1945 edition, Vol. II, -page g8: .... 

;;.;;, ~:War rin the ;abseric~,,of apy, intematio;n,al auth.ority co:r;npetent to suppress 
effeotively .international w;rongs, h_~s .alwa,ys ,,been, ,heldJegal_by)nternational htw." 

• . . . , . . ' • . . I . , . . , ..,. ·: ~ 

' .·. Remember: that as· a .definite propo-sition that so long as there are two State!', 
if they:'dedare' war~ against each other; there is no~justifkation required for it. ~no 
once .~you; have a war, any person oeing a inember 0~-an organised army or one'of 
the· warring·States, cannot be-called upon ·individually to!a~cou~efor the 'acts, whi<;h 
in'civil.rriatf;f!rS or.normal times· if aone ,indiv-idually in a pnvate'capatity for private 
llJ,gtive,~~.<_:o!lsi~ere,d to,1:Je.fl,n;~fl.'e!lce. :. "_ -·., ~.;, · :1- .· >>·• • · ·_ · ... , 
· ·-,: "W ar,,;m_ -the ·absence ·of,, any!. internatibn~r :authority ·~ompetent .>~o" suppress 
;e~ectively•in~eruatio~al wrort~s, h(!.s always b_e~nJheld legal\ by-. i~te,rria_ti_onaJ .:ta_w :'. 
:.:·.; . .'.-:Everr: th'e creation • of. the League•'Q(. NatiOns leaves war In -Certalri cases legal,. 
there .is now .omrecotd· the :Umi.ninious·;:~ilsembiyd::q~deinnat.ion of: aggressi\te·~wart 
War-is essentially a:1struggle ibetweerhStf(tes,; involving ·the: applicat_ion _of' force: 
Mere l·armed occupation;: as.-in the seif:ure :of 8trassbur.g;by Louis XIV·in' t68o::{h 

- or as in ·that ; <;>f ·Corfu ·by Ttaly.in 1 gig; is~<not':war-unless ·the;Srate affected.'de~la.i:es 
it so, and similarly, as regards pacific blockade.·· The States· •need not ·netds;kily'be 

, fl,l_lly.,so~er~ign:. in 1~7,6~ Ser.bia. andJ\;Ii_ntenegi;o, w~rp~d 9J! -Turkey, . throug~ :vassaJ. 
-~t:~tes:.~n·~s.n, R!lm~mafolJ.,ow~<;i smLJ, Jn rBss,;; J;!ulgana,,'Yarreq: on •. Serbm, thel1-
.f~HY soyerejgn, aqd i;n.thetr~aty _qrpe<!c~ o.fM.<l,rcliJ-"'8, ,1886; tl:J;ough, Turkey as suze~ 
J~iA•!o~k part,!B.¥,lgaria.~pr;e!lred 1_.in4~PYJ.lsl.ent~y '!-~ a,p~rty. rSo,t~~e South ;.African· 
'~f=:pubhcwarp:_d ?nth~ Vwt~d,Kmg~~m,IIJ..,I8g,g,.:··l · ',; , . ' 0 ._, 1 ·:c,:. 

, I-, .. '•So; the first step in:the. :arg,umerit!is:.'tfiai the·;St:lte ~hich'-1dechird \.va'r is arid 
must be in a: position to do it; ·Biit•:once it •declares war;'against any otHer. State; 
thail·thereoc<;m•he.nd.quesrion of·.its.proprie~y;.oi:right .. I!i the partkular case before 
the Court, and notwithstan<iing their,,tei:r-itories;-which·were occupied, I do· say 'th'af 
th~s;, ~~r .<J.F aJ,l, ,y:;er.(~, -~~s iY.oT-p,l~tdy a ju_stified war.: I~ternat~o?alla~ in the 
q~~~t10,0 of"»:a::_Is n.ot.~,t~y~.,, l!}S l~w .tl:p.t ha.s gro~n frow- tim¢ to -tmw with the 
progress of ~lVIhz~tl~!l· .,._._ 1_,_:-L · ;. _ i' 1 ;_ • · . :~-, ,. , ,, JJ :. , · 1~- .- •. -:, , • . , 

Therefore the ques'tion really. is, once_ it comes to war, there is no question of 
justification.~· · ~ut hithettB_~ .~'t ·alfd·ent_s now!in the glob~l ~war' a _gr~'at'_inany_ e\'ents 
have iiccuYred·.ofwhich1 intfrhiitib~arC:onscierice ta'kes riot~ .. I :will te<1-d out to yb_u 
two'' pa~g~-~e·!.f~'?!V' J\~J-Hs.tf>§;2p.J'tpf£_l¥Jlif?~c.t\r~;_~fi!!~~rq:.-~d.-:~·~QttJroin 
Mrj- Eden.' Thet>0s1t10n now Is.-that :mt~rhat10nallaw lias~reachea tli1s stage .that 
if libeity and. democrAcy are to 'have ariYtmeahing all rover:the world, aridndt irie_iely 
j11st for a p·ah·bf iq-·a:nd this i~(noCp6litic~·;·it"~s ~iiw~}igy~w~i.nJ,a.deJgr~thi_:p~'ip.o~e 

~or~a;ln&'~~~s~If:fr.~~lqr~~~:Y?~~).~1~?-~~te.!~lj;j~i9$~h.Y~I!\?g~:,~Jn.t~Wj,ti,iri,~;t 
1'\a~: ... :A:pa"I~.!}l~n,<J.~ctE;Y.~P!J.~!Iu~:t~I.tw~c:'~ere~_.!o~J~e~tpld,:,~s.':,.t~~ ,.t~~u~~~of any 
' ·~q~IGn arnvea · at,,.Jie.re or.•;o~herwise,: that the.Indian ~ay; go as soldier and fight 

for ~the freedom of .Epgland agamsli Germany, JorrEngland·agamst Italy, for .. England 
againshfapan, arydryet-.a ~tage may not he reached- when a· free. Indian . State •'may 
not w~isl). tqfree itself:from any, country, including England itself.··. We·maintain that 
thi~ :.P.~.litiGlllar war, aocord·ing to the' ·decisions,' "requires no justification;· , Jf•orie 
State ~an'declar~ W<;J-r, then the othe~ Sta~e can ~l~o .declare wai and Jight,,•'and 
~nyt~mg, done_ p: A~ due prpse~utH;m .• ~~§ lno<;IY~.~9D:sequences of·any,kinp:. In 

-· . . .. 
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other words, not one of these men now charged before you can be called upon to 
account for his actions. We can show that they have done nothing outside the scope , 
of the due prosecution of war on a civilized basis. That is an emphasis which I 
always wish to put. It is not alleged against these men that there was any question 
about the acts with which they are charged. They were acts carried out in due 
prosecl!tion of the war, under what you may call civilised rules. Therefore the 
question before the Court is a very narrow one. 

To continue what I was reading : 
"A civil war between different members of the same society is, what Grotius 

calls, a mixed war. It is according to him public on the side of the established 
Governmel}t and private on the part of people resisting its authority. The general 
usage of n(ltions is as regards such a war as entitling both the contending parties to 
all the rights of war as against each other and even as respects neutral nations. 
It seems to be now settled that it is unnecessary in order to constitute war that 
both parties should be acknowledged as independent nations or sovereign St~tes." • 

There was at one time the old idea that you had to be· an independe:tt State 
or a sovereign State in order to be able to declare war. Of course ~hat created a 
vicious circle, that a subject race will remain in perpetuity a subject race. It can 

,never make. a legitimate war for the purpose ofliberating itself. Hence modern 
international law has now recognised the right of subject races which are not for 
the time being or at the moment independent, to be so organized, and if they arc 
organised and fight an organized war through an organised army, the individual 
members of that army are unanswerable before any municipal court for what was 
done in due prosecution of that war. · 

It seems to be now sett:led that it is unnecessary in order to constity.te a war 
that both parties should be acknowledged as independent nations. or sovereign 
States. A war may certainly exist between a State and its suzerain as in the Boer 
War. May I appeal to this Court and all of you who are familiar with Briti:~h 
history-what about Charles I and his death? What about the Magna Charta? 
What about James II? It is all recorded in history. In other words, you do reach 
a stage where the organisation, call it rebel if you like, call it insurgent;-insurgents 
or rebels may reach a stage of organisation for the purpose of liberati'hg themselves 
when what they do after declaring war is subejct to the laws of war. 

"A war may certainly exist between a State and a suzerain as in the Boer 
War. Moreover, a war may exist where one of the belligerents claims sovereign 
rights as against the other, whether in a federal or a unitary State ........ ., 

But it is quite an unnecessary requisite. If ever a subject race finds itself in a 
position where its organisation is able to declare war, then acts done by the armies 
on either side come under this. I put a very simple question : Whd about the acts 
of those who fought on the side of the British in this }V ar ? They killed lots of people. 
Would they be put up before this Court under Section 302? Most amazing ! It was 
a properly fought war, no doubt ~s in other wars one or the other side lost,. and the 
fact that a· war is lost has no.effect on the immunity from the coqsequences in acts 
done in due prosecution of the war. He says further: 

"Whether the struggle is a war or not is to be determined, not from the relation 
of the combatants to each other, but from the mode in which it is carried on. The 
Government of the State may recognize its subjects as belligerents, in which case 
other States will normally but need not follow the same course. Or other States 
may recognize belligerency, in which case the parent State will all <but eertainly 
follow suit." • 

Tha.t ill th~ crux of the matter. I quite agree that if ten persons in a village . 
• • • 
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declare war on Britain,, they are reb~ls, and I am not here to Justify it, What I am 
s~y...i!!i.~£.tQJ~,J,.~Jl,tJ;Eggle:t.b_!!_1~!::~ll:!!.~P..o£!"&~xY~a_!~~n_s:<i,s~~ge\~ys~~!><!.·;reache~,w?ere 

, \he o_rganis~!Lo~.,~~rJ;~ ~t~t.C .~D:~S~~:.8!:g~9.~!i~t~~n.Qf..\~~,-:a~~Y· ~:e suc~.!~~t !t, .Is .. a 
war recogn~sd.J)y,.pvihsed.natiOns.;~and~IfdLis,once,recogmsed,~tben:tlie,unplumty 
follows: - As the b0oks point out, we had the instance of the war between the .South 
lfia"Hie North of America and you have a declaration from Abraham · Lincoln 
downwards that it was a proper war and there was nothing more to be saig .. abouf 
it! as soon as the hostilities· ceased. It goes on to say : · · · · . :. : . 

"Among the tests are the existence of a de facto politic;:tl organiza~ion of the· 
insurgents . sufficient in character, population ·and resources to cwv>titu~e 
it, if. left to itself, a State among-nations capable ofdischarging,the duties o(a State; 
the actual employment of·militarY forces on each side acting in accordan~f with 
the rules and custom~ of war ........ If all these elements exist, the condition of 
things is un~oubtedly war ; and it may be war before they are all ripene<l into 
activity." ·. . 
• Therefore what I wish to s~y is this :-that the test liy whicli' you. wilL judge. 
this cas• is, have we or have · we not proved the existence of a de facto political; 
organization .of insurgents ? I do not deny that they were insurgents; Apart from 
the other question to which I sha:ll come presently, .I will assume against myself that 
th~_p~QRk ..... wl!P ...<l«:..~!!lred. 'Y~r, ~!_1~~9 ,d~clared -th.e ,_gro,yj.s!s>EaJ:G_ovep:t.ment .of Free 
~d1a were, a,.,2et 41~f,J~~urg:_~ts.,., ~ ~~t _c;>f rebels:-J--:W:t.~l:;.~~~!BC?;!'!•:!h~t .!~ga!~_;St ~m ys~lf. 

"As President Grant said .;.iri his message of June 13, i87o : •The question of 
belligerency is one ·of fact not: to be decided by symp·athies for or prej~dices 
against either party'. TJl~e&r.elat!onsJ>~~ween.JJl.~E.~~~t~t~ .. 4JJ.P,in~urg~J:!t~,must 
a~ in fact, to war in .!!!e.!fnse...,o~~naJ.t~n~\JJ!:..~"--~ .. 

I caM upon you to do the S<!,l;Ile. It is not ·a question of prejudice ; it is not a 
ques~ion of p"restige or what haP,,pens to the Ariny, to this or the other p~erson. 
Please remember that you are here as judges; you are not politicians, I agree; and.· 
I do pot want you to be such. If you find that there is a de facto political organi•; 
zatipn s·ufficient in numbers, sq{ficient. in characte rand sufficient in resources to: 
constitute itself capable of declaripg and making war with an organised army; your 
verdict must .he in favCVIr of t}lese inen-:-nci more and no less than the verdict on 
your own men for killing others, ~f which act you are justly. proud. 
, That is the position in law. · ·· 
. · Then I wish to call attention. to anotlier book on lnternation~l La~-an 
accep~ed book and what is more it is borne out by all the earlier cases in which 
war was waged by what you may call insurgents -against their own sovereign, if you 
must use that expression. Thi~. book is by Lawrence,--page gog. The whole 
question before the Court under tpis particular head is whether or not there was a 
properly declar;d war in proseculion of which · the accused before you did the acts 
which they did.. And if they did ~hat in due prosecution of that war, t4en ther~ can 
be no question of any civil ·offence, as I think all of you in your own persoN· will. 
easily realise. I am not obliged in my civil life to kill anybody except·on p~n of 
conviction, but you are; · · · . . • · 

.Lawrence says : 
. · "War may be defined as a contest carrieg on by public force between States; or 
between J.States .. and communities having with regard to the contest the rights 'ov 
States, the parties to it having the intention of ending peaceful relations: arid· 
substituting for them those of1hostility with all the legal incidents thereof". :: · 

These ~ere no private acts done· with a private motive or done f~r. p . .dvate 
individual benefit~ They earn~ to Q~ doti.e by them as membels of an.organised~ 
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army, having declared war and the lawsays to them that no such consequences as 
the government demands can arise. Lawrence goes on: • • 

"It is true that two States are said to be at war as soon as one of them has _,
received a declaration of war from the other." 

Here there was in fact a formal declaration of war. Then I call attention to 
a well-~nown work of Oppenheim on International Law. Opp,enheim was Protes~ 
sor of International Law at Cambridge University. He says this-(Vol. II, 
page 166): 

"War is a contention between two or more armed States through their armed 
forces for the purpose of overpowering each other ...... War is a fact recognised, 
and with regard to many points, regulated but not established by International 
Law." 

Once you get to the stage of war, naturally it is the primary purpose of each 
party to overpower the other. Therefore in due prosecution of it, acts which might 
be called offences under civil law are not offences: the very purpose .is to .destroy 
men and property: the very thing which would otherwise be unlawful becomes right, 
becomes patriotic, becomes a duty. • 

"In any case it is universally recognised that war is a contention, i.e., a 
violent struggle through the application of armed fo;ce ....... . 

To be war, the contention must be between States ........ On the other hand, 
to an armed contention between a suzerain and its vassal State the character of 
war ought not to be denied, for both parties are States, although the action of the 
vassal may, from the standpoint of constitutional law, be rebellion." (Para. 56.) 

I have already said that States are those which have the right to make war 
like States. • 

The first proposition for which I stand before this Court is this, that the 
two State<> sufficient in number, in organisation and in resources may make war 
against each. other. That is the proposition to which I stand, and if they made 
war against each other, then there is complete immunity for what might otherwise 
be a private offence. That must necessarily follow from the acceptance of war 
as a necessary evil in this infirm world, and no individual• member oon be called 
upon to answer for the. consequences of his acts so long as it is a proper! y declared 
war. I shall call the Court's attention to Mr. Hyde's book on 'International Law', 
Vol. III, page 1792, para. 648. 

"So soon as a man is armed by a sovereign government and takes the 
soldier's oath .of fidelity, he is a belligerent; his killing, wounding or other 
war-like «<:ts are not individual crimes or offences. No belligerent has a right 
to declare that enemies of a certain class, colour or condition, when pr<r 
p~rly organised as soldiers, will not be treated by him as public enemies." 

In other words the position is simple. Any act done by members of 
an ·armed . force against any opponent, which in ordinary times in a personal 
c<ase would be a civil offence, ceases to be an offence altogether. Otherwise, 
war and recognition is ne>l a possibility. 

There is a very important decision of the Federal Court of the United 
States expressing the same thing. I may be pardoned for multiplying autho
rities, but I do so because I feel that instead of paraphrasing the idea my
~lf1 if I do it through the medium of an accepted authority, I might be 
able to c.arry better conviction. It is Vol. 168 United States E.,eports, page 
250. It is the case of Underhill v. Hernandez. I am reading the jlfdgment 
of Chief Justice- Fuller. The opinion <1f the C9urt is as follows : 
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· "Ncir can the principle be confined to lawful or recognised Govern
ments •or to cases where redress can manifestly be had through public 

'channels. The immunity of individuals from su_its brought in foregin tribunals 
for acts done within their own States in the exercise of Governmental autho
rity, whether as civil officers or as military commanders must necessarily 
extend to the agents of governments ruling by paramount force as a matter 
of fact. Where a Civil war prevails, that is, where the people of a country 

·;are divided into two hostile parties, who take up arms and oppose one ano
ther by military force, generally. speaking, foreign nations ·do not . assume to 
judge of the merits of the quarrel. If the . party· seeking to dislodge the 
existing government succeeds, and the independence of the government it 
has set up is recognised, then the acts of such government from the com
mencement of its existence are regarded as those of an independent nation. 
If the political revolt fails of success, still if actual wa.r has been waged, 
acts of legitimate warfare cannot be made the basis of individual liability." 

· Chief Justic~ Fuller was deciding the case .aiising out of the war bet
ween tlie North ·and the South. A war might exist between what you· 
might call an existing State and insurgents, a~ yet the insurgents, as 
they were called by the F~deral Government, may have such organisa
tion, force and . strength that the relation between the two parties is 
one of the existence of war. Once ·the war ekists, what is the legal 
position? If the party seeking to dislodge the ex1stmg Government 
succeeds, it is now accepted law that a successful rebellion is a Government 
established .by law. The question is-what is the position i':l case of· an un
successful rebellion. The law is; I submit, that if the stage is reached where 
the rebels or insurgents are sufficiently organis(!d,,: ahd are sufficiently resour-· 
ceful to ~ak,! war, then it is entitled to be re.garde·d as war, and there will 
be no individual consequences to persons who ~take part in it. If actual war 
has been waged, and my learned friend h~mself ·was at pains to prove that 
a regular war was · being waged, and he put forward document after docu
ment to prove it, then the question is: What is the distinction between a 
private individual' waging· war on his own ana his waging war as a member 
of a force or• organized • State. T4at is the real distinction which makes one 
immune from the consequences. If actual war has been waged, then acts 
of legitimate warfare cannot be made the basis of individual liability. 

There is another case belop.ging to the same period. It is Ford V. Surget, 
97 United States Reports, page 594, (equal to 24 Law F.D.). 

''The Confederate Government can be regarded by the Courts in no ~ther 
light than as simply the military representative of the insurrection against the 
military authori.ly of the United States. " 

"To the Confederate Army was how:ever conceded, in the interest of humanity 
and to prevent the cruelties of reprisals and retaliation, such belligerent rights as 
belonged, under the laws of nations, to the armies of independent Governments 
engaged in war against.· each other; that concession• placing the soldiers and 
officers of the rebel army, .as to all matters directly connected with the mode of 
prosecuting the war on the footing of those engaged in lawful war and exempting 
them from liability for acts of legitimate warfare." . 

The first proposition is this that in view or' the fact that a state of war 
existed ~etwe•n the Provisional Government of Azad Hip.d and the British, ·any 
act done in prosecution of that war has pot the consequences wJiich the Crown 
claims or might have claimed in the ·case of a private individual. · 
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In International Law it is permissible for those who are subject to a foreign . 
authority to organize themselves, and having reached that stage of org!nisation 
and having an organized army to fight for liberation, whether it is successful or"" 
not, during the process while the war is being carried on, there is immunity, so 
far as individual members of the organized army are concerned for all acts done 
in due prosecution of war on a civilized basis (other than war crimes like those 
which are the subject of trial now in different parts of the world ). That being 
so, my submission is that the accused men before you are entitled to be declare~ 
innocent in that there is no civil or criminal responsibility for those acts. In 
terms ofthe language of the books on law, the liability is on the State under whose 
direction they fought, and such liability in international law on the cessation of 
hostilities does not exist. Of course if a rebellion is successful, then it becomes a 
new Government, and there is the end of it and there will be no tribunals, but it 
is only in a case in which it is not successful that the question arises and the 
answer is given in my clients' favour by International Law. 

The next point to which I wish to advert is the alternative pctint which . I 
made under Section 79 of the Indian Penal Code. The issue which aris,s, apart 
from the Indian Penal Cod~t, is an issue of great international impoPtance. It has 
arisen, if I may say so, in its actual form for the first time though the authorities 
directly or indirectly support the principles on whicFl my contention is based. At 
the same time, appearing before this Tribunal, it becomes my duty to justify it 
on what I may call a narrower ground to the extent to which it is necessary, 
for I do feel that before a Tribunal constituted as this is, it is equally important 
that I should put myself within the narrow sphere of the Indian Statute itself. 
Then I submit, assuming my submissions are correct and accepted, the hands of 
the Tribuna! are fairly strengthened. The words which I referred to in Section 
79 of the Indian Penal. Code are 'jmtified by law'. Th~ question 
is what is the meaning of the word 'law' appearing iri Section 79 
of the Indian Penal Code. If I can satisfy this Court that the law 
there comprehends and includes international law, I submit my Honourable Friend 
on the other side would have hardly any case to present to the Court at all. 
If the word 'law' in Section 79 includes International Law so far as the immunity 
which I have described before is concerned, then I submit; the thre!'lt men at your 
bar are entitled to plead that they were so justified in the actions which in ordinary 
private personal life might have been offences under the Indian Penal Code. I wish 
to call your attention to a certain number of authorities on the question. The first 
authority to which I call your attention is Blackstone's Commentaries in Book IV, 
but it is volume II in this binding. It is accepted at all events by British lawyers 
that Blackstone's Commentaries are the fountain-source of Common Law of 
England and it is a matter which I wish to particularly assert before this Court. 
The page that I am reading is 2237 (Vol. II, edited by W.C. Jones). Most of us 
who are not lawyers are familiar with Blackstone's Commentarie~ and know that 
he is father, to a very large extent, of Common Law. Blackstone's Commentaries 
are relied upon in British Courts as a very authoritative exposition of the law on 
the particular question which he has dealt with. 

"In arbitrary States tltis law, wherever it contradicts or is not provided for 
by the municipal law of the country, is enforced by royal power ; but since in 
England no royal power can introduce a new law, or suspend the execution 
of the old, therefore the law of nations (wherever any question arises which is 
properly the object of its jurisdiction) is here adopted in its full extent by the 
common law, and is held to be a part of the law of the land." • 

So that, as soon as the Ce>urt has ascertained what is the internati;nal law 
on a particular ~oint before the Court1 ·it is the bounden duty of the Court to 
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admin~ter that part ~flnternational Law as a part. of. the law of the iand, and 
'hence it is t?at I am submi_tting to ~he . C~urt that the word 'law' in Section 79 

should be given that extensive meamng which the law has by the Common Law of 
England. 

The next work on which I rely for the purpose of the meaning of the word 
'law', meaning thereby that 'nothing is an offence wh_ich is justified by law', 

.is Oppenheim's International Law. The question is what is law, and it is in support 
Of that that I am submitting next Oppenheim's International Law Vol. I, Fifth 
Edition, page 36, article 2 I a : · 

"In view ofthis wide divergence of doctrine it is necessary to inquire into the 
actuallegal position in the principal countries in the matter of International Law 
and Municipal Law. 

(I) As regards Great Britain, the following points must be noted : 
(a) All such rules of customary International Law as are either universally 

fecognised or have at any rate received the· assent of this country are 
: per se part Of the law of the land. To tht~.t extent there is still va:lid 

in England the Common Law doctrine, to which Blackstone gave 
expression in a stri~ing passage, that the Law of Nations is part of the 
law of the land. It has repeatedly been acted upon by Courts. Apart 
from isolated obiter diCta it has never been denied by judges. The 
unshaken continuity of its observance · suffered a reverse as the 
result of the dicta of so:rp.e judges in The Franconia Case in I876, 
but West Rand Central Gold Mining. Co, v. The King decided in 1905, 
must be regarded as a reaffirmation of the classicaldoctrine." 

So that ever since the time of Blackstone, until the last edition of Oppen
heim, which •beJongs to the year I937, there has never been any question that 
on any issue in which the doctrine of international law is accepted to be the inter
national law it becomes a part of the law of the land, law of the land in England, 
and law of the land here. · 

Next, I call attention to the work of an American Jurist Hershey on Inter
national Publi• Law and Organisation, page I4, I927 Edition. 

''International Law is a part of our Jaw, ,9-nd must be ascertained and 
admitted by the Court of.Justice of appropriatdurl.sdiction· as often as questions 
of right depending upon it are duly presented for their determination. For this 
purpose, where there is no treaty and no controlling executive or legislative act or 
judicial decision, resort must be ·had to the custom and usag~s of civilized 
nations, and, as evidence of these, to the works of jurists and commentators 
who, by years of labour, research, and experience, have made themselves pecu
liarly well....,...acq~ainted with the subjects of which they treat. Such works are resor
ted to.by.judicial tribunals, not for the speculations o[ their authors concerning 
what the law ought to be, but for trustworthy evidence of what the law really is." 

So, you will see from this qumation which has come from justice Gray in the 
case which ·is cited-I95 United States Reports, page. I I 3 at page I63, that it has 

·been accepted that while administering justice it is your bounden duty· to find out, 
-recognise and apply the principles of international law where a person at your 
bar seeks justice on the ground that the act with which he is charged is an act 
justified by law and that for the purpo·se of ascertaining it you may have resort as it 
is stated by the learned Judge himself to "the usages and customs of civilized nations, 
and as Q~Vidertte to this to the work of jurists, commentators, who by years of 
labours, research· and experience have ma.de themselves peculiarly well-acquainted 
with the subject of which they treat." • 
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Therefore i piead that when the time comes for.your deliberat~n yotJ · 
will carefully, of which I h !Ve no doubt, and diligently, of which I am perfectly,
conscious, study and apply your mind to the citations which I have already 
given and which I am about to give. Because, according to the well-accepted canons, 
the commentators who by years of labour, research and experience have made 
themselves peculiarly well-acquainted with the subjects of whidi they treat, and 
such works are resorted to and have to be resorted to by judicial tribunals. I have 
got, Sirs, the original judgment from which this quotation is given. The judgment" 
is reported in 175 United States Reports in the judgment at page 700. The case is 
Paquet Habana, Appeals from the District Courts of the United States for Southern 
Districts of Florida. The judgment of Mr. Justice Gray on this question is to be 
found at page 700. I do not wish to read it again, because I have already read 
it from the textbook in which it is now accepted. At the same time I may be 
pardoned for pressing this point upon the Court because then the issue before . 
this Court becomes exceedingly narrow. If I am able to persuade this Court, as I 
submit I hope to do, that in administering the law you are bound t~ have regatd 
to international law, there will be no difficulty whatever in the way of th~ defence 
which I am presenting. Then the Statute law has made it incumbent upon you, 
and in fact has declared that nothing is an offence which is justified by law. If 
therefore the acts which are said to be offences are declared not to be offences, 
and if I am able to show that the law so declares them, then it will be your 
duty to declare that, notwithstanding apparent confusion of thought, words like 
treason and so on, will have no value. 

The law of treason in India is codified. It is to be found in Chapter VI of 
the I.P.C. (Offences against the State) in Sec. 121 and following Sections. Therefore 
let me caution the Court against the general use of words like "treason" .• The ques
tion is whether my clients who have been charged under Sections I 2 r and 302 have 
or have not, in doing those acts, been justified by law, i. e. the law of nations, and if 
they are so justified the law of this country declares that it is not an offence. In 
other words the law of this country recognises that there may be acts which if done 
in private life for private motive might be an offence but which in public life or · 
public duty are not an offence. A Judge is not liable as an abettor of murder be
cause he orders a man to be hung, because he is justified• by law. •similarly and 
equally, if not more emphatically, the member of an armed force having declared 
war, if during the state of that war he has committed acts which in private life 
might be offences, the law says nothing shall be an offence. Therefore I do wish in 
so far as in me 'lies, to press this point upon your attention, because the first line of 
argument which I submitted to the Court stands, and I submit to the Court that is 
the law. In other words the law is that in the prosecution of war the acts which 
take place are beyond municipal law. But assuming for the purpose of argument, 
I have to take my stand on a narrower ground. Then the law oftfiis country, the 
Indian Statute Law itself enjoins upon you that if I can show justification by means 
of international law for those acts, then my clients are entitled to a verdict in their 
favour. I say this to you in the language of one of your greatest poets that if in 
so far as God grants me the.tongue of persuasion and you the ears of hearing, I 
have not the least doubt that when you have considered the cases before you, you 
will have no difficulty or hesitation to decide in my favour on that narrow ground. 

The next point to which I wish to call attention is Ivloore's International Law 
and Digest page 2, Vol. I, and this is how it is stated: 

"lt is thus apparent that from the beginning the scene in question denoted 
something more than the positive legislation of independent States cfhd ihe term 
internationalla~ which has in recent times so generally superseded the earlier titles 
served to emphasize his fact. It denotes a body of obligations which is in a sense 
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indepepdent of and superior to such legislation. The Governrrrent ·of' the United 
States has on various occasions announced the principle that international law as 

' a system is binding upon nations, not merdy as somethi'!g which th.ey may . be 
tacitly assumed to agree but also as a fundamental condition for the1r adm1sswn 
to the full and equal participation in the intercourse of civilised nations." 

I therefor~ cannot more emphatically assert than the ground on which I 
. appear before the Court and I have no doubt that it will rise superior (in the langu

·age of one ofthecases that I read) to all question of prejudice and come to the 
right conclusion in considering Section 79 and t~e immunity granted by it. · 

Just one more passage to which I wish to ca:ll attention. It is the judgment of. 
the Privy Council on the this question. The last under these· heads is a judgment of. 
Their Lordships of the Privy Council, ·reported in a recent number, 1939 appeal 
cases, page 168. There a question of international law arose."' The name of the 
case is Chang Chi Chu. · It was a case of murder committed on a Chinese ship and . 
that is how the question arose of the liability of the prisoner to be tried. And the 
_questioQ ar~se to what extent in inte"rnational law· it was necessary to consider 
whethef the. prisoner was liable. The contention shortly stated was that the 
Chines~ ship was so much floating Chinese territory. That was the claim made 
under the international law. ;r'heir Lordships of the Privy Council held that under 
international law it is probably not correct to say that a floating ship of foreign 
power is so much, what you may call, island foreign territory. But they have ruled 
by reason of the respect accorded to comity of nations, that anything that occurs 
on a foreign ship is not within the authcfrity or jurisdiction of municipal law. In 
this particular case what they held was 1that inasmuch as the ship itself accepted 
the authority of the power which was exercising authority in those waters, they 
held it be~ame an exception.· But in considering the applicability of international 
law to the qHestion whether or not the Court had jurisdiction to try this particular 
Chinaman, the question arose to what extent international law has to be considered 
and the judgment of Their Lordships ddivered by Lord Aitkins is very important 
from this point of view. I would not enter into the question of details which arose 
in that case though by themselves they are interesting enough. But I may· say this 
that the observations which I propose to read are necessary and essential beca~se 
the whole defence to the charge of murder, and the want of jurisdiction of the 
Court, were based on the ground that ririder international law the Court had no 
jurisdiction and for that purpose the Court went into the question of what was the 
appropriate international law on the question. Their Lordships said with reference 
to the necessity of the application, or rather with reference to the obligation to 
ascertain and apply international law ourselves was a part of the law. That is 
how that part of the case is stated. · 

. Page 167 : "Their Lordships entertain no doubt that the law is the correct 
conclusion, nafnely, that a ship is not so much floating part of _a foreign territory, 
but that immunity is granted for whatever happens in that ship in so far as juris
diction is concerned. It more accurately and logically represents the agreement 
of nations which constitute international law, and alone is consistent with the 
paramount necessity expressed in ·general . terms fQr each nation to protect itself 
from internal disorder by trying and punishing offenders within its boundaries." 

It must always be remembered that in sq far as, at any rate, the courts of 
this country are concerned, international law has validity in so far its principles 
are accepted and adopted by domestic law. There is no external power that 
imposes its rules upon our code of substantive law or procedure. The Court 
ackno""ledgt! , the existence of . a body of rules which nations accept 
among themselves. On any judiciar issue they seek to • ascertain what 
the relevant rule is, and having found it, they will treat it as incorporated .,. . 
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into the domestic law so far as it is not inconsistent with the rules &nacted 
by any Statute or finally declared by their tribunals. What then are the , 
immunities of public ships of other nations accepted by our courts and on' 
what principle ? I say that in this particular case not only there is no Statute 
to the contrary, but in fact the Statute imposes that obligation, coming back to the 
action of Section 79, viz., nothing is an offence which is justified by law. Therefore 
what you have got to do, Sirs, is to ascertain the relevant body of international law, 
and having done so, apply it to what is described as domestic law. Therefore there · 
can be no reasonable doubt that in the construction and application of Section 79 
the submission which I have already made on the immunity of individual members 
of an armed force fighting in a war properly declared, that immunity is a part of 
international law and therefore is a part of national law. And I submit that your 
own experience whenever emergencies of war have arisen should bear ample testi
mony to that position. Each time a soldier fights under the orders of a state in a 
war properly declared, if he were to consider what would be his liabilities, I am 
afraid the efficiency of war would be a very difficult process indeefl. It is au 
assumed part of the law of nations that once you become a member of a:fighting 
force of a properly qualified State entitled to make a war, there is aft end of all 
individual liability for the acts which if they were private acts for a private purpose 
might be an offence within the law. Though according to my submission the first 
is an essentially correct ground, in any case the justification by law is a sure ground 
on which I stand before this Court. Hence I submit that nothing is an offence 
which is justified by law, and I therefore say that the acts with which the accused 
are charged before the Court are justified by law, that is to say by the international 
law, and therefore, there can be no question of a personal or individual liability. 

This question has been considered in a different form or perhaps in different 
language because I wish to point out to you, as you have seen iu the earlier 
works to which I referred, the law of war is often described as the law of 
belligerency. I wish to point out to the Court, as I shall presently do, what is the law 
of belligerency; in other words, who are entitled to be treated as belligerents in the 
light of international, and what I may call, municipal or domestic law. 

For that purpose I wish to call attention to the author.ities which. clearly show 
where and how the law of belligerency rests. I again refer you to Oppenheim on 
International Law, r944 edition, Vol. II: he was professor of international law ;;tt 
Cambridge and falls within the description which I gave of men who have by t~e1r 
labour and research and experience and knowledge, contributed to the formulatiOn 
of international law on many questions. The present question is dealt with on 
page 20o-Article 76A: 

"Recognition of belligerents by other States is not as a rule binding upon the 
State. Notwithstanding such recognition, it is entitled to treat t:ye insurgents as 
traitors ; but the position is controversial with regard to recognition as a belligerent 
power granted to separate armies which comprise subjects of the enemy. who are 
fighting to free their nation from this rule and which are responsible to an 
authority recognised as representing the nation in question." 

That really epitomises• the whole of the issue-"but the position 'is controver
sial with regard to the recognition as a belligerent power granted to separate 
armies which comprise subjects of the enemy who are fighting to free their nation 
from this rule and which are responsible to an authority recognised as representing 
the nation in question." 

To translate it according to law, the accused before you were m!mbeiS of an 
army responsible 1o the Provisional Government of Free India, fighting to liberate 
themselves from the rule of the army of those who were fighting against them, and I 
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submit that is precisely the case before us. The author goes on and gives instances of 
cases M that kind, and" I want to draw your particular attention to those historical 

• instances which fortunately have occurred before, so that I stand before you on 
much mo~e solid ground than if this were perhaps actually the first instance: 

"Thus,J~,!he.ye_a:,~l 918, 4}J:,til_lg~t.J:l,~ .... !Y.SlJ.\i.,w:-r,~.G:reat$Britain,~Fr;lnc~,- Italy 
a?d. the U nit~~Stateh.9f,.,Am~:rJ.C:e.1~~~~~~o~loy::_k~s~CE.-belh~~.<.:_~_ts .. 
Smnlar recogmtwn-,wa,s,:grantc;d m the year I!JJ.7rt:t~~- Pohsli ~t~il(A£..~y; 
composed to a substantial de~f""'rlfe..,.,.S'iibJects of tlie ·enemy powers.. It lias 
been maintained that as in the case of insurgents in a civil war-(quot:=ttions of 
which I have already given)-the enemy is entitled to disregard such recqgnition 
and treat the members of the insurgent army when they fall into his hands, in 
accordance with the provisions of the criminal law. The better opinion is 
probably that when such recognition is granted by an adversary to large bodies of 
men effectively organised on foreign soil in anticipation of independent nation
hood, a point is reached at which the belligerents, confronted with disaffection and 

. desertion d a considerable n,umber of his subjects engaged in hostilities against 
him, er-n do longer, without exposing himself to justifiable retaliation, asset t the 
provisions of his own criminal law as the only legally relevant element in the situa
tion." 

I want to draw your attention pointedly to the conditions which are here laid 
down and which, I submit, wehavemorethan amply fulfilled. I ask this Court to de
clare that that is the better opinion, and I do say that we have reached a stage far 
in advance of the illustration given by Oppenheim. In this case not merely men 
were effectively organised, but there was a regularly organised army. This has been 
amply proved by the Prosecution-thanks to them for that. They have amply pro
ved that there was a regular army, a properly organised army-on foreign soil it 
is true-but with this added qualification in my favour, that Indians residing in 
places where• the army was organised, numbering not a few hundreds, even a few thou
sands, but two million men and·women and children, through 23o,ooo adult men 
and women swearing allegiance to that Provisional Government, for the purpose of 
liberating their country-which unfortunately failed, but nonetheless the condition 
required that you may at your peril call to aid the criminal law of the country 
against such. an organi.';ation-effectively organised on foreign soil in anticipation 
of an independent nationhood. It is true-and that is why I read the Proclamation 
to tll'iK court-I. read it with a view to show to you that the object with 
which on foreign soil an independent government was formed was the 
liberation of their country : It was. undoubtedly in anticipation of independent 
.statehood; and of course if the independent state had been established 
by the successful prosecution of torce, as I said, this tribunal would not have 
been there to try them. It was because it was done .in anticip~tion, which 
failed, and which does not qetract from the point, that a stage is reached 
in which a b~ligerent confronted with the ,disaffection and desertion of a con
siderable number of his subjects engaged in hostilities against him, can no 
longer assert the provisions of his own criminal law a$ the only legally relevant 
element in this situation. In other words, the legally relevant element in this 
situation is that we, meaning tll'e two armies, had 10eached a stage where, having 
reached a stage of war-there can be no question at all that under Section 
79 we are entitled to the justification which the laws of war give to belligerent 
armies. And that no acts done during· the course of the prosecution of the war 
are matters of what you may call domestic law, pure and simple; which 
would be as if any one of these three accused went and did any of these 
acts 014t ofeprivate motive. Therefore, it is essential to remember that in all 
these cases the substance of the law is this : two independen~ States can always 
make war and the members of their combatant forces are unanswerable for 
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their acts. Only the question arises, or the intermediate stage arises, whether 
without having reached the stage of independent statehood (to take the•words . ~ 
of Oppenheim) you have attained a stage, and whether having founded a state • 
for the purpose of liberating your own country, you are so organised, both 
the state and the army, that it assumes the proportions of a state and as a 
result of the war-as much a war between two independent states. I am pleading 
before you that we have proved before thi1> court, and the documents which 
otherwise we would not have had the benefit of and have generously been.· 
produced by the prosecution all of them distinctly and clearly showed that we 
aad reached that stage and this court would not only be ju.stified, but, I submit, 
bound in law and in conscience to regard the accused as belonging to that 
organisation, and as member of such a belligerent army they are entitled to 
all the privileges of the laws of war. In other words, immunity for personal 
acts carried out in due prosecution of the war, as you yourself in your own 
oerson would claim. 

The next book to which I would call attention is the British• Year B")ok 
:Jf International Law, rg37, page r8. It says: 

"What we call belligerent recognition is not so much 
temporary and provisional, of a new governmen1, as the 
existence of a war." 

• • 
reco~nition, even 

recognition ofthe 

I may explain what is meant here, because the recognition comes as a 
;tage when it has not yet succeeded in establishing its own government. Of 
:ourse, if for instance perchance this very army had succeeded in its aim, 
as the maxim of international law is, the successful revolution is the govern
ment established by law. But earlier than that there is the stage at which 
it is in a state of war and that is all that is necessary for the pJJrposes of 
my case. If I can establish that they were making war, which .is regarded 
as a stage of belligerency by international law, they are entitled to the same 
privileges and immunities as would be accorded to the armies of two inde
pendent nations. It continues: 

"The existence of war is purely a question of fact; but if we recognise 
the fact that a war is being carried on, then the re!;ognition of the insur
gent government follows as a necessary consequence. Wars can only be 
carried on by governments, and there must be at least two parties to <every 
war. Much of the confusion which obscures the current discussion of the Spanish 
problem arises from the failure to observe this correct logical consequence. 
The true doctrine is that recognition of the insurgent government is the 
necessary and logical consequence of recognising the fact of war." 

Therefore I submit that once you recognise, as I submit this court is 
bound to do on the evidence before it, that there was a r~ular properly 
declared and properly prosecuted war, then I submit there can be no ques
tion that the acts of these men, done in due prosecution of that war, are 
completely justified by international law and therefore by law. 

The instances are given in the Year Book of International Law. This is 
what it says: • . 

"Lest this should seem to be merely doctrinnaire, that is the kind of criticism 
with which we people are sometimes apt to run away,-and theoretical opinion, 
I shall try to fortify my doctrine by authority. In r828 Don Miguel, the 
Pretender to the throne of Portugal, was carrying on war by sea and land 
against his niece and nominal fiancee the child-Queen Donna Marij, who 
was recognised by Great Britain and other powers as the legitimate Sovereign 
of Portugal. At• no time during the struggle was Don Miguel ever recognised 
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by Gf'eat Britain uri6er, any form de}ure or de facto.) In 1828 he proclaimed 
naval blockades of Opo:rto and of the Azore>.. These blockades were notified to 
the British G:wernmenq which published the -n9Jices, in the London Gazette 
and communicated tl1em to the committee of Lloyd!s. The King's Advocate 
Sir Herbert Jenner advised the British Goverp.ment that the blockades, if 
effectively maintained,, might be recognised as·,':'~alid, . although no form of re-

• cognition had at any time been conceded to Don'"l\1iguel." 
: In other words the distinction th'lt is soughft~ be made i~ that you may 
recognise the St.lte of belligerency without: necessarilyrecognising the State. 

Refusal to recognise the blockade, so Jenner a~vised, would be a departure 
from the neutrality which this country had profess.ed in the civil war. Twenty 
years later the ·palmerston Government, following th~: advice of Sir John Dodson 

. -and I hope. the Judg~ Advocate will advise you afcordingly"'--then the Queen's 
Advocate decided to recognise the blockade of. Trieste :by the I tali an insurgents 
during the Revolution of-i848, although there had been no other act of recognition 
of the i"Osurgent government. :c 

The point I am "trying to emphasize is this tiiat you need not necessarily 
recognise your opponent, as a. government, and y~t during the course of the 
war, once you recognise that it was a proper stale :of belligerency, then the 
immunities and privileges which I described befor~ follow, because the men, 

. and in modern times the ,women, who are fighting [bT the insurgent government, 
are recognised for th~.purpose of these immunitie.s .. It goe_s on: . 

'~Upon the point -which we are now discussing D::>dson's opinion is very 
clear. 'It is sufficient_:~ he says 'to justify a J,>l~ckade if duly maintained that a 
de facto war is carried' on by Sardinia and .Venice on one side, and Austria 
·on the other"' . " 

Even more clear. is the opinion of a l~t~r Q'1een's .·Advocate Sir John 
. Harding when advisin~ the' G:lVernment in r83::> up::>n th:: q !.lest ion rai.sed by 
Garibaldi's rebellion. This is perhaps nearer iq it~ application. This is the 
fJUOtation from the op:inion of Harding: 

"If Her Majesty's &overnment. considers that a civil war actually· exists 
between the dictatorial Government of Southern Italy and that of His Majesty 
the King of the two ;Sicilies' in which Great Britain is to be strictly neutral 
and that the dictatorial government has in fact attained (howsoever) ·an 
independent and sovereign existence and governs de .facto a portion of the 

'Neapolitan dominions,, then Her Majesty's Government may without violating 
or disregarding the law of Nations and without epcouraging piracy, so far recognise 
the acts of this de .facto government as to admit the validity of an effective 
blockade, main~ined by a competent naval force acting under its orde1 s, for 
to acquiesce in the capture and condemnation by. it of articles of contraband 
of war designed for the use of the King ofthe tvio Sicilies." 

The belligerency which existed was. between what you might call the King 
of Italy and the insurgent~, and the advice of Sir. Johre Harding was that if there 
was a de .facto war between the two, then the rights of the belligerents should be 
accepted and acknowledged. 'In' other words, supposing they took as prize of 
war ships belonging to what you might call the constituted King of Italy, it would 
still be a perfectly good prize. ' 

In the course of the sante opinion, Harding pointed out that Garibaldi and 
his office~ coufd not possibly be regarded as pirates, since they were carrying 
on war in a regular manner and had been dealt with on equal ~erms by British 
naval officers. The three opinions which I have just cited are those of British 
law officers ranging over the period from 1828 to t86o.- • 
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Without further multiplying citations, I will therefore summarisl'! their 
effect by saying that what we recognise in these cases is the existence of war .• 
The recognition of the insurgent government is merely incidental or consequential 
since a war implies the existence of some independent authority which carries 
on the war. 

The next thing to which I wish to call your attention is the recognition 
this matter has received from the British Government through the then Foreign· 
Secretary, Mr. Eden. I am reading from the Hansard which is the recognised 
report of the Debates of the House of Commons. I am reading from the debates 
of the 14th April 1937, page II33· This is what I have here: 

· "The Leader of the Opposition spoke earlier today as though the Government 
had given something up in this case. Of course, we have not given anything up, 
because you can never grant belligerent rights to one side only; they must be . 
granted to both sides, if they are granted at all." 

• This issue arose on the question of the Spanish war. • 
"The Honourable Gentleman remarked that he thought that newer i~ history 

had there been any question of granting belligerent rights early in a dispute. 
As a matter offact, in the American Civil War we did grant belligerent rights 
within six weeks of the outbreak of the Civil War." 

"Mr. Noel Baker said: The Government themselves declared a blockade, 
which, as all international lawyers will agree, compels them to grant belligerent 
rights to both sides." 

"Mr. Eden: We ourselves made, in point of fact, a declaration of neutrality 
out of which arose the granting of belligerent rights to both sides. Tpat is what 
we did in the American Civil War. Of course, that does not stand alone. It is 
not the only example. The Honourable Gentleman is probably familiar, I think, 
as I know something of his associations in this respect, with the Greek rebellion 
against Turkey in r821-25. At that time also-remember that in each case these 
were insurgents against their parent State fighting for their liberation, and it was 
during the course of that struggle that the rights of belligerents were granted 
by Britain. At that time also, belligerent rights were gt'anted and' His Majesty's 
Government voiced this opinion to which I would draw the attention of the 
House; the character of belligerency was not so much a principle as a fact that 
a certain degree of force and consistency acquired by any mass of population 
engaged in war entitled that population to be treated as a belligerent and even 
if this title were questionable, rendered in the interest well-understood of all civilised 
nations so to treat them." 

The position of British politician> and Brit.ish law on the question of the recog
nition of belligerency even as between what I might call the parttnt State and the 
rebel States has always been recognition of belligerency. 

At that time Canning was the Foreign Secretary of this country and Professor 
Philips in his History of. Europe deals with this very intereJting chapter of modern 
Greek independence. He say'§: 

"Curiously enough as in the affairs of Spain, so now his (Canning's) attitude 
was frankly based upon the interests of England. The interests of England in 
his opinion demanded peace ....•... The recognition of the belligerent character 
of the Greeks wss necessitated by the impossibility of treating as pirates a popula
tion of a million souls and of bringing within the bounds of civilisecJ. war a contest 
which had been marked at the outset on both sides, by disgusting ba,barities . 

• 
"Those were both cases in which belligerent rights were granted. A third 

and perhaps, .in a way, even more remarkable case, was the revolt of the Spanish 
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Americans Colonies . against the Spanish Government, from'which resulted the estab
lishment of the South . American indepe:r:dent Repu?lics as we kno~ them \today." 

" . oo that yo1,1 have ~nstances onboths.Ides oft~.e hne. You ha:ve mstanc<fS·where 
• those who rebelled agamst a .State for the1r own mdependence ultimately su«ceeded, 
but w~ile th~y were in ?- .state of war b_oth were recognized ?.s belli~~rents. \ Those 
others m wh1ch they d1d not succeed- but nonetheless dunng the mterval ofthe 
struggle, th~y were both reco~nized as ?elligerents. .. . . .. · \ . 
, ... "A third, and perhaps, m a way, even mo;re remarkable case was the reyolt of 

• .'the Spanish American Colonies against ,the: Spanish Government, from \ whi.ch 
resulted the establishment of the South American independent Republics as we know 
them today. In that dispute we recognized the rights of the belligerent 

1 .. " . \ co omes.·..... . . .. 
·: · People 'Vere actually . revolting against their awn Government for thek own 

freedom, and one need not be apologetic in this period of world history to say that 
the·subject r<;tce _may free itself. . · ·: . · . . . . · \ 

"In that dispute we recogmzed the nghts of the belhgerent colomes long lDefore 
we recognistd them in any other way, and, when I heard the Right Hon. G~ntle
man.be:ow the Gangway speaking ea;rlier this afternoon, I .bethought me t~at he 
might well 'have remembered the enthusiasm shown by the Liberal Party pfthat 
day for those new State~ ac_ross the Atlantic to whom we accorded bellig~rent 
rights, though they Were rebels ~gainst their-.Own mother country.'' :. . • . I . . 

, . . ' . • • ·. •. . . I ... 

Sir, I say that I could not quote a stronge~ authority for your adoption than 
the action of the British Government as st.ated authoritatively by the Fo*ign 
Secretary of Britain and I would like to read1it again in order that I may not miss 
the point: . · ' · · · · · \ .. · 

·. ''I bethought me that he might well have ·remembered the enthusiasm sh~~n 
.by-the Lil~eral Party of that day for those new States across the Atlantic to w~om 
we , accorded belligerent rights, though they were rebels against their own mother 
country;" · · . · · · \ · 

And I say that the same point arises· for you. It is true that those Jho 
fought 'were rebels ·from the ··point ·of view of constitutional law as against th~ir 
own King-and·later on I will come to the. question of ·allegiance-:-'-it will be fuy 
duty to anal~se before ~ou what that· means, though it is irrelevant to the is5Pe 
as ,Ishall point out-. The very fact that those colonies,~were fighting against their 
mother country as it is called, shows that atthat time there was what you may 
call 'l.egal allegiance', but legal allegiance cannot be a .matter of perpetuity 
bec'il.l1se· if it beconies a matter of perP.etuity no subject race will ever atta~n 
freedom.' · Fot the moment, the point with which we are concerned is. merely 
this : that while in a state of belligerency Britain recognized the rebels as 
proper belligerents,\ those who were. fighting againl')t their mother country, anl:l 
if that belligere~y is recognized,'! venture to submit it will be far too much 'tb 
ask this' ·court to refuse it to · this Provisional Government of Free India and th'e 
Atm~es fighting under them. · Mr. Eden goes on~b~cause he ~anted to make the 
point that the State wilT be iecognizeq not only when it comes ii].tO existence; 'but 
while still the struggle goej; on.. New I read : . . . . ' • . \ 

.. ,. . . . . ~ ' \ 

"What I wish to deduce from these three examples is that the 'naturar thing) 
••... ; '' mark the words- . · · '\· 

" ....... • .. when a struggle has rea'ched the ~arge dimensions of the present 
war in Spain, would have been to recognise its belligerent character, and for 
States whose maritime interests are involved,. as ours are, to grant belligerent rights 
to bo~ sid~s." , ' . · · 
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ln other words, as he put it before, it is essentially a matter of fact. tf we 

find that the struggle, --call it rebellion, call it insurgence, call it what you like,-
has reached such proportions that you cannot control it-by normal mea~s, then 
you must recognize that it is a state of war, and once you recognize that it is a • 
state of war, those who fight in pursuance of the declaration of war and in 
prosecution of it are entitled to all the rights of belligerency. Then he goes on : 

"That would have been the natural thing to do. Recognition of belligerency 
is, of <;ourse, quite distinct from recognising anyone to whom you give belligerent . 
rights as being the legitimate Government of the country." 

And that is what I want to impress upon you, that if it is asserted on the 
other side that it is required for the purpose of immunity from all acts done in 
due prosecution of the war that the Provisi::mal Government should have been 
recognized by Britain, it is· a completely futile argument. In fact, the very 
hypothesis cannot exist. The hypothesis is this : The rebels as I have called 
them-! do not mind it---are fighting for their freedom against another country. 
If they succeed, the Government will be recognized, but, in the meantime, during 
the course of fighting, the Government won't be recognized, but what is•rec~nised is 
belligerency. I shall presently point out what it involves,-immunity from • all acts 
done in due prosecution of the war. • 

"Recognition of belligerency is, of course, -quite distinct from recognising 
anyone to whom you give belligerent rights as being the legitimate -Government 
of the country." 

It is a fact that the Provisional Government was not then and did not become 
the actual Government of India, but that does not matter at all. What are the 
rights and privileges during the course of the struggle, and if I am right in my 
submission to the Court, there can be no doubt that during the course of struggle 
there was only one duty owed by men like the accused before you, and -that is to 
prosecute that war under the orders of the Provisional Government,-and anything 
that they did by way of prosecuting that war gives them complete immunity. 

"It has nothing to do with it. It is a conception simply concerned with 
granting belligerent rights which are of convenience to the donor as much as they 
are to the recipients. I will not go into the reasons, but for a variety of reasons 
in the present dispute we are not granting belligerent rigats." • 

So that you have here recognition of an adoption of the principle supported 
by precedents as stated by the Foreign Secretary of that day. 

Then there is a quotation from Mr. Churchill's speech during the course of 
the same discussion to which I wish to call your attention. That is on the 14th of 
April 1937, page ro68 : 

"When I hear my Right Hon. friend opposite sp~ak of rebels, I must remind 
him that, sitting there as he does in the seat of the Whigs, he is departing from 
Whig principles. The sacred rights of rebellion was one of thei;' first doctrines. 
In regard to liberal statesmen, there the Right Hon. Gentleman sits, the 
successor to Mr. Gladstone, striving to uphold the great principles for which his 
party staJ.?.dS. But what was Mr. Gladstone's record? _He was a strong supporter 
of rebels. He was a strorfg supporter of the rebels m the war of American 
secession. There, we had a civil war in which the rebels were not only rebels 
but slave owners. Mr. Gladstone went about the country, and in a famous speech 
either at New Castle or Hull proclaimed that the Confederate States (i.e., the 
Southern States) had not only founded an army, but that they had founded a 
navy, they had founded a Government, and more than that, they had founded 
a nation. (An Hon. Member : "He was a Tory then.") He wa! not!' a Tory 
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then. Therefore, before one takes the view that rebels are like mad dogs to b~ 
put down and shot at sight, we should reme~ber these things." 

I~ .other words, tn that debate the Government of the day ' in England 
•recognized that while a rebellion may or may not be successful, while it has ' 
attained a stage of war, you must recognize and give immunity to those people; 
who fight on either side, for what justifit~tion is there on the part of one set of 
them to fight and claim immunity. as against the other side? If the I.N.A. shot, 
I daresay the British Indian Army equally shot from the other side. The' . 

·justification is equal in both cases in so far as this particular . struggle is concern,ed.i · 
Mr. Churchill goes on : 

"If we search the history 0f the r.gth century we shall find many cases; . 
where the British Government have actually espoused the cause of rebels.' The RonA ' 
Member (Mr. Maxton), the .leader of the Clydeside p~rty, with his customary 
candour and frankness, made no bones:.about support1ng rebels .. He declared 
that the question was whether or not they were rebelling for- the thing you 
wanted.'' 

I am cfuite certain that we have proved to the hilt that they were rebelling' 
for a ti;.ng they wanted which is fully approved of by any civilised human being. 
There cann<ft be two different laws for two different sets of people. "Everyone 
will support rebels who are figjlting for the. things of wliich they approve and they \ i 
will criticise the Government which is for the things which they dislike. Therefore ~ ' 
do not let us have too much of an attempt to make out that . the Government in • ' 
Spain have all the right on their side andlthe rebels none." 

The Court will appreciate that I am pleading for a very limited right. I 
am not here before this Court on the que-stion of the recognition or non-recognition 
of the unfortunate failure of the Povisional Government to obtain the independence 
of India .• That is not the issue. There<is a very narrow issue. · It is this. While : 
they were fig<tting and struggling, were they or were they not entitled to the rights ' 
of belligeren_ts. ' 

Mr. Churchill goes on: "Therefore do not let us have too much of an attempt . 
to make out that the Government in Spain have all the right on their side and the·· 
rebels none. It is one of the most evenly balanced struggles and one of the most 
unpleasant ~d certainl); it is the least qause 1or us to espouse. If we were to take 
the course which is recommended by :the Right Honourable gentleman and to 
break the blockade, if we throw the might of the British Navy into the scale, could 
he guarantee or could he be sure that we might not provoke that very alignment 
and crystallisation in Europe along those UDI)atural and idiotic-perhaps I had 
better say ideological-lines which it i~ our whole message and mission to rupture, 
or least to avoid." So that Sir, even up to the very last war, up to the year 1937, 
just on the eve of the last war, it is perfectly obvious that a dis.tinction 'has been 
maintained, a distinction which I cannot too often. insist upon between a state of 
belligerency wl!ich may be recognised and the rights accorded without the ultimate 
success of those who fought for the cause for ·which. they could . fight. They may 
fail but nonethele~s in the interval they are entitled to the rights of belligerency." 

Then, ~irs, there is a further po~n~ ~nd I~ t.eli the Court that it is a. question 
of fact. Th1s Court should find that th1s ProvlSlonal Oovernment had ceded to it 
the territories which I have described. But while insisting· on thatfinding of fact, 
because we submit that it was a fact, J wish to p9int out to you· that from the point 
of view of belligerency it is quite unnecessary that· the particular Government for 
the time being need have any territory in its possession at all, and for that purpose, 
I wish. to give you illustr:>t.ions. in history. ~ake Belgium in the last war and all 
the emtgre ~overnments res1dmg m London dunng the last but one ·war and the 
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rast war. What were those emigre Governments? Not an inch of territory which 
they could call their own at that time and yet who ventures to say before this Court 
that a member of the Dutch Army or for that matter the PGlish or the Ftooch or 
the Yugoslavian Army may not fight to liberate its own country and not have the right 
to claim, even if they failed, all the rights and immunities as far as their soldiers are ' 
concerned of belligerency. I think, Sirs, the last war has illustrated more than any 
other that some of these old principles may be overdone and that it is quite unnecessary 
in order that you may have a state of war, that country that is fighting a war on one 
side need not necessarily at that time have, what I may call in the common English. 
parlance, a local habitation though it may have a name. Many of these emigre 
Governments were deprived of their territory and the fact that they were deprived 
of their territory temporarily, or the fact that the Indians were deprived of their 
territories for 150 years, makes not the slightest difference to the point that Ne are 
submitting to the Court. What we submit to the Court is this. They were all 
liberating armies, trying to liberate their country and therefore were entitled to the 
immunities of those who were fighting. The next question before you, Sirs, is this. 
There is no such thing as the law of limitations in dealing with nations so that if 
either the Dutch or the French or anybody else was trying to fight for tHe liberation 
of their country while having lost their territory to the enemy, can it ever b4 argued 
in a British Court that those who were fighting to liberate their country were not 
fighting a struggle where they there entitled to the rig,hts of belligerents. Supposing 
any one of them failed, is it to be said in a British Court that they were not fighting 
a struggle to which all the laws of immunities and privileges of a fighting army exist ? 
I therefore urge upon you not to take the instance that you have before you as any 
different because we happen to be Indians. Remember that. They were trying to 
liberate their country. I am not here to espouse the cause of the Provisional 
Government. I am pleading for men who fought under the orders of their Govern· 
ment for the liberation of their own country. If therefore they were entitled to fight 
for their own country for the purpose of liberating their country, I am eptrtled to tell 
this Court that they are entitled to the privileges of belligerency. One more instance 
on which there was a certain amount of struggle in proving the facts is the 
case of the Maquis in France. Remember the facts. At the time when the Maquis 
were fighting, the· de facto and the de jure Government in France was Marshal 
Petain's Government and the latter were allied with Germany. The Maquis were 
fighting in order to release France from their own French Government which was 
allied with Germany, and what did Eisenhower say? I am going to read that to 
you because it is a very short document and it is very important. At that time it 
was apprehended that the Maquis might be dealt with unjustly by the then French 
Government, because it was the de jure Government of the time and would shoot as 
rebels, very much the same as the Advocate-General will later on argue to say about 
the persons who took part in the Indian National Army. But you have the pro· 
nouncement of no less a person as Field Marshal Etsenhower that that shall not be. 
In other words, if persons with a view to liberate their Governme~ fight against 
their own Government, they are entitled to the rights of belligerents. That was 
the reason why I was very anxious that I should be able to prove that statement. 
Sirs, this is the statement which has been proved and I may incidentally agree to 
what my learned friend insisted upon that I should put in also the German view of 
the matter. If he prefers thAt it is his look-out. I do not. I prefer the American 
and the British view. 

"There is conclusive evidence that the German forces in France are-

(I am obliged to my honourable friend for saying that he does not doubt the 
authenticity of the source, meaning that it came from General Eisenhower. Of 
course he insisted that I should put in the second passage and I leave R to .you to 
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judge ~hich of the two •you should prefer, with the submission that you should 
• prefer Eisenhower to· General Keitel). 

·' · "Now recruiting rriembers ·of the French resistance group as France Tireurs 
and today an announcement issued from SHAEF in the name of General Eisen:. 
·bower makes these four points : 

· • · . 1. That the French forces of the interior constitute a combatant force 
commanded by Gener;al koeniggaud forming an integral part of the 
Allied Expeditionary Forces. 

2. That the French forces of the interior in the Maquis bear arms 
openly against the enemy and are instructed to observe the ruies 
of war .. They are. provided with a distinctive emblem and regarded 
by General Eisenhower as an Army under his command. 

3· Reprisals against resistance groups violate . the rules of war by which 
Permany is bound." . • 

TJ:i~ is what I. ask you to do: that anything done against thO; members of 
the Indian National Army fighting for their freedom accordip.g to the rules of 
war-I submit that any ~action taken against them is a breach of international law. 

4· "Every.· effort .wili be ~a de to trace . the authors of any atrocities . 
·.against members of the forces under General Eis'enhower's command. 

Steps to-this end are already being taken." ~ · 

Then the rest reads: '!lo.. 

''General Eisenhower in a decLiration "broadcast to the B . .B.C. tried to 
legalis~ the French partisans as a fighting force .. ; .•• " 

·.· The q:u~~tion that a~ose ~as somewhat delicate from a c_onstitutional poin,t 
of view, because for the time being the then French Government was still undtr 
the thumb of Germany. The people of France for the time being fighting agains't 
their .Government which was pro-Germany were undoubtedly guilty of fighting 
against their own Government, but the ground of immunity accorded was that 
they .were fighting alongside the allies for the purpose of freeing Fra·nce. What 
is the distinct!on, I ask, ~etween those who fought on the side of, even if we say 
Japan, for the purpose of freeing th.eir own country? With very great respect 
it is difficult to understand any distinction. In .other words, .if the Maquis were 
entitled to all the privileges and immunities of a good fighting force for liberating 
their own country, I cannot see how you can fail to accord a, similar treatment 
to those standing in the position of the Indian National Army. 

Then, I read on:-

"General Eisenhower in ~ declaration bro~dcast by the B.B.C. tried to legalise 
the French pat4tisans as a fighting force. From responsible circles in the Wilhelms
trasse the following statement has been given out : 

"This attempt by the Allied High Command is unjustified. French partisan~ 
-revolt against the legal French Government and violate the French laws, whicrr 
enforce capital punishment for such violations." · 

Now you are asked solemnly to adopt what the Germans said in a similar 
situation. With what face could ever such' an argument be presented to a British 
Court? 

"The activities of the French partisans do- not constitute regular war 
condu<;j; ....•........ " 

(Precisely the kind of argument that is likely to be advanced,) .. 

"The activities of the partisans do not constitute a regular war conduct but a 
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malicious system of ambush fighting against the occupation power. Titus the 
partisans have forfeited the right to be treated as regular troops." 

I submit that the view put forward by General Eisenhower is the more 
correct of the two. But the other view clearly shows what I have to establish 
before you in order to claim immunity, namely, that it is a regular organised 

. -army! fighting according. to the laws of .war, and not guilty of any personal 
atrocity beyond and outside merely fightmg a regular war; and it is fortunate • 
in this case, the first test of its kind, because the issue is neat. There is not even· 
a charge of any personal atrocity. My submission to the Court is that the 
British, and I mean no empty compliment, civilised instinct has recoo-nised that 
if a struggle for freedom is waged, then if it reaches a stage at which there 
is an organised Government and an organised army, it must be accorded all 
the rights, privileges and immunities of a fighting army, and that is what I 
plead for. 

The question which arises uncle!'" Section 79 of the Indian Penal Code is 
that by all , rules of civilised warfare what you claim for yourself you must 
accord to your opponents, even though you may have succeeded in defeating them. 
You are entitled to come to your own conclusion on the merits of the controversy at 
issue before you. But the Government says this : • 

"The policy of the Government of India is, however, that only these cases 
will be brought to trial where there are serious charges, apart from that of 
w.1ging war against the King." 

As I said, it is not law and in no manner binds you. I must frankly confess 
that much, because it must not be said that I was trying to take refuge behind 
any executive statements. But the fact remains that behind that stat,ement is 

· almost a reluctant admission that waging war is in this case not. an offence, 
or at least seriously treated as an offence. That is perfectly obvious, not because 

, waging war per se is not an offence, but because in the circumstances of the 
case, where, with an organised government and an organised army, a war was 
carried on, then waging that kind of war is not an offence. I am not denying 
that if ten individuals in India collected arms and began to fight the Government 
of India, waging war is not or would not be an offence. Bttt what is meant is that 
waging war, meaning the pTosecution of war in the cicumstances of the case, 
namely, of the Indian National Army under the Provisional Government,-that 
is not an offence. But it is a matter which I want to be judged entirely on 
the merits of the legal and factual submissions which I have made. 

The next issue which really, I submit, does not arise, but inasmuch 
as I have only one address before this Court I must try and anticipate things and 
answer them,-sometimes it is unjust to one's self, because one may raise more 
things than the opponent is likely to think of and I rna y make a • present of an 
argument to him-but having regard to the rules of ~his Court, I am obliged to 
resort to that course-it cannot be helped ; otherwise I should have preferred to 
have a short reply to any new point which ~ay he. raise~ by. my learned frie?d on 
the other side. The short ~ay to deal With the Issue IS this: the cases wh1ch I 
have cited and the authoritative works which I have quoted to the Court, clearly 
show that in judging this case, no question of allegiance arises. All insurgents, 
while they are fighting, are still held by allegiance, and all the books which 
I have read will be worth nothing ifthe question of allegiance had been raised,
because until you successfully throw it off, t.he J?rima facie allegiance, if I may 
so call it exists · and nonetheless whtle 1t 1s not successfully tthro"n off, 
while it is \n that :Umbulatory stage, the rights of fighting and the rights of war, 
if it is a properly declared war and a properly conducted war (I will not repeat 
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that qualification again, you will assume it from me that when I talk of the 
rights ~1 war, I am talking· of a properly declared war and a properly pro
secuted war as to which I have made my submission)-in such a case ex hypothec 

• the ~llegiance exists. The rebels want to throw off the foreign yoke, and the 
result is that undoubtedly if the question of allegianee arose . or had ever 
arisen, no grant of immunity to in§urgents fighti).1g for liberty against the 
parent State would have ever arisen ; but the fact remains that notwithstand~ 
ing the fact . of allegiance remaining,· the right and freedom to liberate their 

• .own country being recognised at the same time, it is given effect to by recog
nising belligerency ; that is to say, when an organised force is fighting under an 
organised government for- its own freedom, while they have not completely 
succeeded and token allegiance remains, they are still entitled to fight. That ·is 
recognised by the law of nations. But should such a• question ever l:Je raised by 
my learned friend-which I submit is irrelevant-I have important submission$ , 
to make. First; that on the events which ·took place at Fa_rrar Park on I.7thri 
February, there was no allegiance left and hence it is very important that: 1;.:;; 
try to conc<tntrate my attent~on on what occurred at that meeting. · · ... ·: 

. Tie fact, which probably may remain unnoticed,· but which was mosf' 
Important, ~as that the British officers and British other -ranks \\;ere separated 
from Indian officers and Indi~n ranks.. It is an extremely important fact to 
remember; in order to be able to appreciate the events and the occurrences of 
that day. They having ·been separated,· the Indian. officers and ranks, number
ing anything between 30,000 to 45,000, were all asked to assemble at Farrar Park 
-Colonel Hunt made a short statement or speech, saying that he was handing 
them over on behalf of the British Government to the representative of the 
Japanese Government, Colonel Fujiwara. Colonel Fujiwara then made a speech · 
in Japanese which, as the evidence now shows, was translated both in English 
and in Ifinpustani ; and the statement of Col. Fujiwara amounted to this
using my own language-that those of the Indian prisoners of war who wanted 
to join an army for the purpose of liberation of their own country were free 
to do so, and handed them over to Captain Mohan Singh. Captain Mohan 
Singh -then addressed them saying that he was prepared to organise the Indian ·· 
National Army for the purpose of fighting for the liberation of India; and we·,;: 
had the evide'tlce-uncon!r.adicted-that he ·was acclaimed by the whole of the 
Indian prisoners of war present. I '~ish even at the risk of repetition to 
submit that wheri an insurgent fights against the then constituted government to 
free his own people and his own country from the alien, the question of allegiance 
does not arise'. I want ir. that connection to take the statement of Captain Arshad 
-it is a most emphatic sta~ement he made. . 

"We believed that the only allegiance. we owe is ailegiance to our country." 
I cannot describe better than in his words the result of that day's proceedings. 

That briitgs ·me up to a so~ewhat difficult subject like the case of any 
subject people, in particular India. All of you are aware that every charge-of 
treason in England is a charge of working against the King and the country. The 
last one is the reported case. of John Amery. In the:situation in which an Indian 
finds himself, the question is under what circumstanc()S and to what extent this 
question of allegiance can be raised at.· all, because once you divide the King 
from the country, it becomes a very difficult .issue altogether for any human 
being to decide, and hence I would prefer to rest my argument on the 
?ccu_rrences of r 7th February. Tl_!e position of an Indian in a case of this kind 
IS drfficult and I am going to submit to the Court on first principles what its 
true s~utioft is. Where the King and the country coincide there is no question 
of. a!) ah~r.Qatiy~, If you fight ag;a,!nst the Kin~ and also Ji~ht a~ainst the 
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interest of your own country, the question does not arise, but the 
question does arise where there is a fight for freedom, and I .propose 
to read passages to show to what extent the world has progressed in the matter 
of the recognition of human rights. When you are nominally fighting against' 
the King but really fighting to liberate the country, then the point is whether 
the question of allegiance can arise at all. Unless you sell your own soul, how 
can you ever say that when you are fighting to liberate your own country, 
there is some other allegiance which prevents you from so doing. That means. 
that if that happens there is nothing but permanent slavery. 

Therefore it is that I submit that in the circumstances of this case a choice 
was presented by the force of circumstances to those prisoners of war who 
were surrendered by Britain-! do not say wrongly-because there are reverses 
in the fortunes of war. Who am I to say whether it is rightly or wrongly done? At 
the same time you cannot disregard this most important fact that for the time 
being by reason of the exigencies of the war Britain found itself unable to· 
give any protection to her soldiers to fight for the country and that being so, 
they found themselves in a very unenviable position. My learned fr~end may 
say: 'you ought to have remained prisoners of war, and he may atgue that 
they may do anything under the circumstances short of making w~r. I concede 
that proposition where allegiance to the King aRd country coincide, but where 
the two do not coincide, a different situation arises altogether. My learned friend 
may say that they were fighting on behalf of a puppet Government or they 
allowed themselves to be used as stooges of the Japanese. Even accepting this 
somewhat unenviable expression of stooges or otherwise, the question is one of 
fact, namely, whether or not it was a regular army honestly believing that it 
is fighting for the freedom of its country. The question of a bad name that 
may be given has really no relevancy to the legal issue but i~asmuch as 
a great deal of dirt has been thrown by expressions of this chaJacter-puppet 
Government and puppet army and words to that effect-and the question of 
the strength of that army may be raised, it is my duty to tell the Court how 
the evidence stands on record. The evidence that stands on record is that the 
No. I I.N.A. was formed and was dissolved in December. I shall forget that 
for the purposes of this case, because waging war which is the subject of the 
argument applies to what you might call I.N.A. No~ 2. I have attempted to 
prove that I have established that the I.N.A., though small in numbers, wa~ 
fighting as allies of the Japanese Army and there is no ignominy in admitting 
that or in doing that, because the objective at that time of both the armies 
was undoubtedly to free India from Britain. The objective was no more and 
no less than that of the allies in fighting to free France or Belgium or any 
other country, and if in that process there was a unified command or a single -
strategy, you, Sirs, will not say with your knowledge of military affairs that 
that makes one army the stooge of the other. It is a phrase with which my 
learned friend will not be able to walk away if he uses it, and that is why 
I want to tie his legs, if I can. If the British and the American armies 
fought under the command of General Eisenhower, Britain may not be called 
the stooge of the Americ~ns, and I hope my learned friend will not descend to 
the level of calling the I.N.A. stooges of the Japanese. The evidence given 
by Lt. Nag is very important from this point of view. He was extremely 
prolific in the results and he came to prove at the instance of the 
Prosecution that there was a very organised regular army, and that a big war was 
fought. My submission is that he was hoisted with his own petard. If he proved 
that a regular war was fought that is precisely my defence. He w:¥ qualified to 
speak about it. He was legal adviser of the I.N.A. and he told this Court ~effect-
! am quoting hit words-that the two a:n:nie& fought as Allies. · Whether the alliance 
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was right or wrong is not before this Court. · The only thing that is before this 
Court l's whether or no~this army fought as an organised army. My learned friend 

· • will not be able to support any allegation that they fought for any other objective 
except the liberation of India. If an allegation of that kind is made, it is a false 
allegation, and we have given a complete lie to it. The prosecution witnesses from 
beginning to end admitted that the object of the I.N.A,_ was to fight for the liberation 
of India, and everyone, whether volunteer or non-volunteer, willing or unwilling, 

.has admitted that they had no other objective except the liberation of their own 
country. That being. so, my submission to the Court· is that ~n so far as any 
allegation is made to the contrary it is only put forward as a point of prejudice, and 
I had to meet it with a vic:;w to remove the prejudice, because as I said it is not 
in human hands to choose your allies under the circumstances which may be forced 
upon you. And whether you fight with the aid of X, Y or Z for the purpose of 
liberation of your own country, the fact that Y was otherwise a bad person has got 
nothing to do with the case. But in all human discussions there is always an argu
ment at a tangent; many human minds confuse the i~sue, and hence it is that I 
have att_emp~ed to cross-examine, at all events iri the briefest possible way, to make 
this poi:l\t clear. The point that I tried to bring .out was that the I.N.A. was, 
though small: a very organised army, inspired by the best of motives, and fought 
for that purpose, though unsuocessful for the time being. 

There is one other thing . which I ought to have mentioned ~nd I regret I 
omitted it while I was talking on the first issue. That. was with reference to the 
Minister sent by Japan to the Government of Azad Hind. I ought to have stated 
earlier, because the points which I have mentioned were proclamation, recognition, 
declaration of war, followed by possession of territory, and also the Minister of the 
Nippon Government accredited to this Government. The last is not essential, but 
still in pomt of fact it was alleged, and I will state how the facts stand under that 
head. The fact is that a Minister was sent in fact. No less a person than Mr. 
Sawada of the Foreign Office told the Court that it was decided to send a Minister 
to the Provisional Government of Azad Hind, while he was the Vice-Foreign Minis
ter and he was competent to speak about their ·decision that a Minister in fact was 
sent. As it happened he came without letters of credit or his credentials, and as if it 
mattered the ~hole argup1ent was to show that a Minister ceases to exist because 
he did not bring the papers. Supposing one of you, Sirs, sent me your agent, and I 
choose not to demand from him his letter of authority and I a~cept him, it is a most 
extraordinary argument that the agent ceases to exist. That is a sort of logic which 
my learned friend wishes to apply to this case. But a good reason was given 
founded on diplomatic practice which you should accept. The evidence says that 

• being a Provision<;1l Government, in accordance with the dignity of nations, or 
comity of nations, no credentials are required. In other words, the important 
point is whether the man came and was recognized by the person for whom he 
was intended. l)uring the· evidence, my learned friend got an answer from one of. 
the witnesses to the effect that the head of the State, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, 
did not receive him. But there is further evidence which really de5troys any other 
points on this question: Thereafter credentials were asked for, the head of the State 
according to his conception required it, and you have the evidence that credentials 
were prepared and that they were signed by the Japanese Emperor and were 
despatched but under the then conditions of war they did not reach. But because the 
Japanese Minister was duly accredited I submit it is a reinforcing argument in my 
favour. When he came, the two Governments-meaning the Provisional Government 
of Azad Hind and the Japanese Government-took a different view of what you may 
call dip~madt practice, but that does not affect the issue. The sending Government 
in the end, when so required, actually sent letters of credit, and.the fact that it 
reached or did not reach does not affect the issue; at all events it completely cured 
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such defect or dificiency as there was in the procedure. Aqd in point of fa~t I ask 
the Court to hold that there was a duly appointed Minister, which is all that arises 
here. The reason why we brought in the evidence was among other things that • 
the Provisional Government of Azad Hind was a properly organized Government, 
and accepted, and the acceptance does not require necessarily the sending of an 
envoy, or an ambassador, or a Minister, or whatever the position or the relation 
between the Governments may be. 

What is it that the I.N.A. embarked upon in collaboration with the Japanese? 
According to their agreement which I submit I have proved, any part of Indian 
territory which may be liberated would be immediately handed over to the 
I.N.A. If you, as men of affairs, understand things· rightly, it is the only thing to 
do. Where is the question of being an instrument. -If, however, there was any 
instrument, it was the Japanese, because it is they who were assisting in liberating 
India, with a view that the liberated parts of India would be handed back to 
the I.N.A. The facts of the case are that two proclamations were issued 
by the representatives of both the Governments-Gen. Kewabe on b~half of the 
Japanese Government and Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose on behalf of his :Govern
ment. You may say nobody fights a philanthropic war. But whether or not it 
was philanthropic remains to be seen. I can well. understand, and I submit it 
for your consideration, that Japan, as indeed one of the witnesses said, that the East 
would be better protectd by a free India or that they might have better prospects 
of trade which is their only means of maintaining their standard of life, which 
incidentally is also the means of Britain. It was not a philanthropic war at all. 
So far as the freedom of India was concerned, it was, I submit, the object of 
that war, and you have it in evidence on oath before the Court. It may well 
be, I presume it was, that a free India might better be able to assist by means 
of trade and otherwise to enable the Japanese to maintain their hjgh standard 
of life. Therefore it is idle, unless people appreciate the true issue for them, to 
say that unless you conquered territory there can be no other object in assisting 
in getting its freedom. It is that idle argument which I wish to meet before 
this Court. But we are not left to speculation. My learned friend cross
examined one of the witnesses. He said, Oh yes, you are assisting the Indian 
National Army with a view to attain your Japanese war aims, afld he thought 
he had got away with it. But when we asked what were the war aims, then 
I am afraid all thi~ cross-examination fell to the ground. He said it was with 
a view to assist war aims which was to free India. There may be many who 
doubt promises in this country but I am not one of them. I am one who 
looks on the brighter side of life and believes that if India could be freed in that 
way, why honest men should not believe it, it is difficult to understand. The 
question before the Court shortly is this. What were the relations between the 
I.N .A. and the Japanese Army. That is the short point. It i~ a point of pre
judice and yet it is my duty in defence of the honour of those whom I am 
defending and the group to which they belong that they were not the stooges 
of the Japanese, as cheaply might be said by the opponents. That is the short 
history of the position of .the I. N. A. vis-a-vis the Japanese Army. 

I was speaking about the quality of allegiance, and I submitted to the Court 
that in a case of this kind where you have got to administer the law as a matter of 
justice, equity and good conscience, you may have a case where the country and the 
King do not coincide and where there is an imposed allegiance on a subject people ; 
and I am not talking merely as a matter of theory. I am going to give you an inst
ance of a case of this kind which has occurred in the days when the tBritiih Com
monwealth was (ialled the British Empire ; and the statement that I wish to read is 
the Declaration of Independence by the United States of America on the Declaration 
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of war :and before they had attained any statehood, as it is called in the cases which 
I have given. I am reading from a book called "Speeches and D~cum:nts on Col?

. nial Policy", edited by Keith and published by the Oxford Umvers1ty Press m 
London. It is at page 70. It says : 

"When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to 
dissolve the political bonds which have connected them with another, and to 
assume, among the powers of the earth the separate and equal station to which the 

· laws of nature and of nature's God entitled them, a decent respect to the opinions 
of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the 
separation. 
. We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they 
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are 
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness"-( and here I would like to point out that 
the recent pronouncement of Mr. Truman and of Mi. Chur:chill are to the same 
effect)- • 
'5that, 2:o secun; these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their 
just powers from the consent of the governed, that, whenever any form of govern
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is· the right of the people to alter or to 
abolish it, and to institute ne~ government, laying its foundation on such princi
ples, and organi~ing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to 
effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments 
long established should not be changed for light and transient causes ; and accord
ingly all experience hath shown, that mankind are more disposed to suffer while 
evils are suffer-able, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they 
are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing 
invariab1y the same object; evinces a sign to reduce them under absolute despotism, 
it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide _new 
guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these 
colonies, and such is now the necessity,which constrains them to alter their former 
systems of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a 
history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the esta
blishment o~ an absolut~ tyranny over these estates. To prove this, let facts be sub

.mitted to a candid world :" 

(Then they cite the grievances-! will not read them at all). Then the statement . 
says: 

I 

"Nor have we been wanting in attention to our British brethren. We have warned 
them, from time to time, of atten1pts made by their legislature to extend an unwar
rantable jurisdiction over us. We have reminded them of the circumstances of our 
emigration and settlement here. We have appealed to their native justice and 
magnanimity,•and we have conjured them, by the ties of our common kindred, to 
disavow these usurpations, which would inevitably interrupt our connections and 
correspondence. They too have been deaf to the voice of justice and of consang. 
uinity. We must, therefore, acquiesce in the necessity which denounces our 
separation, and hold them, as we hold the rest of mankind, enemies in war,-in 
peace, friends. We, therefore, the representatives of the United States of 
America, in General Congress assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge 
of the Wo~ld for the rectitude of our i~tentions, do,, in the name and by 
the authonty of the good people of these colonies, solemnly publish and 
declare" -"-(and this is the point)-"That these United Colonies are and 
of riiht eught to be, Free and Independent States;"-( and then com~s the 
imp?rtant sentence)-"That the~ . are :absolv~d from all ~llegiance to the 
Bnt1sh Crown, and that all. pohtical ,-connection between them and the State of 
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Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved ; and that, as Free and Indepen
dent States, they have full power to levy war, conclude pe:tce, contract alPiances, 
establish commerce, and to do all other acts and things which Independent States 
may of right do. And for the support of this declaration, with a firm reliance 
on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other, our lives, 
our fortunes and our sacred honour." 

Here you have a case in which this quality of allegiance came to a test. They 
owed allegiance in the familiar sense to the King of England. They owed allegiance.· 
to their own country, and they realised that the time had arrived when the question 
became one of conflict between the allegiance to the King and the allegiance to the 
country. So that in accepted history, we have got a classical instance of a case 
where the choice between allegiance to the King and the allegiance to 
the country was presented to the world, and men of honour chose allegiance 
to their own country to the imposed allegiance to a foreign king. There
fore I venture to stand before· this Court today with the most classical illustra
tion, the illustration of a race, of a country, that has saved the world torJ.ay, and in 
the last war and did marvels in the cause of civilisation; and if that illustoo.tion is 
not going to be respected, I submit justice would be denied completel;r. I• submit 
that what happened at Farrar Park, by reason of the actual state of events in this 
country, was perfectly legitimate, and indeed legitimtsed by what I may call the 
course of history. Indeed it is amazing how from the year I 776 to today the words are 
as true as they were then : · 

"We hold these truths to be self-evident that all men are created equal, that they 
are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these are 
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." 

And I commend this to you, Sirs, in order that you in your wisdom. will con
sider it just, if ever any question arises. This declaration took place. on the 4th 
July, I 776 ; and ultimately a war was fought, which resulted in I 78 I in establishing 
what is today the United States of America as an indep~ndent republic of the world. 
I venture to submit this a historical instance, important in its character, valuable 
as showing the way in which the world has functioned. I want to call attention to 
the oath of allegiance to the Provisional Government of Azad Hind and its context, 
for it is important that you should know it. • • 

"Indians in East Asia today are no more the subjects of an alien power; they 
are the proud citizens of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. To bring this 
home to the mind of every Indian in Malaya and to rouse our community to a full 
realisation of the responsibilities of the new status, it has been decided to ask each 
member of the Indian Independence League to take an oath of allegiance to the 
Provisional Government of Azad Hind. Detailed directions regarding this have 
already been sent to all the State branches along with the form of the oath. Each 
member, on taking the oath, will be given 'oath of allegiance card•, ~nd the 'Indian 
Independence League membership card' he or she now holds will be taken back by 
the officer administering the oath and destroyed. The privilege of owing allegiance 
to our government will be extended only to members ofthe Indian Independence 
League as any Indian who is not a member of the League cannot be considered 
as a true Indian. As Netaji said in his speech in Syonan on 25th October 'we 
will not treat them as Indians or friends. There is no place for them in India." 

What I wish to point out is that in so far as these documents are concerned 
they evince the same interest as was evinced by those who issued the Proclamation 
of Independence of the United States of America. • 

The next point to which I wish to call attention in this context is the•law of 
treason with refere!lce to India. So far as India is concerned, it is a loose expres-
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sion. The whole of the law on this subject has been codified in the Indian Penal 
Code eand I call attention to Chapter VI of the Indian Penal Code-Offences 

• against the State. There you find codified what is the law of treason in other coun
tries. Section I 2 I is waging cir attempting to wage war against the Queen, I 2 IA 
is conspiracy to commit offences punishable by I2I, 122 is collecting anns; I23 is 
concealing with intent to facilitate design to \Vage war; I24 is assaulting Governor
General, etc., I 24A is seditiol); I 25 is waging war against any Asiatic power in 
alliance with the Queen, I 26 is committing depredation on territories of a power 
·at peace with the Queen; and 127 is receiving property· taken by w.ar or depreda
tion mentioned in Sections I25 and I26; I28 is public servant voluntarily allowing,_ 
prisoner of State or war to escape; I29 refers to a public servant negligently suffer- ' 
ing such ·prisoner to escape. These are th,e offences against the State. · 

My submission to the Court is this. In so far as the question of the law of 
treason is concerned in this country, my learned friend cannot talk of treason. For 
what would be called treason in the common law of England, my learned friend 
would have.to look to the language of Chapter VI of the Indian Penal Code. Jn 
other wprds my submission to the Court is this-that generally speaking, apart from 
Section•I2I, JllY learned friend will not and has no right to resort to what he calls 
the principles of. treason. 

The next point to which•! shall call attention is a classic book on the Law 
of Eugland writt~n in old English. I have got a transcript of it here. It is on 
page 95 :-

When a nation has placed itselfunder the protection of ~nother that is more 
powerful, or has even entered into subjection to it with a view to receiving its 
protection.-if the latter does not effectually protect the other in case of need, it 
is manif(jllt that, by failing in its engagements, it loses all the rights it had acquired 
by the con..,.ention, and that the other being diseng;:tged from the obligation it had 
contracted, re-enters into the possession of all its rights, and recovers its indepen
dence or its liberty. It is to be observed that this takes place even in cases where 
the protector does not fail in his engagements through a want of good faith but 
merely through inability. For the weaker nation having submitted only for the 
sake of obtaining protection--if the other proves unable to fulfil that essential 
condition, tl'\e compact 1s dissolved-the weaker resumes its right, and may, if it 
thinks proper, have recourse to a more effectual protection. Thus the Dukes of 
Austria, who had acquired a right of protection and in some sort a sovereignty over 
the City of Lucerne, being unwilling or unable to protect it effectually, that city 
concluded an alliance with the three first cantons; and the Dukes having carried 
their complaint to the Emperor, the inhabitants of Lucerne replied "that they had 
used the natural right common to all men by which everyone is permitted to 
endeavour to procure his own safety when he is abandoned by those who are 
oblig.ed to graat him assistance". 

This is the law which has been enunciated and accepted in England ever 
since. This was in 1797. 

My submission is that the insurgents are in the position of rebels up to a stage, 
but a stage is reached where if the State has an organised army it becomes possess-' 
ed of the right of belligerency, even though they may ultimately fail. The ques
tion of allegiance does not arise then, but I would not be surprised if with a view 
to divert the discussion into a wrong channel any such statement is made~ 

Before I go further, I wish to make q~te clear a point about the prisoners of 
war. The Jltisoners of war may submit even to the extent of assisting the enemy
that is r!assive assistance up to the point of labour. You will find in the same books 
that they may not actually join the enemy and in this connectiorf I wish to submit 
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to the Court what was the relation of the I.N.A. to the Japanese. You belong to 
the profession of arms and will appreciate what I am suhJnitting to you. • I have 
stated the position as much against myself as possible. I am now assuming that 
the events which took place at Farrar Park did not take place. I am assuming· 
against myself that they were just prisoners of war. The question still remains 
what is it that they did. The question arises whether they ever allowed themselves 
to be used as what I might call tools of the enemy or any other instruments, what
ever the phrase used. Having been surrendered as prisoners of war, if the Japanese 
chose to leave the Indians to secure their liberty-! am willing to agree that" 
it suited them-that by itself does not bi ing the I.N.A. and the accused before 
us within the prohibition imposed upon the prisoners of war. It is a point that 
I wish to elaborate up to a stage. I wish to state that there is no obligation 
whatever which prevents a person who is a prisoner of war from fighting on 
his own for the liberty of his own country. I submit that my learned friend 
will not be able to controvert that, and therefore I wish to make it quite plain . 
that the question of the relation between the Japanese Army and the I.N.A., 
the question of the objective of the Japanese as regards India-thes~ points have 
got to be re-emphasized before this Court. Unless they are borne in Jllind, the 
Court may easily go into a wrong track. 

The point is this. I quite agree that the Court~r any member of it may say: 
"They were fools in believing the Japanese". That has nothing to do with the case. 
Other men may have been wiser. The question is whether thbse who formed the 
I. N. A. did believe in a bona fide manner that they would be able to secure the 
freedom of the country. If they bona fide believed it, the fact that there are wiser 
men on earth does not alter the issue so far as the renouncement ofthe guilt of that 
army fighting for the liberation of India is concerned. Hence it is that I wish to 
submit that the evidence which I submitted yesterday and a few more Jilas~ages to 
which I wish to call attention today is relevant for that purpose. Vou·have it in 
evidence and it is a matter again in which the question is of one's own belief. The 
question is not whether that belief was something which probably the Court or any 
member of it may think was of very credulous people. That has nothing to do with 
the point. You have it definitely in evidence before this Court, in the evidence of 
prosecution witnesses, that if any nation or any race or any class came into being 
to oppose the independence of India, they were prepared to fight that7 including the 
Japanese. That is why I was very anxious to point out that it is only when a story 
is completely pieced up and comes before the Court that its significance can be ap
preciated. The whole point of it is that the question is not so much as to whether 
you or I or anybody else would have relied upon it as a promis~. From that point 
of view probably we are a credulous race. We have relied on many promises of 
others and of Japanese also. But that has nothing to do with the point. The point 41 

is that if these people honestly believed, as I say they did, that they were securing the 
independence of India, then the question of what a prisoner of war-cannot do, does 
not actually arise and will not arise. 

In this connection I would like to read the evidence of Nag. The question 
that I put to him was: D.o you remember ever attending a meeting in Singapore at 
which Capt. Mohan Singh told the prisoners of war that if need be they would fight 
the Japanese in addition to the British? He said he would fight anybody who stood 
in his way even if it were the Japanese or anybody else. The next is P. W. 9 
Havildar Sucha Singh, and this is the passage to which I wish to refer: "He said 
that the I. N. A. has already been started in Singapore and a good many {>eople 
had joined it ; and the I. N. A. will only fight for the freedom of India and for 
no other cause. If we go to India and the Japanese go with us, we ~re .:quipped 
with arms, andt we will fight the Japanese if they tttrn round against tts. This is a 
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goldentehance for us and we: may not get such a chance.:agaiii." The next witness 
is P. W. 18. He said: "Aftf;r I was posted to Bose B~igade, Captain Shah Nawaz 

• Khan delivered a lecture which I heard. He said that the Bose Brigade which 
was formed was to go firs~ of all to the front, and'this.Brigade is composed of 
picked officers and men." ~nd then the passage goes qn: "He also said that if and 
when we fight with our allies the Japanese nation, it shoJ.ld not happen that we remain 

• as second rate in the fight and thus disgrace our nation. When we reach India we 
shall meet Indian men and women, and those who are elders to us we should 
consider them as mothers and those who are younger we should consiqer them as 
our daughters and sisters, ·and if anybody will not obey· these instructions he will 
be shot dead; and if and when India is freed and the Japanese who are now 
helping·us tried to subdue us, we shall even fight them. ·fie also said that even 
now if a Japanese gives you one 'slap, you should give) him three in return, 
because our Government is parallel to their Japanese.GJvernment, and we are in 
no way subservient to them,an<;fthat when we reach India, if we notice any Japanese 
maltreating ~n Indian lady he _should be first warned by word' of mouth not to do 
so, but i; he continued to do s9; we were at liberty to u>e force. and even shoot him 
in order to prevent it, b.ec:ause the fight which we are making now is for the freedom 
and well-being of India and n~ for the benefit of the Japanese. This lecture was 
delivered in Taiping." Then; lcome toP. W. 19. He said: "I was aware of the 
declaration of the Provisional Government of Free India. Prior to my joining the 
I. N. A., I was in a prisoner of' war camp." Then I come. to the other passage 
which is relevant . for the purpose. "I knew after joining the army that the sole 
ambition of the I. N. A. was to· fight for the freedom of India against any army in 
the world, but my own idea ·was not to fight but escape. By 'any army in· the 
world' is Vleant also the Japanese." Then I come io P. W. 24. He said : ''In 
August 1943l was in NeesoonCamp. Captain Shah Nawaz came to address the 
Heavy Gun Battalion there. Ee said that the I. N. A. had been formed for 
the liberation of India and it would fight not only Br:itish Imperialism but also 
those would put obstacles in the way of India's freedom or any other party which 
wished to subjugate India." . ' 

I had hit!J.erto avoided reading any evidence because there was no substantial 
contest as to the facts whi~h have ·;been proved. The record of evidence clearly 
shows that in so far as the I. N. A. was concerned, they acted on their own. No 
doubt, they accepted the alliiihce with Japan on promises which the.y, at all 
events, honestly and sincerely b~lieved, and if they bdieved them, I submit there 
can be no question of any obli'gation. There are so many matters which have 
been gone in:to and which in patience we suffered in the belief that there was no 

• relevancy to the charges before ~pe Court. But now that'they are before the Court, 
I must separate them as best a:s",:,I can and, while separating them, give answer to 
every single suggtstion that was made or is likely to be made. Hence it is that I 
am here before the Court to point out that in doing what.the I. N. A. did, there 
was no question ef any breach of any obligation or the prisoner or war obligations 
or duties, remembering the extreme. obligation, which, I submit, I have stated as 
strongly against myself as it is possible to do. 

The next point to· which ·I wish to call attention is_ this. In addition, there 
is the evidence of the last witness, P. W. 12, and that sets out more or less fully 
the point of view of those who honestly believed in doing· what they did. I am not 
saying that the Court is not calied upon to examine the ·matter in its own light. 
At the same time, the Court has got to see not so much what any individual 
member might have done as that whether you believe what they said before this 
Court and that was their o)::>ject. • 

This witness said: ·"My reasons for joining I.N.A. were many .• I admit that 
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it was a difficult question to decide whether I should join the I.N.A. or not,.because 
there were many factors which I had to consider. It was a momentous decision. 
Uptil that time I was not greatly interested in politics or the political welfare o( 
India because I was educated that way, and moreover when I joined the Indian 
Army in 1936, I felt that politics was not encouraged in the Indian Army and 
hence I stayed away, but when the question of I.N.A. arose and we had to decide 
whether we should join it or not, I had to think deep, but it was such a big question. 
that I could not make a decision myself." · 

The reason why I am reading this to the Court is this. He was a witness of 
truth and the very fact that they had a conflict in their minds is illustrative of the 
extreme bonafides of the men who chose to take the course which they did. Hence 
it is that I shall read a few more lines of that evidence: "I remember sometime in 
the beginning of July 1942, when we were being asked whether we were going. 
to volunteer for the I.N.A. or not, I was staying at Mount Pleasant, Singapore, 
where Capt. Mohan Singh had his Headquarters. I know Capt. ~ahgal for the 
last 12 or r 3 years; we were in Col1ege together and we were friends there. 
I felt that if I had a discussion with him along with a few other of1icers, we 
may come to some decision regarding volunteering for the I. N. A. So in the 
beginning of July, he and two or three other officers came to my bungalow at 
Mount Pleasant and we went through this question of joining the I.N.A. We 
discussed all the pros and cons. We unanimously decided. that under the 
circumstances we all owed our allegiance to our country. 

"We also felt and agreed upon that so far concerning our career in the 
Indian Army, there had been distinctions between the British Officers and the 
Indian Commissioned Officers. The Indian Commissioned Officers h~ not been 
treated as well as our English comrades or brother officers. We• also felt that 
if the senior officers present in Singapore or in Malaya did not join the 
I.N.A., it was quite possible that the Japanese would exploit the Indian prisoners 
of war, because then the Indian prisoners of war would be split up into small 
groups. Some people would join and some would not, and the Japanese would 
take advantage of that and enrol people from amon~st the prisoners of war 
who would be willing to do any service for them. We felt that that would 
be a disgrace to Indians. We agreed that if the senior officers joined the I.N.A. 
and formed a strong party and organised the I.N.A. as a regular army and 
fought the Japanese on every point regarding the army, we would have a far 
stronger position with the Japanese than otherwise. We •also felt that if we 
created an army · of our own, we may be able to establish a certain 
amount of standing with the Japanese, and by doing that we may be 4111111 

able to stop the Japanese from committing any atrocities on the 
Indians in Malaya. We had seen what the Japanese were doinge to the Chinese 
and Anglo-Indians and the Malayans. They were not treating them very welL 
Certain atrocities had been committed on the Chinese and also on the Eurasian 
community, and we thought that if the Indians refused to join the I. N. A., it was 
quite possible that the whole of the Indian community in Singapore or in Malaya 
might suffer. So we had a discussion on all these points. But then arose the 
question that if we didjoin the Indian National Army, what would be the reaction 
of our people in India ? " 

My suggestion to the Court is this that, apart from the process, the thought 
which the last witness brought to bear upon it and the discussigns which he 
had with other people, clearly show that they did not take the steffs either 
dishonestly or h.fstily. They took this step after taking into account the whole 
of the situation in existence at that time1 and the future as they saw it, 
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And. it that is .the condition in which they did it, I .ask the Court to hoid 
that th~y honestly belie"ed in the propriety of the step they took and the justice 
of the cause for which they took it. And ·hence it is that I wish to point out_- to 
'the Court that it was not a case,. as the text-books say, of a prisoner of war 
joining tne enemy in order to fight his battle. Tfiat, I quite agree, according_ 
to the teXt:~books, he ·may not do: But where a ptisgner of war already released, 
as I have· told you earlier, finds himself in the sitwifion_ in which he did and then 
fights for himself and for his own country, being' prepared to fight against tht_: 
Japanese themselves if they ever became untrue to "!hem, in sl.lch circumstances, 
I submit, •there was no question and there could 'be no question of the Indian 
National Army being guilty and ,of those who joined:that army being guilty of any 
act which ~may be regarded as contrary even to what you may call the code of duites 
imposed upon a prisoner of war. I have already S]lbmitted\ and at the risk of 
repetition' I wm·say, that it is entirely irrelevant and there is no such thing as a 

. charge against these men before you of a breach of duty as prisoners of war. In 
fact there is no such charge in the Indian Penal Code, so far as I can see. There 
may be a ch<ft"ge under the Indian Army Act but no such charge is at present 
before y$. There is not even a charge of desertion and indeed there cannot be, 
for when the prisoners of war were surrendered. therf was no occasion for . deser
tion.. So let us not be carried away by what you m~y ;call. the popular language 
of desertion; breach of duty and all the rest of it. l:et' us -·concentrate, and -T ask 
the Co.11rt so.to do,,on· the charge on"'which the ac~used are on trial before the"· 
Court;·an~:on that only. The rest is a- matter of- preJudice; and if one· has a-· 
complete··a:nswer even on a matter of prejudice, it is a matter of satisfaction. ·It is:' 
a matter which I understand-and I appreciate-that tribunals of this kind are • 
li-kely to• take account of, namely, that general bonafide, honestly and integrity 
all goes to the credit of individuals who are on trial a;s so much in their favour. · 

· Then; Sirs, there is one piece o( evidence in so far as this particular 
matter is concerned, a piece of evidence of extreme importance, and. that 
is; how the first I. N.- A. broke up. As to how it broke up you have 
evidence· _before the Court and it is unanimous as to the reasons for which 
that event occurred. Rash Behari Bose was "for many years in Japan and 
he was too easily inclined-to put it most mildly~to believe in the Japanese. 
Mohan Sing!:):• on the dther- hand was very cautious. Mohan Singh in fact 
has himself evinced by his conduct that should ,_anything' happen to him, 
that is to say, if he is arrested or removed, the army should be dissolved .. 
And the real reason is this, that while on the one handMohan'Singh was anxious . 
that . there should be an army formed for the liberation of'lndia, at the same time. 
he was equally anxious that the army should not serve .. ll-S a '"inere instrument of 

• Japan. And it is because he had his suspicions, is because~of the Resolutions in the · 
Bangkok Conference with regard to making clear the aims of the Japanese for the 
purpo'>e of fighting thewar so far as India was concerned-that Mohan Singh began 
to lose faith in the promises of the Japanese. And as soornis the-] apanese realise~. 
that through the: agency of Rash Behari Bose-and you have picturesque evidence 
here.:... Rash -Behari Bose came along, collected· all the senior officers and declared 
that. Mohan Singh had been removed. I could not quite appreciate, with all the 
thought that I devoted to it, the point that my learned friend made or attempted 
t~ make as to whether he·was actually removed by Rash Behari Bose or by. the 
Japanese. For my own part I do not mind the suggestion that my learned friend 
made that the Japanese arrested him. That is precisely the point, that the first 
I. N. A was at a stage at which there was a trial of strength between those Indian · 
n·ationals wha.were members ofthe I. N. A. and the Japanese. · Later on when 
the· Japa!Iese r·dtlised that the Indian National Army and those who were likely or 
wanting to join it were ,not prepared to become tools in their hands, •that there was .. 
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a break, and hence when you come to the second I. N. A., when Subhas Chandra 
Bose took command of the Indian National Army, the secQnd time you find an 
association between the two armies-may be very unwilling on the part of the 
Japanese. Very often one has to make a choice when one finds a strong man on • 
the otherside ; and hence it is that I wish to insist before this Court that throughout 
the dealings between the I. N. A. and the Head of the Provisional Government of 
Free India at this time, the position taken up by them was not of an instrument 
of the Japanese, but a body formed with the object of liberating themselves, no 
doubt getting all the assistance that thev could from the Japanese as an allied· 
army. And that, I submit, is the key to the bonafide of the belief of every indivi
dual man who at all events thinkingly-if I may use that expression-joined the 
I. N. A. I dare say it often happens in thr. world that once you find a thinking 
and leading man taking a course, other people bonafide believe it to be the true 
course and join it. Therefore I submit there is ample evideH'ce on record, 
evidence emanating from witnesses which in ordinary courts and tribunals 
is the best to be relied upon by the defence, evidence from prosecution 
witnesses, not all willingly given, that thev fought their own ground, .they fought 
their own cause, and therefore there was no question whatsoever of their preaking 
any duties which they owed as prisoners of war. But you have to remember all 
the time and again and again that there is no such charge in the trial before you. 
There are only two charges before you which I need hot repeat. But I want to be 
quite careful because it will be my duty to deal with the mater!al, lest it might be 
suggested that I did not deal with it. and I wish to point out its relevancy and its 
significance to the extent to which these points bear on the conduct of the men on 
trial before you. I have no desire to shirk an inquiry; in fact I am here as far as 
I can-apart from any questions of private opinions on political issues-to impress 
upon you the truth, integrity and sincerity of men, which after all is a bigger asset 
sometimes than the legal technical issue. There is also the evidence ~f Lt.-Col. 
Loganadan, D. W. 7 with reference to the question; and I am obliged• to refer to 
it particularly because of the pamphlet called" Our Struggle" which was placed 
before you. There is just one point which I must make before I read the evidence, 
that all that is proved is that the pamphlet was issued. But I hope 
and trust that my learned fnend will not suggest that the mere 
fact that a pamphlet is issued, that by itself prO'.teS the t11uth of the 
statements made therein. Let me therefore begin by saying that I am not obliged to 
explain why Rash Behari Bose said what he did. It will be an error on the part of 
the Court to say that because Rash Behari Bose said something about Mohan Singh, 
therefore it is true. At the same time I wish to call attention to this evidence with a 
view to pointing out the terms on which Mohan Singh and Rash Behari Bose stood, 
with a view to point out that any allegations emanating from the disappointed .. 
Rash Behari Bose at that time are not to be taken as words of truth. Secondly, in 
any case an allegation made by A against B, neither of whpm has allpeared in Court 
as a witness, is no pro::>f of the allegation made bv him. 

With this observation I now call attention to the evidence of b. W. 7 (Lt.-Col. 
Loganadan). 

"I know Captain Mohan Singh. When I joined the Indian National Army, he 
was G. 0. C. The relations between Cantain Mohan Singh and Rash Behari Bose 
were not very happy. Of my own personal knowledge I know that Rash Behari 
Bose, having lived so long with the Japanese, was inclined to be guided and 
controlled by them. Whereas Mohan Singh said he felt that the J aparft:se s8.ould be 
dealt with a firm;r hand than what Rash Behari would be able to do." 
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i then come to b. W. I2 (Captain Arshad). The passage to.which i caii 

attention is this :- . • • 
" I was in the first Indian National Army Headquarters, then as General Staff 

'Officer in 'G' Branch. The first I. N. A. was dissolved in December I942 .. The 
I. N. A. had been raised after the Bangkok resolutions were forwarded for ratification 
to the Japanese Government. The Bangkok resolutions were the result of a _Con
ference held in Bangkok in June. There were many resolutions in that and ~hey 

• were passed by .. the ·Conference and tP,en sent to the Japanese Government for 
ratification, and we hoped that the ratification would come quickly; but as the 'days 
.went by, Captain Mohan Singh, wlw was then G. 0. C. of the Indian N a~ional 
Army, felt that the Japanese were delaying the ratification of the Bangkok resolutions 
and he asked the Japanese liaison body which was attached to us, calle~t the 
I wakuru Kikan to expedite the ratification of the resolutions .. They were not'very 
clear in their replies. They tried to delay them as much as possible. I was pre~e-nt. 
Captain Mohan Singh kept his Headq darters informed of all the correspondence and 
the arguments which he was having with the Japanese. Captain Mohan Singh~pld 
us his doul:1ts of the intentions of the Japanese. He said that he noticed that: the 
Japanes4 were not playing the game, and he said' that if the Japanese continued with 
that attitude of theirs he would dissolve the Indian ·National Army, and we:.:all 
agreed with him because we felt that unless and until there was a: clear under• 
standing between the I. N. A. and thejapanese we would not continue· the ·Inq~;an 
National Army. ~Besides that, there 'was another main point ofdissertsion between 
the Japanese and Captain Mohan Singh. At the Farrar·Park meeting the Japanese 
had handed over all the Indian prisoners ofwar to Captain Mohan Singh. Until 
that time the members of the I. N. A. as well as those prisoners of war who had not 
joined the I. N. A. were under the c~mmand of Captain Mohan Singh. But 'in 
December the Japanese wanted to take those people away from Captain Mohan 
Singh who·h~d not joined the. I. N. A. Captain Mohan Singh felt that the Japanese 
were not keeping to their word and he refused to part with the prisoners .of war. 
These main reasons as well as the other minor reasons forced us to dissolve 
the I. N. A. . 

And, Sir, the Bangkok Resolution No. I3 which is referred to, reads thus.: • 
"(I 3) R&solved that the Indian National Atmy shall be made use of only .. 
(a) For operations against the British or other foreign powers in India. 

(b) For the purpose of securing and safeguarding Indian Natipnal ln~epen-
dence,-and · 

(c) For such other purpose as may assist the achievement of the object, 
viz., Indian Independen'ce." ·· · 

Lt. Nag (P. W. I) refers to-the same subject in these terms: 
"Capt .. Mohan Singh left written instructions that if .he was arrested, the 

I.N.A. should be dissolved. 'In the event of my arrest the I. N. A. will be dissol
ved and all th~ I.N.A. badges ofrankand recordswillbe destroyed.' .. There was a 
generalfeeling from the beginning tliat.the I.N,A. should not be-subordinated to the 
Japanese and that we would not allow it to be subordinated to the Japanese. 
There was no question of dissolving it at any time during .those days. The 
predominant motive was to free India for the sake of Indians. 

"After the 2nd I.N.A. was formed the same feeling was there, until Subhas 
Chandra Bose <J,rrived in July I943· After that everybody thought that they had got 
a leader who could guide them on proper lines without being subordinated to the 
Japa~se. •Thereafter the two armies fought as Allies, i.e., the Indian National 
ArmY. and, the Japanese.'' · 

• 
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This, Sir, is the evidence which has been placed before this Court. As i said, • 

my submission before the Court is that it was when the I.r-{.A., which wasJormed · 
on the second occasion, felt confident that they would not be subordinate to the 
Japanese that they really fought as Allies. And hence it is that I submit to the • 
Court that in so far as relations between the I.N.A. and the Japanese Army were 
concerned, it has been established by evidence that they were of the character 
which I claim for them, namely as allies. So far as the I.N.A. was concerned, 
it was actuated by only one motive and one business, and that was to secure the 
freedom of India. That is the issue, which as I have said, does not actually. • 
arise, but was bearing on the integrity of purpose of those who are on trial as 
members of the Indian National Army. 

Then tpe next point to which I wish to call attention is the evidence before 
the Court that the_Indian National Army was completely officered by Indian officers. 
True, an attempt was made by my learned friend in cross-examination as to 
the question of the High Command. I do not deny for a moment, though I do 
not understand or profess to understand very much the organisation of armies 
when they fight together for apparently the same purpose in any case, l1ut knowing 
what you do about the last but one war and the last war, when any questioo arises 
of unified command it serves very little purpose to suggest that in so far a~ the 
higher strategy is concerned, it was no doubt in the .hands of the Japanese. No 
doubt probably they claimed at all events that they understood the art of war 
better, and that after all the Indian National Army consisted of men of not 
that standing. But apart from accepting better judgment on what should be the 
proper strategy, when it came to a question of internal administration of the 
I.N.A., it has been amply proved before the Court that the I.N.A. was entirely 
independent in its composition, including every officer. Th~ evidence of Lt. Nag 
is in these terms : • 

"The whole of the Indian National Army was trained by Indoi.an Officers 
and not by the Japanese. It was entirely and throughout officered by Indian 
officers and not by Japanese officers. 

The colours of the Indian National Army were the Indian National Congress 
colours, i.e., saffron, white and green. Their badges were distinct from the J apa-
nese badges." • • • 

And then he answered other questions which are immaterial, namely, that 
among the colours in the middle of one of the badges there was a brown star and it 
was resented by the personnel of the I.N.A. as it might be mistaken for the Rising 
Sun. 

P. W. 19 gave the following evidence: 
"So far as I am concerned, I took instructions from our own Indian officers 

only and not from the Japanese. As far as I am aware, there were no Japanese 
in command in'Cmr area or otherwise in the I.N.A. I was Assistant to Lt. Abdur 
Rehman who was left in charge of the rations at Falam. There was a long carry 
of 48 miles for rations. The rations consisted of rice, salt, oil and sugar. Sugar 
was very scarce. The rations were very short consisting of rice, salt and a little 
oil. The Indian National Army was fighting under great hardship on that front. 
Whilst I was in the I.N.A., I carried out my duties faithfully." 

The next point which I wish to make is that apart from what you may call 
the general higher strategy, the Indian National Army was completely independent. 
And though I am not anticipating a point which it will be my duty to argue, 
namely, whether or not the question arose that people joined the I.N.~. because 
they might be worse off as prisoners of war, the less said •about 
it the better. TJte evidence clearly shows that the only ration that the 
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I.N,A:. had, apart fro.ril sugar~ and oil which was 'nomimil, was nee, ·arid that 
was the luxury which attracted men to the I.N.A. My learned friend will consider 

·twice over before trying any such argument. The question really is that one set of 
men believed in a cause aHd the other set of men either from supineness or other
wise did not, and nobody ever gave thought to_ the question_ as to whether one 
would be bett-er off or not. One thing is quite certain: that apart from what 

,actually happened by the conduct of the Japanese, those who joined th~ I.N.A .• 
were certainly facing the possibilities which every soldier has to face, ~?-less he 
wishes to avoid it, which prisoners of war could, namely, fighting with the opponent 
army. And, therefore, my submission to the Court is tha! this idea of co~,irasting 
the comforts of the. I.N.A. and the comforts of the pnsoners of war under the 
Japanese, is entirely overdone. It is entirely a question as to what points ~of view 
appealed to one or the other sets of men, arid therefore,· Sir, my submission is that 
in so far as that is concerned, we' have now been able-to place before the Court the 
actual evidence on the question. 

Tlje next point is that the I.N.A. was a purely voluntary army, a~d !J-Ot
withstal1ding the attempt made, the Prosecution entirely failed to prove ;that it 
was not voluntary, because from time to time it has been proved befpre this 
Court by the speeches made b;r the accused and Sri Subhas Chandra Bose, which 
indicate that at every stage oppohunity was given to every member of the I.N.A. 
to withdraw if he 'Chose to d9 so. _ But the strongest evidence is this : It is common 
ground, apart from actual principles which have not been acc4rately proved, that 
only a portion of the volun~eers could be armed, equipped and trained, because of 
the paucity .of material, and tha! there was a large number of peo-ple who could 
not be 'trained and could not be armed for want of resources,-what is 
ealled t4e surplus volunteers. But I put -it to you, -Sir, as men 
of commoasense that it would require very much effort on the part 
of my learned frien~ to say t4at when they had more than enough men already, 

-that they coerced more people to join the I.N.A. _Or, in the language of Lord' Shaw, 
I think it is a statement that- stultifies· itself because it is stated that 'we have 
enough men and we cannot arm t!Iem;' and yet it is alleged that you go on coercing 
people to join. !'think it is a folly of which no decent human being would be guilty 
if he had a grain of comhwnsens_e. What has' actually happened is that people 
have been punished for crimes of t~eir own, and in order to appear glorious before 
this Court, they attributed it to pressure by the I.N.A. It is_ a very clever half-truth, 
which is not uncommon. · · · 
_ You get a fact which occurr~d. Then in orde~ to appear virtuous he would 
say tha! he was punished to be coerced to join the I.N.A. A more ludicrous. story 
could not have been presented t~ the C.Jutt, because in one case the witness 
admitted the reason why that.took place. They were sent to the Detention Camp. 
Having been setft there, they were a~ked to surrender their ringleaders. When they 
<;lid not, ten people came and there was ~free fight- 300 on one side and I o on the 
other. And for the Government to put forward this_sort of half-backed story in 
order that the Court may swallow it passes one's understanding. _ . - y -. 

This is Lt'. Nag : ·-''I heard Subhas Chimdra Bose state_ at a_ meeting ,held 
soon after the meeting of the -21st October, 1943, that anyone·who wished to:leave 
the I.N.A. was permitted to do so." - · 

- P.W. 5 : "Prior to my arrival at Port Dixon in Kuala Lumpur-at that time 
I was in the custody oftheJapanese-the bad conditions were due to theJapanese. 
In Jan~ary!.February 1943, I saw Capt. Shah Nawaz for_ the first time when he 
came to collect volunteers. I am quite clear that Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan 'left it 
open to everybody to join the I.N.A. or not as they chose,, ,.J. ·remember that he 
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wanted staunch men who were prepared to lay down their lwes for the freooom of 
India. I never saw Capt. Shah Nawaz after that lecture." 

P.W. 24 : "I reached Popa on the 25th or 26th February. Col. Sahgal said 
at Popa that those who did not wish to stay in the I.N.A. and wished to go over to 
the enemy should tell him today. He will then make arrangements to send them in 
one party to the enemy, but they will not be permitted to take any arms or papers 
with them. 'I do not want that men should desert in driblets.' As far as I under-• 
stand it was Sahgal's intention that after the party went over, men should not go 
over in driblets and so cause demoralisation.'' 

D.W. 6: "The recruitment was absolutely voluntary. We had surplus 
volunteers whom we could not train or arm.'' ~ 

D.W. 7: "The Indian National Army was purely voluntary. As far as I 
am aware no coercive methods were used in recruiting. I am aware as a · 
member of the Provisional Government that we declared war on Britain 
and America." • 

Then, Sir, there is one more statement referring to Lt. Dhillon, to :which I 
wish to call attention. My submission to the Court is that in so far as the accused 
before the Court are concerned, they by their open speeches gave everybody to 
understand that it was entirely their own ch'Jice whether to join the I.XA. or not. 

That brings me next to the evidence about the. alleged coercion for the pur
pose of compelling men or inducing men to join the I.N.A. The position, Sir, is 
this with reference to that. At the time when the question arose as to the 
admissibility of the evidence, it was candidly stated by the Advocate-General that 
he did not rely on Sec. ro but the way in which it is sought to make it relevant is 
this. He said that the accused did not participate in it, did not doeit, did not 
encourage it. But that they knew about it. 

The matter did not rest there. When they asked other people to join the 
I. N. A., they gave a veiled threat : "Remember if you do not join, what hardships 
exist.'' And the matter was further strained before this Court by saying-meaning 
thereby among other things-that t~ere would be personal coercion. It was on that 
statement that this honourable Court was pleased to admit. the evidel!ce. The at
tempt was made to show that the accused made this vel.led suggestion. That 
attempt has completely failed because Capt. Dhargalkar who was called to give 
evidence in support of this, fell through. I shall read that part of his evidence to 
show that he completely collapsed in what he came to prove. fie came to prove 
that the three accused, or some of them, went with the other officers. He came to 
support what the Advocate-General was instructed to put forward, namely, that • 
he was given the alleged veiled threat. When we came to cross-examine Capt. 
Dhargalkar, he said : "I was never asked by anybody. I was never addressed by 
anybody" and the more significant thing is, he ended by saying : "l cannot state to 
the Court who said what to anyone." The net result of his evidence amounts to 
this that the Government having undertaken to this Court to prove 'that the veiled 
threat was given in that form, and that meant evidence possibly relevant in the 
eyes of the court, the evidence was allowed to be given. But in the light of the 
evidence of Capt. Dhargalkar, there is none in which any allegation of veiled threat 
exists. I therefore ask the Court to hold that evidence as completely irrelevant 
because it was admitted on this provisional promise, namely, that it would be prov-
ed that there was a veiled threat given by the accused, because there is no other way 
in which it could be made relevant. There is no charge against the a'ifused of any 
personal cruelty of any kind. There was no charge that they encouraged it,•and the 
mere fact that th~ had knowledge would not be anything,-even that, they have 
failed to prove. When I pointed out that mere knowledge was not enough, my 
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learned (riend added a•further point, which I presume induced the Court . to 
allow that and tha.t is when they used the words which they are alleged to 
h'av·e · used-"If you do not join remember the hardships"-meaning thereby 
that inasmuch as they knew that wrong methods wer-e being adopted, they 
threatened the men by saying wrong methods would be adopted in their case. 
That I submit is the only process of reasoning by which he attempted to make 
his evidence relevant. My learned friend has completely failed to establish either 
the knowledge or alleged threat and for these reasons, Sirs, I submit that' this 

• evidence should not be excluded, and I have prepared a petition so that it !~lay 
remain on record for my submission. 

The learned Judge-Advocate told the Court on the occasion of the 
, question of admission of the evidence: 

. The learned Advocate-General really bases his case on the speeches of the 
accused which he will prove showing, as he says, that the accused referred 
to the hardships which would be inflicted on prisoners of war unless they 

• joined, an<i ·thereby implying that they had knowledge of the 'methods by which 
he alleges that recruiting for the I.N.A. was being carried on. 

• 

At the same time, now we ~ve arrived at a stage when I respectfully ask· 
that the Court should rule that that evidence should be entirely disregarded, 
because there is no proof of the promise on which that evidence was submitted. 
That is the formal ·application I make to the Court. 

Judge Advocate: Do you mean that you are asking us to make a decision 
on this now ? . 

Counsel for Defence : On this point. 
Judge A~~pc·ate : I am afraid it is not at all the procedure to make piece

meal decision on parts of the case, without hearing the learned Advocate-General 
and without hearing me. That decision will be made in due course, but I must 
ask the Court that they should go on now without making any piecemeal decision 
at this present St!J.ge. 

Sri Desai : I shall leave it at that. I thought that I would save the Court, 
and perhaps incidentally myself, the .necessity of having to. go · through that 
evidence, to show how utterly useless it is. But that being the view of the 
Court, I will not pursue it. 

That brings me to the next question. My submission is that the basis on 
which that evidence· 'was admitted has · completely disappeared; and 

~ inasmuch as it has disappeared it should not be taken into considered in this case 
~~ . . 

The only reason why I thought it my duty to call the attention of the Court 
~t this stage was t~t you might have to go through the evidence and think if it 

· 1s relevant. 

The first witness, to whose evidence 
attention ofthe Court, is Capt. Dhargalkar. 
said in his examination in chief : 

I think it necessary to call the 
This is what Captain · Dhargalka~ 

. "l do not remember Lt. Dhillon being there, but I rtlftember Capt. Shah 
Nawaz Khan and Capt. Sahgal coming there. I recognise lro'th these officers as 
accused before the Court. Neither of the two accused ever spoke to me, but 
discussions usually took place aqd nearly all the discussions were concerned 
with our joinini the I. N. A. I was present at these discmsions. It is very 
difficult fo?me to quote the exact word which Capt. Sahgal and Capt. Shah Nawaz 
Khan said, but the gist of the thing was : 'Why don't you all jo~ t'l\e J.N ,A, 

~- r11-ther t)lan, Wi!,ste yours~lvf~ Hvip.g under thes<: cop.ditiom\" · • ' 
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That is really the whole point. Let me examine whether the promise is 
fulfilled even in the examination-in-chief. If "conditions" merely meant conditions 
as prisoners of war, whether for the time being under the I.N.A. or the Japanese,· 
that is not a matter of charging the accused. But I suppose my learned friend will 
use the word "conditions" to mean almost anything, meaning thereby that "some 
people did something to somebody else and that will be your condition.'' I submit it 
does not carry the matter far enough. 

I would then call attention to the cross-examination of this witness. He says: 

"I saw all the three accused on several occasions. I saw them anything 
between 20 to 50 times. I only spoke to Capt. Sahgal a couple of times; I do not 
remember having spoken to Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan or Lt. Dhillon. I spoke to 
Capt. Sahgal in Col. Bhonsle's house. I cannot remember any other occasion. I 
was present at fifteen occasions at which discussions took place. Capt. Shah Nawaz · 
may have been present about twice and Capt. Sahgal was present about the same 
number of times. This was in a Separation Camp at Bidadari. There "'as one huge 
camp at Bidadari and also a Separation Camp. I was in the Separatioo Camp. 
The whole of the Bidadari Camp was the Indian National Army Camp. We were 
taken there by Capt. Mohan Singh. There were al:>out sixteen of us living in the 
room. I did not take part in the discussion nor was I addressed by Capt. Shah 
Nawaz or Capt. Sahgal. That is all that happened during the discussion.'' 

Then he goes on to say: 
"Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan came there, but I do not know whether he came 

to see Capt. Sher Dil Khan. I was not invited to a discussion, I was living in 
the room and I overheard certain conversations. I cannot remember the words 
of these discussions accurately but I remember the gist of them. T~ gist of the 
conversation included many other subjects other than the Indian National Army. 
I was addressed but not by any of the officers present there. Capt. Shah Nawaz 
Khan was speaking to 16 other people. The gist of his conversation was : "Why 
do you not join the Indian National Army?" I remember that occasion to the 
best of my knowledge. It may have been any time in that month. I cannot 
remember all that he said. I cannot say exactly what ~ said.'' • 

. (You will see, Sirs, a change in the gist. There was no question of what con· 
sequences would follow.) 

"I cannot remember exactly what he said. I cannot single out from the 
others what Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan said. My answer is th'e same with regard 
to Capt. Sahgal. What I told the Court is the general impression without know-
ing who said what.'' . • 

This is the evidence of Capt. Dhargalkar, and I respectfully and emphatically 
submit to the Court that the promise on which that evidence was ~dmitted remains 
unfulfilled : and inasmuch as it remains unfulfilled, my submission is that the 
evidence should be disregarded completely. · 

Now, with that submission and in view of the record, it is mv duty very 
briefly to examine the evidence which has actually been given, and I will preface 
the examination with this remark. This is a case where in some instances what is 
called a half-truth imphcs an untruth : e.g., there was a Detention Camp where 
people were taken if they were guilty of acts of insubordination or any other act 
contrary to the discipline of an army. Having been taken there, thete was no 
doubt a certain amount of tasks and fatigues ·they were asked t~ do. That is 
perfectly true, but that having been done, the man wants to make a mart,rdom of 
it. I will te11 y<'ll why. He says he was taken there and he wa~ asked to join the 
I.N.A. lt is all. I submit, embroiqery of !he case, and I will ask the Court to 
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examine that evidence in that light, and in one or two instances I sha\1 b~ able t6 
• show tlwtt reluctantly heo.almost admitted the case I put to h!m, that he was. sent 

there because he was guilty ofinsubordination. People very picturesquely said they 
were asked· to pick up one end of a pole and every time a man ·followed them ·or 
hit them-! think the very exaggeration defeated its own purpose. I do n<;>t 
think any Court wilLbelieve such an absurd stroy. Tru,e,, he was taken the.re, and qo 
doubt he had to do a certain amount.of fatigue. No doubt it may be that a noi;J.~ 
s:omm:issioned officer thought it was below his dignity to pick up things which were 
necessary. In fact you might remember with what amoj.l.nt of reluctance the 

• witnesses gave the kind of evidence before the Court-! would recall a picture of one , 
of the witnesses when I told him that this was only for the purposes of rilan_ure ,an:d 
there was the evidence of a garden-it almost taxed one's patience to be able to ·get 
out of him that evidence, and get him to admit those facts; and eve!! then he ·kept ort 
saying "0h, there was a road there arrd in between there was something am). if yo:u 

.call it a garden it is wrong _and so on". The fact remains that the witness·w_~s taken 
there for some act of insubordination; he was put to a' certain amount of task, but 
then in order t'o glorify himself as.a martyr, he now comes forward before this Court 

' and says '!I was taken there because I did not join the I.N.A." A.nd when I cross· 
examined him as to what particular position he held with particular distinctio9, 
and what distinguished career. he had, he ultimately collapses and admits he, was 
an ordinary soldier. To .thinlt therefore that stories of this kind would pass mus
t<;r l?efore a Court composed of men of affairs and·experience, I submit, wm not do. 

I call attention -first to Wolit Bahadur, P:W. 14. The kind of picture he gave
this -method of carrying baskets at the end of a pole-I do not suppose it is any gr:e~t 
innovation or torture, unknown in India. The way in which he described it, and 
if he was not giving evidence before men of experience in this country, was almost 
insulting to t>ne's intelligence. After all it is a commom method of carrying a load 
on bars with a•man at each end ; and if he objects to carrying a load like that :I 
am very sorry for-him: but I am afraid he· has to labour, and if he has to work, 
he has to-work; and the more we learn to do manual labour, I think, the beti:~r 
for men of my country. 

' · And then he said-it was a ridiculous story-,he carried out the order and 
picked up, the cew-dung. 'l'her:e c~me a road. There. w~re six ·:rqen ~ho, stood j~st 
for the purpose of giving a stroke as he lifted the load. That I submit defeats it~t;\f. 
In cross-examination-that is where I wish to call attention to a few passages-this 
is -what he says': "He said that we·had now fallen from the Englisht into the 
Japanese hands and J<Ve have to carry out their orders and do their f€ltigiles. 
He told us that the British had run away and left us there. He said- that our 

1 ~orne was in India and we have to join with other Indians to fight for India. 
,.....-He also said that for this.reason we should join th_e I. N. A. He also said that 

the I. N. A. was l>eing,focmed to set India free. He: said that for this reasop. 
we shou)djoin the LN. A. ·About one or two men said that they did not know 
anyth.ing about the I. N. A. and they.were not going to join .it. At that time 
we did not know what this I.N.A. was. I know Jamadar l'il Bahadur Adhikari;"' 
This is a very important thing. They are the people.who .are said ·to have. c'om'e 
in this party to attack this gentleman and his friends in order that they ~ay be 
coerced to join the I. N. A. It would be fortunate ifone cart think a little'in 
advance. He admitted that,every single one of them who took-part in this raid to 
induce this gentleman and, his friends to join the I. N. A. were all men respected 
in their Regiment and respected in the parts of the country from which tli~y 
came. Ifhe had only realised what it involved, he would probably not have 
admitted it~ "tcam:e to know that the I. N. A. was b-eing for~ed. I know 

.Jamadar Til Bahadur Adhikari. Jamadar Puran Singh Khawas was a man who 
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was respected by our unit and so was Jamadar Til Bahadur Adhikari. Jamadar, 
Til Bahadur delivered only one lecture at which I was present. He alse told us 
about the object of the I. N. A. which was the same as Pur an Singh had told us. 
When Til Bahadur delivered the lecture there were about 6oo men present. " He 
admitted to me that they were being asked in the ordinary course to join the I.N.A., 
asked by people whom he admitted to be respectable and the point in asking 
for the admission is this, that those were among the people who came armed with a 
view to attack th:se innocent men in order that they may join the I.N.A. I make .a 
present of that kmd of story for your acceptance. 

Then, Sir, comes in very common parlance the cat out of the bag. "Those who • 
did not join the I.N.A. were required to do fatigues for the Japanese. Those who 
joined the I.N.A. were not required to do fatigues for the Japanese." 

Prosecution Counsel: I am afraid my learned friend is under a misapprehension. • 
He gave no names. 

Defence Counsel: In his examination-in-chief he gave the names of the peopfe 
who formed the party of attackers. It comes in cross-examination .• 

Prosecution Counsel: He does not say that these were the people ~o came to • 
assault him. I know my learned friend put those names to him. No such questions 1 
were asked that these were the people who were in. the firing party. 

Judge Advocate: That certainly was not said, Mr. Desai. 
Mr. Desai: The point of the argument will be perceived, name or no name. 

"Those who did not join the I.N.A. were required to do fatigue for the Japanese. 
There was dispute when we refused to do fatigue duties for the Japanese. The lea
ders whom I have named told us not to object to the fatigue. In spite of their per
suasion some of us did not obey. We reported that we will do fatigues for the Japanese 
but we have nothing to do with the I.N.A. The guard was sent becavse some of us 
did not obey". That is the point. The point is that it was not because they were to 
be persuaded to join the I.N.A. that the guard was sent. On his own admission 
they did not obey to do the task they were sent on and that destroys the whole of 
that evidence, names or no names. His whole purpose was that these people came on 
their own with a view just to educate them, because they would not join the I.N.A. 
If my learned friend will follow the process of cross-examination <jnd the admission 
made by Wolit Bahadur, I only point out that it was ~p to the witness to say that 
they were not in the firing party. 

Judge Advocate: It is you here who is in the wrong. You have said that 
these men were in the firing party, whereas it was pointed qut that they were not. 

Mr. Desai: There is the evidence in chief. I took the names from the 1 
summary of evidence. Because of that .ruling the names were not a!lowed to ~ 
given. Whether the witness proved or failed to prove that the attack took place, 
because they would not join the I.N .A. that is the true issy.e, and remember
ing that to be the true issue, I beg leave to read where I left, and that is this: 
"There was a dispute when we refused to do fatigue duties for the Japanese. The 
leaders whom I have named told us not to object to do fatigue. In spite of 
their persuasion some of us did not obey. We reported that we will do fatigues for 
the Japanese but we have nothing to do with the I.N.A. The guard was sent 
{that is the material point) because some of us did not obey." You cannot get 
out of that. In other words the story that the guard was sent with a view to shoot 
them becase they did not join the I.N.A., is entirely destroyed by this evidence. 
"The guard was sent because some of us did not obey. The guard came to seize the 
ring-leaders." That is precisely my point. I said they were all guilty of one or 
other offence against decipline, and hence action was taken against tl:!tm, and this 
i~ the best ilfustration. Of course people get warned: after one man has been. 

• } 
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· cross-examined you may not get the same type of actual admission. But here you 
have 

1
the clearest po~sible admission, the negation, the complete negation t~at any 

attack was made on them, because they did not join the I.N.A. Of course, they 
always repeat like .parrots, when it becomes nece~sary: that is what happens. But
occ~sionally there are lapses. •.•The guard was sent because some of us did not 
obey. The guard came to arrest the ring-leaders. We were about 550 men. Some 
of the men had a dispute with the guard. The guard stopped us from doing this 
and then fired in the air." What possible course forsooth-it was sent for the purpose 
of asking them to join the I.N.A. and they· should have fired in the air ! The 
whole point is that these were ,recalcitrants, a disobedient crowd. They were asked 
to surrender. As a warning they fired in the air. They would not obey. Of 
course the trouble took place. "When we did not obey the order of the guard, they 
fired. The guard did not prevent us from doing fatigue but they spoke to us about 
I.N.A. which we did not obey." All th.is rubbish is difficult to understand. "First 
they fired in the air, and when we did not obey ultimately they fired at us. About 
two or three men were injured after the firing. Then we pursued the guard. The 
dispute b~tw~en the guard .and ourselves was thatwe resented the appearance of 
the g11ard during the lecture tiQle." I do not know what it means. Whatever 
that means, they know better. As I said here, it is a complete demolition and the 
best illustration of how the false is mixed up with the true. There is no doubt that 
there was a scuffle. • That ts not denied. But they want to annex the scuffle to 
something else. That is a piece with all the evidence with which I am familiar. 
You get hold of'a known fact which is not disputed, and then put it on to something 
else. My submission to the Court is that this evidence alone is sufficient to discredit 
the kind of evidence the Government has put forward with a view to show that 
atrocities ·were inflicted for the purpose of joining the I.N.A. As to the tortures, 
they were of two kinds. Regarding one, I have got definitely out of the mouth, 
of the \fitness himself that they objected to the fatigue. They were persuaded not to 
do it. Tlie very leaders whom they respected, persuaded them not to object to do 
fatigue. They were again asked to surrender their ring-leaders. These people 
would not. They fired in the air and ultimately they fired at ur. Three people 
died and there were 550 of them. Such evidence, can my learned friend or any 
gentleman in his very high position ever place before the Court, name or no name? 

Prose~ution Counsel : I only corrected a statement 'which was not justified 
by the record. , . · 

· Mr. Desai: I admit that I was in the wrong. I say the point of the argument 
is really this that !he wit.ness who came to. s~ear false to the fact that the party 
was sent armed wlth a v1ew to fire at them m order to compel them to join the 
I.N.A., here ·stands on his own evidense self-condemned. He admits that the 
purpose was different. The occasion was different, and that disobedience was the 
only cause. My case is that the cases which they have selected are cases of a 
similar kind where people undoubtedly were dealt with for breach of discipline, but 
which they now attribute to a false cause, namely, their refusal to join the I. N. A. 
The next is the case of Moha~med Hayat. That is the. case in which we said 
that because they killed some cows, a quarrel arose and hence a scuffle. It is 
true a scU:ffie took place. The question is-was it with a view to compel them to 
join the I. N. A. That is where I say they get hold of an admitted event or a 

· more or less admitted event, and annex it to a false cause. He said: ' 

"The Camp Commandant was Captain M. Z. K yani, who was succeeded by 
Col. Shah Nawaz Khan. I heard Col. Shah Nawaz Khan· lecturing to the Camp. 
I was not present. at the l~cture he delivered in t~e camp, ~lUt I was present at 
the~ectlfre he dehvered m the mosque. He sa1d that Sdilis and Hindus have 

· already volunteered, and that the Mussulmans· should also J'oin." He said · • • 
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'
1¥usHms must J?in the I. N. ~· bec.ause when the Hindus and Sikhs go, they 

will trouble you m your homes m India. He did not threaten us with force but 
he said that we ought to join the I. N. A. He did not say" that he only ~anted 
sincere men. He said: 'I will not give any sort of trouble to you, but you should 
volunteer. I want true volunteers. After Dua Khair, we said that we will not 
joi~ the I..~· A, We meant by that that none of us who were present there had 
a nght to JOln the I. N. A. There was no charge against the men of my unit 
of having committed theft of seven cows belonging to civilians, and of having 
slaughtered and eaten them. I deny that. That charge is a lie and that the. • 
cows were eaten is also a lie. I am shown my additional statement in the 
summary of evidence- I admit that I said in the summary of evidence that Major 
Aziz Ahmed told us that we were to go to the Concentration Camp because Wt! 
had killed a cow." 

That was at the time they were sent .. Remember what was the contempo
raneous statement made. I want you to remember that. The Court would have 
no doubt that that was the real cause of the dispute, and that joining the I. N. A. 
or not joining the I. N. A. was not the cause. • 

"No skins or bones were found, and no Investigation was made. J never 
volunteered for the I. N. A. The Bidadari camp was a mixed Camp of volun
teers and non-volunteers in July I941!. Neesoqp Camp was also a mixed 
camp ...... There was no difference in. rations for the volunteers and non-volun-
teers. In July I942 there was no separate treatment for volunteers in the 
Bidadari Camp. I was carrying on anti-I. N. A. propaganda. There was no 
charge against me of killing or stealing a cow when I was removed from the 
Bidadari Camp to the Concentration Camp. Aziz Ahmed never told us that 
we were being sent to the Concentration Camp because we had killed a cow. I 
am again shown my statement in the summary of evidence. I signed ~y state
ment. It was read over to me. I made this statement about Majoor Aziz 
Ahmed having told us that we were all to go to the Concentration Camp 
because we had killed a cow." 

In other words, at the time when he was taken, it was proved from his 
own mouth that he was definitely told that the reason for his being sent was 
the killing of the cow. · • 

"On the day I went to the Concentration Camp th~re were approximately 
6o or 70 men there ...... I said that after two or three days men of my unit 
were sent away from· the Concentration Camp. I and I I other men were kept 
there. After our people went away, there were approximately 6o or 70 people 
left. They were all non-volunteers. I am talking of the month of july I942." · 

Then comes the most tell-tale thing which any man of commonsense 
will understand: 

"I was released from the Concentration Camp after 21 days f>ecause I had 
become very weak." 

The whole point is this. Any man reading between the lines will be able 
to see that these people were taken to the Concentration Camp because they 
were charged with having stolen and killed a cow. He himself admits that it 
was a charge made at !he time. Major ~ziz Ah~ed sai~ 'yo': h~ve to go 
to the camp, because th1s is the charge agamst you. After mvestigatl(;m, he was 
released after 2 I days. Is that the real story, or what he now says 1s the real 
story? It does not show that they were oppressed or coerced to join the l.N.A. 

There is one ordinary canon of reasoning an~ .commonsens~ I~ the 
Court to accept the story he said at that time or 1s 1t to accept the story 
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told nc)w? I submit: ·t;hat -·at that time no'Body imagined· that anybody 'Yas 
going to- make anything out. of this incident for the -trial against 'some people 
in future. The question is; which of the tw~ stories i~ likely to· be. true, and 
I respeCtfully submit to tlie Court that there can be only one conclusiOn. The 
story he told- then• is th'e true story, and not the story he_ tells nciw~ That 
is my submission with resp~ct to this witness. 

The next witness I take·is Ahmed Nawaz, P.W. ·to: Every niari has to undergo. 
some sort of punishment f6r. an offence. This· witi?-ess is · taking the story as 
it occurred; arid a-dding to it so as to make out that ;-vhat . was done to him · 
was a punishment to ind-l.rce him to join the I.N.A. The only grievance of 
this gentleman. is that he was asked· to carry cow-dung. n was not after all 
such a serious punishment as he tried to make out. When I asked him whether 
he was asked to i:nix cow-dtmg with soda-ash, he said that in his part of the 
country they did not do so. The time has not ·yet come in this country for 
the use of every kind of min'eral m:a·nure, of any other kind of manure except 
cow-dun.,g: l asked him whether it was not intended to be used for the purpose 

- of ,mana ring the garden, and, it took a very long time before we could get 
anything at aU fr6ni this Witness. The demeanour of this witness and his 
behaviour to 'the ·Court stands .ondemned. 

-

I am now re.adlng part of the cross-examination. 
"I do not know what the cow•dung wa·s taken for.. I only know we were 

mad~ to take it as a punishment, We stacked the cow-dung near a road in the camp 
and on both1sides -ofthe·road was the garden. We were never told to powder the 
.fOW~dung for manure. It is correct that I said that we mixed ash with the cow
.dung but I do not know for what purpose it was used. I only did it as a punish
ment." • 

To this man everything i·s a' pun:ishment. When this gentleman was asked to 
mix some soda-ash with cow-dung for manure, he thinks it is by way of punish
ment. He is indignant when he is asked to do something and thinks he was asked 
to do it as a punishment. He sa:ys : 

"As a farmer, in our own home, we only use cow-dung as manure and we 
do not mix l!Sh with it. •Only for three hours on the first day I did this work of 
carrying cow-dung and stacking it near the garden. It was stacked at a distance 

. of about 10 or 12 yards from the garden. For the remaining five days we were 
digging and levelling earth and-preparing garden plots." 

When you come to analyse the facts, the indignity this witness comes to noth
ing. He was asked to do the ordinary work of preparing garden beds for the 
vegetable garden and mixing some manure. So far as the ma·nuring is concerned, 
it only lasted three hours of his life time. If this is what is called an atrocity, I 
submit to the ~ourt, it is a ridiculous type of atrocity. A man is asked to make 
beds in a garden and prepare sorhe manure, and he imagines it to be a punishment. 
He may think ~o, but it is for the Court to say whether it is so. Does the Court be
lieve that it was an ordinary piece of work, or it was an oppression, c·oen~ive met
hods, and I do not know what other language is used to describe it. Is it a torture 
to prepare beds_ and to prepare manure? I submit with great respect it is a ridi
culous kind of evidence which is put forward as an item of torture, and for what 
purpose?~for the p·urpose of making this gentleman join the I.N.A.! Does this 
stand to reason and colhmo·nsense? I submit with great respect that, in spite of 
the picturesque language used, the Court will not accept the version of the witness. 
It is a ridiq,lous thing. He·Was asked to do ordinary fatigue. Thi·s is legitimate 
w<;>rk w't.ich _ought to have been d<?ne willingly and it is ridiculou~ to suggest that 
th1s was. a k.md ofto;ture ~sed to mduct: <?r coerce th<!_ ~itn!!~S- t!" join the· I.N.A. 
That; Sm;' ls 'the'evld'ehce of Ahmad Nawaz. . 
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' Then, take the neKt witness, Havildar Mohammed Sarwar. He said : "ivery• 
body refused to join the I.N.A. TheJamadar and Subedar were armed with pistols 
and they took them out and started firing on us, and ordered the guard also to fire 
on us. The guard consisted of approximately 14 men. They started firing. Two of 
us were killed ...... Everybody said Allah-o-Akbar." Now, I will read from the 
cross-examination of this gentleman. He said: "I was for three weeks in No. 4 
hospital. It was a very big hospital. There were patients of all kinds there. I 
was taken to the hospital. I do not know who took me, because I was unconscious._ 
.... There was an officer to whom I said that I was willing to join the I.N .A. The 
only force that made me join the I.N.A. was that I wanted to escape this bad treat
ment and bad food. When I joined the I.N.A., I came to know that they were 
trying to free India." And this is the gentleman who says that there was a regular 
firing in order to make him join the I.N.A. He goes on: "I knew I was expected to 
go and fight. I knew it was a question of life and death. I thought that death was 
better than these troubles. I had no fairh that they would set India free. I had every 
faith that if I went to the front, I might be able to go to the other side, ~ecause we 
had so many hardships otherwise. At the place where we were first, ! there 
were numerous other people besides the goo. I do not know the Camp Comman
der's name. The Unit Commander was Lt. Purshotam Dass. That was the 
Japanese Prisoners of War Camp. We were split up into parties for the purpose 
of fatigues. On the day prior to the firing accident, we were not divided into par
ties of g2g for fatigue purposes. We were not asked to form a party of g2 3 men. 
We were not given an order. I do not know anything about being asked to surren
der our leaders. I never heard of it. It is not true that Lt. Purshotam Dass advised 
us not to resist. In the party which came to the Camp there was~one Mohammedan,, 
Jamadar. He was second-in-command of the guard. There was a scuffle between 
the men of my unit and the guard after the firing had taken place. Only one" man of 
the guard was killed. The guard consisted of about goo. The name or"the guard 
who was killed was Sardar Singh, who belonged to the Kapurthala Regiment." 
That will show who attacked first. I leave it to you, Gentlemen, to judge who was 
the attacker and who was the attacked. And remember this that they were in a 
party of a few hundred, whereas the guard consisted, as he puts it, of goo men. 
''Because we refused to join the I.N.A., they started firing•" That is "the picture 
which we are asked to accept. I submit with very great respect that the story is a 
most incredible story. There was no conversation and they at once started firing ! 

Now, Sirs, that is the story which is presented to you for acceptance, and 
I ask the Court not to accept it because it is a ridiculous story. • What is the idea 
of firing at the men whom they ask to join the I. N. A.? What do you gain 
by it ? You gain this kind of soldiers with a view to fight ! My submission to 
the Court is that there was this scuffle which he reluctantly admits, and evidently 
they were the first attackers. But they have employed a lictle stor" by means 
of which they say that there was firing on them. If the Counsel thinks that he 
can walk away with this story, I submit he is mistaken. But when you come to 
torture, I ask, is it supposed lObe a torture? It was an ordinary fatigue duty. 
In this connection, I would like to call the attention of the Court to the Geneva 
Conventions, Articles 27 to 34, with reference to the work of the prisoners of 
war on page 298. I am talking of 1929. "They should be kept according to 
their rank and if they are physically fit they may be employed by private indi
viduals, but the captors must assume entire responsibility for their maintenance." 

Prosecution Counsel : I am afraid I must interrupt. The evidence is not 
as my learned friend reads it. The evidence is not that the guard 'ftas ~illed 
first. ' 

• 
Mr. Desai: What he said was : "The name of the guard who was killec! 
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wqs Sardara Singh._ There was no other member of the guard who t\ied,before 

4 
S<\t:dara Singh was killed." I had not the least doubt about it. 

}·t:_., The point that I sttbmit to the Court is this. The witnesses fall into three 
types of classes. The first category belongs to the cow-killing incident .. The 
second that the incident was with reference. to refusal to do fatigues. The third 
relates to the incident of refusing to form partie,s for .fatigues as required oy the 
Japanese, whose prisoners they .were. As a · result of . these three incidents., 
certain accidents occurred.··. I submit to the Court that the Government had 

·definitely failed to prove any torture. for theY)urpose of joining the I. N. A. Each 
of these accidents is attributable-'-in two cases almost-to· an admitted fact. In 
one case it is due to the form which the attack took. With reference to the other 
wifhesses, the less said the' better. All that _they have said was that they were 
asked to do certain duties which they thought 'was an· indignity, which they 
were asked to do, which, I submit, is ordinary decent labour. I know many men 
of higher rank who do gardening as a matter of honourable occupation, and as 
a change of occupation from ordinary work. What these . ·gentlemen were 
really asked to do was gardening, and they;Jst;riously 'come. here and say-- .what 
an indigLiity • it was to ask .a soldier to do gardening: And that i_s why' he r.efused 
to Join t'he I.N.A. The Counsel has entir~~y :failed to prove what he; set out 
to }prove, and I feel the Court should holcg·if it were necessary-according to 
!llY submission it is not nec&ssary at all-~':?:f it has not been proved5 7~apatt 
fi:om .what is read or ·stated or alleged, beyond any . reasonable dobht, · thiif ariy 
tprture was inflicted in order to join the I. N. A. That, Sir, is my submissi~n on 
that count. . . ·· 
. - That is all that I wish 'to say about the evidence on the subject of atrocities al
leged to have been committed on these men to join the I.~.A. With reference to the 
point that I mentioned in the morning as regards cases which might possibly be re
lied on, I will give you a list of the three cases which may be relied upon and give 
you my rem3-rks on them. Before that I wish to make a submission. I will 
make a request at a later stage but I wish to mention to the Court in so far as 
any new authority is cited by my learned friend I do not want a general right of 
reply but I will ask the Court in the end that on any new law that may be 
cited I .may be allowed to give . a reply because I could haye no opportunity 
even by anticipation of dojng it. I will make that request more formally towards 
the end. The three cases which may be relied upon ·ar~ Regjna vs. Lynch 
(I903) 1 King's Bench Regina vs. Jaegiae (1907) Appeal Cases. p. 346 and 
Regina vs. Casement ( 19 I 7) I King's Bench. I do not wish to address you as · 
if you were a high court, and therefore what_ I will do is this. There are two 
points which disting•uish these cases which I will briefly. state. . They are. cases of 

• an individual being charged under the English law for an act of treason ; 
they 'were not cases of men who were members of an organized army and of 
"!-~ organized Government. The second distinguishipg' ground is that in thes~ 
cases there was • ho ·question of what I have submitted shortly as double alle
giance.· Therefore my subniissi~n will, be that if these· case~ are relied upon this. 
is the answer that I have got with reference to_ them. ·I will now go on with the 
regula~ trend of my argument. ' 

The next point which I have to deal with before the Court is the evidence·· 
relating to the. charges of murder, but I will take them . all together without 
attempting to distinguish them. But I distinguish them undert\yo heacls: one is with 
reference to the four persons alleged to have been shot on one occasion a,nd Moham
med Husain, the person- shot on the second occasion. I _will first briefly state the 
case .as I desire to present to the Court, arid then -deal with the evidence. It is 
a· matter- in ~hich with due submission I probably will call attention. in -some 
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greater detail to the evidence of three or four witnesses. As to the others, I 
will only make a submission as to what they said. 

The position with reference to that is this. As re~ards the four epersons 
there is a crime report and therefore up to the point of punishment there is 
evidence before the Court. As regards Mohammed Husain there is no crime 
report. In fact as regards Mohammed Husain there is no document whatever 
relating either to the sentence being passed or the sentence being carried out. 
Further, there is not even a casualty record in either case that I find on the record. 
As to Mohammed Husain the only answer given by one of the witnesses as to• 
why a casualty report was not made was that they were moving from Popa that 
day, and then when I further cross-examined him-which you will 
find in the cross-examination when I come to it-he has given 
no adequate explanation for the absence of the casualty report. 
There is this further evidence-! am only anticipating it-that m the 
case of Mohammed Husain there are three persons who are alleged to have 
shot-Jagiri Ram and two others, whom Jagiri Ram himself did not know. I · 
do not wish to enter into details at this moment except when I read it, but I 
wish to point out the salient features. It is said in the evidence that M<lhammed 
Husain had three shots on his heart or near thereabout. It is further saia in the 
evidence-he said this-that there was a tear in the shirt ; and further 
in answer to the Court, which is most material poi11t, he said there was no blood 
of any kind or sort. That is the state of evidence with reference to Mohammed. 
Husain. 

And now I will deal with the two sets of cases. There is one other ruling 
which I should have mentioned and that is that there is in evidence before the 
Court that Lt. Dhillon who is said to have signed and watched the sentence carried 
out was in a state of complete collapse of health and on that the document before 
the Court is Exhibit VVV. And the date of that document is 6th M~rch 1945, 
the date on which it is alleged this execution was carried out. I am reading this 
relevant part ofthat document which is at the bottom. 

"Jai Hind-I think most of your queries have been answered in this order. 
Others I will answer when I come tomorrow. I ought to have come today but 
last night I went to check certain defences and on my arrival back I felt very 
weak, so weak that I have never felt before throughout lPY life. Major Shankar 
gave me an injection today though for a complete course I must get 12 here when 
there are none available. I will get one tomorrow." 

My case is that so far as carrying out the sentence on the four persons is 
concerned, though in fact the order was passed, it was never ca,rried out. Not only 
that, but I will be able to point out from the evidence on record that there are 
many other similar instances, sworn to and admitted by the witnesses for the ' 
Prosecution. That is in outline why I submit that the case in so far as the 
execution of the sentence is concerned, is not proved. I may go a little further and 
state to the Court that there is no presumption that because senteX:ces were passed 
they were therefore carried out. The charge of murder has got to be proved by 
proving completely what is c<t_lled the corpus .delicti of that particular person. 
And I will say that if there is a reasonable doubt in your mind that the Prosecution 
has failed to prove the actual execution of the sentence, my clients are entitled to 
the benefit of that doubt. 

That is the position with reference to the executions. There are four witnesses 
with reference to Mohammed Husain. As regards the first witness Havildar 
Ghulam Mohammed the evidence need not be read to the Court because all that 
he says is that he was brought up before Capt. Shah Nawaz, which in fact is not 
denied. There is this in Ghulam Mohammed's evidence : 
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'":(know Havildar.Ganga Saran. The 'First Battalion Commander r~pott'ed 
that he (Ganga Saran) had refused to obey his orders. He was a sub-officer in 
the LN.A. He was produced ·before Col. Sahgal for. this offence and was tried 
and sentenced to death. He >vas afterwards pardoned. and '.released." Havildat 

Ganga . Saran himself in his cross-examination has· admitted that as a fact. 

The ~t;xt witness is Sepoy Allah Ditta (P~ W.-24). He aeals with. the e~r-li~~ 
part of the story, riamely, his intention to deseft. This is wh*t pe says : . 

"Mohammed Husai'n said: ''I had a .few difficulties and therefore I intended 
to desert'. But n~o· inquiries were mad~ into his. complaints. Mohammed 
Husain was told by Cqi:· Shah Nawaz:. 'You are sentenced to death by shooting 
because you intended''to desert yourself and were persuading others to 'do the same. 
Theref<::Jre you are i:wt. pardoned! I liear4 Co.l. Shah Naw.az. s'ay : •Put off the 
case to the Regimental Commander' .. :(Note ljy Oourt .:. Witness used the words 
in English). Then we an· three of us were sent out. I recognise Col. Shah 
Nawaz Khail as an accused before the Court. We waited there for -ten' minutes 
and were brought back to" Brigade He~dq't1arter's~· MoharilrPed Husain, Jagiri 
Ram a~d. myself came together back . to Brigade ,Headqi.tarters.. Mohammed 
Husain and myself were put back'in·thesame celFin which we. were before arid 
Khazin Shah took away Jagirt Ram. The same day at about 5 p.m. Sardar 
Mohammed, Adjutant of our Battalion: arid Aya ·Singh· took ·away Mohammed 
Husain. I have never seen Mohammed· Husain since then." - . · .... 

Then, Sir, in cross-examipation he . s'aid : .. · ,·: 

"No decision was. arrived at either i~ my case o~ in the case of Jagiri Ram.'; 
The Court will remember that- there were thre.e people, .·and it is common 

ground tha~ ·as .regards two the sentence was not carried out. 

It is t(u~ th~t. all-that Col. Shah-Nawa~ Khan said was: ;Ypu , de;er've to be 
shot.' Col. Shah Nawaz Khan said that rebels like you will be sentenced to dea:th 
by shooting. Col. Shah Nawaz Kh~m told Mohammed Husain : 'You yourself 
wanted to e'scipe;· seco'ndly, you have tried to persuade others to escape ; therefore, 
you are a rebel to the I.N,A and sentenced to death by shooting.' 'I saw Col. 
Shah Nawaz Khan write•som'ething o'n the crime repo~t. How could I read 
the crime report without picking it up from the table. I do not understand 
English.' · · 

I come to the p·art of the story which in its.elf has n'ot the same importance 
as what it indicates, showing that the witness . was a completely factual. witness. 
The man does not know English and yet he s4ys "he was writing a, crime report", 

•and the objec;t of the' cross-examination is to show that he told a set story which 
he himself could not have possibly seen or done, and that is the kind of witness he 
is. That is the o~ject of that part of the c~oss-examination. 

"I saw Col. Shah Nawaz Khan write something on the crime report.'' 
The man says he does not know what is crime, but he was told what IS a 

crime report. Yet he is askecl to tell a set story that there was a crime report 
which Col. Shah Nawaz Khan was actually writing, bec~use he was called upon 
to prove that it was a crime report and sentence was written on it. 

"I saw Col. Shah Nawaz Khan write som~thing on the crime report~ How 
could I read the crime repo-rt without picking it up from, the table? I do not 
understand English~ I po not know what he wrote and where, because I do not 
know Enilisleand I was not reading the crime report at that time.'' . 

And the only re-examination is : • 
"The crime reports were lying on the table and Col. Shah Nawaz Khan read 
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them out as he spoke to us individually. He wrote on th~ crime report w~ich had • 
already been drawn up." 

That is his part of the story. Then we come tO the actual evidence of persons 
by whom sentence is said to be carried out,-Jagiri Ram. You have seen him in 
the witness box. He is in the Nursing Department. He admitted to the Court 
that he had never handled a gun in his life, or a rifle, or any shooting instrument. 
But in order to give the colour of truth, Jagiri Ram is made to say this: "I was. 
unwilling ; I do not know how to shoot ; I have never handled a shooting instru
ment, but a gun was put on my shoulder ... " I ask you, Sirs, to give me the 
benefit of any description on his part rather than attempt to construct the story for 
him as if he did so. Then he put the gun here and the trigger was pulled and it 
seems that this untutored rifleman was extraordinarily accurate, that along with 
the others all the three shots lodged in the chest of the deceased. Sirs, it will be 
for you to judge the story. I am going to read out only that part of it which is · 
material: 

"l knew Mohammed Husain and Allah Ditta. Mohammed ·Hu~in, my
self and a Garhwali talked about escape when we were in Popa Hill are<!. While 
we were talking of escape, Khazin Shah sent an orderly and ordered us to report 
to Battalion Headquarters. • 

Mohammed Hussain said that he had mentioned to Jagiri Ram and AHa Ditta 
jokingly about an escape. Khazin Shah questioned me and asked ifthey men
tioned this jokingly. I replied that I had no proof of his intention to escape, but 
he mentioned it jokingly to me. Mohd. Husain and myself were tied to a tree 
near the Battalion Headquarters, while Khazin Shah was questioning us. Khazin 
Shah questioned me as to who was trying to escape and I said that I did not know 
the name of any one who was trying to escape. Then Mohd. Husain was 
questioned. He also said that he did not know anything. After sunset Khazin 
Shah took :Yfohd. Hussain and myself to Brigade Headquarters. When I was 
taken to Brigade Headquarters, Mohd. Husain, Khazin Shah and one sentry 
were with me. Brigade Headquarters were near a nullah. On arrival at Brigade 
Headquarters, Khazin Shah went to a telephone and after that Allah Ditta also 
arrived at the nullah. After that all three of us, ~hd. Husa~, Allah Ditta 
and myself, were put in the Quarter Guard and our hands were tied. On the 
following day, we were brought before Col. Sahgal. Col. Sahgal questioned me as 
to whether I intended to escape. I said "no". I did not intend to escape. During 
this conversation with Col. Sahgal, other people present were Major Negi and 
Khazin Shah. Col. Sahgal asked me if I had reported to· any one after Mohd. 
Husain had mentioned to me about escape. I said I did not know anything -.. 
about Mohd. Husain, and I did not reply to any N. C. 0. I worked with my 
Medical Officer. Then we came out of the room and went back to the 
Quarter Guard. Then Lt. Aya Singh of Brigade Heac1quarters gave 
each one of us a beating and said that he would release us if we would tell him the 
names of the people who intended to escape. I continued to say that I did not 
know. Next day we were taken to Divisional Commander, Shah Nawaz Khan. 
We were accompanied by Major Negi, Khazin Shah and a sentry. All three of 
us, myself (Jagiri Ram), Allah Ditta and Mohd. Husain were lined up before the 
Divisional Commander. The Divisional Commander asked me to speak the truth 
whether I intended to escape. I said "no". I did not intend to escape. Capt. Shah 
Nawaz Khan asked us why we did not report the matter. I said that I did not 
know anything about it, and I did not intend to escape. He asked if there was 
any officer or N. C. 0. near me. I said no, I was working with• m~ medical 
officer. Then Gaptain Shah Nawaz Khan asked Allah Ditta: "When Mohammed 
Husain had talked to you about escaping-, did you :report to any one?" Allah 
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_1'1 was told that a crime report would be put up against-me and that we 

three men would be brought before Capt. Shah N awaz Khan.- No announcement 
was ntade before me i~ respect of anybody except Mohd. Husain being ordered to 
be shot. Capt. Shah.Nawaz Khan did not say anything about myself and Alla 
Ditta. All a Ditta was not present with us when we conferred in the nullah ...•.• 

. ·-
"Mohd. Husain admitted that he had intended to_ run away; that he wanted 

to run away because he was in trouble; and asked_ to be forgiven and said that 
he was prepared to go anywhere that he was ordered to._ After that Capt. Shah 

• . N awaz Khan said that he (Mohd. Husain) was not for his country; that: he was 
an enemy, and that he would give him death by shooting. We were then marched 
out. I am quite dear that nothing else happened. · 

"I was given a rifle at the time of the shooting of Mohd.- Husain. Tdo not 
know any weapons other than a rifle. The rifle was put on my shoulder in the 
aiming position by Aya Singh. I do riot know the names of the Tamil and the 
Sikh who were present at the shooting of Mohd. Husain, but they were both 
present on the scene when I arrived. I do not know anything else about them or 
what they ctid. I do not know their names but I have seen ;them in Battalion Head
quartels. I cannot say anything more about them than what I have said. i was 
not myself then. The rifle was put into position and I was told to hold it. -· I 
held it with the help of Aya Singh. The rifle was pointing to Mohd, Husain. · He 
was sitting on the ground about five yards away. I pressed the trigger when one, 
two, three was said. Three shots were fired but I do not know which shot shot him 
down. I did not go to Mohd. Husain's body to see how many shots had pene
trated it. I did not go near Mohd. Husain's body after the firing. The last 
time I saw it, it was lying there." · 

This is the account given by Jagiri Ram and ·the most important points are 
these : First, that he did not know his fellow shooters and he cannot . identify 
them. SecoJldly, he admits that Khazin Shah and Aya Sing are both alive, - The 
third thing that he says is that I do not know Mohammed Husain and there is no 
intelligible ground given why' a man who did not know how to shoot was m_ade to 
go through this process and it is for the Court 'to give some explanation. I can 
·only submit that I can find none, and under t~ese circumstances, I ask you to say 
that this witness's evidence is evidence which falls short 'of proof of the death of a 
particular individual oth~rwise not described, and in the absence of two persons wno 
have not b~enproduced before th.is Court. . ·· · 

Then, Sir, th.ere is one more witness on this point, and that i_s witnes.s L/Nallc 
Sardar Mohamme~. I will read the evidence which relates to this rriatter. _;" 

"I knew Mohammed Husain. On the 2ith Ma-rch, Lt. Khanzin- Shah sent 
• for the runners. On arrival of the runners he order~d therri to bring the following 

men to the Battali~:m; Headquarters : Sepoy Mohammed Husain,· . Lance N aik 
Alla Ditta, La•ce·Naik Mohammed Shafi, S~poy}igiri Ram and Sepoy' Gobbru 
Singh.: .. Khazin Shah told me that these men intended to rli'n away. He·further 
told me that he was going toBrigade Headgtiartersthat.evening tt~··talk about'these 
men, and he went away ... · .. :1 met LCKhazin ·-Shah: ori ·the way. and I· handed 
over these men to his charge. He let offLanc:e'":NaikMohammed'Shafi on thespot, 
because his platoon commander had recomm~ded ~him, and l came back. He 
said that Mohammed Husain had been sentenced to be shot." 

I submit with due respect that it is hot good evidence. 
To be shot : .. Nothing was said about others, but J agiri Ram was with him at 

the time. He asked me to go to Ghulam Mohammed, the Brigade Adjutant arid 
ask hin! wh~ther Mohammed Husain was to be shot underBattalion· arrangements_ .. 

.. 



or Brigade arrangements ..... I was also asked to bring Sepoy Mohammed 
Ibrahim who had been released from the quarter guard. I received instructions 
that Mohd. Husain was to be shot under Battalion arrangements and on the same ' 
day. I brought him back with me to Battalion Headquarters ..•.. I conveyed 
these orders to Lt. Khazin Shah. Lt. Khazin Shah then ordered me to arrange for 
the execution of Mohammed Husain .... He asked me to detail ro men with 
pick-axes and shovels. I detailed these men to dig a grave. I know that a grave 
was dug. I was then ordered by Lt. Khazin Shah to take Mohammed Husain to 
the edge of a nullah. Mohammed Husain was taken to the edge of the nullah, Lt .• 
Khazin Shah, 2nd Lt. Aya Singh and Havildar-Major Govind Singh, some sepoys 
and myself went with Mohammed Husain to the nullah. Lt. Khazin Shah order-
ed Mohammed Husain to be tied to a tree and also ordered that he should be 
blindfolded. I passed on the orders to Sub-Officer Govind Singh who carried them 
out with the help of two other sepoys. After this Lt. Khazin Shah called two men 
out of the fatigue party to shoot Mohammed Husain. They were both sepoys, 
one was a Tamil and the other was a Sikh. After the arrival of these men, Khazin 
Shah ordered thatJagiri Ram would also fire on Mohammed Husain. The three 
men st-ood in a line facing Mohammed Husain and Khazin Shah toltl Aya Singh 
to give the order to fire. Aya Singh hesitated. Khazin Shah once again ):old him 
to give the order to fire. Aya Singh gave the order, "Kneeling Fire." All the 
three $epoys fired a round each on Mohammed .Husain. Mohammed Husain 
was kiUed. His body rolled over sideways. Khazin Shah then ordered me to send 
Abdul Hakim to arrange for his burial. .... No casualty report was sent .. The 
sending of a casualty report was part of my duties. I did not make a casualty 
report because night had fallen and we had to march the same night. On the 3rd 
April I escaped and reported to the allied forces ....... . 

"The night that Mohammed f,[usain was shot we moved to Logyi. That 
was on the 2gth March, 1945· • 

That question was put with a view to find out the connection between that 
day and the day of escape. 

" ...... I did not have the time to prepare a casualty report of Mohammed 
Husain's death. On the rst April 1945, I did not take a casualty report to 
Capt. Sahgal. I do know if any was sent. I knew J agiri Ram from the day 
he was arrested and taken to Brigade H. Q. I had been• posted to •the regiment 
only three or four days previously, and that is why I did not know Jagiri Ram. 
I knew that he was a non-combatant nursing orderly. Aya Singh was helping 
Jagiri Ram to fire the rifle. He was standing near him. Jagiri Ram fired 
with help. Lt. Khazin Shah ordered that J agiri Ram "'ill also be one of 
the firing squad. I could not see very well but the firing squad had been l 

ordered to adopt the kneeling position and they did kneel a bit. I do not • 'IIIII 

remember whether Jagiri Ram was standing or in the kneeling position. I was 
between 12 or 15 yards away when Mohd. Husain fell. I ~ent away after 
giving orders to Abdul Hakim. I went near Mohd. Husain and found that 
he was dead. He had three shots in him. The shirt covering his left breast was 
torn and from the amount of tear I· considered there were three shots. I was not 

·present at his burial. 
(Question by the J udge-Advdlate) : 
"When I found that three shots had gone into him and that he was lying 

on a side I inferred that he was dead. The firing was about 8 to 10 yards away 
from Mohd. Husain. The shooting of Mohd. Husain occurred at about dusk. 
I did not see any blood on Mohd. Husain." 

This is the whole of the evidence that you have before the Court •and•with the 
• 
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abs~nce of Khazirt Shah and Aya Singh, with the • inexplicable alleged joining of' 
Jagiri !{am, with the complete unidentification ofthe other two persons who joined' 

. in the shooting, and with the most extraordinary." story ,. of three shots having gone 
into the body of this man in ·one and the same pl~ce _and not a single drop of blood 
was found, I submit to.the Court that thd evide.nGe (alb,short of any proof of the 
execution of this sentence. ' . . . . ,, 

Though it is a ~mall point Jagiri Ra111-him~elf said 'that he fired the rifle 
' -standing and I have a vivid recollection that later ~on, when he .was asked to say 

where his m).lzzle was pointing he was compl~t~ly ·.at :sixes and sevens to answer 
the question or to explain the position, ·or to answer where and how he held the 
rifle and wliere he aimed and how he shot. That is.· th~ position in so far as the 
record is concerned. · 

Then to ·the' evidence relating to the alleged shooting of the• four persons . 
. The first and the most important point in reference ,to that shooting is the exhibit 

3V which I have read to the Court. Ifyou had such clear evidence it is obvious ·
that the other evidence must be rejected. You have the evidence about the 
conditi@n· in which Lt. Dhillon then was. The ·submission I am making to the 
Court is that this event did not take place because. the whole of the story hinges 
around order after order being given by Dt. Dhillon. I am able to show, as I 
submit I am able to show, that document was written at a time when there was' . 
not the remotest. occasion of making up any document whatsoever as to the 
condition of his health .. But the fact remains that the previous night he had 
gone out on reconnoitering and he came back,, and 1 ask you to pay attention, 'in a 
condition so weak that he· had never felt like that in his life before.' He was 
actually given an injection by the doctor, that ·I I more had to be given, and 
it was difficult to find·any more medicine. For that reason alone, if tl:lere were 
no either ;e~soil, the picturesque account giveti· qy the two witnesses, whose evidence 
I am going to read a_s to the company~ being 'called out and Lt. Dhillon 
standing and giving orders and calling each man, is a story entirely untrue. 
More~ dian that, the story of the location 'of it ·.all seems to be completely 
upsettmg. 
. As to 0\1-e of the two witnesses a comment is nece~sary. He ,.had no 
intelligible reason to be• there ; and he had medicines to give as I shall presently 
point out. He also happens to be one of the members of the nursing staff and ~ 
he said he had no reason to remain there. But the still more important thing 
is that the second person says--his evidepce shows--that the first witness was not 
there. What do yofl make of that ? . 

Counsel for the Prosecution: He does not say that he was not there. 
~e only says," l did not see any other man." 

Mr. Desai.-: .I say that the true inference is that he was not there, because he 
said he saw nobody, no stranger. The evidence suffers frorri such grievous 
infirmities : first; the practical improbability of the person ·who. gave orders for 
shooting being there. Of course one can disregard ar:tything ; but after all you 
are to judge by human standards and not by possibiliti~s. In fact, I do go as far 
as this : supposing a charge of this kind had been brought-apart from a trial of 
this kind-and evidence had been given as to the improbability of the person who 
i~ alleged to have given orders for shooting being. th.er,e, no jury would ever 
venture to convict.him. You may say·: "Oh,·yes the mart was ill but we still 
believe he went there.'' Of co~rse _you are en~itled to do so ; you are judges ; 
I do n~ d~ny that. But I ·ask you to be Judges on material before you ; 
and. the material before you is sue~ that as judges of fact • it is impossible 
at all events, as I respectfully'put'·it then and put it now-if you had ~ 
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reasonable doubt that Lt. Dh~llon could not have been there that day, 
J submit there is an end of the case. Any other picturesque uescription is intmate
rial. What is material is that the man who is alleged to have given orders for 
the shooting was not there ; and whether he was there or not depends on the state 
of his health, as to which there is a contemporaneous report ; and I submit to the 
Court that it would be highly dangerous to accept, in the state of that man's 
health, the story of these two men. As to both of them I will be able to point out 
inherently from their own evidence that they are not witnesses of truth ; and that • 
you prefer that evidence and act on your own peril. I submit that is the real · 
issue before the Court. I will read the evidence of the other two persons who said 
they were there. 

, 

There is another point which also comes out. There is no identification of 
the persons alleged to have been shot with the persons mentioned in the crime 
report. I do submit to the Court that if you find a Crime Report and on the 
strength of that document it is quite easy to have two willing witnesses of this 
kind-people who, I submit, on their own confession (and I can J>how it by 
examination of their evidence) ought not to be believed. I say the stronge~t piece 
of evidence in my clients' favour is the evidence of his state of health that d!y, and 
you cannot disregard it. You can say: " Oh, no; never mind how his health 
was ; we still believe he was there." But I submit that that is a process of reason
ing which is not, what I may call, founded on justice or will be accepted by this 
Court. I will read the evidence of the first witness on this point :· 

"One day I was carrying a patient and saw four men near a nullah whose 
hands were tied behind their backs and who were escorted by two sentries. When 
I was coming back after leaving the patient in hospital, I noticed some men 
assembled near the nullah. Seeing this assembly of men, I went up there. 
When I reached there, one company was fallen in, and a trench had 'been dug 
there. The four men were made to sit in the trench. Then M<tjor Dhillon 
asked for volunteers to shoot these men. Two men from that company and one 
man from Brigade H. Q. came up. Their names were N aik Sher Singh, Kalu 
Ram and Hidayatullah. Two carried rifles and one a pistol : Sher Singh had 
the pistol. Then Major Dhillon called out the name of one of the four men in 
the trench. Major Dhillon told the Company present ¢at these fQur men had 
gone over to the enemy and had been caught, and therefore their punishment 
would be death. Then Major Dhillon ordered Hidayatullah to shoot the prisoner 
who had been called out of the trench first. By this time this prisoner har:l come 
out of the trench. He was standing on the edge of the trench. This prisoner 
was then shot by Hidayatullah and he fell down. The prisoner was not blind
folded. He was about 20 yards from Hidayatullah when fired upon." 

Then there is the description about the other three men in the same way. 
Then he says: • 

" I did not see them moving after Sher Singh had fired. Then I saw Capt. 
Lee, the Medical Officer of the Battalion examine them. Capt. Lee said 
something to Major Dhillon." 

Capt. Lee is another witness who should have been called to prove 
this: 

"Afterwards Major Dhillon ordered the dead bodies to be buried. I did 
not see them being buried .... I went over to the Gurkha Regiment a fortnight 
after these men were shot. These four men who were shot were J ats. I know 
nothing else about them." . • 

It is most extraordinary. You have A,B,C and D condemned to de~h, and 
you are asked ~ believe the one man who did not know who they were, In a 

• 
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trial .for murder, if. you are told that A was o~dered to be shot and some one 
says : "I saw somebody shot and therefore I come to the ~onclusion th_a:t .A. W<l;S 
shot," I think one would be shocked to hear such .a thmg. I subm1t we have 
made our points quite clear' in cross-examination. This witness said : . 

"l have never seen these men before. I did. not know .where -they had 
come from." 

It is not the charge at all that any four men were shot for any other crime 
or for no reason whatever. You are not called upon to say whether_ some other 
men were shot or 'why they were shot. That is not the charge. 

Having dealt with the first part, which I do not want to repeat again, you 
will see how many infirmities are there. First, the improbability of Lt. Dhillon 
being there, according to the description in the sick report : next, no identification 
of any of the four men, never having been seen by . these two m~n before. I do 
not say merely the cumulative effect of the whole thing-but even ifany one of 
them was wanting you cannot say it is proved. 

'Chen I have tried-to prove· from this evidence as f~r as it is possible to' do so, 
as to whether or not he was required to go back to_ his duties; and he ultimately 
had to admit that he cou1d not be there in' the proper discharge of hi;; duties ; 
and after all the way in which you will judge a man is not by. merely saying· what 
they did,; but hy the _probabilities of circumstances. If a man is expected to be. 
on duty, and he says he stayed away out of sheer curiosity, would you rather 
prefer·to believe that he went to his duty and was not there, or are you prepart!d 
to say,just because he said so, that he was there ? He, says further :. 

"I stopped there for about half an hour." It _is rather important from the 
point of. view which I submit is of a man in that condition which as I said, is a 
fact which· you cannot possibly disregard. In· that condition, according to him, 
this process took half an hour. Then he says: · 

"I had nothing to do with either the men who were pr~sent there or the 
incident which took phce there. I ~annot tell the date· or the week or the month 
on which this incident happened. I wen~· over to the Gurkha Regiment which 
was in a .Qearby villa.ge, the naiile of which I -do not know.. The incident to 
whi~h I referred happened in 1945. I did not mention this incident-at all in the 
Gurkha Regiment. I did not talk to anybody out of the assembly in· the nullah. 
The company assembled in the nullah was about 100 strong." 

The next witpess will tell you there were abo1:1t 25· men there'-
" I did not see any outsider apart from the offi<:ers, _the company and myself." 

If in the teeth of that, the Advocate-General still insists that my interpreta-
tion of the evidence of the other man that he was no str.anger. is not correct, I ask 
the Court not to accept such an argument; because lie may be plain and tell us 
who were there. I cross-examined the other · witness and· asked him whether 

, besides the officers and the Company there }Vas any stranger, and he said-' No.' ; 
and if after that I am to be told that I have not ·proved from the;mouth of the 
other witness that the first witness was not there, it is an untrue interpretation of 
the evidence. He further says : - , , . . _ . --

"I knew the names of Hidayatullah, Sepoy Kalu Ram and Naik Sher Singh 
because they belonged to my Battalion. My duty was to render first-aid.· I 
never _prefered first-aid to the three men I have mentioned. While at Popa, the 
.Battalion consisted of 200 to 250 men. The three men do not come from. the 
same ~lac~ in India as I do. I do not know where they come from. I had no 
personal contact with these three men before that date. I had ~thing to do. with 
them after the incident." · ·· 
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I say the pr~babiHty is one in a thousand-the man knows nothing before, 

knows nothing afterwards ; does not shoot and does not know how to shoot•; has 
no business to be there ; and yet you are asked to believe that evidence that the 
shooting took place. I submit it is a story which men of reason, just as we have 
on this tribunal, will not accept. The evidence goes on-

"They used to be in my Battalion and I knew them. I cannot give the 
nominal roll of all the men of the Battalion. I know the names of some but not of 
all men in the Battalion. I can give the names of 10 or 12 people in the Battalion · 
...... I did not talk to any of these men before that date. I have never seen 
these three men since."-(that is with reference to the person alleged to have 
been shot). 

"I was 10 to 12 yards away from Major Dhillon. Nobody asked me why 
I was standing there. I had nothing to do with what Major Dhillon said on 
that occasion. I am not a poet. I am not a writer either. I swear and say 
to the Court that I remember every detail of what I have told the Court. I 
remember very well that none of the first men nor any of the other• men were 
blindfolded. I omitted this detail in my evidence because I was not a~ed. I 
said that three volunteered to shoot these four men. The whole Company was 
armed. Most of them had rifles and a few of t;llem had not. I knew at that 
time the name of the man whom Major Dhillon selected to shoot first. I do not 
know the name~ of any of the four men who were shot nor do I know their identity. 
After the shooting, Major Dhillon went away and so I went away as well. 
At the beginning I did not know what was happening there, but when I came 
to know what was happeping there, I stayed on to see the end. I was 12 

to 13 yards away from the place where these men fell. This occurred at about 4 
o'clock in the afternoon. I did not have a watch." • 

The next improbability is that at the time there were sudden air raids, 
and this process which, according to the witness went on for half an hour is a 
matter for you to consider. But the important points are those which I mentioned 
first. This witness himself says : 

"The place was subject to air attacks during those days .... Aeroplanes 
used to come over us frequently. There were trenche~ about ana the p,ullah 
was a sheltered area. I do not know the persons who chose the nullah .. .. I am 
shown my statement of the Summary of Evidence. I signed that statement and 
identify my signature. It was read over to me before I signed it. My attention 
is drawn to the passage. As far as I remember, I said that Major Dhillon had 
ordered Sher Singh to fire a pistol, but it was not taken down. ,. 

I mean, he is quite willing to improve on any story so long as you ask 
him to do so. 

" I was not .interested in Captain Lee's examination or his -Report. I was 
not interested in their burial either. Darbans Singh gave orders for their burial 
in my presence. " 

Questioned by the Court he s:iid : 

· · " This Company in the nullah was properly fallen in. These men were 
in front of the Company. The Company was about 10 or 12 yards from these 
men and I stood near the Company on one side. Major Dhillon gave orders for 
the fourth man to be shot. " 

Sepoy Gian Singh: "I remember four men being shot there. At about 
4 o'clock one evening our Company got orders to fall in in a nullah . .On.arrival 
there I saw four men whose hands were tied behind their backs. They were 
in a trench. Maj<:fr Dhillon said that these four men had tried to go over to the 
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British and so they were sentenced to death." Then he gives the names and 
details ~f the shooting of each man. "These four men. who were killed were J ats. 
I do not know anything more about them. " For all I care any four Jats.·were 
killed, that would be the proof. That this particular sentence was carried out 
would. be, I submit, the height of improbability, and unless there is definite 
evidence that the four particular individuals named in the crime report were shot, 
as having been iden'tified as having been shot, I submit to the Co·urt that you cannot 
possibly hold that these particular four . persons were shot. The charge 
is aiding or abetting or the committing of the crime of shooting, and by proving that 
a Jat was shot, I submit with very greatr:espect, nothing is proved. My case is 
honestly and deliberately that this is a false story. The sentence was not carried 
out. But taking everything. against myself, and standing before a Court of law I 
say you do, not establish a charge of shooting A by saying thai' you shot a Hindu . 

. A Hindu ·may have been fihot' for all I know on the same day. 
Then, Sir, we come to the cross-examination of this witness. "The :p.ullah to 

which I ha'fe referred was about five feet wide. ",• Imagine the picture as ·this 
"man givl:s, :and of course it, ,cannot possibly <;tgree with the other picture. 
The . other picture was one hundred people ,were present. This man's 
pictureis that "from where I stood to where the trench was, it 'was about 25 feet, 
20 feet deep and· five feet wide.". Few would believe that the company had fallen 
in in such· a place fpr su.ch a purpose. I cannot imagine that~ ·company would be 
asked to fall into a kind of well as this gentleman has described. Then he says thai 
the height of the room was about 20 feet. . ''There were about 30 men in this space. 
Such men of the company as were iri the lines were present there. Some men had 
gone out on fatigue. The trench was dug at one end of the nullah. I do not re
member how many officers were there. Capt. Dhillon was in front of the company . 

. The trend! was below the nullah bed. I. did not see the depth of the trench. The 
trench was between 20 . and !::!5 yar<is from where the company had fallen in. A 
person in the trench could hear what was said from the place where th~ company 
was, if it was spoken loud enough to be hard. In that narrow space it is impossible. 
to suppose that the other gentleman if he was there could ever have escaped detec-. 
tioh. The man says that the whole process took half an hour, and hence the value 
of the submi!Sion that ~ make. '•I do not remember any person not belonging to 
the company being there." I say that it requires a lot of conviction to submit to a 
court of law that this does not prove what I say it ,proves, namely that the first 
witness is proved by the second witness not to have been there.. After all he said 
that there were tq.irty people. He knew that they were members of his company . 

. Others had gone out on fatigue duty. This man says definitely: "I do not remem-
e her any person not belonging to the company being there." ·I submit with great 

respect that it has only one and one result, and that is that at all events the second 
witness says tha1 the first witness was not there at all. Remember that within that 
five feet space you could not escape noticing any man. You could not help it if he 
was there. "We were standing in a place like this room except that it was not so 
broad. At some places it was wider but the place where we were standing in the 
nullah was about 5 feet broad. Of these three men who volunteered to do ,the shoot
ing; two belonged to the company and one to Brigade Headquarters Police. ·Those 
three men who did the shooting were fallen in 'with the rest of the company 'Yhen 
they volunteered to shoot. Because of air raids men used to go and hide themselv~s 
in the nullah bed and Naik Sher Singh was hiding in the nullah at the time. At 
that time there were constant apprehensions of air raids. The trench was about 20 

yards away from where I wa<: standing. The trench was at right angles to the bed of 
the null<th. f did not notice at the time what the length of.the trench was. I did not 
noticeo whether the nullah was any wider at the point where the ttrench was. We 
were standing in two lines in the nullah facing the end of the nullah and I was in 
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the middie of the company. All the men were facing towar.Ps where the mtn were 
shot. The men were in two groups. Major Dhillon was standing in front of the 
two groups, about 2 paces away from me. I heard Major Dhillon order the four 
men out one by one. I do not know their names. I had been in the company for 
a long time and that is how I knew the names of Kalu Ram and Hidayatullah." 
I submit that this again falls completely short of the proof of anything whatever like 
the death of an individual with whose death a man is accused. Remember 
that you have got to be satisfied, not in a vague sort of way, that some people were 
ordered to be shot, that some people were shot and those who were shot were those 
who were ordered to be shot. It is a process of absolutely vicious reasoning which 
I hope will not be resorted to or made use of by the Prosecution. Merely because 
the names of four persons whom you say were shot were there, you cannot prove 
that they Were shot by saying that some people were shot. 

Therefore, to summarise the evidence, it suffers from the worst infirmities, · 
and much more so in a case where a man is charged with murder. First, it is 
improbable that the person who is alleged to have given orders was thhe or could 
have been there. It is improbable that in that state of health he c&uld have 
been there for the period of time alleged for the process. Next, neither of the 
two witnesses is able to identify in the least degree who was shot. Then, the 
second witness say that the first witness was not there, and the second witness 
gives a picture which it is for you to believe to what extent.it is correct. And 
then in addition to that, I am going to call attention to the evidence of witnesses, 
where in many instances of that kind, people were sort of sentenced but the 
sentence was never carried out. 

The evidence to which I am referring is the evidence of P. W. 5 and it 
belongs to the same period to which this particular alleged shooting r~fers. The 
evidence of P. W. 5 in cross-examination ia: "I know Captain Rab•Nawaz. He 
was the commander of one of the P. 0. W.'s Camps at Port Dixon, and the other 
camp was commanded by Capt. Karam Chand Bias of the first Bahawalpur Infantry. 
Capt. Rab Nawaz did not volunteer for the I. N. A. nor did Captain Bias. After 
Capt. Sahgal's conference on the 1st of March, within the next two weeks, 
there were several people arrested. After investigation all were released except 
Capt. Bedi. The reason for my remembering the dat~ on which bapt. Sahgal 
commanded No. 2 Division was that on 28th February 1945 five officers deserted 
anct on that occasion Capt. Sahgal arrested Captain Bedi. Captain Sahgal 
arrested Captain Bedi on the 1st or 2nd of March 1945 as a Divisional Com
.mander. I do not remember the exact date on which Capt. Sahgal began to 
act as Divisional Commander." 

Then, Sir, you have then the evidence of Gangasaran, to which I have already 
called attention, and this belongs to the same period as the date of the 
alleged execution of this sentence. Considering the evidenC'e on record, 
I would submit to the Court that there is such a lacuna of evidence of 
identity, of improbability, that the Court should hold that there is at least 
a . reasonable doubt whether this particular event took place. I of course 
put it more affirmatively myself, but feeling as I do in a case of this 
kind, it is my duty to put the case at the very lowest, and I say that 
there is want of evidence that is sufficient for my purpose. It is not 
enough that A should have been ordered to be shot, that by any process 
of reasoning therefore he must have been shot. That is a process which I 
submit is wrong and not permissible. The actual execution of the sentence has 
got to be proved with complete identity between those against•wbom the 
sentence was p~sed and those whom it is alleged were shot on this occasion. 
The thing has got to be proved by affirmative evidence and the burden of proof 
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i~ completely on the Prosecution, hundred witnesses notwithstanding. In. this 
case th~re are only two. One of them says that the other. was not there. 
The point really is not how the deficiency of evidence arises. The question 
really is that the burden of proof being on the Prosecution to show that a 
defin~te person, A, B, C. or D was killed,· and died as a result of the action of 
a person who ordered the shooting is a. fact, which must be proved. 

All that is proved is, taking the allegation at its face value, that four 
s~otsrwere fired, and the identity of the persons shot is not known. My submission 

• to the Court on that is that the evidence on this point suffers from infirmities which 
I have detailed to the Court in dealing with the evidence. 

· Therefore with reference to this charge dealing with murder, iny sybmission 
is that the Prosecution has entirelyfailed to prove the charges. The aJternative 
submission is, assuming that the Court agrees witl:t me that this was done in due 

. course of the execution of the duty of an officer in the I. N. A. governed 
by its own code, there is no question of' any liability. . • 

I say that Kalu Ram and Sher Singh who are said to have fired the shots 
are alive; and. th_ere is not that sufficiency of evidence either on facts or identity. 
Therefore I ask the Court not to run away with the idea that a sentenc~ was passed 
on A, B, C and D, some people ~ere shot on that day, and therefore tlie .persons 
shot were those identical persons. This is a point which I cannot too often 
submit for the consideration of the Court. To say that A was shot because some 
persons were shot, is indeed a piece of logic which ought not to be allowed in a 
case of this grave magnitude. It is not permissible even in an ordinary case. The 
question says: Did you see A? The answer is: ·1 .do not know, but I saw 
somebody going into the fort and he was expected to go there. In a case of this 
kind, to say: that he did go, would be the height of wrong reasoning. That is all 
I. have got to ~ay on the question of the sentence. . 

I submitted in the beginning of this case that this army of the I.N.A. was an 
organised army. The actual sections of the. I.N.A. Act have been cited, as the 
Court will see· from the crime report, and the Court will see that there can be no 
liability for any acts done in due prosecution of the war 'in the execution by 
officers of their respective duties. That of course is a complete answer. I submit 
that even if the• case is laid•against A as a private individual, even then \he evidence 
on the subject of having caused death, falls short. 

Then there is a small point. I come to the evidence of Col. Kitson and 
Ghulam Mohammed with reference to the circumstances of Captain Sahgal's 
surrender. It is a point of substance, because under the terms of the surrender 
~hich were offered and accepted, the accused are entitled to all. the privileges of 
prisoners· of W(lr on the cessation of hostilities. I shall now read the evidence of 
Col. Kitson, P.W. 29. He·says: 

. . 
"I then went forward myselfup to the east corner of this village, when I met 

my leading Co~pany Commander together with Captain Sahgal, the accused. 
With hlm were a number of other officers of the Indian National Army and 
approximately a hundred Indian troops o( the I.N.A. · at that particular time. 
More appeared later. 1\fy leading Company Commander handed me a_,note 
which he had received from a surrender party under a white flag. I.am afraia I 
have not preserved the note. I destroyed it about two months later when I was 
going through some papers, and I am afraid I saw no importance ofthis note 
which I threw away. The note was ·addressed to the Commander of the British 
Forces, or. ~ay have been addressed to the· Allied Forces, and it sai~ that 
approxinfatefy 30 officers and 500 troops of the I.N.A. wish to surrender as 
pris<m~rs 9f w~r. l th~n talk~d to C~ptain Sahgal, and he gave ~~ hi~ name and 
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his regiment. He said' I am Captain Sahgal ', and I asked him what his unit was 
both in the I.N.A. and in the Indian Army, and he told me then that he ltad been 
in the 5/Ioth Baluch and that he was then commanding a regiment of the I.N.A., 
and that he had with him there at his Regimental Headquarters a 1st Aid attach
ment and one Battalion of his Regiment. I then made arrangements for the 
collecting of all the arms of the prisoners and arranged with Captain Sahgal about 
their feeding. We had no food for them." 

You have to read this evidence in the light of what Ghulam Muhammad said: 
He has given evidence before you to this effect that all non-commissioned officers 
collected together, they were given an hour's time to consider the question of 
surrender as prisoners of war, and that if that was not accepted they were prepared 
to fight. A letter to that effect was written and despatched, and you have the 
evidence of Col. Kitson as to what happened. Under these circumstances I submit 
that in so far as the surrender of Captain Sahgal is concerned, it has been on the. 
terms on which the offer was made, and I submit he is entitled to be released. 

There are one or two small matters which I should like to de;l wjth before 
I raise three ,points of law. You must have heard the evidence of the las! defence 
witness, Captain Arshad. He gives you a truthful account of what occurred prior 
to the surrender of Rangoon, and the reoccupation €>f Rangoon. I have produced 
four documents which clearly show the recognition on the part of the British officers 
of the existence of an organised army called the I. N. A. The men in charge have 
been addressed by their proper designation and they have been entrusted with definite 
duties, and there is ample evidence to prove that the I.N.A. was an organised army, 
and it was treated as an organised army. I would draw your attention to Exhibits 
5 Us. 5 Vs. and 5 Ws. You will find instructions there regarding the address of 
officers. This includes a document by Brigadier Lauder. • 

So, I submit that right up to the time of the surrender there has •been recogni
tion on the part of the opposing armies, that the I.N.A. was an organised army and 
it was so referred to and addressed through its proper officers. They were also 
recognised as officers for the time being. That, Sir, is practically the whole of the 
case regarding the documents and the recorded evidence. 

I now come to certain submissions regarding furthe~ points of l!tw. They are 
three in number and they are founded on a true interpretation of the Indian Army 
Act and of the rules thereunder. Under Section 41, this Court is authorised and is 
given jurisdiction to try among others civil offences. 

The word 'civil offence' is defined in the Act itself. Settion 7, Sub-Section 
( 18) reads: "A civil offence means an offence which, if committed in British India, 
would be triable by a Criminal Court." The question really depends on the true• 
construction of the words 'triable by a Criminal Court'. I know and I am fully 
aware that the Criminal Procedure Code has not been applied tCJtthe proceedings 
of this Court. But that is irrelevant to the issue that I am now going to submit to 
the Court. If, by the definition under Sub-Section (18) you have to find out what 
is triable by a Criminal Court, you cannot just do it in the air. I defy my honour
able friend, or anybody else, to say what it is unless you go to the appr;opriate Act 
which shows what things are triable by a Criminal Court. That is not saying that 
the Criminal Procedure Code is applied here. That is where there is a likelihood of 
false reasoning. The point is this. In order to understand one statute, and where 
the statute expressly refers to what is triable by a Criminal Court, you must go to 
the statute which defines what is triable by a Criminal Court. It would be an 
extraordinary thing if the whole thing were left in the air. TherefOife, jf there is 
another statute ~hich shows what is triable by a Criminal Court, you have got to 
go to it, notwithstanding that the statute is not applicable to the proceedings of 
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this Court. What I do say is this. If you have. to find· out what is triable by a 
. Criminal Court, you must go to the statute which shows what is triable by a Crimi

nal C~urt, and that statute, so far as one is aware, is the Criminal Procedure Code. 
On that two points arise. One is that under Section rg6 of the Criminal Procedure 
Code it is laid down as follows : 

"No court (meaning no criminal court) shall take cognizance of any offence 
punishable under Chapter VI (which is this offence) unless upon the complaint 
made by the order or under the authority of the Provincial Government or some 

• . officer empowered by the Provincial Government in this behalf. " · If merely for 
the purpose of finding out what is it that is given to you for trial you have to 
go to another statute, then it is a wrong argument to say that you will not. Let 
me put it in plainer language. When you say that my terms of engagement are 
the same as those of Major Preetam Singh's, it is not enough. I must ascertain my 
terms from the contract. That is the simple illustration which will bring.home to 
even a layman's mind the point that I am intending to make. The point that I 
am making is this that the·civil offences which are committed to you for trial are 
those whieh will be triable by a Criminal court. Therefore, my first submission 
is that! what offences are triable by a Criminal court you can only discover by 
looking at another law which is ~ppropriate to the purpose and not by shutting 
your eyes to it. When you ~o and look into that law, what do you find? That 
law requires that that offe!'}ce would not be triable by that Criminal Court except 
upon the compl11int of an officer of the Local Governrr:.ent, etc. It has nothing to 
do with Captain Mead's case or any other case. That was a case of Section 270 
of the Government of India Act and has got no bearing on the question. The 
point is this: How do you discover or where do you discover that the offence is 
triable by a Criminal Court. That you must discover because you cannot say that 
anything that is bro]..lght to you for trial, you will try. You will yourself ask: 
"What i~ it that I am entitled to try and if I am only entitled to try· that 
which is triable by a Criminal Court, I must necessarily go to the statute which gives 
me that power.'' My submission to_ the Court is that by reason of Section rg6, no 
complaint having been made by a Local Government or an officer in that be
half appointed by them, this Court may not try an offence under Section r2r, 
Chapter VI. My next point is again a point of construction, a point which; I 
submit, is oP commonser.se. If I am given a power to try offences within a certain 
limit, then I mmt find out what is being triable by a Criminal Court. If I find 
that a Criminal Court is incapable of trying an offence, then you must come to the 
conclusion that a Criminal Court of its own motion and of its own authority is inca
pable of trying tha~ offence. If a Criminal Court is incapable without more of try
ing the offence, equally this Court is incapable of trying the offence. In other 

• words, there are two alternative arguments before the Court. · One is . that within 
this sphere of the offences triable by this Court, this partiCular offence does not fall, 
in that it is no. triable by a Criminal Court ·w)thout more. In other ·words, a 
Criminal Court of its own motion could not possibly take cognizance of this charge. 
Until the Local Government by itself or through its proper officer, does not move, 
the Criminal · Court is incapable of trying it. Therefore; the question is 
two-fold. Firstly, that the Criminal Court being incapable of trying, 
this Court is also incapable of trying it. Secondly, if you put the point 
that the criminal court is capable of trying, but with a condition sati~fied. 
Therefore, in either view of the case, this Court is not competent to try the charges 
before it. My submission is that, in so far as the charges of alleged murder by Shah 
Nawaz or Dhillon_ are concerned, they are really part of it and notliing else. It is 
not suggested on the record that either of them wanted to shoot anybody for perso
nal enmity ~r for any other cause of any other kind. It is patent on the face of the 
record ~hat they were part of the actiQns whi!;h they took a~ gfflcets of the I. N. 1\, 
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~herefore, my submission is that the Court is not competent to try the two sets of 
£fences before it. Per contra if the Court is of opinion or should, it come to be of opin
Jn that the charges of murder or abetment of murder are independent ch~rges, 
hen my submission to the Court is that under Rule 24 of the rules of conduct of trial 
r1 this court, the joint trial is completely illegal on a decision of the Privy Council in 
ndian Law Reports, 25 :\1adras, Subramaniam's case. (Rule 24 was read out and 
he Judge Advocate pointed out the amendment to it). That does not fall within the 
tule because as to the murder and abetment of .Mohammed Husain all the persons 
ere not there. So that whether you call up this rule or any other rule, there is what 
·ou my call in the plain language of the section, a complete misjoinder of the charges 
end ofthe accused. Shah Nawaz has nothing to do with the alleged murder nor has 
)hillon anything to do with the murder of ~(ohammed Husain. I ~ubmit to the 
Jourt confidently that if you treat the second set of charge~ as independent charges, 
his trial is wholly illegal. . 

I will now give to the Court the judgement of the Privy Council in Law Report 
~5 Madras, on page 61. 

"The appellant was tried at the Criminal Session of the High Cou;t, apd con
victed on an indictment the first count of which contravened the provi~ons of 
Sections 2 33 and 2 34 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (which proved that 
every separate offence shall be charged and ttoied separately, except that 
three offences of the same kind may be tried together in one charge if 
committed within the period of one year), and did not fall within the provisions 
of section 2~5 ( 1) which provides that if, in one series of acts so connected together 
as to form the same transaction, more offences than one are committed by the same 
person, he may be charged with and tried at one trial for every such offence. On 
a case certified under article 26 of the Letters Patent and heard by the Full 
Court, it was held by the rna jority of the Court that the union of the Jirst count 
with the others made the whole indictment bad for misjoinder, but ~1at it was 
open to them to strike out the first count, rejecting the evidence with regard to it, 
and deal with the evidence as to the remaining counts of the indictment. This was 
done with the result that the conviction was upheld on one count only, the sentence 
being reduced: 

Held, by the Judicial Committee that the diJiregard of. an express 
)rovision of law as to the mode of trial was not a mere irregularity such 
LS could be remedied by Section 537 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Such a 
thrase as 'irregularity' is not appropriate to the illegality of trying an accused 
1erson for more different offences at the same time, and those offences being 
pread over a longer period than by law could have been joined together in 
ne indictment. 

"Nor could such illegal procedure be amended by arranging afterwards what 
might or might not have been. prQperly submitted to the jury. .;ro fallow this 
would leave to the Court the functions of the jury, and the accused would never 
have been really tried at all upon the charge afterwards arrange<;{ by the Court. 
The trial having been conducted in a manner prohibited by law, was held to be 
altogether illegal and the conviction was set aside." 

The judgment of the Lord Chancellor is on p. g6. 

"In this case the appellant was tried on an indictment in which he was 
charged with no less than forty-one acts, these acts extending over a period of two 
years. This was plainly in contravention of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 
Section 2 34, which provides that a person may only be tried for three offences of 
the same kind if committed within a period of twelve months. The 8 rea.son for 
such a provision,.which is analogous to our own provisions in respect of embezzle7 
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ment, is obviously in order that the jury may not be prejudiced by the multitude 
of oharges and the i'i1convenience of hearing together such a number of instances 
of culpability and the consequent embarrassment both to judges and accused. It 
is likely to cause confusion and to interfere with the , definite proof of a distinct 
offence which it is the object of all criminal procedure to obtain. The policy of 
such a provision is manifest and the necessity of a system of written accusation 
specifying a definite criminal offence is of the essence of Criminal Procedure. 
Their Lordships think that the course pursued and which was plainly illegal 
cannot be amended by arranging afterwards what'might or might not have been 
properly submitted to the jury." 

It means that it is too late for even thi~ Court to say, "We will either strike 
out the charge of waging war or strike out the charges of murder and abetment of 
murder in which some of the persons are uninterested and not charged with 
re(erence to oa:ences charged against others." 

Then the judgment proceeds-
"Upon the assumption that the 'trial was illegally conducted it is idle to 

sugge:t"-1 am glad I am not using those words but the Lord Chancellor uses 
them-"that there is enough left upon the indictment upon which a conviction 
might have been supported if the accused had been properly tried. The mischief 
sought to be avoided by the Statute has been done. The effect of the multitude of 
charges before the jury has not been averted by dissecting the verdict afterwards 
and appropriating the finding of guilty only to such parts of the written accusation 
as ought to have been submitted to the jury. 

"It would in the first place leave to the Court the functions of the jury and 
the accused would never have really been tried at all upon the charge arranged 
afterwa!lds by the Court. 

"The~ Lordships cannot regard this as cured by Section 537." 
They do not say that any irregularity has not caused injustice and so does not 

matter. But even that does not exist, because he must be held to the consequence 
in both ways. My learned friend says that the Criminal Procedure Code does not 
apply, and as such we proceed. So he cannot have resort to Section 537· And 
then you g~ back to a •ery narrow point that the trial, as I submit, is clearly in 
contravention of Rule 24 of the Rules of Procedure. It is a complete irregularity 
and there is no way of curing it. Their Lordships proceed :-

"Their Lordships are unable to regard the disobedience to an express 
provision as to ;t mode of trial as a mere irregularity." 

• In other words, you cannot in one trial charge people collectively unless 
they have committed all the offences collectively, which admittedly they have 
not done. Even on the extended words which the Judge-Advocate read they 
would not. apply because one thing is quite clear in relation to the charges and 
that is this, that some of accused are not in any manner liable for the offences 
alleged to have been committed by others. Therefore, I submit that this trial is 
wholly illegal. The judgment proceeds:-
. "Such a phrase as irregularity is not appropriate to the illegality of trying 
an accused person for many different offences at the same time and those offences 
being spread over a longer period than by law could have been joined together 
in one indictment. The illustration of the section itself sufficiently shows what 
was · meant." 

TQ~ •emedying of mere irregularities is familiar in most systems of juris
prudence, but it would he an extraordinary extension of such a branch of 
administering the Crimirial Law to say that when the Code posi1ively enacts that 
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uch a trial as that which has taken place here shall not be permitted that this 
ontravention of the Code comes within the description of error, omissitm or 
rregularity. 

"Some pertinent observations are made upon the subject by Lord Herschell 
and Lord Russell of Killowen in Smurthwaite vs. Hannay, where in a civil case 
several causes of action were joined. Lord Herschell says that 'If unwarranted 
by any enactment or rule it is much more than an irregularity', and Lord Russell 
of Killowen in the same case says, •Such a joinder of plaintiffs is more than an 
irregularity; it is the constitution of a suit in a way not authorized by law and 
the rules applicable to procedure'. 

With all respect to Sir Francis Maclean and the other Judges who agreed 
with him in the case of In the Matter of Abdur Rahman, he appears to have 
fallen into a very manifest logical error in arguing that because all irregularities 
are illegal, that therefore all things that may in his view be called illegal Are 
therefore by that one adjective applied to them become equal in importance 
and are susceptible of being treated alike. But the trial was prohil:fited in the 
mode in which it was conducted, and their Lordships will humbly advile His 
Majesty that the conviction should be set aside." 

And I submit it does not require much argument. It is therefore wrong on 
he face of the charges with which these men are charged, and I submit that 
his trial is wholly illegal and I ask you to hold it so. 

That is as far as I will go on the record on the points which arise for your 
lecision, and there are very few points indeed. I will plainly and briefly state to 
he Court the points on which I rely, so that there may be no room for mistake or 
quivocation about it. I say that this is a case of men not acting on their own in 
.ny struggle or waging war at all. This is a case of men as part of a• regular 
·rganized army, accepted as such by their opponents, fighting a wa~ under the 
,irections of a regularly formed Government. That being so, I submit that they 
re subject to the ordinary laws of war with which I have troubled you at some 
~ngth, namely, they are entitled to all the rights and immunities of belligerents. 
vfy submission is that to the extent to which this is a matter pertaining to war and 
1e conduct of war it is outside the municipal law. Bu! I am afrai~ sometimes 
1 the narrow precincts of a Court like this, one may say : "What have I got to 
o with international law?" But fortunately for myself I am fortified in this case so 
1at I can fall within the four corners of the Indian enactment,i. e., Sec. 79· I say 
1at if my first submission as to the jurisdiction O• municipallaw and its non-applica
on is not upheld by this Court-though I submit it snould be-"1 say that within 
1e meaning of Sec. 79 it is quite plain- you are bound to give effect to it and I 
ave submitted authorities-that the word "law" as administered in Britain and 
1dia recognises the principles of international law. And therefore, if a thing is 
tstified by law, I can plead justification before this Court under S'ec. 79· That 
my first point. 

My second point before the Court is that as regards questions" which were 
.cidental, I do not wish to repeat them here, though I wish to submit to the Court 
1at the question of allegiance is irrelevant to the issue, but to the extent to which 
is relevant I have already submitted that when the time arrives in relations 
:tween the Crown and the Colonies, the Colonies are entitled to throw off their 
legiance on the outbreak of war for the p~rpose of their liberation. And I have 
ven you the most classical instance of those who are now the friends of Britain 
1d, if I may say so, their warmest and greatest supporters in the task.rf saving 
.vilization. You could not have a stronger instance than that. • 

Then the next•point which I ask the Court to hold is that on a question of 
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fact entirely, in so far as tbe Indian National Army was concerned,· it. was a 
voluntlry organisation~ Even if there were conscription, it does not make any 
difference in this case, because there are countries where there is conscription and 
punishment attached to it even today. But it has become fashionable to say: "0h, 
there was torture and coercion" and all the rest of it, and I ask the Court to hold 
that it was entirely free from any such complaint. At all events, apart from any 
hearsay, on the evidence recorded before this Court, I have already submitted 

·that the people who complain. of torture fall into four classes : there _ were those 
who prove that in two cases it was for reasons which are self-confessed in one 
case and practically admitted in the second case. The first was refusing to do 
fatigue and the second case was -cow~killing. As to the other cases of an isolated 
character, they are exaggerated, and deserve nothing else but contempt at your 
hands. If men were asked to do fatigue duty, merely because they have to carry 
baskets or make beds for the purpose t~f sowing vegetables, if they say it was torture, 

· I hope my learned friend will not use that word in connection with that conduct. -
Then I -ask the Cou~t to hold that in any event this evidence is totally 

irrelevan' for the purpose of this case, for the reasons which I have submitted, 
namely, that the ground on which that evidence was attempted is entirely proved 
not to exist. • 

The next thing that I submit to the Court is that the evidence with refer
ence to the alleged ~barges of murdar would be really covered, if I am right in my 
first submission, by the fact that they are part of the prosecution of the war, in 
-that these people were sentenced by Court Martial to be shot under the proper law. 
The next thing I ask the Court to hold is tliat there was an organised Government, 
that a very large number of Indians in the Far East owned allegiance to this Gov
ernment, which was recognised, having had ceded to it territories which are men
tioned, and it.was by this Government that war was declared, and the Indian 
National Army fought this campaign. 

I will hand over to the learned Judge Advocate the list which I offered to 
give him yesterday on the point which my learned friend on the other side attempts 
to make, in that as if there was some . provision a:s to flogging, intendi~g possibly 
thereby to arg~ that the w~ole of that Code was an uncivilised Code. I think he was 
snatching at a complete straw, because as to the rest of the Act he admitted that it 
was in consonance with the Indian Army Act. And the only thing that he referred· 
to is corporal punishment. I am therefore handi~g to the Judge Advocate provisions 
of the law in which the same thing appears under a different head, ii_l force when the 
Indian Army Act was•in operation. 
• Judge Advocate: Are you r~ferring to Sec. 22 of the Indian Army Act? 

Mr. Desai; My learned friend tried to make out as if whipping was a punish
ment which was aiolished with reference to the army in this country, and I submit 
that he was entirely mistaken. 

Judge Advocate : The very first sentence in writing that you have given is 
wrong. You have got flogging under the Act as it stands. Punishment of whipping 
can be inflicted on menial servants up to a maximum of 20 scores-that is what is 
written here, and the correct thing is 12 strokes on active service. 

Mr. Desai : If I am wrong, I must correct myself. 

Judge Advocate : I have corrected it now.' 
Mr. Desai: The point, Sirs, which I am trying to labour before the Court is 

this : In a.Pdiiion to the provisions in the Indian Army Act, there are provisions 
under the :Oefence of India Act and in the Ordinances. All of them.have got to be 
taken together to see whether or not, and what punish~ent is permissible. 
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By Ordinance 3 of 1942-if necessary we will produce the actual copy of the. 
Ordinance before you-whipping was ordered as a punishment. 0 

Let me get back to the point: The point really is that in so far as the governance 
of the Army is concerned, it was governed :)y an Act which,except for the purpose of 
whipping, has been practically or tacitly admitted to be the Indian Army Act. As 
regards whipping, I submit to the Court that that kind of punishment exists, though 
not in the Army Act wholly, in the three Ordinances which are reproduced. Sup· 
posing to the extent to which there was an excess of the number of strokes, I.· 
submit with very great respect that it is not going to make an uncivilised Army 
because of that. Therefore, substantially the point is, there is an army governed 
by a Code which is substantially, if not actually, word for word, the same as the 
Indian Army Act. 

I next come to the question that, in fact, the alleged atrocities-that is the 
mildest word that can be used from the point of view of my learned friend-~hich 
are said to have been exercised for the purpose of getting enrolment to the I. ~. A. 
are in fact not true. The accused are not charged with it, nor have the-9 anything to 
do with it. They neither did it, nor permitted it, nor encouraged it, nor &ve they 
any knowledge of it. That, Sir, is the actual position so far as that charge is 
concerned. • 

Then, coming to the alleged charge of murder and abetment, I have dealt 
with that and I have satisfied the Court that the execution of the' sentences has not 
been proved. ' 

My next submission to the Court is that this trial is wholly illegal. 
My next submission to the Court is that so far as the construction of the words 

'offences triable by a Criminal Court' is concerned, the Court must have reference 
to the only enactment which says what are the offences triable by the Cou~t, and you 
can not do by saying that the Criminal Procedure Code is not applicabfe and if it 
has to be resorted to, then it has to be stated: First, this charge is not triable at all. 
Alternatively, in any case, this charge is not triable except on the complaint of a 
Local Government or an 0fficer authorized in that behalf, and such a complaint does 
not exist. And for this reason my clients should be declared innocent of the charges 
against them. o • 

The last thing that I wish 'to say is that if any new or fresh authority is cited 
by my learned friend which I had no opportunity of meeting, I should be permitted 
to hand in a very short statement, covering a single page, as to why those authorities 
if they are relied upon are not applicable to the facts of this cMe or to the decision 
in this case. 

Finally, Sirs, I acknowledge with appreciation the courtesy and attention that • 
has been given to us, and I hope that when I hand over a signed transcript to each 
member of the Court, it will receive such attention as it may desefve. 

Judge Advocate: With regard to your last submission, under what rule are 
you applying to make another address? · 

Mr. Desai : I do not pretend that there is a rule. It is a matter of common 
Justice. If any authority is cited by one side which the other side has never had 
any opportunity of seeing or meeting, with the best of imagination he could not 
possibly deal with it. Therefore, common fairness demands that he should be 
given a chance to explain. All that'is forbidden is an address to the Court. But 
surely for your own assistance, ifwe may pretend that we are able to give any 
assistance, if anything is cited by the other side which is not seen by ~e,. surely I 
should be allow~d to present to the Court a very short resume of my grounds on 
which it is not applicable. 
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ment, is obviously in orde1: that the jury may not be prejudiced by the multitude 
of oharges and the i't1convenience of hearing together such a number of instances 
of culpability and the consequent embarrassment both to judges and accused. It 
is likely to cause confusion and to interfere with the , definite proof of a distinct 
offence which it is the object of all criminal procedure to obtain. The policy of 
such a provision is manifest and . the necessity of a system of written accusation 
specifying a definite criminal offence is of the essence of Criminal Procedure. 
Their Lordships think that the course pursued and which was plainly illegal 
cannot be amended by arranging afterwards what"might or might not have been 
properly submitted to the jury." 

It means that it is too late for even thi" Court to .say, "We will either strike 
out the charge of waging war or strike out the charges of murder and a:betment of 
murder in which some of the persons are uninterested and not charged with 
reference to o~ences charged against others." 

Then the judgment proceeds-
"Upo\J. the assumption that the "trial was illegally conducted it is idle to 

sugge;t''-I am glad I am not using those words but the Lord Chancellor uses 
them-"that there is enough left upon the indictment upon which a conviction 
might have been supported if the accused had been properly tried. The mischief 
sought to be avoided by the Statute has been done. The effect of the multitude of 
charges before the jury has not been averted by dissecting the verdict afterwards 
and appropriating the finding of guilty only to such parts of the written accusation 
as ought to have been submitted to the jury. 

"It would in the first place leave to the Court the functions of the jury and 
the accused would never have really been tried at all upon the charge arranged 
afterwa!ids by the Court. 

"The~ Lordships cannot regard this as cured by Section 537." 
They do not say that any irregularity has not caused injustice and so does not 

matter. But even that does not exist, because he must be held to the consequence 
in both ways. My learned friend says that the Criminal Procedure Code does not 
apply, and as such we proceed. So he capnot have resort to Section 537· And 
then you gt!t back to a •ery narrow point that the trial, ·as I submit, is clearly in 
contravention of Rule 24 of the Rules of Procedure. It is a complete irregularity 
and there is no way of curing it. Their Lordships proceed:-

"Their Lordships are unable to regard the disobedience to an express 
provision as to ~mode of trial as a mere irregularity." 

In other words, you cannot in one trial charge people collectively unless 
they have committed all the offences collectively, which admittedly they have 
not done. Even on the extended words which the Judge-Advocate read they 
would not. apply because one thing is quite dear in relation tothe charges and 
that is this, that some of accused are not in any manner liable for the offences 
alleged to have been committed by others. Therefore, I submit that this trial is 
wholly illegal. The judgment proceeds:-
. "Such a phrase as irregularity is not appropriate to the illegality of trying 
an accused person for many different offences at the same time and those offences 
being spread over a longer period than by law could have been joined together 
in one indictment. The illustration of the section itself sufficiently shows what 
was meant." 

TQ~ .-emedying of mere irregularities is familiar in most systems of juris
prudence, but it would be an ~xtraordinary extension of .~uch a branch of 
administering the Criminal Law to say that when the Code pos1tively enacts that 

• 
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such a trial as that which has taken place here shall not be permitted that this 
contravention of the Code comes within the description of error, omissitln or 
irregularity. 

"Some pertinent observations are made upon the subject by Lord Herschell 
and Lord Russell of Killowen in Smurthwaite vs. Hannay, where in a civil case 
several causes of action were joined. Lord Herschell says that 'If unwarranted 
by any enactment or rule it is much more than an irregularity', and Lord Russell 
of Killowen in the same case says, •Such a joinder of plaintiffs is more than an 
irre~ularity; it is the constitution of a suit in a way not authorized by law and 
the rules applicable to procedure'. 

With all respect to Sir Francis Maclean and the other Judges who agreed 
with him in the case of ln the :\fatter of Abdur Rahman, he appears to have 
fallen into a very manifest logical error in arguing that because all irregularities 
are illegal, that therefore all things that may in his view be called illegal are 
therefore by that one adjective applied to them become equal in importance 
and are susceptible of being treated alike. But the trial was prohil:fited in the 
mode in which it was conducted, and their Lordships will humbly advise His 
Majesty that the conviction should be set aside." 

And I submit it does not require much argument. It is therefore wrong on 
the face of the charges with which these men are charged, and I submit that 
this trial is wholly illegal and I ask you to hold it so. 

That is as far as I will go on the record on the points which arise for your 
decision, and there are very few points indeed. I will plainly and briefly state to 
the Court the points on which I rely, so that there may be no room for mistake or 
equivocation about it. I say that this is a case of men not acting on their own in 
any struggle or waging war at all. This is a case of men as part of a• regular 
organized army, accepted as such by their opponents, fighting a wa~ under the 
directions of a regularly formed Government. That being so, I submit that they 
are subject to the ordinary laws of war with which I have troubled you at some 
length, namely, they are entitled to all the rights and immunities of belligerents. 
My submission is that to the extent to which this is a matter pertaining to war and 
the conduct of war it is outside the municipal law. Bu! I am afrai'Ol sometimes 
in the narrow precincts of a Court like this, one may say : "What have I got to 
do with international law?" But fortunately for myself I am fortified in this case so 
that I can fall within the four corners of the Indian enactment,i. e., Sec. 79· I say 
that if my first submission as to the jurisdiction 01 municipallaw and its non-applica
tion is not upheld by this Court-though I submit it snould be-! say that within 
the meaning of Sec. 79 it is quite plain- you are bound to give effect to it and I 
have submitted authorities-that the word "law" as administered in Britain and 
India recognises the principles of international law. And therefore, if a thing is 
justified by law, I can plead justification before this Court under S't:c. 79· That 
is my first point. 

My second point before the Court is that as regards questions· which were 
incidental, I do not wish to repeat them here, though I wish to submit to the Court 
that the question of allegiance is irrelevant to the issue, but to the extent to which 
it is relevant I have already submitted that when the time arrives in relations 
between the Crown and the Colonies, the Colonies are entitled to throw off their 
allegiance on the outbreak of war for the pu.rpose of their liberation. And I have 
given you the most classical instance of those who are now the friends of Britain 
and, if I may say so, their warmest and greatest supporters in the task~f saving 
civilization. You could not have a stronger instance than that. • 

Then the next•point which I ask the Court to hold is that on a question of 
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fact entirely, in so far as tbe Indian National Army was concerned, it. was a 
voluntlry organisation: Even if there were conscription, it does not make any 
difference in this case, because there are countries where there is ,conscription and 
punishment attached to it even today. But it has become fashionable to say: "0h, 
there was torture and coercion" and all the rest of it, and I ask the Court to hold 
that it was entirely free from any such complaint. At all events, apart from any 
hearsay, on the evidence recorded before this Court, I have already submitted 

·that the people who complain. of torture fall into four classes : there were those 
who prove that in two cases it was for reasons which are self-confessed in one 
case and practically admitted in the second case. The first was refusing to do 
fatigue and the second case was -cow-killing. As to the other cases of an isolated 
character, they are exaggerated, and deserve nothing else but contempt at your 
hands. If men were asked to do fatigue duty, merely because they have to carry 
baske.ts or make beds for the purpose of sowing vegetables, if they say it was torture, 

· I hope my learned friend will not use that word in connection with that conduct. -
Then I -ask the Cou;t to hold that in any event this evidence is totally 

irrelevant for the purpose of this case, for the reasons which I have submitted, 
namely, that the ground on which that evidence was attempted is entirely proved 
not to exist. • 

The next thing that I submit to the Court is_ that the evidence with refer-
ence to the alleged ~barges of murdar would be really covered, if I am right in my 
first submission, by the fact that they are part of the prosecution of the war, in 
that these people were sentenced by Court Martial to be shot under the proper law. 
The next thing I ask the Court to hold is that there was an organised Government, 
that a very large number of Indians in the Far East owned allegiance to this Gov
ernment, which was recognised, having had ceded to it territories which are men
tioned, and 1t ~as by this Government that war was declared, and the Indian 
National Army fought this campaign. 

I will hand over to the learned Judge Advocate the list which I offered to 
give him yesterday on the point which my learned friend on the otherside attempts 
to make, in that as if there was some . provision a:s to flogging, intendiqg possibly 
thereby to arg~ that the whole of that Code was an uncivilised Code. I think he was_ 
snatching at a complete str:w, because as to the rest of the Act he admitted that it 
was in consonance with the Indian Army Act. And the only thing that he referred 
to is corporal punishment. I am therefore handing to the Judge Advocate provisions 
of the law in which the same thing appears under a different head, in force when the 
Indian Army Act was•in operation. 

• Judge Advocate: Are you referring to Sec. 22 of the Indian Army Act? 
Mr. Desai; My learned friend tried to make out as if whipping was a punish

ment which was a~olished with reference to the army in this country, and I submit 
that he was entirely mistaken. 

Judge Advocate: The very first sentence in wfiting that you have given is 
wrong. You have got flogging under the Act as it stands. Punishment of whipping 
can be inflicted on menial servants up to a maximum of 20 scores-that is what is 
written here, and the correct thing is 12 strokes on active service. 

Mr. Desai : If I am wrong, I must correct myself. 
Judge Advocate : I have corrected it now.' 
Mr. Desai: The point, Sirs, which I am trying to.labour before the Court is 

this : In ~Clition to the provisions in the Indian Army Act, there are provisions 
under the liefence of India Act and in the Ordinances. All of them.have got to be 
taken together to see whether or not, and what punishment is permissible. 

- . \ ' 
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By Ordinance 3 of r942 -if necessary we will produce the actual copy of the. 
Ordinance before you-whipping was ordered as a punishment. • 

Let me get back to the point: The point really is that in so far as the govern::tnce 
of the Army is concerned, it was governed by an Act which, except for the purpose of 
whipping, has been practically or tacitty admitted to be the Indian Army Act. As 
regards whipping, I submit to the Court that that kind of punishment exists, though 
not in the Army Act wholly, in the three Ordinances which are reproduced. Sup
posing to th~ extent to which there was an excess of the number of strokes, L • 
submit with very great respect that it is not going to make an uncivilised Army 
because of that. Therefore, substantially the point is, there is an army governed 
by a Code which is substantially, if not actually, word for word, the same as the 
Indian Army Act. 

I next come to the question that, in fact, the alleged atrocities-that is the 
mildest word that can be used from the point of view of my learned friend --~hich 
are said to have been exercised for the purpose of getting enrolment to the I. ~- A. 
are in fact not true. The accused are not charged with it, nor have the"? an¥thing to 
do with it. They neither did it, nor permitted it, nor encouraged it, nor &ve rhey 
any knowledge of it. That, Sir, is the actual position so far as that charge is 
concerned. • 

Then, coming to the alleged charge of murder and abetment, I have dealt 
with that and I have satisfied the Court that the execution of the- sentences has not 
been proved. ' 

My next submission to the Court is that this trial is wholly illegal. 
My next submission to the Court is that so far as the construction of the words 

•offences triable by a Criminal Court' is concerned, the Court must have reference 
to the only enactment which says what are the offences triable by the Court, and you 
can not do by saying that the Criminal Procedure Code is not applicabfe -and if it 
has to be resorted to, then it has to be stated: First, this charge is not triable at all. 
Alternatively, in any case, this charge is not triable except on the complaint of a 
Local Government or an officer authorized in that behalf, and such a complaint does 
not exist. And for this reason my clients should be declared innocent of the charges 
against them. o • 

The last thing that I wish ·to say is that if any new or fresh authority is cited 
by my learned friend which I had no opportunity of meeting, I should be permitted 
to hand in a very short statement, covering a single page, as to why those authorities 
if they are relied upon are not applicable to the facts of this case or to the decision 
in this case. 

Finally, Sirs, I acknowledge with appreciation the courtesy and attention that • 
has been given to us, and I hope that when I hand over a signed transcript to each 
member of the Court, it will receive such attention as it may deseY.ve. 

Judge Advocate: With regard to your last submission, under what rule are 
you applying to make another address? · 

Mr. Desai : I do not pretend that there is a rule. It is a matter of common 
Justice. If any authority is cited by one side which the other side has never had 
any opportunity of seeing or meeting, with the best of imagination he could not 
possibly deal with it. Therefore, common fairness demands that he should be 
given a chance to explain. All that'is forbidden is an address to the Court. But 
surely for your own assistance, if we may pretend that we are able to give any 
assistance, if anything is cited by the other side which is not seen by iJle,. surely I 
should be allow~d to present to the Court a very short resume of my grounds on 
which it is not applicable. 
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Judge-Advocate : Would that not apply to any case in which your opponent 
had the_last word ? 

Mr. Desai: Then the law is accepted. My learned friend will not contradict 
it. Even when a man has no right of reply and a fresh authority is cited, he has a 
right to answer. I hope my learned friend will agree with me there. It is a rule 
of CJmmon fairness. You do not need a rule for this : that a thing which is never 
urged before this Court, is urged before this Court, and no reply is allowed. 

• . . Judge-Advocate : As I have often told you, gentlemen, a Court Martial is 
bound by very rigid rules outside which they cannot go. The rule is laid down for 
your strict obedience by the Indian Legislature, and whether rightly or wrongly you 
cannot go outside that rule. Rule 48 of the Indian Army Act is the only rule I 
know with regard to the right of adaress, and it reads as follows. 

(Reads Rule 48 of the Indian Army Act.) 
"That rigid rule is for your strict compliance. 
Mr. D~ai : There is one poiht I would.ljke to urge. The words are : " The 

Prosecutpr may reply." If the Prosecutor confines himself to merely replying 
to what\ have said, I have nothing to say. Let him be confined completely 
to what I have argued by way of reply, and I am quite content. I am glad that 
though the ruling is partly agaitlst me, it is partly in my favour also. Let that 
ruling be strictly followed, namely that it will be enjoined on the Prosecution that 
he does nothing mbre than reply to what I have argued. Then I am quite 
content. · , 

Judge·Advocate : The Court regret they are unable to permit a further 
address by the Counsel for the Defence after the address of the -Counsel for the 
Prosecution. 

Mr. Uesai : Would the Court direct that the Prosecutor would only reply 
what I have acgued and nothing more? You cannot have it both ways. 

Council for the Prosecution: That is not the meaning of the word 'reply,' 
I submit. 

Mr. Desai : If my friend thinks that he is supporting ·the cause of justice 
by saying that I cannot reply to a new matter in case law, that is a new law. 
Unless he is pfepared to !ubmit to this restriction, I submit the law lays on 
him the duty merely to reply to what I have said. I have nothing mor-e to say, . 
justice or no justice. I hope my learned friend cites nothing that is not strictly 
relevant to what I have said. 

Counsel for the •Prosecution : My submission is that it is not replying to 
what you have said but it means addressing the G:>urt on the , case. I ask foi: an 
~djournment for my address and I have to ask for an adjaurnment up to Saturday. 
What I intend to do ~s to give niy address in writing, if not the whole of it, .. at 
least the largest p!irt of it. 

President : The whole of your address on Saturday ? 
Counsel for the Prosecution :I think so. But I would suggest that an extra 

hour might be thrown in. If I have it in writing, it will not take so long. 
Mr. Desai! I have no objection. 
The case was adjourned to December 22. · 

- ··'"' · · ,_,,, ,~, ~'~ ( Prg~fc=iitf~~~zi~~~~s. 

December 22. 
Mr. Pre:jdent and Members of this Honourable Court: 
I wilffirst deal-with the .charge.relati.ng_to.the.,.w.aging~oLwar._ -The evidence 

shows tnat all;tneaccused recruited men for the I.N.A., 'too!Z#parE in the organiza-
• 
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tion of the I.N.A., gave directions and orders for fighting against His Majesty's 
Forces and themselves fought against them. Capt. Shah Naw.az Khan was promoted· 
to the rank of 2nd Lieutenant in the I.N.A. with effect from September f, 1942. 
On September 9, 1942, he was made a Major with_dfect from September 10, 1942. 
On October 15, 1942, he was promoted to be Lieutenant Colonel. On November go, 
1942, he was appointed to be officer Commanding Cadets Training School with effect 
from November 26, 1942. On April 10, 1943, he was transferred from Reinforcement 
Group to the Office of Directorate of Military Bureau. On April 17, 1943, he was 
appointed Chief of General Staff. In February 1945 he was promoted to be Colonel • 
in the I.N.A. Capt. Sahgal was made a 2nd Lieutenant in the I.N.A. on September 
r, 1942, and he was promoted to be Captain with effect from November ro, 1942. 
On October r5, r943, he was promoted to be a Major. On October ro, r943, Capt. 
Sahgal was transferred from the Headquarters of Hind Field Force, G.P. to the 
D.M.B.'s office with effect from February 26, I943· On April 17, 1944, he was posted 
as Military Secretary. Lt. Dhillon was appointed 2nd Lieutenant in the L~'LA. on 
September r, 1942. He was promoted to be a Captain with effect from September 
10, 1942. On October 15, 1942, he was promoted to be a Major. Oni April 17, 
1943, he was posted to "0" Branch as Deputy Quarter Master General. 

• The evidence establishes beyond doubt not only that all the three accused joined 
the I.N.A. immediately after the fall of Singapore but_ that they also tried, by means 
of lectures, ~o make other prisoners of war forsake their allegiance to the Crown. 
Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan lectured in March 1942 when he was in, the Neesoon Camp 
to all the V.C.Os. and N.C.Os. who were collected for the purpose. 

This is provided by the evidence of Subedar Major Baburam. Witness 
Jemadar Mohammed Hayat also deposes to Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan having given· 
lectures in Neesoon Camp after the fall of Singapore. Witness Jemadar Iltaf Razak 
desposes to the fact that Capt. Shah ~awaz Khan went to Port Dickson in January 
or February 1943 and gave a lecture there to the Indian Officers asking fuem to join 
the I.N.A. Witness Nayak Santok Singh says in his evidence that Capt. Shah Nawaz 
Khan lectured in April 1943 in Saletar Camp which was for non-volunteers, saying 
that it was the duty of every Indian to join the new I.N.A. Witness Lance-Naik 
Gangaram says in his evidence that he saw Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan in Port 
Swettenham at the end of April or beginning of ~fay 1943 and that he delivere-d a 
lecture to the prisoners of war in the camp. • • 

Witness Naik Santok Singh says in his evidence that Capt. Sahgal injanuary 
1943 came to the men of No. I Signal Company and told them that the I.N.A. which 
was going to be formed would be the new Indian National Army and that evt>ry 
Indian should join it. • 

Subedar Major Baburam in his evidence says that at the end of February8 

or the beginning of March, 1942, Lt. Dhillon delivered a lecture at Neesoon Camp 
to the V.C.Os. and N.C.Os. and to the men of the Battalion, askin~ every one to join 
the I.N.A. Witness Subedar Asal Nur Khan says that he saw Lt. Dhillon in 
Neesoon Camp at the end of February or the beginning of March 1942, and he 
delivered a lecture asking the prisoners of war to co-operate with the Japanese. 
Witness Havildar Suah Singh says that in June 1942, Lt. Dhillon came to Jitra 
accompanied by Major Dhara and that Major Dhara delivered a lecture asking the 
prisoners of war to join the I.N.A. Lt. Dhillon spoke after Major Dhara and 
asked them to join the I.N.A. Witness Sepoy Kaka Singh said in his evidence that 
Lt. Dhillon delivered a lecture in Taiping in March 1943 to the prisoners of war who 
were there, asking them to join-the I.N.A. 

All the accused admit having fought against the Forces of H\j Majesty the 
King. In view • of that admission, it is pot necessary to deal at leng~ with the 
evidence establishing that fact. The entries in the diaries of Capt. Shah N a waz and 
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Capt. Sahgal are themselves sufficient to· prove the part which they took in the 
fighting. Witness SepoY. Dilasa Khan who was in the Third Battalion Bose Brigade 
commanded by Capt. Shah Nawaz deposes to the fighting on. the Falam Haka Front. 
He was instr:ucted to try to contact with a company. of Punjabi Mussalmans. In a 
scuffie which took place; his company captured a· party of Chin Levies.· Witness 
Havildar Nawaz Khan who was attached to No. I Guerilla Regiment, deposes to 
Capt. Shah Nawaz giving directions for the fighting in April 1944. 

Witness Hanuman Prasad who was in the Seventh Battalion Nehru Regiment; 
which was commanded by Lt. Dpillon1 deposes to the fighting which took place ori 
March 16, 1945, when some Gurkha troops attacked his Regiment at Myingan. 
Witness Gunner Bhal Singh who was in the First Battalion of the Fifth Guerilla 
Regiment deposes to the encounter with an Allied Patrol on March g, 1945, near 
Papa Hill. That was an encounter when two Allied soldiers were killed and two 
jeeps were captured with a wireless set by the I.N .A. Battalion. One of these Jeeps 

· was ln fact, thereafter, used by Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan. An entry in the diary of 
Capt. Shah Nawaz ·corroborates this incident. · 

Witnes; Sepoy Sadullah Khan who was in the seventh Battalion of the Nehru 
Brigade t1eposes to the fighting near Pop a Hill under the command of Lt. Dhillon. 
Witness Lance·Naik Mohammed Said who was in the Fifth Guerilla Degiment, which 
was afterwards called the Second Infantry Regiment, deposes to Capt. Sahgal taking 
over the command in December 1944 and to the attack on Pyinbin and to the fighting 

·near Legyi village at the end of March I945· Witness Havildar Ghulam Mohammed 
was posted to No. 2 Battalion as adjutant. Lt. Dhillon was second in command. 
The Regiment Commander was Capt. Sahgal and the Divisional Commander was 
Capt. Shah Nawaz. This witness desposes to the fighting with the· Allied patrol on 
the occasion whe11 the two jeeps were captured by the Battalion. This witness also 
deposes to. the fighting which took place immediately before the surrender ofCapt. 
Sahgal on April 28, 1945. · ' 

As regards the Defence application to exclude the evidence of coercion, it .is 
submitted that no such application can be entertained. The Prosecution tendered 
this evidence on the ground that the Prosecution was entitled to show that the 
accused tried to win over other prisoners of war from their allegiance to the Crown 
in order to join them in '¥aging war against His Majesty the King and to show 
the conditions under which they ·did this recruiting work. It is true that the· 
Prosecution case is that in the speeches . which the accused made they referred to 
the conditions prevailing and to the hardships which. they were undergoing and 
they held out promises 'that, if the prisoners of war did join the I. N. A., they 
would avoid those hardships and the treatment and that · the accused also held out 

• various threats as to· what would heppen ·if they did not join the I. N. A. This, 
however, is by no means essential to make the evidence relevant. As I said, when 
I argued the question of the relevancy and admissibility of this evidence, "it will 
be sufficient for• my case to s~ow that atrocities were committed openly and 
notoriously and that they (the accused) were aware of them, and with knowledge 
of that they continued to press the Indian prisoners of war to join the I. N. A." 
Of course, it will be for the Court to decide after considering the whole evidence :-

(a) Whether in fact atrocities were committed in order to make the 
prisoners of war join the I. N. A.; 

(b) whether the accused were aw~re 
knowledge CO!J.tinued to press the 
the I. N. A.; and • 

of such atrocities and with such 
Indian prisoners of war to join 

{€) ewhether they held out veiled threats as to what would happen if they 
did not join the ~· N. A. • 

• 
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The Court will come to its own conclusions on these questions, at the 

Jroper time ; but the question of excluding the evidence cannot arise and the 
tpplication cannot be entertained. • • 

There is ample evidence to prove that not only men of Indian Army but 
he officers also were brutally treated if they refused to join the I.~.A. Several 
.vitnesses desposed to the fact that while they were being tortured they were told 
hat they would continue to be tortured unless and until they joined the I.N.A. 
Japt. Dhargalkar in his evidence deposed to his experiences in the concentration • 
:amp in August 1942. He says that the conditions were very bad and he was· 
1ot treated as an officer. For the first seven days he and others with him were 
:ept in a tent which was full of white-ants. They were then removed from the 
ent to a hut about 500 yards away. They had to fall in with the other prisoners 
o collect their food. There was a lot of wire fences in which lots of Indian ranks 
sed to be kept throughout rain and sun. On several occasions he saw a good 
mmber of Indian ranks being beaten. He and others with him had to salut~ the 
.N .A. sentries and if they did not wear head gear they had to bow to them. When 
.e developed some sort of body rash and went to the hospital anti asked for 
::tedicine, he was told that he could not have any. ~ 

Jemadar Mohammed Nawaz deposes to the treatment which he and his com
·anions received in the concentration camp on Sepf&mber 13, 1942. According 
) this witness, they were first deprived of all their belongings and then they were 
aken to a tent which was surrounded by barbed wiring and guarded by an armed 
entry. They were told that as they were undergoing troubles and were educated 
eople, it was better for them to volunteer for the I.N.A. They were also told 
1at they had been asking Mussalmans not to join the I.N.A. This witness was 
sked to join the I.N.A. but he refused. The next day all those who refused to 
)in the I.N.A. were made to fall in and they were asked to doubfe mar<Jl. They 
·ere then beaten with lathis and made to do fatigue work consisting $Df carrying 
ung heaps. While carrying them, they were beaten by the sentries who were 
•ith them. He further deposes to the fact that there was a roll call every evening 
nd if anybody reported sick and the doctor said that he was not sick, he would 
e giveu 12 strokes by the cane. He deposed to having seen while he and his 
:>mpanions were doing fatigue a man clad in khaki uniform whose hands were 
ed to a stick and his feet to iron pegs from behind and tWo sepoys were beating 
im. He further deposes to the fact that at the roll call every evening they were 
)ld that they were foolish people because the Japanese had· promised that they 
·ould hand over India to Indians after conquering it. This witness in his evidence 
Lid that he never joined the I.N.A. • 

Capt. Arshad, one of the witnesses for the defence, said in his evidence that 0 
•metime in October or November 1942 he was sent for by the V.C.Os. of his unit 
ho had volunteered and the V.C.Os., including Jemadar Mohammed Nawaz and 
>Out 400 other ranks, signed their names on the form. When Jematl.ar Mohammed 
awaz was in the witness box this was never put to him. The summary of evidence 
J emadar Mohammed N awaz was furnished to the defence a long 'time before the 
[a} commenced and the defence had also interviewed Capt. Arshad as a con
mplated witness on their behalf. 

Capt. Arshad also in his evidence said that Subedar Ahmed Khan had been 
rested and taken to the detention camp for stealing, and that there was a protest 
;ainst his arrest. Jemadar Mohammed Nawaz and a few other V. C. Os. also 
~nt to the detention camp. 

According to Capt. Arshad he was ins'trumental in getting them .au~ of the 
:tention camp. It is submitted that this version of the story cannot be accepted • 

• 
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~tis impossible to conceive that the Commander of the concentration camp would 
admit iRto-it all these pctlple simply because they wanted to go· in. The evidence 
of Capt. Arshad on this point, it is submitted, is very unsatisfactory. He himself 
cannot explain how it was possible that these people could have been· taken in. 
He did not go into the alleged charge of theft which, according ·to him, was 
preferred against Subedar Ahmed Khan, and it is difficult to accept the statement 
that without making any enquiries into the matter he could have asked for the 
release of these persons. 

· Witness Havildar Mohammed Sarwar deposes to the incident of the firing in 
• Kranji Camp. According to him, he and the Punjab Mussalmans refused to join 

the I.N.A. One day aJemadar and a Subedar with a guard came to them and 
the J amadar delivered a lecture asking them to join the I.N.A. All of them refused 
to do so and the guard then started firing on them and two of the prisoners of war 
were killed. Thereupon, the prisoners of war attacked' the guard and the guard 

·continued firing on them and many of them were wounded. One of the guards 
was killed on the spot. · 

Lat~r ori, some J c.,panese officers accompanied by I .N~A. officers ·came and 
the witne~ and his companions were told by the Japanese offi~;er that if they 
continued _behaving like that they would be all killed. The Japanese officer told 
them that if they killed one I.N . .A.. man they would kill a hundred of them in return. 
The witness and his companions were then taken to the concep.tration camp and· 
they were beaten wi-th canes. The witness was rendered unconscious and taken 
to hospital. He remained in hospital for approximat_ely three weeks. When he 
was discharged from hospital he was taken to Kranji Camp. After that he joined 
the I.N .A. because of those troubles. But he had made up his minq that when 
he was detailed to the front he would desert. · 

In the-cross-examination of this witness, it was suggested that all this treatment 
was given to them because on the previous day they refused to obey an order to 
be divided into parties of 32 3 for fatigue purposes. The evidence of this witness 
remained unshaken and it is submitted that there is no reason why this evidence 
should not be accepted. 

Jemadar Mohamad Hayat said in his evidence that the Mussalmans ofhis 
Battalion did n<11: join the I.~.A.The Hindus and Sikhs of the Battalion joined it 
and a few Mussalmans also. He was ordered to join the I.N.A but he refused. 
He was of the idea that he should not join the I.N.A. He always told his ·officers 
and his soldiers that they should not join the _I.N.A and he always carried on 
propaganda against t~ I.N.A. 

In July 1942, the unit of this witness was at Bidadari Camp. In that month 
~ was taken with soo men of his unit to the concentration camp. They were stripped 
of their belongings and they were ordered to take off their Indian Army badges. 
The officers, N.C . .Os. and sepoys were then taken separately to separate places 
and imprisoned in separate cages. Among the prisoners there were four I.C.Os. and 
12 V.C.Os. The witness then describes the beating given on the next day to 12 
of them, the witness being one of them. · They were made to lie flat on the ground 
and beaten with sticks fi~e feet long and two inches thick. Witness became uncon
scious by reason of the beating. The other r r men were also injured by the beating. 
They were then made to do fatigue consisting of carrying sacks filled with earth. 
While they were doing this, they were beaten by the sentries who were posted along 
the way. At night they. were not allowed to sleep. One after another of the 
inmates of the cage had·to do duty as st:ntry in the cage and every five minutes a 
report was cal~d for by the I.N.A. sentry outside. The inmates of this concentra
tion caiQp :_,ere made to salute every member of the I.N.A. incl-t~ding sweepers. 
The food which was given to them was absolutely bad. 
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The witness and his companions complained to the Camp Commandant but 
he replied that they would continue receiving the same typ& of food. The

0 
witness 

then told him to shoot him but the Camp Commandant replied that he would 
not be shot, but that he should vol.mteer for the I.N.A. He said that if they volun
teered they would be taken out of the concentration camp and all good things given 
to them. He further said that if they did not volunteer they would continue to be 
beaten like that until they died. 

They remained in the concentration camp for I7 days on that occasion_ 
After that they were taken to Saletar Camp. There they were repeatedly given 
lectures urging them to join the I.N.A. The witness did not join the l.N.A. and • 
carried on propaganda against it. They were then put in an enclosure which was 
enclosed with barbed wire and after that sent back to the concentration camp, 
aft(:r being in Saletar Camp for about IS or 20 days. The same 1 I men were 
taken with the witness to the concentration camp and they were given the same 
treatment as before. On the day following that on which they were taken •to the· 
concentration camp they were asked by the Camp Commandant to volunteer 
saying that, if they did not volunteer, they would get the same treatment as before. 
The witness and his companions refused to volunteer. The same fatigue was given 
to them as before. This time they were in the concentration camp for 2I days. 
They were beaten and no medical treatment was giv~n to them. On one occasion 
when the witness as~ed for a drink of water he and another companion of his were 
giyen I8 strokes. When they called upon God and his Prophet, the persons 
torturting them replied that the Prophet and God were not present in those enclo
sures. They added: "If there is a God he is outside these enclosures ; inside the 
enclosures the concentration camp authorities rule" . 

• 
This time they were in the concentration camp for 2 I days and then they were 

sent to Saletar Camp. They were kept in the portion called D. I wh.lch was for 
non-volunteers. From there witness was taken to the hospital. He ~mained in the 
hospital for seven or eight days. In the hospital volunteers and non-volunteers 
were kept separate. Some fruit used to come from the Supreme Headquarters and 
it was given only to the volunteers. The non-volunteers did not get anything. From 
the hospital he was again taken to Saletar Camp. He was again asked to join the 
I.N.A. but he and his party refused to do so and they were kept in tpe D. I Camp 
for about one month. They were then sent to the con~entration camp where also 
they were lectured to join the I.N.A. For a third time they were sent to the concen
tration camp where again they received the same treatment as before. 

The witness then describes an incident which he saw ~f two Sikhs close by 
being beaten. They were beaten from 9 p.m. to I a.m. and then they were put in 
the hospital closeby and the sweeper who was there was told to report to them ~ 
the two persons died. The next morning the witness saw them in the hospital 
tent lying with their faces to the ground and fetters on their legs. This time they 
were kept in the concentration camp for 24 days, after which they ~ere again taken 
to the D. 1 camp at Saletar. . 

Ultimately, the witness and his party were sent to New Guinea on May I, 1943. 
There were about 2,400 persons who went with the witness to New Guinea. The 
witness never joined the I.N.A. 

In his cross-examination the witness related an incident of a lecture given by 
Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan in a mosque. He said that Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan 
did not treat them with force, but said that they ought to join the I.N.A. He said : 
"I will not give any sort of trouble to you but you should volunteer." 

He further said: " I do not want to press the men, but I wad\: t.ue volun
teers." After rilat Il Mus~a!m!lm $ajg '' Dua Khair " and decided · in the 
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"Dua Khair" that they would not join the I. N. A. It was ,suggested . in the 

· cross-~xamination tha.t there was a charge against the men of this unit of having 
commttted theft of seven cows belonging to civilians and of having slaughtered 
and eaten them. 

It was put to the witness that in his summary or- evidence he said that 
Major Aziz Ahmad told them that they were· to go to the concentration camp 
because they had killed a cow. Even if that be so, it was merely an excuse for 
sending them to the concentration camp. Witness denied that any skin .or bones 

· were found and denied that any investigation was made. 
The fact that the witness and his companions were taken tp the c::oncentration 

cainp on three different occasions as stated by him in his evidence refutes the 
suggestion made in the cross-examination of the witness. Obviously, the witness 
and his companions were tortured in the camp for several days at a time and 
then taken back to Saletar Camp and again taken to the concentration camp 
bec~use such a coune was likely to weaken the resolution of the witness and his 
companions not to volunteer. The evidence of this witness also should, it is 
submitted, be accepted as true. 

'the next witness was Havildar Wolit Bahadur. He related the incident 
which happened in Bidadari Camp on September 24, 1942. Prior to that the 
witness and his companions 'had· been exhorted to join the I. N. A. They had 
often been told that they should join the I. N. A., otherwise it would have bad 
results for them. Subsequeatly about 14 officers and N. C. Os. from the unit 
of the witness_ were taken to the concentration camp. The witness and his 
companions were told that if they did not volunteer it would have bad conse-
quences for them. · 

The incident which happened on September 24, 1942, was, according to him, 
as folloW!> : An I. N. A. officer delivered a lecture and said? "We have already 
informed you about the I. N. A. You 'people hav·i not accepted what we said 
in the lectures. With reference to this I am going to show you one result of 
your conduct." 

' The witness belonged to the 2/gth Gurkha Rifles but the followers 
of this unit were Indians. The followers were asked whether they were ,prepared 
to join the"'. N. A. 1'hey, however, said that they would stick to their ·unit 
and would not join .the I. N. A. The followers were then cruelly beaten. There
after the I. N. A. officer called out six or seven people by name from among 
the men of the unit. He said that they were· the ringleaders who did not allow 
the 2/9th Gurkha 'Rifles to volunteer for the I. N. A. He then ordered two .1. N. A. 
men to beat those six or seven people and one of them fell down: Thereupon the 
unit stood up to protest and said: "Even if you beat· us like this we are not 
going to join the I. N. A. but ~e a:re ready to do fatigues for the Japanes<;:." 

. One; or- the I. N. A. office~s then said : "Whilst you were gathered at 
th1s meetmg on whose orders dtd you stand up ? " The men from the unit 
replied that they were not getting justice and they stood up to make a report. 
Thereupon one of the I. N. A: officers ordered the guard to fire. At first they 
fired in the air. Another I. N. A. Officer said : " Are these Gurkhas your f~thers 
that you are not shooting_ them? " The .. Gurkhas then started -moving forward. 
The guard fired on them and one or two of the Gurkhas fell on the ground. 
The witness hjmse\f received a bullet in !-.is left knee and fell down. Nine people 
were wounded, eight by rifle fires and one. by being struck by a lathi. The 
unit was then made to fall in and march off. The witness was taken to the 
hospital. •According to the witness, I. N. A. officers came to him in the hospital 
several tin:es and they told him to sign in the I. N. A. _boo~~· They said ; " If 
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you sign the I. N. A. books, you will get good medicines and the bullet will be 
taken out from your left knee". The witness, however, did ~ot agree to volJ.tnteer · 
for the I. ~. A. The witness remained in the hospital for about five months. 
Witness never joined the I. N. A. 

In the cross-examination of this witness, it was put to the witness that there 
was a dispute about fatigues and that they were required to do fatigues for the Japa
nese. The suggestion was that the firing was done because the unit refused to do 
fatigue duty. If the passage relating to this point in the cross-examination is taken • 
as a whole, it becomes clear that the attitude of the witness and his unit was that 
they were prepared to do fatigues for the Japanese, but would have nothing to do 
with the I.N.A. The whole of the relevant cross-examination on this point is as 
follows : "There was a dispute about the fatigues, that they were required to do fa
tigues for the Japanese. Those who did not join th~ LN. A. were required to do 
fatigues for the Japanese. There was a dispute when we refused to do fatigues for 
the Japanese. The leaders whom I have named told us not to object to the fatigue. 
In spite of their persuasion, some of us did not obey. We reported that we will do 
fatigues for the Japanese but we have nothing to do with the I.~.A." •The inter
pretation of the question put to the witness and answers given by him were n~t quite 
satisfactory and at this stage Major Pritam Singh was sworn as interpretor. The 
answers in further cross-examination were as follows : ;'The guard was sent because 
some of us did not obey. The guard came to arrest the ringleaders. '1/li'e were about 
550 men. Some of the men had adispute with the guard. The guard stopped us 
from doing this and then fired in the air. When we did not obey the order of the 
guard, they fired. The guard did not prevent us from doing fatigue but they spoke 
to us about the I.N.A. which we did not obey. First they fired in the air and when 
we did not obey ultimately they fired at us. About two or three men were injured 
by the firing. Then we pursued the guard." In his re-examination the witness 
said that the dispute between the guard and him was that they resented tJle appear
ance of the guard during lecture time, In amwer to aquestion by the Court wit
ness said that the bullet was taken out of his knee after one or one and a half 
months. 

The next witness Rifle.man Rabilal also deposes to the same incident. He men
tions the lectures in the Bidadari Camp in which it was said that those who did not 
join the I.N.A. would be put in danger later on. Witness further said that • an I.N.A. 
officer told him that if he did not join the I.N.A. he would be sent to the concen
tration camp and would be given a beating. It was thereafter that the V.C.Os. and 
N.C.Os. were taken away to the concentration camp. This witness also describes 
the incjdent of the firing. Witness said that before this firing took.place some men 
in the Bidadari Camp were doing fatigues for the I.N.A. and others being ill-treated. 
Witness said that he never refused to do this fatigue work and he was certain that 
none of this company refused. This witness was one of those who were taken to the 
concentration camp after the firing and he describes the hardship. and torture 
suffered by them there. According to this witness, an officer in charge of the 
concentration camp separated 14 men from the party saying that they were doing 
propaganda against the I.N.A. and stopping the personnel from joining the I.N.A. 
The rest of the party were sent back to Bidadari camp. Thereafter, the battalion 
was 1rent for a second time to the concentration camp. Witness went along with 
them. On the day following their arrival in the concentration camp the I.N.A. 
guard there started beating them and making them do fatigues. This continued 
for five days. After five days they were sent back to Bidadari camp. ·The witness 
was then taken to hospital and t!ltimately he and his unit were taken to River 
Valley Camp and the Japanese kept them for digging trenches in the jungle. The 
witness and his party were released from the Rivery Valley Camp when the tritish 
Army arrived the~. There is nothing in the cross-examination of this witness to 
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throw any doubt on the veracity of the deposition. It is subrriitt~d that there is 
ho rea~m why this evidence should not 'be accepted by the Court as true. 

Another witness examined on this poinf was Subedar Ram Sarup. Accor
ding to this witness, as he refused to volunteer he was taken in about July 
1942 tq the concentration camp with five other men. He was told that he 
was doing anti-I.N.A. propaganda and that was why he was there and that 
he would now suffer the consequences. He then gave -the details of the cruel 

:beating given to him by an I.N.A.- man following the instructions given to 
him by one of the camp staff in· Punjabi in. these words: "Guests have 
come, given them a good reception." .The witness became unconscious by the 
beating. The next morning .he and several others were ·made to do fatigue. 
In the evening one of the camp staff _officers with another man came and 
asked him how he was. The witness replied he was all right. The officer 
then asked him if he was willing to volunteer to which the .witness replied 

· that ~e had already suffered and was ready to suffer more, but he was not going to 
volunteer under those conditions. Thereupon the officer abused him and told the 
other' fellow • to show him how they tr~ated those who did not agree to 
voluntee~. They then tied the hands of the witness at his .back, gave him 
a blow on the face, kicked him and beat him with a stick. Witness again 
became unconscious. ·When he regained consciousness the other fellow asked 
him whether he was still unwilling to volunteer. This time he gave his 
consent under the· impression that it was better to become a volunteer than 
to die there of beating etc. In the cross-examination of this witness it was 
suggested that he had invented this story in order to save his skin when he 
went back to the Indian Army. It was put to the witnes~ that. under the 
instructions of Capt. S. A. Malik,_ he infiltrated into India and that on his 
arrival in .India he reponed to his Depot. It is submitted that there is no 
substance in .the suggestion made in the cross-exa,mination. On the contrary 
if a man was forced to· join the I.N.A. under circumstances related by the, 
witness, it is quite natural that at the first opportunity he would report back to the 
authorities of the Indian Army. The numerous desertions which took place in the 
I.N .A. are very significant. As soon as men and even officers of the I.N .A. got an 
opportunity to leave the I.N.A. they did so and reported to their authorities. It 
is submitted th~t the inferetlce to be drawn from these significant desertions is that 
a large part of the I.N.A. had been made to join the Army under compulsion. 

Lance Naik Fitter Mohinder Singh originally volunteered for the I.N.A. ip. the 
Saletar Camp in September 1942. After the December crisis, he did hot volunteer 
and he also commun~ated his ideas to his companions.Sometime afterwards he and 
two of his companions were taken to the concentration camp where he was beaten. 
~efore he was beaten, he was informed the beating was given to him because he 
had done anti~I.N.A. propaganda. After the beating he was put into a barbed wire 
cage six feet long-and three feet wide and he was kept in the cage for 15 days. 
From the third day he was made to do fatigues. The. rice which was given to him 
and his companiO'Ils was mixed with lime and grit. He became very weak. He 
enquired from the sentry how he could escape from there. The sentry advised him 
not to do propaganda against the· I.N.A. but to volunteer. He then· became a 
volunteer. In March 1944, witness was sent to the front. He was detailed to bring 
rations from a nearby hil~. When he went there he found a British Regiment to 
whom he surrendered. I may add, the evidence given by Col. Loganadan in which 
he says that one case of atrocity came to· his notice when a man with gangarene 
was admitted to the hospital. CoL Loganadan made a report about it but 
received n~ r~ly. · 

It is submitted that there is ample and trustworthy eviden~e in··support of the 
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fact that gross atrocities were perpetrated by the officers and men of the I.N .A. 
who were in charge of the concentration camp in order to make persons w~ were' 
unwilling to join the I.N.A. and those who were advising others not to join the 
I.N.A. to change their minds and to compel them to join the I.N.A. 

A very significant corroboration of this fact appears in the leaflet styled Our 
Struggle (Exhibit 5C) by Rash Behari Bose. The relevant paragraph in this pamph· 
let is as follows: "Prior to election, Mr. .Mohan Singh in his speech made state· . 
ments which now appear to be misrepresentation of facts because he solemnly gave.· 
us to understand that the majority of the Indian Army personnel were prepared to 
join this movement without any threat or force and that they had acclaimed him 
as their military leader. I was horrified at a later date to learn of the atrocities 
meted out to officers and men of the Indian Army for which the blame naturally 
falls on Capt. Mohan Singh. Many of our poor brethren were shot while many 
were tortured, humiliated or sent to concentration camp and thus by sheer tD.reat 
and violence he demoralized the majority of officers and men and compelled them 
to become volunteers, which is against our principle. I for one will be.the last man 
to see my countrymen shot in cold blood. This is what we are fighting fol' againt 
the British and I personally cannot afford to see Indians tortured in this m'anner." 

The document was published under the authority of the Indian Independence 
League. That this pamphlet was widely circulated is borne out by the fact that an 
Urdu translation of this pamphlet was also published at the same time by the 
Indian Independence League. The profession made in this pamphlet that the same 
thing was not going to happen as regards the Second I.N.A. is to be taken for what 
it is worth. Even as regards the First I.N .A. several witnesses said that those who 
made speeches for recruitment said that they did not intend to use force or 
coercion. The question, however, is not what was said but what was <!one. Mr. 
Ayyar who was in charge of the Publicity Department of the Headqu'6rters of the 
Indian Independence League in East Asia asserted that the Army was raised volun
tarily. When confronted with this pamphlet he said that he did not remember hav
ing read this passage and that he might not have read the whole of this pamphlet 
but might just have seen it. He also said that he did not remember whether the 
pamphlet was published in Urdu. He, however, admitted that he had no reason to 
doubt that the pamphlet was published by the Indian Ind'ependence teague Head
quarters at Singapore. In the evidence of Capt. Arshad, he said that the relations 
between Mr. Rash Bihari Bose and Capt. Mohan Singh were not too cordial. The 
suggestion was that Mr. Rash Behari Bose in this pamphlet made allegations 
against i\'lohan Singh which were not true. Mr. Ayyar, howe~r, admitted that so 
far as he knew no protest was made against this passage by anybody. The evidence 
makes it dear that Mohan Singh had a large number of friends and followers in the
I.N.A. It is impossible to conceive that, if this passage contained an allegation 
which was not true, no protest should have been made by any of.> Mohan Singh's 
friends. 

In view of the above facts, the statements made by the defence witnesses that 
no compulsion was used to make prisoners of war join the I.N .A. cannot be accepted 
as correct. It was not part of the Prosecution case that the accused themselves 
committed or helped to commit any atrocities on prisoners of war ; but it was the 
case of the Prosecution that the accused held out veiled threats meaning thereby 
that the threats convoyed were that, unless the prisoners of war joined the I.N.A., 
they might have to suffer tortures and be the victims of atrocities. · 

As Counsel for the Crown, it is my duty to concede and I concede, that the 
evidence does not support this averment. The question, however, re&aifls whether 
the accused thefhselves had knowledge of any atrocities that were committed in 
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the concentration camp. The duty of proving this is on the Prosecution. It has 
to prove•it beyoQd reason;:tble doubt. There ·can, of course, be no presumption 
that the accused had any such knowledge; but knowledge might be inferred from 
such evidence as there is on record. If the Count comes to the conclusion that the 
atrocities were committed and that such atrocities were a matter pf public notoriety, 
and that the accused could not have been ignorant of them, the Court may come 
t.o the conclusion that they had no knowledge of such atrocities. On the other hand, 
tl;lere is a considenible body of evidence to· show that while delivering lectures in 
order to persuade prisoners of war to join the Indian National Army the accused 
said that they did not want ·anybody to join the Indian National Army. It is for 
you, Sirs, to arrive at your conclusion on the evidence before you. 

There is no doubt, and in fact it has not. been attempted to deny, that the 
accused recruited men for the Indian National Army by delivering lectures asking 
.them ;a join it. The further fact as to whether they .did it with knowledge of 
any atrocities that might have been perpetrated can only ·be a matter of 
aggravation. • , · 

Int~nati6nal law does not come into this case at all either as regards the juris
diction of the Court or as regards the law to be administered by it. The question 
is between the State and its subjc;ct. The accused hold commissions in the Indian 
Army as Indian Commissioned Officers. They became subject to the Indian Army 
Act and they remain subject to that Act under Section 2 until duly retired, discharg
ed, cashiered, removed or dismissed from service. They have not so retired or 
been discharged, cashiered, removed or dismissed from service. In fact, there is 
evidence which I will point later to show that the. officers and men of the Indian 
Army who, when they were prisoners of war, joined the Iridian National Army at 
fir~t but subsequently did not agree to continue in it after December 1942 were to 
revert to th~ir.position as prisoners of war.· The argument for the Defence amounts 

· to this that Section I 2 r (a) of the Indian Penal Code must bear different meanings 
where the offender is an Iridian and where he is not an Indian. They want to r,ead 
into the section a proviso that waging war against His Majesty the King is not an 
offence if it is accompanied by a declaration of Provisiqnal Government and a 
declaration of war with Great Britain. In fact, a declaration of Provisional Govern
ment is itself ad offence ant! such an act cannot give immunity to the offender. 
The object with which the war is waged is entirely immaterial. The act is an 
offence, whatever the motive for it may have been. 

In HalsbLJ.ry's Laws of England (second edition), Volume 6, page 504, para
graph 62 3, the follovv,ng propositions are laid down: "The rules of international 
law are part of the law of England,'but only in so far as they can be proved by 

Tegislation, judicial decision; or established usage to have been received into English 
law. A consensus of international jurists even if unanimous does not niake a rule 
of internationall<!w a part of the law of England .. To the extent that rules of 
international law are part of English law, they are applied by municipal_ courts so 
long as they are not in conflict· with an Act of Parliament or a rule of common 
law; but the Courts have no jurisdiction over acts of State. "In Halsbury (second 
edition), Volume 3 I' page 509, paragraph 959· w~ have the following proposition 
of law: "Statutes are to be interpreted provided that their language admits so as 
not to be inconsistent with the comity of nations. International law, however, 
being mainly conventional can, it seems, only be administered by the courts when 
it forms part of the law of this country. If, therefore, statutory enactments are 
clearly inconsistent with international law, they must be so construed, whatever 
the effect~p~ the rights ofaliens not within the jurisdiction may be." In foot
note (s) at page 504 of Volume 6 ofHalsbury, after mentioning that the wider view 
concerning the incorporation of international law in the law of- England is seen 
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expressed in the cases mentioned there, it is stated that it was also the view qf 
Blackstone, and that the modern more limited view was first enunciated clearly by 
the majority of the judges in R. Vs. Keyn, 2 Ex. D., page 63, at page 202 and though 
the Territorial Waters Jurisdiction Act which gave effect to the opinion of the 
minority was declaratory in form, the view of the majority has since been upheld 
in West Rand Central Gold Mining Company Vs. R. ( 1905) 2 K. B., page 391. In 
that case, at page 408, it is stated as follows: "The expression the law of nations 
forms part of the law of England ought not to be construed so as to include as part. 
of the law of England opinions of text writers upon a question as to which there is 
no evidence that Great Britain has ever assented and a fortiori if they are contrary ' 
to the principles of her laws as declared by her courts !" 

In the Zamora (1916), 2 Appeal Cases, the Privy Council in giving the judg
ment stated as follows: "A court which administers municipal law is bound by and 
gives effect to the law as laid down by the Sovereign State which calls it into J?eing. 
It needs to inquire only what that law is; but a court which administers international· 
law must ascertain and give effect to a law which is not laid down by l\ny particular 
State, but originates in the practice and usage long observed by civilized nations 
in their relations towards each other or in express international agreements~" 

This court is not sitting as an international court. It has not to decide ques
tions between different States or between one State atld a subject of another State. In 
Pitt Cobbett, Volume I, page 4, international law is described as the sum of the rules 
accepted by civilized States as determining their conduct towards each other and 
towards each other's subjects, and in the footnote it is stated that this definition save 
for its concluding words is virtually that put forward by Lord Russell of Killowen 
in 1896 which was judicially adopted in the West Rand Central Gold ::\:Iinin?; 
Company V. Rex ( 1905) 2 K.B., page 391. 

This court is sitting as a court duly • constituted under the Indiarf Army Act 
to try persons who are subject to the Indian Army Act for offences wh~ch are made 
punishable under the Indian Army Act and the Indian Penal Code. 

It was then argued that the word 'law' in Section 79 of the Indian Penal Code 
includes international law. My submission is that the term 'law' in Section 79 
means a law in force in British India. In this connection, reference may be made 
to the definition of special and local law in Sections 41 af\d 42 as foll~ws: "A special 
law is a law applicable to a particular subject"; and "a local law is a law applicable 
only to a particular part of British India." 

There is a decision of the Bombay High Court which reports my submission. 
In re Ram Bharashi (I. L. R. 47 Born. 907), Section 191 oftne Indian Penal Code 
which gives the definition of giving false evidence is in these terms: ''Whoever bein~ 
bound by a rule or by an express provision of law to state the truth or being 
bound by law to make a declaration upon any subject makes any statement which 
is false and which he either knows or believes to be false or does ftot believe to be 
true is said to give false evidence." 

The charge against the accused in that case was under Section 193 for giving 
false evidence, and in delivering the judgment the court said as follows: "As regards 
the offence under Section 19 3, Indian Penal Code, it is not suggested that the accused 
was legally bound by oath, that his oath was administered under the provisions of 
law in force ia British India or by any express provision oflaw· that is law in force in 
British India to state the truth before the Vyara court." In that case, the charge 
was for giving false evidence in a court in Baroda territory. 

While repeating the submission that no question of internation~ law can 0r 
does arise in this case, it is further submitted that even according to p~nciples of 
internationallaf.r there is no obligation on the part of a State to give recognition of 
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belligerency to insurgents. Unless such recognition is given by the State itself, there 
is no imtnunity for the •persons taking part in the insurgence. Further, there
cognition of insurgence by another State does not affect in any way the parent 
State so far as its own subjects who are insurgents are concerned. 

I will cite only a few passages from Oppenheim's International Law, sixth 
edition, Vol. II, at page 173, paragraph 59, we have the follbwing statement: 
-: '~In the propt;r sense of the term a civil war exists when two. opposing parties 
within a State have recourse to arms for the purpose of obtaining ppwer in the State 
or when a large portion of 1he population of the State rises in arms against the 
legitimate Government. As war is an armed contention between States, such a 
civil war would not be war from the beginning nor be;come war at all in the techni
cal sense of the term. But it may become war through the recognition of the con
tending parties or of the insurgents as a belligerent power. Through such recogni
.tion a-body of individuals receives an international position in so.far as it is for some 
parts and in some points is treated as though it were a subject of international law. 
Such recognition may be granted by the lawful Government and the other States 
will, in ~st cases, although they need not, likewise recognize a state of war as 
existing,and assume duties of neutrality. But it may happen that other States 
recognize insurgents as belligerents power before the State on whose territory the 
insurrection broke out recognises them. In such a case, the insurrection is war in 
the eyes of these oth.er States, but not in the eyes-of the legitimate Government." 

At page 197, Par. 76, we have the following passage: "The distinction 
between legal qualification and actual power to make war explains the fact that in
surgents may become a belligerent power through recognition. The principles 
governing recognition ofbelligerency are essentially the same as those relating to the 
recognition of States and Governments. · Certain conditions of facts, not stigmatized 
as unlawfutbf International Law- the latv of nations does not treat civil war as 
illegal-create for other States the right and the duty to • grant recognition of bel
ligerency. These conditions of fact are the existence of a civil war accompanied 
by a state· of general hostility; occupation and a measure of orderly administration 
of a substantial part of national territory by the insurgents; observance of the rules 
of warfare on the part of the insurgent forces acting under a responsible authority; 
the practical flecessity for• a third. Sta!e to define its attitude to the civil war. 
Without the latter requirement recognition of belligerency might be open to abuse 
for the purpose of gratuitous manifestation of sympathy with the cause of the insur
gents. In the absence of these conditions recognition of belligerency constitutes 
illicit interference in •he affairs of the State affected by civil. disorders-an inter
national wrong analogous to the premature recognition of a State or a Government. 

'!tefusal to recognize belligerent status, nothwithstanding the existence of these 
conditions, must be deemed contrary to sound principle and precedent." 

In Oppenhdm's International Law, sixth edition, Volume II, at page 200,. 

in footnote (2), it is stated as follows : " See also case concerning certain German 
interests in Polish· Upper Silesia where the Permanent Court held in regard to 
claims put forward by Poland under the Armistice Agreement that the recognition 
by the principal Allied powers of the Polish Arm~d Forces as an allied, auto
nomous and co-belligerent army could not be relied on as against Germany which 
had not granted such recognition." • 

The next passage which I will refer to is that which has already been cited 
by learned counsel for defence. That is Para., 76a at page 200. The passage 
runs as follows : "Recognition by a third State is not as a rule binding on the 
parent State.• Notwithstanding such recognition, it is entitled to treat insurgents 
as traitors. But the position is controversial with regard to r€cognition as a 
belligerent power granted to separate armies which comprise subjects of the 
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enemy who are fighting to free their nation from his rule and which are respon
sible to an authority recognised as representing the naition in questioe1. It has · 
been maintained that as in the case of insurgents in a civil war the enemy 
is entitled to disregard such recognition and to treat the members of 
the insurgent army when they fall into his hands in acconlance with the 
provisions of his criminal law. The better opinion is probably that when 
such recognition is granted by the adversary to large bodies of men 
effectively organized on foreign soil in anticipation of independent stateho<J9 
a point is reached at which the belligerent confronted with the disaffection 
and desertion of a considerable number of his subjects engaged in hostilities • 
against him can no longer, without exposing himself to justifiable retaliation, 
assert the provisions of his own criminal law as the only legally relevant element 
in the situation." This passage does not mean that it is obligatory upon a parent 
State to grant recognition to the insurgents because the State which was at war 
with it granted recognition to the insurgents as a belligerent power. • 

The passage in question refers to the position as between the parent State 
and the State at war with it, and not the position as between the• parent State 
and the insurgents who are fighting on the side of the enemy State.; Further, 
the only effect of the parent State not granting recognition would be that it might 
expose itself to justifiable retaliation. There is "me more passage to which I 
will refer on the point of recognition as a State. I refer to the first volume of 
Oppenheim, page I 25, paragraph 74: " Recognition is of. special importance 
in those cases where a new State tries to establish itself by breaking off from 
an existing State i.n the course of a revolution. And here the question is material 
whether a new State has really already safely and permanently established itself 
or only makes efforts to this end without having already succeeded. That in 
every case of civil war a foreign State c:m recognize the insurgents as a belligerent 
power if they succeed in keeping a part 'of the country in their hapds, set up a 
Government of their own, and conduct their military operations according to the 
laws of war. But between this recognition as a belligerent power and the 
recognition of these insurgents and their part of the country as a new State, 
there is a broad and deep gulf. The question is precisely at what exact time 
recognition as a new State may be given instead of the recognition as a 
belligerent power. For an untimely and precipitate l"'ecognition ~s a new State 
is a violation of the dignity of the mother State, to which the latter need not 
patiently submit. It is frequently maintained that such untimely recognition 
comprises an intervention. This is, as a rule, not correct, unless such recogni
tion is accompanied by active assistance rendered to the reb~lious party. 

"In spite of the importance of the question, no hard and fast rule can be laid 
down as regards the time when it can be said that a State created by revolution h!'s 
established itself safely and permanently. Indication of such safe and permanent 
establishment may be found either in the fact that the ~volutionary State 
has utterly defeated the mother State, or that the mother State has ceased 
to make efforts to subdue the revolutionary State or even that the mother 
State, in spite of its efforts, is apparently incapable of bringing the revolutionary 
back under its sway. Of course, as soon as the mother State itself recognizes the 
new State, there is no reason for other States to withhold their recognition any 
longer, althQugh they have even then no legal obligation to grant it." 

This passage deals with the right of recognition by a third State of a revolu
tionary State which tries to break off from the parent State. So far as the parent 
State itself is concerned, unless recognition is granted by the parent State to the 
insurgents, no belligerent rights accrue to the insurgents. 0 

• 

Further 1n the present case there was no revolutionary State and no civil 
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war. There was no contention between two States. There was no recognition by 
the ~rent Govern~nt of the insurgents as a belligerent State or as having belli
gerent rights. There was no war in the eyes of the kgitimate Government. There 
was no occupation of national territory by the insurgents, no admini~tration by 
them of a substantial or indeed of any part of national territory. No part of the 
country was in their hands which they could call their part of the country. There 
was no revolutionary State, much less any safe and permanent establishment of any 

• such State. The so.-called revolutionary State did not defeat, much less utterly 
defeat the mother State, nor can it be said that the mother State ceased to make 
efforts to subdue the revolutionary State or that the .mother State was incapable of 
bringing the revolutionary State back under its sway. 

As regards the authorities cited by learned counsel for the Defence, most of 
them are American authorities. This court is not concerned with what the law· in 
America is or even with the view of the American courts on questions of inter
na riona\ law. ·In fact, the law in America is Clifferent from that in England. The 
law in America ·is that international law overrides previous municipal law of a 
State .• In •America there is a Digest of the International Law of the United States 
consis~ng of documents relating to that subject issued by Presidents and Secretaries 
of State, of the decisions of Federal Courts and of the opinions of Attorneys-General. 

The propositions laid ~own in those volumes have all been accepted by the 
American Federal Government. One of the propositions there laid down is "the 
law of nations is"part of the municipal law of separate States. The intercourse of 
the United States with foreign nations and the policy in regard to them being 
placed by the constitution in the hands of the Federal Government, its decisions 
upon these subjects are by universally acknowledged principles of international law 
obligatory on everybody. The law of nations unlike foreign municipal law does 
not have-to be proved as a fact. The law of nations makes an integral part of the 
laws of theela.nd." • · · 

The above appears from Maine's International Law, published in 1888 at 
page g6. Again, at page 37, the author says : "Here you see that according to 
American doctrine international law has precedence both of Federal and of 
municipal law, unless in the exceptional case where Federal law has deliberately 
departed fr<Jlll it." • 

The authorities I have cited above show clearly the great difference between 
the law in America and the law in England. All Americ:;tn authorities whether in 
text-books or in decided cases are, therefore, irrelevant. ' 

I will, h~ever, deal briefly with the authorities cited for the defence. 
A passage in Pitt Cobbett's Cases · on International Law was cited in con
nection with the case of the · Paquete Haband which case is re
ported in 175 U.S. Reports, page 677. .It was laid down in that case that 
international ,aw formed part of the law of the United States and must be ascer
tained and administered by courts of justice of appropriate jurisdiction as 
often as any• question of right dt>pendent on it duly presented itself for deter
mination, and for this purpose where there. was no treaty and no controlling 
executive act or juditial decision, cesort must be had to the custom and 
usages of civilized nations. 

As a matter of fact that case was one in a Prize Cour,t. Prize Courts 
are those set up by the respective different States in which they exist and they ad
minister international law. No question of administering municipal law arises in 
those cases. But even as regards Prize Courts, it has been held in England 
that if'> th~re is a statute which lays down a principle of law in .contra
vention of international law that statute must be given .effect to. In the 
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present case, the court which has been duly constituted according to the law. 
of this country, namely, the Indian Army Act, is trying persons wao are 
subject to that Act, and no question of international law arises. 

While dealing with this authority, it may be pointed out that at page 
21 in Volume I of Pitt Cobbett, it is stated, while dealing with the relation 
of international law to English law, that notwithstanding some statements to 
that effect made by text-writers, and some dicta to be found in the decisions, • 
it can scarcely be said that the law of nations is adopted in its full extent . • 
by the common law, or that it is deemed to be part of the law of England. 
It may also be pointed out that at page 61 of the same volume (Vol. I of 
Pitt Cobbett's Cases on International Law) in connection with the recogni
tion by a third State'· of the belligerent character of the subjects of another 
State, that the question whether such recognition should be accorded or not is 
a question for the political or executive department of Government, by wyose 
action the courts will be bound. It goes on to say : " It would seem that 
such recognition cannot be demanded as of right for the reason. that it is 
strictly a question of policy and not of law. " 

The question in the present case IS as to whether the British ~overn
ment recognized the belligerency of the insurgents. As submitted above, the 
parent State is not affected at all by the recognitton of belligerency by other 
States. At page 246 of Vol. II of Pitt Cobbett, while dealing with Prize Courts, 
the decision in the Zamora, which has been cited above, is given as regards 
the international character of Prize Courts and the fact that what it adminis
ters is internafionallaw. 

Wheaton's International Law, Vol. II, was also cited by the learned Counsel 
for the Defence and the passage at page IOI on civil war was referred to. It 
may be pointed out that the question between a State and its s~nerain is 
entirely different from the question between a State and its subjects. The passage 
cited expressly states that the Government of the State may recognize its subjects 
as belligerents in which case other States do normally but need not follow the 
same course. I submit that it is clear that there is no obligation on the part of the 
parent State to recognize imurgents as belligerents and there is no right on the part 
of the insurgents to claim such recognition. The passa.ge goes on .to say that 
the rule of General Grant that the question is one of fact is opposed by the 
doctrine that the matter is one of unfettered discretion. 

The next authority cited was Lawrence on International Law, page gog. 
The passage in question deals with contests between States or between States 
and communities having with regard to the contest the rights of States. In the 
same passage it is stated : "vVar is a contest, not a condition; and moreover, • 
it is restricted to contests carried on under State authority directly or indirect-
ly given." Then follows the sentence : "Private war has long a~o disappeared 
from civilized societies". But the author goes on to say : ''If individuals now 
attempt to redress their real or fancied wrongs by the might of their own hands, 
they are regarded by the law as disturbers of the public peace, and their act is 
an offence in itself, however gross may have been the injury that brought it 
about". At page 310, after saying that all war is now public war, the author 
goes on to say : "Even the military and naval operations of revolted pro
vinces or colonies have a public character impressed upon them by the process 
known as recognition of belligerency." It is clear that the public character 
impressed upon such a contest is by reason of recognition ofbelligerency." 

·The really relevant passage in this book is at page 328~ Pttr. I4I : 

"Every independe~t State decides for itself whether it shall make war or remain 
at peace. If it resorts to hostilities it obtains as a matter of course all the rights of a 
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. belligerent. Other States have no power to give or to withhold·thefn. But the 
case is-very different with regard to such communities as are not already States 
in the eye of international law, though they are striving to become independent, 
and to have their independel}ce recognized, by other powers. Technically they 
form portions of old-established States. Practically, each is in revolt against the 
State organisation to which it belongs in law, and is endeavouring to set up a 
separate State organization for itself or to gain co.ntrol of the existing organisa-

; tion: By the municipal law of the country of which the community is still legally 
·a part its members are traitors and liable to punishment as such. Yet they are 
carrying on open war under the orders of authorities analogou~ to those of 
recognized States. How then are they to be treated? International law gives 
no answer to this question as far as the Government against which they are in 
revolt is concerned. Questions between it and its rebels are domestic questions· to 
be resolved by internal authority." 

• Moore's Digest of International Law, Volume I, which was cited is, as the 
title of the ilook says, a Digest of International Law as embodied in diplomatic 
discussi~ms, treaties and other international agreements, international awards, the 
decisiorfs of municipal courts, and the writings of jurists and especially in 
documents-published and unpublished, issued by Presidents and Secretaries of 
State of the United States, the• opinions of the Attorneys-General and the decisions of 
courts, Federal and State. The passage cited at page 2 in fact expressly states that 
"the Government• of the United States has, on· various occasions, announced the 
principle that international law as a system is binding upon the nation~ not merely 
as something to which they may be tacitly assumed to have agreed but also as a 
fundamental condition of their admission to full and equal participation in the 
intercourse of civilized States." I have pointed out above the difference between 
the doctrilile prevailing in America and that prevailing in England. I have cited 
authorities -.vhich, I submit, are conclusive on the question of the relation of 
international law of England. 

As regards Oppenheim, I have already referred to the relevant passages. 
Hyde on International Law was next cited. The title of the book is "Inter

national Law chiefly as interpreted and applied by the United States." Tlie 
passage refets to a matt being armed by a sovereign State. It has no relevance 
at all to the question as to whether the subjects of a State taking up arms against 
the State have any right of belligerency. 

The case of Underhill vs. Hernandez, United States Supreme Court Reports, 
Volume r68, page ~50, was cited and an isolated passage was read which says that 
whether the political revolt fails or succeeds, still effectual war has been waged 

• and acts of legitimate warfare cannot be made the basis of individual liability. 
Apart from its being an American authority, and having no relevance to the. 
question before"l:he Court, it is necessary to consider what the case was and some 
saljent facts thereof. The third headnote of that case is as follows : •'This court 
is bound to take judicial notice of the facts that flagrant civil war existed in 
another country, that the :revolution was successful, and that the revolutionary 
Government was recognized by the United States as the Government of the country 
and for information as to those facts this court may consult the Department of 
State." The action was brought to recover damages for the detention caused to 
the plaintiff by reason of the refusal to grant a passport and for the alleged con
fin':'ment of the plaintiff to his own house. The case was tried in the Circuit 
Court of the United States for the Eastern District ofNew York. The acts which 
were all~edlto have been wrongful had taken place in Venezuela. 

The facts stated above are sufficient to show how irrelevant•the authority is 
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to the present question. There was no question in that case as between a State . 
and its subjects. The second paragraph of the headnote of the case of Fotd vs. 
Surget, 97 l..'nited States Reports, 594, is as follows: "A destruction of cotton under 
the orders of the Confederate military authorities for the purpose of preventing it 
from falling into the hands of the Federal Army was an act ofwar upon the part of 
the military forces of the rebellion for which the person executing such orders was 
relieved from civil responsibility at the suit of the owner voluntarily residing at the • 
time within the lines of the insurrection." The defence was that at and before· the • 
time the alleged trespasses were committed, the people of Mississipi and of Virginia, · 
North Carolina a:nd South Carolina, Florida, etc., had confederated together for 
revolt against the United States and within their territorial limits, had entirely 
subverted the Government of the United States and in place thereof and within 
and for their territory and people had created a new and separate Government 
called the Confederate States of America having executive, legislative and jud~cial 
departments. From pages 6o5 and 61 r of the Report it appears that to the Confede
rate Army was conceded in the interests of humanity and to prevent the ,t:ruelties of 
reprisals and retaliation such belligerent rights as belonged under the laws of .nations 
to the armies of independent Governments engaged in war against each other! This 
is sufficient to show how irrielevant this case is to the question now before the Court. 
Further, as stated above, the Court is not concerned wft:h what the law is in America. 
Reference has already been made to authorities and textbooks showing what the law 
is in England. 

Blackston's Commentaries, Volume II, were then cited. As regards this, it is 
sufficient to point out that in Halsbury, Second Edition, Volume 6, page 504 in 
footnote (s), dealing with the statement of law set out in paragraph 623, it is men
tioned that there was a wider view held originally concerning the incorporation of 
international law in the law of England and that such was also the view.of Black
ston ; but the modern more limited view was enunciated in Reginas vs. Keyn, and 
the view of the majority has since been upheld in West Rand Central Gold 
:Mining Co. vs. R: (1905), 2 K. B. 301, which has alrt:ady been cited above. 

Hershey, which has also been cited, is also an American authority. The 
more appropriate reference should, I submit, be to the English authorities on the 
point which have already been cited. I 59 'C .S. Reports, .page I 13, s•ands on the 
same footing. The case reported in 1939 Appeal Cases page 160, is really not 
against the Prosecution. The passage cited from the judgment is as follows : 
" It must be always remembered that so far at any rate as courts in this country 
are concerned, international law has no validity save in so far as its principles 
are accepted and adopted by our domestic law. There is no e:ternal power that 
imposes its rules upon our own code of substantial law and procedure. The courts • 
acknowledge the existence of a body of rules which nations accept among 
themselves. On every judicial issue, they seek to ascertain what the relevant rule 
is and having found it they will treat it as having been incorp~rated into the 
domestic law so far as it is not inconsistent with the rules enacted by statute. " 
This enunciation of law is in no way different from the proposition'!\ laid down in 
the authorities I have already cited; 

The British Year Book of International Law, 1937, page 18, contains an 
article on some problems of the Spanish Civil War. It deals with the recognition 
by a third State of belligerent rights of insurgents and their parent State. What
ever the views of the author of this article may be, I have mentioned above the 
authorities on the question. It is submitted that it is beyond dispute that the recog
nition by a third State of belligerent rights in a conflict between a garent State 
and its insurgents is :- o 

(a) a 11tatter of policy ; and 
(b) does not affect the parent State at all . 

• 
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The· quotations from "Hansard " of the speeches made by various English 
.politicians on the occasion, of recognizing the belligerent rights of insurgents in 
other l!ountries are not • authorities on the point. If, as submitted by ·me, recogni
tion by a third State is a· matter of policy, the recognition by England of belligerent 
rights on the part of its insurgents 31gainst their own parent country does not affect• 
the question whether, without such recognition the insurgents are entitled to any 
immunities. In fad, in some of the speeches it was actually stated that the act of 

• recognition by England was based upon the interests of England and was necessita
. _ted oy the impossibility of treating the insurgents as pirates. It is entirely incorrect 

to say that the same poin.t arises for decision by this court. It is incorrect" to say 
that it is not necessary that the Pnwisional Government of Free India should have 
been recognized-hr. Great Britain. A third. State may find it necessary or may 
choose to grant belligerent rights to the parent State as well as to the insurgent!; ; 
but that does not mean 'that the insurgents are entitled to any immunity for their 
acts,.so far as the pa'rent State is concerned, unless the parent State has recognized 
or granted such rights. ; The- illustrations given of Belgium and other countries are 
entirely out ~f place. Those countries were in military occupation. So · too as. 
regards France. There was a Free French State which refused to recognize tpe 
Petain Oovernment. The proclamation of Eisenhower was directed against 
Germany and not against France·. The'Berlin reply is relevant to show that the 
recognition by other States is ®t binding upon a State whicP, considered itself a 
parent State. It is not correct to say that the Prosecution asks the court to· .adopt 
the view of Germany on the point. In any event, no such proclamatiou affects the 
rights of a parent State against its insurgents if the parent States has not gr'antecl 
belligerent rights to the insurgents or has not recognized a Government · formed in 
opposition to itself. The communique published by the Government of India and 
the statement made in the House of Commons are absolutely irrelevant to the 
question. .Even if they were relevant, they do not amount to an admission of 
justification s.s regards the conduct of those who joined the I.N.A. 

l\1any, if not most, of the considerations urged on behalf of the Defence may 
be appropriate to be urged before a legislative body which enacts legislation, but 
are entirely irrelevant before a court administering law. · ~~ · 

. !.earned Counsel for the accused referred to the communique published by 
the Governmtnt of India ~nd the statement in the House of Commons. This is 
not evidence in the case, but since mention has beeh madeofit, I may be permitted 
to mention _that, according to another statement made by His Excellency the 
Viceroy, 45,000 Indian prisoners of war did not join the Indian National Army 
and out of those 45,800, I I ,ooo lost their lives as a ~esult of dis~ase, starvation and 
murder. -Twenty thousand prisoqers of war joined the Iridian National Army 
~nd the casualties from that Army were only. about I ,500 :___ of course, all these 
consid~rations are irrelevant in this trial. 

Much has ~een said on behalf of the accused as regards the activities of the 
Provisional Govern~ent :of Free India. The defence witness, Mr. S. A. Ayyar, who 
was in the Publicity,Department ofthe Headquarters of ;the Indian Independence 
League in East Asia, said in his -evidence that .the Provisional Government used 
the machinery of the Indian Independence League as- its 7own executive. This 
statement is by itself significant. He then goes on to say that the Provisional 
Government collected donations from Indians throughout East Asia and that in 
Burma the Provisional Government opened a National Ba_nk of Azad· Hind. The 
position occupied by Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose was that of the President of the 
Indian Independence League anc;l he took over the com¢ftfld of the I.N.A. .Mr. 
Ayyar th~Jn !rates that there was ;i

1 school for training civil administrators. He 
fu~ther said that the Az~g Hjl}.g Government in Malaya and BuriJla took care -of 
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social welfare through the Indian Independence League branches in the matter 
of education, medical and other relief and relief of air-raid victims. As regards. 
himself, he said that he was appointed to take charge of the • Publicity Dep.frtment 
in July 1942, and that later he become a Minister of the Provisional Government. 
As regards his own duties as a Minister of the Provisional Government, he said 
in his cross-examination that they were to give publicity to the activities of the 
Provisional Government and of the I.N.A. and to carry on propaganda directed to 
the people in India through the short wave radio, to arrange public meetings with. 
the help- of the machinery of the Indian Independence League and generally to dq • 
the publicity and propaganda activities of the Provisional Government. In 
further cross-examination he said : "The Indian Independence League had various 
departments and the Provisional Government got its policy executed through the 
staff and the other machinery of the Indian Independence League. The Indian 
Independence League had various departments which were in the ch;~.rge of 

:secretaries-these were secretaries of departments-and whatever policy was. laid 
down by the Provisional Government was put into actual execution by the secretary 
with his staff. -From time to time instructions were sent from the He<:Viquarters of 
the Provisional Government to the secretaries of the Indian Inde]_ilendence 
League branches. By policy I mean any decision taken by the Provisional •Govern
ment ; it was immediately communicated to the secretaries of the departments 
concerned by the minister and they put it into execl!t:ion. In my own department, 
apart from the Ministry of Publicity and Propaganda, there was a Press Publicity 
and Propaganda Department of the Indian Independence League 

"which was in the charge of a secretary and whatever - we decided 
about propaganda, for instance, of starting a new broadcast or a newspaper, 
was communicated to the secretary of the League and he took the necessary 
measures to carry out that decision. As an - instance, in Burma when we 
decided to have an additional broadcast on the short wave radio, I com
municated the decision of the Ministry to the secretary of the• Propaganda 
Department and he arranged for the additional broadcast session. I know 
instances relating to my own department and I know other Ministers did 
the same. I cannot give you instances relating to other Ministries. "In regard 
to my own Ministry, I can give other instances, Secretary of Publicity 
Department of the League communicated to the secr~taries in t~ branches of 
the League about carrying on propaganda in their territoties. That is a typi
cal example. Another instance was when we decided to hold a celebration 
of Netaji Bose Week, that is, on the arrival of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose 
in Singapore and his taking over the presidentship of the Indian Indepen
dence League. The Ministry communicated to the secretaries of the Publicity 
and Propaganda Department of the League and we issued instructions to the• 
Secretary and he communicated these instructions to the League bran
ches throughout Burma to observe that week. Similarly, the decision 

about the celebration of the first anniversary of the Provisionar Government of 
Azad Hind in October 1944 was communicated to the secretaries, on the lines of 
the instructions _ given by the Ministry through the Secretary of •the Propaganda 
Department. Similarly, when we celebrated February 4, 1944, when the l.N.A. 
first went into India on the Arakan Front, instructions were issued in the same 
way. I cannot think of any other decision as much immediately as far as the 
Propaganda Department was concerned." The above evidence is sufficient to give 
an idea of the scope and extent of the functions of the Provisional Government of 
Free India. 

This witness also "purported to say in his evidence-in-chief that he heard about 
the famine in Bengal and that Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose offered I"O,QOO tons of 
rice for relief of 4:he f<lmiqe iq ~en~al anq that it wa~ !W~ accepted. In his eros~· 



.examination, he said that th~ offer·to send rice to Bengal ·was made through the 
radio 11o the people of It1dia for information and to tht'l British_ authorities· in India 
so that they could con~ider the offer. This broadcast was, I believe, made either 'in
July or August 1943. The offer was :rpade by _broadcast -from Sirigapore. Rice 
was - to be sent· from any port in Burma, I believe. I could-not tell you whether 
it was said on the radio that the r,ice was .to be sent from any;pptt in Bu-rma but I
believe that it could be sent from any port in Burma if the British authorities in 

:_India could vouchsafe safe conduct. The people of Burma wen~- not starving for 
·want of rice". - This evidence is e~treriiely unsatisfactory and by ·no means proves 
the' allegation made; but even if it be true, it does-not advance the <Jefence case any · 
further. · - - · 

..... . - ' . 
Col. Loganadan in· his evidence-in-chief said that he was present when the _ 

Provisional Government of Azad Hind was formed, that he was one of the Cabinet 
Ministers and that he was also- the Director of Medical Services, I.N.A. · :lh his 
cross-examinatioil, he said: "On the day on which eXhibit 4f was .pr:ocl<iimed the 
functions o' officers -were as- stated in -the prodamation.- I was·the Director of 
Medical. Services of the Provisional Government from the time the Government was 
formed •until I left for the Andamans. Each_ officer performed ·his· ~uties as 
laid down. · · As·D. M. S. I carried ou~ my functions in the Provisional9overnment. 
We held Cabinet meetings. V~rious details were discussed, e;g:,.-about'theNational 
flag, the .National Song, Marching Songs, Declaration of War, language to be used 
in the I. N. A.,· various things concerning the· Indian· Independence League 
branches a-nd their functions, the recruitment of the Army, training and such other 
subjects. The subjects were inter-linked." _ - - . -- _- -- :. _ . _ -

- . Mr. Dina N ath said in his evidence-in~chief: "1 was a member of the Indian
Independence League, Rangoon Branch. I know of the formation oLthi-Provisional 
Goverhm~t of Azad Hind. · There was an Azad Hind B;;mk. -I was-one of the 
Directors or that Bank." Further on in his evidence~ in-chief he said: "There were 
branches of the Indian Independence League all over East Asia. -The activities of 
the Indian Independence League so far as I personally know of them are these: 

-they worked as an executive body to carry out the instructions of the Provisional 
_Government· of Azad Hind. Each branch had various departments dealing with 
various actlvl'ties. For e»ample; it had a Finance Department, a Recruiting Pe
piutment, Training Department, Propaganda Department, Welfare Department, 
A~ R. P. Section, Women's Section, and Boys Scouts Section: The -League 
branches looked after the interests of the Indians and one of the -main functions in 
this respect was to look after the absentee-Indian properties, -to provide relief to the 
suffering people, to dp A.- R. P. service and each branch had'also opened schools for 

• the education of children." In cross-examination, he said: -"When I mentioned• 
recruiting, I meant recruiting for the I:N. A. By propaganda l' meant .propaganda 
for th"e Provisiopal Government of Free India- and I. N. A. Whe-n I -mention pro
tection, I meant protection against 'air attacks and helping: the- victims. When I 
mentioned wol!len's -.section, ·I. ~eant an organisation- ofwomen'who-gave their 
support to the movement and-used' to ·collect' funds· for the .move'ment and· enlist 
ladies for_ the Rani of Jhansi'Regiment. The-main job- of Boys Scouts ·used to be 
welfare work during air-raids·and other periods:' · · · . - . .. · 

. One may ask oneself the question as . to what it was ;that' the, Provisional 
Government of Free India governed. . It did not own nor· was it in occupation of 
an inch of territory. Not a pie of tax or revenue was recovere-d. lt was supposed 
to be a Provisional Government of Free India. Such activiPies, 'therefore, if any, as 
it pursued i.J. Malaya eannot:be said to be in exercise of any function as regards the 
Govern~erit of Free India: .In fact, as the name itselfindicates;~·it wa_s supposed to 
come into existence as a Government if and when the japanese, ~after ·conquering 
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India, handed it over to the Indians. It was a Government only on paper. Th~re . 
was in fact no Government. • 

As regards the defence application to the court to take judicial notice of a 
magazine called "Stamp Collecting" published in London by a philatelist, it 
is submitted that the application cannot be entertained. Section 57 of the 
Indian Evidence Act says that the court shall take judicial notice of certain 
facts. The defence asks the court to take judicial notice of this magazine. T~ere • 
is no provision in the section for this. The document in question cannot be : • 
brought within any of the I 3 items in Section 57· It is only if a fact of which 
judicial notice is requested to be taken comes withiri any of the I 3 items and 
further on all matters of public history, literature, science or art the court may 
resort to appropriate books or documents of reference. Further, the magazine in 
question is not an appropriate book or document of reference. Moreover, the 
application itself shows that what the defence want to do is tq prove that.the 
Provisional Government of Free India had got prepared to issue and were 
about to issue postal stamps of a particular character and that the disigns were 
prepared under the direction of the Japan~se. There is this further oltjection 
against the defence application and that is that the evidence, if admitted, w~uld be 
hearsay of the worst character. The magazine says that its correspondent informs 
them that he has seen proof of impressions in the hands of the man who was res
ponsible for the printing in Rangoon. If this is not hearsay, it is difficult to 
imagine what is hearsay evidence. • 

As regards the recognition of the Provisional Government of Free India by Japan 
and her Allies, the evidence clearly establishes that the recognition by Japan was for 
its own object in order to enable it to win the war. It was Japan who made arrange
ments with Germany for getting Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose to come from Germany to 
Malaya. Mr. Shunichi Matsumoto in his cross-examination says as folloW's: "Japan 
made arrangement with the German Government and he (Mr. Subhas ch·andraBose) 
was sent to Japan. He was asked because they knew that he was working for the 
independence of India and he thought that it would help Japan's war aims and 
at the same time Japan wanted to help this man to obtain independence for India. 
The Japan Government did this at its own instance. It was done to help the 
Japanese war aims. As far as I am concerned, I undell6tand that ~r. Subhas 
Chandra Bose came to Japan in about April I943· I heard of the intended 
Provisional Government ofFree India in or about April I943· I think Mr. Subhas 
Chandra Bose remained in Japan for about one month on that occasion. I knew 
officially that the Indian National Government was going to be .formed and that 
Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose was to be the head of it and that Japan would recognize 
and help that Government. I think the only reason why the Japanese Government • 
wanted to recognize the Provisional Government of Free India was to helQ. the 
Japanese war efforts. Japan had asked all her allies to recognize V!e Provisional 
Government of Free India and they did recognize it." Later on, the witness said 
that Mr. BoseaskedJapan's allies through the Japanese Governme~t to recognize 
the Provisional Government of Free India. He, however, could not mention any 
document containing such a request. But whether it be so or not, there is no 
doubt that it was Japan who got her allies to recognize the Provisional Government 
of Free India. He further says : "I think that Japan recognized the Provisional 
Government because she thought that it was going to help her war effort. I think 
that Japan asked all her allies to recognize it because she thought that it would be 
a good thing for Japan~' In the re-examination of this witness, he said that 
Japan's war aim as regards India was to make it independent. This stjtement is, 
of course, to be taken for what it is worth. Japan had to win the war itrst and 
defeat Great Brit<fin and her allies. The professed desire of Japan to hand over 
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India to the Indians after it was 'conquered has also to be 

4
taken for what. it is 

worth! • It may,be pointed out.here that IvJ:r. Ayyar who'.was the Publicity Officer 
says : "I am not aware that the Japanese ever made a formal clarification of 
the attitude of Japan towards India." What the Japanese did in countries ·con
quered by them is a matter of history. As regards the other countries which· are 
said to have recognized the Provisional Government of Free India, he had to admit 
and it is an undisputed fact that they were all in the Military occupation of Japan . 

• 'fhe witness, of course, said that the countries were independent and not under 
Japanese control. He had to admit, however, that Japanese troops were in all these 
countries but he said they were not in occupation: . 

As regards Japan sending her Minister to the Provisional Government of 
Free llildia, he said.that the decision to appoint a ~inister was taken in November 
1944 and that Mr. Hachiya was appointed Minister and that he arrived at 

. Rang,pon in March 1 945· In cross-examination this witne.ss admitted that, no 
letters or credentials were given to Mr. Hachiya when he went to Rangoon. 
The credentials ,were not issued solely 'because the Government was provisional. 
He went .on to say that at the instance of Mr. Bose a decision was arrived at to 
iss_ue cre<'lentials '!-.nd they were issued and sent to Mr. Hachiya about the middle 
of May. In fact, no credentials ever reached Mr. Hachiya. The witness further 
said in his cross-examination that Mr. Hachiya actually acted as Minister in this 
sense that he paid an official visit to' the Foreign Minister of the ProvisionaiJ. 
Government and tHe Foreign Minister paid a. return call to him. He admitted, 
however, that Mr. Bose refused to have anything to do with Mr. Hachiya because 
he had no credentials. 

. Mr. Hachiya himself in his evidence said that he did not bring any creden-
tials when he ment to· Rangoon and that he never received any credentials ; 
but that he received a telegram stating that the credentials had been sent. 
According to•this witness, he saw Col. Chatterji twice or thrice and he saw Mr. 
Ayyar once. He also admitted that Mr. Bose refused to· see him because he had 
no credentials. He said that he sent a telegram to Tokyo asking for his credential 
because he was told to do so by the request of Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose which was 
conveyed to him through Col. Chatterji. . 

As regar<'ls the allegect administration of liberated territo~y, the defence tried 
to make out in the evidence-in-chief of Lt.-Col. Loganadan that the Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands had been ceded by Japan to the Provisional Government 
of Free India. The version given by Col. Loganadan in his evidence-in-chief 
was deliberately misleading. His own documents put to him in cross-examination 
showed how far from true were the statements made by him in his examination
~-chief. He said in his evl.dence-in-chief: "In the Far Eastern Asiatic Con
ferenc' the Andaman arid Nicobar Islands were ceded to the Provisional 
Government. Oil February 17, 1944, I went to Port Blair. After I, had been 
there two to three weeks we had a ceremony at the Indian Independence League 
Headquarters at Port Blair. The Rear Admiral in charge as well as the Army 
Commander there, one Major-General, attended the function and the Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands were handed over to me as Chief Commissioner. Mr. 
Su_bhas Chandra Bose appointed me Chief. Commissioner .............. I took 
charge of the Administration two or three weeks later at the time of the function 
:vh.ich I. have described. Major Alvi was in charge of the Education Department . 
m the _Andainan and Nicobar Islands. Lt. Subha Singh was in charge ofRevenue 
and ~~~anc: and Lt. Iq hal was ~n. charge of Police. With the help of ·the local 
adm1mstrat1~n, I began to admm1ster these Islands. I administered these islands 
a~ long a~ I was there, that is, ·until September 1944, when I returned to 

·Smgapore." • 
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tn cross-examination, when it was put to him that the only department which. 
was handed over to him was the Education Department, he tried to make ~ut that 
it was because he refused to take over the other departments, u~less the Police 
Department was also handed over to him. He admitted that the authority for the 
statement that the Andaman and Nicobar Islands were ceded to the Provisional 
Government of Azad Hind was a broadcast from Tokyo; but he did not remember 
the exact wording ofthe broadcast. Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose gave a letter to 
this witness {Exhibit sBJ appointing him Chief Commissioner, dated January 6,.·. 
1944. At the same time he gave him a letter dated November 16. 1943, from the' 

Japanese Vice-J\dmiral to Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose. In this letter (G sE) it was 
stated as follows : "We are already going ahead with preparatory measures 
necessary for a speedy and smooth transfer of the Islands. In accordance with a 
statement made by the Prime Minister, a Governor is to be appointed after 
completion of the transfer. It is to be understood that pending completion of the 
transfer an official of the Provisional Government bearing some such title a~ the 
Chief Commissioner for the And am an and Nicobar Islands should be despatched to 
co-operate fully in the military administration of the Islands, under t!Je direction 
of the Naval Commandant there." When confronted with this letter, Col. 
Loganadan said that certain verbal instructions were given by Mr. Bose to him. 
When asked what those instructions were, he sai~ that they were that con
sistent with the local difficulties he should as soon as possible take over the whole 
of the islands. Later on, in his cross-examination, Col. Lo.ganadan said as 
follows: "The word 'minsimu' means civil administration. The head of 
this was Jochi. The civil . administration was in the hands of Jochi and 
I was his adviser. The military and naval administration was in the 

hands of the Rear Admiral. As regards the self-sufficiency programme, I went to 
the villages and gave lectures. Apart from running schools and the self-sufficiency 
programme, my administration comprised nothing else. The Educa~;n Depart
ment consisted of running schools; that is all. There were about 30 or 3 3 schools. 
We had our own funds for running these schools. The funds for running the 
schools were issued by the Japanese to me. All these sums were not repaid by the 
time I left. I have not worked out how much this sum would come to per rrionth. 
I never knew what it cost to run these schools. Teachers were there and they con
tinued to work; if a vacancy arose, I filled it. Regardin~ the self-su'ffi.ciency pro
gramme, I went about from village to village urging the peasants to grow more food. 
I did nothing else specially. I was interesting myself in other departments, if you 
put that way, that is, taking charge of departments. That was the extent of my 
administration.'' He admitted that except for domestic purp~es, the Provisional 
Government of Azad Hind incurred no expenses with regard to the administration of 
these islands, and that other than the loans received from the Japanese, there was• 
no other expenditure by the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. ., 

The reports made by the witness to Mr. Subhas Chandra Bos~ from time to 
· time show that it was not true that the other departments were not taken up because 
the Police Department was not transferred. 

The witness also admitted that the Administrative and Consultative Com
mittees were in existence when he came. He also admitted that the Japanese had 
a Supply Department and that the self-sufficiency programme was carried out under 
instructions of the Japanese Supply Department. The witness also admitted that, if 
he wrote anything which was unpalatable to the Japanese in any of his letters, they 
would either suppress it or ask him to alter it. He admitted that when he was in 
the Andamans gross atrocities were committed by the Japanese in spy • cases. He 
said he was aware of that but he was unable to remedy the matter. • 

The witnesl admitted that it was true as a general statement that civilians 
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feared to come neai any of them and'they. were~ not :lhxi0usto .. expose themselves 
.to be seen with them. · 

\~hen Col.' Logan~dan left the kndaman Islanqs, Major fdvi. wrote a letter. to 
him (Ex. 5/c) in which he stated, among other things, as follows : · " I do not 
know how I can )llaintain the prestige of the Proyisional .Government here 
without either commanding the least respect or confidence. of the people or being 
able to render any co-operation to the Goverru:nent ; for _if I, cannot help the 

•people in the least in their misfortunes. I cannot expect to work them into 
·patriotic frenzy ap.d make them go all <mtto help_ the'G6vernment war effort." 

He also ~tated that there was absolute insecurity of life and liberty ana _that if t~e 
Provisional Government ~as merely. to watch but not to open· its mouth where 
the question of spying· was· concerned, he could not stick to a place where he was 
·expected to watch without emotion and without powers of interference in the execu-
tion of men whom he believed to be innocent. · , 

• In the r~port which Col. Loganadan made _to Mr. Subbas Chandra Bose 
(Ex. 5/c), he stated, among other things, that the propaganda required by the 
Japanese Go~ernment was carried out and that any propaganda for the Indepen~ 
.uence rn0vemen t was ineffective. It further said that the total amount of work 
dope by the staff was S9 little that their absence would hot be missed. "The higher 
authorities say that we have been helpful but to what extent I cannot conceiye~ 
The subordin,ates think an:d feel and say that we are a hindrance to their work. 
This is applicable c;hiefiy to the Police Department. The public have lost confi
dence in us a~ we failed to lessen their sufferings .. The public feel that the with
drawal of the Provisional Government may improve their lot as its intervention, 
~fany, is likely to' stiffen the attit~de of the local authorities." 
. . . This report, according to the witness, was handed over by him to Mr. Subhas 

Chandra &>se in December I 944· · 
The witness was asked whether, before he left the Andamans, he did not tell 

the Vice-Admiral and the Civil Administrator that he· was going to recommend 
ihe withdrawal ·of the Provisional Government from the islands. He-denied it. 
He also denied that he sent au'y telegram himself to Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose 

·after his arrival in Singapore recommending the withdrawal· of the Provisional 
Government ftmm the An~aman and Nicobar Islands. 

He was then confronted with an entry . in his ·diary (Ex. 5/c) under the 
d~te, October'25, 1944, in which he had made a copy of the telegram sent by Col. 
Bhonsle to Mr _Bose to the effect that Col.· Loganadan ·was strongly. of opinion 
that the entire Provisional Government staff should be withdrawn from the Anda
man Islands as they hadnot got any useful work to do there. Col. Loganadan 

•then said that a. copy ~f the telegram was shown to him by Col. Bhonsle after 
t_he t~gram had been despatcht;:d, and that he did not quite approve of the word
ipg of the telegt&m ahd th_at he would have sent it differently. He said that it 
was riot correct that he caused the telegram to be. sent. ·He ·said that the words 
which he did no.t approve of were, " as they have not got any useful .work to do 
here ." He added that he did not think·it wori~while taking steps to correct the 
false impression on a telegram ,which had already been sent. · 

It_was argued on behalf of the defence that _Col. Loganadan in his ·evidence 
·said that he had re-named the Andaman and Nicobar lslands and that, he was not 
cross-examined on this point. Surely, it was not necessary to cross-~~amine the 
witness on ': statement m~de by hir;n which is contradicted by the documents pro
_duced by him. All the reports which Col. Logan ad an ·made from the time of his 
a:rival i'\~h~ island~ up to the time of his depart~re from. thatplace are signed by 
him as Chief CommissiOner oft~e Andaman and N1cobar Islands. jhe report which 
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he made on December 23, 1944, also refers in terms to the Andaman Islands and is 
signed by him as Chief Commissioner ofthe Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 

My submission is that it is abundantly proved that fapan never ceaed the 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands or indeed an inch of any other territory to the 
Provisional Government of Free India, nor did Col. Loganadan or anybody else 
on behalf of the Provisional Government of Free India administer it. As a matter 
of fact, Japan had no right to cede any territory, even if it wanted to. The rights 
of an army ino ccupation are thus set out in Oppenheim's International Law, V <;>1. II,. 
page 341, Par. 169 : "As the occupant actually exercises authority and· 
as the legi'timate government is prevented from exercising its authority, 
the occupant acquired a temporary right of administration over the territory and 
the inhabitants; and all legitimate steps taken by the exercise of rights must be 
recognized by the legitimate government-after occupation has ceased. But as the 
right of an occupant in occupied territory is merely a right of administration, he 
may neither annex it while the war continues, nor set it up as an independent 
State, nor divide it into two administrative districts for political pu'rposes. Moreover, 
the administration of the occupant is in no wise to be compared with ordinary 
administration, for it is distinctly and precisely military administration. 11'1 carry
ing it out the occupant is totally independent of the constitution and th~ laws of 
the territory, since the occupation is an aim of warfare, and the maintenance and 
safety of his forces and the purpose of war stand in • the foreground of his interest 
and must be promoted under all circumstances and conditions. But although as 
regards the safety of his army and purpose of war the occupartt is vested with an 
almost absolute power, as he is not the sovereign of the territory he -has no right 
to make changes in the laws or in the administration, other than those which are 
temporarily necessitated by his interest in the maintenance and safety of his army 
and the realisation of the purpose of war. On the contrary, he has the duty of 
administering the country according to the existing laws and the exist.ng rules of 
adminstration; he must ensure public order and safety, must respect f~mily honour 
and rights, private property, religion and liberty. It is clear that these and other 
obligations of the occupations of the occupant cannot be avoided by dint of the 
additional illegality of prematurely annexing the occupied territory". . 

, Ar regards the evidence given by Col. Loganadan, he could not have for
gotten the substance of the various reports which he made- and the centents of the 
letter which Major Alvi wrote to him, and the report which he made to Mr. 
Subhas Chandra Bose in December 1944. He attempted to give an entirely mis
leading impression to the court in his evidence-in-chief about the administration of 
the Andaman and Nicobar Islands by him. His attempt w get out of the fact 
that the letter of the Japanese Minister to Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose definitely 
stated that in accordance with a statement made by the Prime Minister a Governor• 
was to be appointed after the completion of the transfer and that it wa~to be 
understood that pending completion of the transfer an official of .the Provisional 
Government bearing some such title as Chief Commissioner for the Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands should be despatched to co-operate fully in the Military administra
tion of the Islands under the direction of the Naval Commandant there was 
futile. • "' 

He attempted to make out that Mr. Bose actually gave him greater authority 
than what was contained in the letter of the Japanese Minister. Ultimately, how
ever when asked what those instructions were, he said that the instructions given 
by Mr. Bose were that consiste~t with the local difficulties,_ he sho~ld as soon as 
possible take over the whole of the Islands and that the full mstructwns were to 
take over the Islands as. soon as possible. The witness in his eviden~e-in-chief 
tried to make oul that h1s reports were not censored by the Japanese and that he 
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gavetthem in ~ealed ct>vers to the Japanese authorities for being transmitted to Mr. 
Subhas Chandra Bose. He had subsequently to admit that a.H his re,ports w~re 
seen and that if they contained any passages which were ·not palatable, to the 
Japanese they would either withhold the report or ask him to alter the objectibn7 
able passage. He admitted that, in fact, from one of the reports a par·agr~ph haH 
to be deleted and that that paragraph was never communicated to Mr. Bose. His 

:. starement that he refused to take over the other departments unless the Police 
· Department was transferred . to him is also shown -to he incorrect by the report 

which he himself made. He denied in the first" instance about a. telegram having 
been caused to be sent by hirn to Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose for withdrawing the 
so-called Provisional Government from the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. When 
confronted with the entry in his diary all the explanation that he could give was 
that he did not quite approve of the wording of. the telegram and that he would 
ha;e sent it differently. He said that the words of which he did not approve were 
"as they have not got any useful work to 'do there!" · He said that he did not think 
it was \VOrtftwhile taking steps to. correct. the false impression on a telegram which 
had alJ.'eady been sent. · _,, · · 

. . . 

The story of the Andaman Islands having been ceded by the Japanese to 
the Provisional Governme~t of Free India. and having been administer
ed by the latter h:=tving been exploded, the defence next tried to make.· out that the 
Provisional Government of Free India administered a portion of Burmese territory 
known as Ziawadi Estate. The two witnesses called in connection with this part of 
the case Were Mr. Dina Nath and Mr. Shiv Singh. According to Mr. Dina Nath, 
this estate was handed over to the Provisional Govenment of Azad Hind and their 
representative administered it. In his evidence-in-chief this wimess said : "This 
represent~tive was appointed by the Revenue Ministry of the Azad Hind Govern· 
ment. There was one big sugar factory on t~e estate. Ther~ were yarn. factories, 
blanket making factories; guriny-making factori~s, ho,spitals, and in addition to them 
cultivation was being carried out there.· Thy.pop~lation was· about ·1s,ooo mainly~ 
cons-isting oflndians. The Indian National Army 'had. a base there. They had 
hospitals and these factoies were also· being run by the·· Indian ·National Army 
there. Theoy had t:t-aining camps also there._ The produce ·was all 
handed over to the Provisional Government to be utilized by . them in the 
manner they thought best." In· cross-examination, he said that the estate 
belonged to ii man named Mr. Parmanand, but he did not know personally 
who was the ~wner of that estate, and that it was handed · over to the 
representative ofthe Provisional Government of Azad Hind by Mr. Parmanand. · 

• .Jie said that at a public meeting at which· Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose spoke and 
ap~aled for funds, Mr. Parmanand came up and announced: "l formally hand 
over the estat~to the Provisional Government of Free India today." Mr. Parma
nand was Minist!'!r of Supplies. He added that after this announcement the 
products fro~ that area were going to the Provisional Government only and the 
factories there were also run under the coritrol of the Indian National Army. He 
admitted that the estate was in Burmese territory and 'he said that the estate was 
handed over as well as its revenue, income from factories, etc. He understood that 
it was handed over for the purposes of administration and for looking after the pro
duction. He wound up by saying: "All that the I.N.A. did was to sell the produce 
and whatever produce there was they sold it. The I.N.A. also arranged for further 
production. As I have said before, factories were also set up and they admi
nistered lJlat area. I have no personal knowledge of the· administration of 
that afea." 

There is nothing to prove that even the estate itself was~anded over to the. 
Provisional Government of Free India. What really happened wa~ that the income 
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of the estate was cionateci to the fund of the Provisional Government ofFree India, 
but even if the estate itself was handed over, it did not amou~t to an•adminisfration 
of liberated territory by the Provisional Government of Free India. The witness, 
Mr. Dina Nath, said that he did not hnow what happened to the estate 
afterwards. 

The next witness called on this point was Mr. Shiv Singh. He put forward a 
ridiculous story of the estate having been occupied by the Provisional Government • 
of Free India .and having been administered by it. According to him, there had : 
been agreement between the Japanese Government and the Provisional Government 
of Free India tha"t the Provisional Government of Free India was to be the master of 
all that property which belonged to other owners who were not present. Apart from 
the inherent absurdity of this story and its being contrary to the version given by 
Mr. Dina N ath, the evidence of this witness is of no value at all. He said that he 
volunteered to fight for the Provisional Government of Free India in August 1~42. 
He said that when he went to the Bangkok Conference he belonged to the Indian 
National Army. Later on he tried to show that he joined the Indiah National 
Army from the time the Japanese recognized the I.N.A. and the Provisional Govern
ment of Free India, and that that was in September 1943. He admitted that he 
was in the I.N.A. even before also but that he did not s~art work till September 1943· 
He further admitted that he went to Rangoon in September 1942 as one of a special 
party who were sent under Col. Gill, and that he actually proceeqed to Arakan to 
reconnoitre and that he returned and made his report. This witness after joining 
the Indian National Army gave information about it to the British Arrriy as regards 
the whereabouts of the I.N .A. He made a flimsy effort to wriggle out of this by 
saying that in so doing he did a trick to save the Ziawadi estate, the I.N.A. and the 
Provisional Government. It would be a waste of time and energy to say anything 
more about the evidence of this palpably false witness. • • 

It was then attempted to show that when the I.N.A. entered Indian territory 
they administered the area occupied by them. The area referred to is the portion of 
the Manipur State which is on the border of Burma. The source of information of 
this witness, viz., Capt. R. M. Irshad, is according to him, reports from Vishnupore 
area which was commanded by Capt. S. A. Malik. 

• • 
If the defence wanted to prove this fact they could have called better 

evidence than the evidence of a witness who deposes to facts from his recollection of 
certain reports which he saw. The declaration which he deposes to having been seen 
by him only stated that the administration in the liberated areas would be 
carried out under the head of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. All 
that he says in his evidence-in-chief about the alleged administration of the • 
area is that he came across official documents about the administration carrK-11 
out on the Manipur Front and that at the time when operations were~eing 
carried on in Manipur Area, the administration of the liberated area was be
ing carried on by Major M. Kiani, No. I Division Commander, that there were 
also units of Azad Hind Dal at Moreh and that these units came under the 
orders of No. I Division Camp. He further said that in his official capacity 
as G. I. he received reports from Vishnupore area which was commanded by 

, Capt. S. A. Malik who came under the command of No. I Division Camp, about 
the administration carried out by him and by units of the Azad Hind Dal in 
Vishnupore sector. 

In cross-examination, the witness could give only two instances of the 
administration about which he deposed. He said that Capt. Kiary operating 
on the left of the road had to settle some land dispute among the Manipuris 
in that particul<!r area. As regards the other incident, all that the Witness 
said was that he remembered the instructions given to the Azad Hind Dal . 
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Unit for collection of supplies, · giving medical aid, etc., to the villagers. The 
witneas admitted that at the time when Palel was besieged there were British 
troops in the oper~tional areas. of Manipur. and that fighting had never 
ceased in Manipur and that the areas which had been liberated from Moreh 
to Chimol-a little this side of Palef:-were administered by the I. N. A. He said 
that there were certain. areas where operations had not actually been carried out; 
there were certain areas where operations had been or were being carried out 

. and there were certain areas where operations ·had ceased. . In other words, 
· whereJapanese arid the I. N. A. were in military occupation. He added : "That 

is··what I meant by liberated areas." Finally, he said : "The~e was, as I have 
said before, military administration in those particular parts of Manipur and 
Vishnupore area where the I. N.· A. were operating." As a. matter of fact, the 
Azad Hind Dal, which consisted of a small body of persons trained for civil 
administration, was, according· to the prosecution case, never in Manipur and 
never went beJond the limits of Burma. Proof of this fact appears in Exhibit 
5-L which. is a letter dated June '2I, 1944, by Subhas Chandra Bose to Col. 
Logan~dan. Paragraph 13 of the letter is as follows : . "We have started a new 
organitation called the Azad Hind Dal. It is a semi~military organisation 
consisting of civilians and administrators who will be going to · India 
in the wake of our victorii>us armies.': This letter clearly shows that up to 
June 21, 1944, the Azad Hind Dal had not gone into India. It will be recollected 
that from about i,he end of June .or beginning of July, 1944,the Japanese and the 
units of the J. N. t\. that were there· began to retreat from the Manipur area. 

The evidence given by Capt. Irshad is coloJJred by a desire to make it 
favourable to the defence. In his evidence-in-chief he said that Col. Hunt had 
said: "From now on you belong to the Japanese Army and y0 u will obey their 
or~ers a~ you have been obeying our orders." In cross-examination he ad
mitted thal those were not the words used by Col. Hunt and that in the state
ment which he made to the defence what he said was: '-'Now you are prisoners 
of war and I hand you over to the Japanese authorities." His statement about 
havin~ hea_rd that the ·Congress was hostile to the Japanese is also without 
foundation. His statement about Capt. Sahgal having joined the· I. N. A in 
August 194!! is a1so nlit correct. There is abundant. evidence to show that 
Capt. Sahgal joined the I. N. A. long before August 1942 and actually made 
speeches persuading 'other prisoners of war to join the I. N. A. He stated that 
·he was not a~are of any coercive methods used in making prisoners of war join 
the I. N. A. Thi~ is entirely' inconsistent with another statement in his evidence
in-chief to the following effect: "It was also decided that the recruitment for the 

·~:"r N. A. should be entirely voluntary." He could not explain why such a 
Ul~on should be taken if previously the recruitment was voluntary. The expla
nation which pe attempted to give is lacking in sincerity. He admitted that the 
~.l~ernatives before the Indian soldiers who were prisoners of war were either to 
JOin • the I. N. f.. or to be. treated as -prisoners of war. He however would not 
admit that the treatment by the Japanese of prisoners of war was brutal. He 
would not go beyond s~ating that the treatment was unsatisfactory and that the 
] apanese were not treating the prisoners of war according to international rules 
and regulations. He admitted that in February officers were separated from 
the ;men but he suggested that he did not know the object of doing so. He denied 
h~vmg seen the pamphlet "Our Struggle" (Exhibit sA). His statement that he 
did not know what happened to Capt. Mohan Singh after he was arrested can 
hardly. be ~ccepted. The statements, therefore, of this witness even as far as they 
go·can lfaraly be taken as. carrying any weight. . · 

J t was then attempted to ~h<?W that t4er~ was something l&e a State Bank 
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called the National Bank of Azad Hind. In cross-examination, witness (Mr. 
Dina Nath) stated that the bank was registered in Rangoon like any other eublic 
bank and that there were shareholders in the bank. The capita.lo of the bank 
was Rs. 50 lakhs. He further stated that the bank acted as the bankers to the 
Provisional Governmentjust as it acted for its other constituents. He also said 
that all the money was in Japanese occupancy notes and that there was only 
about Rs. 50 to 6o thousand in British currency. 

An attempt was made to rely on the evidence of Col. Kitson and Ghulam 
Mohammed ii_l support of the contention that Capt. Sahgal sent a note saying 
that he and his party wished to surrender as prisoners of war and that as this 
offer was accepted, there was a recognition of belligerency so far as he is 
concerned and he is not liable to be tried for the offence of waging war against 
the King. So far as the evidence of Col. Kitson is concerned, it ~s quite clear 
that in the c Jnversation which he had with Capt. Sahgal, Capt. Sahgal told 
him that he had fought for what he considered to be right and .that now that 
he had lost he was prepared to take the consequences. Col. Kitson then told 
him that he would be marched off to Brigade Heaquarters on the mt>rrow and 
that he would be sent back and disposed of by Brigade or Division b~t that 
his disposal had nothing to do with him after he had sent him off. In any 
event, it cannot be suggested that the leading ComJj>any Commander to whom 
Capt. Sahgal surrendered had or could have any authority either to grant 
belligerency or to recognize belligerent rights. So far as the evidence of 
Havildar Ghulam Mohammed is concerned, it was suggested in ~is cross-examina
tion that there was something more written in the letter. No sucli suggestion 
was made to Col. Kitson and he was not cross-examined by Counsel for the 
defence. As a matter of fact, according to the evidence of Ghulam Mohammed 
after Capt. Sahgal and his party had decided to surrender and before they 
actually surrendered, Capt. Sahgal asked the officers to communicate t~ all the 
men about the decision which had been taken and ordered the pickets on the 
hills to withdraw. 

An attempt was also made to rely upon what happened in Rangoon when 
the British Army entered it in the beginning of May, 1945, in support. of the 
defence plea of recognition. It is difficult to see how any such contentiOn can 
be urged. It was admitted that some days before the Eritish entered Rangoon 
the Japanese Army had evacuated Rangoon and it is in evidence that Mr. Subhas 
Chandra Bose, while leaving Rangoon, told Capt. lrshad and Col. Loganadan 
that he was leaving the Indian National Army in Rangoon • for the sole 
purpose of looking after Indian civilians in Rangoon. There• was no question 
of resisting the British entry. The evidence also makes it clear that, when the 
Japanese evacuated Rangoon, they withdrew the sentries from the prison j,;ltl" 
which the British prisoners of war were kept and according to the evid_snal!!""'" of 
Capt. lrshad and the documents put in during his examination, Wit\g-Commander 
Hudson, who was the senior officer among the Allied prisoners of war there, 
gave him certain orders and Capt. Arshad implemented those orders but before 
the orders were carried out, the British Army arrived in Rangoon. In fact, 
according to Capt. Irshad himself, Brig. Lander said that he was not in 
a position to accept Capt. lrshad and the other I.N.A. troops as prisoners 
of war. ·-

In the statements made by the accused, an attempt has been made to give 
an explanation of their conduct in joining the I. N. A. and waging war against 
His Majesty the King. Waging war against His Majesty the King is an offence 
on the part of a person even if he is compelled to do so by threats. tSelition 94 
of the Indian PeiJ,ill Qode which creates a general exception in respect of an ~ct 
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to which a person is compelled by threats excludes murder and offences against 
..ltae State from this general exception. Waging war against His Majesty the 

King wh,ch is aa offence under Section 121 of the Indian Penal Code is an offence 
against the State. There might conceivably be circumstances in the commission 
of an offence, which may be a palliative of the offence but if war has been waged 
in terms of the section, no reason or .expbnation can be a defence to the charge 
under Section ,I 2 r. In the statements. of ·au the accused it is attempted to be 
llJ.ade out that the Indian prisoners of war were left ·in the lurch to face the 
~nseq'uences of the surrender by themselves. This is not true. It was under the 

, orders of the Japanese authorities that the British prisoners of wa·r .wf!re separa
ted from the Indian prisoners of war, it is not suggested and it cannot be sugges
ted that the British prisoners of war expected to receive or in fact received 
better treatment from the Japanese than the Indian prisoners of war. The 
statements of tht! accused attempt to. suggest that they were freed from their 

,allegi<l.llce to the 9rown by reason of what happened at the Farrar Park meeting. 
As Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan says in his statement, Col. Hunt on that occasion 
said : "Today I on behalf of the British Government hand you over to the 
Japanese ·~overnment whose orders you will obey as you have done ours." 
Of course~ Col. Hunt said this under the orders of the Japanese authorities: It is 
difficult to conceive what else could have been said on an occasion like this, 
When the Singapore army surn!ndered the whole army came under the orders 
of the Japanese Government arid all the prisoners of war had to obey the orders 
9f the Japanese authprities from that time. Even if no statement had been made 
by Col. Hunt, W!e coAsequences .and the result of the surrender would have been 
exactly the same. There is no justification for saying that the Indian prisoners 
of war were handed over like cattle by the· British to the Japanese. The British 
prisoners of war were similarly surrendered. 

The ~ry fact that immediately after the surrender they were ·asked to 
join the I. N: A. shows that the idea of making the Indian prisoners of war to 
fight against the British as members of the I. N. A. had been conceived and 

, put into train before the fall of Singapore. The evidence shows that at the 
meeting at Farrar Park there were Indian prisoners of war wearing arm bands 
with the letter F on them: F stands for Fujiwara Kikan. Capt. Shah Nawaz 
Khan says in ms statement-that up to the end of May 1942 he was against the 
idea of the organization of the I. N. A. coming into existence. This is in consis- · 
tent with the evidence for the prosecution which is to the effect that Capt. 
Shah Nawaz deJ.ivered lectures even before April 1942 asking other prisoners of 
war to join the I..N. A. Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan further says that from 
June 1942 to July 1943 he decided in the interests of his men to volunteer for 
t61~. I. N 1'4 •• A .. with full determina. tion that he would do everything possible to break 
it o~ sabotage it from within as soon as he felt that it would submit to 
Japanese bploit,.tion. This is also inconsistent with the proved facts that Capt. 
Shah Nawaz Khan took an active part in winning other prisoners of war from 
their allegiance to the Crown. Capt. Sahgal says in his statement that he 
joined the I. N. A. in August 1942 and that up to that time he was in the non
volunteer camp in Tangan aerodrome. No question was put to any of the 
prosecution witnesses suggesting this. 

Lt. Dhillon admits that he co-operated with Mohan Singh in the organisa
tion of the I. N. A. till June 29, 1942, when he became ill and had to go to the 
hospital. He says that on receiving the assurance that Netaji Subhas Chandra 
Bose would come to lead the movement, he decided to continue in the second 
I. N. A. af~er~ecember 1942. • 

Jt is also su~s-esteq in t}le statements 9f th~ accused that iheir object in 
/ 
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joining the I. N. A. was that they did not wish indiscriminate looting and raping'-. 
taking place in India as had happened in Malaya after th~ Japanese entered the 
country. The evidence, however clearly establishes the fact that • all the accused 
did everything they could to enable the Japanese to conquer India. In fact, they 
insisted on the Japanese authorities giving them an active part in the fight at the 
front. It is also significant that, even after the Japanese began to retreat from 
Manipur and Kohima, the accused kept on fighting in Burma and in fact were 
anxious that the Japanese should overrun India. ;. 

The exP,lanations sought to be given of their conduct in their statements are 
inconsistent with their own case that the I. N. A. was raised in order to drive 
the British out of India; in other words, to help the Japanese to conquer India. 
The entries in the diaries of Capt. Shah Nawaz and Capt. Sahgal are signifi
cant on this point. They have been read to the Court more than· once and I will 
not read them again. • 

It was argued that, so far as the accused are concerned,. there was a 
question of duel allegiance. This argument overlooks the wording Qf Section 
I 2 I. The offence mentioned in that section is that of waging war a~ainst the 
Queen. The word "Queen" is defined in Section I 3 of the Indian Penal Code as 
denoting the Sovereign for the time being of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Ireland. The cases ofthe King vs. Casement (I9I7) I K. B. 98, and the King 
vs. Lynch (I903) I K. B. 444, give a complete answer to thys contention. The 
case of Jeager the Attorney-General for Natal ( I907) Ap~eal Cases, 326, is a 
complete answer to the contention that the accused no longer owed allegiance 
because the Crown failed to protect them. As a matter of fact, the British Gov
ernment did succeed in protecting India against the Japanese. The fact that up 
to a certain stage the fortunes of war were against Great Britain ca,p make no 
difference in the question. It is relevant to point out in this conneation that the 
officers and the men of the Indian Army who, when they were prisoners of war, 
joined the Indian National Army at first, but subsequently did not agree to 
continue in it after December I942, were to revert to their position as prisoners 
of war. Not only that, but even as regards those men who were willing to join 
the Indian National Army but who were in the category of B 'lnd C men who 

.could not be absorbed in the Indian National Army, it was announced that they 
would be reverted to prisoners of war and sent to those camps. I am referring 
to exhibit SS which is a document signed by Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan and ad
dressed to the Headquarters, Indian National Army, and is datetl May 27, I943· 
It states, inter alia, as follows : • 

"Besides this, the Indian National Army has approximately 2,0~0 
under-strength and up to date it has been found very difficult to fill up t · rge 
gap. All Unit and Formation Commands are, therefore, requested to ~1 e their 
best co-operaticn and support in overcoming this difficulty ........ There is also a 
likelihood that all category B and C men who cannot be absorbed in the Indian 
National Army will be reverted to prisoners of war and sent to' those camps. It 
is fully realized that it is a very hard and regrettable decision; nevertheless, it 
may have to be resorted to." 

In exhibit which is a document from Mr. Rash Behari Bose, President of the 
Council of Action, and addressed to officers and men of the Indian National Army, 
it is stated as follows : "Some of you may be anxious to know what will happen 
to those rejected from the Indian National Army. Unfortunately, I shall have 
no control over those who deliberately chO!le to quit the Indian N~ional Army 
at the present juncture. I cannot speak for the Japanese, nor say in wh•at manner 
or· at what place they will be employed by the Powers whose prisoners they choose 
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~be." lt is also intere~ting to know that in Exhibit AA which is a -Special Order 
dated S~ptember• I, 1942, and refers to the promotion, inter alia of the accused, 
their old rank and unit is mentioned. "Even as late as March 26, 1944, in a docu
ment signed by' Capt. Shah N awaz Khan peaded 'security' and which gave the 
allotment of personal numbers .to the officers, the Indian Army Units of the 
officers are also mentioned. ·· · · 
• ~s regards the contention of the ;1ccused that they were entitled to throw Off 
£1\eif .... allegiance to_ the Crown anq that they were justified in doing so, because they 
we:e fighting ~or the freedOIJ? of their C~Untry, it is relevant to consi~er1 some cases 
which throw hght on the subject. In Kmg vs. Casement (1917) .1 K. B. page 98, 
the report of the case shows that Sir R<:>ger Casement circulated a leaflet which 
said as follows : "Irishmen ! Here is a chance for you to fight for Ireland. You 
have fought for .ltngland, your <;ountry's hereditary enemy. You have fought Jor 
.Belgium in Englano's interest, though it w-as no mor_e to you than the Fiji Islands. 
Are you willing to fight for your own country with a view to securing_ the national 
freedom of Irciand? With the moral and material assistance of the German Govern
ment, an; Irish Brigade i~ being formed .. The object .. of the Irish Brigade. shall 

· be to fight solely for the cause. of Ireland and under no, circumstances -shaJl- it J:>e 
directed to any German end. . The Irish Brigade shall be formed and shall fight 
under the Irish flag alon·e. The• men shall wear a specially distinct Irish unifo~m 
and have Irish officers. The Irish Brigade shall be clothed, fed and efficiei,l):ly 
equipped with arms~d ammunitions by the German Government. It is to .be 

· stationed near ~erlin nd be treated as guests of the German Government. .At the 
. end of the war, the erman Government undertakes to send each member of _the 
Brigade who may so desire to the United States of America with necessary means 
to land. The Irishmen in America. are collecting money for the brigade. Those 
men who d~notjoin the Irish Brigade will be removed from Lumburg and: _distri
buted among tlther camps. If interested, see your company comfllanders. Join 
the Irish Brigade and win Ireland's independence." Sir Roger Casement circulat
ed the said leaflet arriong British subjects who · were prisoners qf war of the 
Germans. In delivering judgment Chief Justice Lord Reading referred_ to tJ;te 
case ofWilliam Cundell which was decided in '1812• _It was the case of'persons 
who were confifled in the hk of France and who had there foresaken theix: allegi
ance to the King and transferred it to the French. In that case a number of 
~ritish sailors and marines were confined as prisoners of war in the Isle 
of France. TQ..e prison being much crowded was greatly incommoded with 
dirt and vermin and .there being no way of escaping from such inconvenience 
but that of .desertion every art was practised by their keepers to induce the 

appy prisoners to enter the French service. Fifty men among whom 
wer ndell and Smith -had not virtue enough to resist the temptation on the 
one han , nd th,. hope of escaping from distress and filth on the other. 1 They 
forgot their country ~nd their allegiance and put on the enemy ,.llniform acting 
as sentinels over those who were so recently their companions in captivity. 
The traitors continued to do the duty with the French until the surrender of the 
Island to the British forces when Cundell and Smith with ten others positively 
refused to accompany the enemy and threw themselves upon the mercy of their 
country, having immediately surrendered to the English, while 38 others ·marched 
off to old France. These culprits were then transmitted to England and a 
Special Commission was issued for their 'trial. They were convicted and hanged. 
The Chief Justice, in giving his .judgment, said : " I cannot doubt that before 
the statute, it.was. treas~I?- in a .. British ~~bject to join the force of an e~emy 
abroad, arl!l that If a Bntish subject bad JOmed. the forces •of an enemy abroad 
at war with the country ~nd he afterwards returned. or was 'brt>ught back ·to 
the country he could be tned hereJor that offence. When one has regard to .·.; ' . : '' • ~. =: '.. . . 
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the nature of the offence of high treason I think it is• obvioy.s, it mttst have 
been so. Foster in his Crown Law page 183 thus describes the offence of high 
treason: " High treason being an offence committed against the duty of 
allegiance it may be proper to consider from whom and to whom allegiance is 
due. With regard to natural born subjects, there can be no doubt they owe 
allegiance to the Crown at all times and in all circumstances. This is what 
we call natural allegiance in contradistinction to that which is local. ~a..turP. 
allegiance4s found in the relation every man standeth in to the Crown, conside"fed , 
as the head o( the society whereof he is born a member and on the peculiar 
privileges he deriveth from the relation, which are, with great propriety called 
his birth-right. This birth right nothing but his own demerit can deprive him 
of; it is indefeasible and perpetual ; and, consequently the dHty of allegiance 
which arisetn out of it and is inseparably connected with it is in consideration 
oflaw likewise inalienable and perpetual." Justice Darling> in his juJgment' 
after referring to Cundell's case said that he had violated his all~iance which 
followed him, which remained with him wherever he might be o11tside the 
King's dominion, and by which he was bounden even when he was a •prisoner 
of war. In King versus Lynch (1903) 1 K8. page 444, the accused was a 
British subject born in Australia. During the Booc War he made a declaration 
of willingness to take up arms for the South African Republic where he was 
resiqing in order to maintain and defend its independenc~ and he became a 
fully. enfranchised burgher of the South African Republic. n M~rch 22, 1900, 
he published an address to Irishmen inciting them to assi the enemy and he 
commanded an armed body of men called the second Irish Brigade with 
intent to co-operate with the military forces of the enemy. He actually fought 
on behalf of the enemy against the British troops. The defence was that he had 
transferred his allegiance during the war by becoming naturalisecl. i~ an enemy 
country. It was held that he could not do so during the time of war. In his 
judgment, Justice Wills said at page 459 : " With regard to the rest of this 
case it is sufficient for me to say that throughout the argument I have never 
been able to comprehend how an act of treason could give any sort of rights 
or could exampt a person from criminal responsibility for subsequent acts 
of treason. If Mr. Sheeny's argument was souncf, an army •might, if each 
member of it were individually to accept letters of naturalisation froni tlie 
enemy, desert in the hour of battle without rendering any of its members liable 
to the penalties of treason. So extravagant a conclusion !!Aows conclusively 
that the contention cannot be supported." • 

In Jaeger vs. Attorney General ofNatal (1907) Appeal cases 326, the defence 
against a charge of treason which was sought to be raised was that when ~1o
tection of the State ceased its counter-part, namely, the duty of allegian~ed -also 
This was a case of a resident alien within British territory owinf allegiance to the 
Crown. He was a burgher of the South African Republic and when the British 
forces had retired from Waschbank to Ladysmith and the Boer forces occupied that 
part ofNatal in which Waschbank was situated, he joined the Boer Forces and 
aided and assisted them both as Commandant and as a Commissioner and Justice 
of Peace. In giving judgment their Lordships of the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy Council said: "Their Lordships are of opinion that there is no ground for 
this contention. The protection of a State does not cease merely because the State 
Forces for strategical or other reasons are temporarily withdrawn, so that the enemy 
for the time exercises the right of an army in occupation. On the contrary when 
such territory reverts to the control of its rightful sovereign, wrongs t!orv: during the 
foreign occup•tion are cognisable by the ordinary courts. The protection of the 
sovereign has not ceased. It is continuous though the actual redress of what has been 
done amiss•may be necessarily postponed until the enemy forces have been expelled." 
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• Learned Counsel for the Defence put forward two point~ of distinction: (r) 
'that t~y were ~ases of"individuals charged with treason under the English law and 
that they were not members of an organized body; and (2) that in those cases there 
was no question of double allegiance. I have dealt with both these points in my 
address. It was further contended that in India there is no such thing as treason 
and that the whole law is codified in the Indian Penal Code. Treason, never· the
less, is an offence against the State. High treason has been defined as an offence 
:..c~itted against the duty of allegiance. The essence of waging war against the 
'Ring is that the offence is against the duty of allegiance. It is an. o~nce against 
the State. The principles laid down in the cases which I have cit&! are applicable 
to the cases of waging war ag(linst the King. 

The only other case to which I wish to refer on this subject is Aung Hla vs. 
King Emperor, "I.L.R. 9 Rangoon 494· That was a case where the accused. was 
chara-ed with the,offence of waging war against the King. In delivering the judg
ment, Chief Justice Page at page 413 said: "We propose, therefore, to make clear 
what is mea~.t by the word 'wage war' in Section I 2 I of the Indian Penal Code." 
In his jurlgment, he quoted from 21 State trials pages 644, 645, from the charge of 
Chief J u~tice Mansfield to the jury which deals with two kinds of waging war, one 
against the person of the King and the other against the Majesty_ of the King; in 
other words, against him in his"Regal capacity, where it was pointed out that it was 
treason to attempt to attain hy force and violence any object of a general public 
nature. The learlJudge then quotes from the charge of Lord President Hope in 
Rex vs. WilsoM, 21 t. Tr. 1353. lfthey rise to effect a general public purpose by 
force and numbers t at object renders the rising treason, be the numbers great or 
small. The learned Judge then quoted from the charge of Justice Tindal in R. vs. 
Frost, 4 St. Tr. at page 93· An assembiy of men armed and arrayed in a war-like 
manner wi1;b any treasonable purpose is a levying of war although no blow be struck. 
And enlisting-and drilling and marching bodies of men are sufficient overt acts of 
that treason, without coming to a battle or_ action. And if this be the case, the 
actual conflict between such a body and the Queen's forces must beyond all doubt 
ainou:qt to levying war against the Queen-not necessarily that it should be accom
panied with the pomp and pageantry of war. The learned Judge then quotes from 
.page 216 of Fpster's, Cro~n cases that joining with rebels in an act of rebellion 
or with enemies in acts of hostility will make a man traitor. 

It is submitted that, notwithstanding all that has been said about the forma
tion of Provisiol}f-l Government and the immunity which it is supposed to have given 
to the accused What J;he accused did was nothing else than joining the enemy in 
acts of hostility against His Majesty the King. 

It was argued that there was no charge of desertion or any breach of duty on 
t of the accused as prisoners of war. It is submitted that it was not neces

sary to any ~eparate charge of desertion. Desertion was the first step taken by 
them in connection with the offence ofwaging war against His Majesty the King. 
Not only did they desert the army, but they actually waged war against the King. 

It must be r~:'llembered that the accused were not merely civil subjects but 
Indian Commissioned Officers in the Indian Army. If they waged war against His 
Majesty the King, it necessarily implies previous desertion by them from the army. 
They could not have fought against His Majesty's forces without first deserting the 
army in which they held commissions. 

As regards the contention that this court-martial has no authority to try 
the case because of Section rg6 of the Criminal Procedure Code, it is not denied 
by the defen<:4t that the Criminal Procedure Code is not applicable to these proceed
ings. Sect1'on 41 of the Indian Army Act provides that every person subject to this 
Act who eitht::r within :firitish tmlia Qr ~t any place beyoqd l}riti§h ~qqia t:;()mrpit§ 
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any civil offence shall be deemed to be guilty of an offence <~gainst military law anq,l 
if charged therewith under this section shall, subject to the J'rovisioqs of thi:~~ Act, lk 
liable to be tried for the same by court-martial and on conviction be punished. It 
will be noticed that the section itself gives jurisdiction to the c0mt-martial to try 
the offence. It is contended that by Section 7 ( r8) civil offence is defined as an t)ffence 
which if committed in British India would be triable by a criminal wurt and it is 
argued that it cannot be left in the air as to which criminal court is to try the 
offence. The answar to this has already been given, namely, that Sect~-" 
itself says tlmt ,the person shall be liable to be tried for the same by cou rt-rnartiai. 
It was contenlled that we must go to an appropriate Act to show what is triable. 
It is submitted that the appropriate Act is the Indian Army Act itsdf. The 
Criminal Procedure Code is a Code of Procedure. All offences under th,· Indian 
Penal Code are triable by some criminal court or other. The Cdminol Pron·dure 
Code lays down which particular court shall try which particular offene<.cs. [n 
dealing with this procedure, Section rg6 of the Criminal Prdced:Jre Cod'c says· 
that no court shall take cognisance of an offence . punishable under Chapter 
VI unless upon complaint made by order of or under authority from the frovincial 
Government or some officer empowered by the Provincial Government in t~is or-half. 
The words "no court" in this section, of course, mean no court under the 
Criminal Procedure Code. There is no prohibition either in the Indim Army 
Act or in the rules under the Indian Army Act of a nature similar to that con
tained in SectioD; rg~ of t~e Criminal Procedure C<;>de. .Iyis submitted that 
the attempt to bnng m SectiOn 196 by the back-door 1s futil¥. • 

As regards the contention that the trial is illegal by I reason of Rule 24 
of the rules under the Indian Army Act, it is submitted that this contention 
is also unfounded. Rule 24 deals with the joint trial of several accused 
persons. If there is an offence which is charged to have been committed 
collectively by more than one person and they are tried togt::the;,"there is no 
provision in the rules to prevent separate charges being bmught ag'linst 
one or other of the accused and triea at the same trial along with the joint 
charge. Rule r8 says that a charge sheet may contain one charge or s<·veral 
charges. This is in marked contrast to the provision in Section 2 3 3 ·of the 
Criminal Procedure Code that for every distinct offence of which any person 
is accused there shall be a separate charge and tl:fut every su~h charge sha!l 
be tried separately except in the cases mentioned in Sections 2 34, 2 35, 236 
and 239· Rule 39 provides that the accused when required to plead to any 
charge may object to the charge on the ground inter ali& that it is not 
in accordance with the rules. Rule 68, sub-rule (e), sa~: "Where a charge
sheet contains more than one charge, the accused may before pleading claim 
to be tried separately in respect of any charge or charges in that cha 
sheet on the ground that he will be embarrassed in his defence if not 
so tried separately and in such a case the court, unless the)!) think is claim 
unreasonable, shall arraign and try the accused .. in like manner as if the con
vening officer had inserted the said charge or charges in. different charge
sheets. No such objection was taken. It was only in the closing address of 
counsel for the accused that the objection wa8 taken. Rule 135 of the 
Indian Army Act Rules provides for validating irregular procedure in certain 
cases and, omitting the unnecessary part, says that the finding and sentence 
of a court-martial may be confirmed and shall, if so confirmed and in all 
cases where confirmation is not necessary, be valid notwithstanding any devia
tion from these rules, or notwithstanding any defect or objection, technical 
or other, unless it appears that any injustice has been done to 0 the offender. 
The case of Subramania vs. t.he King-Emperor, I. L. R. 25 Mfdras, page 
~h cited by L:ounsel for the Defence has no relevance in this casr, 
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The tenth charge against Capt. Shah Nawaz is of abetment of the murder 
",near J!opa Hill on or ~bout March 29, 1945, of sepoy Mohamii_led Hu~ain, by 

Khazin Shah a~d ,Aya Singh. The witnesses who disposed to this incident are 
Havildar Ghulam Mohammed, Alla Ditta, Jagiri Ram, and Lance Naik Sardar 
Mohammed. Hav. dhulam Mohammed in his- evidence said .that on or about 
March 26 or 27 he received the report that three men from No. i Battalian had 
been placed in quarter guard and he gave the name of orie of these three men as 

• se~ Mohammed Husain. The witness was told that these men had tried to 
"'\t'tesert and therefore had been placed und,er orders in the quarter guard. Accord~ 

ing to this witness, on the evening of March 28 when Capt. Sh~ N awaz Khan 
returned from his duty the Commander of No. 1 Battalion brought t'hese three men 
before him. Capt. Sahgal interrogated them and Mohammed Husain. admitted 
his guilt and the other two pleaded not guilty. The witness was told by Capt. 
Shah Nawaz to• ask the officer to investigate the case. According to the witness, on 
the morning of March 29 the three accused were again brought up. He says in 
his evidence : "On the morning of March 29 these three accused were again 
brought up.• The Battalion Commander read out the same charges to them and Col. 
Sahgal isked them whether they pleaded guilty to the charge or not. Mohammed 
Husain pleaded guilty, the other two pleaded not guilty. Three separate charge
sheets were prepared. I rea~ all the thre~; then these· men were sent back to the 
Divisional Headquarters. I was present at the office and saw them go out accom
panied by the regimental second in command and the Battalion Commander. 
Between 2 and 3 p.\ffi. I was in my hut when the regimental second in command 
and the Batt<tl.ion (\:>?Imander came back. Their names were Major Negi, and 
Lt. Khazir1 Shah. Then they went away. I saw Mohammed Husain in the 
evening at about 4 or 5 o'clock when he passed in front of my room. He was 
accompanied by 2nd Lt. Sardar Mohammed, Adjutant of No. 1 Battalion, and 
2nd Lt. A~- Singh." It will be noticed that thi~ witness was not q:.oss"examined 
on the stateclent whi.ch he made that three separ~te charge-sheets were prepared 
and that he read all the three. 

The next witness Alla Ditta said in his evidence that he knew sepoy 
Mohammed Husain who belonged to a British regiment before. Witness 
belonged to the "C" Company and Mohammed Husain to Headquarters "C'? 
Company. Witness also -said that he knew Jagiri Ram who was also in "C" 
Company of his battalion. The witness then·said th~t on March 26, 1945, between 
2 and 3 p. m. Mohammed Husain came to him and told him that he intended .to 
desert that day .. Thewitn~ss told him that that day was not suitable for escaping 
and that some other.day would be more suitable. He went back. The same .day 
at sunset witness was called to battalion headquarters where he saw Jagiri Ram, 
. hammed Husain and Khazin Shah. The further evidence of this witness is 
in t words. "After that Khazin Shah gave me a beating and told me that I 
was dis o alto tile I. N. A. and that I was one of the men who intended to escape 
and said : Mussalmans like you betrayed. even Turks. Then I was shut up in the 
quarter guard a:r;J.d taken to headquarters. The next day I was brought before Col. 
Sahgal and statements were taken individually. Col. Sahgal asked me if I intended 
to escape. I said "no," I did not intend to escape'. I mentioned to him about 
Mohammed Husain's visit ~o me regarding his iptended escape. Then I was sent 
out. Khazin Shah ordered Ghulam Mohammed, the Brigade Adjutant, to inquire 
and question Alia Ditta and others who wished to escape. Ghulam Mohammed 
detailed Aya Singh to beat us and question Alla Ditta and others who intended to 
escape. Ghulam Mohammed told Aya Singh to find out from Alla Ditta regarding 
the six othe.persons who intended to escape. On March 25, 1945, I was beaten 
and inted'ogated by Aya Singh. I stayed there on March 27 and 28. On March 2~, 
9ur battalion was to move to Legyi village. Khazin Sh<th told Ghu1am 
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Mohammed to inform Capt. Sahgal that if these men were not puni~hcd he would .J 
give. up the command of the battalion. I was present then. Dn March 29, e'"\fajor, 
Neg1 and Khazin Shah took me before Col. Shah N awaz to the. D?visional Head
quarters. I was put before Col. Shah :'>rawaz. Three of us were present: mvsdf, 
Jagiri Ram and Mohammed Husain, besides Col. Shah Nawaz, \L•jor Negi, 
Khazin Shah and two other sentries; the sentries stayed out and we went in. 

I saw that three different crime reports had already been made regarding us. 
Major Negi took the crime reports and handed them to Col. Shah ~awaz ~;. 
read them o~ separately to each one of us. First, Jagiri Ram was questioned by 
Col. Shah N awi(L. There myself and J agiri Ram were present at the same time. 
Col. Shah ~awaz inquired from Jagiri Ram if he had intended to desert. He replied 
"no." I did not intend to desert. I was questioned next and I told that I did not 
intend to desert. Then Col. Shah Nawaz said that I was an :N.C.O. ~d Mohammed 
Hussain had approached me and I had not reported the matter. I said that it was 
my fault. Then he questioned Mohammed Hussain as follows : Did you intena to 
desert or make others to desert with you? Mohammed Hussain replied "no". I did not 
intend to desert. Col. Shah Nawaz told: •Speak the truth.' :Mohammed P'Iusain said: 
'I had a few difficulties and, therefore, I intended to desert. But no inquirl&s were 
made into his complaints. 1\1ohammed Hussain was told by Col. Shah N"awaz: 
'You are sentenced to death by shooting because yo)J intended to desert yourself 
and were persuading others to do the same. Therefore you are not pardoned. I 
heard Col. Shah Nawaz saying put off the case to the RegimTtal Commander. 
Then we all three of us were sent out. I recognize Col. Shah N ar· az as the accused 
before the Court. We waited there for 10 minutes, and were brought back to 
Brigade Headquarters. Mohammed Husain, Jagiri Ram and myself came together 
back to Brigade Headquarters. Mohammed Husain and myself were put back in the 
same cell in which we were before and Khazin Shah took away Jagiri Ram. The 
same day at about 5 p.m. Sardar Mohammed, adjutant of our battalion," and Aya 
Singh took away :Vlohammed Hussain. I have never seen Mohammed Husain since 
then." As regards the witness himself, he says that he did quarter guard for three or 
four days ; then he was produced before Major Negi. He was reduced in rank and 
Major Negi said: "You will have to go to Rangoon." This witness was taken to a 
concentration camp in Popa and on April 7, 1945, along with 16 other men he was 
despatched to Rangoon by march route. • • 

In the cross-examination of this witness, it was attempted to be made out 
that Capt. Shah Nawaz did not sentence Mohammed Hussain to be shot. The whole 
of the cross-examination is as follows : "No decision was arrived at'Jt·ither in my 
case or in the case ofJagiri Ram. It is true that all that Col. -8hah ~awaz said 
was that you deserve to be shot. Col. Shah N awaz said that persons like you will be 
sentenced to death by shooting. Col. Shah Nawaz told Mohammed Husain: ·~ 
yourselfwanted to escape; secondly, you have tried to persuade others t~pe. 
Therefore you are a rebel to the I.N.A. and should be sentenced tdlldeath by shoot
ing.' I saw Col. Shah Nawaz write something on the crime report. How could I 
read the crime report without picking it up from the table ? I do not understand 
English. I do not know what he wrote there and I do not know English and I had 
not read what was written in the crime report at that time." In his re-examina
tion, witness said that the crime reports were lying on the table and Col. Shah 
Nawaz read them out as he spoke to us individually. He wrote on the crime report 
which had already been drawn up. 

It is submitted that this cross-examination does not help the defence in any 
way. Reading the cross-examination as a whole, it is submitted that, according to 
the evidence of this witness, Capt. Shah N awaz sentenced Mohammecf'II,psain to 
death by shooting, The previous witness deposed to three crime reports having 
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J' been prepared and his having read them ; the fact that the witness did not know 
~nglish does not detract. from his evidence on this point. In fact, as noted by the 

Court, the witn~s used the word 'Put off the case to the Regimental Commander' 
in English. Even a sepoy who does not know English knows what a crime report is 

. and from the fact that Major Nagi gave the papers to Col. Shah Nawaz and he 
read them out separately to each of the three ·accused, witness can certainly say 
that they were crime reports. The questions put by Capt. Shah Nawaz to the ac
£use<U'rom the papers before him were sufficient to convey to the witness the fact 
~e papers were crime reports. · 

The next witness on this point was Jagiri Ram. He says,.taat he knew 
Mohammed Husain and Alia Ditta and that Mohammed Husain himself and a Garh
wali talked about escape when they were in Popa Hill area. He also deposes to the 
inquiry ·made by Khazin Shah in the matter and that Khazin Shah allowed the 
Garhwali to go. He gives the details of the inquiry by Khazin Shah. Witness 

· then •deposes to -the fact that at sunset Khazin Shah took Mohammed Husain 
and the witness to Brigade Headquarters. Alia Ditta arrived later. After that 
all the three ~f them, Mohammed Husain, All a Ditta and the witness were put 
into the4uarter guard ·and their hands were tied. On the following day they were 
brought before Col. Sahgal who interrogated them. Major Negi and Khazin Shah 
were present. Witness then deposes• to the fact that Lt. Aya Singh gave each of 
them a beating and said that he would release them if they would tell the names 
of the people who intenaed to escape. Witness continued to say that he 
did not know. \ . · · 

The further ev\dence of the witness is in these terms. " Next day we were 
taken to the Divisional Commander, Col. Shah Nawaz. We were accompanied 
by Major Negi, Khazin Shah and the sentry. All three of us, myself, Alla Ditta 

·and Moha~med Husain were produced before the Divisional Commander. 
The Division,.al Commander asked . me to speak the truth. He asked whether I 
intended to escape. I said no, I did "not'' intend to escape! Capt. Shah Nawaz 
asked us why we did not report the matter. I said that I did not know anything 
about it and I did not intend to escape. He asked me if there was any officer or 
N.C. 0. near me, I said "No," I was working with my medical officer! Then 
Capt. Shah Nawaz asked Alla Ditta: 'When Mohammed Husain -talked to you 
about escaping did you f'eport to any one ? Alia Ditta said : I do not know 
anything about Mohammed Husain's escape. I thought it was a joke. I do not 
know anything about it. 

Capt . .Sha"'h Nawaz then said to Alia Ditta: 'You are an N.C. 0. Why did 
you not report ? Atla Ditta begged his pardon and said that he did not know 

nything about Mohammed Husain. Then Capt. Shah Nawaz questioned 
mmed Husain and Mohammed Husain replied that he was in difficulties 

and t e intended to escape and asl.>.ed to be forgiven. Capt. Shah Nawaz then 
told him: 'Yo~ are not for our country; you are our enemy. I will give you 
death by shooting. Then Mohammed Husain asked for forgiveness and said that 
he was prepared·to go anywhere he .wa·s ordered. Capt. Shah Nawaz said nothing 
to this. All the three of us were then sent out and we were taken to Brigade 
Headquarters accompanied by Major Negi and Khazin Shah. I moved towards 
the battalion with Khazin Shah and sub-officer Barfi Singh. When I reached the 
Battalion Headquarters, Khazin Shah told Barfi Singh to take me to Company 
Headquarters. In the evening. an orderly took me to Battalion Headquarters. 
Moqammed Hussain was there. Khaiin Shah and Aya Singh were also there when 
I arrived. Khazin Shah told me: 'You will shoot Mohammed Husain because 
you are itln~ of the men who were trying to escape with him ! I' declined and 
said : I will not shoot him and that I did not know how to fire a rifle. Khazin Shah 
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told m<> again: 'lf you do not shoot Mohammed Husain, you will be shot"
yoursd_f.' I still refused m:d he drew his . pistol.. I refused a~in an&'"' 
Aya Smgh got hold of a nfie. He put the nfie to my s.A.oulder and put 
my finger round the trigger. Kl1azin Shah told Aya Singh to give the order to 
fi·e. There were three of us, one Sikh, one Tamil anJ myself. Mohammed 
Husain wa~ blindfolded by Aya Singh. He was made to sit on the ground 
with his back against a tree. His hands were tied behind him. Aya Singh 
ordered me to fire and so I did. .Mohammad Hmsain died there. liU.la..dn 
Shah ordered Aya Singh to give the order to fire and Aya Singh gav~t."' 
Khazin Sh,fu .):old me to report to my company and not to come to the Battalion 
Headquarters.' That evening we marched off to Legyi. Then we :.tayed at 
Legyi for two or three days. Then I went over to the British." 

In the cross-examination of this witness, it was suggested that t.he witness coutd 
not know that a man was a Garhwali because the witness did not know the Garh
wali language. Surely a man can know that another man is a•Garhwali e~en if · 
the first man does not know the Garhwali language. Witness said that he knew 
that he was a Garhwali because he lived with him and he spoke Garhwali. Wi~ncss 
further said that he came to know ~Iohammed Husain in the company. ~He used 
to live with him at headquarters. He used to sit in his company. He knew that 
he was a Mohammedan and he did not know ~nything more about him. \Vitn(~ss 
said: "He used to live with me. Surely I knew him. I cannot give a long des
cription. of him except his physical description. I do not know~nything dse about 
him." The suggestion in the cross-examination was that the w tness did not know 
Mohammad Husain. But the answers of the witness are, it i submtttcd, abund
antly clear to show that the witness knew Mohammad Hussain. The witness was 
not asked to give a physical description of Mohammad Hussain. A man may 

definitely know many persons by sight and by name without knowing anything more 
about them. In fact, witness knew ~lohammed Husain more than merery by name 
and by sight as his evidence shows. It was then attempted to shake the evidence 
of this witness by showing that he did not know the English word crime. Witness 
said that he knew the word report in the sense of making a report to somebody. 
Witness was given a slip of paper on which the words "crime report" were WTitten 
and he was asked whether he understood the words written on the piece of paper. 
Of course, the witness said no. Witness never suggested t'hat he could•read English. 
As stated above, the phrase 'crime report' would be known even to Indian sepoys 
who do not understand English. In fact, it would be surprising if they did not 
know the phrase. Witness further said in his cross-examination that Capt. Shah 
~ awaz said that he (meaning Mohammed Husain) was not f~r his country, that 
he was an enemy and that he would give him death by shooting. It was contended 
on behalf of the defence that no reason has been given why Lt. Khazin Shah order 
Jagiri Ram to be one of the shooting party. The reason has been given b 1ri 
Ram in his evidence when he said: "Lt. Khazin Shah told me: • 'You 1 shoot 
:Mohammed Husain because you are one of the men who were trying to escape 
with him.' " Obviously, this was Lt. Khazin Shah's idea of 'nemes~s'. It was also 
suggested in the closing address of Counsel for the Defence that Jagiri Ram's
evidence was to the effect that nothing was decided 'in our' case. The attempt 
was to read the words 'in our case' as meaning in the case of all the three of them. 
But if the whole passage is read, it is clear that the witness meant in the case of 
himself and Alia Ditta. He had already deposed to the fact of Mohammed 
Husain having been sentenced to death. Then he goes on to say "nothing was 
decided in our case" meaning thereby in the case of himself and Alia Ditta. The 
next witness on this point was Lance ~aik Sardar Mohammad. He was the Ad
jutant of the First Battalion. According to his evidence, on March 27, LCf:. Khazin 
Shah sent for tht! runners. On arrival of the runners he ordered them to bring the 
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• "' following men to the Battalion Headquarters, sepoy Mohammed Husain, Lance 
'Naik f\lla Ditta, Lance.Naik Mohammad Shah, sepoy Jagiri Ram and sepoy Gobru 

Singh. Witnes~ said that Mohammad Hussain was a sepoy in the Indian Army 
before he joined the I.N.A. and that he knew it from his own knowledge. Witness 
said that when he brought him from Brigade Headquarters he a~ked him what he 
was in the Indian Army and to what unit he belonged. He said: "I am a sepoy 
of the H.K.S.R.A. Witness then deposed to the interrogation of ·the men by 

,;K~n Shah. Lt. Khazin Shah told the witness that he was going to Brigade Head
- quarters that evening to talk about those and-then he went away .. Lt. Khazin Shah 

then ordered him to take those men to Brigade Headquarter'?.·. ·Witness and 
a sub-officer took them there. ·witness met · Lt. Khazin Shah on the way and he 
handed over those men to his charge. He let off Lance N aik Mohammad Shafi on 
the spot becau~e his Platoon Commander recommended him and he came there. 
He said that Mohammad Hussain- had been sentenced to be shot. Nothing was 
said-about the oihers, but Jagiri Ram was with him at the time. Lt. Khazin Shah 
asked the witness to go to Ghulam Mohammad, the Brigade Adjutant, and ask him 
whether Mt>hammad Hussain was to be shot under battalion arrangements or 
bri,g ad~ arrangements. 

The further evidence of this witness is in the following terms: "If the orders 
were for Mohammad Hussain to b~ shot under battalion arrangements, I was to 
bring back Mohammad Hus;ain with me. I was also asked to bring sepoy 
Moha~mad Ibrahim who had been released from the quarter guard. I received 
instructions that l\\ohammad Hussain was to be shot under battalion arrangements 
on the same aay. ~ brought him back with me to Battalion Headquarters. I also 
brought back sepoy Mohammed Ibrahim and Aya Singh came with me. I conveyed 

· these orders to Lt. Khazin Shah. He then orderd me to arrange for the execution 
of Mohammed Hussain. I then asked him what arrangements I should make. He 
asked me rb detail ro men with pick axes and shovels. I detailed those men and 
a grave was•dug. I was then ordered bv Lt. Khazin Shah to take Mohammed 
Husain to the edge of a nullah. Mohammad Hussain wa~ taken to the edge of the 
nullah. Lt. Khazin Shah, 2nd Lt. Aya Singh and Havildar Major Gobind Singh, 
some·sepoys and myself went with Mohammad Hussain to ·the nullah. Lt. Khazin 
Shah ordered Mohammad Hussain to be tied to a tree and also ordered that he 
should be blir1dfolded. I f>assed on the orders to sub-officer Gobind Singh who 
carried them out with the help of two other sepoys. After" this Lt. Khazin Shah 
called two men out of the fatigue party to shoot Mohammad Hussain. They we're 
both sepoys: <we was a Tamil and the other was a Sikh. After the arrival of these 
men Lt. Khazin Sh~h ordered thatJ agiri Ram would also fire on Mohammed Husain. 
The three meri stood in a line facing Mohammad Hussain and Khazin Shah told 

a Singq to give the order to fire. Aya Sing hesitated. Khazin Shah once again 
to im to give the order to fire. Aya Singh gave the order. All the three sepoys 
fired a nd e,_ch on Mohammad Hussain. Mohammad Hussain was killed. His 
body rolled over sidewards, Lt. Khazin Shah then ordered me to send Abdul Hakim 
to arrange for his burial. I passed on these orders to Abdul Hakim. The batta
lion was to move the same day on an operational role and it did so. No casualty 
report was sent. The sending of a casualty report was part of my duties. · I did 
not make a casualty report because night had fallen and we had to-march the same 
night. On April 3, I escaped and reported to the Alli.ed forces. I escaped from 
Legyi village." 

In cross-examination 'it was suggested. to the witness that on April I, he took 
a casualty report to Capt. Sahgal. Witness denied this. 'Vitness said that he did 
not know i~any casualty report was sent. ·No evidence was called by the defence 
to supp~t this suggestion. Witness· said in his cro"ss;:examination that he was 
l>etween ~~ and 15 yardl? away when Mohammac;l Huss;tin, fell, J-le sa~c;l tl'lat he 
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vent near Mohammad Hussain and found that he was dead, with three shots in hin~. 
'The shirt covering his breast was torn and from the amount of tear I COl].siderea 
here were three shots." \Vitness was not present at hi~ burial. fn answer to the 
·udge Advocate the witness said that when he found the three shots had gone into 
tim and he was lying on a side, he inferred he was dead. The firing wa;; about eight 
o ten yards away from :\Iohammad Hmsain. The shooting of Mohammad Hussain 
>ccurred at about dusk. Witness did not see any blood on Mohammad Hussain. 

In the statement of Capt. Shah ;\lawaz it is stated that it is in fact wrong~? 
1e sentenced ~Iohammad Hussain to death or that he was shot in execution of a 
entence passed-py him. According to the witness' statement, :Mohammad Hussain 
md his campanions were only informally produced before him, there being no crime 
·eport drawn up. Capt. Shah ~awaz said that he only very strongly admonishl'"'d 
vfohammad Hussain and told him that he had committed an offen~e fur which :1e 
:ould and should be shot. Capt. Shah Nawaz says that he left the matter there and 
Lsked the case to be put up again before him or the regimental 'commander: who 
tad in the meanwhile been vested with the power to try such cases if the men con
erned attempted to misbehave a second time and that the case ne.;t'"r came up 
Jeforc him, presumably because the contingency never arose. • 

It is submitted that the evidence dearly ~hows that :Mohammad Hussain w .. s 
entenced to death by Capt. Shah ~awaz, that the sentence was to be carried out 
mder battalion arrangement and that Lt. Khazin Shah as the battalion commandant 
Jrdered Aya Singh to give the order for firing and that Mohammfd.Hussain was shot 
lead pursuant to such order. It is submitted that the evideqce k<\ves no doubt 
ts to the identity of Mohammad Hussain. It is also submitted {hat as the result of 
he shooting ~Iohammad Hussain died. Tht> detailed evidence of the prosec.ution 
m this point is more than sufficient to prove the above facts. Havildar Gulam 
~fohamad who was the adjutant actually saw the crime reports, and th<bstatement 
lf Capt. Shah ~awaz that no crime reports were drawn up cannot be• accepted as 
:orrect. Havildar Ghulam ~1ohammad's statements that the crime reports were 
lrawn up and that he read them was not challenged in his cross-examination. 
['he fact of the shooting is, it i> submitted, also proved beyond doubt. As alsQ thf"" 
act that lV!ohammad Hussain died as the result of the shooting. The evidence 
hows that a grave was dug for Mohammad Hussain before the senten<;;e was carried 
mt and after he was shot orders were given for him to be buried. It is submitted 
hat the proof of death is beyond reasonable doubt ; but even if there is any 
loubt left in the mind of the court, the only consequence would be that the con
·iction of Capt. Shah Nawaz would be that of abetment of an attctltpt to murder 
nstead of abetment of murder. • -

I will now deal with the charges two to nine which are against Capt. Sah 
md Lt. Dhillon, of the murder, so far as Lt. Dhillon is concerned, of th r 
epoys and abetment of murder, so far as Capt. Sahgal is concerJled, e four 
epoys. So far as these charges are concerned, there is documentary evidence 
vhich, it is submitted, is conclusive. There are two crime reports both dated 
v1arch 6, 1945, exhibits KKK and WWW). We do not know why' and how there 
:arne to be two such reports. They are identical except that in exhibit WWW the 
ervice is stated to be "years ;3," whereas in exhibit KKK the service is stated tc 
)e "years 4- 8 months." The only difference therefore is that in exhibit WWW 
he figure " 4 " before the letters " years " is omitted, but both these documents 
tre original crime reports and the evidence as regards these documents which has 
tot been challenged in cross-examination is that given by Lt. X ag. He says : 
'The words 'remanded for Divisional Commander's trial' under the column 
JUnishment awarded are, in the handwriting of Lt. Dhillon and th~ ~ignaturc 
Jelow it is that o' Lt. Dhil!on. The words " sentenced to death " are in the hand-
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::writing of Capt. Sahgal and there is the signature af Capt. Sahgai under the 
cblumn j>y whom awarded and date and at the bottom of the crime report there is 
the signature of Lt. G. S. Dhillon as " Commander of Unit No. 420." He could 
not recognize the handwriting of the words after the words 'sentenced to death' 
whicp is before the signature of P. K. Sahgal. As regards exhibit WWW, witness 
says "under the column head punishment awarded. the words 'remanded for 
Divisional Commander's trial ' are in the handwriting of Lt. Dhillon and signed 
~ him. The words 'sentenced to death' are in the handwriting of Capt. Sahgal 
arid signed by him. At the bottom of the crime reports conclusively.· prove that 

• Capt. Sahgal passed the sentence of death on these four persons. lri:the statement 
of Capt. Sahgal he admits that they found guilty. and sentenced to death, but he 
says that the sentence was not carried out,. and the convicts like m·any others who 

• were similarly tmed and sentenced about that time had been pardoned on their 
expressing regret and giving an assurance not to misbeh~ve in future. He says 
that tl!e fact of a ~entence having been passed was used for ·its propaganda value 
in order to deter others from deserting. Lt. Dhillon in his· statement says: "It 
is true that r committed four men for trial with the charge of desertion and 
attempt t~ communicate with the enemy. It is, however, quite untrue that these 

( men were shot at my instance or under my orders. On the day and at. the time 
they are said to have been shot,• I was confinetl to bed and unable to niove. In 
fact, the sentences of death passed on these men were subsequently remitted by 
the Divisional Com\llander and were never executed." In making this statement 
both Capt. Saqgal aqd Lt. Dhillon seem to have overlooked exhibit WW which is 
•a special order of tM day dated March 19, 1945, signed by Capt. Shah Nawaz 
Khan who. was the Divisional Commander. This document was also not referred 
to by Counsel for the Defence in his address. This document has also been proved 
by the evidence of Lt. Nag which has not been challenged in cross-examination. In 
this document. it is clearly stated as follows: "The sentence of· death was carried 
out at I g-oo hours on March 6, I945. and then goes on to say : " Th1s order will 
be read out to all troops." 

.'T 

As regards· the actual shooting of the four sepoys we have the evidence of 
Nursing Sepoy Abdul Hafeez Khan. He says in his evidence-as follows: "After 
I came back from Rangoon I saw four men being shot. They belonged to No.8 
Battalion. Th;re was a Company fallen in to witness this shooting. This Com· · 
pany belonged to No. 7 Batt(!lion. One day I was carrying a patient and saw 
four men near the nullah whose hands were tied behind their backs and who ,were 
escorted by two~entries. When I was coming back after leaving the patient in 
hospital I noticed s<1me men assembled near the nullah. Seeing this assembly of 
men I went up there. When I reached there one company was fallen in and a 
t~ had been dug there. The accused Major Dhillon and .a fe.w other officers 
were ~~ted there. The four men were made to s1t m the trench. 
Then Major Dl!illon asked -for volunteers to shoot these men. Two men 
from that company and one man from Brigade Headquarters came up. 
Their names we:r;e · Nayak Sher Singh, Kalu Ram and Hidayatullah. Two 
carried rifles and one· a pistol ; Sher Singh had the pistol. Then· Major 
Dhillon called out the name of one of the four men in the trench. Major 
Dhillon told the Company present that these four men had gone over to 
the enemy and had been caught and, therefore, their punishment would be death. 
"Then Major Dhillon ordered Hidayatullah to shoot the person who had been 
called out of the trench first. By this time this person had come out of the 
trench. He was standing .on the edge of the trench. This person was then 
shot by HW,<t~tatullah and he fell down. The person was not blindfolded. He 
was about 20 yards from· Hidayatullah when fired upon. Then Major Dhillon 
.called out the name of anoth~r person who also came out of the trench. As in 
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the first case, this person was also told his punishment and this person also wa»-
shot by Hidayatul!ah. Then Major Dhillon called out the name o' the thPrd man 
who was also told his sentence like the previous ones and Kalu Ram shot him 
under :\1ajor Dhillon's orders. Major Dhillon then similarly called out the fourth 
man and this man was also shot by Kalu Ram. I saw the four persons after they 
had been shot. They were not dead because I saw them move. Major Dhillon 
then ordered N aik Sher Singh to put one or two bullets into those who had not 
died. Sher Singh then went up to them and fired putting one or two bullets in.~ 
each one of them. I did not see them moving, after Sher Singh had fired. Then 
I saw Capt. Lee, the medical officer of the service battalion, examine them. Capt. 
Lee said something to Major Dhillon. Capt. Lee told Major Dhillon that these 
men were dead. Afterwards Major Dhillon ordered the dead bodies to be 
buried. I did not see them being buried. I then came away fro~ the scene." 

In the cross-examination of this witness it was suggested th01t his cond~ct in· 
stopping to see what was happening was extraordinary, and that instead of 
waiting to see what was happening he should have gone back straight to his unit 
after admitting the patient. It is submitted that there is nothing unnat~ral in the 
witness stopping to see what was happening. It was only human and natural 
on his part to stop and see the tragedy. • It ~as then suggested in the cross
examination that he could not have known the names of Hidayatullah, sepoy 
Kalu Ram and N aik Sher Singh because he never rendered first-aid to these 
three persons. The witness said that he knew them because tlfey belonged to his 
battalion. He was, of course, attached to ~o. 7 battalion llospita,_. That, how
ever, does not mean that for that reason he could not have known them. It was 
also put to the witness and the witness admitted that he had no personal contact 
with these three men before that day and he had nothing to do with them after 
the incident. But he added : "They used to be in my battaliorf' and I knew 
them." He also said : "It was part of my duty to know the names of as many 
men as I could in the battalion. \Vhcn a few men live together they know the 
names of each other. I had not talked to any of these men before that day. I 
have never seen thes.e three men since. Witness said that he was 10 to 12 yards 
away from Major Dhillon at the time and that he remembered every detail of 
what he had told the Court. He said he did not kflow the nantes of any of the 
four men who were shot nor their identity. It was then put to him in cross
examination that in the summary of evidence which he gave he did not say that 
Major Dhillon had ordered Sher Singh to fire a pistol. The answe.r of the witness 
was that as far as he remembered he said that Major Dhillon had ordered 
Sher Singh to fire a pistol, but that it was not taken down. In answer to the 
Court the witness said : "This company in the nullah was properly falle~. 
These men were in front of the company. The company was a~~ to 
I 2 yards from the men and I stood near the company on one sid~ :MaJOr Dhillon 
gave orders for the fourth man to be shot." 

The next witness examined on this point was sep1oy Gian Singh. 
He corroborated the version given by the previous witness including the firing and 
said that Major Dhillon ordered Sher Sin3"h to shoot and finish off those of the 
four who were not dead and then Sher Singh fired at all the four with a pistol 
from a distance of about five yards. He further said : "Before Naik Sher Singh 
had fired on them, they were shrieking but I do not see them. They were lying 
near the nullah. Major Dhillon then said that anybody who did what these men 
had done would be dealt with similarly. The four bodies were buried in a trench. 
I saw them being buried. These four men who were killed were ~t~ I do not 
know anything more about them." The witness was cross-examined in detail 
as regards •the size of the nullah and the position of the four sepoys 
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and of the persons who were _present there. It is submitted that the answers 
· given in the cross-examination, throw no doubt· on the verocity of his evidence. 
The statements made by him in cross-examination did not show that there was 
anything.improb~ble or inconsistent in the evidence given by him. Even ifthere 
is any ambiguity, it was completely removed in the answers which he gave to the 
Court at the end. Witness also stated to the Court that Maj. Dhillon read out. 
that these men were Jats from No. 8 Battalion. 

On behalf of Lt. Dhillon it was argued by counsel that he was ill on the date 
ih.question,.namely, March 6, 1945, and that he could not have been present at 
the shooting as deposed to by the witnesses -for the prosecution. For this rel.iance 
is placed on exhibit VVV which is an operation order signed by q: bhillon and 
dated March 6, 1945· What is relied upon is the letter at the foot of .this opera
tion order in which Lt. Dhillion says that the previous night he had gone to check 
certain defence .and on his arrival back he felt very weak, so weak as he had 
never (elt before throughout his life, and that Shankar gave him an injection that 

. day and that he w6uld get one the next day. But the same letter says as follows : 
" I hope most ofyour queries have been answered in this order, others I will 
answer when i come tomorrow." I submit it is not possible from this document 
to come t~ the conclusion that Lt. Dhillon could not have been present at the 
shooting as deposed to by the prosecution witnesses. 

It was further contended rtlat there was no proof of identity of the four per
sons who were shot. I submit that the identity has been sufficiently established 
by the two crime reports exhibits KKK and WWW and. by the special order of 
the day dated Marci,. 19, 1945, exhibit WW. There is the further fact that accord~ 
ing to the prosecutidn evidence, Lt. Dhillon stated at the time of the execution 
that these men had attempted to desert and they were, therefore, being shot. 

It was also contended on behalf of the defence that the fact of nursing 
sepoy Abdl11 Hafiz Khan having been present at the incident has been contra
dicted by the"next witness (Sepoy Gian Singh) because Gian Singh said : " I do 
not remember any person not belonging to the company being there." This is 
entirely inc.orrect. It is not the second witness Gian Singh who says that the first 
witnes~ nursing sepoy was not there. The answer in question was given by 
nursing sepoy Abdul Hafiz Knan and not by the second witness Gian Singh. 
What nursing ~epoy Abdul.Hafiz Khan said is as follows : " I did not see any 
outsiders apart from the officers of the company and myself." 

But even if the answer had been given by the several witnesses as stated by 
Counsel for the-defence and not by the first witness as appears from the record 
of the evidence-it.:_dot:s not follow that_a person could not have been there because 
somebody else did not see him there. 
~here is, therefore, nothing in the point sought to be .made by my learned 
friend. -- · • Section go2 of the Indian Penal Code provides the punishment for murder. 
According to Section 299 of the Indian Penal Code, whoever causes the death by 
doing an act witli the intention of causing death commits the offence of culpable 
homicide. Section goo provides that except in the cases therein excepted culpable 
homicide is murder if the act by which the death is caused is done with the inten
tion of causing death. The exceptions mentioned in that section have no rele
vance to the present case. Section 109 of the Indian Penal Code provides for the 
punishment of abetment if the act abetted is committed in consequence. Section 
107 of the Indian Penal Code says that person abets the doing of a thing who, 
among otherJhings, instigates any person to do that thing or intt;ntionally aids 
by any act" or illegal omission to the doing of that thing. ~s Capt. Sahgal was not 
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present when the four sepoys were shot, he is charged only with abetting their 
murder and not with the murders itself. Section 144 of the Indian Penal Code·. 
says "whenever any person who is absent would be liable to be punished as an 
abettor is present when the act or offence for which he would ~e punishable in 
consequence of the abetment is committed, he shall be deemed to have com
mitted such act or offence." As he was not present at the shooting, he can only 
be charged with abetment of the offence. For the same reason as Captain Shah 
Nawaz Khan was not present at the shooting of Mohammed Husain, he is charged 
with offences of abetment of murder. • 

It has been contended that there is only one charge, namely, that of waging • 
war becaus'e I)1urder is a part of the first charge. It was argued that the first 
charge would cover every charge of firing a second shot. It is submitted that this 
contention is not correct. The prosecution has not charged the accused with more 
than one charge in respect of waging the war. The charge of ~urder is distinct 
and separate from that of waging war because waging war involves filihting . 
against and it might be killing the persons in the opposing army. waging the 
war does not necessarily involve killing a man who is on the sam.e side as the 
person charged with the offence. 

If it is contended tha( the accused were justified in passing the s;ntence of 
death and in shooting the persons mentione!i in the charges because they were 
authorised under the Indian National Army Act w~ich is said to have been passed 
under the authority of the Provisional Government of Free India, the answer to 
the argument is that the Provisional Government of Free India· was itself an illegal 
body and the formation of that body was itself an offence against• the State and 
neither that body nor any tribunal constituted under it nor any order or authority 
derived from such a body can be recognised by this court, all of them being unlawful. 
In the case of R. Maguire and O'Sheil reported in 192 3 second Irish Reports, King's 
Bench Division, page 58, the question of such a body and authority der"l.ved under 
it came up for consideration. The question arose on an application for a writ of 
certiorari. Certain persons in Ireland were attempted to be deprived of their land 
under certain orders or judgements of the judges and commissioners of Land Court 
and Land Settlement Commission of Dail Eireann. Jurisdiction of those ·courts 
was said to be derived from a decree of An Dail. In dealing with the question, 
Justice Molony at page 63 said: "In the present case, iar from thl!re being any 
right or duty in the tribunal to decide the matter, their assumption of authority 
was illegal from the beginning and consequently they are not subject to the writ of 
certiorari." In further dealing with the point, he said : " The ans.wer is that this 
court while it prohibits and quashes the orders of inferior tribunals which exceed 
their jurisdiction does not take notice of bodies which act openly and avowedly in 
defiance of the law. The court has never issued a writ of prohibition or certi~ 
to an illegal body which challenges the authority of the Government ~d'With 
which it is the duty of the Government to deal." Justice Dodd said : " I extract 
from all the authorities that the only courts that can be restrained by prohibi
tion are courts established by the Legislature who are usurping .a jurisdiction of 
a judical character not within or in excess of powers conferred upon them by the 
Legislature. I do not ground my decision on the proclamation ; I 
base it upon the fact that the courts were not established under any legislative 
enactment. Their orders are without sanction. They cannot protect any sheriff, 
jailor or other officer acting upon them." 

Justice Samuels in his judgment at page 66 said : " These tribunals whe
ther of first instance or of appeal were not courts in any sense kno~ to the law. 
They had no jurisdiction either by common law or by statute to sit,-tJ.ecide or 
decree. Furth~ they purported to act a;; tribunals of a Republic claiming to 
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have been established in Ireland within a Dominion of His Majesty the King. At 
common law and by the statute law of the Realm, those who instigated or took 
part iit the pro.ceedin~ of this court were themselves liable to indictment.:' ~ur
ther on at page 69 the learned Judge said : " The so~called court that we have to 
consider, however, never had any legal powers and was never entrusted with any 
jqrisdiction which it might exceed. Its operations were not merely extra-legal, 
but anti-legal." At rage 70 the learned Judge said : " The tribunal we have 
to consider in the case was not so created. It acknowledged no such authority. 

: . It was not a court within the British constitution. It was set up as the court of 
a Republic and ,in repudiation of any such allegiance as is inherept in all courts 
hitherto known as court within the King's Realm." 

My submission is that charges two to nine have been proved beyond any 
reasonable doubt. 

In conclusion, I submit that all the ~barges against. all the accused have been 
proved beyond qny reasonable doubt. There is no -defence in law to the charges 
against the accused~ There is a good deal of evidence to the effect that what the 
accused di<l was done by them not with any mercenary motive, but out of what the 
accused bona Rde consider to be patriotic motives and impelled by a sense, whe
ther wi'Se or misguided, of doing service to India. Tl:Jis, while not affording any 
defence to the accused in law, may.Iegitimately be taken into ·consideration on the 
question of punishment, if the •court's findings on the charges are against the accus
ed. So far as the court is concerned, its hands are tied in the matter of punishment. 
The minimum punishment whi<;h this court can give is transportation for life. If the 
court's findi11.g is a}$ainst the accused, but the court feels on the evidence before it 
that the case is a fit one for mitigation of punishment, it is open to the court to add 
a rider . to its finding and sentence to that effect for the consideration of the 
confirming officer. 

The •court reopens : the accused is brought before the court. Counsel for 
the Prosecution addresses the court. Transcript of his address is marked 6A, signed 
by the President and attached to the proceedings. 

Note by the Court 
·The Judge-Advocate requests an adjournJUent until December 29, to enable 

him to prepa~e his summing up. The court grants this application . 
• 

At ....•. hours the court adjourned until 10 a.m. on Saturday, December- 29. 
At 10 a.m. on December 29, the court reassembled pursuant to adjournment: 

present the saaJ.e members andJudge Advocate as on December 22, 1945. 

-0-
, . Judg,e-Advocate's Summing,-up 

'Ute Judge-Advocate in his summing-up said: For some time past you 
have been listening to a case which wilf have given you, so naturally 
it must the very deepest anxiety and concern. It is not often that a court mar
tial has been called upon to decide issues, both of fact and law, of such importance 
and complexity as have arisen in rthis case-a responsibility which now 
devoJves upon you, and to which is linked the heavy burden of establishing 
the guilt or innocence of the three accused arraigned before you on such serious 
charges. It now becomes my duty to assist you to the best of my ability in 
discharging that onerous task by summing up to you the law, its application 
to those charges and to place before you the issues of fact raised by the Pro
secution and the defence, respectively. In so doing, however, I wish to emphasise 
impartial a~itude which is enjoined on me by the terms of my office and to explain 
that wh~st my function is to advise you on questions of law as unambiguously 
and clearly as possible, I am bound to leave questions of fact to your sole 
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decision, because for such questions you are constituted the sole judges. It is no 
part of my duty to express any opinion on fact, and I would accordingly 
request that if, in the course of my summing up, I should inadverten"-y say 
anything which might raise an impression that I am expressing ~n opinion on 
the evidence, you will not regard any such remark of mine in that light. It 
may be, for instance, that I shall have occasion to refer to some incident as 
having happened, or of some conversation as having taken place. But that I 
shall mean that according to the evidence to which I am referring such inci
dent has happened or such conversation has taken place but I thereby express • 
no opinion as ~o the credibility of the witness who affirmed it. I say this in order to· 
deter any memb-er of the Court from imagining that any expression I may make 
use of conveys the very slightest hints as to the effect which the evidence may 
have had upon my mind. 

The time has now come for you to consider the evidence <tnd to accept 
or reject it as you so think fit. In so reaching your findings . you are entitled 
to take into consideration only the evidence which has been given before you 
at this trial, together with the unsworn statements of the accused. Xhis impo
sition is placed upon you by the terms of your oath, and it is not necessary for 
me to remind you of the vit~l importance of excluding from your cortsid'eration 
anything you may have heard concerning tl;!is case outside the four walls of 
this court room. One would be blind to realities -jf one ignored the fact that 
this and other connected trials have attracted public attention both in newspapers 
and otherwise which in the ordinary course of everyday life must have come to 
your notice in some form, but you are bound to ignore all such oextral!t'ous reports 
and opinions and to base your verdict solely upon the evidence in the record 
of the proceedings here before you. In the same connection, I would point out 
that you have had the benefit of hearing the very eloquent addresses of the 
learned Advocate General and and the learned Counsel for the Defeilce. But 
I would ask you to distinguish carefully between the evidence whidl you have 
heard and the inferences which the respective parties have asked you to draw 
from that evidence. Such arguments are valuable inasmuch as they suggest 
lines of thought for the Court to consider, but, nevertheless, it is your function, 
and yours alone, to decide what facts you consider proved in evidence, and then 
to draw your own inferences therefrom. • 

Throughout British and Indian Criminal Law there is a first principle which 
demands your attention from the outset. It is one of which you probably are 
aware, but which is of such importance that I make no apology for. re-stating it. 
In short, the burden of proving the guilt of each accused, of eve~;.y ingredient of the 
offences with which they are charged and of every fact which is alleged against 
them, is upon the prosecution, and it is for the prosecution to satisfy you by rei~ 
vant evidence, and beyond reasonable doubt, of the accused's guilt. The acclded 
are presumed to be innocent until they are proved to be guilty a~ it is 'for the 
prosecution, if they can, to prove them guilty and not for the accused to establish 
their innocence. In that connection, I would also draw your attention to the 
very valuable guide provided for you in Section 3 of the Indian Evidence Act 
which indicates the degree of certainty of proof required. Whenever, therefore, 
you have a reasonable doubt, be it on the main or on any subsidiary issue, you 
must resolve it in favour of the accused. 

Counsel for the defence at the close of his final address raised two pleas-one to 
the jurisdiction of the Court to try the Civil offence of waging war laid under 
I. A. A. S. 41, and the other relating to the alleged misjoinder of charges in the 
charge-sheet. Both of these might properly have been raised at the't<ynmence
ment of the trial ~nce1 if allowed1 either of them would have halted the Court at 
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that stage. J cleai wlth them first for this reason, SO that you may have my OJ:?iniori. 
on tht!m as questions Of law, before you proceed to turn your mmds to a considera-
tion of the other issues raised in this case. . 

It has first been argued by the defence that the offence under S<;:c. 121, LP.C., 
is not a civil offence within the meaning of the definition of "civil offence" given in 
Sec. 7 ( 18) of the I. A. A., and that therefore such an offence is not an offence which 

• couls:l be tried and punished 1,1nder Sec. 41 of the L A. A. 
Iu the alternative, it is argued that an offence under Sec. 1 ~ 1 is such an 

offence as could be tried by a criminal court in British India o~ly after sanction 
given by a proper authority under Sec. 196, Cr. P. C., and that therefore this Court 
cannot try such an offence without previous sanction from that proper authority. 

These arguments are b_ased ~n the definition of "civil offence" given in Sec. 
7 (J8) of the L.A. A. Before I interpret the definition of "civil offence" as given 
in that section, the Co].lrt,should understand the context ofthe words "civil offence" 
as used in Sec: 41 of the J: A. A. 

Analysing Sec. 41 of the I. A. A., it will be found 'that it deals with four 
things: person, place, particulars of offence, and puniShment.. It is a section which 
deals with a number of offences tulillled into offences against military law by the use 
of the words "civil offence", which expression is defined in the Act as an offence, 
which, if committed in British India, would be triable by a criminal court. When 
an acc"!-l,~ed is charged with an offence u·nder Sec. 41, I. A. A., reference has -to be 
made to particulars of offence, to see whether the acts alleged against the accused 
amount to an offence as defined in some other law; but that -reference to. an outside 
code is confined only to the particulars or the ingredients of an offence and to no 
other purpose. · . 
· The • qefence construe the words "triable by a criminal court" as, . triable by 

a criminal court without the sanction of outsi_de authority, that it is to say, an offence 
which can be tried by a criminal court on its own authority. But this construction 
is confusing. The words "triable by a criminal court" in this definition qualify and 
control the meaning of an offence. Here the triability by a criminal court has not 
to be seen in relation to a person or place, but to the nature of an offence. The 
use of the wo~ds "if comn'\itted in British India'' in this definition goes to show that 
acts alleged to have been committed should amount to an offence in the eyes of a 
criminal court in British India; according to the law then in force in British India' 
and nothing else. Thus an. offence to be a civil . offence within. the meaning of 
Sec. 41 should be an offence for which an accused could be charged before any 
Court which exercises ordinary criminal jurisdiction in British India. The true 

-m~.aning of the defi!lition is that any act or omission wh_ich constitutes an offence 
for 'w~ich an accused person could be tried by a criminal court of competent 
jurisdiction in ::iritish India amounts to a civil offence within the meaning of Sec. 41, 
and such a civil offence can be triable and punishable by a court-martial under 
Sec. 41 of the LA. A. To ascribe any other· meaning to ihe definition would be 
inconsistent _with the. I. A. A. itself. · 

It is common knowledge that a court-martial is convened to try ,a. parti
cular person for a particular offence, and continues _so long as that object . re
mains unfulfilled. No sooner is the trial conducted and concluded according to 
to the rules .of procedure than the Court ceases to exist. It sits at any place to 
try an accused for an offence committed anywhere. It _can· be said to be a 
mobile Court brought in to being for. a specified purpose ; it has n() fixed territorial 
jurisdict~x!; and it does not require any body's sanction to try a particular case, 
because it is the creature· of a speCified authority, viz. the Con..ening Authorit'y. 
It would be unreasonable to suggest that such a Court should require ·somebody's 
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l!artction to take cognisance of a specified offence which it has been convened to try. 
If such an interpretations were to be put on the difinitifln of thli words 6' civil 
offence , " then the very purpose of the Indian Army Act would be frustrated. 
It is within your knowledge that the Army moves from place to place in time of 
war ; it operates in any part of the world including enemy territory ; it may be 
operating in a country where there is no Civil Government. Suppose, for instance, 
that an Indian sepoy were to commit a civil offence of this type in Italy and it , 
was proposed to put him up for trial by court martial ; if the arguments of the. 
defence were tQ be accepted, he could not be tried at all, inasmuch as there would 
be no Porvincial ·Government there to sanction the prosecution. Could it be possi
ble that the Legislature ever intended to fetter the powers of the general court
martial in such a way? 

For these reasons, gentlemen, I advise you that you have juris'tl.iction to try 
the accused for the offence with which they are charged. • 

With regard to the second point, I. A. A. Rule r8 (A) and (C) provides 
that a charge-sheet shall contain the whole issue or issues to be tried ~y a court 
martial at one time; and a charge-sheet may contain one charge or several charges. 
I.A.A. Rule 24, as now amended, reads that any number of accused persons may be 
charged jointly and tried together for an offenc~ averred to have been committed 
by them collectively ; and any number of accused persons, although not charged 
jointly, may be tried together for an offence averred to have been committed by 
one or more of them, and to have been abetted by others, that is abetted by the 
others or other accused ; but in such latter case notice of the intehtion to try jointly 
shall be given to each accused, and he may claim a separate trial either by 
application to the convening officer, or to the Court. 

It has always been the military practice, and a practice which I consider 
justified by these rules, that where there is a joint charge against A and B, there 
may be included in the same charge-sheet separate charges against -.s. Where 
separate charges against one or more, but not all, of the accused, are so 
included, the accused so separately charged may claim to be tried separately on 
such charges. See I. A. A. Rule 68 (E). This is a claim that any acc:used 
may make before pleading to the charges. 

Applying the above to the charges in the persent case, it would appear that 
the separate charges against individual accused of murder and abetment of murder 
have been properly included in the charge-sheet. 

The accused or their learned Counsel did not apply for seP.arate trials on the 
charges in question, nor have they suggested that the accused have been embarrassed 
in their defence by the inclusion of these pacticular charges in one charge-sheet. • 

All that is contended is that on a proper construction of Rule 24, the. j<>fnt 
trial on all the charges is illegal. • · 

It is also argued that such a joint trial of three accused persons on a number 
of charges is illegal under the provisions of Sections 23 3 and 2 34 .of the Criminal 
Procedure Code, and authorities have been cited in support of this contention. In 
my view this Court is not bound by the procedure laid down by these sections for 
joint trial and indeed it has been conceded that the Criminal Procedure Code does not 
fully apply to courts-martial. The validity of the joint trial must therefore be 
considered in relation to the Indian Army Act Rules. 

Now therefore considering the joint effect of Rules 28, 24 and 68, I am of 
the opinion that the joint trial of the accused on the charge-sheet before this Court 
is permissible and legal, and advise you accordingly. • 0 

· · Before you awe advised to consider the applicability of International Law and 
the propositions based thereon, I should draw your attention to a few matters, viz., . 
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·' '(i) ·The -accused are I.C.O's of the Indian Ar_my holding commissions at all_ 
material times and relllain· subject to the . Indian Army _Act; • _ · . " -.. 

· (ii) They are natural born subjects of H.M. the King Emperor of India and 
are amenable to the laws in force in British India; -

(ii~) They _being tried.for offences under the Indian Army Ad read 
1
in 

conjunction~ with the I. P. C. and are so liable and punishable; 

• .. Under these circumstance_g_ the defence plead for. the consideration of rules 
o'f Interq<i,tional Law and of different aspects of facts proved and disproved bearing 
on these rules. In other words, while cJaiming immunity from .the· consequences 
of individual liability for acts which 'may be proved to' have been committed by .the 
t;ccused and which may . amount to offences . according . to the laws to 
whiCh they are ~ubjec,:t, the def<;nce claim jusiifica~ion ·for_ these acts under._ the 
rules,of International Law. . , · 

' ·In puttingtb you q;estions of International L'aw which have been argued in 
this case, I propose first to sumrri_:hise briefly the evidence on ce-rtain matters regar
ding the formatio11 and existence of the Provision a 1 Government of Free India. I 
shall thePi eKamine the propositions of International- Law which have been raised 
by 'the ·defence and Prosecutiol) respectively, but in· 'that connection I d6 not 

. intend to restate all the authoriiativljudicial decisions quoted by both sides_ which 
· are embodiedin extenso in their arguments: I shall refer to these authorities and 

occasionafly quote them to you with a view to explaining !he proposition enunciated, 
and if you wish me t.o refer you to any particular authority I shall be happy to do 
so in closed court. . . . . . . 

Tlie establishment of the Provisional Government of Free India is stated to 
have be~n .proclaimed by Sub has Chandra Bose at a meeting at Kathay Building, 
Singapore, ~n 2 I st October I 94 3· in the presence of delegates representing the 
Indian Independepce League branches in East· Asia. ·The Proclamation then 
issued is embodied in Exhibit FFFF. This· Government declared war on Britain 
and the United States of America. M.r. Sabura Ohta deposed that his Govern
ment .r;ecqgnised . the Provisional Government and that he drafted the original 
am1ouncement. You have hearq from Mt, Aiyer ·the scope and functions of that 
ProvisionarGGvernment a~d that.its executive mac~inery consisted of the various 
branches of the Indian Independence League throughout East Asia: Lt. Nag and 

.Mr, Matsumota testified that that Governmenfwasrecognised by the Axis Powers, 
~~he latter stati~ that Subhas Chandra Bose had asked Japan's Allies through the 
JapaQese .· Governm~nt to ,recogpise the Provisional Government. As against this 
.the Prosecution argue that such activities a's it pursued in Malaya cannot be said 
~ 'b~in e~erci~e ofany function as regards Governme?tof Free II_J-dia_. Then y~u 

J1at! ,m ev.~dence from Mr. Nanda that the total Indian. populatiOn m East Asia 
_,;was; ov~ twO. rniUion and in Exhibjt ~XX yo'!-_ have};am_e evidence of the strength 
.. 9fthe Malayan Branches of th~ Indian Independence League; but, at the same 
Ji!Ue; l a:m· bmmf to point out that you have rio ~~finite evidence of the total number 
:,<;>flndians whom' the ·Provisional G~wernment represented at any 'one time. There is 
eviden.ce also that the Japanese Government appointed· Mr. Hachiya as Ministei 
to >Gove_rriment, although at, first he was not furnished with credentials and it was 
only. later ~:m representations by Subhas Chandra Bose !hat they were sent. They 

. apparently never reached him·~ _A~ to t_he reso1,1rces of the Provisional' Government 
· Mr .. DinaNath told you that th~re was an· Azad Hirid Bank in Rangoon and that 
. in Burma' the contributions through the Netaji Funds Committee; in cash and kind 
were_abot,~t ~ c~ores. ·_In 1_1a!ay~ those ~ontributions amou?ted to 5 ~r?res. All 
the.se fundi were deposited m the Bank m. th~ name of the Fmance Mmister, who 

_ .~H\!tt~q fund~ t9 varioitfdeparttMrits, T~t: fr9Becution cl!,se on, tllat point is that' 
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these contributions in cash and kind could not be looked upon as regular taxes and 
that they should be regarded merely as donations and not a regular revenue to a 
responsible government. That of course is a matter for you to decide. ' 

As regards territory it is contended that the Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
were ceded to the Provisional Government. Lt. Nag stated and also Lt. Col. 
Loganadan, but he added that he did not take over the administration 
beyond the Education and Self-sufficiency Programme, and to a certain extent 
the Department of Justice, because the Japanese would not hand over the Police·. 
Department to him. On the other hand, as the defence pointed out ceding territory 
is not to be confused with taking over territory. On the question of the Japanese 
right to cede this territory you will remember the pa<>sage from Opponheim .. s 
International Law, Vol. II, page 341, which expressed the view that an occupying 
nation may neither annex a country while the war continues no» set it up as an 
independent state. Another territory said to have been h~nded over to the 
Provisional Government was an area of about 50 square miles in Burma known 
as Ziawadi, where about I,soo Indians lived. According to Shiv Singh ( P. W. 9) 
the Provisional Government took possession of this territory about Jime 1944, at 
which time Mr. Permanand was a manager. The owner is said to have• been an 
Indian who had returnd to India. There was a sugur factory on this territory 
as well as a hospital and convalescent hom~ fori. N. A. and there was also an 
office of the Azad Hind Dal, an organisation charged with the administration of 
occupied areas. Shiv Singh said that the whole area was administered and run 
by the Provisional Government. This territory had been banderJ over to the 
Provisional Government by Mr. Permanand and Mr. Dina Nath te<~tified in 
that connection that at a public meeting at which Subhas Chandra Bose had 
appealed for funds Mr. Permanand had come up and said; " I formally hand 
over the estate to the Provisional Government of Free India". Nevertheless 
Shiv Singh maintained that there had been an agreement between J;he Japanese 
Government and the Provisional Government that Our Government was to be the 
master of all that property which belonged to other owners who were not present.". 
There is no evidence, however, of any formal cession by the Japanese of this 
particular territory nor of its handing over by the actual owner. On that evidence 
the Prosecution maintian that the administration did not amount to an administra
tion of liberated territory and that all that had occur!-ed was that the manager 
had donated the income of the area to the Provisional Government. Finally 
Capt. Arshad told you that when he went to the Imphal Front in March/April 
1944 he learnt from official sources that the Azad Hind Dal wa! administering 
areas in Manipur State taken over by the I. N. A. and that 'he himself had seen 
reports concerning the administration of those areas and that arrangements for 
medical aid to the villagers, collection of supplies and settlement of land disput~, 
were in operation under the the direction of the Azad Hind Dal and Major 
M. Z. Kiani. He received these reports from Capt. Mal'ik in his official 
capacity as G-1 No. I Division. The areas administered were about 1,500 square 
miles in extent. As to the period during which these areas are said to have been 
administered you will recollect that there is evidence that the I. N. A. commenced 
to withdraw from the Manipur area towards the end of June 1944. Coun~l for 
the Prosecution has drawn your attention to a letter dated 2 rst June 1944 (Exhibit 
5L} from Subhas Chandra Bose to Col. Loganadan in which he stated that a 
new organisation called the Azad Hind Dal had been startede "Who will be going 
to India in the wake of our victorious armies" and he has asked you to accept an 
inference from the - which is of course entirely at your discretion - that up to 
that date the Azad Hind Dal had not gone to India, and so cCJitll.d not have 
administered t}lis territory. In addition to those m 'ltters relating to Covernment 
and Administration, there was also of CQ-urs~ \h: 4, N. A, functioning 1.\nder the 
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· authority of the Provisional Government. _ I shalLhave more to say of this .iater,, 
but I ~ould here remind you that its strength in August 1944, . according to Lt. 
Nag, amounted t() about 4o,ooo men. · _ . 

Counsel for the Defence has asked you to take judicial notice of an 
article in a weekly periodical named "Stamp .Collecting " for the purpose of 

showing that th<; Provisional. Government of Free India were about. to issue 
postage stamps. Judicial notice is the cognisance taken by a court itself of 

• certain matters· which are so notorious or clearly established that evidence of 
'tht"ir e~istence is deemed ·u~necessary. .Inter alia, a court may take judicial 
notice of matters of history, literatur<;, science or art. Alternatively; the opinion 
of experts expressed in ~my treatise commonly offered for sale and the grounds 

,on which sud~ opinions are' held might be proved in .certain circumstances by 
:the production. of such trea~ise .. In this instance, however, assuming that this 
• book is ·a treatise. and its author an expert, the particular article does not 

exptess the author•s opinion but is merely their production of a letter from a 
correspondent in which he relates that the Japanese had. prepared such stamps. 
In my opinibn, therefore, you cannot take judicial notice of the truth or falsity 
qfthe cont~nts in the-_!lbsem:e of supporting evidence in'proof thereof. 

International Law.· You have· heard the evidence for· the Prosecution 
and for the Defence which ha~ beln discussed at length by both sides in their 
addresses to the Court, each side arguing that certain facts are established by • 
them which support their respective contentions._ I have also briefly summarised 
for you some;.of the. main contentions. It will be entirely for you to hold which 
facts are established and which are not. My duty is to place the case for both 
sides fairly· and squarely_ before you. The defence has been based on two 
grounds : the first being that on facts established by them it is apparent that 
cer.tain pr~~sitions are f1;1lly made a~d_.that these . propositions bear certain rules 
of mternatJQ,nallaw apphcable to th1s case. · , 

· For consi~eration of the rules of international law as propounded by the 
defence, it is argued by them that the following facts have been _conclusively 
proves:J. which, I may here remind you again, are matters for your decision : 

-

· ( 1) That the frovision~l Government of Free India was formally est a· 
blished and proclaimed ; 

( 2). That this Government was an organis.ed Government ; 
( 3) That this Government _was recognised by the Axis Powers. This 

' rocognition proves that the Government ,af Free India had reached 
the-state of statehood ; 

(4) That this State had an army which was properly organised, and 
functioned uni:ler regularly appointed Indian officers ; 

•(5) Th1t the main purpose for which the. Indian National Army was 
formed . :was for securing the liberation of India, and ancillary to that 
purpose, to protect the Indian inhabitants of Burma and Malaya in 
particular during the course of the war·; 

(6) (Jb.at this new Indian . State acquired territory of its own as any 
. ~.other State ~.ight ; and finally, 
.(7) That the State had resources on a large scale to fight this war. 

On the above facts it is maintained by the defence that, having regard 
to the conditions under -which the Provisional Government had been formed, 
and was functioning, it was· entitled' to make war and ditt make war, for the 
purpose off:berating this country. If such a Government is held to have a 
right to rna~~ war; a right recognised and accepted by all nations,• then according 
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'to internat.ional Law two independent countries, or two States, may wage war oft 
each other, and those who carry out any action in due prosecution of that 
war, apart from war criminals, are outside the pale of Municipal 'taw. That is 
the first proposition. · • 

Gentlemen, it will be your duty to look into International Law as, cited 
and explained by both sides, and if you are satisfied that the above proposition, 
and others which follow, are the accepted propositions of International Law, • 
you may then decide one way or the other. At this stage, I may also remind. 
you that the maip contention of the Prosecution is that British Courts, and as 
a matter of fact British Indian Courts, are not entitled to look into International 
Law and administer justice on a question which is purely a domestic matter 
between a State and its subject. This contention may be considered by you 
at a later stage because for the moment I am explaining to you tlte contentions 
of the defence based upon considerations of International. I;aw as put. by 
them. 

On the first proposition, the defence relies upon a passage at pagt 6 of Pitt 
Cobbett's International Law, Vol. II, which defines International War and the 
relation between States making war, and neutral States. It is suggestc!d 'therein 
that when a war in the above sense is heinz carried on; the contesting parties 
assume those relations with each other, and with neutral States, which are regular
ised by rules of warfares accepted by all nations. It is for you to say whether this 
passage which is given in the book under the heading "Relation or State of War" 
lays down that when an insurgent State is making war with a pars.nt State, the 
individuals taking part on either side are not governed by what is called Municipal 
Law but by International Law. It will be instructive to read the following lines 
which follow those quoted by the defence : 

''In cases of civil war, indeed, where the circumstances are such as• to affect 
the interests of other States in a manner similar to international war; and where 
the war is waged on either side by a community or body having an organised 
Government capable of carrying on war according to established rules, a recog
nition ofbelligerency is, as we have seen, usually accorded. And the assumption 
by a State in its repression of armed rebellion of rights as against other States and 
their subjects which strictly belong only to a state of w~r, will have similar effect. 
In such cases the war will rank for external purposes as a war between States, 
even though its incidents in other respects may remain not subject to the 
law." (Pitt Cobbett's International Law, Vol. II, p. 6). • 

In my opinion the last lines of that authority tend to showo that the fighting 
between a parent State and insurgents may be considered as a war in its inter
national sense but that that fighting may still be considered rebellion so far as the
two warring parties are concerned. In such circumstances the relations in l"espect 
of other States and their subjects arising out of the fighting mayebe governed by 
International rules, and the same in respect of the parent States and the insurgent 
State may still be governed by the domestic law. 

It will be advantageous to note that the relations of two warring States, for 
the purpose of considering the consequenct".s of acts done by such, will be later on 
discussed in connection with rights of belligereney to which I will direct your 
attention. 

The next passage cited by the defence is from Wheaton's International Law, 
Vol. II, page g8. It reads as under: 

"War in the absence of any international authority competent to suppress 
effectively international wrongs has always been held legal by internatidti<tl law." 

This passag~ is part of an exposition by the author on the "Nature and Kinds 
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· of War''. it has been argued on the basis offurther·quotations from the same -book 
tha.t a ci¥il war may exi.st, that a subject nation may organise itselfand-raise its 
hands to fight- <fgainst the ruling power and that in making such a war, a: stage is 
attained. where a war in the internationaL.sense ·occurs. WJ:len such a Stage·is 
r!'!a,-~hed, a dejacto political organisation of insurgerits automatically,· it is argued, 
acquires • rights of belligerency. It will, therefore; ,be essential for you to consider· 
what are the rights of belligerency, who gran!s them or how they are acquired.- arid 
.~vheth~r there is a clear rule of International Law on these points which wou1d 
commend itself for your adoptio~. The Prosecution has quoted the following 
passage from "International Law'~ ~y Lawrence at page g28 : · 

"Every independent State decides for itself whether it shall make war or temail} 
at peace. If it resorts to hostilities it obtains as a matter of course all the rights 
of a belligerent.• Other States have no power to give or to withheld them. . But 
the <iase is very different with regard to such communities as are not already States 
in -the eye of International Law, though they are ,gtfiving to become independent 
and; to hav~ their indepel).dence recognised . by other powers. Technically, they· 
furm portions of old-established States, Practically, each is in revolt . against the: 
State oPganisation to which it belongs in law, and -is endeavouring to s_et up a. 
separate State organisation for itself or to gain-control of the existing organisation; 
By the Municipal Law of t.M.e. c~untry of which the community is stilllegally.a 
part, its members a_re traitors and liable to punishment as such. Yet they are 
carrying on open 'War under the orders of authorities analogous to those of recog
nised States. ~ How.then are they to be treated,? International Law gives no answer_ 
to this question as far as the Government against which they are in revolt is 
concerned. Questions between it and its rebels are domestic questions to be re
solved by internal authority." 

Then,•quoting several passages from books on International Law, which are.· 
set ·out in the 'tlefence arguments for your considerati!)n,. it is argued that when~-
war in the above sense is being fought between a pare~t State and :'insurgents, • the 
individuals taking part in the prosecution of such a _war are absolved from their 
liabilit;r for acts which would otherwise amount to offence_s against the domestic law. 
For the purpose of establishing the above proposition, three American cases have 
relied upon by.the defence .• The passage quoted frotq Hyde's International Law,, 
page I 792, is from instructions for the Government of Armies of the United . States· 
in the field. That was during the war between 'tlie Federal and Confederate-Govern-•: 
_ments. It may be remembered in appreciating the . present proposition that the 
question of liab!lity of an individual taking part in that war arose in those cases 
after the war had ended, when the rights of belligerency had already been granted 
~ the Federal Government to the Confederate army. ·The law cited by the defence 
would amount to this, that if the rebellions community is ·accorded the rights of 
belliger~cy then.the concomitants of belligerenG_y, ac~ording fo International Law;· 
follow as a matter of right. But you have to see whether International· Law recog ... 
nises that recognition and whether a parent State is obliged to grant such rights and 
has no choice left'in withholding recognition. The passage on page 200 ·of Oppen• 
heim's International Law which has been quoted by both sides and materially relied 
upon ~eads as under : 

·"Recognition by a thfrd State is not as a rule . binding upon the parent State, 
Notwithstanding such recognition, it is entitled to treat insurgents .as traitors .. But 
the position is controversial with regard to separate armies which comprise subjects. 
of the enemy who are fighting to free their nation from his rule; .and which- are 
responsible •o an authority recognised as representing the nation in question .. Thus 
in·rgr8, · •during the World War; Great Britain, France, Italy and the UQited 
States of Ameria recognised Czechoslovakia as co-belligerents. .Similar recogni~ 
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tim1 was granted. in 191·7 to the Poiish National Army composed. to a substantial 
degree of subjects of the enemy powers. It has been maintained that as in the case 
of insurgents in a civil war, the enemy is entitled to disregard sucH recogni~ion and 
to treat the members of the insurgent army, when they fall into h~s hands, in 
accordance with the provisions ofthe criminal law. The latter opinion is probably 
that when such recognition is granted by the adversary to large bodies• of men 
effectively organised on foreign soil in anticipation and independent statehood, a 
point is reached at which the belligerent, confronted with the disaffection and'. 
desertion of a considerable number of the subjects engaged in hostilitie~ again1>t 
him, can no Jonger without exposing himself to justfiable retaliation assert the 
provisions of his own criminal law as the only legally relevant element in the 
situation." 

According to this passage from Oppenheim, in a war between•a Parent State 
and an Insurgent State, a stage may be reached when the insurg;nt army may find 
itself in a position to take justifiable measures of retaliation against" prisoners or war . 
of the Parent State. In such a situation the Parent State may be obliged to grant 
rights of belligerency to the other party, in the interests of its own people. Thus the 
governing element in the granting or withholding of rights of belligerency isowhether 
one's own army would be exposed to retaliation by the insurgents if one did not 
grant them. o • 

It is apparent from the above-quoted opinions of international.iurists of repute 
that in a conflict between a Parent State and an insurgent body the internal relations 
between the two are a matter of discretion on the part of the Parent ~tate and that 
no definite opinion based upon a rule of International Law has been expressed by 
any of them. In such circumstances in matters of such immense importance and 
consequence, you must consider on which basis the question of belligerency is consi
dered. The doctrine of recognition of belligerency in a war that is bein!} carried on 
by independent States or by a State and a community there of is c~nsidered by 
nations subjectively and objectively. It is however normally based on what is called 
the doctrine of expediency and self-interest of the State concerned. The instances 
of recognition of belligerency cited by the Defence and the opinions expres~ed by 
British and other politicians to which they referred were all expressed when Britain, 
as a neutral State, was confronted with the question of according· or il.Ot according 
rights to outside warring States or factions. In the •first instance quoted, the 
struggle was between Don Miguel on one side and the Queen Denna Maria of Por
tugal on the other, in the year 1828. The then British Government recognised the 
party which was not the legitimate Government as a belligerent f>ower. In the 
second instance, a de facto war was being carried on by Sardinia and Venice on the 
one side, :and Austria on the other. Here, too, Britain recognised both sides as bein&. 
belligerent powers as a matter, you_ may consider, of policy and self-interest. In the 
third case, Garibaldi and his officers were waging war against the constituted Gov
ernment of Italy and de facto war was then considered by the Brittsh Government 
jnrelation to belligerency rights in its own interests, and the course which was pre

viously adopted was followed here. 
From the insolated instance of the war fought between the Armies of the 

Federal Government and the Armie of the Confederate States, it may be commended 
itself to you to assume that International Laws recognises the right of a subjeet 
nation to take up arms and to engage in a war of liberation, and that in making 
such a war, irrespective of the result, that is to say, whether the insurgent body 
becomes successful or fails, a stage may be attained when ihe insurgent body may 
acquire the status of a belligerent power in the eye of International ~aw so as to 
acquire all the rights of belligerency which are recognized and accepted-tinder the 
law of nations. • 
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It is a matter for-your consideration whether the Indian Na ti(}rtal Army a-nd 
Its Goveriiment which.fought against the Indian Army ever reached that stage~ when 
they atftomatically acquired rights of belligerency, under rules of Intetnational'Law 
or whether that stage was not reached at all.. . . . . . 

- I do not '\<\'ish to read over to you all the quot~tions .usbd in the.- arguments on 
both sides. To do that at random· would be to confuse the maher .. What "1 am 
trying to do at the moment is to put\to. you the question involved- in clear /terins, 

:leaving you.to refer to·the: authorities guoted by·both sides, when you come t6 con-
sider yopr verdict in closed court. ·' · · · · 

. . In the decision ~hat you may make on the proposition~ laid before you,_ you ~ill 
also have to consider whether in a trial were Indian Commissioned Officers of the 

#Indian Army are charged with offel}ces under the lridianArmy· Act;_ you are just• 
fied by law in amsidering the rules of I.n!ernational Law, because primafitcie you 
are c;harged with tpeduty of administering justice ·according_ to the Indian A,rmy 
Ac_;t and the laws~.in force in British Ind~a. · It.has been strenuously argued· by the 
defence thaJ: courts in England are b6_und by law to consider International La~ i,ri 
the dispensation of justice on the question before you. Reliance-has been placed .py 
the Defence on Blackstone's Commentaries, page-2237, which reaqs as under: ' · 

· " In arbitrary States this la~ whether·it co~tradicts or is ri~t pro~ided for 
hy the Municipal Law of the ~ountry, is enforced by the royal power; but sind~ in 
England no royal power can intro~uce a new law,. or suspend the execution of the 
old, therefore the law of nations (whereve·r any question arises which is properly 
the object of its jl!risdiction) is here adopted in its full. extent by the common 'law, 
and is held to be part of the law. of the land. " . r 1 . 

. This passage occurs in t~e Chapte,t. headed: "Gf . offences ag.~inst the L~w ,of 
NatiOns." In support of this proposition, the case reported m (1939) Appeal 
Cases, page 160, W!lS quoted. A passage. from Oppenheim's Internation-al 'Law, 

, Vol. I, page g6, was also cited in the same reference. The gist of the contention 
of the defence on 'this point is that all such rules of customary International _Law 
as are_ either universally recongnised or have at any rate received assent of this 
country are per se part of the law of the land , and therefore, that this Court 
should also .consider the rules of lnt~rnational Law as explained by the defen_ce in 
the dispensation of justice in this case. But, in view of what the prosecution has 
stated, it will be for you to decide whether courts in England o~ as a matter of 
fact those in Bri_tish India are bound by law to consider unequivocally rules of 
International.J..aw. I may, in this cbnnection, draw your attention to a passage on 
page 37 of Oppenheim's International Law, Vol. I. It reads as under : 1 

_"British statutory law is absolutely binding upo~ British Courts, even is . in 
• conflict with International Law, although in doubtful cases, there is a presumption 

that !ln Act of Parliament did not intend to over-rule International· Law. The 
. fact that Inthnational is·· part of. the law of the land and is binding directly on 
court_s and individuals does not mean that English law recognises in all circum-
stances the supremacy of International Law.'; . < _ , • 

It has been asserted by the Prosecution that British Law does not permit con
sideration of International Law in que·stion affecting the State and its own subject. 

•It may having regard to the laws of natural justice, look to and consider the law 
offor.f:ign states or those of foreign 'nations (as was done in the case of 1939 Appeal 
Cases, page 100 relied ·on by the defence), when one of the parties to the dispute 
happens to be a foreigner is not prima facie subject to the laws of the la1,1d. Consi
dering the.passage quoted by the Prosecution from Halsbury's laws of England, 
VoL VI~ page 504, (Read) paragraph 62 3, it should he established to your satisfac
tion that the law gf bel!igereqcy as propounded ·by England arid i~ given effect to 

• 
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. by English courts and for that matter by Indian courts, and that such enunciation 
of rights of belligerency is not inconsistent with any statute of the British Parliament 
or India Legislature of the laws made under their authority. You will \lave to 
consider and decide whether such rules, even if they be more in accord with 
informed opinion of jurists of repute on International Law, over-ride the existing 
statute law of the land, namely, the Indian Penal Code and the Indian Arrt.y Act. 
For the same proposition the Prosecution has quoted a passage from Halsbury's 
Laws of England, Vol. XXXI, page sog, Pr. 659. You may think, there-. 
fore, as I do, that you are bound by statutory enactments and judicial decisions. • 
which are placed before you. • 

The defence has argued that the accused are entitled to rely on Sec. 79 of 
the I. P. C. which in substance is a defence granted to an accused, whereby he 

·may plead that his acts were justified by law and, therefore, that they are no 
longer offences in the eye of the law. Here the words "justified• by law" are, 
according to the defence, to be interpreted as "justified by klternationalLaw" 
For this proposition, the defence relies upon Blackstone's commentaries referred 
to above. The Prosecution, on the other hand, states that the weird " Law" 
means the law in force in British India and no other law. There is no definition 
of the word "Law" in the I.P.C. but the words "local law" and "speciai raw" are 
defined in Sections 41 and 22 of the Ace as "law .of a place' and "law of a particular 
subject" respectively. Reliance is also placed on the case, reported in I 7 Bombay, 
page 907. In the case four British Indian subjects committed certain acts in an 
adjoining· territory belonging to Baroda State. A criminal prosecution was 
initiated against one by the other three, which ultimately failed. • The -person prose
cuted then charged the prosecuter and his witnesses in a British Indian Court with 
offences under Sees. II 2, I 8 3 and 2 II of the Indian Penal Code. It was alleged 
that the accused gave false evidence in the Baroda Court and therefore that they 
were liable to be punished according to the I. P. C. Their Lordships ia consider
ing the expression "by any express provision oflaw" appearing in Se~. 191 (which 
defines giving false evidence) held that the word "law" used therein meant the law 
in force in British India. 

The offence of waging war has been discussed in arguments by both. sides 
from various points of view. It has been urged in the light of International Law, 
English law and Indian law. I should therefore place t~ matter fow your consi
deration in that light. 

The offence of waging war is an offence against the duty of allegiance to the 
State. The offence of high treason in England is an offence against the duty of 
allegiance to the King. The Prosecution has argued that the accused owed a duty of 
allegiance to the King as Indian Commissioned Officers holding ·commissions in His 

':Majesty's Indian Land Forces and also owed such a duty of allegiance as natur~ 
· born subjects of H.M. the King. A breach of such a duty of allegiance might 
·amount to an offence of waging war as defined in Sec. I 2 I of the I.P.C. aftd also 
might amount to an offence called high treason according to Engli~ law. In sub

. stance, the breach of such a duty, though termed separately in India and England, 
is punishable on the same principles under both laws. According· to the Prosecu
:tion this has been supported by the authorities cited by them, namely, the cases of 

. King vs. Casement (2,917) I K.B. page 98; Kingvs. Lynch (r8o3) I K.B. page 444; 
J eager vs. the Attorney General for Natal (.I 907) Appeal Cases, page 326 ; and 

· Aung Hla vs. King Emperor, I.L.R. 9 Rangoon, page 404. 
(I) In the case of Casement, this Irishman, residing in German territory 

during the last war, persuaded other Irishmen who were prisoners of war in the 
'hands of Germany to form an Irish Brigade with a view to liberate Ireland from 
British rule and he was charged with an offence of high treason for sucn •acts. lie 
was held guilty 4>f high treason, 
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{2) In the 'case of Lynch, a British subject, during the cbmse of the South 
African War, in breacl1 of his duty of allegiance, changed his nationality becoming a 
natura,ised sul:;ect of the enemy State and helped them in fighting against his owrt 

-King. ·He was charged with an offence of high treason and . 'Yas found guilty of 
such charge. · . . · . . 

(:}) In the case.ofJaeger, it was contended that the accused no lortger owed 
allegiance because. the Cr.own failed to protect them. Such a defence was negatived 

• in that case. ' . . 
• (4~ In the Ran-goon case, while discu~sing the offence of waging war, their 
Lordships of the Rangoon High Court held that the principles of high treason', in 
consideration of the duty of allegiance, are generally . applicable on a charge under 
Section 121, I.P.C. · 

Therefor~ the Prosecution assert that- the accused before the·Court commit· 
ted <Ji breach of du~y of the allegiance that they owed to the '-King, in ~aking war 
which they in fact did, even though according to them it was a war for the libera-
tion of Indi~, that is to say, their -country. · · 

The question of waging war is now argued by the Defence from a new angle. 
It is sugge~ted by them that these a'ccused arid others, who· were similarly placed -
with.them in Singapore, were surrewdered to the Japanese by the British who failed 
to protect them, that on such· surrender as prisoners ohvar in the peculiar circums
tances of the case, they, as Indians, were faced with the proposition of saving their 
country from the Japanese and were obliged to take up arms to free if, that in so 
doing they ~re ju~ified according to International Law in throwing off the duty of 
allegiance they owed to the King in favour of what they owed to the country, and 
that in so doing they have not committed any offence, be it called an offence of 
high treason or waging war. Reliance is placed on the DecJaration of Independence 
when the <iuty of allegiance to the King of Great Britain was.·thrown off by the 
people of A&erica in favour of allegiance to ·their country. · In view of that in
stance, it has been argued that these accused were freed from the duty of allegiance 
that they owed to the King when they took an oath of allegiance to the Provisional 
Government of Free India, who had made a similar proclamation of independence. 
The gefence further contends that there is no obligation whatever which prevents 
a person who..i.s a prisoner. of war from fighting on his own for the liberty 
of his own country and no question of being guilty of breach of any 
duty bf allegiance arises in such circumstances. In other words, a right to throw 
off their allegiance to the Crown has been claimed by the defence under a so-called 
rule of Interna'tional Law, which I must point out has not been substantiated by 
any authority on International Law. · 

• It is true that there is no such thing as treason defined in any 1\ct of British 
. India, but the whole law of offences against the State is confined · in the Indian 
Penal t:ode. ~reason is an offenl'e against the State. High treason has been 
defined as an offence committed against the duty of allegiance as is apparent 
from the cases cited by the Prosecution. The essence of waging war against the 
King is that tlie offence is against the'duty of allegiance. It is nevertheless an 
offence against the State as discussed in the Rangoon case. In considering, 
therefore, one of the elements of the offence of waging war, namely, a breach of 
the duty of allegiance to the King, you may consider the aspects discussed above. 

Having carefully considered all the arguments and authorities cited by both 
sid!!s· on this subject, it is my duty now to advise you that in .my view this Court 
as constitute'd has not an unfettered discretion in the matter of admissibility of 
Internatio~l Law~' and its applicability to the _facts of this ~ase. I?. so _thinking 

. I am boftnd to pomt out, however, that for weighty reasons you m1ght disregard 
my advice and come to a different conclusion. • 
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i have put to you the International aspects of this case and the time has 
now come at which I must leave those matters and considt:r the evidence on the 
charges without reference to International Law, but I must reminti you that if 
you should come to '!- conclusion in favour of the accused on the propositions 
based upon International Law as argued by both sides and explained by me above, 
then you would have no need to consider what follows. I 

First (joint) charge against all three accused 
All three accused are jointly charged in the first charge under the Indiarr 

Army Act, Section 41, with committing the civil offence of waging war • against 
the King, contrary to Section 121 of the I.P.C., the particulars averring that they, 
together at Singapore, in Malaya, at Rangoon, in the vicinity of Popa, in the 
vicinity of Kyauk Padaung and elsewhere in Burma between the 15th November 
1942 and 28th April 1945 did wage war against His Majesty the.King Emperor 
of India. That section of I. P. C. reads: • • 

"Whoever wages war against the Queen or .attempts to wage such war or 
abets the waging of such war shall be punished with death or transportation for 
life and shall also be liable to a fine." • • 

The fact that the word "Queen" is used in the section and "King" in the 
charge need not trouble you because Section 13° of the I. P. C. provides that the 
word "Queen" denotes the Sovereign for the time being of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Ireland. Waging war against the King is of course only 
constructively possible in India because the King is not in India and there can 
thus be no war waged against him in a personal sense. But it has been long held 
that the wording of the section may be constructed in the figurative sense of the 
King as head of the State and as the external embodiment of lawful constitution 
and Government. Here in India the external embodiments of His ~ajesty the 
King Emperor of India are his lawfully constituted Government of; India, the 
other agencies by which his Government is carried on as also his Army in India. 
It is in that sense, in the sense of waging war against the Majesty of the King, 
rather than in his personal capacity, that the accused officers are arra.igned 
before you. 

The words "waging war" are plain words and the}; are not a• term of art 
which would call for any lengthy explanation. Quoting a· well-known authority 
(Ratanlal-"The Law of Crimes", Sixteenth Edition, page 270), "these words seem 
naturally to import a levying of war by one when throwing off the duty of 
allegiance arrays himself in open defiance of his Sovereign in. like • manner and 
by the like means as a foreign enemy would do, having gained a footing within the 
realm." Usiftg the words 'waging war' as in their straightforward meaning, iii. 
is clear, for example, that large numbers of persons in the Indian Army have, 
during the course of the late war, waged war against the J:wanese !:.mpire 
although they may not have been actively engaged in operations against the 
Japanese forces and although they themselves were not at any time fighting in 
the front line. Vast numbers of Indian and British troops were, as you are 
aware, engaged in that campaign on the lines of communication, in Base 
areas, in training in India to take their places in the forward area, and in 
defence of the coasts of India from Japanese attack. Can it be said that these 
persons were any the less "waging war" against the King's enemies because they 
were not in the forefront of the battle ? Nor is strict· proof required that the 
Japanese were enemies of His Majesty, inasmuch as Section 57 of the Evidence 
Act permits you to take judicial notice of such matters of notoriety a~ "the com
mencement, continuance and termination of hostilities between the Brit!osh Crown 
and any other State or body of persons." I shall not therefore attempt to lay 
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down a definitio~' of "what constitutes ·waging war against the King and it will 
be fOj you to. decide·v~ry. s~ortly· as a quest~on ·of. fa~t whether t_he .acts and 
conduct of the act used mdividually can be said to JtiStify the apphcatwn ·of the 
worps· in this case. I would commend to you, however, the .remarks of the Chief 
Justic(1_ in an ~?glish case quoted ih a. 1943 deci~i<;>n of the ~atria· High Court in 
an ap~al declSlon on.a charge of wagmg war·agamst the Kmg (Jubba Mallah-
45, Cr. ·L J. 1944, page 6o8). - · 

•. "I think the rule of!'aw may :be, laid down in a few words in this mann~r; . 
to constitute· high tn~ason by levy~ng war there must. be an insurrectiDn, there must 
be force accompanying tha:t insurrection'; and it must be for the'accomplishment 
of an. object of a general nature. But if all these circumstances are found to 
concur· in any individual case that is brought under investigation, that is q:uite 
sufficient to c<1nstitute a levying of waL , _ _ . . 

• With regard !o th~se words "of a general-nature" they are of course intended to 
convey that assembly and rioting with the object of accomplishing some private 
enterprise; cot re~isting or calling in question the l(.ing's authority, cannot be 
regarded as waging or levying war against the King. But where the object of the 
ov~rt acts Of acC,used persons is shown to be to subvert the King's Government ip. 
India, .then it may as~ume the char¥ter of an enterprise pf a general nature and 
amount to the offence. It does not matter whether the war is waged beyond the 
boundaries. of British India. Nor are the n'!lmbers engaged and the· maimer in 
which they are equipped and armed a criterion of the offence, a,s was 'decided in the 
~ase to whidf'I hav"e already referred. I would just po}nt out, ,.however, that the 
Cafcutta High Court has decided that the mere. collection of men, arms and am
munition for the.purpose does not amourit to waging war. (Barindra Kumar Ghose, 
37 Cal. 467). ''Insurrection" is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as the· "action 
of rising iiJ>arms of open resistance against established authority. of Government 
restraint." • · . o . . . 

There is now one important matter to which I am bound to draw your atten
tion, not only in connection with the first charge but as bearing upon all charges 
in th~ charge-sheet. . I ,do not know how you will regard those prosecution witnes
ses who joined the I.N.A, and took part with the three accused before you in, the 
various tratisa"ctidns setout in the charge-sheet arid with the same object :in view 

_ whatever it m<I-Y have been.' I can only say this that. if at any time you should 
consider that they were accomplices, that is to say, guilty associates in crime, then 
it is my duty w point o'!lt to you the danger of convicting upon any charge upon · 
uncorroborated evidence of an accomplice. An accomplice may be considered to 
be a person unworthy of .credit because his evidence js train.ed by the fact of his 
~mplicity and that he is now willing to turn round and give evidence against those· 
with whom he was associated. The wa!'ning which I am required to give you is. 
that yo~ should very carefully consider the danger of convicting any of the accused 
on the uncorroborated evidence of an accomplice; although at the same 
time point out t~at it is within your legal province to do so if you think fit, that 
i~, ifyou consider him credible. The corroboration required is independent testi
mony which confirms in some material particular not only the evidence that the 
crime has bee·n comm~ted, but also that the accused committed it. · 

Ill-treatment of Indian Prisoners ·of War 
Befor~ dealing with the. evidence on the charge of waging war, I propose to 

put to you these transactions concerning harassment and ill-treatment of Indian 
prisoners o' war in Malaya, which are alleged to have been ·carried out with the 
object o!' ~rcing them to Join. the I. N. A. J\nd I mu~t preface my remarks by 
emphaslSing the fact, which 1s common both to prosecutl<?n · and d~fence alike, that 
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,vhatever be the relevancy of this aspect of the case, there Is not, and there never 
1as been, the least suggestion that these three accused before you were e'ler per
;onally engaged in the ill-treatment of prisoners or even that ttey were at any 
:ime present when men were tortured or ill-treated. You will recollect that at an 
!arly stage of these proceedings the Court called upon Counsel for the Pro•e?ution 
:o show the relevancy of these matters. Counsel then argued that the ~v1dence 
which he proposed to lead would show that the accused were aware of what was 
soing on, as instanced by the fact that at various times they had made veiled·. 
threats as to ';\'hat would be their fate if men did not join the I. N. A. He. further 
argued that in-treatment and torture were committed so openly and notoriously 
that he was entitled to show that all three accused must have been aware of what 
was going on, and with that knowledge they had urged upon prisoners the necessity 
of joining the I. N. A. On these grounds you decided to adm~ the evidence. 
Counsel for the prosecution has conceded in his closing a·ddre~s, and you may 
consider very properly so, that the evidence does not support his ori~inal 
contention that the accused held out any such veiled threats to PO"Ws. In 
fact as you will remember, the evidence shows that on some ot:casions the 
acc11sed emphasised the voluntary character of the I.N.A. On the Q.th!if hand, 
Counsel still maintains that these matters were of such notoriety that the 
accused could not but have been aware of tlfem .• But, as he rightly stressed, 
there can be no such presumption that the accused had any such knowledge, 
because on this issue like every other issue, it is for the prosecution to satisfy 
you that they had the knowledge and not for the accused to shQw that they were 
ignorant of the matter. .• • 

Evidence of ill-treatment was deposed. to by Capt. Dhargalkar who 
said that on the r8th August 1942 he was removed to a concentration camp 
n.ear Bidadari Camp. When he arrived there he was not treated as an officer. 
He was made to salute Sikh sentries or to bow to them, he hasf• to fall in 
with other prisoners to collect his food which acts extremely bad, consisting 
merely of rice, sometimes dal and some form of spinach. He was kept in an 
So-pounder tent which was full of white ants and on one occasion was refused 
treatment at the hospital. He stated that this establishment was entirel'y run 
by I.N .A. personnel. On the grd September I 942 he was removed to an 
officers' separation camp at Bidadari which had a noti'te board ottsid_e it with 
that.designation. Again, conditions were relatively bad. Whilst there, Capt. 
Shah Nawaz and Capt. Sahgal visited the camp on occasions. He stated that 
the gist of their remarks was : " Why don't you all join the .I.N.A. rather 
than waste yourselves living under these conditions ?" On tobe other hand, in 
cross-examination he admitted that the gist of Capt. Shah Nawaz's remarks 
was merely : '' Why do you not join the Indian National Army" ? and ~ 
further pressure, that he could not single out from the others what Captains 
Shah Nawaz and Sahgal had really said and could only give a ge:rteral impression, 
without regard to who said what. You will observe that Lieut. Dhillon is 
not in this picture at all. The question for your decision I}.OW is, did this 
ill-treatment occur in fact, and if so, whether the accused in visiting the separa
tion camp and talking to the officers they knew of it and were using the conditions 
as a lever to make them join the l.N.A. . 

Allegations of individual ill-treatment were also made by Jemadar Mohammed 
Nawaz that on 13th September 1942 he, along with others, was taken to a · 
concentration camp about 8 miles from Buller Camp~ For three hours on 
the first day, they were made to carry cowdung in sacks suspended on bamb?o 
poles and here made to double with these loads and were beate~ QY sentnes 
as th~y ran aloijg. Finally they were made to mix the cowdung with ashes. 
H~ was kept in the camp for six days and made to qo fati~ues. Although th<\t · 
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witness stated that he never joined the I.N.A. I must remind yoti that Capt. 
I_ rsha~, (P.W.) contradicts that statement and is positive that on the _occasion 
of Id-1.f-Fitr rg42 he went to a camp· in Singapore where Jemadar Mohammed 

. Na_ wa~\iogeth.er with a few other y.c.~s. signed the I.N.A, enrolme~-t papers. 
Capt. rrshad also stated that thlS Wltness had gone to the DetentiOn Camp 
voluntarily as a protest against the arrest· of Sub. Ahmad Khan on a charge of 
stealing. · · 

• I now come to what I may describe as the Kranji Camp incident, in which 
Hav. Muhammad Sarwar alleged that on one occasion a -subedar an? a jemadar 
accompanied by a guard arrived at the camp and ordered tlre man to. fall in. 
The Jemadar delivered a _lecture exhorting the men to join the I.N .A., which 
they refused to do. ·The Jemadar and Subeda~ than took· out their pistols 
and started firi~g on them and also ordered the guard to fire on them,. which 
they.did, you will. remember that he stated that two of the prisoners of war 
were killed and' that they attacked the guard and that one .of them named 
Sardara Singh was hit on the heaa with a spade and killed. Later, the whole 
_of the 7/22 Mountain Regim.ent was taken to Concentratiqn Camp, where· the 
witness • tt'!gether with seven others was beaten and ,he himself was, 
rendered unconscious. It is contended by the defence-that this is all a• story 
concocted to embroider the • truT: facts, which were that on the day prior 
to the firing· incident they had refused· to be formed into parties of 32 3 men 
each, that the guard had come there to arrest· the ring-leadei"s and that the 
men resisted .and were shot in consequence. ·Never the less, that was put in 
cross-examination and denied -and there is no evidence otherwise in support 
of~~ · . _ 

A similar ·allegation of mass ill-treatmet is .adduced by the prosecution in 
what, I sb,itll·describe as the 2j9th Gurkha Rifle incident. The witnesses to this were 
Havildar Wolet Bahadur and Rifleman Rabi Lal. The former stated that on 
24th Sep5ember 1942 at about 7 p.m. the battalion was parading to hea~ a 
lecture by an I. N. A. officer. After a reference to their refusal to join the I. N. A. 
the fqllowers were called out and beaten, an~ upon the whole unit standing up in 
protest; an arined guard present fired two or three rounds in the air. The I. N.A. 
officer then 841id; " Are these Gurkhas your fathers that you are · not shooting at 
them ?" Wolet Bahadur• then went on to say that at thi~ point the men started to 
move forward, upon which the guard fired wounding several of them. The second 
witness Rabi Lal gives an ·account of the same incident, but he omits any 

_.reference at the· men moving forward on the first round being fired, and he 
denies that there "Was a dispute between, the Gurkhas and the Japanese, about 
~tigues (which W~l~t Bahadur admitted) 'attributi~g the _firing to the fac~ that 
the men would notjom the LN. A. and had stood up m defence of orders. Rab1 Lal 
carries.this incident a stage further inasmuch as he deposed that the whole unit was 
immediately serlt to a concentration camp at Bidadari, where thay were confined 
in a very small ()peQ. enclosure and left there for the night. On the following 
morning they went back to their camp. 

_ Counsel for die defence argues that the above is a aistorted account of this 
· affair and, that the real cause of the trouble was that, as . Wolet Bahadur admit
ted, the men had refuseCl to do fatigues for the Japanese and were adopting 
a stubborn attitude which ended in their attacking the guard and being fired upon 
in consequence. ' 

Besides these insta'nces of mass ill-treatment there are other cases in which 
individuals .gave evidence b,efore you that during 1942 as a result of their rufusal to 
join the I~.A they had been sent to a c~ncentration camp: Concerning that camp 
the common fa9tors may apr,ear to be that m~n were beaten1 badiy fed 1 made to 
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carry earth 1n sacks slung on bamboo poles and force<;] to salute the I.N.A. sentries 
in the camp. Such treatment, for instance, is deposed to. by Jemadar ¥oham
med Hayat (P. W. I2) who stated that between July and Septemh'l':r 1942 lie had 
been to a concentrat_ion camp three times together with I I others of the I 1J Baha
walpur Infantry, and that he had been told that "if we did not volun!leer we 
would continue to be beaten like this until we died." It was put to thislwitness 
in cross-examination-and denied-that the real reason he and the others were 
sent to the camp w~s because there was a charge against them of having committed •. 
the theft of seven cows from civilians, and that after due investigation th$!y were 
released. Another example occurs in the evidence of Jemadar Sarup (P. W. 15) 
who has the same story of being beaten in a concentration camp and made to 
carry earth in sacks during the month of July I942. It is contended by the Defence 
that in his case the story in merely an invention in order to save hi,s skin with the 
Army authorities after he had failed to report at his depot immediately on arrival 
in India. These statements are contested by the Defence wh~ • suggest that all 
these stories are embroideries of the real truth. In fact there was a detention 
camp at Bidadari-not a concentration camp-t; which persons guil~ of crimes 
of ill-discipline were sent and where a certain amount of fatigues were ~muosed as 
was pJoper under the circumstances. These fatigues were merely ordinary manual 
labour, for example, carrying earth for the making of a garden, but have been 
magnified into torture and atrocities in order to suit the witnesses' own 
ends. 

The real issue for your consideration then is whether those i;lstan~es of ill-treat
ment are fact or fiction, and whether if they are true they were so notorious at the 
time that those can be no reasonable doubt that the accused knew of them. I 
must in that connection warn you as clearly and unambiguously as I can that the 
passage relating to torture or humiliation and of men being sent to the concetntra
tion camp, contained in a booklet named " My struggle '' by a:sh Behari 
Bose (Ex. ,1A) cannot by any means, or in the very least be regarded as evidence 
of the truth of that allegation. If the extract from that booklet has any pro
bative value, it is certainly not as going to show that a concentration camp 
existed or that torture or harassment were inflicted on Indian P.O.W. to join 
the I.N.A. • • . With regard to the special submission handed in by Counsel· for the Defence 
in his closing address I advised you that at that stage you could not decide 
questions of fact piecemeal, and I further advise yo'u now that under the rules 
by which you are bound an application to exclude evidence from £he record of 
a court-martial cannot be entertained. The position is that • if you accept the 
truth of what the prosecution witnesses srate and if apart from any presumotioQ._ 
which you are not entitled to make you are satisfied that the accused knew of 
those atrocities and were recruiting for the LN.A. with that knowledge, yi!Ju may 
regard that evidence as will satisfy you that these matters were s" notorious that 
the accused or any one of them must inevitably have known of them and used 
them you must dismiss the whole of this atrocity evidence from your minds as 
being wholly irrelevant and pay no further attention to it whatsoever. 

As regards the I. N. A.-the instument by means pf which it is alleged that 
the accused officers carried on the waging of war-I do not propose to deal with 
this subject at great length because you 'have heard a great deal about it and it 
will be fresh in your minds. Not only that but there are a large number of exhibit 
which are in evidence before you dealing with its organization and activities 
throughout the period under review ; and these you will no doubt peru$e when you 
come to consider your verdict in closed court. Moreover, you may ~gree that 
there is really ne issue as between the prosecution, and the defence as to the 
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existence of this army. and its activities throughout the .period, whatever may 
beth~· ferences which.the respective parties ask you to draw therefor. . . - . . 

u will remember that what has been called the first J.. N. A. came into 
e){isten on the Ist September I942 as a result of eariier efforts by Capt. M.ohan 
Singh, d in pursuance of certain resolutions which were passed at a conference 
in Bangkok in June I 942 .. There are a number of these·. resolutinns which are 

.contained in Exhibit·" zzzz ", but in relation to the I. N. A. it was agreed to 
·form an army with the objects, inter alia, of copducting operations against 

, the Briti~h or other foreign powers in India and of securing and .safeguarding . 
Indian national independence. At about the same tlme a Council of Action 
,consisting of Rash Behari Bose and six members came into existence to supervise 
the gener:1l policy to be adopted by the I. N. A. The organization of the I. N. A. 
at that time is ~ontained in Exhibit DD, the m~or units being . given as three 

. Guer~la regiment~, 4:he Hind Field Force Group, and various ancillary units. The 
total'strength of the force at that period . can only be a matter of conjecture, ·since 
the figure of Jo,ooo given by Lieuf. Nag was the -m~rest hearsay and of no value 
whatsoever. There is evidence that in November I942 an advance party of 
various -anifs were sent to Burma, but very shortly afterwards, in December I942, 
Mohan Singh was plJt under arrest.-whether by the Japanese or by Rash Behari · 
Bose being a conflictingissue-:<fnd·the first I. N. A. was then broken up, the badges 
and· all records being destroyed. I would point out,· however, that according to 
Subedar Major Baboo Ram the headquarters at Bidadari· continued to wear 
I. N. A. badg(JS even' after its dissolution in December I942, although the rest of the 
men discarded them. 

' By J anu'ary or February I 94 3 it is in evidence that,Rash Behari Bose. and the, 
administrative committee of the POW camps were recru~ting for the formation 
of a new l.•N. A. In March or April a " Directorate of Military Bure!u" had· 
come into exi~tence, the purpose of which was to act as a supreme headquarters 
of the new force. You will find. the organisation of this Bureau in .Exhibit FF. 
before the Court which details the establishment o( eight major departments dealing 
with 'S G " Administration, D. P .. M., Military Secretary, Finance, 0. T. S., 
Reinforcement Group, and Enlightenment and Culture: · 

At aboufthe same tiPne the preparatio'n of the I. N. A. Act was in progress, 
a document which is before you as Exhibit JJ; In regard to that Act th~re has 
been a certain amount of contention in relation to the inclusion of whipping as a:. · 
punishment. fo.- certain offences. Counsel for th5 defence has pointed out that iru 
the aggregate Indian. legislation does sanction corporal punishment and that to that 
extent its incorporation in the I. N. A. Act is no more objectionable. He had 
h1!n.ded in a summary of the provisions relating to ·whipping in force under the
Indian ~rmy Act, with a view to establishing that the powers of whipping under 
that Act and the .I. N. A. Act. are similar. As I pointed out' at the time; there is: 
an initial error · in this summary in setting out the powers of whipping in Ind' an 
Army Act, Sect\on 22,' the correct interpretation of which is that' on active 

. service a commanding officer may award an unenrolled menial servant a maximum, 
of twelve ~.trokes with a, rattan for an offence in breach of good order. Outside· 
that section there is no provision whatever ·in the Indian Army Act itself for 
'whipping, nor has there been since I 920, '»'hen such punishment was· finally abo
lished on the repeal of the Indian Army Act, Section 45· I feel bound to point out that 
there appears to be another error in this summary inasmuch as Counsel has stated 
that the "Military Operatiorial Area (Special Powers) Ordinance, 1943" authorises 
whipping as~ punishment for members of His M.ajesty's Indian forces. As a matter 
of fact, mllitary personnel cannot, of course, be tried by courts constituted under 
that Ordinance, as is clear frDm Sec: 4 (2) o£ the Ordinance w~ich -specifically 
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excludes such personnel. I am not suggesting that this matter is of any great 
importance, but it is necessary to put an accurate picture pefore . you. Moreover, 
you should bear in mind that there is no suggestion that the accusetl or ant one of 
them had a hand in drafting this I. N. A. Act or were parties to the incl sion of 
whipping therein. · 

Resuming the main theme of my address, it appears that the organi ation of 
the new I. N. A. closely followed that of the first, except that there is evidence that 
in September 1943 a 4th Guerilla Regiment known as the Bose Regiment was•. 
raised. Prior to that in August 1943 the direct command of the I. N .• A. was 

'taken over b'y · Subhas Chandra Bose. In his proclamation dated 25th August 
(Exhibit (II) you will find there set out the object laid down for the I. N. A. and 
in which refers to it as " the instrument of India's liberation. " 

At the beginning of 1944 the main headquarters of the I.N.A. had reached 
. Rangoon, and there is evidence that the Bose Regiment, at least q~mmanded by Capt. 

Shah Nawaz was on the Haka-Falam front shortly afterwards. You will remember 
various accounts of prosecution witnesses who deposed to the capture of a party 
of Chin levies, and of patrolling activities against a British India·n regiment. 
Havildar Nawab Khan, for. instance, recounted the disposition of thttt oregiment 
and of preparations for an attack on the Brit;sh in the Klang-Klang area which 
was to be put in on the 15th May. A-ccording'~ a l'!iary which has been produced 
as being that of Shah Nawaz for 1944 these operations lasted untill June when a 
retirement took place, the regiment being finally cencentrated at Pyinmana in 
September I944· In connection with those operations I would a~o draw your 
attention to the evidence of the japanese General Katakura who drew you a diagram 
of the part played by the I.N.A. in that campaign (Ex. WWWW). 

There is a large volume of evidence dealing with the operations of the I.N.A. 
round the area Popa-Kyauk Padaung in the year 1945, and in which. the whole 
of No. 2 Division I.N.A. was engaged. It also appears that at about that time 
No. I Division was entrenched round the Pyinmana area, but it is with regard to 
No.2 Division that the witnesses mainly speak. ·From Bhal Singh (P.W.), for 
instance, you hear of the digging of trenches round Pop a hill and of a s~irmish 
with a British patrol in which two jeeps were captured. Another witness (P.W. 2 t) 
deposed to a battle in the Popa area in which his platoon was working.in conjunction 
with a Jcwanese platoon, which ran away when fired upon. No. 2 Infantry 
Regiment, commanded by Capt. Sahgal, reached the Popa area from Mingaladon 
in March. There Havildar Ghulam Mohammed (P.W. 2 3) states that operation 
orders were issued for an attack on Pyinbil village in the Legyi distd'ct which took 
place in due course, and in which fire was exchanged with men Of a British Division. 
The operation order (Ex. XX) possibly gives the full details of this attack, tb..e 
intention of which is stated to be "to annihilate the enemy garrison in Pyinbin on the 
night of March 30-31." The report on the Legyi operations is contained in~x. LLL 
which bears the signature of Capt. Sahgal. On or about 12th A-r>ril 1945 No. 2 
Division retired from the Popa area, and No. 2 Infantry regiment of that Division 
surrendered some time later at a point north of Allanmys. In tha~ connection you 
will remember Lt. Col. Kitson's evidence with regard to the surrender of its Com
mander Capt. Sahgal. 

Finally you heard that about 6,ooo I.N.A. remained in Rangoon after the 
Japanese had evacuated it and Capt. Arshad told you how that force kept order 
in Rangoon and protected the interests of Indians. He also told you of the orders 
given to him by Wing-Commander Hudson and later by Brigadier Lauder. Although 
none of the accused were present at that time it is a question for i'our decision 
whether the status of prisoners of war was given to that force and whethe11', if it was, 
it could he held~o govern the status of the accused at the time when they surrendered . 
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1 must, however, point out to ·you that Capt. Irshad said that Brigadier tauder 
told hi" that h~ was ndt in a position to accept the I.N.A. as POW. 

ere is no dispute as between prosecution and defence th<j.t all the three accus
ed join this organisation and subscribed to its avowed purposes, whatever may be 
the rel ively less important differences with regard to place, time . or date. 
Never the less a joint trial does not entitle you to consider the charge collectively as 

.against all three. The joint nature of the charge, in fact, has reference only to the 
• procedure of joint arraignment and of hearing the evidence against all three· at one 

and the same time, and certain other incidental matters, but otherwise' the accused 
are entitled to the benefit of having the evidence weighed and considered and your 
finding arrived at separately and distinctively in c;ach individual ,case. Moreover, 
you must not consider the evidence on one of the charges in the charge-sheet as 
corroborating o!- complementary to the evidence on another, since they are all 

. separ.ate and distill<!!: charges. · 
The period over which this <;barge extends is a lengthy one and you have 

listened to a •considerable body of evidence relating to times antecedent to and 
succeedipg 1hat period. Such evidence may be relevant either as showing prepara
tion or as cause an effect or otherwise, but you must not in considering· your finding 

· take into account against him <VlY .o•ert act of any particular accused outside the 
period 15th November 1942 - 28th April 1945 which dates are specified in the first 
charge as being the commencement and termination of the period during which 
the accused are alleged to have waged war against the King. 1 

• I will now briefly summarise the evidence in relation to each accused as to 
their comiection with the I.N.A. Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan was commissioned in 
the Indian Army in 1936 and was promoted toT/Captain on 24.3.41 {Ex. U) which 
rank he was shown as holding in April 1945 Indian Army List. According 
to his own !t~tement, he surrendered at Singapore on 15th February 1942. During 
the earlier part of 1942 he was commanding at Neesoon Camp and you have 
evidence that in March he read out to a meeting of all the officers there the 

· Bidadari resolutions. In April he is quoted as stating in a lecture that "the 
I.N.A." is a very good movement and I have offered myself as a volunteer." 
In September at the formal inauguration of the first I.N.A. he was a Second 
Lieut. in the movement at!.d by 15th October he was a Lieut.-Colonel. On the 
26th November (according to Ex. HH} he was appointed to command the J.N.A. 
Cadet Training School. In April 1943 according to an order signed by Capt. 
Sahgal (Ex. FJii') he was posted to the> newly formed Directorate of Military 
Bureau as Li~ut.-Celonel, Chief of the General Staff. In August 1943, Havildar 
Ghulam Mohammed (P.W. 23) stated that he addressed .a meeting at Neesoon 
a'P which he said that the I.N.A. had been formed for the liberation of India 
and it ~ould fight not only British Imperialism but also those who would put 
obstacles in the -.vay of India's freedom. Pertaining to this period, there is a 
letter issued by him as C.G.S. regarding a "Scheme for the Reception and 
Management of .the Indian Soldiers in Burma ". 

At the meeting on 21st October 1943 at which Subhas Chandra Bose pro
claimed the Provisional Government of Free India he was, according to Lieut. Nag, 
nominated as a Minister and signed the proclamation issued on that occasion. 
During the same month he was commanding the Bose Regiment according to the 
evidence of Sepoy Dilasa Khan. 

In 1944 he took part with that formation in the battle for Imphal and Capt. 
Irshad states that he operated as far north as Kohima. I ~hall not again refer in 
detail to ~fs operation which I have dealt with in connection with the evidence 
of General Katakura (P. W. 5), and others. By December of that ,.ear according 
to his own. statement h~ was commanding No. 1 Division I.N.A .• at Mandalay 
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and shortly afterwards was given command of No. 2 Division I.N.A., a new 
division which was shortly moving to the front. You w1ll reco1\ect tha1"t was 
this division which operated in the Popa-Kyauk Padaung area, took part :1 the 
attack on Pyinbin arid the Legyi operations and you will find amongst the .hibits 
the operation order for this attack (Ex. XX) and an Information R urt to 
Major Nawabara regarding the Legyi operations, both stated to be ~igned by 
Capt. Shah ~awaz. In April 1945 the division retired from Popa area and • 
feil back to Pegu where he states he was captured by the British forces. 

Capt. Sahgal was commissioned in the Indian Army on 1 • .2. 39 (Ex. S). 
He was promoted T(Captain on 5· 3· 41, a rank which he is shown as holding 
in the Indian Army List for April '945· He was taken prisoner at the fall of 
Singapore on 15th February 1942 and in August of that year w~ at Bidadari 
Camp. He joined the I.N.A. on its formation in September 194.2 and according 
to Subedar Major Babu Ram was Adjutant of the Hind Fieltil-,orce Group> for 
the remainder of that year until the first l.N.A. WI}S broken up in December. 

In January 1943 he is alleged to have addressed Naik Santokh Si~gh (P.W.6) 
and others urging them to join the new I.N.A. which was going to be f~rmed. By 
an order signed by himself dated ro. 4· 43 he was posted from the Hind Field Force 
Group to the Directorate of Military Bureau (Ex. GG). By r7. 4· 43 he was signing 
as "Major, Militai y Secretary, Military Bureau Directorate" (Ex. Fl:'). On 
the 21st October 1943 he is said to have been present at the meeting at \-\hich 
Subhas Chandra Bose proclaimed the establishment of the Prov.isionaJ Governm<-cnt 
of Azad Hind. 

At the beginning of 1944 according to Lieut. Nag- he had moved frolll 
Singapore to Rangoon where he continued to function as Military Secreta t}, 

although he was at some time D.A.G. if you accept the evidenct> o~ieut. ~ ag 
who took over these·duties from him in August 1944. • 

In January 1945 he was commanding No.5 Guerilla Regiment which \\a~ 
then renamed No. 2 Infantry Regiment and you will remember L/N aik ~fohammed 
Sayeed's account of Subhas Chandra Bose's inspection of the regiment before it teft 
for the front. By the third week in January 1945, the same witness state~, the 
regiment had moved and Havildar Ghulam Mohammeol states tha<t the accused 
arrived with him at Popa on• 26th February. At some period in the early part 
of 1945 he was temporarily commanding No. 2 Division during the absence of 
Capt. Shah Nawaz, a fact which you may consider is borne oul by the entrie~ 
in his diary for 1945 which Lieut. Nag produced and in whic;]1 he said that he 
recognised the accused's handwriting. 

During March, Capt. Sahgal held several conferences at Popa at whidl 
plans for attacks on the Allies were discussed and he said that it WjS now 
either a case of attacking or of being attacked. Ghulam Moham1med states that 
on 13th :\larch Capt. Sahgal gave orders for a two-company attack on Pyinbin. 
On 29th .\farch he is said to have been in action against Bri.tish troops near 
Seikteen. On ! 2th April Pop a was evacuated and on 2 3rd April he was captured 
by the 2-2nd Gurkha Rifles near Allanmyo. 

Counsel for the defence has raised the issue that Capt. Sahgal surrendered 
to Lt.-Colonel Kitson as a POW and that under the terms of the surrender 
which he says were offered and accepted the accused is entitled to all the privi
leges of a POW You will recollect that Lt.-Col. Kitson stated that there 
was a surrender note which he has since destroyed in which it was stated that 
30 officers and 500 troops of the I. N. A. wished to surrender. C>t .that point 
the Advocate-venera! points out that Capt. Sahgal told Lt.-Col. Kitson 
that he had fought for what he considered to be right and that now that he 
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had lost he was prepared to take the consequences. Lt.-Col. Kitson also said 
that he told Sahgal that his (Sahgal's) disposal had nothing to do with hifu. 
It is ~f course.a matter for you to decide in the light of Lt.-Col. Kitson's evidence 
and· the light of your own military knowledge whether you consider that 

·bellig ent rights were by words or conduct· accorded to- Capt. Sahgal on 
that o casion and whether the Company Commander of the leading Company 
of the 4-2 Gurkha Rifles to whom the surrender was made could by the 

, custom of war either grant or recognise such rights on his own initiative. 
As to the association of Lt. Dhillon with- the Indian National Army, there 

is evidence that he was commissioned in the Indian Army on 3-:4-1940 and -was 
-promoted to Lieutenant on 30-4-1941, a rank which he is shown as holding in 
April 1945 Indian Army List. On the 5th February .1942 he was captured 
at ·Singapore on its surrender. In February or March he was at N eesoon Camp 
where he del~vered a lecture on the religion of the Japanese in which as is 
alle~ed, he said .Oat Indians should join hands with them to free India. He 
joined the first· I .. N. A. ·at its inception and was promoted Captain in that force 
on Septefl'll">er IO, I942 (EX. Bt). _On 15th September he was prcmoted Major 

· (Ce). At the beginning of February 1943 Subedar Major Baboo Ram states 
that h~sa\v him at Bidadari wearing I. N. A. badges. According to Lieut. Nag 
he was at I. N. A. Headquarters, iidadari, in May 1943 in Q branch. In October 
of that year he attended t~e proclamation cif the Provisional Government of 
Azad Hind by Subhas Chandra Bose in Singapore. By November 1943 he 
was Second in Command of No. I Infantry Regiment I. N. A. Later he was 
transferred ;a No. • 5 Guerilla Regiment and was again Second in Command 
in charge of training, until he left that regiment in June I 944· In September 
1944 he arrived in Burma, was given Command of No. 4 Guerilla Regiment 
and went to Mandalay to take command, from where it might appear that the 
regiment .moved to Myingyan where it was employed, according to Hanuman 
Prasad (P.W: 19), in digging trenches. You have heard evidence that in February 
or l'viarch 1945 this regiment was coming back to Popa in small parties, and 
subscq11ently moved to Nyaungu where it was posted in a defensive position 
on tht Irrawaddy. It was here that Havildar Sucha Singh deposed that there 
Was heavy shelling after which 84 men of the unit surrendered to the British 
on 14th Fel.ruary I945·e There are a number of Intelligence Summari(!s 
addressed to units and formations as well as to Hikari Kikan at about th:s 
time, all said to be signed by Dhillon (Exhibits TTT, XXX, ZZZ) and a letter 

d.ated 20th March from Dhillon to Subhas Chandra Bose (Exhibit AAAA). 
Finally there • is the message signed by Dhillon in which he states "we will 
fight up to the last." 
• You will appreciate that in the main these facts are not disputed by the 
?efence wha do not deny that the accused joined the I. N. A. and took part 
m opeMtions a$ainst the Allies. All the accused, however, stress that the I.N.A. 
were purely a voluntary army, composed of willing volunteers and that they 
were throughout actuatep by the highest motives of ~patiiotisn. Motives of 
course t::annot excuse an- act if it is criminal, but at the same time if you 
accept what the accused say-and it is not denied-then if the accused were to 
be convicted you might c msider that weighty mitigating circumstances exist in 
all the circumstances of the case. I shall now leave my review ofthis charg~, 
r~minding you that the accused's real defence ·to this charge is based on 

.their positioe1 under International Law to which I have already referred. 

2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th Charges 
I no~ ~urn to a co~sideration of murder charges against Lt. Gurbaksh Singh 

and Dhillon. These consist offov.r rh;uges, the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8M1 charges in the 
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charge-sheet on which that officer alone stands arraigned before you. Each of them 
is laid under I.A.A. Sec. 41, in respect of the civil offence of q1urder and the parti
culars aver in each instance that at or near Popa Hill in Burma, on• or abj1t 6th 
March 1945, he caus~d the death of a particular person. In fact, as you ill re
member, the case for the prosecuti<1n is that four men were all shot on the o ers of 
Lt. Dhillon at one and the same time so that all four charges refer to one d the 
same incident. The only difference therefore between the four charges is that each 
alleges the death of one particular man only. Thus the second charge alleges the • 
murder of one Hari Singh, the fourth the murder of one Duli Chand, the sixth thl:} • 
murder of one Daryao Singh and the eighth the murder of one Dharam Singh. It 
will be convenient for me to state the law and to review the evidence of all four 
alleged murders together, but, at the same time, it is hardly necessa1y for me to 
remind you that they are four separate and distinct charges which you must consider 
separately and which you cannot amalgamate in your minds as being one charge 
against Dhillon of the murder of four persons. • • 

Since murder is common to all four charges~ I shall now endeavour to put 
before you the elements of the offence of murder as relevant to all. T.6e law as to 
the substantive offence of murder is contained in Sees. 2gg, 300 & 302. ¥ou will 
note that Sec. 299 defines the offence of "culpable homicide." That is a generic term 
which includes all forms of the culpable killing of one. human being by another, of 
which murder is only one, and it is thus only by reference to Sec. 300 that the cir
cumstances in which culpable homicide becomes murder are made clear. You will 
observe that Sec. 300 provides that culpable homicide is murder. when the act by 
which the death is caused is done with any one of the four specified f~rms of inten
tion or knowledge, as the case may be, subject to five exceptions, any one of which 
would, if proved by the defence, reduces the crime of murder to one of culp.tble 
homicide not amounting to murder. In all these four charges, however, the de
fence have not relied on any of these exceptions, so that it is not necc;.~~ary for me 
to put them before you in detail. Furthermore, it is the case for the prosecution 
that in every case, Lieut. Dhillon had an express intention of causing the death of 
the person named in the charge, so that you may consider that whilst not excluding 
consideration of the various forms of knowledge referred to in Sec. 300 yout task 
will be one of deciding whether the accused Lt. Dhillon committed culpable homi
cide amounting to murder by causing ihe death of the perS'on named i'll each charge, 
respectively, with the intention of causing death. 

The intention of the accused, express or implied, thus becomes a very import
ant factor in your deliberations upon these charges. By "Intention"• is meant the 
expectation of the consequence in question ; but it is a state of :rflind and since we 
cannot see into a man's mind to see what he is aiming at or inte:nding, it is 
necessary to look at his overt acts and his conduct in the surrounding circumstanc~s 
bearing in mind that it is a presumption of law that a man must be taken 1:4i1 intend 
the natural consequences of his acts. Intention does not imply ot' assume the exis
tence of some previous design or forethought. It means an actual intention, the 
existing intention of the moment, and no proof of intention beyond. that which the 
act of itself supplies is required. I might add that these words of mine apply not 
only to these four murder charges but to every charge which is now before you for 
decision. 

The evidence on which the prosecution rely to establish their case against LieuL 
Dhillon may be briefly summarised as follows : One day in the third or fourth 
month of 1945 a man named Gian Singh, who at that time belonged to No. 7 
Battalion Nehru Regiment, was fallen in with his company (}3. Company~ in a nullah 
in the Popa area. He described this nullah as having sides about 20 ft. li1gh an<l with 
11n average wi~h at the bottom of aqout 5 ft. a~th.ough it was wider in places., 
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Whether it had more or less perpendicular. sides is not apparent from the evidence. 
There were about 30 men present and they were standing in two lines or files, the 
witness~ing in ,the middle. The men were facing forward towards where the 
accuse Lt. Dhillon was standing in front of the two groups. At the end of the 
nullah as a trench at right angles to the bed of the nullah and ;1bout 20 yards away 
from w re the witness was standing. Four men whom this witness did not identify 
were in the trench with their hands tied behind their backs. · 

Lt. Dhillon made a speech in which he said that these four men had tried 
'to go over to the British and so they were sentenced to death. He called for 

volunteers to shoot them. The two rr.en in the leading. file took one pace forward 
and they were joined by another man. The names of the three men- were Hidayat
ullah, Kalu Ram and Sher Singh. The two former belonged to the company and 
the latter to Brigade Headquarters Military Police. Dhillon ordered the first nian 
out of the trench and commanded Hidayatullah to shoot him. This he did, and 
the Illlan fell to th~ ~round. Similarly Dhillon ordered the seco~d · man ·out of the 
trench and he was also shot by Hidayatullah on Dhillon's order. The third and 
fourth men-.vere similarly shot bt Kalu Ram on Dhillon's order. Finally, Dhillon 
ordered Sher Singh to finish them off with his pistol and this man fired at· them 
from a c!ist!mce of about five yards. You may wish to consider how much of all this 
the witness saw, bearing in mind thilt he was about 20 yards away and standing in 
a confined space in the middle•of the company. At any rate, he states that when 
the men fell down after the first shots he did not see them then, although he says that 
he saw the four bodies buried in the trench. 

The othh witness to this alleged shooting is Nursing Sepoy Abdul Hafiz Khan 
who testified that one day after bringing a patient to the Papa area hospital he was 
returning to No. 7 Bn. Hospital when he saw some men of No.7 Bn. assembled 
near a nullah. · Apparently out of curiosity he went closer and saw four men whose 
hands wer~ tied behind. These men were made to sit in a trench. He heard the 
accused Lt. bhillon, who was present and who was then .commanding No. 7 Bn. 
tell the company that these four men had gone over· to the enemy and had been 
caught and therefore their punishment would be death. He then gives much the 
same -account of the shooting as Gian Singh gave that he says he saw the men after 
the first shots and that they were moving. On Dhillon's orders Sher Singh then 
went up to th~m and fired.his revolver, putting one or· two bullets into each one of 
them. He did not see the bodies buried. He can give no idea of when all this 
occurred save that it was in I945· 

Now ify'Ou believe these two witnesses, Gian Singh and Abdul Hafiz Khan, that 
Lt. Dhillon caused-four men to be shot there are still two matters on which the Pro
secution must satisfy you beyond reasonable doubt before you would be justified in 
!onvicting the accused of murder on these charges. Both of them are matters on 
which fprmal proof is required in every charge of murder, but they are vitally im ... 
portant, so muc+1 essential elements in all charges of murder that if you are not fully 
satisfied~n any ~me of them in respect of all or any of the four charges, you are 
bound to acqt.Ut the accused forthwith on such charge. I refer of cour.;e to the 
following two matters: 

(r) There must be adequate direct or circumstantial evidence of the identity 
of the four men shot as will convince you that they were in fact Hari Singh (2nd 
charge); Duli Chand (4th charge), Daryao Singh (6th charge) and ~Dharam Singh 
(8th charge). The burden 9f proof on the pwsecution will not be discharged by 
their merely proving that four unidentified men were shot on that day. 

(2) You must be satisfied on adequate and admissible evidence that Lt. 
~hillon <4t~s~d the death of Hari Singh, Duli Chand, Daryao Singh and Dhararn 
5mgh respectiVely and that the death o~ these men1 in fact1 took 11.lace . 
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These two points are vital in any trial and the more so in this case because 

they are both very much in issue in connection with the defence to these charges 
with which I shall deal later. • 

As to the first point, neither of the two prosecution witnesse; have in~ny way 
identified the four men. Abdul Hafiz Khan says he had never seen th · n before 
and Gian Singh stated that he did not know their names. He added th t Major 
Dhillon read out that these men were Jats from ~o. 8 Battalion. But there are on 
record two Crime Reports (Exhibits KKK and WWW) not counter-parts in that 
they differ in detail, although both contain in the heading the names of Sepoys Ha.ri" 
Singh, Duli Chand, Dary~ Singh and Dharam Singh. Lt. Nag who "produced 
both these documents stated that the words in both exhibits "Remanded for Divi
sional Comd's Trial" and the signature are in the handwriting of Lt. Dhil!on with 
whose handwriting and signature he was familiar. In both the1e are en~ries in the 
"Offence" column which I shall now proceed to read. Both crime reports are 
headed I.A.F. D9or in a form which you may recognise as being the. 
ordinary form in "use in the Indian army in which the senlmce awarded is, 
you may consider, entered in the normftl column undtT ."Puni~hment 
awarded." Both allege that the date of offence was 28.2.45. Cnder Lt. Dhillon's 
signatures at the foot of each report you will observe the figures 6-3-45, -wl:tkh is the 
approximate date averred in the particulars of the charge as being the date of 
the alleged murders. As to evidence of date, ttme ">f the two prosecution witne:,ses 
has stated that these occurrences happened in 1945 and the other that they occurred 
in the third or fourth month of 1945. We know that Lt. Dhillon was at that timt> 
in the Pop a area where these executions are alleged to have bcem careied out. It is 
~tated by both witnesses that four men were executed and both crime reports mention 
flmr men by name. 1-foreover, it is in evidence that Lieut. Dhillon told the men 
present in the nullah that "these four men had gone over ~o the enemy and had been 
caught and therefore their punishment would be death" and you may Ctj>nsider thaL 
~uch words are not inconsistent with the offences entered in the crime .11eports. 'fhe 
cr:me report purports to be in accordance with the procedure und,-r th..- lndictn 
~ational Army Act <tnd it is for your consideration whether the circumstances show 
that it was in pursuance of some such authority that thr prLKe..-d•r·"\' iu tht i'ulLth 
Wt're carried ou . 

The learned Counsel for the Prosecution has sugges~j,ed that the cnime J<:ports, 
together with Lt. Dhillon's words at the time of the shooting, and the circumstances 
pointing to this transaction in the nullah having the character and appearance of a 
judicial execution, establish identity of the four men alleged to haw b.een shot. He 
has in addition asked you to accept as evidence of identity and pfOof of death the 
Special Order of the Day, Ex. WW, which states that these ·four men were duly 
executed. This is signed by Capt. Shah Nawaz, but with respect to the opini<Jel 
of the Advocate-General, I am bound to advise you that what Shah ~awaz says in 
reference to this execution in that order cannot be regarded by you as evietence of 
these matters, inasmuch as Capt. Shah Nawaz has not been cha~ged with these 
murders, and whatever he may have stated about them on paper at somQ time or 
other, at a time when he was not on both before this Court, is not irr evidence befim~ 
you. In so far, therefore, as reliance is placed on this Exhibit WW to prove the 
death and identification of these four men, I can only direct you to put it out of 
your minds altogether in comidering the murder charges agaimt Lt. Dhillon and the 
charges of abetment of those murders against Capt. Sahgal. 

On the scond point-proof of death-your decison·on this point is to a certain 
extent governed by the view you take of the identification of the four men alleged 
to have been shot, inasmuch as it is ev:dent that if you are not satis~ed that the 
Prosecution have proved that Hari Singh, Duli Chand, Daryao Singh an~ Dl}aram 
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' Singh were shot down there that day in the nulhih, mere proo(of four unidentified 
men wo~d not~ to establish the four murder charges against Dhillon. I cannot 
foretell ow you will decide the issue of identification and express no opinion thereon 
but will erely point out that if you are not satisfied as to identity you have no 
.need to nsider tliese charges further. If, however, it comes to~the conclusion 
that those particular four men were shot, then you must further decide whether they 
oied, for without proof of death there can be no conviction for murder. You will 
'remember that Nursing Sepoy Abdul Hafiz Khan t9ld you that after the prisoners 
had been•shot by Hidayatullah . and ·Kalu Ram they fell down but wtre not dead 
because he saw them moving. Then Lt. Dhillon ordered . Sher Singh to put one 
or two more bullets into them and Sher Singh then went up to them and fired his 

. revolver, putting one or two bullets into each one of them. Thereafter he did not 
see them movin~. Then Capt. Lee went up to the bodies, examined them and 

. said ~omething t9 .Lt. Dhillon. Afterwards Lt. Dhillon orde.red the bodies to 
be buried. Abdul Hafiz Khan did not see them being buried. 

Here I tmust direct the attention of the Court to this witness's evidence that 
Capt. Lee• the Medical Officer of the battalion, examined the bodies and told. 
Lt. Dhilton that the men were dead. As I· said when the learned Advocate 
General tendered this evidence, oae must not confound admissibility with ..-..,eight 
and I must now advise you that the only probative value which may be placed on 
what Capt. Lee said to Lt. Dhillon is (a} to explain in part the reason why. 
the witness Abdul Hafiz Khan came to the conclusion he did as to the death of 
the four meif, and (b) as against Lt. Dhillon to the extent in which by his 
words or his silence if the words called for a reply, he accepted Capt. Lee's 
statement. I must ·warn you emphatically that Capt .. Lee's reported words, if 
you accept that they were uttered, are no sort of proof or value whatever in prov
ing that t!.ese four men died on the occasion. Capt. Lee has not come before 
you as a witrfess to declare on oath that these four men were dead and you cannot 
accept a more hearsay report ofwhat he is alleged to have said on that occasion 
as going to prove the truth of his assertion. 

What other evidence is there that.the four iuen died? I invite your attention to 
the evidence of Sepoy Gian Singh who was present with his company in the 
nullah at the ~hooting of ~o.ur men. Was this the same occasion to which Abdul 
Hafiz Khan refers? You m'ay consider that he gives substantially the same 
account of the identity of the executioners and the procedure followed, but he adds 
that when th8 men fell down after the first shots they were shrieking before 
Sher Singh fired his .-evolver at th<;m. Then he saw them being buried in the trench. 
From the fact that the whole proceedings in the nullah that day purpori:ed to be an 
~cution, that Lt. Dhillon ordered the four men to be shot and that they were 
shot-two by Hidayatullah and two by Kalu Ram-and that they fell down and 
were th~n agaiJi shot by Sher S;ngh with a pistol, and finally that they were 
b;tried-from all these facts the prosecution asks you to accept that the four men 
d1ed on that day~ 

Now to turn to the qefence on these charges. First and foremost the. 
accused in his statement says : " It is true that I committed four men for. tri.al on 
charges of desertion and attempting to communicate with the enemy. It is, how
ever, quite untrue that these men were shot at my instance or under my orders. 
On the day and at the time they are said to have been shot, I was confined to bed 
and unable to move. In fact the sentences of death passed on these men were 
subsequently remitted by the Divisional Commander and were never executed." ln 
parenthesi~ ~hat statement, like all three statements of the accused, was not made · 
on oath inasmuch as Indian law does not permit an accused J>erson to' give. 
evidence on oath ; but in making statements you must remember tfiat Lt. Dhillon 
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(and. the other officers) have exercised their ri~hts to the fullest extent which the 
la:w allows, and you arc bound to give them all your weightiest copsiderati. n. As 
corroboration of Lt. Dhillon's statement, Counsel for the defence has drawn 
your attention to Exhibit VVV to which is appended a letter written by Lt. hillon 
on paper dated 6th March 1945 in which he states that he felt very w k "so 
weak as I have never felt before throughout my life" and that he had to undergo 
a course of injections. Counsel has emphasised the entire improbability of Lt.. 
Dhillon's state of health being such on that day a~ would have permitted him to b~ • 
present at any such execution; in fact, as Counsd stated, Dhillon was in tt "state 
of complete c~llapse of health." I shall read this letter to you so as w put its terms 
once again before you for your consideration, in connection with what you must 
decide as to the state of health of Dhillon on that day. (Exhibit VVV read.) 

Then Counsel argued that there is no identification of th; persons allcgedo 
to have been shot with the persons mentioned in the crime rept'n>t. You wilt re
member how vital this point is in any charge of murder. It is contended that 
here there is nothing more than evidence that A ~as ordered to be sht>t and that 
someone saw a man shot and from those facts you are asked to come t<;l tJle con· 
elusion that A was shot, which would be a most monstrous proposition.· Here 
neither of the two alleged eye-witnesses were abP!e to j.dentify the men in the nullah, 
nor the date the men were shot, and hence there is no connection with those men 
and the crime report put in by Lt. Nag. 

Furthermore Counsel points to the improbability of Nursing Sepo¥ Hafiz Khan 
having been there at all as he states he was. He had no business there, he was 
expected to be on duty and yet stayed away more out of curiosity and spent half an 
hour watching what he says was the execution of the four men, with whom he was 
in no way connected. 

0 

Finally, as evidence that Hafiz Khan's story is untrue, Counsel arg'Ued that the 
next witness Gian Singh said, "I do not remember any person not belonging to the 
company being there." You will remember that at the time there was some argu · 
ment as to what Gian Singh had actually said, but there it is now extracted. from 
the record for yo.1r consideration. I might add that it was the fifst witness :'-lursing 
Sepoy Hafiz Khan who said, "I did not see any outsider apart from tltt.' officer'-, the 
company and myself." At any rate Counsel argues that ff Hafiz Khan had Jwcn 
there, as he states he was, for about half an hour, he must inevitably have:' been seen 
by Singh who does not remember having seen any person not belonging to the com
pany there-and Hafiz Khan did not belong to the company. To put' it briefly, the 
witness's story is false. The improbability of the story was stres~ed. How could a 
company have been fallen in in such a small and inconvenient space as describ~ 
and how could Hafiz Khan have escaped detection in such a small space if he had 
been there. Would these men have been fallen in at a time when there were constant 
air raids? • 

Finally there is on record that when men were arrested and were sentenced to 
death they were later released and Counsel has quoted in that connection that Capt. 
Rab Nawaz and others were so released, and in particular that in February 1945 
Har Gangasaran was actually sentenced to death by Capt. Sahgal and was later 
released. 

Lt. Dhillon's defence is therefore two-fold: (I) that he did not cause these four 
men to be put to death and (2) that even if it beheld that he did, his act was 
justified under International Law in the sense that at the time he was an officer of 
the I.N.A. carrying out duties under the I.N.A. Act and that the carr.ying out of 
such duties during the prosecution of a war wage~ under rules of lnternatfonal Law 
provides immudlty under this domestic law . 
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Leaving.aside International Law with which I have already .dealt, I would. ask 
you to consider the fol~wing points inter alia: · · · 

\

(I) .Di<f Lt. Dhillon intend to cause the death of Hari Singh, Duli Chand, 
Daryao Singh and Dharam Singh? 

(2) Did he in fact cause the death of these four persons and is there ade
quate proof in your view of the fact that death occurred in each 
instance? 

.(.3) Are you satisfied of the identity of the four persons shot as being those 
four persons named? . 

(4) If you are not satisfied as to proof of death, are you. satisfied that 
Lt. Dhillon attempted to murder Hari Singh, D1,1li Chand, Daryao Singh 
a~ Dharam Singh? .. 

• I must put tQ you a further hypothesis in connection with the .last point and 
it is this: Suppo~e you are satisfied-and I do not for a moment suggest that you 
will be or should be-that you find yourselves in the position that you consider that 
the identity ·or the persons named in the charge-shet:t is linked with the four men 
alleged-to have bee"n shot in the nullah, namely,. that you are satisfied that they 
were sepoys Hari Singh, Duli Chand, Daryao Singh and Dharam Singh, but that 
on the evidence you are not saotisfiea that their death has been satisfactorily proved 
to your satisfaction; there is then for your consideration whether you would be 
justified in bringing in a special finding of attempted murder on any or all of these 
charges, wh~ch fiuding would' be legally possible on· these charges as laid. An 
attempt to commit a crime is the direct movement towards the commission of a 
crime after the preparations ha,ve been made; in other words, an attempt consists in 
the intention to commit a crime combined with· the doing of some act adapted to 
but falling_short of its actual commission' and which if fully and completely carried 
out would '"have resulted in the consummation of the act attempted. The questions for 
your decision would be .therefore whether you should be satisfied that Lt. Dhillon's 
intention was to cause the death of Hari Singh, Duli Chand, Daryao Singh and 
Dharam'Singh and whether his alleged acts in causing Hidayatullah and Kalu Ram 
to shoot them, followed by causing Sher Singh to shoot them with a pistol from close 
range amounJ to i~1dividual attempts to murder. · 

· I now pass on to a ~eview of the next charges under consideration. 

3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th Charges 
All the~e four charges are aganist Capt. Sahgal only and are laid in 

respect of the abetment of the alleged· murder of the four sepoys Hari · Singh, Duli 
~hand, Daryao Singh and Dharam Singh, with which I have just dealt. You will 
appreciate therefore that your verdict on these four charges will depend, to a certain 
extent,.on the view you take of the evidence in the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th charges 
against Lt. Dh~lon. But before I commence to sum up the evidence on the issues 
involved, must again remind you that although I shall, for convenience, deal with 
all four · togetJ.1er, the accused is entiled to have each weighed and considered 
separately. 

The general definition of abetment is contained in Sec. 107 of the Indiari Penal 
Code which I shall now read to you. It is an .offence which 'involves active compli
city on the part of the abettor at a point of time prior to the actual commission of 
the offence and it is of the essence of the ·crime of abetment that the abettor should 
substantially assist the principal culprit towards the commission of the offence, 
~Ra~anlal-J:.aw of Crimes 16th Edition, page 229). With regard to abetment by 
mstlgatioo the offence is complete as soon as the abettor has incited another to 
commit an offence regardless of_wbeth~r the person abetted consent~ato carry out the 
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offence, and regardless of whether he consents and then fails to proceed with carrying 
the incitement into effect. In fact, this particular form of abetl'ilent m'Jst be ex~ined 
in relation to the intention present in the mind of person who abets ratht'r the upon 
what the incitement causes t~e person a~etted to d? in consequence of it. On t other 
hand, an abetment by consptracy reqmres somethmg more than a mere agree., enc to 
do some illegal act and, as has said, "so long as such a design rests in intention only it 
is not indictable." In order to constitute the offence of abetment by conspiracy, 
therefore, there must first be the combination of two or more persons to do an illegal. 
act or illegal omission, and the overt act or illegal omssion must take place pursuant 
to that conspira-cy. 

Abetment by aid occurs where a person intending to facilitate the commission 
of an offence does an act which does, in fact, facilitate its commission . 

• The above is the definition and general meaning, as relevant, of the word 
'abetment' as it is med in the I.P.C., which then goes on to p'reticribe numet-ous 
crimes of abetment in varying degrees of seriousness. One of these offences is laid down 
in the I.P.C., Sec. 109 under which the accused !s charged which I shall now read 
to you. And you will note that it is a constituent element of that offence that the 
crime abetted shall have been carried out in consequence of the abetment: fn plain 
language, therefore, the offences with which Ccpt. ~ahgal is charged are, respec
tively, the abetments of the murders ofthe four men named in the respective charg-es 
which murders are alleged to have been committed in consequence of his abetment. 

As to the evidence, you have before you the evidence of GQ.ulam Mohammed 
that the accused, Capt. Sahgal, reached Popa on or about 25/26th Fe'bruary 1945, 
and that he was at that time commanding No. 2 Infantry Regiment, I..:'-l.A. There 
is also evidence that at some time about this period he was commanding No. 2 
Division during the absence of Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan, and there is an entry in 
his diary under 2nd March in which he says : "I wish Shah Nawaz \f5uld come 
back soon and take charge of his Division." Again on zoth March he records: 
"Shah Nawaz hasn't turned up yet." Finally on 12th March 1945 there is an entry: 
"Shah Nawaz arrived with Mehar Dass." If you accept that evidence, then you 
may consider that at the material time, that if on or about 6th March 194~, ht
was temporarily commanding the I.N.A. Division in Popa area at which place the 
four named men are alleged to have been shot. The accu~d in his stafement in fa('t 
admits that he was then commanding the Division. The case for the prosecution 
then turns to the two crime reports (Exs. KKK and WWW) which, as I have said, 
in connection with the connected charges against Lt. Dhillon, apprar to be, in 
form, manuscript copies of the ordinary I.A.F.D. goi as used in •he Indian Army. 
On both crime reports the names of Sepoys Hari Singh, Duli Chand, Daryao Singh 
and Dharam Singh appear as the persons charged with (I} Desertion, and (2) Hol~ 
ing correspondence with the enemy. In both the words "Remanded for Di~isional 
Commander's Trial" appear in the identified handwriting of Lt. Ji)hillon, and Lt. 
Dhillon has also, according to Lt. Nag, signed them each in two places. Lt. Nag 
also identified as being in the handwriting of Capt. Sahgal the worps, "Sentenced 
to Death, P.K. Sahgal" which you may consider appear in the appropriate columns 
of I.A.F. Dgoz. 

I would also draw your attention to the fact that the signature "P.K. Sahgal" 
is over the designation "0ffg. Commdr. Unit No. 501" and that there is on record 
an exhibit marked RRR, which Dhillon is alleged to have issued on 2nd l\1arch 1945, 
a letter to all units and formations giving the code numbers allotted, in which tbat 
number 501 is shown as being "Adv. Div. H. Qrs." 

If therefore it is a fact that Lt. Dhillon remanded these four m~w for the 
Divisional Com~anger's trial you may consickr that it would be to Capt. Sahgal 
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that h~ was remanding them and that in the ordinary course of milit~ry affa,irs it 
would be that officer who would dispose of the case against i:herri. Absolutely np 
eyide~e, dire<et or cirtumstantial, exists as to any investigations before Capt. Sahgal; 
altho gh he admits in his statement to having tried these men. But the Prosecution 
asks ~u to accept that the two J.A,F. Dgox duly signed and in form, endorsed with 
the w rds "sentenced to death "-P.K. Sahgal" in the accused's handwriting are to
gether with the accused.'s statement evidence that .he in fact sentenced sepoys B:ari 

• Singh, Duli Chand, Daryao Singh and Dharam Singh to death. In so doing they 
· .... submit that he abetted Lt. Dhillon to shoot those men, which was duly done, and 

that by his act Capt. Sahgal instigated or incited Dhillon to commit illegal acts for 
which no justification exists in law, and which were duly carried out in consequence. 
In that connection the Advocate-General argued that the Provisional Government 
of Azad Hind was an illegal body, the formation of which was itself an offence 
against the S~te and that any body or tribunal constituted under it would be 
eq~ally unlawf!II. That is the Internation~l Law aspect with which I have already, 
dealt. • · 

As t<t whether that senteri~e. was carried out, 1 refer you to my review of 
the evidence in respect of the identity, proof of death and general circumstances 
in th~ charges of murder against Lt. Dhillon,_ pointing out that if you are not 
satisfied that Lt. Dhillon attendejl. and caused the executions to take place and 
that death occurred or if you do not consider that the identity of the four men 
shot as Hari Singh, Duli Chand, Daryao Singh and Dharam Singh has been 
established by the prosecution, then there is no necessity to consider this case 
further in ,.elation to abetment under the I. P. C., Section 109, although as I 
shall point out in a moment, there is still the question of abetment under 
another section remaining for your cons~deration. 

As regards the defence I should point out that Capt. Sahgal's connection 
with the~ charges purports to be through the Crime Reports, without which 
there would be no material evidence against him. If therefore you should 
reject the authenticity of these reports, there would be no prima facie case against 
him. I should also draw your attention to his statement that as an officer of 
the•J.N.A. he would be justified in sentencing such offenders to death under the 
terms of the I.N.A. f\ct, and that such sentences could lawfully be passed ir-1 
exercise of•authority laavfully, vested in him. At the same time, he has also 
stated: ''I was Offg. Divisional Commander in the absence of Col. Shah Nawaz 
Khan. In my capacity as Divisional Commander, I had to try on March 6, '45 four 
sepoys Hari, Singh, Duli Chand, Daryao Singh and Dharam Singh who had been 
committed for trial by Lt. G. S. Dhillon for offences of desertion and attempting 
to communicate with the enemy under Sections- 35 and 29 (c) of the Indian 

• National Army Act. They were found guilty and sentenced to death. The 
sentence was, however, not carried out, the convicts like many others who were 
simirarly trie~ and sentenced about that time having _been pardoned, on their 
expressing regret, and giving an- assurance not to misbehave in future. The 
fact of the sentence having been passed was of course used for its propaganda 
value in order to deter others from deserting." You will also remember that in 
fact a witness named Gangasaran was sentenced to death about the same time 
and was reprieved by Capt. Sahgal. 

Finally, without reference at the present stage to Capt. Sahgal's contention 
that he was performing a lawful act, do you consider that the crime reports, if 
you accept them, together with the accused's admission, constitute instigation 
or incitement to Lt. Dhillon to murder these four particular men, regardless of 
whether,he sentence was carried out and assuming, in fact, that it was never pu 
into effect ?, I express no opinion on this which is purely a matter of fact for 
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your decision but I would point out that if you should come to such a conclu
sion then you might consider yourselves justified in bringipg in a special finding 
or findings on the authority of I. A. A., Sec. 86 {4) read with the Cooe of CJminal 
Procedure, Sees. 237 and 238, of abetment under I. P. C., Section liS
a section which contemplates the abetment, for example, of a murder wh h was 
not carried out in consequence. 

lOth Char~e 
I will now invite your attention to a consideration of the 10th charge on the-'• 

charge-sheet, .in which Capt. Shah ~awaz Khan alone has been arraigned. This 
charge is also laid under I. A. A., Section 41, in respect of the commission of a . 
civil offence, that is to say, abetment contrary to Section 109 of the I. P. C., of 
an offence punishable under Section 302 of the I. P. C. In plain language that 
charge is one of the abetment of a murder which was committed in consequence, 
and the supporting. particulars aver that at or near Popa Hillm.Burma. On> or 
about the 2gth March 1945 Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan abetted the murder by 
one Khazin Shah and one Aya Singh of Gunner•Mohd. Hussain of H.K.S.R.A. 
which offence was committed in consequence of such abetment. 

• D 
The legal ingredients of the offences of murder and abetment, and the 

offence under the Indian Penal Code, Sec. 109, have qeen put before you in connec
tion with the murder charges against the accused Lieut. Dhillon and the abetment 
of murder charges against the accused Capt. Sahgal and the same considerations 
apply here, so that it will be unnecessary for me to repeat them once again. I 
will merely remind you that before you would be justified in convicting the 
accused Capt. Shah Navvaz Khan on this charge as laid, the prosecution must 
have satisfied you beyond reasonable doubt that a man named Gunner Mohd. 
Husain of the Hong Kong-Singapore Royal Artillery-that specific individual 
and nobody else-was murdered by Khazin Shah and Aya Singh and dlat Capt. 
Shah Nawaz Khan on or about the date mentioned abetted that murder in one 
of the ways constituting abetment as defined in the I. P. C., Section 107. 

On what then does the prosecution rely to prove that Khazin Shah and 
Aya Singh jointly murdered Gunner Mohd. Husain? Here it is necessary to call 
your attention to Sec. 34 of the I. P. C. which reads as follows : 0 

"When a criminal act is done by several person~ in furtherance of the 
common intention of all, each of such persons is liable for that act in the same 
manner as if it were done by him alone." 

• 
That section embodies the commonsense principle that th~ law cannot dif-

ferentiate between the acts of co-conspirators in the commission of a criminal 
act and make each as liable for the crime as if he had done it with his owlfl' 
hand. As a common illustration of that principle, there is the case of several 
men who combine to commit housebreaking, and in furtheranct;,of that tl.esign, 
one of the men actually breaks into the house whilst the others remain out
side on the road to keep watch. In those circumstances the watchers would 
be guilty of housebreaking equally with the man who entered the house, although 
they had never entered it. Applying that to the case of Khazin Shah and Aya 
Singh, it is argued. that both these men were present at the shooting of 
Mohd. Husain, that they intended it, made arrangements for the firing party, 
caused the man to be tied up and to be blindfolded and gave the order to 
fire, and that therefore they are as guilty of murder as if they had them
selves fired the rifles which are alleged to have killed Mohd. Husain. 

The first evidence of this transaction occurs in the testimony df Jfavildar 
Ghulam Mohd. of the I/ I 3 F .F. Rifles who in March I 945 was performing 
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the duties of Regiment at Adjutant No. 2 Infantry Regiment. In that · regi
ment were three Infantry Battalions, No.' 1 of which was commanded by Lieut. 
Khazir~Shah. •He states that on the 26th or 27th March 1945 a man named 
Mohd. Husain was placed in ·the quarter guard. - He was present at ·.the 
prelimi ary investigation . of the case by Capt. Sahgal on or about the ·28th 
March; and again on the morning of the 2gth March. On each occasion, 
No. 1 Bn. Commander, Khazin Shah, was present, and on each occasion Mohd. 

•Husain with two other men were charged with attempting to desert. Mohd. Husain 
~dmitteq his guilt. Ghulam Mohd. saw all three men ·leave the ,office on the 
second occasion. At about 4 or 5 o'clock on the same evenmg he saw 
)\fohd. Husain passing in front of his room accompanied by the Adjutant 
of No. r Bn. and 2nd-:Lt. Aya Singh who was a liaison officer at Regimen,tal 
Headquarters. ~rom Sepoy Jagiri Ram you heard an account of the circum
stances which- kd to the arrest of Mohd. Husain and an almost stage 
by stoage account; !ccording to him, of the whole transaction from beginning to end. 
Briefly, he testified that without re~embering dates which he does not understand, he 
was one day•sitting in a nullah with Mohd. Husain and a Garhwali discussing ·the 
possibilitles .of escape. They were sent for by the Bn. Commander, Khazin Shah; who 
taxed them with what they had said, tied them to trees and beat them. From Mohd. 
Husain he obtained an admissio~ that he had been discussing the question 
of escape, jokingly, with Jagiri Ram and Allah. Ditta. The latter, you will remem
ber, had not been present when the matter was discussed in the nullah. 

Khazin ~hah tpok Mohd. Husain and J agiri ·Ram to what was described 
as Brigade Headquarters, but which you may decide was really Regimental 
H~ad.quarters, since it appears CapL Sahgal was commanding there. By. 
thrs trme they had been joined by Allah Ditta who may have been arrested 
because of Mohd. Husain's admission to Khazin Shah. After interrogation 

·by Capt. Sa~al, in the presence of_ Khazin Shah, they were all three who returned 
to the quarter guard where Aya Singh appeared and beat them,. as is alleged, 
with the object of finding out the names of the men who intended to escape. 
On the following day, accompanied by Khazin Shah and one or two others, 
they were taken to the Divisional Commander, Shah Nawaz Khan. He:re, 
according to Jagiri Ram, he, like Allah Ditd and Mohd. Husain, were lined 
up before the !tccused Capt,. 'Shah Nawaz ·Khan who questioned each in turn. 
'All except Mohd. Husain denied having intended to escape. Mohd~ Husaip, 
however, admitted the accusation and was told by Shah Nawaz: "You are 

, not for our coantry ; you are our enemy. I will give you death by shooting._" It 
appears from the evidence of Allah Ditta that Khazin Shah was• present at this 
interview. 

• On the same ~vening J agiri Ram states that he was taken to Bn. Headquarters, 
where he saw Mohd. Husain, Khazin Shah and Aya Singh. He then gave 
an account of th~ shooting of Mohd. Husain and described how Khazin Shah 
told him "You will shoot Mohd. Husain because you are one of the men who 
were trying to escape with him," how he refused to do this and how Khazin 
Shah threatened him with a pistol ; how a rifle was put to his shoulder by 
Aya Singh, who put his finger around the trigger and how, not knowing any
thing about firing a rifle, he was forced by Aya Singh to fire at Mohd. 
Husain, who had been made to sit on the ground with Pis back to a tree and 
his hands tied behind his back. He states that Kha.£in Shah ordered , Aya 
Singh to give the order to fire and that this}W#~ne.~ccordingly. 

_Then y~~ had the evidence of Allah;1Ditta\ wh~:"'t~itlfough not present at ~the 
shootmg, d~cnbed how he had a cori\>ers'at'idtl' wi't'fi"Mohd. Husain on the. '26th 
March regarding escape: · At sunset, on the same evening he was ta~n to Brigade 
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'or Regimental Headquarters, where he saw Mohd. Husain, Jagiri Ram anc 
Khazin Shah. He has the same story of being beaten t>y Khazin Shah, taxed 
with an intention of escaping and of being confined in the quMtcr g:j. rd. OIJ 
27th March he w:as interrogated by Aya Singh who beat him. Then y had i11 
evidence that the witness heard Khazin Shah say that if those men ere no1 
punished he, Khazin Shah, would give up command of the battalio Finall} 
Allah Ditta gave an account of how he,Jagiri Ram and Mohd. Husain were brough1 
in front of Shah Nawaz on 29th March, who finally told Mohd. Husain in tl11. 
presence of Khazin Shah : "You are sentenced to death by shooting- because } 11'(1 

intended to' desert yourself and were persuading others to do the same. 'Thcrefon 
you are not pardoned." After this interview he, Allah Ditta, was locked up in tht 
same cell as Mohd. Husain until5 p.m. on the same day when Aya Singh and tlit 
Bn. Adjutant took away .Mohd. Husain. He never saw him again . 

• 
Finally, from L./Naik Sardar Mohammed you heard a detailed account ol 

the shooting of Mohd. Husain. This witness was Adjutant uf the rst Bfl. 2nd 
Infantry Regt. which was commanded by Kh,azin Shah. On the evening of 27tfl 
March he saw Khazin Shah beating Mohd. Husain and the others and' interrogatin!l 
them. He was later informed by Khazin Shah that Mohd. Husaj.n 0 had beeiJ 
sentenced to be shot, and he was also ordered by the same officer to make 
arrangements for the execution which inchftled .instructions as to detailing a 
fatigue party to dig a grave. · He took Mohd. Husain to the edge of a nullah 
where he was to be shot. He says Khazin Shah and Aya Singh were there 
and that the former gave instructions for Mohd. Husain to be tied to a tree 
and that he should be blindfolded. Furthermore, Khazin Shah detailed a firing 
party consisting of a Tamil, a Sikh and Jagiri Ram. He saw Aya Singh helping 
J agiri Ram to fire the rifle. He heard Khazin Shah order Aya Singh to give 
the order to fire and stated that Aya Singh hesitated upon which he repeated 
the order. Aya Singh then said, "Kneeling-Fire" and all three 5'epoys fired. a 
round each at Mohd. Husain who was killed. Sardar Mohd. add; that Khazlll 
Shah then ordered him to arrange for burial. 

These are the facts on which the Prosecution rely to show Khazin Shah and 
Aya Singh murdered Mohd. Husain. They ask you to accept that those•persom 
were not acting in pursuance of an order by a court of justice J:mt rather were 
engaged in a treasonable enterprise from which they• cannot find justification foi 
their action. They say that the intention of both men may not only be inferred 
from their overt acts such as arranging for an execution, tying the man and blind· 
folding him and ordering men to fire on him from a distance•of a few yard~ 
away, but also that the declared intention, at least of Kflazin Shah, was tha1 
this man should be put to death. In all these circumstances there was a commot 
intention to cause death, and that death was caused thereby, and that the dtus· 
ing of death amounts to murder. " 

I have as yet left out of account, however, those two .Qital consideration~ 
which require the strictest proof in all cases before the offence of murder can b1 
said to be proved. The first of these is that the identity of the person said to bt 
murdered mut be established beyond reasonable doubt and that it is not sufficient 
merely to show that a man was murdered. On the contrary, the law requires 
that if it is alleged that Sepoy Mohammed Husain, H.K.S.R.A., was the victim, 
the Prosecution must show that it was he and nobody else who dies at the hands 
of the alleged murderers. On this point you may care to consider the evidence 
ofJagiri Ram who was, jfyo.1-oe~ieve him, a witness of the whole transactiot 
almost from the beginning to the end. He states that he knew Mohamme< 
Husain, although he admitted in cross-examination that he did t~ know hin 
before the conversation in the nullah. He also stated that he had never spoken t~ 
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Mohammed Husain before he joined Company Headquarters. Yet, he werit ott 
to say ~at "I came to •know Mohammed Husain in the company. He used 
to live ith me • at headquarters. He used to sit in my company" and .again, "he 
used to "ve with me, surely I knew him." Is there a possibility of some confusion 
here wi regard .to the meaning in which the word "know" is used? Do you 
consider hat the solution to the apparent contradiction is thl).t whilst Jagiri Ram 
may not have known Mohammed Husain to talk to, he knew him by sight and 
~arne. . If, at any rate, you accept hi~ statement, there is the evidence of a man 
who was. actually present at the shootmg and who saw a man shot who, he ·states, 

• was Mohd. Husain. Then again you have the evidence of Allah Dit-ta" who states 
~hat he knew Mohammed Husain who· belonged to a British Regiment before, 
but you will remember of course thatthis man was not present at the shooting 
and cannot sw~a·r that the man he knew as Mohammed I;Tusain was actually 
shot. · . . . .. . 

The fact remains that if a man named Mohammed Husain was shot, then 
in accordan~ with the existing p,.actice which you may consider closely followed 
the procedu!e in the Indian Army, you would expect a casualty report to have 
been submitted. A casualty report was not submitted. That appears in the evi
dence of a prosecution witness, L/N<Vk Sardar Mohammed, who was present cit the 
execution and whose duty it w.ts' in the ordinary course of business to submit' such 
returns. He has stated that he did not do so, because- "night had fallen and 
we had to march that night,"-a reason which the Defence Counsel has suggested 
to you is uttePly 'inadequate. 

It is foi your consideration whether the reason why no casualty return was 
submitted was because no man of the name of Mohammed Husuin was executed.· 
Furthet, the defence contend thatJagiri Ram has throughout told a tutored an 
·untrue story. and that since he did riot know the name of the Garhwali. with 
whom he said he was plotting to escape, it is unlikely that he would have known 
the name of the person he says was Mohammed Husain. He certainly did not 
know ~he names of the firing party. · 

The second vital point in proof of murder, to which I have already referred, 
is of course th:!t it must be ,;shown that the death of the particular person actually 
occurred. In order to establish this point you have usually the evidence of a 
medical officer whq examined the ·body and found it dead. But whilst that method 
of proof is obv~ously the most satisfactory, it is by no means the only manner in 
which the fact of de~th may be inferred, and in cases in which no medical officer 
examined the body, it is necessary to consider whether circumstantial evidence 
e:llists which would justify a court coming to that conclusion beyond reasonable 
doubt. In this case you have heard the evidence of two eye-witnesses who were 
present <!1: the sh~oting of a man alleged to have been Mohammed Husain. The 
first, J agiri Ram, testified, that all three of the firing party fired, and that in his case 
Aya Singh had put the rifle on his shoulder in the aiming position. His rifle was 
pointing at Moh"d. Husain, but having regard to his acknowledged ignorance <;>f 
how to fire a rifle, are you satisfied that if his· story is true his bullet must have 
struck Mohd. Hussain ? You will remember that it is contended by the defence 
that J agiri Ram's story is utterly improbable. That there was no reason for him, 
a man quite untutored in the use of weapons to be ·made one of a firing party 
and least of all, even if his story is true, that there is any possibility that in hU! 
ignorance of how even to take' o.n aim any shot fired by him could have taken 
effect on th~ target .. The Prosecution, on the other hand, suggest that it was 

· Khazin Sh•li's idea of "nemesis" .that Jagiri Ram should be a member of the 
firing party. At any rate; J agiri Ram. says that Mohd. Husain <iied and that h~ 
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saw the body lying there, although he did not go near it, nor see how many shots 
had penetrated it. • 

The other witness Sardar ~fohd. statc.d that he was present
0 

at the tooting 
ofMohd. Husain which occurred at about dusk on 29th March I945· Th men 
fired and "~fohd. Husain was killed. His body rolled over sidewa1s." He 
further stated that he went near the body and found it dead. He saw "that the 
shirt covering the left breast was torn and from the amount of the tear he con
sidered that there were three shots. He saw no blood. Nevertheless, it must b_s;. 
remembered .that Sardar Mohd. was not a doctor and that his opinion that death 
had occurred was based merely on the fact that he considered three shots had struck 
and that the body was lying on its side. Then again, as bearing on proof of death, 
Sardar Mohd. has told you that Khazin Shah gave orders for burial, although no 
witness has stated that he saw the body buried. Allah Ditta has told you that 
after Aya Singh took Mohd. Husain away he never saw him ~ain. It is on the 
evidence of these • witnesses, coupled with the allegation that 'it was the 0 clear 
intention of Khazin Shah to put the man to death there and then that the 
prosecution rely to establish that Sepoy ;\fohd. Husain died that evening by the 
intention of Khazin Shah and Aya Singh. • o 

The defence, on the other hand, point to tlt,e fact that there is no crime report in 
this case nor any document showing that the sent~nce was carried out. Further
more, they say that Jagiri Ram's story is utterly improbable and a fooli~h inven
tion; and that the story that a sentence was passed by the accused on Mohd. 
Husain is untrue. Moreover, Khazin Shah and Aya Singh ·haveo proved to be 
alive and have not been produced although they would have been the best 
evidence of whether a man was shot at all. The defence also draw your attention 
to the improbability of three shots having entered the body of one man in ont" 
and the same place and without blood being observed by a w~ness of the 
occurrence, and strongly contend that this evidence falls far shor; of proof of 
death. 

I would also draw your attention to the accused's statement in which he 
says that it is "in fact wrong that I sentenced him lo death or that he was shot in 
execution of a sentence passed by me. ~1ohd. Husain and his companions were 
only informally produced before me, there being no.12rime repore>drawn up. I 
only very strongly admonished Mohd. Husain and told him that he had committed 
an offence for which he could and should be shot" -and to that statement you 
should give due and weighty attention. • 

I will now leave these vital questions of identity anti proof of death for 
your decision in closed court pointing out to you that they are both questions of 
fact on which you are bound to decide and on which if you have any reasona"'le 
doubt you must resolve in favour of the accused. ., 

Now, as to the alleged abetment of murder by Capt. Sltah Nawaz Khan, 
I have already explained to the Court that abetment consists ofinstigating a 
person to commit an offence or engaging in a conspiracy to cemmit it or inten
tionally aiding, by any act or illegal omission, a person to commit it. I would 
also remind you that the kind of abetment with which the accused is charged is 
that in which the actual crime was committed in consequence (I.P.C. S. rog). 

The evidence on which the charge is based is again contained in the testi
mony of Jagiri Ram, Allah Ditta and Sardar Mohammed, and it is this. Shortly 
after, or within two days of the arrest of Mohd. Husain and the other two, all 
three were brought before the Commander of No. 2 Division, who wa~ the accused 
Capt. Shah Nawaz. They were lined up before him according to .Jagiri Ram, 
and Khazin Silah was present in the room. Shah Nawaz first addressedJagiri 
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Ram and told him to speak the truth and say whether he intended to escape. He 
deniedl't. The~;t he asked Allah Ditta why he had not reported that Mohd. 
Husai ?ad talk~d to him about escapin.g, reminding him that he. was arr ~.C.G. 
Allah 1tta rephed that he knew nothmg about Mohd. Husam escapmg. He 
though it was a joke and begged pardon for his mistake. Lastly, J agiri Ram 
states, fr you believe him, that Capt. Shah N awaz addressed Mohd. Husain and 
after some questioning Mohd. Husain replied that he was in difficulties and that 
~e had intended to escape and asked to be forgiven. To this the accused replied 

"You are not for our country ; you are our enemy. I will give you death by 
shooting." Mohd. Husain then asked for forgiveness and said he was prepared to 

·go anywhere he was ordered, to which the accused did not reply. All three were 
then marched out accompanied by Major Negi and Khazin Shah and so far as 
J agiri Ram is • concerned, he seems to have been released aft~r taking what he 
·describes as an • unwilling part in the shooting of Mohd. Husain, the 
acco~nt of the prelimi~ary stages of this, interview given • by Allah Ditta 
is substantially the same, but .kis version of the conversation between Mohd. 
Husain and the accused differs from that of Jagiri Ram. According 
to Allah .• Ditta, Shah Nawaz first asked Mohd. Husain: "Did you 
1ntend to· desert or make others desert with you ?" to which the latter 
replied, "No, I did not intoo.d ttl desert'." Then he admonished him to speak 
the truth, to which Mohammed Husain replied: " I had a few difficulties and 
therefore I intended to escape". Up to that point you may consider there 
is not much. differt:nce between the two accounts, but Allah Ditta now quotes 

· Shah Nawaz as having said: "You are sentenced to death by shooting because you 
intended to desert yourself apd were persuading others to do the same. Therefore 
you are not pardoned." You will observe the difference between that wording and 
the words attributed by J agiri Ram to the accused: "You are not for our country ; 
,you are ou; &nemy. I will kive you death by shooting." There is a further 
difference between the evidence of J agiri Ram and that of Allah Ditta, in that you 
will remember Allah Ditta volunteered that Capt. Shah· Nawaz then said: " Put 
off the case to the Regimental Commander." It is for you to decide, 
gentlemen; whether if these words were u'sed as stated, the accused was 
referring to al~ the cases or whether he was referring t? the. case~ of Jagiri Ram 
and Allah Ditta only, or to any one of them, bearmg m mmd that Allah 
Ditta also says that before they were marched out he saw Shah Nawaz write 
something on the crime report before_ him. Does the fact that Allah Ditta was 

_ later brought hefore Major Negi and reduced to the ranks support the theory that 
the words " Put CJff the case w the Regimental Commander " were used with 
reference to Allah D~tta only? You. will remember that the· Prosecution allege that 

• 1~ohammed Husain was shot the same evening and that no further action was 
· taken a~ainst J agiri Ram. - . 

The accuse•d in his statement before the Court has said in this connection: 
" I only strongly admonished Mohammed Husain and told him that he had 
committed an offence for which he could and should be shot. I; however, left the 
matter there and asked tht case'to be put up again before me or the Regimental 
Commander who had in the meantime been vested with the power to try such 
cases, ifthe men concerned attempted to misbehave a second time. The case 
never came up before me again. " . , · 

Now, if you think- that Shah N a'waz referred Mohd. Husain's case back to 
the Regimental Commander without coming to any decision, then he ca:r.mot be 
found guilt~ of the charge of abetment of murder, and it is on exactly this poi~t 
that Cou~el for Defence argues that the witnesses bear out the accu~ed's 
statement. Neither of the witness~s lm~w English and yet Allah Dit;a is able to say: 
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"I saw Col. Shah Nawaz write something on the Crime Report." Jagiri Ram 
admitted that he only knows the word "report " in the senile of making a report 
to somebody, he did not know the word" crime" and could nof under1nd the 
words "Crime Report " when written on a piece of paper shown to hi How 
then could either of them say that they saw crime reports on the table front 
of Shah Nawaz ? It is contended in fact that there was no crime• roport, 
none has been produced and that this is a tutored story. 

Arising out of the 1oth charge, the following questions, inter alia: present"' 
themselves fer. your decision : 

(I) Do you believe that a man nametl. Mohd. · Husain was brought befor~ 
Capt. Shah Nawaz on or about the date mentioned ? 

(2} 

(3) 

(4) 

(S} 

Did Capt. Shah Nawaz sentence that man to death of did he remand 
him without coming to a decision ? • • 
If you are satisfied that he sentenced him to death, are you satisfied as 
to the identity of the man brought ·before Capt. Shah Nawaz being 
Gnr. Mohd. Husain, H.K.S.R.A.? • • 

Would Capt. Shah Nawaz's actions, as you accept them, amount to 
an incitement or instigation (a~etmoot) to Khazin Shah and Aya 
Singh to murder Mohd. Husain? 

Was Mohd. Husain murdered by Khazin Shah and Aya Singh as 
averred in the charges in consequence of the abetment of Capt. Shah 
Nawaz? 

(6) Are you satisfied that the Prosecution have provided strict proof of death? 

In connection with the List point, I would remind you that if )IOU are not 
satisfied as to proof of death you cannot convict the accused of an d'ffence under 
I. P. C. Sec. 109, which requires that the act abetted should have been committed 
in consequence of the abetment. Provided, however, that you were satisfied-and I 
am not suggesting that you should be-that Shah Nawaz abetted Khazin Shall and 
Aya Singh to murder Gunner Mohd. Husain, H. K. S. R. A. and that you were 
convinced beyond reasonable doubt of the identity of t}Jat man, y<Ju could then 
consider a special finding of guilty of a charge under I. P. C. Sec. 1 I 5· You are 
empowered to return such a special finding under the provisions of I. A. A. Sec. 
86 (4), read with Code of Criminal Procedure Sections 2 36 and 2 37· • 

Before you close the Court to consider your verdict on .the charges before 
you, I would once again remind you that the onus of proof is upon the Prosecution 
and that it is upon them to establish the various charges before the Court, beyol9d 
reasonable doubt. By reasonable doubt I do not mean every possible or fantastic 
doubt, since in criminal proceedings absolute or mathematical .::ertainty is not 
required and is seldom obtainable ; but you must not convict the accused on any 
charge unless you have that degree of certainty which as prudent apd careful men 
of the world you would require when acting in important affairs of y9ur daily 
lives. 

Finally, I would like to express my appreciation to Counsel for the Defence, 
and to Mr. Bhulabhai Desai in particular, for their assistance to me at all times, 
and for the extremely lucid manner in which the case for the defence has been 
put before .the Court. To the Advocate-General and Lt.-Col. Walsh also I would 
like to express my appreciation of the fair manner in which the case for the 
Prosecution has been conducted throughout. • 

0 
" 

Wm~ld yo\9 now, Sir, close the Qo~rt for coQ>iqera,tioQ of your findin~s ? 
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Evidence of Character of Accused Officers 

When the Ot>urt m;t on December 31, the Ju~ge-Advocate opened the day's 
proceedi!J.gs by calling on Col. Walsh, military prosecutor, to give evidence as to 
the char~cter and particulars of service. of the accused . 

• 
Col. Walsh put in records relating to the accused. About Capt. Shah 

~awaz, the age was given as 31 years, I I months. He had been in service for 9 
years, I I JTI.onths and had served. as a commissioned officer throughout having 
been Captain for five years and one month. Irrespective of this tri<~l· his general 
c.haracter was very good. He had no military decorations or award. There were 
no previous convictions . 

• 
. Sahgal was 28 ..Years, I I months, served as commissioned officer 

·and a; Captain for five years, had no military decorations or aw<l!rds. 
character V(as very good, had no p'evious convictions . 

• 

continuously 
His gener_al 

. Lt. {)J:Mllon was 30 years, 9 months of age, with a total service of 5 years anti 9 
months, having served as Lieutenant for four years and three months. · He had no 

. previous convictions, no decorations ~nd his general character was very good. . . 

The Judge-Advocate asked if the defence desired to cro~s-examine Col. 
Walsh. Mr. Soni who was present in the absence of Mr. Bhulabhai Desai, replied 
in the negative. 

Later, the Judge-Advocate asked Defence Counsel and each of the accused if 
they wished ~o address the Court. . . 

. They replied "no." 

The President then announced that the proceedings in open Court terminated 
and the Court would close to consider the sentence . 

• • 
The Court then closed to· consider the sentence. The General Court 

· Martial foun~ all the three accused officers guilty of the charge of 
waging war agaiqst the King Emperor. Lt. G. S. Dhillon was acquitted 
of the charge of murder and Capt. P. K. Sahgal was- acquitted of the 
dtarge of abetment of murder. The Court found ·capt. Shah Nawaz 
Khan gpilty of the charge of abetment of murder . 

• 
Accordingly, the. Court sentenced all the accused officers to nans

portation for life, cashiering and forfeiture of arrears of pay and allow
ance for waging war against the King Emperor. No separate sentence 

·was passed upon Oapt. Shah Nawaz Khan on the charge of abetment 
of murder . 

• • 

• • • 
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Sir Claude Auchinleck, Commander-in-Chief of India. 

• .. 
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• 
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The· sentence of the General Court Mqrtiq?, and the Confirmation of the 
Commander in-C.hief who was the (oTifiilfting authori{y in. the case wars 

. issu~d I i~. a. cbmmu~ique; ana was' pubi~sked;;,i"!;-tht{.Gatette 1 • ~ . 

• · of IJ!dza~ Ex,t_taor4znary qn:the.srd_day_Oj]ptzuqryJg;J6. · < ·. 
~The following .is the full text ~oftlie comiriuniq\ie~- ·p-ublished on 3rd 

January rg46. ·. ·., ,._., ·· ,. - · · ~ · · · 
- Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan, 'Capt. Sahgal and Lt. Dhillon·have,stood 

their .trial by Court-Martial on charges against all three of waging war 
against the King:Empqor,. ;Lt:.·Dhillon being aJso c~~rge.d~':Vith murder 
and the other two witl1. abetment of;rriur9~r .. 'fhe ... :~fi.d!ng_s.o_fthe court 
arethat;all three are gpilty cift,heu~harge of waging;:Waf,· .. M'4ile Capt. 
Sbah_._Naw!tz...J;Khap..etiS:~also:..,.,.convicted,..of...._tll_e_:--ch~rg~gf,~f?etment of 

. mttrdei,,. Lt .. ~hillon is ·acquitted_ p( the charge of ·Ill'U:rder and Capt. 
Sahgal.of the charge of abe(rri~nt of murder.··· . r: :. : : .. : · 

Having found the accused guilty:ofthe ·charg_e of waging war, the 
court"w!ts bound to' 'sentence· the: :accused~' either t6 death or to· trans
portation for life: _ _'no les~erjentenc~ J.vas :peririissible· ·.under ,th:( l~nv. 
The _saJ?-!~n~e of.t~e. c~d 6p ~l!:".t~r~_e;ac;c~s~d.(~s Jninspor:_tatj~J?- _for life_, 
c_~~i!!enQ.g. <!n_~:Jprfeiture ·of arrears .oL:pay avd:-~·all?wances.. .- . ' 

No tind1ng_ or-· s~ntence by -:_~ourt-martial Is co~plete until con
firmed. The confirming officer, in this case the Commander-in-Chief, 
is satisfied that the findings of the court are in each instance in ··confor
mity with the evid.ence and he has therefore ~onfirined then1.' ; ,..; 

Th~ confirming pfficer is, however, competent:to 'mitigate, com
mute or remit the sentences.: As ·~lready. sbited in the Press, .:it is the 
policy of•the Government of Jndia to· bring to.trial·in. future only such 
per.sons a.s <l:r~ a.lleg~d, in additio_n,_~o wagi~g war· t;tgai~st the 's_tate, to 
have committed .actsrofgross brutality: and It has be~n ·announced that. 
in reviewiflg' sen tens:.~ 5~ (illY trials.tqe I c6mpetb:tt. autqority . will have 
regard-to the extent to which:the acts proved,,oJfend against th~ _canons 
ofciviliz~ behaviour. . ·'. · .. r ... : . ' . ' .. ' 

·. · · · Lt~ Dhill?n and Capt. Sahga,l have been acq1iitted of the ~barges 
of murder and abetment of murder, and it·has riot ·been alleged that 

• tqey were 'guilty' ofother act~ of brutality. Altliough ·Capt. :Sha~ Nawaz 
K,hap has _b~eJ;l/ou.hd gu.ilty_ of ~betmep.t pfmurd~r.'andJ:he acts __ proved 
against him \vere harsh, the prevailing circt.nnstan,ces· have beeri' taken 
into account by the confirming officer.,1, . : • • . · • • · · · 

The.Commander-.:in-:-Chief_ha.s,:decided,,.the~for~, to_~tre~~~U three 
a~_s:u~e? in the, sa*e Y!ay i.~. t~~;· ~<l:t.!~!.?~S(':n~~l}ce, · and t9 remit the · 
sente!!ces oftran.spo~tatiOn fdr hfe_agamst all. three accused. He hasJ 
however' confirmed' i~e"s"enfc~rice of cashiering:-and -forfeiture of arrears 
of pay and allowances, since it is in: all ·· circums!ances a ,most serious 
crime for an officer or soldier to throw of[his . a~legiance and wage war 
against tne State.· This is a principle which it is essential to uphold in 
the int~rests1,bf the stability of any· governments by law established, 
present· or future. · I • 

• 
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Explanatory Note 

When the General Court Martial assembled on Novembe, 5, 1945, the 
cameramen were allowed to photograph the scene but the photographers. were 
excluded from the court-room as soon as the accused were brought in. The entry 
of the Press and the public to the court-room was regulated by passes. ~everal 
amplifiers were fitted into the court-room for the benefit of the visitors and the Press. 
On the opening day of the trial I 3,000 words were telegraphed by the Press cor- • 
respondents and the United Press of India to the various centres. of India, besides 
anothsr ten t~ousand words being teleprinted by the Associated Press of Indi~. The 
Reuters, Associated Press of America, United Press of America, Fr:ench News 
Agency, and several British and American papers covered the trial. 

The trial was held in a large room on the second floor of a building which 
had been in use as a dormitory since its construction in 1868. •on entering 
this building on tht; morning of NovemJ?er 5 several of us were .reminded ofethe 
1933, when we lived in a corner of its ground floor as prisoners. . . 

The three accused officers were informed of the remission of the '!lentence of 
transportation for life by the Commander-in-Chief on January 3 and ~he.t' were 
released from the Red Fort the same evening at about 6 p. m. 

There is a material omission from the offici~l pn~ceedings. While the evidence 
regarding the alleged use of force on the prisoners of war was being ra::orded, 
the court, on an objection by Mr. Bhulabhai Desai, gave a ruling that the names 
of persons who were to be tried subsequently were not to be mentioned. This 
ruling has not found place in the official record. This omission was pointed 
out by Lt. Col. Stott, a member of the court. 

Mr. Bhulabhai Desai addressed the court ex tempore for full two days, while 
the Prosecution Counsel, Sir Naushirwan Engineer, took about four hours to 
deliver his written address. The Judge-Advocate also took about the £~me time 
in summing up the case. While reading the address of Mr. Bhulabhai Desai, 
the reader must bear in mind the difference between spoken English and written 
English. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and Mr. P. K. Sen attended the court for only· the 
opening day, while Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru attended the court fo~ two days, 
November 5 and 6. Kanwar Sir Dalip Singh attended t'he court on the opening 
day and also towards the end of the proceedings when Mr. Bhulabhai Desai 
and Sir N.P. Engineer addressed the court and the Judge-Advoc~ summed 
up the case. Bakhshi Sir Tek Chand and Dr. Kailash Nath KatJu and Mr. 
Asaf Ali were present throughout the trial. • 

The arrangements for the defence of the accused were made by the I.N.A. • 
Defence Committee set up by the Indian National Congress. Mr. Asaf Ali inter
viewed most of the witnesses in the Red Fort. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehrue also 
met the three accused in the Red Fort before the commencement of the trial 
and Mr. Raghunandan Saran, a member of the I.N.A. Defence Committee had 
been meeting the accused in connection with their defence. The decision of 
the Commander-in-Chief in remitting the entire sentences of the accused was wel
comed by everyone connected with the defen,e as an act of statesmanship. 

It may be mentioned here that the defence had also cited Dr. Miss Lakshami, 
Commander of the Rani of Jhansi Regiment, as a defence witness but later 
gave her up. Privilege was claimed in respect of Field Marshal Wavell's Report 
on Malaya Campaign, which had also been requisitioned by the defence and 
the court upheld the objection to its production. • 

.--#vti JZ:IH • 
• 

• • 
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Exhibit AA.-INDIAN NATIONAL ARMY 
.Special"Order No. I, dated 1st September 1942 

by Capt. Mohan Singh, G.'O. C.-, Indian National Ariny. 
Promotion:-The G. -0. C. is pleased to promote the following· to the rank ·of 

2/Lieut. l'n the I. N. A.'W.'E. F: Ist September 1942. 
Name .Old raQk anp Unit 

Shah Nawaz Khan ·Capt. I/14 Punjab 
' P. K. Sahgal , . C~pt. 2/IO Baluc}J: · 

Gurbakhsh Sir..gh Dhillon Capt. , . I/I4 Punjab. 
Babu Ram Sub. Maj. 1/14 Punjab . 

• D. C . ..Nag. • Lt. ,. P., W. Cage. 
• (Sd.) M. Z. KIANI, ~aj., ·~ G 'H. Q., I. N. A .. 

• • Exhibit BB.-INDIAN NATIONAL ARMY. 
• • Special Order No .• 4, dated 9th Septembt<;r 1942 .. 

General Mohan Singh; Gene;al Qfficer Comma.~ding, Indian National Army:. 
Promotions:-The G. 0. C. Indian National Army is pleased to make the follow

ing promotions in the I. N. A. subject to the approval of the President, -Council of 
· Action, lndian.IndeEendence League::.__ ·· 

To be Majors with effect from Ioth September 1.942 :-
4· 2/Lt. Shah Nawaz Khan. 9· 2/Lt. P. K. Sahgal. 1'3. 2/Lt. G. S .. Dhillon. 

38. 2/Lt. D. C. Nag. 41. 2/Lt. Babu Ram .. 
• (Sd.) M. Z. KIANI, 2/Col., C. G. S., H. Qrs., I. N. A . • 

Exhibit CC.-INDIAN NATIONAL ARMY . 
.-. Special Order No. 12, dated rsth October 1942. 
General Mohan Singh, G. 0. C., Indian National Army. 

Promotione :-The G. Q. C., I. N. A., is pleased to make the following promo 
tions in the I. N. A., subject to the approval of President, Council of Action, Indian 
Independence League. · 

· Name ahe rank. Unit. 
To be Lt. _Coionels with effe~t from 15th October 1942. :~ 

.... 

• Major Shah Nawaz Khan. . H. Q.,I. N. A. 
To majors W. E. F., October 1942. -

Capt. P. K..Sahgal. H. Q., I. Hind Field Force Group. 
Capt. Gurbakhsh Singh Dhillort, Reinforcements. . 

(Sd.) M. Z. KIANI, Lt.-Col., Chief of the General Staff, H: Q., I. N. A.· 

})chibit EE 
TO THE OFFICERS AND MEN OF THE INDIAN NATIONAL ARMY. 

I •; ' 

· From-Rash Behari Bose, President Council of Action, Indian Indepertdence 
League, 13th February 1943. . . 

I have studied carefully the answ('!rs by officers of the I. N. A. to the question
naire put ti them by me on the roth February. I note that practically all the 
Officers are· prepared to fight and sacrifice for the Freedom of our·~o~herland _but 

• • • 
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I regret tO say that not all of them are willing to remain in the I. N. A. 
These Officers fall into the following categories :
I. Those afraid of taking action against the British; • 
2. Those whd do not seem to have full faith in the Indian National Congress. 
3· Those who believe in Dominion Status for India, which assumes• a British 

Victory. 
4· Those who do not wish to remain in the I. N. A. under the "present cir~ 

cumstances. •: 
Such views if expressed by Prisoners of War tnay well be Jmderstood but 

coming as they do from Officers of the Indian National Army they naturally give 
rise to speculations as to the motives which promoted these Officers to join the 
Movement which was intended solely to fight for the complete Indep~ndence of India, 
and not for the att,;l.inment ofDominion Status. Whatever the sta_tus of a Dominion,. 
it remains a Dominion of Britain and as such is a watch-dog of Britain. 

As for those who wish to remain away from the I. N. A. under•tlie "present 
circumstances," I can only say that I am hardly to blame for the present state of 
affairs in the Army. As you know India's fight against Britain has now ;eached a 
critical stage. Mahatma Gandhi has undertaken l} three-week fast to bring still 
more pressure on the British to quit India, thus finally disproving any chance of a 
compromise. Our duty now is clear. Some of you may be anxious to know what 
will happen to those rejected from I. N. A. Unfortunately, I shall have no control 
over those who deliberately choose to quit the I. N. A. at the"preset\t juncture. I 
cannot speak for the Japanese, nor say in what manner or at what place they may 
be employed by the power whose prisoners they choose to be. Those of the Officers 
who do not wish to reconsider the views will have to appear before me at r 1-30 

hours to-day and give their reasons before I decide to separate them from the men. 
The appointments to the various Offices in the Indian National Army will be made 
bv me as President of the Council of Actio.a very soon. Needless to say no appoint
ments have yet been made, but I can assure you that no Communal, Sectarian or 
Provincial bias will be shown. 

(Sd.) Rash Behari Bose, President, Council of Action, • 
Indian• Independence League. 

Exhibit FF.-MILITARY BUREAU GAZETTE 
Dated zfth April fg43· 

Absorptions. Officers shown in the attached list No. 2• are absorbed in the 
I.N.A. subject to the approval of the President, Council of Action, I.I.L. with efftct 
from zst April 1943· 

Appointments-2. Appointments of Officers as per annexures.(a), (b):(c), and 
(d) to this order, are made in the I.N.A. subject to the approval of the President, 
Council of Action, I.I.L. 
Serial No. I L" 

Postings and transfers-The following posti,gs and transfers are made:-

Rank Name . From To W.E.F. 

• 

• • • 

(Sd.) P.K. SAHGAL, Major, Military Secretary . 

• • 
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EXHIBIT FF. . 

Annexure (a) To Military Bureau Gazette Serial No.9 (2}, dated 17th Apri11942.' • 
- • Lt.-Col. J. K. BHONSLA, D.M.B., I.I.L. 

• 
• r I · . I 
• "d" Chief Ad minis- D .. P. V 
Lt'.-Col. trator MaJ. Aodul 

I' 
Lt. :Wirza Inayat Ali Beg, A.n.c. ., . • 

I 
:1\Jilitary 

• I • I 
• Finance. 0. T. S. Reim. Op. 

.'ShaQ. Nawaz Lt.-Col. .A~p. Rashid 
Secretary 

Major 
P. K. Sahgal 

2/Lt. 

Capt, Krishna !:Jl!bib-ur·Rahman •Maj. Mata-
Murti Capt. n S. Nagi. ul-Mulk, 

2/Lt. Din• Capt. Man Singl!. Comd. Khan, G~G.s. Loganadan. • 
. -2/Lt. W. Khan, 2/Lt. Abdul 

Supdt. Rahim, Supdt. 

-
L. C. Talwar, 

•A.M.S. 
2jLt. 

N.D. Pathak, 
Supdt~ · 

Mohammed Capt. A. B. Singh. Capt. Nand 
2/Lt. N arsingh Lal, Adjt. 

Dev. ' 

• 
• 

• I 
~----------~:·,-----------.,--------r I 
Legal "Q'' D.M.S. 

and Maj. K.P. Thimayya. 
"A'' Est. 

Lt. Maj. 
C.J. Stracy 

Capt. 
Judicial Capt. S. N. Dey;S. & T. D. C. Dutta 

Uttam Sing~ 
Capt. Capt. Harji:nder Singh,. 
D. C. 0. 0. Nontoch. 
Nag Lt. Faqir Chand, 

I 
0. 0. Toch. 

r_,___ __ _ 
I 
lnf. Ops. 

Cap~. P. S. Raturi· 

• 

I 
Int. 

Maj. Prabhu Dayal Qapt. Iy.fohaxnrned 
Ashraf Khan 

'2/Lt. Tik'a ·Ram 

I 
Lt. Man Bahadur 
Lt. Sant Ram • 
Lt. 'Misri Khan 
2/Lt. Ghulam Husain 
2/Lt. Kartar Singh 
2/Lt. Karan Singh 
2/Lt. ~her Singh • 
2/Lt: Narain Ram. 

· .... ,. 

• 
. I 

Enhghtenment 
Culture Oomd. 

Maj. A. D. 
Jahangir. 

Capt. M .• H. 
Alvi. 

2/Lt. S. K. H. 
Rizvi. · 

2/Lt. H.C. Arora, 
2/Lt. R. 'L.. 

Vermani. 
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EXHIBIT FF. 
Annexure (b) To Military Bureau Gazette Serial No.9 (2), dated 17th April, 1943. 

Lt.-Col. M. z. KIANI, Army Commander 

A.D. C . 
Lt. Abdul Majid, Personal Clerk 

H. Qrs, I. N. A. 

r---- ----- -- ------- i 
General Staff Branch A/Q. Branch 

r- --
"A" Branch 

D. A. G. Capt.Jagir 
Singh 

I 
"0" Branch 
D.Q.M.G. 
Maj. G. S. 

Dhillon 
0 

• 

I 
Medical Branch 

D.D.M.S. 
A. D. M.S. 

Lt.-Col. K. Rai 

~- J -r·--
East. Branch 
Capt . .'\mar 

Singh 

-~ 

Empl. Pl. 
2/Lt. Dharam 

Singh 

[ 
Base Hosp. 

<Lt.-Col. R. Kasliwal 

l 
Med. Aid Party 

r-
·ops. Plans and 

S. Duties Br. 
Major Jaswant 

• Singh 
Capt. Ghulam 

Sazwar 
•Capt. Jiwan 

. I . 
Trag.o .Branch 
Lt.-Col. R. M. 

Arshad 
Capt. H. S. 

Bll'di 

• 

' 
0 

Singh - 0 

Clerk i/c. "G'' Br. S. 0. I. Mohammed Afsar. 

( 
Ordn;mn· 
Tcchntcal 

Capt. Amir Singh 
• Non-Tech. 
Lt. Akbar Ali 

i 
I 
i• 

• 

Maj. S. W. Palskar 

0 

I • 
Suply. l\Pd Tyt . 

0 

Maj. oN. N. Khosla, 
• Lt. }4ehtab Singh • I 

Lt. Girdhart Lal 

Cln k i/c. A/Q. Branch. !;!/Lt. G. 1... Kohir . 
... 

1.>:1 ... 
0 
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Rank Name. From Unit. To Unit. w. e. f. 
Lt.-Col. Shah Nawaz Khan. Reinforcement H. Q., I. N. A. 

• GP. Cadets Trg. School 26-11-1942. 
(Sd.) N.S. BHAGAT, Lt.-Col., Military Secretary, I.N.A. 

• Exhibit JJ. 
Whipping :-55· The· Court may by its. sentence. order with or. without 

rigorous imprisonment whipping according to the followmg scale, provided the 
accused is certified to be in a fit condition :-

• 

'(a). Six stripes a 'week or less. (b) Total stripes not to exceed 24. (c) At 
· an interval to be ordered by the Court. 

E«hibit KK. DRAFT AMENDMENT TO I. N. A., ACT. 

• CHAPTER-IV . • 
Summa;y Powers :-In Section~' after Item 4, insert the following:-
5· Arm~ Cornman- Sepoys. R. I. up to 160 days. (6 months) Reduc-

.der N. C. Os. tion to any rank with or without R. I. up to 
6o days. 

Offit:ers ~p to Reductfon to next lower rank or 'severe 
• the rank of reprimand or reprimand only if the accused 

Major Officer elects to be tried by him summarily 
• rather than by a Court Martial. 

. Solitary confinement upto 15 days to officers excluding field officers, subject 
to the scale laid down in Section 54 of-the Act. ·In additi-on he may order for
feiture of pay of all ranks for a period not exceeding 30 days. 

CO!'poral Punishment : 
In seriOl1S cases of indiscipline amongst sepoys and N. c. Os., he may also 

order flogging not exceeding 3 strokes per week upto 3 weeks, subject to the pro
visions laid down in Section ·55 of the Act. 

6." Director of Mili- Sepoys R. I. up to 9 months. Reduction to any 
tary B~eau N. C. Os. lower rank with or without R. I up to go 

• days. 
Officers in- Reduction to next lower rank or severe 

' eluding Field reprimand or reprimand. 
Officers 

Solitary c~nfinement up to one. month' to Officers including Field Officers 
• subject to the scale laid down in Section 54 of the Act. In addition he may order 

forfeiture of pay of all ranks for a period not exceeding 6o days. · 
Coqforal PuiJ,ishment : 

In serious cases of indiscipline amongst sepoys and 'N.C.Os. he may also 
order flogging not exceeding 3 strokes per week up to 4 weeks, subject to the 
provisos 1aid down in Section 55 of the Act. · 
7. Detachment Commanders. I 

(a) Officer Commanding 

(b) Officer Commanding 200 or 
• more but less than 500 strong 

•(c) Officer Commanding 50 or 

Powers of a Regiment or Group Com
mander as in Sub-section (4) of 
this Section. • 

Powers of a Field Officer as in Sub
Section (3) of this Section. 

Powers of a Comminding Officer as in 



more but less than 200 strong. 
(d) Officer Commanding less than 

50 strong 
(e) N. C. Os. Commanding detach

ment. 

S u b-Scction ( 2) of this Section. 
Powers of an Officer as b Sub

Section. (r) of this Section. 
Confinement to lines up to 7 days or 

in case of guards picq:.tets or 
fatigue an extra up tO 7. e 

When higher punishment is called 
for, he will send the accu:>ed to 
the nearest unit or dut.olc:1-
ment commanded by.an Officer. 

When a Detachment Commander considers that a lower punishmem t1Jan 
that he is empowered to award, is sufficient to meet the ends of justice he may ust: 
ftis discretion in awarding a lower punishment in any particular case, tinder SeClion 
)O of the Act. Such pvnishments are :-- • • 

r. Confinement to lines up to 28 days. • 
2. Extra Guards, picquets or fatigue up to 7· • 

Exhibit LL. SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY. • • 
Jomrades of Azad Hind Fauj, ::: • 

In the middle of:\Iarch this year, advanced units of the Azad Hind·Fauj, 
lighting shoulder to shoulder with their valiant allies, the Imperial Nippon Forces, 
:rossed the Indo-Burma border and the fight for India's libenttion .thereupon 
:ommenced of Indian soil. 

The British authorities, by ruthlessly exploiting India for over a century and 
bringing foreign soldiers to fight their battles for them, had managed to put up a 
mighty force against us. After crossing the Indo-Burma border, inspirtl'Cl by the 
righteousness of our cause, encountered these numerically superior and better 
~quipped, but heterogeneous and disunited forces of the enemy and defeated them 
.n every battle. Our units, with their better training and discipline and unshakable 
ietermination to do or die on the path of India's freedom, soon established their 
mpeioritv over the enemy, whose morale deteriorated with each defeat. Fighting 
mder the most trying conditions our officers and men disyllayed such c6urage and 
1eroism that they have earned the praise of everybody. With their blood and 
;acrifice, these heroes have established traditions which the future soldi~s of free 
[ndia shall have to uphold. All preparations had been complettd' and the. 
:tage had been set for the final assault on Imphal when. torrential rains 
>vertook us, and to carry Imphal by an assault was rendered a tactical 
mpo>sibility. Handicapped by the elements, we were forced to postpone our • 
>ffensive. After the postponement of offensive, it was found disadvantageous for our 
roops to continue to hold the line that we then had. For securing a Jll.Ore fa~our· 
.ble defensive positiGn, it was considered advisable to withdraw our troops. In 
tccordance with this decision, our troops have withdrawn to a more favourable 
lefensive position. We shall now utilise the period oflull in completing our prepa
·ations, so that with the adven~ of better weather we may be in a position to 
·esume our offensive. Having beaten the enemy o~e in several sectors of the front, 
mr faith in our final victory and in the destruction of the Anglo-American forces of 
lggression has increased tenfold. As soon as all our preparations are complete, we 
hall launch a mighty offensive against our enemies once again. With the superior 
ighting qualities, dauntless courage and unshakable devotion to duty of our officers 
md men, victory shall surely be ours. 0 

~Iay the souls of those heroes, who have fallen in this campaign i8spire us 
• 

• •• 
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to.still nobler de~ds of heroism and bravery in the next phase of India's War of 
Liberation. )ai Hiad . 

.' · . · ·. . (Sd.) Subhas Chandra Bose, Supreme Commander, Azad Hind Fauj .. 
Burma, 'r4th August 1944. · ·. · .. 

Exhibit MM. AZAD HIND FAUJ ORDERS. 
Lt.-Coi: Habib-ur-Rahman, Asstt. Chief of Staff. 

No. 13 Unit. 

Burma: Dated 5· g. 1944· 
Congratulatory. 334· His Excellency Thakin Nu. Burmese Minister of Foreign 

Affairs sent the following message of felicitations to H. E. N etaji, Subhas Chandra 
Bose, on the 7th July 1944 on the occasion of the celebration of Netaji week. Events 
of momentous 'significance have so crowded upon one another ever since Your 
Excelle1.1cy have ably assumed leadership of the Indian Independence League on 

July 4, 1943, that it is hardly credible that a year ha~ gone by. The transfer, not 
long afte.rwards of your Provisional Government from · Synon to Burma, the front 
line country of the present War of Greater East Asia, was a happy augury, not 
only for India and Burma, llut a!so for the whole of East Asia and Your Ex·cellency 
has net>-er been known to have paused for rest. This unabating energy has been 
a source of inspiration to all the rank and file of I. N. A. as well as .the Rani 
of Jhansi R_egim~nt, whose fighting strength and spirit are growing from day to day. 
The spectacular success of the past year of Your Excellency's countrymen is attri
butable to Your Excellency's indomitable will to achieve freedom at all cost and 
implicit faith in East Asia's Ultimate Victory." 

REI'J..Y BY HIS EXCELLENCY NETAJI SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE. 
Your Excellency;. 

Allow me to express on behalf of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind, 
the- I. N. A., the Rani ofJhansi Regiment and myself, my mostsincere thanks to :Your 
Excellency for your kind message of felicitations of July 7· I am thankful to the 
Governmertt and the Pe~ple of Independent Burma for their good wishes in. our 
fight for independence. I wish also to assure Your Excellency that the Provisional 
GoverniJlfnt of Azad Hind and the three Million Indians in East Asia deeply appre
<>iate the \IN.lole-hearted sympathy and• co-operation of the Government and People 
of Burma, particularly -since the Provisional Government shifted its H. ·Q. fJ om 
Syonan to Burm;. It is this aid of the Government and People of Burma that ·has 

• rendered it possible for the I. N. A. to reach the Indo-Burma frontier and carry on 
its successful operations against the Anglo-Americans in India. It is most gratify
ing td'me to kJlow that at this moment troops of the I. N. A are fighting shoulder 
to shoulder with their comrades of the Burmese Army against the common 
enemies, the Anglo-Americans, and for a common cause, namely, the freedom of 
Asia, the freeaom of Burma, and the freedom of Inda. Assuring Your Excellency of 
my highest consideration. , 

.. I . . , 
Coml:miilique issued by the Provisional Government of Azad Hind 

· on July 27, 1944. 
On receipt 'or information re : the formation of a new Cabinet with General 

Koise as Premier, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, Head of the State, Provisional 
Governm~t of Azad Hind, cabled congratulations and felicitations to General Koise 
and oth~ Ministers of his Cabinet, and assured them of the qetermination of Indian~· 
in East Asia tq <;:ontil}ue to fight shoulder to shoulder with Nippon until victory ·is· 

• 



:tchieved. His Excellency Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, Head ofthe State, Provisional 
3overnment of Azad Hind and Supreme Commandt>r of the Azad Hind Fauj, sent tht> 
following message of felicitations to His Excdkncy ~ainggandaw Adipadi Dr. Baw 
Maw, Head ofState, Independent Burma, on the occ2sion of the Anniversary of Burmese 
[ndependence. On beh·alf of freedom loving Indians, the Provisional Government of 
Free India, the I.N.A. and myself, I wish to offer my warmest congratulations to3our 
Excellency, to the Government and the people of Independent Burma on the occa
;ion of the Anniversary of Burma's Independence. 1 wish to take this opportunity 
to express the heartiest thanks of the Provisional Government of Free India, the 
Indian National-Army and of myself to Your Excellency, to the Government and 
to the peotJle of Inilependent Burma for all the valuable heTp that has beLn and is 
being rendered to us in our fight for the Independence of India. I wish also to 
assure Your Excellency that Wt>, Indians, are irrevocably resolved to fif?hl ~houlder 
to shovlder with Independent Burma and :\ippon, under all circumstances until our 
common enemies are ~ushed and our common Victory is achieved. • • • 

Netaji's message to Nipponese Foreign Minister 
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose has sent the foHowing message to His 

Mamaru Shingamitsu, Foreign .Minister of Nippon :-

• 
Excellency . " 

On the occasion of Your Excellency's assL.?.Din& once again the office of 
Foreign Ministt>r and concurrmtly, the .\:finister of Greater East Asiatic Aff.-irs, I 
desire to offer my heartiest felicitation. Having had the highest admiration of Your 
Excellency's statesmanship and diplomacy, it gives me a unique pleasure to see 
Your Excellency back in office. I take thi., opportuntiy of assuring Your 'Excellency 
once again that in spite of the hard times that lie ahead of us, we shall go on 
fighting shoulder to shoulder with Nippon under all circumstances until our common 
Victory is achieved. 

c 
His Excellency Mamaru Shigamitsu sent the following reply to ~~taji 

Subhas Chandra Bose 
I wish to express my sincere thanks to Your Excellency for your kind message 

of felicitations, I welcome your assurance of whole-hearted co-operation at t~1is 
momentous juncture. I am firmly convinced that we shall win our common cause, 
and that under Your Excellency's wise and able leadership, t,he struggle ?Or liberat
ing India will ultimately be crowned with success. All my best wishes. 

The following tele~rams were recently exchanged between His Excellency 
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, Head of the State, Provisional Governmn~of Azad. 
Hind and His Excellency Kovit Abhaiwong~e, Prime Minister of T~ailand. 

Netaji's telegram.~On behalf of all freedom-loving Indians, the Provi~ional 
Government of Azad Hind, the Indian National Army, the Indian lndt-pendence • 
League and myself, I wish to offer my hearty congratulations on the occasion of 
Your Excellency assuming the Office of Prime Minister. I wishe to ta.ke" this 
opportunity to assure Your Excellency that we, Indians, will continue whole
heartedly to co-operate with the Government and the people of Th~iland in our 
common fight against the common enemy. I hope and trust that during Your 
Ex~ellency's tenure of office, the culture and poli~cal ties that have already been 
formed between Thailand and Free India will be"ilurther strengthened. Heartily 
wishin!Z Your Excellency all success as the leader of the Thai Nation and assuring 
Your Excellency of my highest consideration--Subhas Chandra Bose, Head of the 
State, Provisional Government of Azad Hind. 

His Excellency 11!ajor Abhaiwongse'8 reply. -I th;.mk you sincerely for your 
congratulatory telegram. The Government and people of Thailand fully" .iympa
thise with the high ispirations of the freedom-loving Indians anq will c()ntmue to. 

0 
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give whole-hearted support . to the Indian Independence Movement. ·I desire to 
assure Your· Excellency that I shalt use· my constant effort further to enh~tnc¢ the 
cultural and p~litical t.ies between -Thailand and Free India. In the- na~e of the 
Thai people, I wish every success for the I. N:.A.,and for Your- Excellency's n<;>ble 
undertaking., May the.Independence -of. India. sopn.,be a·chieved. I avail myself 
of this «tpportunity of assuring Your .Excellency of-my highest·consi~eration. -, o, . 

, Decorations .A. H. F. Person,iez:-i335-'. ·The. ·following will be. the • ordef :of 
: precedence for' Decoration awarded'· to In.embed•of the';Azad Hind Fauj by the 

Provisional Goverriment of Azad Hind:· · '., · · " • -t · 

• :,. 1. Shal}eed~e-Bhar;t. • 2. Sher-~~ilind.;" '3. -S.ardar'.:e-Jang:;· :4: Vie-a-Hind. 
· 5· Tamgha-e-Bahaduri. 6.' Tamgha-e-Shatrimash. · · · ·. . · . · . 

;· . II. In future there will be two,clas~es of the 'Sarqar-e-Jang', · :rv.(edal a~cord
ing to the stanJard of individual bravery;. devotion to duty and leadership exhibited 
iti tile field, T.h~ 'awards of ~Sardar~:~-J.abg' Medal· xpade ul> tjll now will.be. of 
Class I of thM medal. ' · : · · • :_ : . · t . . · · · ' · ' · 

• • . ~ ••• -l t ,• 1-. • • •. ~· . ' . •.• ' •. . 

III. Members of the Azad Hind,' who render meri~orious,~nd com~end~ble 
service .in Jhe field, but fall short of ;qu~lifying for~ a ,decor-ation, . will be granted 
the cer~ific.ate 'Sanad~e-Bahaduri' J:)l' ,~he He, ad of tlie Stat~, Provi~ional Government 
of Azad-Hmd! · · · '• ·· · · · · • -'• ,. -1• • .. 

The award ~f Taniglia-e-S~at~ti~ash is' !JttliiHoll~~in~ classes : , 
Class II: .to. be awarded 'to those members ofth~ Azad HiQd fauj who.kill 

or ~apture ·<!live , any British or American Officer or other rank either in single 
combat or in a group fight where qualities of individual initiative an~ individual 
bravery come into•play. Class I: to•be awarded to· tliose':memper(~fthe Azad 

. Hind Fauj who exhil?it conspicuom: gallantry and devotion to . duty in· killing or 
capturing .alive any British or American Officer or other r~nk either in single 
combat or id a group· fighting w:here qua~ities of individual ,bravery come into p!ay. 

Precedence, etc,:-Th~ medal 'Ta~gha-e-Nash' shaJl take preceden~e after 
'Tamgha-e-Bahaduri'. This medal may be awarded tp a metnber of the Azad 
IIino·Fauj in 'addition. to· any other decoration .for whi~h he may have qualified. 
'Tamgha-e-S~atrunash' may also be awarded.posthumously. . ' · 

The Provisional Go•vernment of Azad Hind · has decided· that the medal 
'Tamgha-i.:Shatrunash' may be. awarded to· any person, other than a member of 

• · (\'za~ Hind't~uj, whe~her o.utsi<:le. Indi~ . o.r insid:, who; while pluticip~ting;in or 
heipmg the war of India's LiberatiOn; quahfies himself for the decoration by ful-
filling the conditiot1.s laid down above . . :. • ·· ·· ' · · ' 

~ ' This m~dal may also be awarded to~ny'p~_rso~ outside India or inside
-.v?o helps the_p_rosecution of. India's War, of qher~~iori by killing ~r capturing 
ahve a~y Bntiih or Amencan, other, than -Army P~rsonnel, who IS clearly an 
.en~my m the path of India's freedom: . · · 

' • ... ' • .f" 

Exhibit NN_:_AZAD J1IND FAUJI ORDERS 
By Lieut.-Colonet' Aziz Ahmad Khan.' ~ _ . · ' 

Burma . . rio. I; Unit. . > .Dat~d 3otq October 1944· 
Appointments-Officers : ! ' . , ,.,. f. 

T. 444· puri?g the absenc: of the Supreme c?m~ari~e.r, A.·H!'~F::, from H. Q. 
No. II Um.t; Lieut.-Col.. Az~z Ahmad Khan wdl .deal With alh~out_i~e and urgent 
_matters,,w~Ich would ordmar~ly hav~ b~e~ dealt. With by the Sl!pi~me··commander. 
Lt.~9oL ~Lz- Ahmad· Kh~n Will1 dunn~ thiS penod1 exercise the powers of the 
Chief of Staff, - • . · · • ,. _')· ,_ r . 

• • • 



. War Oouncil-445· Since the establishment of the Provisional Government of 
Azad Hind on 21st October 1943, a year of intensive activity has daps..-d. In the 
meantime, the war has reached a stage when the initiative is goingo to pass from 
the hands of our ~nemies to those of our friends and of our Allies. To prepare for 
the coming offensive, it is absolutely necessary to make an all-out effort at To~"'l 
Mobilisation and to further intensify and co-ordinate all our activities co~ncc!t-"d 

· with our war-preparations. In order to achieve this objective, a special oroan of 
the Prov~s~onal Government of Azad Hird has to be set up. The War CoU'ndl of •. 
the Provisional Government has, therefore, been formed. The \V ar C::mncil 
whili:h is the' Supreme organ of the Provisional Govcr11ment for directing a~d con~ • 
trolling the war effort and the war preparations of the Government will have the 
following duties : • 

I. To further intensify the war activities of the Provisiona1l Government. 
2. To initiate any new activities that will be found necessarx for the war effort 
and for war preparations. 3· To co-ordinate all these activities ·with a view to 
producing the maximum result, namely, to launch the offensive that.will bring 
about the speedy and complete overthrow of our enemies. • 

The following is the composition of the War Council: • 0 

I. Colonel J. K. Bhonsla. 2. Colonel eM . .7-. Kiani. 3· Lt.·Col. Ehsan 
Qadir. 4· Lt.-Col. Aziz Ahmad Khan. 5· Lt.-Col. Habib-urRahman. 6. Lt.
qol. Gulzara Singh. 7· Sri N. Raghavan. 8. S. A. Ayer. g. Sri Parmanand. 
'10. Col. A. C. Chatterji, Secretary. · II. Sri A. Yellapa, co-opted member. 

(Sd.) D. C. N~g, ~fajor, "A". 

Exhibit 00-SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY. 
Secretary. 

To 
0 

All Officers and men of the Azad Hind Army. 
Comrades, 

As you all know, the positive achievements of the Officers and men of the 
Azad Hind Fauj last year on the field of battle and the victorie~ that they scored 
over the enemy through their patriotism, bravery and !relf-sacrifice, 0 were marred 
to some extent by the cowardice and treachery of a few officers and men. Vve 
were hoping that with the advent of the New Year all traces of co~rdice and • 
treachery would be wiped out; and that in this year's operations t~ Azad Hbd 
Fauj would be able to put up an unsullied record of heroism and self-sacrifice. 
But that was not to be. The recent treachery of five officers of the H. Q. of the • 
2nd Division has come as an eye-opener to us that all is not well within our ranis 
and that the seeds of cowardice and treachely have yet to be wiped out. lf we 
now succeed in exterminating cowardice and treachery once for a.U, this s'hameful 
and despicable incident may, through God's grace, ultimately prove to be a bles-
sing in disguise. I am, therefore, determined to take all pgssible measures 
necessary for the purification of our Army. I am confident that in this I shall 
have your full and unstinted support. In orde~to destroy completely the germs 
of cowardice and treachery, the following meastl't-es will have to be adopted : -

I. Every member of the Azad Hind Fauj, Officer, N.C. 0. or Sepoy wit, 
in future,· be. entitled to arrest any other member of the Azad Hind Fauj, no mat

. ter what his rank may be,, if be behaves in a cowardly manner or to shoot him if 
he acts in a treacherous manner. 

2· lam giving an opportunity to all members of the Azad Hint! Fauj who 
may not feel indined to work dutifully or fight courageously in future fo leave the 

• • • 



g.ig: 
ranks of· the Azad Hind Fauj. This ·offer will• be open for one week from the 
time of its communication. , . , . . . , , 

3· In acfdition to giving an opportunity. to unwill!ng elements to leave volun
tarily the ranks_of the Azad Hind Fauj, I want to carry out. thorough. purge of our 
Army. Durin~(the course of this purge, all those will· be· removed. against whom 
there. is suspicion that they may fail us, or'l~etray us, at tlie 'critical moment. In 
order to carry out this purge successfully I·w~nt'your fullest co-operation and I 

• \\;anf you; therefore, to give me and my tr·usted officers all available information 
about <}ny cowardly or treacherous elements that may still exist in our'Army. 

• ' ·. 4· It will not be enopgh to carry out a thorough purge now .. In future, also, 
vigilance wilrhave 'to continue .. It will, therefore,. be the duty of every member 
of the Azad Hind Fauj, in future, to• keep his' eyes and ears open in order to detect 
in.good time apy tendency towards cowardice: or treachery. In future, if any 
member of the Azad Hind Fauj detects· any tendency towards cowardice or 
tre<tche~y, he sh011ld report at once, either· orally or in writing,• either to me or to 
the officers who may be within reach. In other words,' from now onwards and for 
all times,' eVery member of the A~a(l Hind Fauj sliould•regard himself. as the custo
dian of the honour and reputation of" the Azad Hind Fauj and ofthe IndiartNation. 

5~ After the purge has been carried out and unwilling elements have been 
given an opportunity of leaving <Jlir' Aririyf if there is any case of cowardice or 
~reacher.y, the punishment will be death. 

6. · In order to create within our Army a moral bulwark against cowardice 
and treachery, we have to create an intense hatred against cowardice and treachery 
in any form. • A strong feeling has lo be created in the mind of every member of 
this Army that for a member of a revolutionary army, there is no crime Irtore 
heinous and despicable than to be a coward or a traitor .. ! Instructions are, being 
issued separately as to how we can create suc!J anintense.hatred against co~ardice 
and treacltery so that there will be no more cowards or ttaitor:s within our ranks. 

· 7· Aiter the purge has been carried out, every member of the Azad~· Hind 
Fauj will be required to renew his oath to fight on bravely and courageously until 
the em~cipation of our dear motherland is achieved. Instructions regarding the 
form•an'd manner of this oath will be issued Separately. . • . . . 

R Special rewards will be given to those who give information ,reg~rding 
cowardly anti treacherou10 elements or who arrest or shoot at the front cowardly 
and treacherous elements. 

"'(Sd). Subhas Chandra Bose, Supreme Commander; Azad Hirid Fauj. . 
' Burma, Dated 13th March 1945-" 

• Exhibit PP 
§ecutity. ., 

·Special Order of the day. , . · . 
To • 

. ALL OFFICERS AND MEN OF THE A.ZAD HIND FAUJ. 
Comrades, . 

In order . to express our indignation, disgust and . hatred,· ag~inst: cowardice. 
and._treachery, a special ~bservanf'e will be held. in every camp of the· Aia~ Jff~d 
FauJ on a day to be prev1ously fixed for the purpose. · All officers and· ot~er faril;{s 
must take part in the ob~ervance. With regard to the details of the observance,' 
each camp will be free to draw up its • ow~ ·pro~ramme with .a vic:;w to H:akii]g 
tbe observance a complete success. Drre{;t10ns m broad outlmes are however 
b . . h . h . . . ' . ' _etng gtvena erew1t : '· · · ·.:· · " ~~;- :" ··:' · 

' (aj PQems or articles may. be written, and r~ad, ~~pt~s~i~i{'~Rff~d ~ii~i 
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3~0 

disgust against cowardice and treacllery. ~ 

(b) Dramas may be improvised and acted for expressing abhorrence 
against cowardice and treachery. "' 

(c) Effigies of the traitor (Riaz, Madan, Sarwary, Doy, Mohammed 
Bakhsh and others) in cardboard or straw or clay or any other ~uitable 
material, either in human or in animal form, should be prepared and 
every member of the camp should give full vent to his disgust and 
hatred against the traitors. 

(d) L-e<;tures should be delivered praising Indian heroes of the past and • 
lauding the brave deeds of the members of the Azad Hind Fauj in 
the course of the present War of Liberation. ' 

(e) The day's observance should end with the singing o(. the :National 
Anthem and collective shouting of slogans. · 

Special rewar~ will be given to the camp that can put up 
11

tlie best show~ 
(Sd.) Subhas Chandra Bose, Supreme Cd'mmander, Azad Hind. Paui 

Burma 13-3-1945· • ., 

H. Qrs., I. N. A., Bidadari. 

Exhibit QQ 0 • 
No. 107/t/2/G. 

Office of the D. M. B., I. I. L, 
Syonan, 22nd ·Marc!t 1943· 

Sub.-Policy regarding re-organization of the I.N.A. 
Herewith 2 copies of " Policy regarding Re-organization of the 1.~ .A." for 

1ecessary action, please. 
(Sd.) Shah Nawaz Khan, Lt.-Col. C. G. S., Office of the D. M. B., I. 1. L. 

Jopy to:-
Iwakura Kikan (3). 

0 

Policy regarding Re-organization of the I.N.A. ~ 

. 1. All the formations in the I.N.A. will first re-organize within themselves. 
Jnits and sub-units will be completed in strength by a process of a~gamatiop. 
1\ny deficiencies will be made up from the reinforcement camp. These will be 
lemanded as far as possible, as complete units and sub-units. Say, for instance, 
uter re-organization Gandhi Regt. 4th Bn., is deficient of three platoons of Sikh\ 
tnd one ~ection of Jats, Comd. Ghandi Regt. will place his demand on the Army 
Jommander, who will forward it to the D. M. B., who, in turn, will place them on 
.he 0. C. reinforcements. System of going direct and selecting 

41
men from the 

reinforcement camp is strictly forbidden. 
2. Reinforcement camp is being formed as soon as circumstances perrnlt. 

1\11 the volunteers for the I.N.A. from prisoners of. war camps in Syonan, and from 
he mainland will be concentrated there and orglnized on the same basis as the 
:orresponding units of I. N. A. 

3· Comd. reinforcement is entirely responsible for the organization, training, 
iiscipline and administration of all such men under his command. He will 
naintain a complete record of each individual coming to his camp, showing the 
late of joining, original unit, place from where he came and how finall'y disposed 
)t • • 
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, •:;.' 14• . lds· notified fqr the information of all conc~.rned . thaLowing to a , ~el'y 
small number of}> .. M. 'f.nd1Sikh-volunteers coming foro/ard to join: the,. I:N.A.,' Jat 
and Gujjar-.Companies may have to be accepted in the~r place .. ·: .. , . . Ji,,,- ··.:! 

. ·· 5· ···Ariny Commander is requested to forward tothese H. Qts.t defidendies·by 
Regiments, as envisaged by this letter as soon as possible, please: · ·. · : · ·'' t ' 1 · 

6. •: This ·leiter 'will take effect immediately as no~ihore volunteers are~expected 
• to rejoin their units from Separation Camps. . ,, ,., . : . . , ., ; 

(Sd.) Shah Nawaz Khan, Lt.-Col. C. q., S., Office ·ofthe D.M{"-J.I.L. 

Sy~nan, 22-3-1943· . '" - . l I ' 
• . L • 1 "-' ' • • • t ~-

' I ., - .~xhiblt RR . \, 
• No. I07/t/6/j . 

• , . • O_ffice C?f the .p. M. B., 1: I. L., Syo~an, sotl 

Most Secret. • I 
To -.Heacf~~arters,.~.:~. A., .Bi~ad~ri, Designations-u~its .and 

For the purpose of secrecy, iii future, the Special Se~ e 
referred ~o as •Bahadur Group'. This is not to be published i1 :i 
or,formation ~ro:utine-,,orders, :it ·,must, b~ -passed· down in sul 1t 
everr. _s!ngle; soldier.,will. understand. the significance, of this changl 
;:~,, : (Sd~) Sh1h·N~waz Khan, Lt;~Col. C.G.S., Office ofthe D. ~ j. 
Copy to: :~Iwakur.u Kikan (3). · '· ··, i: ; · . . · • I ,-;· 

ii' :1 ,-, ~· ;, I . ~ ~ ; •, ' . : EXhibit ss r.. '• i . ;. ' ,. 
: : ;,-.,No'. lo4/5MG Offi-~{_of the n'.M.B.,_~.i.E-.,:syo,n,a~'; 'dated 27til~~Y;-j ' . 
. ,To ,. , ;;~· •. ., . . . . ' ,, -~ ., , . . · , .. . .. ··: . ·· . 

· H. Q.rs., Indian National Army. 
S'UJJ :-Policy Regarding the Disposal of Category 'B' & 'A'. Per~onnel, 
It has been brought to no tic~ that- certain units . are indis~riminately_ · sending 

all their categt>ry •B' and ~· men to the reinforc~ment gro!Jp. , I~ 1 sorqe cases 
men have been sent only to convalesce there.· The Reinforcement 'Gp., as 

• it is today, ~ not in. such ~ fortunate p~sition .as . ~o -provide. 1 ail~· .facilities. to 
category. 'B'~d '0' men, owing to many difficulties m connectiOQ with cookmg 
utenSils, acconu'n.od;.ation, etc. . . . . .\ i - . . . . 

• Besides this,' the I. ~· A.· is -approxi~at.ely 2ooo m~n -un4er.;.strength~ aii<:I· 
up to date it has been found very difficult to fill up this· large· gap: All unit" 
and forq:tation Comas. are, therefore, requested· to give. their best co-operation 
an<~ ;~u.pport _in ~.ercoming this .difficulty by 

.; > i· ,. (~) thoroughly ascertaining each case sent to the Reinfor~ement · Gp.1 
As ·far as possible only pe:tmanent category •C' men should 
b~ sent, , . . , , . . , . , 

. _, . , {b). making every possibl/ endeavour to brjh'g, up te~porary -~ategory 
•B' and '0' men to a higher class. of fitri_~ss; by giving such persons 
special care, rest <tnd feeding._ Unit Welfa"re funds should freely 
be used for this· purpose, and any money spent . thus, is certainly 
well spent. · · " 

. There-is also a likelihood that all category 'B' ~nd •C' men · who . tannot 
·be absrirbM in the 1. N. k·will be reverted to · Ps. of War: and . sent-'to those 

• • • 
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Catnps. lt is fully realised that it is a very hard and rt:gr.:ttZ! bk dc:cisiorl, 
never the less it may have to be resorted to. The D.M.B. feels con'!der.t t!:llt 
the unit and formation Comds. will realize that under these cireumstanc;..oos, ou:r 
moral obligation to our men is to send as few as possible to the Rcinforc~ments for 
reversion to Ps. of War. 

(Sd.) Shah Nawaz Khan, Lt-Col., C.G.S., Office of the D.M.B., !. !.~. 
Copy to -Comd., Re-inforcement Group. 

Exhibit TT 
No. S/10/I/G H. Qrs., Supreme Command, I.N.A. 

Most Secret 
Syonan-To, dated 8th August '43· 

• 
To 
H. Qrs., No. 1 Di~ .• I.N.A. Comd. Reinforcement Group. H. Qrs., Hi!tari Kil.an. 

Herewith sent one copy of the •Scheme for •the Reception and ~I~nagement 
of the Indian Soldiers in Burma.' . .. 

(Sd.) Shah Nawaz Khan, Lt.-Col., C.G.S., H. Qrs., Supreme Command, LN.A. 

Most Secret: 
0 • 

Scheme for the reception and management of the Indian so!cleru l::! Ill.: tm:::. 
General : It is expected that when the operations start qn the Indo-Burma 

border, some Indian soldiers will walk over to our side. Some on the ot:,c."r hand 
will be forced to surrender during the fight. Due to the difficulties of languasc, 
etc., it is very difficult for the Japanese troops in the forward areas to discriminate 
and handle these men properly. To get best results of our propaganda, we should 
be very careful in the treatment of these men. Even a small slip costs.,i lot. 

Object : The object of this scheme is to set up a satisfactory system for 
their: 

I. Reception. 
2. Feeding, Equipment and Accommodation. 

0 

3· Mental training and • 
4· Organization. • 

Reception : I. Forward Areas. It is presumed that during ~ratim-:s, the 
special service group and the Intelligence Group will be v;or!d:ng in c1os~ liahon 
with japanese troops in the forward areas. It will be a part of their duty to direct 
these men to the forward Collecting Post. c 

The role of the Reinforcement Group. ., 
2. Forward Collecting Post will be manned by a party of th~ Rcinforccm-.·nt 

Group. It will be somewhere near the japanese Regimental H. Qrs. It will be 
capable of: 

I. Feeding all the Indian Soldiers reacQ.ing there. 
2. Providing the necessary medical aid a\d evacuating the severely injured 

cases to the Advance or Main Collectin~ Post. 
3· Giving encouragement and creating good impression on the newly 

arrived soldiers. 
Suggested Organization : 0 

Comdr. I Captain or Lieut . Administrative 5 a-avilder I 
•• 
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•r ·- --- ,Assistants ~ .2-Lts. · !"'• J,.Staff. · ~epoys 4 
Provost . 4~Havildar I' Medicai officer . . . I Lt. 

• ~epoys 3 Nursing:'Order! \ "' ·. 
~ :·· _ . · lies ·· ·. . . · ·3 . 

They willli~'ve' the necessary medi~al ~q~ipm~n't · a~d the cookin~ ute~sils, 
etc., sufficient to feed at least Ioo men at.a.-time. 

:Advance Collecting Post : This will be' located somewhere near the piv. fi. Qrs; 
Duties : · · · ' · · · ' ' ' 

1. ·Feeding of these· m.en; 2. Further mediCal iid fto wounded ·and urgent · 
.oper~tions. !J. lp1mediate transfer of severe cases. to- the ·Main Collecting -:P<lst. 
· 4· Arranging the despatch ?f all.men to the main polle_cti~g -~tation .. ' 

j ·Major or Capt~ · ~ ~ · ... AdlnililSftaf:.ive· -~taff 15 Ha:vi~dafs 2 

Orga'l!'ization : • ... . . . ·( .. ~ 

-'· 

·. ~ Comdr. ' • "! • 
A!lsistants 
Prooos·t 

3 Capts. · · ' · · Sepoys I 3. · 
'.20 2-Lts: 1•· · Med,ical Officer 2· Capts. or 
-Havilaar 2 · tts. 

• • Sepoys I 7· 'Nursing O'rderlies'• -. 10 · 

Main Oollectin,g Post: - This 1till oe nea'r Supremelf. Q., I. N. A. '' -._.' 
Duties : • · ' ,. 

1. Accommodat~on ~of these people. 2.;: Clothing._; :2. Mental training with 
a view to i!lf~e national spirit. 4· Categorising these. men, i.e., . . 

Category 'A' Those who had aknowlege of the. movement and. have come 
with an intention to join us. .. ' 

Category 'n' Those who had no knowledge b~t are\villi~g to join now. 
_ Ca~~gory 'C' Tliose who do not agree to j?}n the .National-: Army. 
· On receipt ofsuch information from the O, C., ,,Reinfor~ei:nent the Supreme 

H. Qrs. will arrange · . . ' · - - _ . . 
I .. to organize: arm and equip the meri belonging to Categories A and B, 

• and,; ·"'" ~ 1 · .~· t ,, · 

2. to hand. oyer 'those in Category 'C' to the japanese authorities to be 
treated as Ps. of War. , , · 

• Organizatio~ i. _ H.: Qrs. Reinforcement Gr~up (Qomdr~ _l~.einforcement Group 
to command the 1\!~in<Collecting Post). · · · , · 

2. Medical (i~ will be advisable to have this post near Base Hospital). 
Medical Officers . . 3 . . N ur,sing·. Orderlies I 5 • 

3·• ~<:mr Officers from Enlightenment and. Cu:lture Department· to be 
attached for mt.'htal and spiritual: training. 
_ -_ 4· O~e copy .M: P. (if this is not possible the 0. _C., Reinforcement .will· use 
his own men for Police duty. If necessary, lie qm'' ask for' duty platoon or Coy. 
from other unjts in the vicinity). · .. · ' . ' · · · · 

A diagram sho.wiilg the w/k,ing of the scheme .is attached herewith. The 
number of posts will depend on the length of the front line and the line of com
munication. Before ',the schellle can be put into effecti-ire operation _the Hikari 
Kikan will kindly ensure that . . • 

I. All the Japanese, Officers and men. ~-re f~miliar 'with t~e. policy of the 
• Nippon Government towards India, I.N.A. an·d-the· Iridian Soldiers 

-· . ' ·.• ; .coming- to our side. ·_. . •. ' 
• 

• • 



. 2. They are ready to help and co-operate with I. N. A. and provide all 
possible facilities for the smooth running of tbjs scheme. 

Transporl: Generally the Japanese transport coming dowrY and going up 
the line of communication will be used. Where possible railway trains will bt:" 
1111ed for the despatch of these men to the Advance or the Main Collecting Post. 
,. ~. a 

Secret. Exhibit UU 
No. I07/7/4/G, H. Qrs., Supreme Command, I. N. A. Syonan, Dt. 8th Sep. 'o3. 

".. Headquarters. No. 1 Div., I. N. A. 
·SdJect.-Organization-No. '2 M. T. Coy. ' 

The above-mentioned Coy. will be moving to Burma in the neat· future to 
operate as an I. N. A. general duty transport Coy. Its role being tire trans;:>ortztion 

. ofthe I. N. A. personnel, Rations, Supplies, Ordinance and othey stores for t!J.e ;. 
· N.· A. As it will t>e working for more than one Division of the A'zad Hinrl Fauj, tt 

will be a central organization being under the direct command of the ~uprcm<c' H. 
Qrs. Since at present only your Division is moving to Burma, this Coy. will be 
under your command till further orders. • "' 

(Sd). Shah Nawaz Khan, Lt.-Col., C. G.S., ll, Qrs., Supreme Command, l. N. A . 
• 

Copy to: "A/Q:' Supreme Command, I. N. A., 0. C., No.2 M. To Coy. 

'Burma 

Secret 

Exhibit VV ROUTINE ORDERS 
By Capt. D. C. Bhandari-O.C., Details No. 592 Unit A. H. F. 

I 5th !\'larch 1945· 
. Administration. 144. Appointment Officers. 

(a) (I) In the absence of Col. Aziz Ahmad Khan, Col. Shah ~waz Khan 
will take over temporary command of No. 502 Vnit. This appoint
ment will become effective from the day he takes temporary Comd. of 
the unit. 

(2) Consequent to the appointment of Col. Shah Nawaz Khan as Offg.'Com· 
mander No. 502 Vnit, Lt.-Col. R. :\1. I rshad is appointe.d Offg. Com
mander No. 152 Cnit w. e. f. 2 rst Fc:bn.~dry "1945· 

(Authy :Draft A. H. F. Gazette of 6th March 1945.) 
(Sd.) D. C. 'ijhandari, Captain, 0. C. Details No. so:f'L'nit, AHF . 

• 
Exhibit WW 

SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY 
e 

By Colonel Shah Nawaz Khan, Comd. No. 53I Unit A. H. f· ~o. t'!!. 

32. Administration. 
DESERTIONS-CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. The following. 0. Rs. of No. 

452 Unit were charged with the crimes noted below:-
No. 42440 Sepoy \ Hari Singh. 

, 42570 , Duli Chand. 
, 42537 , ~ Daryao Singh. 
, 41961 , Dharam Singh. 

(i) I. N. A. Act, Section No. 35 
Desertion. • o 

ln that, they, while on Active Serv~ce~ qeserted frt>w ~he frqm l..i~e qn ~~\h 
• 

• •• 



February 1945 until apprehended by th~ Unit. Patrol sent for the purp03e on 2nd 
March, 1945 . 

• (ii) I. N. A. Act, Section No. 29-(c) 

Directly or indirectly holding correspondence with the enemy. 
I!! that, they, while on Active Service, attempted to ~omm'unicate , with the 

• enemy through a civilian on 28th February 1945; Under the authority vested in the 
Commander, No.2 Div. by Supreme Commander', A. H. F. vide his letter, dated 

• 21st F~ruary 1945, Lieut. Col. P. K. Sahgal, Offg. Comd. No. 531 Unit, passed the 
sentence of death on 6th. March 1945 in the above case. The sentence of death 
was carried'out at 1900 hours on 6th March 1945· 1 

This Order will be read out to. all Troops. 

• (Sd.) Shah Naw~z, Col., Comd. No. 531 Unit, A. H. F • 
• • 

Secret · 
.. 

Exhibit XX • 

• • 
Copy ~o. 1, 27th M~rch 1945· ~ 

NO. 531 UNIT OPERATION ORPER NQ. 2. 

Ref. Map Sheet•84 oj8 and 84 of4· ,1 : 5o,ooo, 
• · 1 n.formation. 

(a) The enemy: An enemy mechanized column estimated to be approxi-
• mately one Bde. that infiltrated into Meiktila late last month, is 

still there. It is peing reinforced by the enemy who has formed 
strong bddge-heads. at Nyangu and Pakokku. The strength of the 
enemy at these bridge-heads is estimated to be approx. 2 Bdes. 

_ It is also learnt that the enemy has recently occupied Pyinbin with 10 
tanks,' 10 ~rrhoured <;ars and approx .. o:ne .Bn. of Infantry. At Thedaw approx. 
12 miles N. E. of Pyinbin enemy's reserves for Taungtha front are locate_d. 
Strong detachment of enemy . are also known to be in the vicinity of Myingy~n, 
Taungtha and Mahlaing. 

I 

(b) Own and Allied Troops. Powerful Japanese f9rces are- fiercely 
• attacking Meiktila and have managed to push the enemy Otit vf the 

town to west side of the lake. 
On' our front one fresh Heidan . hils arrived at Seiktan 10 miles S. E. of 

Pyinbin. • .. ~ . . , 
: Khanjo u-nits are at Setsetyo, four miles south of Pyinbin. ·Further west on 

• the Kayauk Padaung-Nayangu Road, one fresh Butai has taken over the defence of 
Taungzin and Mayaukye Negalaine from No. 459 Unit. The advance of Kantetsu 
<in ~th side1 of- the Iirawaddy,js progressing satisfact~rily. 
- 2. Intention : No. 531 Unit wilL attack,. in co-operation with Khanj?, 
and annihil~te the enemy garrison_ in Pyinbin on the night of March 30/31st. 

3· M et'hod. As a preliminary to the att-a.ck units from their present loca
tions will concentrate in the arecw on dates shown below:-

(a) Unit ' Place ' Date 
(a) No. 545 Unit · '-'eikt~in Nig~t 29/go:March 

. (b) 1. Khanjo Units Oyin (2 miles S. E. Pyinbin) 
Taungdaw (5 miles South of Pyinbin.) 

(e:\ No. 450 Uni• & Cross Roads 6 miles 
Hosokawa l)nit~ S, W. ot; Pyinbin, 

Do. 

• 

• • 



On the night 30.'31 March Khanjo and ;.\l'o. 450 Unit will move forward 
from their concentration areas and carry out the assault on Pyinbin at 0100 hrs. 
and annihilate the enemy. No. 545 Unit will send forward stro~g detachment 
to cut off from the East Roads (I) Pyinbin -Tada; (II) Pyinbin ·Thabyewa; 
(III) Pyinbin-Kama. 

e 
These detachments will be in position by 2 goo hours on the night of 30/ 31st 

March. During the attack on Pyinbin by No. 450 Unit and Khanjo. No. 545 • 
unit will step and annihilate any enemy that tries to escape from Pyif1bin by 
these Roads .and also to stop any reinforcements from coming into Pyinbin from • 
East and N. E: No. 531 Unit Operation Order ,:\To. 2. •They will cal'ry sufficient 
mines to effectively block all roads against enemy tanks. Heavy artillery will 
support the attack from the direction of Oyin. • 

Action after the Attack : On completion of the attack, all units of No. 531 
Unit will fall back ~n their original starting lines before dayb~eak. During• the 
day the troops will be well-dispersed and ever¥ precaution will be taken against 
losses from enemy aeroplanes and A. F. Vs. • 

4· Administration. • e 

Supply routes for units will be as under 0 • (a) No. 450 Unit.-Popaywa-Daungie-Cress Roads (S. W. of Pyinbin). 
(b) No. 545 Unit.-Popaywa-Seiktein. 

As many bullock carts as are necessary will be commant:leered locally by 
units and on termination of the attack will be returned to the owners. Ration, 
water and other Supplies. All unit demand will be submitted to D. Q. M. G. 
Popaywa, who will do his best to comply with them. A minimum of seven days' 
dry rations will be dumped in forward areas under unit arrangements.. S. A. A. 
A very small reserve of 303" S. A. A. Ball is available with D .. Q. M.G. Units 
are requested to exercise utmost economy in the use of ammunition. AlTk. 
Mines. A very limited number are available. These are being sent with trained 
engineers to as~ist units. 

Medical. All casualties will be evacuated to Popaywa. A small quantity 
ofbleeching powder for me in case where water cannot beDboiled is bf'~ng supplied 
to Units. 

lnter-wmm·u:nication: No. 450 Unit. -No. 531 Unit will be iJo/ wirele.ss 
through Hosokawa Un:t. No. 545 Unit. No. 53' Unit by Wir~less. Battle 
H. Q. 531 Unit will move from Popaywa to vicinity of Seikteii! on night of 29/30 
March. Main H. Q. 531 Unit remain at Popaywa under command ofMajor0 
Ram Sarup. 

Special Instructions to Units.- I. Attack on Pyinbin is more in .the nattfre of a 
surprise guerilla raid with the intention of causing as much damage to the enemy 
as possible and then clearing out of it. Comds. must use the troops yery cautiously 
and avoid all unnecessary casualties. 2. Where possible some live prisoners will be 
brought back. 3· All papers, orher documents a~d any unit distinguishing badges 
found in enemy camp will be brought back. ~ 

Dfstribution:
No. 450 Unit 

No. 545 , 
No. 50 , 

Office copy. • 

Shah Nawaz Khan, Colonel. 
Commander, No. 531 Unit. 

ACKNOWLEDGED. 

• •• 

0 

• 
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.,E~liibit YY. 
-:.. ( 

To Major Kawahara.. _ H.O. Div .. 2nd April I945,• 
lnformati~n:-It has just been lea'rnt by Telephonic communication with N.o:. 

2 I~f. Regt. tP,at: . . · . · 

. I. The telephone line was cut in 5 places .. this morning. It·. has since been 
repaireti. 2. ~inc;:e early this morning there has been activity of enemy t'anks, 

• arn;oured car and lorry-borne troops on Legy front. One party o_f enemy approx. 
6o m strength came up to approx. 400 meters from Legy. It was fired upon by' our 

• men and they havt wi.thdrawn. Fresh attack supported by tank~ is expected. 
3· Early today ~orning L6gy was bombed and machine gunned very intensively by 

' • 13 enemy p'lanes.· Legy has been burnt. I.N.A. has suffered 6 castialties, one 
seriously wounded, 5 slightly. ' .· .. (Sd.) Shah Nawaz Khan, Co1., 2-4-I945· 

• •· 
Secret Exhibit ZZ. r · ~. · 

• Serial No. I, 6th· April 

• • 8ub:-TACTICAL MOVES. 
Issued in confirmation of verbal orders given .to Comds~ 

by Com~. No. 599 Unit on 5th• Apr!l I945· . . 

Time-I2oo 
No. 747 and 8oi Units 

, : Reference: Map She<;t No. 84 0 & 84 E . 
. · _ I. In. prepa;ation fo~ the offensive role t? be t.a~en by the Main body of Unit 

T'fo;· 599, the Tollowmg Tactical Moves and rehefs wtll take place: 
"'!;" . - • . 

(i) No; 8or Unit will take over Popa defences from Incl .. Road Kyauk
Padaung-Popa to Ind. Road :Popa Pyinbin and relieve all troops belong-

• ing to 747 Unit by the eve'?ing-of April 6 .. · · 
(ii) •No. Sot Unit will take over the -defences _on Meiktila-Kyauk Padaung, 

and relieve all troops belonging to Umt No. 747 by the morning 
of April 8. . 

... _.:~w:E.F.' tJ.l.e evening qf Ap~il9 Unit No. 747 will keep itself in teadiness to 
move o.ut for 'a\ly offensive role that might be allotted to i~. 2 .. D.Q.M.G. Unit 
No. 599 will ~ndeavour as. much as possible to assist units in 'transportation. Unit · 
Comds. will contact D.Q.M.G. for any M.T. required for advance parties, etc., that 
may have, to go ahead and arrange for · taking over the defences ·on K yauk 
Padaung - Meiktila Road; · ' · 

• (Sd.J Shah Nawaz Khan,'Colohel, Comd, No. 599 Unit AHF. 
l>istribution:-

No. 8qr Unit. No, 747 Unit .b.Q.M.G. · Hikari Kikan Office • 
• • Exhibit AAA. 

Uni~ No. 599 OPERATION ORDER No.6 , MOST SECRET. 

Time I 200 hrs. . Map Sheet No. 84L & 84F 
· . Map Ry I :25o,ooo· · 

1. Information.- Unit Nj" 599 has been allotted new role 
bility will be as under:- . 

COPY No.3 
Date · April I 945 
and its responsi-

• 

(a) Anti-Parachute work. 
(b). Guarding the L. 0. C . 
. (~ Establishing law and order in areas wh~re I.N.A. troops are .stationed . 

• 

• • • 
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In connection with para. (b) and (c) above, the troops ofB.D.A. have rebelled 
and have formed bands of dacoits, who are looting the villages and also harassing 
the main L of C of the I.N.A. and the Japanese Forces.• Our

0 
activities will 

mainly be against them. 
2. lntention.~In order to carry out their role, formations of Unit No. 599• 

will move into the areas as shown below: o 

(a) Unit No. 603. In its present area of Magwe-Mainbu. Unit No. 6o6 on 
being relieved will rejoin Cnit Xo. 603 at Magwe. (b) Unit No. 747· In the area • 
ofNatmauk-Taungdwingyi. (c) Unit ~o. Sox. In the area of Minhala (;tpprox. 
15-20 miles S.'S. E. of Magwe) to Sinbaungwe. (d) H.Q. Unit No. 599 will move· 
to a locality in ~fagwe area--Exact location will be intimated later. 

3· Method. 
(a) Units will start moving independently from the evening of 10th April 

I945• The move will be completed as soon as po~sible. All wnits 
will submit to tqese H. Qrs. a detailed programme of their mow 
from this station. • • 

(b) Routes. . " 
(i) Marching columns of:-

0 • 
Unit No. 599· Unit No. 801. • 

will use cart track running through the following villages : -
Kyauk Padaung-Ywala-Yezon~Okshitton • ., 

Wetmasut~Magwe. 

(ii) Unit No. 747 will use cart tract:-
Kyauk Padaung-Kyatkun-Sangon-Magyigon Yamun-Natmauk-

• 
Taungdwingyi. • 

4· Admn. 
(a) Tpt. As far as possible, Units will make their own arrange~pents 

for transportation of their heavy baggage party to be left behind 
with the baggage, which will be transported, if a11d when the 
transport is available. 

(b) Rations. 
1 

(i) All parties except the Unit going to Natmauk will C!arry enough 
rations for the journey, plus 3 days reserve. • 

(ii) Unit bound for Natmauk will carry a minimum of 7 day~ 
reserve rations. All rations that was issued as one month s 
reserve to Units in this area will be returned to D.Q.MG. 
Details to Units in this will be issued to Units separately by 
D.Q.M.G. As on their charge, units will return exact quanti
ties of Reserve Rations, especially rice and salt to . the 
D.Q.M.S. . 

(e) MedieaZ.--Medical Air Party Hosptt.a.I closed here on 9th April 1945, 
patients and stores will be evacuat~ in accordance with the instruc
tions issued separately by the A.D.l\\S. 

Special instructions in relation to. the mo~e of Form~tion ?f this Unit No. 599 
have been issued separately. These w1ll be stnctly comphed w1th. 

5. J11:frwmation. Immediately on their arrival at their destinati"Ik_all Units 
will submit the~ ALL CORRECT (or otherwise) reports to H. Q. Unit No. 599 . 

• . " • 
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• 

6. .Acknowledge. · 
(Sd.) Shah Nawaz Khan, Colonel, Commander No. 599 Unit. 

DistributiMn. No. 6os Unit. No. 747 Unit. No. 8oz Unit.· A. D. M. S. 
D. ·Q. M. G. Office. 

Exhibit BBB 
Most- ~ecret No. A/I I/43· 

. No. 599 Unit AHF. Burma, I.O April 1945· 
l'{o.6os Unit AHF. No. 747· Unit AHF, No. 8ot Unit AHF . 

. ' . 
Sub :--:-SPEPIAL POWERS OF SUMMARY PUNISHMENT .FOR REGTL. 

COMMANDERS. 
To fulfil our new role, regiments will have to be dispersed in very wide areas 

and communi~ation with the Division H. Qrs. will not be easy. In order, there
fore, to allow th~ Regimental Commander, to deal firmly and promptly with all 
situations, the Div. Comd. on authority from the Supreme Commander, 
invests a·ll• Regimental Comm~nders with powers to award any punishment 
includJn& death to any perso.n or p~rsons, guil'ty of gross . indiscipline, disloyalty, 
deserttou or any other senous cnme. In doubtful cases, or m case when a 
Unit is within easy reach of Djv. H. Qrs. Divisional Comd. will be consulted 
in case~ in which death is thl sentence. In all cases where capital punishment has 
been awarded, a detailed ·report, in duplicate, will be submitted to these Head 
Quarters. . . · 

• (Sd.) Shah Nawaz Khan, Col., Offg. Comd. No. 599 Unit, AHF. 

Exhibit CCC 
EXTRACT FROM THE DIARY OF . . ~ . 

Qapt. Shah Nawaz Khan (1/14 Punjab Regt.) for the ,year 1944. 
January 7.~Called 011 C-in-C Nippon Force. 
January 26.-Netaji inspected our troops at Field Firing practice, Major 

Ram Sarup posted to my regiment. · 
Janu(Jj'y 27.-Dinner whh Maj. Kinawari 1go.o hrs. Called on Supreme 

Comd. Nippol'\ Forces, and received orders for the final· move towards 
India. 

Feb~uq,ry 4.-First parties of No. 1 Bn. moved to Arakan front. ·First parties 
of No.2 and 3 Bns. moved to Kalewa front. 

Febru~ry 5.~Regiment H. Q. moved offfrom Rangoon at 18oo hours . 
February 9·-3 parties of our Regiment have arrived safely .. · 
J!'ebruary_ 10.-More tr9ops have arrived by train without incident. Went to 

Maymyo with Kimewari and Ram Sarup to call on Japanese GHQ. 
Maymyo : Stayed the night with Mr. G.;pal Singh, president of 
B.T.C. A simple but very sincere and straightforward man. News of 
brilliant activity of the I. N. A. on Arakan front. 

February 11.-Called on ~ G. 0. C. North Burma Genl. Moto Cuchi-a 
great soldier and coxiJ.ueror of Bukit Tinah Hill. He was very'· kind and 
promised full aid tl the I. N. A. - · 

February 12.-Met Mr. Jumman Khan of Hazro, Taj's relative. Left for 
Mandalay. Kimawari left for Kalewa by bus. I could not start owing 

• to car trouble. Addressed theM. T. Coy. They were all in great spirits. 
• Many of them volunteered to go forward with the regiment. Received 

• . .• 
• 



Netaji's message of congratulations to I. N. A. troops re. Arakan 
operations. 

February 20.-~Went tor a run in the morning. Enemy aeroplanes .M. Gd. the 
Tps. nearby. Hoping to move to Kalewa. The lorry lfas not yet re
turned. News that it has broken down on the way. 2oth at 2000 hrs. left 
Mutaik and arrived at Kalewa Camp. Ram Singh with approximately 
soo men left for Falam. Two Coy. of srd Bn. left Mandalay for P!kouk. 

March 11. -\Vent to Div. H. Q. and met .Maj. Fujiwara. Very good news .• 
Tiddim with 17 Div. is surrounded. Fujiwara hopes that by the mid'dle of • 
next month w~ shall be in Imphal. Telephones to Thakur to bring srd • 
Bn. immediately to Byigon. Hope that we shall be in tillle to attack 
Tiddim. 

March 12.-3 Bn. less 2 Coys. at Pakouk has arrived at Ryigow. Went and 
saw Fujiwara again. Move of 3 Bn .. to Tiddim is postponed as it has 
nearly fallen. Have been ordered to take over L 9f C duty fliPm 
Yazagyo-Myith 'l Haka. Kimewari has moved to Haka. I propose 
to stay here till I hear more definitely ab<~ut the role of the Regt.• 

March 17.-Information received that 200 soldiers from Tiddim are 
running away and are now at Kalanghkua west of Talam~-app\-o~mate
ly 6o miles- ordered Ran Singh there <~:Pd Sikander to catch them. Tried 
~k. Mangal Singh and two sepoys of Parw<tna Coy. At 1930 a formation 
of Br. bombers and fighters 28 in all came and dropped some parachu
tists in Kalewa area. 

March 22.-Left post 5 at 0930 hours. On the way to Post 15 hear~ the news 
that Awal had captured 22 Chin soldiers belonging to Maj. Manning's 
party. Had lunch at Post 7 and reached Falam at 2000 hrs. 

Jfarch 26.-Recd. Major Thakur Singh's letter. He is very disappointed at 
the type of work our soldiers have to do and the treatment of Jap!mese. 

March 30.-Boobie returned from Kennedy Peak. His report is distressing. 
The Japanese are using the I.N.A. crack Regt. as labourers. I am going 
to Haka to-day to see Kimawari in this connection. I wonder wh:a.t is 
going to be the outcome of all this one-sided co-prosperity. Left Falam 
at rsoo. hrs. for Haka. Reached r6 .M.S. at 2ooo hrs. Spent the night 
at Tao river. Rained all night. ~o shelter. • 

April 1.-When to inspect post on Klang Klang Road. , 
April 3.-Inspected camp piquets near Haka Sabak and had a fran::t talk with 

Kimewari re: the manner in which the Regt. is being ~>~Sed, i.e., more as 
labourers. 

April ?'.-Stayed at Falam. Sent movement order to Jangju to move to Haka. 
0 

Called up Comds. Dipak-Jangju BHR and Awal for conference. ,. 
April 8.-Comds. Jangju and Dipak arrived and reed. orders. A'l posts except 

BHR at 28 M. S. closed. 
April Jl.-Jangju closed at Falam. Dipak has gone back to ~auchang. 

Moving forward with LAJO tomorrow. ~Completing all preparations. 
April 14.-Klang Klang post fired at by th~enemy. Amrik took out coy. 

patrol and returned at 2200 hrs. No trace of enemy found. No casualt'ies 
to us. ~ 

April 16.-At o83o hrs. Klang Klang post was fired at by the enemy. He 
used mortars to-day. Lt. Lehna Singh very bravely chased him upto 
Nengrang. Enemy strength :. 70 Soldiers. r· s" mortar. I '2'8 mortar. 
5 Arm. Gun~. " 

• 

• •• 
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Apr-il· 23.-'-Went q,ut·to recce Negrang and Klang Klang .. Captured 3 and 
killed•3 Chins Lehna Singh's Pl. was first class-Amrit, Ram Sarup were 
also with me. 

April 26.-t Chin prisoner escaped from H. Kikan. 
Aftril.28.-0rder received from the Div. that the Regt. has to stay Haka till 

· i:he fall-of Imphal. · · 

May 10.-lssued orders for raid on Klang to all Comdrs. 
M~y l2.-Went for rec~e towards Nengiang, 28 miles of the Worst. Went 
. ; out~ at 0700 hrs. and returned 2 300 hrs. Met Kimawari and received Div. 

, orders to send Regt. main body to Vkhrul. 
May 13 ........ Krmawari left for.Muitha Haka. I am afraid I have to miss the 

raid. Is~ued orders to 3 · Bn. to move to Ukhrul. • . . . 
May 21.~Arrived Tamu at 0300 hrs. Went and saw Maj. Fujiwara and 

D~v. Comdr. Met Khafl and stayed in his dugout. 
May 24.-Left 'Moreh at night and arrived in Humine. . .. . . . . . . . 

June 4.-~eached M. S. 30 .and spent the night there. Met the Comd. Let 
· ,Div. at _I6oo hrs. iZole•of the Div. has been changed ... They are now 

llgoirig ·to participate in fight for lmphal. Div. Comd. was very courteous. 
He inspired confidence. -He has given me a chance to select our role iri 
the coming operations. Of course, my choice is 'Attack lmphal ' . • 

Ju.ne 14.-Stayed in camp. Sent out rice collecting parties to· villages. Lt. 
Masuda called in the evening. ·•He tells me that Japanese are very near 
Imphal aild that Pale! is-captured. . 

June 21.-I told Qiv, Comd. either to give us a chance to fight or to revert 
. us 'to our own Div. He promised to do something about it. 
June 7.-Kimawari went to GHQ to take. orders. Men did not receive any 

· rations. 4 Ga,rhwalis have died -of starvation. I and ·Ram Sarup have 
approached Hikari Kikan to do something about the rations. They 
seem NOT to take the least notice of it. I do no[ know what is the 
idea•behind this aeliberate starvation of my men. 

July 15.-Due to starvation men are dying like flies. Some committing suicide.. 
Jaopanese are giving no help. · · 

August 8.•-Piara's return from Yuwa with Kimawari's answer. No arrange
. ment for money or other .help from him. He has suggested that our sick 

men at Teraun should commit suicide . 

• • 
Exhibit DDD 

EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY OF 
. Capt. Shah Nawaz Khan (I/14 Punjab Regt.) for the year 1945 

Janu.ary.Z5.~Stayed in Mandalay. Lt. Dhillon arrived and rendered report 
re : situation at Mingyan. ' 

February 19. -Col. Aziz has fLl.en ill. I have to take over ·No. 2 Div. 
February 21.-Leaving for f~nt to-night. 

Left for Popa at midnight. Netaji came to see me off and gave me • 
all instructions. 

Februm1J 22.-Reached Kyauk Padaung at 9500 lus. met Lt. Dhilion and 
Jlgir in village Indo. 1 hey had ·managed to collect appre>x. soo strag
.glers, It has be.en a bad show, O_ne Bn_. surrendered:;-Hari Ri!m and 

• • • 
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others bolted. Dhillon came with me to Popa. At o7oo hrs. met Riaz 
and Sahgal. Met Comdr. of Kanju Butai. 0 

February 23.-.J(.anju Butai has been rushed to Popa. All No. 2 Regt. are 
going in first: · Reed. Saku Butai order to push enemy across Irrawaddy. 
Went and received defensive positions. Lectured to all officers. Qalled on 
Kanju Butai Comd. and settled up various matters. Left for Meiktilla 
at 2 goo hrs. Issued operation orders to Sahgal and Dhillon. 

Pebruar,y 25---Netaji arrived early in the morning. Went and saY' him at' · 
12oa hrs. and explained Popa situation to, him. He has made up his 
mind to go to Kyauk Padaung and Popa. ' I was dead agains.t it as bein&' 
too dangerous. 2000 hrs. Maj. Takashi brought information the that 
British had occupied Pyinbin and were advancing Qn Taung Tha. 
Meiktilla Bridge bombed by 6o B 24's. 

• • 
February 26--At o8oo hrs. Maj. Takashi reported that a Mei::h. Bde. of :8ritish: 

had reached Mahlaing only 10 miles f!'om Meiktilla and that there were 
no troops between there and Meiktilla. We decided to make a dash for 
it at ogoo hrs. and reached Indo at 0045. Spent day at Ind~ • 

March }--Reached Pyinmana at 0500 hm. Met Netaji at 1100 hrs. Discussed ~ 
future plans and then rushed on to Rangoon to take command ofNo. 2 
Div. No. I Div. was reorganised and given a fighting role. • Unarmed 
men and patients are being sent to the rear. 

March 3.-Reached Rangoon at 0300 hrs. Met General Kiani• and discussed 
various details. Decided that I should take over command of No. 2 Div. 
Heard about desertion of Riaz, Madan, Sarwar and Dey. A very said 
affair . 

.March 12-0200 hrs. reached Yenangun. Met General Yaptamoto. Left 
Yenangun at ogoo hrs. and reached Popa at o8oo hrs. 

March 13.-Talked to all officers ofDiv. Hq. Reorganised Div. Hq. No.4 are 
out and are expected to attack Taungzin to-night. At 0200 hrs~ visited 
Hq. No. 4· Met Maj. Jagir. S. was there. He had no informativn about 
them. 0 • 

March 14.-rooo hrs. Col. Sahgal came and reported that the enemy on Pyin-
bin side is on the run and that Pyinbin has been occupied. by the Japs 
r 7 30 hrs. Staff Officers, Maj. Marata and Chief M. 0. K_anletsu atrived 
to discuss various details. 2 goo hrs. Col. Sahgal left with two Coys. to 
attack Pyinbin. " 

March 15.-Col. Sahgal with his force attacked the enemy in Pyinbin on ~ght 
of 15/16 midnight. No enemy. 

Q 

March 16.-Khan Mohammed attacked Sadi and pt. rrmi. He had fierce 
hand to hand fighting for 2 hrs. Inflicted at least 200 casualties to the 
enemy. Fighting lasted from 0300 hrs. to o6oo hrs. .Men fought 
gloriously shouting Netaji-ke-J ai. Our casualties were- 1 killed arid 86 
wounded. ~ 

March 17.-To-day at r roo hrs. rst Bn. \nder Lt. Mohammed Hus.ain was 
attacked by tanks. We suffered, so k~ed. Tonight Khan Mohammed 
and Japanese again attacked Temple Hill 1186. I with Jagir S. made an 
attempt to get to 4 Regt. H. Q., but could not do so owing to road being 
under enemy fire. Capt. Sahgal returned at 0400 hrs. • 

March lj.-lnspected 2 Regt. defences at Temple Hill. • 

March 19.-Went and saw Lt. Dhillon in hili H. Q. at K~a.bok. M;e~ twq . > 
0 

•• • 
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Bn. Comdrs. Mohammed Husain and Khan Mohammed. Troops were 
in good spirit!, especially after they had been in two attacks. -Met Maj. 
W ata~e and discussed defence plan. 

Marek 20.-Received information that Khanjo are going out to attack in co
operation with Kantetsu. We have to take over complete defence. of Kyauk 

• Padaung-Meiktilla Rd.-K. P.-Nyaunga Rd. and Popa Hill :No. 2/2 
went out tonight. Major ~ehr Das returned· from Yenangun. . ,. 

March 22.-Went out at o8oo hrs. and spent whole day inspecting defences 
·of No.2 Regt. Ja~ir and Mehr Das went to see·No. 4 Reg~ .. at 2Ioo hrs. 

March 25.-To day the orders for attack on Pyinbin by Khanjo are. changed. 
Now Khanjo and I.N.A. main force will attack together. Sent warning 
order~ to Gurbux to prepare for it. Reece. patrol went inside Meiktila 
and brought back information re : enemy disposition . • . . . 

March 26.-Had final discussion with Com. Khanjo and decided on the role 
tb ~e played by the I.N~A. in the coming attack. Received. letters fro~ 
Netaji and Mahboob, warning mere :some undesirable officers. Reece. 

• p•il;trols have gone out in direction of Pyinbin. a 

March 27.-Issued operat~m orders for attack on Pyinbin. Reed. situation 
· •reports from Hussain and Gurbax. Selection of candidates for 0. T. S. 

has started. 
March 28.-M~tj. Mehr. Das gone out to recce area for Div. Hq. operation 

orders from Nos. 2 and 4 have been received. 
March 29.-Tps. are moving ~:mt. Hq. Div. going out to the area of opera

tions. Left Popa at 2200 hrs. and went forward to see Tps. moving to 
t4eir concentration areas. Halted at Legy and heard the news that Col. 
Sabgal, Inzuka and some other officers were ambushep. Decided to 
continue advance. Sahgal and other missing officers also turned up. 

March 30.-They had a most miraculous escape, We recoverd our cars. I· 
• returned to Div. Hq. at o6oo hrs. Spent the day in Bivomag. Our 

Coy, at Kabyo has been attacked. Very extensive air activity. At 2 goo 
hrs. left for Let5y. Tonight was zero day. At 2rqo hrs. guns were 
attacked by air and 2 destroyed. We could not make any real demons
tre.tion. Captured I Truck 3I4 ton. 

March 31.-Returned to Div. Hq. at o6oo hrs. Popa heavily bombed and 
m. gunnt!d. Supplies hit. Bagri with copy from Kabyu returned. 
Japanese were full of praise for him. Yesterday at Kabyu he saved 
theJaflanese Coy., which was encircled. Today I ordered him to send 

• one coy. to Gwedekoa. Except for aerqplanes a quiet day. At 2200 hrs. 
went a~d saw 2 Bn. on Kyauk-Padaung~Meiktila Road. 

April 1.-Returned at 0700 hrs. Spent the day in Camp. Reece. rep!lrt 
from 'No. 4 that they carried out the attack on Pyinbin and 
surroun~ing Rds., but t~e Japanese put off their attack due to guns 
not turmng up. ~ 

:April 2.-This day startediwith unpleasant shocks, Sig. Officer No. 2 Regt. 
deserted. Capt. Mohfmmed Husain and his Adjutant deserted from 
No; 4 Regt. This afternoon at about I6go hrs. enemy shelled and 
m. gunned our positions at 'Legy. 6 wounded. Went and met 
C•l. Sahgal at o2oo hrs. Learnt that his trusted officers were deserting 
l!t:. Yaseen, Lt. Sadeed; Lt. Gharib Singh deserted. Returne_d to Popa at 
0500, Sent up I coy. and M. M. Gs. to support him • -

• • • 
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April 3.-It.so Col. Sahgal reported that the enemy 2 Bns. strong with I2 tanks 
was advancing on them. Enemy's strength in<:reased to 50 tanks, 
IO guns and 1000 men. Attacked our positions furiously fhrough the day. 
Some enemy came in the rear of us. He was attad:ed and thrown back. 
At 2200 hrs. p'osition satisfactory. Went forward to meet Comd. Sent 
I coy. in support. Enemy shelling positions could not meet Ctlmd. till 
0400 hrs. Then he was falling back. 

April 4.--He reported that most of the men, incl. Bn. Comd. Jhajeen Shah: 
hav~ deserted. Only approx. one coy. is left of that Bn. Men have. • 
taken· away their arms with them. Our men fought bravtly, but soon 
after the attack they started walking over. It appears they have had· 
enough. Discussed details with Col. Sahgal for future course. \Ve must 
push on again. Met Kuwabora and told him my point of\riew, re: Two 
Regt. withdrawal. o • . . 

April 5.- I. Col. Dhillon arrived. 2. Reed. Kantetsu orders to reorganise 
and prepare for offensive roll. g. Discussed plans with Dhillon and 
Sahgal and allotted them respective role, i. e., No. 4 to take over defences 
K. Padang and Popa. Asked Kuwabora to inform Kantestu of rpy ir'itentions -t 
to go out again. o • 

April 7.-0ur forward Coy. in Kyautaga area is under gun-fire. Japanese are 
still holding Legye. Br. are going rd. their flanks. Issued order to 
Gurbux and Sahgal re: taking over of defences. • • 

April 8.-Kuwabora came and told me that we had to go back in the area of 
Magwe-Minbu-Taungdwingyl and Allenmayoo. I heard the Burmese army 
has revolted against the Japanese. Col. Pulsikar arrived from Prome. 

April 10.-Issued orders for the move of Regts. Today at I400 hr~. our area 
of Hospital was heavily bombed, 8 I killed go wounded. Si& men and 
other Div. ancillary unit have moved out to their new areas. Enemy gun
fire is sounding very near. 

April 12.-Spent the day at Popa. Heaviest shelling on K. P.-Nyangue :Road. 
Enemy encircled our forward Coy. Also came astride the rd. K. P. Popa. 
Left Popa at 0200 hrs. On the way fired at by.enemy patr&ls. All Tpt. 
left on the way. Arrived next day at Ingodwaki. Loss of control on the 
way. 3 Bn. still at Popa. 

April 13.-o8oo hrs. arrived at Indowakki. Spent the day then~ and left· at 
2100 hrs. Col. Sahgal's main force has arrived Bagl'i. is also through. 
Only Kanwal Singh Coy. is left behind and encircled by the enemJ' 
at Popa. 

April14.-At 0200 hrs. left Kyanttan and reached Eino at o8oo hrs. S}ient the 
day in Pungi Chong and left at 2200 hrs. Going is very fleavy. Troops 
are very tired. Br. Forces seem to be converging from all sides-offensive 
toward oil field Yenangyaung seems to be well on the way.._wonder if ';Ve 
will get through. 

April 18.-0400 reached Magwe-Met C~h Hussain and he explained the 
present situation to me. Spent the day ~\.Magwe. The situation is deve
loping fast. Br. have occupied Taungd~gy, Japs and I.N.A. counter
attacking. 5 tanks attacked our position astride Magwe-Taungdwingy 
Rd. They withdrew after 2 hr~. fight. Telegram reed. from Sahgal 
that he is making for Taungdwingy. Rations short. Some ~s. moved 
across the river to Minbu. Paratroops dropped near an outpost. Man 
~ moveq out with his :ijq. to reiqforce our posts, · 

• • • 
• 
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April19.-More tps. have arrived from Popa. ·A. B. andJagir arrived. ·No 
news of Ram Sarup. At 1500 hrs. Br. Tanks and carriers broks into 
our :w>sition "at Magwe. No organized opposition could be put up. 
Magwe was occupied by them. Travelled from 1500 to early next 
morning. Crossed the river at Kanni and made westwards with few 
men. Husain, Gupta, Mehr Das, all missing. No news of Tich. at 

• Mimbu or Mausing in his position. 
• April 28.-Stayed at Minde. Ram S~rup and D. C. Negi 3/1 have gqne 

ahead. Reed. report about our men at Kama. 

Rec~l. Maj. Gupta has arrived there. 
May I.-Reached a village 5 miles northofProme. Spent the day there. Learnt 

that all our parties are making for Moulmein. Japs say Toungoo is 
still in •their hands and that. route ·to Thailand is still open .. We are 

• making ~IY effort to get out of the enc;irclement. Left all.sick and wounded 
personnel. Maj. Ranganadan in Kakabusti and marched off to Prome. 

• ,' • t • 

May 4.~Spent the day in a small hut. Rained all day. The Japa~ese have 
eleft us completely in the lurch. ,They are running themselves and are 

not bothering.a:bout us. To-night we made very little progress.· .. . . . . . . 

May.5.-0700 hrs. reached a village 2 rniles south of Okpo. The Japanese 
are going East from Okpo. We are going to 'Leptedau. They have no 

· further use of the I. N. A. All Liaison Officers, etc., were withdrawn at 
Pror!J.e. '!'he discipline and morale of tps. have deteriorated,' ·~o control 
officers are leaving the men. "'· ·· 

May 1.-o8oo hrs. A(ter travelling all night reached a village 10 miles north 
of Taikchi. Discipline and morale of tps. is completely gone. One 
sotrJier fired at Col. Dhillon but luckily missed. He was put away. 
Left the village at 2000 hrs. and reached Taikchi at midnight and found 
the road to Rangoon blocked. · 

May 12.-o7oohrs. Started and reached Wata at 1000 hrs. where we stayed for 
the day. Here, found thatPegu was occupied by the Br. 10 days back and 
that.Wawa is under their control. Now there seems to be practically no 
chance of our getting through. Sent a patrol to next village to ·get more 
information. Decided to spend the night at Wawa. 

May 13.--..Full information re : Br. forces re~d. Appears to me that we are 
complete!~ cut off. No way to escape. At rgoo hrs. left the village and 
marched to a jungle where I gave full facts to the men .. Majority decided 

• to become P of W. Yet I am not prepared . to surrender and would like 
a little more lingering about in jungle of Burma.-

May 14.-P.ofW Party marched off at ·1ooo hrs. With M·ajor Jagir and 
A. B. _ in charge. My party with Col. Dhillon, Major Mehr Das and 8o· 
men stayed behind to see what the fate has in store for us, at -16oo hrs• . 
start.ed from a viJlage 7 miles of Pegu .a:qd . r~ached village Log a approx. 
16 miles west ofPegu~- Tl:tere are also many Japanese who a:re trapped 
in this forest. All thz· nhabitants <ire very pro-British. Our strength 
now is on.ly 49· 

.. 

May 17.-At about rnidnig t 16I/I7 as entering the village Sitpinzeix we were 
heavily fired upon by men of 2/lst Punjab Regt. from a range .of 15 yards. 
Civilian guide was killed, I lost my bag. Sp~nt -the nigh( in jungle. 
o~o hrs. started but found all routes blocked. At r8oo hrs. captured 
by 2/rst and taken to Pegu Div. Hq. Corp. Hq. and jail. • . 

• •• 
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Exhibit EEE 

No. 245.'2,'2 'A H. Qrs. Supreme Command, A.H.F. 
Burma, gth February 1@44· 

All Vnits. 
Subject.-SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY. 

A Special Order of the Day by Subhas Chandra Bose, Supreme Comc-nander, 
Azad Hind Fauj, is forwarded herewith. All unit Comds. will please arrange to 
hold a parade of tps. under their Comd. and acquaint them with all available: 
details regarding the action on the Ara~an Front. The special order shall. be read 
out to the tps: on parade and it will be translated into Hindustani and any other 
language that may be found necessary. Unit Comds. will ensure tha~ the content~ 
of this order are made known to all those who may not be able w attend the 
parade. . • 

• (Sd.) P. K. Sahgal, Major. 

Copy: Read. H. Qrs., S. C. for similar action as far as 
0

tps. in Malaya arc 
concerned. • • 

Special Order of the Day. 
• 0 

SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE, SUPREME CO:\fMA~DER, AZAD HI~D 
FACJ, BVRMA. • 

Dated qth Ft'bruary, 1944-
The eves of the whole world are focussed on the Arakan FN·~t, v:hrre events 

of far-reaching consequences are taking place· to day. The gldrious•and brilliant 
actions of the brave units of Azad Hind Fauj working in close concert wi~.h the forces of 
the Imperial Nippon Army, have helped to foil all attempts by the Anglo-American 
Forces to start counter-offensive in this sector. I am sure that the brave deeds of 
our comrades on the Arakan Front will be a great inspiration to all Officers and 
men of the Azad Hind Fauj whether they may be stationed at the preS'ent moment. 
Our long-awaited march to Delhi has begun and with grim determination, we 
shall continue that march until the tricolour National Flag that is flying over the 
Arakan mountains is hoisted over the Viceregal Lodge and until we hol~i our 
victory parade at the ancient Red Fortress of Delhi. Comrade~, officers and 
men of India's Army of Liberation : Let there be o~ solemn r~olve in your 
hearts-' Either liberty or death.' And let there be but one slof.{an on your lips 
' Onward to Ddhi.' The road to Delhi is the road to freedom. That is the 
road along which we must march. Victory will certainly ~e ours. In~1ab Zinda- • 
Lad : Azad Hind Zindabad. 

Exhibit FFF 
0 

SADAR DAFTAR, ALA KAMA~, AZAD HIND FAUJ 
· (Head Quarters, Supreme Command, I.N.A.) 0 " 

D. 0. No. xb/2/18/MS. Burma, x6thJune, 194+ 
4ilear Colon~l, • 

·. : . . Your report, dated the 15th of,May, toget&ter with your points for Nttaji were 
received here on the 4th june. A copy of your legram asking for lorries, horses, 
sugar and oil, etc., was also received on the same ay. Major N. N. Khosla together 
with Rear H. Qrs. had already left. I hope the M. . with the Rear H. Qrs. would 
be able to relieve the transports situation to some extent. We are doing our best to 
buy some horses, but unfortunately most of the good horses have already raised an 
A. T. Platoon from among the old grd Cavalry personnel and as soon0 as we have 
bought 20 horses, arrangements shall be made to send them on to you. oFour thou-

• 

• 
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sand ground sheets have already been sent with your Rear H. Qrs. No. 2; Engineer 
Coy., No.2 Hospital, No. I M. T. Coy. and No. I Mortar Coy. have already left 
for the front. No. I M~ T. Coy. and No.2 Eng. Coy. shall come under command 

• of No. I Div.• after they arrive in Mandalay. Although I have not ~een 
· able to get the Hikari Kikan to state in absolutely concrete te.rms, they have giV_en 

me to understand that No. I M. T. Coy. shall be employed to carry out tpt. duties 
for Net. I Div. We tried to get a wagon to send some soap, gur, oil and mess tins to 
you but unfortunately·were not successful. However, a wagon has been promised 
us next week. when No. 4 Engineer Coy. shall leave here. At present communica-

• tions between our H. Qrs. and the front line units are most inadequate. We have 
started a weekly courier service between Rangoon and Mandalay and from there 

• the H. Qrs. in Maymyo are trying to make arrangements for D. R. L. S. to the front 
line. I have also taken up the question of wireless communications -with the Hikari 
Kikan. Theii original objectioq was that our cipher was too simple, however, we 
produced other ~odified forms of our cipher which came up to their standard, but 
they wish to m<tke another code based on the Nippon Army Cotle for us. Even after 
thatthe question of equiP.ment ~d trained personnel shall still remain and we may 
have to fan back on using the Nippon Signal Units to send o~r messages. In that 
case a.code consisting of numerals alone may solve the script problems. I am at 
present trying to find some solution to this problem and if you can help m~ by some 
suggestions, I shall feel most ~ratet\J.l. Every one here has been most thrilled to read 
about the bold action ofthe!Jriit No. 24 from 24th April to 6th May Ig.H. I shall 
feel very grateful if you will please convey my heartiest congratulations to. Col. I. J. 
Kiani, Pritam Singh and the others who took part in it. Staff Officers ;of the Mori 
Head Quart~~s,_ from time to time, inform us of the very good work being done by 
the units ~J;Ider your command and the other day we were told by a senior officer of 
Mori H. Qrs. who has recently returned from the front line that he had met you in 
the front line and that all the ~eighbo~ring u!lits._ SP.ok_~y,~ry ;highly _()f_ _your brilliant 
leadershi{f ""nd the wonderful work· being done by the units under your command. 
It.isjndeed a matterofp!id~ for.u~ al! that,the yanguard of the I.N.A. is creating 
traditions "'hich the following units shall do well' to follow: ·Please 'give very best 
r_egards to Major Hassan and o'ther officers. · · · · · - · 

y :~ • ' • _..1- ,... 

With best regards. 'Jai Hind'. · 
Col. M. Z. KiANI, I.N.A. Yours sincerely, 

(Sd.) P. K. SAHGAL. 

Exhibit GGG . 
• 
SAD1R DAFTAR, ALA KAMAN, AZAD HIN:O FAUJ. 

• 
(Head Quarters, Supreme Command, Indian National Ar!lly) . 

Rangoon, 2oth August, I944· 
Dear Ziman, . "-'" ,.,;;~ • ;"'S'I!A'····•---""""-'..,.~-

i receive~ your report, sent from Yeu; o~- 23rd August.1944, together with a 
copy of Col. Shah Nawaz'sreport (incidentally origiqa.l ofthat report has never been 
f.eceived here yesten:lay) and I immediately too~ up-the reports to Netaji. Yesterday 

. evening Netaji had a c<inference with Lt. Gen.·· Ishoi;la concerning the matter men-
tioned in yo'ur report, I w~s~ aso •resent.dtiring the di-scussion. ~rougho~~ the con
ference, although he promised t send telegrams here and there, 1t was qUite appa-
rent that either he (Gen. lsho couldor would do little. 

Ever since, the Japanese ave decided to go on the defensive. I feel a change in 
their attitude, which I find very difficult to explain may be you can explain it better 
than I can. Anyhow, one thing is certain that we can expect little help from 
Nippon .. ~thorities in Rangoon. You will have to tackle Hayachi Butai to solve 

• 



most of your problems. We even offered to send a steam launch from 
Rangoon to relieve a Nippon steam launch in the front line, which could be 
despatched immediately to Yirwam to evacuate the four hundred mene0f No. I Grla. 
Regiment. But even that they did not agree to. \.Ye have managed to collect about 
six lorries, which are being touched up in our workshop and as soon as they are 
ready, they shall be sent forward to help solve the transport problem. Ag.other 
emergency hospital to function in Mandalay has also been organised and as soon as 
as we can get some equipment from the Japanese, it shall be sent there. Arrange
ments are also being made to buy enough cloth to give two sets of clothing to all 
our men coming back and a boot shop is also being organised to make enough" boots 
for whole of No. t Division. Our main difficulty is to gf!t the materiab, they are 
not available at any price. We, here, are trying to do our best, which is mighty 
little, to help the people coming back. Feding of impotence and frustration for not 
being able to do anything to lessen the suffering of our comrades is· tert'l.ble. Lt.-Col. 
Habib-ur-Rahman has gone to receive the new area where Nos. <il and 2 Div. are 
going to be sent, andhe is expected back here any day. As soon as he returns I 
shall try and move up to see if I could be of any help. Please give my best' regards 
to Inayat, Hassan and Arshad. 

Most Secret. 
Immediate. 

Yours-(Sd.) PREM. 

' Exhibit HHH 0 
• 

No. 104/1/52/G. 
Rear H. Qrs. Supreme 

0 

Comrnand, A. H. F., 

• 0 

Burma, 21st August, 1944· 
Comd. No. 1 Division. 

Sub:-Situation Report. . • • 
Reference your report, dated 13th August 1944 sent from Yeu to Rear H. Qrs. 

No. I Div., and forwarded on to the Supreme Comd. under Rear H. Qrs. ~o. I 

Div. No. 77/8/44, dated 15th july, and the report submitted by Lt. Col. Shah ='!awaz 
Khan, Comd. No. I Grla. Regt. 

*I. The Supreme Commander took up the matter with the Chief of the Hikari 
Kikan, who has promised to take the following action in the matter:-

(a) Approach the Mori Head Qrs. to allow No. 2 M.T. Coy., I.N.A. 
to retain their lorrie'! until the evacuation of No. I Div. troops 
is completed. • 

(b) Send a telegram to make arrangements to supply rations to 150 men • 
in Mawlik, if these men have not already been withdrawn. 

(c) Send a telegram to Hayashi Butaj to try and arrange tQ..e withdrawal 
of 250 men fram Sittorig-by bOats. · · 

*2. It i~ notpossible to send any boats from here to Tirwap and it also 
ap·pears that the Yeu rivet is in floods and· transport up-stream is most difficult; 
however Chief of Hikari Kikan has promised to take up the matter with proper 
authorities to arrange for the evacuation of these 40~en of No. I Grla. Regt. in 
Tirawan. If it is not possible to evacuate these men the present moment, arrange
ments shall be made to send ration supplies and medi nes to them. 

3· The Chief of Hikari Kikan pointed out that by the time reports from No. 
1 Div. are received in Rangoon, it is sometimes too late to take any action, there
fore, he suggested that Comd. No. t Div. should stay near the H. Qrs. of .,Hayashi 
Army, who may b; able to help in solving our problems. The Supreme Comd. 
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has agreed to this suggestion and wishes Comd. No. I Div. to establish his H. Qrs. 
in the vicinity .of the H. Qrs. of Hayashi Butai. 

(Sd.) P.K. SAHGAL,,Lt.-Col. for Assistant Chief of Staff. 
Copy to:-· 

H. Qrs. Supreme Command, Rear H. Qrs. No. I Division. 
*I have just been informed that the Hikari Kikan have ·already taken action 

on these points. 
(Sd.) P.K. S.ahgal, Lt.-Col. 

Exhibit III 
Most Secret. 
Immediate. • 

No. 103-2-I 1-G., 
Rear H. Qrs., II. S.C. A.H.F. Burma, 31st Augus~, I944· 

To • • • 
H. <J.rs. Hikari Kikan, Ra~goon . 

• Sub:-Movement of troops 
Lt. C:ol. Takagi of H. Qrs. Hikari Kikan · gave the following advance infor

mation to Lt. Col. P.K. SahgaJ ofR.ear H. Qrs. No.2 Supreme Command, A.H.F. 
on 3oth ~ugust I944:- · 

The H. Qrs. of the Mori Army are going to issue orders to the following effect 
in the near future: • . . . 

The following units of the I.N.A. at present under the command of the 
Hayashi Army shall revert to the command of H. Qrs., Supreme Com
mand, A.H.F:-

(a) No. I Division less 1st Bn. of I Grla. Regt. (b) No. 2 Engineering Coy. 
(c) No.4 E~gineering Coy. (d) No. I M.T. Coy.· (e) No. 1 I M.T. Coy. (f) No. 2 
Hospital. (g) No. I Medical Staging Section. 

2. These units shall revert to the command of H.Qrs. Supreme; Command, 
I.N.A., on the day of their arrival in Mandalay. 

3· Th~ future location of I.N.A. troops shall be as under :-
(a) No.2 Div. will·move to the Pakaku area. (b) Two Regiments from No. t 

Div. will be in Myingyan area. (c) Remainder of No. I Division will be in 
• PY,inmena area. ' . . 

. 4· Supply points for these units will be at Myingyan, Pakakku and 
Pyinmena. · · . 
• 5· The provision of medicines and building of barracks in these areas 

shall be the responsibility of the Nippon Garrison Commander of 
Mandal!t.y. • 

6. No. 2 Hospital, Menywa, as soon as situation permits, will start evacuat~ 
in~ its patients and when all the patients have been evacuated the Hospital will 
l~ave tl:}at area and move to a pl1ce to be selected by the H. Qrs., Supreme 
Command, A.H.F. · 

7· Wherever the accommAation is not available new barracks shall be built. 
The H.Qrs., Mori Army, t;fe; the responsibility of supplying the necessary 
materials and funds, but the construction work shall have to be carried out under 
the direction of the Engineers of the I.N.A. With reference to the a hove informa
tion, it is r~uested that when the final and executive orders are issued by the Mori 
Army, administrative details should also be worked out and special instructions 
issued on the subject at the same time. It is considered most• necessary that 

• • • 
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information on the following points shou!d be included in the administrative 
instructions: 0 

(i) The method of sending supplies from the Nippon supply points to 
I.N.A. "Units. 

(ii) The amount of material that shall be provided at each pllfce for 
building of barracks. 

(iii) The amount of money that shall be placed at the disposal of I.N.A. for 
carrying out these construction works. 

(iv) Wh~n will the Nos. x, 2 and 4 Eng. Coys. of INA be available to be 
sent to the areas where the construction work has to be carried out. 

(v) What other facilities for this constructi{m work may. be expected from 
the Nipoon side. 

~ . . 
(vi) What shall be the means of communication between H. Qrs. Supreme 

Command, I.N.A. and No. I and II Divisions of the I.~.A .• • 
(vii) \\That shall be the means of communication between the troops of No. 

r Div. situated in Pyinmena area, and other troops in Mying~ad area. '( 
(Sd.) P. K. Sa~gal,.Lt.-Col., Asstt. Chief of Staff. 

Exhibit JJJ 
Secret. 

To 

No. S/2ro/2,!r2. o 

No. 210 Unit A. H. F. Burma, 7-2-1945· 

202 Unit A. H. F. 
Sub.-Certificate regarding state of readiness. 
Ref.-Your No. I r/68/G, dated 27th january, I945· 
Certificate asked in your a/q letter is appended below:-

(i) Ready for fighting. 

• . . 

(ii) 95 0. Rs. (Officers deficiency will be made good Regiment~lly). 
(iii) As per annexure •A' attached. • 

(iv) (a) Permanently unfit 
(b) Weak personnel left in line to recoup their health 
(c) Sick in Hospital 
(d) On the way to Burma 

• 
• 

(e) Going under courses in No. 22 camp and I Trg. Camp .. 
(f) Employed in records office, Syonan • 

147 
6o 

113 
II 
• 

2 

'1'otal 3 3 3 • 

• 

(Sd.) P. K. Sahgal, Lt.-Col., pommander No. 210 Unit A. H. F. 

• 

• •• 

\ 
0 

• 
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-...(. • 

. " 
Jn. that -tliey; . W. 0. A. S.• 

attempted. t<? . communicate 
· with the enemy on 28th Febru- · 

ary . 1945, vide Exhibit . (a)~ .' 
'_attached. · 

Service. years :-4. 3 months. 
Date of last record entry:-Nil. ·: 
Gener~I character:-Bad. 

... 

~ - ~~1 ~.,_ ~~ 

i (Sl) G. S. Dhillon, 
;,. · · · .- •:Major.-

_: Co~ma~der Unit No. 420. 

:.~'Signature of 0. C. Burma. 
' .; :P~te?:6th March, 1945. 
-~ ,. - ' ~· ,..!.oil 

;"' ..: . . ' 

' . 
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Exhibit LLL . 
Most Secret Dated 6th April, 19-¥5· 

No. 599 Unit A.H.F.· No. 747 Unit, A. H. F. 
Subject : Legyi Operations. 

0 

In continuation of this office report forwarded under No. S/25/17/G, dated 
2nd April, 1945, a report called for under your No. 2/X.X/G, datedjith April 1945 • 
is forwarded herewith.- • 
1st April1945. :._A Nippon platoon stationed on hill feature 1395 astride· Seiktin- • 

W elaung Road sent the following report about • the enemy • 
movements :-

(i) At I I go hrs. IO enemy tanks with 50 nren were seen goin~ towards Legyi 
from Welaung. o • 

(ii) At I530 hrs. I8 lorries, 2 tanks, I armoured car; 6 motor cycles and 
2 guns were seen moving towards Legyi from Welaung. ~ut of these 
I I lorries were loaded with stores and 7 lorries carried approximately 
8o men. • " 

(iii) At I6oo hrs. I tank was seen m8vinge towards Legyi. 
All the tanks in the above-mentioned enemy force were medium tanks. This 

force was seen passing the road nullah junction Pt. I062 south of Sei.ktin map 
sheet 84 o/8 but no enemy was observed in the vicinity of Legyi and. it was not 
clear whether the enemy were contemplating an attack on Legyi or whether he 
intended to go through Seiktin towards Kabyu. A fighting patrol under S. 0. 
Abdullah Khan of 546 unit was sent to Seiktin area. This patrol contacted one 
small enemy fighting patrol in the vicinity of Seiktin, but no enemy. formation 
was seen in Seiktin area. The patrol returned to the base at 0400 +trs. on 2nd 
April 1915· One recce patrol under S.O. Ram Dutt of 546 unit was sent to Tada 
to bring back information about the enemy in that area. This patrol did not 
return by day-break on 2nd April I945· 2/Lt. Gharib Singh, Mortar Pl. Cqmdr. 
of 546 Vnit deserted during the night. There was no enemy activity during the 
night. • o 

2nd April 1945-(i) An enemy force between 500 to 1000 strong was seen in the 
vicinity of the cross road on the 25 milestone Welaung-S~ktin Road. • 

I I. 30 hrs. There were few lorries and a few motor cycles with this force. 
(ii) Another enemy force about IOOO strong and some tanks were 

seen in the vicinity of the Nullah North East of the cross road at 
the 25 milestone Welaung-Seiktin Road. This enemy force was se~n 
digging in. 

0 

I 3· I o hrs. I '3 enemy planes heavily bombed and machine-gunne~ Legyi for about 
40 minutes. The whole of the village was set on fire and some damage 
was done to our positions on the left of the road, but our casualties 
were only slight. As soon as the a~r raid was over, enemy artillery 
opened harassing fire on our posit1~s. This harassing fire was conti-
nued until 2005 hrs. · 

I6oo hrs. (iii) 3 enemy tanks were seen passi ·. Than bin village and 3 lorries, 
I gun and 40 men were seen under the palm trees in the vicinity of 
Thanbin. It appeared that the enemy was carrying out a recce of 
that area. o 

1700 hrs. (iW, An enemy force in 5 lorries supported by tanks mofed towards 
Seiktin and Le~yi. In fropt of this force wer~ some dismounted men 

• • • 
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2200 hrs. 

~43 

who advanced forward pretending to be gathering something frorii 
the fields •on either side of the road. When the €nemy came within 
r:nge, r section of machine gun opened fire. A number of the enemy 
were seen falling down and the remainder disappeared into the nullah. 
The tank and the lorries fled towards the cross road_ on the 25 mile
stone Welaung road. One of our machine-guns was fired personally 
by Lt. Yasin Khan, theM. G. Coy. Comdr. During the day no other 
enemy force approached Legyi. The enemy force that had moved 
towards Thanbin also returned towards the cross road: 
(t~) Lt. Yasin Khan, Lt. Mohd. Sadiq, S. 0. Abdul Hakim with some 
N.C.Os. and men deserted. 

23:JO hrs. (vi) s.o. Ram Dutt. and his men who had gone on ·patrol duty to 
Tada area, the previous day, returned and rep~ted that there was 

• no. e;emy in Tada area and that Seiktin was ,also clear of the 
enemy. • 

• (vii) It was quite apparent that the enemy, during the day, had 
• • been reconnoitring and feeling our _'positions and that a full scale 

attack was imminent .the next day,· tl!erefore r Coy. from 548 Unit 
under the command of 21 Lt. Kanwal Singh was brought up·and put 
into position on the right .flank. · . -. 

3rd- April1945.-A great deal of alarm and despnndency was observed amongHhe 
• officers and men, owing to the ·desertion of Lt. Y asin Khan· and 

his companions on the previous night. Every body appeared 
to feel that the enemy had full information about our dispositions 
and as he was such overwhelming strength,: our case was hopeless. 

• Lt. Khazin Shah was also in a very bad of state nerve. I realised 
... • • that he was not fit to command the battalion any more, therefore, 

1130 hrs. 

I sent him to keep an eye on A Coy. Comdr. whose movements 
were also suspicious and I personally took over the direction of 
the battle. 

(i) An enemy force, composed as under, was seen moving towards 
'fasbaukkon !md his forward elements had already reached 
Thanbin :-

• Medium tanks I 3, 
Infantry r ,oo". 

Light tanks 30, Lorries 6o, Guns, more than 10, 

This report was giv.en by a Nippon 0. P. which was in Legyi village 
a'ea and it was confirmed by Comdr. C Coy. which was the· left forward 
Coy. of 546 unit. Later a part of this force was seen to be returnix:g towards 
Seiktin ind a large number of Jtroops were seen debussing in the nullah, 
North; North-E!tst of Seiktin. A group of officers was observed carrying· out 
recce and issuing orders under a palm-grove on the right of the road, about 2 
miles in front of -our positions. · 

r2~0 hrs. . (iii) Enemy artiller1 opeiied harassing fire on our positions. 
I 300 hrs. (iv) An enemy ~ce c~nsisting as under, was . seen. agv:ancin_g 

• along the road towY,as Legy1 :- · .· 
Mediun tanks r I, Armoureo cars 30, Lorries 6o. 
This force halted about tooo yards in front of our pos;tion and deployed. 

1330 hrs. • (v) A small force of the enemy went round our right flank and 
• attacked our· 'B' Echelon. This was a complete su~rise and our 

men were caught cooking food or carrying ammunition, rations and 

• • 0 
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water. The casualties on o•u side were very hea\i}. The enemy 
occupied that area and v.a~ joint'd by ~ome .enem} tank~ which 
moved round our lt'ft flank. ~o information of thc0 action was 
received .in the H. Qrs. ur.t] rgoo hrs. 

(vi) Hea~y shelling- o:1 the~ right flank followed by an enemy 
attack by approximately om; Battalion on the position occup'red 1Jy 
one coy. of 548 unit. The place was gallantly defended by the 
coy. and the enemy was pushed back ·after suffering heavy 
casualties. • 

14-00 hrs. (vii) Approximately I platoon of the enemy O?ened ligh~ 
automatic and mortar fire in our position from the high ground • 
astride the road in our rear. This fire was returned and the enemy 
was dislocated from his posmon. • 

By this time ~nemy artillery and mortars were shelling •us ~rom the fPont 
and our right rear and left rear. • • 
r6oo hrs. (viii) Enemy artillery opened rapid fire on the right flank and 

continued the fire for approximately ro minutes. This was f61llowed 
by an attack by approx. one enemy battalion on 1 coy. of 548 
unit. This coy. once again defed'ded -their position r.Iost gallantly 
and drove the enemy back, who, after suffering heavy casual"ties, fled 
in disorder. 

During the whole of this operation 2-Lt. Kanwal Singh; the Gloy. Comdr., 
and Havl. Abdul 1Ianan, one of the Pl. Comdrs. stood on top of 2 hills and 
directed the fire of their units. These two brave officers did not stir from 
their command posts, even when the enemy small arms fire was concentrated 
on them. It was due mainly to the gallant action of these 2 officcys that the 
enemy was beaten off. • • 

By now it was apparent that the enemy was determined to make a break~ 
through on my right flank. Therefore I decided to withdraw back into reserve 
C coy. of 54-6 Unit which was on the left of the road. Accordingly I approached 
the :\ippon Coy. Comdr. in that area and requested him to assume the 
responsibility of stopping an enemy penetration from that side an"cl linking up 
with B Coy. of 546 Unit which was covering our left flank. This plan was agreed 
to and I ordered C Coy. Commander to withdraw his coy. back and put one .. 
platoon astride the road south of Legyi and the remainder of the ooy. to be· in 
reserve, prepared to counter~attack in any direction where. the enemy may 
penetrate. 

rgoo hrs. (ix) Report received about the enemy attack on our B Echelon ad'd 
the enemy occupation of that area. Orders issued for C Coy. ~o attack 
and drive the enemy away from that area. When th~se mder-; wt:re 
issued, Lt. Khazin Shah reported to me that there was only or:c Pl. of 
C Coy. available. The other two platoons under their commande-r'>, 
S.S.O. Barfi Ram and Hav. Baldev Singh came running towards th~m 
aJld after a short conversation ·witfi the two platoon commanders, these 
2 platoons and one mortar platoo'\; wer.t·over to the enemy·. This 
matter was reported to Lt. Khazit:,.\Shah !:>y a Tamil soldier," who 
managed to get back. " 

I issued orders to withdraw one Pi. from A Coy. and 2 sections from 2/Lt. 
Kanwal Singh's Cor., this together with one Pl. of C. Coy. under the command of 
Lt. Ganga Singh was to immediately attack the enemy in our B Eche,gn area. l 
ordered 2;Lt. ihopal Singh, Regtl. Intellegence Officer, to accompany Lt. Ganga 

• • • • 
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Singh. Lt. Xhazin, Shah was in the meantime to look after A Coy. in .the :bsence 
of Lt. Ganga . Singh. The. attack was supported by 2/Lt. Kanwal Smgh s Coy. 
Two seciidn's· '>f 2/Lt. Kanwal Singh's Coy. did riot ·arrive iri'tim·e but the. attack was 
launched by two Pls. at 2 roo hrs. and was completely successful. ·The enemy after 
suffering heavy casualties 1fledin disorde_r.> . 1.' ~ • . 1 f · :[I ;· J 

rggo ~rs. . .(~) Heavy, <;rtil~e~y fir,~ op. our righ.t fia~k a:n? r.ea_r ~nd 2fLt. l(anwal 
· Smgh's Coy; wasattafked f~r the thtrd t!me and o~~e aga~n t~e attack 

•· 1 · .. wasbeatenoff: .. ,,_. .... , ._t, '···· · • 
2IOO·his.; · (xi) rAn 'enem,y forcer• about• two:Coys. strong ac(onipanied by tanks 

.: ., ~ ",,._ ·mcived toward~ the left:flankiof B .. Coy.· of546 Unit which was covering 
,•,, tJ ···our left flank:bui: this' force was' p~sned back after a short skirmish. ( ' : 

2i3(dirs> ' ' (xii) Repor(~d:eivect tliai:'the eri~myha1d be~n compl~tely cieared from 
· B-Echelon a:r'ea and·i:hiif the atta'cl{ing gp'.' under Lt. Gimga Singh' had 
occup>ied ·a;position on the hills astride the road so~th of Legyi . 

.• • (~iii) ·Report ·received'ithat' Lt')' Knaziii'' Shall'' with whole of his Bn: 
.• {..,•. • .• H.Q. and. one.;PUof:A,Coy; u,nder S;O;· Abdullah Khan had deserted. 

_ .. ,This .. matter,was .intimated :to1.•53I'·BnitPand 'it-was requested that 
~- · .• .. rei~forcement should, be despatched ''hnmediately.· Major A.B. Singh 

, . , . ·... from 531. Unit inforened me that one 1 Coy. 548 Unit under Major B.S, 
· ;,F''~ t·Negi.was movin{to reirifoi·ce'Legyi.- >-r .• t.·.fi U "' . ' - · 

• 

.. 

(xiv) Report received~ that 'Lt!'1Ganga''Siri.gh, 2/Lt. Aya 'Singh and 
i, .··' ·'· .1 ·•r.2/Lt., Narindar, Singh. had deserted. f10rdered1 2/Lt.· Bhopal Singh to 

'· .. :"•take command of,A Coy.' t By richv·wlioleofthe Bn. H.Q. and all the 
five Coy. Commanders wi_th' about 2oo men including the whole of the 

·,·, ,mortar coy. with the~r,mort<l:r~.pad:go.q.e. over, to the enemy. side. The 
'remainder of 546 Unit cpl1l~.~ot;bt;. t~4sted., One Coy. of 548 Unit had 

• fought most gallantly the whole day and by now was completely ex
. · • _h.austed.' The rrien had liveif on biscuits and ,one wjbottle of water for 
1' r· ·24 hours and were c6mplt~tely' Overcome by ~hirst ·and fatigue and . were 
' not'in a positiori 1to stand another'orislaught.by the enemy. . 

c · f' . • ~- • . • 1 , ' , ; .. 1 1 ~ • J ' • _ I - ,_ , ' 1 , 

4t'fl,)!p~il .~945·;:-·/L i Coy: of 548 Unit;wit~.:~ sc:~tion of M~ Gs. under Major B.S. 
ogoo hrs.r. •., N egi at;"ived. ·They' had >~left. 'the road ·well clear off Legyi and 

, approached our position from: the east:i They -were heavily fired on 
. by the enemy, but-luckily suffered·no casualties; . ·' '•' . _ .. , , ... 

I no~ '4iippreciated• the SituitiOtit as~foll6W~(~-~l1 d, .... ~ · '" j 

41 
·!' 

~-;, !_ ,, 1 __ .••. '-~• .r .,' -~l , ~·=~_,. +d !,. I · ,- l. 
1 ~sJ 

. _..(a) pur po~!IPP ;v,as c~mpletely;sl!qo_unded,,a~~-:the.enemy was overwheh:~
irigly sup.eri,or i~ _nu.m!Jers ana1 a,rm.a.ments.. Jb) The !ll?rale of 546 unit was very 
,ow and It was most hkely that some of them ~ay1 possibly go over to. the enemy. 
(c) All the officers and men were completely exnausted and unable to face another 
attack ty the ePl.emy~ - · · ., 

Therefore I sent for the Nippon Coy. Cornman&; to consult him abo~t our 
fl!ture action. ·He _r~ported to me that 3:noth~r Bn. of his Regiment was moving up 
to occupy that ·position... · . · · -·.. · . '·" . · ... · · · 

~- ·: '_l: .decided :to· ·withc;Iraw~· ~- tps .. o?'the arrival of Nippon Bn.' a_nd I rang up 
531 .Umt to ask the Commande 31 Umt ·for orders, but as the Commander 531 
Unit was not available I decid to act on my' own initiative. · . 

(ii) I issued orders that on. arrival of the Nippon Bn. the I.N.A. Unit 
· in Legyi area 'were to fight their way eastwards. Soon after I issued 
• these ·,orders, I· discovered that the eriemy had left the road and that 

• the road between V:gyi and Popa was dear. Therefor; I altered the 
original orders and issued instructions to withdraw along the road . 

• • • 
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(iii) I received the information that the Nippon Bn. had arrived. 

{it) \Yithdrawal was commenced and carri~d out 0 without any 
casualties. 

SPECiAL NOTES REGARDING DESERTIONS. 
e 

The three most salient features re : these desertions from No. 546 units are: 
(a) All the officers who have deserted had hereto worl}ed most sincerely and 

considered very-outstanding. Specially noteworthy among them were, Lt. 1\.hazin 
Shah, Lt. Y asirt Khan, Lt. Ganga Singh, 2/Lt. Chain Singh, 2/Lt. Balwan( Singh, • 
S. 0. Barfi Ram, S. 0. Abdullah Khan, S. 0. Abdullah Hakim, and Hav. Baldev • 
Singh. On many occasions these officers had proved their devotion to the cause, 
and fought bravely and I had no occasion whatsoevt;r to doubt th~ir }Qyalty. 

(b) None o[ the. officers who have gone over ever showed., ;owardice, a_nd 
right up to the txme they went over they fought most courageously. • •. 

On the 2nd when the enemy approached oflr positions, Lt. Y a-.;ih Khan 
personally manned a .M. Gun and opened fire on the enemy and throughout the 
action, under heavy enemy artillery fire, he, wa~ going from post to post kt!ep'fng up 
,the morale of the men. On the night of the 29th w5len my party had been ambushed, 
2(Lt. Balwant Singh, S. 0. Barfi Ram and Hav. Balctev Singh showed cqmplete 
disregard for their personal safety and fought most bravely. 

S. 0. Abdullah Khan had already distinguished himselffor which he had 
been recommended for the award of Veere-Hind and he and S.'O. Af>dul Hakim 
were always singled out for the most difficult patrols. 

On the night of grd Lt. Ganga Singh with about 45 men attacked and 
drove away a much superior force of the enemy. • 

(c) Not a single person ever showed cowardice in the face of the enemy . .,. 
Our positions were attacked by very superior numbers, but not a single person 
ever left his post. We, with small units, attacked the enemy much superior in 
numbers and in armaments, but not a single soldier ever wavered. There were 
no desertions from a unit as long as the unit was in contact with the enemy. On 
the contrary , when in contact with the enemy, the units fought wit'h unrivalled 
determination and utmost bravery. Lt. Inuzuka, the Hikari Kikan Liaison 
Officer, was so impressed by the brave fight put up by these officers and men 
that he told me that that was the biggest battle ever fought by the I.~.A. again&t 
such overwhelming numbers of the enemy. He felt that the manner in which 
the unit had fought surpassed even the ~ippon tps. He conveyed these expressions 
to H. Q. 53 I unit with a request to pass them on to H.E. Nctaji Subhas Chandrao 
Bose, the Supreme Commander, Azad Hind Fauj. 

After a very careful study of these points and the circumstances undet'which 
the unit had fought, I am of the opinion that these desertions were mainly due to 
the following causes : 

{i) Turkey's alignment alongside the anti-axis powers has had a very adverse 
effect on certain Muslim officers. :rt\ spite of our efforts to explain 
to them the circumstances under wh~ Turkey has been forced to 
join the War, the officers feel that by fi ting against powers that are 
aliied with the Turks, they are being disl yal to Islam. 

(ii) In the mind of a number of officers and men there is a lack of faith 
in our final Victory. 'They are in their own minds convbn-ced that 
the Anglo-Americans are going to win the war and it is futile 0 to carry 
on tlte struggle. 

• •• ·-
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(iii) In this particular operation, after the desertion of Lt. Yasin Khan 
"\Pd his ~mpanions, there was a general feeling among the officers 
and men of the unit that it was useless to continue fighting against 
the enemy, so superior in numbers and armaments and helped ·by the 
traitors, who had gone over to his side. Majority of these officers, 
under normal circumstances, would never have done· anything 
treacherous, but finding themselves so overwhelmed, they did not 
have the moral strength to continue the struggle and c\ecided to save 
themselves by going over to the enemy. ' . Before I concl,Jde this report, I feel it . my duty to pay a tribute to the 

• steadfastness, devotion to duty and bravery of those of the officers and men 
(although some of them turned traitors afterwards), who fought most courageously 
and desperatety against heavy ouds and checked the enemy from penetrating our 
positions. Thiq~d in numbers, exhausted by hunger and thhst, weary both in 
mind and betty, these brave soldiers of the A: H: F. tenaciously hung on to their 
posts unf1f.the arrival of the Nippon force. There were many cases of individuals 
whose actions deserve merit, these are being investigated and a fuller report will be 
submirtet1 about them when these investigations have been completed. 

(Sd.) P. K. Salrgal, • Lt.-Col., Commander No. 747 Unit, A. H. F.' 
• . 

After writing this report, another important fact has come to light. In 
majority of the cases, when officers were going over to the enemy, they 9rdered 
theN. C. 0~. and men unaer their commands to move with them under the 
pretext of either changing their dispositions or of attacking the enemy. Enquiries 
are being made into such cases and attempts are being made to separate the 
names of those persons who have gone to the enemy of their own accord and 
those whoehave been taken away under false pretences. ' .. (Sd.) P. K. Sahgal, Lt.-Col. 

Exihibt NNN 
Secret. 
SPECIAL ~RDER OF. THE DAY. By LIEUT-COLONEL P; K. SAHGAL, 

OFFG. COMD. NO. 2 DIV. A. H. F. 
21. • In a Special message addressed to the Coi;nmander of No. 2 Div. 

A. H. F. His Excellency Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, the Supreme Comman
der of the A. H. F., has called upon all Officers ·and men of No. 2 Div. to 
make every sacrifice and to exert all their efforts to defeat the enemies of 
tilndia. Sathio, we have the privilege of fighting. in the foremost ranks of A: 
H. F. so it behoves every one of us to be prepared to make the supreme 
sacrifi~ to uphold the honour and glory of Free India. Enemies of India 
have managed to cross over to the left bank of the Irrawaddy and ou.r 
valiant allies, .the Nipponese, are fighting grimly to defeat and annihilate this 
enemy. Owing to the heavy .losses suffered by the enemy, their morale has 
go~e very low. They are entir~y depending upon their air support to carry 
o.n fighting, but whenever th! have been attacked by our forces, they have 
always fled from the battle d. In the name of thousands of martyrs who 
have patiently suffered for he cause of Free India and in the name of 
the heroes of the A. H. F. who have sacrificed their lives at the altar of India 
Independence, I. call upon all the officers and men of No. 2 Div: Azad Hind 
Fauj, to I.unt for the enemies of India and destroy them wherever they may 

· be found!' J ai Hind. . . . • 

(Sd.) P. K. Sahgal, Lt.-Col. Offg. Comd. No. 2. Div. A. H. F . 
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EXHIBIT MMM 

PAIGAM KA FORM 

6 

MAJMUA ALFAZ 
MA 

• 
(IS LAKIR SE UPAR SIRF SIGNALS ISTIMAL KARENGE) 

H. Qrs. Supreme Command, Rear H. Qrs. No.2 Div. 
6 

MUHR 
T ARIKH DAFT AR 

AZ TARF LIKHARI KA NUMBER 
From Adv. H. Qrs, No. 2 Div. NO 

TARIKH 
Date 

NUMBER KA JAWAB 

PSI r6 

Enemy Penetration Reported in the front of No.4 Grla. Regt. (.) At present no communication with No.4 Grla. 
Regt (.} 200 fighting 0 soldiers are at present available in Popa. With these ~oldiers I will occupy strong points in 
Popoywa Hil7Pagan-Kyauk Padaung Road. Hospital is being established at Gwe~Jyo . 

• 
Yih paigam jaise likha gaya har tariqe To be sent in cipher. 

•(Sd.) P. K. Sahgal, 
Lt.-Col. 

Likhari ki hid a yaten 
Haruf lndaraj 

Immediate 

Paigam likhne ka waqt 
(P. L. W.) 

Tariq a 
Dakhil 

se bheja ja sakta hai. · 
Signed. r 315 hrs . 

• 
o Signed PAIOAM DENE KA WAQT 

(IS LAKIR SE.NECH~ SIRF SIGNALS Is1:1~1AL KARENGj! • (P. p. W.} • 

Waqt 
Dakhil 

Parhne
wala 

• 
• 
Bhejne- Tariqa 

wala K.Parij 
• 

1-\ulmc
vvala 

• • 
0 

.. 
f 

Bhe-jne- Tariqa Waqt Parhnt;,- Bhtjne-
wala Kharij Kharij wala wala 

' 
' •.Paigaih Wasuli 

ka Waqt. 
(P. W. W.) 

.. 
' 
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Exhibit 000 
Extracte from 'he Diary of Capt. P. K. Sahgal (2/IO Baluch Regt.) for 'the 

year 1945. 
Jan. 24.-Went to the range in the morning and fired the new Mortar, 

it is .a very accurate weapon, but the ammunition situation is not very satis
factory. Very busy carrying out the re-organisation of the Regt. In the even
ing received orders that 29th has been finally fixed as the date for my move. 
. • -.,Jan. 27.-The wh~le day very busy getting my first Bn. ready to move. 

· Jan. 31.-Issued orders· and instructions regarding the mo've of the Div. 
from Prom"e to Kyauk Padaung. · 

Feb. 4.-New promotions have been .published and there was a· ceremony 
at Netaji's ~ungalow when Zaman was presented with Major General badges 
ra.nk. Saw ~e!aji' for short time about the move of my Regt. . 

FPjJA'::_Got the news t~at my Role is going to be defence of Popa Hill. 
Feb:13. Let Rangoon at 0700 hrs. by car ... spent the day at Sako Butay 

H.Q .• R~st House .... Had.a long discussion with Major-General Iwakuro about the· 
employment ofNo. 2 Div. . · . ' . 

Feb. I7 Arrived at Ylnang Yaung early in the morning. Reed. reports that 
enemy"had already crossed the Irrawaddy river most serious. Met Maj. Gen. 
Yamamoto and discussed the situation with his Staff Officers. 

Feb. 1'8.-Xrrived at Popa early in the morning and met Dhillon who had 
arrived the previous day. Dhillon told me the crossing took place on his right 
flank where Japanese troops were guarding the crossing.· He also told me that 
Capt. Hari Ram with a number of Officers and men had gone over. One of his 
Coys. and one Pl. refused to go over to the enemy. Capt. Chander Bhan's Bn. 

~ght m~st" gallantly and at the end managed to extricate themselves. He expected 
within the next 2)3 days he will be able to gather nearly 500 men. This is good 
news; 

, · • Feb. 1g.-Dhillon is very despondent about the condition ofthe Regt. There 
is no disc~line left and the morale is gone. They are a source of nuisance to me 
also because they wand~ about and give away my positions also. 

Feb. 22.-Col. Shah Nawaz and Boobi arrived early this morning. CoL S. N . 
. is taking over the tempy. command of the Div. until Col. Aziz gets well. Spent 
the day exphining the current si!uation to Col. S. N. Comd. in preparing the de
fences of Popoa eame to. call on Col. S.N. He seems tci be a decent sort. 

• Feb. 2 3.-Climbed by Pt. 2640 with Col. ~· N, to explain to him the defences 
of Popa. An order from Saku Army was rece1ved to the effect that the I. N. A. 
units !iihould ~rry out Guerrilla activities help the Nippon units attacking the 
enemy, S. N. decided to form 4 coys out of No. 4 Guerrilla Regt. for· this job. 
Went with S. N. to see Dhillon,· who agreed to S. N's. plan. S.N. left to report 
.the situation tb Netaji. · · 

Febrv.ary 24.-Early mornine,-received information that enemy tanks have bro
ken through to Seiktin. One B,i- of Kanju unit has taken up a defensive position of 
Kyauk Padaung-Myingyian R~d. My Regt. takes over the responsibility for Popa
Pyinbin Road. Sending out 1 recce patrol to find out the situation on this road. I 
may have to employ one of Dhillon's Coys. to carry out guerrilla warfare in 
Pyinbin area. 

Feb~ary 27. -Late last night report came thro' that some. enemy had gone to 
Pozu ne~r Kyauk Padaung and it was confirmed that it was only a fighting patrol 
supported by tanks and carriers. I am <;Q:qyin<;~;d that we ml!t attack Meyne 

• • • 
• 
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immediately, but I have no force avallab!e for the task. I requested the Khanjo 
unit to either take up a defensive position in my area for a day and relieve my 
forces (or an offensive or so lend me a couple of Cos. to co-operate wfth my attack
ing units. I hope the_ Comd. will agree with either of the 2 suggestions. 

February 28-lnform.ation from Nippon source that some enemy lorries have 
been seen going towards Kyauk Padaung from Pyinbin. I do not consider tf'le Inf. 
trustworthy. Khanjo Butai is going to attack the enemy to-night. I've promised to 
block the road behind the enemy to cut off his retreat. 

-

March 1.-:·I had to sentence an officer to death this morning for refusil}(to go • , 
to the front. \!\'nat a pity, it is such a waste of human life. 'Information rc:cdved that 
Majors Riaz, Madan, Sarwar, Dey and Lt. Mohammad Bux who went on an exercise • 
last night have not so far returned. I am terribly worried about them. I do hope 
that they have not gone over to the enemy. · • 

March 2.-Those officers have not returned so far. I am c~r.tl!in they have 
gone over to the enemy-the treacherous swines. From now on I am ~g to be 
absolutely ruthless. I have already replaced one Bll. Comd. I have issded orders 
that any one making a suspicious movement is to be shot immediately. I wish Shah 
N awaz would come back soon and take charge of his Divi8ion, then I can devote 
more attention to my own Regt. o • 

March 3.-News from Khanjo Butai that they are going to start an offensive 
w. e. f. to-night. I have promised to protect their left flank during the attack, but 
I am very keen that at least some of our own forces should particip~e ill, the offen
sive. I hope the Nippon side will agree to my suggestion. 

Marek 4.-Comd. ofKanjo Butai came to have dinner with me while we were 
having dinner, news came thro' that my patrol had captured 3 cars and put to flight 
an American patrol who left 3 dead bodies behind. • 

Marek a.-Managed to bring back 2 of the Jeep cars and the captfired ar~ 
and ammunition and one wireless set. About 1200 hrs. got the report that an 
enemy force about 500 strong with tanks and guns were advancing towards No. I 

Bn's position, I rushed to Bn. area where I got the news that the enemy had bumed 
Daungle and was around there. I had 2 platoons out, one of which kept on ha- .... 
rassing the enemy who moved off towards my right flank. • Got the ne\Vs that the 
Japanese Bn. on my right had moved forward and that my right flank was in the 
air. Rushed up one Coy. to 4 Guerrilla and 2 platoons of No. 1 Inf. Jo fill up 
the gap. No attack by the enemy. • --

March 6.-A quiet day to-day. The enemy force that came )ICSterday did not 
stay to fight. Enemy threat on the Kyauk Padaung Meiktilla road getting to be 
dangerous. Ordered No. 4 Guerrilla.Regt. to take up a deft'nsive position around • 
Kyauk Padaung to meet any enemy advance from Meiktilla or Pagan side. 
Kawahara told me that it was more likely that my Regt. would carry ~ut an "offen
iive along the Kyauk Padaung Pagan Road. I hope it will be so, because I am 
:onfident that my Regt. would give a very good account of themselves. in such an 
1ction. 

• March 7.-Bulk of my Regt. has not so far arrived and as we have to get a 
tegt. ready to undertake the attack by the 10th :\far~ against my will, I had to de
ail NQ. 4 Guerrilla Regt. for the attack. In the aftern~'i?,.n received a message that an 
~nemy patrol is in a village 3 m;les from Daungle. I nave told Khazim Shah to 
:arry out a raid. I hope it will be successful. Went to look for 2nd Division parties. 
ound one on the way. Discovered that they had been delayed owing to a ~eavy air 
aid. 0 

Marek 8.-0!e :party of the 2nd :pivision arrived to-day. One S. 0, and Sepoy 

• • • 
• • 
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' had been killed owing to enemy air raid and two persons had been wounded. 1rt 

spite of everything, the moral and spirit of the men is very high. ·Enemy aeroplanes 
dropped pamphkts specially addressed to the officers and men of my Regt. These 
pamphlets were signed' by Maj. Mohammad Sarwar, the djrty. swine. 

March 11.-2jLt. Ali Hussain with oneS. o~ and two other men went over to 
the en~my to-day. They tried to take one of rriy Sepoys with them, but he escaped
from them and came back. I have taken into custody all the officers and men 
whose movements are suspicious .. Dhillon has gone into attack to~day. I hope he 

• w.iH"~omething really good. We need to, to wash off the disgrac€ that has been 
caused1>y tpese traitors. • · 

March 13.-Dhillon must have gone into attack last night, but no news of the 
res.ult as yet. -

March i4.--,.News that Pynbin has been re-occupied by the Japanese and 
otlters are 0~1' ~bout 500 _enemy in Taungoon. I must attack them immedia
tely. T~emy, I believe, is OQ the retreat. Dhillon attacked Taungoon last. night, 
but there ~as no enemy. I_h<tve made up my mind to m0ve out to-night with two. 

· comp~ni~s of Banta Singh's Bn. and attack the enemy. 
March 15.-Marched off fvom Popaywa last night at 230:0 hrs .. and a:rrived.in 

Setsatyo at o:6oo hrs. to-day. Marc\.ing thro' the sand very.hard.indeed.BUllock carts' 
carryinr?; water co_uld not,reach us, nor could my car and the motor cycle. Had':to 
buy water locally. Liaised with the Nippon Coy. Comd. who did said that he knew 
everything ~bout. the enemy dispositions. Decided to attack to-night with one 
platoon of theJapanese 'Co-operating. I had a severe attack of Diahorrea-fe~lirig 
very weak. 

March 16.-Left Sestyo at 2130 hrs. on the 15th. Arrived· Myene at 2330-hts. 
Met no e11enryon the way. T.0ok up a position at Myene with. 2 pis. Attacked 

...., ~m 1hifleftilank with one coy. under 2/Lt. Jogindar Singh and made a faint from 
the right fl-ank with one Platoon under Amar Chand. Two ·sections of the Japanese 
accompanied J. S. and one S. C. A. C. ]. S: attacked 4 lines of.the -enemy trenches~ 
~et no enemy. _ 

/ March 17.-'Lhejapanese were reluctant to go forwaTd after the first line,b.ttt. 
J. S. had to ?>eat them· to .take forward. A C. met a·small patr.Qi ofthe ·enem:y·wim· 
opened .fire on him. A. C. replied by .throwing grenades. ·Casualties en~ about 
8 to -1:0 ki)Jed. Our s-i-de 0ne killed and one missing. Retired ,to. Setstyo at night -and· 

- • ;;Rarched ba~ and arrived Popaywa in the morning of the 17th~ 
March 19.-News from Dhillon. His feilows are putting up a :@rave show; they 

attack a hill 3 times and eventually capture.~. it and killed about goo enemy ; his 
~asualties ~ave been. pretty heavy too. 

ll(.arck 20.-Khango un1t has been ordered to prepar-e themse1ves to go into 
attack. _ I have to take over the defence of the whole of Popa and Kyauk Padaung 
area. Moved Banta Singli'·s Bn. to cover Kyauk Padaung-MeiktHa Roa-d. No 
definite information about the enemy in Meiktila area. I have ordered B. S. to 

'"Send a patrol in that area to find ~ut. Shah Nawaz has tahttheJ~panese that we 
must be given a share in· th~ offensive. I <tuite agree with him, but do not think 
will get a. chance to. / 

Mil:r(Jn 23.-Last night vfent to Kyauk Padaung and in the morning went 
round Banta Singh's position-a hot and ti·r.i.ng business. Japanese patrol returned 
from Meiktila area. . After receipt of the information I am convinced that we 
should atilack M.eiktila from our side. Of .course we must have more detailed 
informa:ti.,n about the general situation bef~re we can undertakr;, such an attac~ 
and must co-ordinate it with theJapanese attacks . 

• • • 
• 
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March 26.-0ur milk goat died in the morning, so from now on we shaH 
be in milkless Coffe. Conference with the Khanjo Comd .• about the coming 
operations and sent out patrols to recce the area in which 1 ~h!ll be operat
ing. I do not like . the task that has been allotted to Dhillon. Both our 
resource in tpt. we shall· never be able to keep him supplied with water. I 
suggested to Shah Nawaz that he should be withdrawn from that area. e 

~lJfarch 27.-I have been reading Stonewall Jackson, there is little doubt 
that he was a ~reat General. Still he is so little heard· ~f. I put up my plan 
to Shah Nawa~ and he has approved of it. It is a simple one. I a~~ . . .. 
to put a Bn. ·astride and in the high ground tn the right of ektien-
Welong Road and basing one Bn. N. W. of Perktien. Carry out harassing attacks • 
against enemy in Pynbin from Tada area. 

March 28.-The Nippon Haidan which was expected ·to be in Sektein 
area has not arrive.I so far. So my plan of action is, I thiilk, a very so~nd 
one. Elaborated it and issued orders. One to be due to move t~ht. Shah 
Nawaz sent for me at about rg-30 hrs. he is vet>y worried, because ]'fe has no 
reserve at hand in case the enemy counter-attacks 'along Pynbin-Ovin Road. I 
do not think it is likely. I consider an enemy counter-stroke from Wdong side 
more likely, stillS. N. persisted, so I had to alter0 my plans. I will put only one 
Coy. to defend Welong-Sektein Road and leave the ?emainder of the Bn. Popaya 
area until the arrival of Dhillon's Comd. when I may expect them to join ine. 

Exhibit PPP 
Security. No. 7/2/i/Ms. 

0 

H. Qrs. Supreme Command, A. H. F. Burma, 26th March 1944-
All Formations and Units. 

Subject :-PERSONAL NUMBERS-OFFICERS. . , 
Personal numbers to officers have been allotted according to • tlie 1\tac.,eti 

list. These numbers have been allotted alphabetically in each rank and not 
according to seniority. In future whenever an individual is appointed a S. 0. or a 
2/Lieut. he shall be allotted a number by the Military Secretary. These num~ 
shall invariably be quoted in all correspondence. If any officer of the A. H. F. "
has not been allotted a number in this list the matter shall-immediately• be brought 
to the notice of the Military Secretary. Comds. of units and formations, etc., and 
officers-in-charge records are responsible to ensure that these numbers aJAe entered . _ 
in the records of individual officer. , -

(Sd.) P. K. SAHGAL Major, Military Secretary. • 
Allotment of personal numbers-officers. • 

Personal No. Rank Name I. N. A. Unit I. A. Unit allotted 0 

A. H. F. 22 Lt. Col. Shah Nawaz H. Q. I Grla. I/14 P.R. 
Khan Regiment 

g8_ Major Gurbakhsh H.Q. 5 Grla. ' " 0 " Singh Dhillon Regiment 

" 84 " 
P. K. Sahgal \H.Q.S.C. 2/IO Baluch. 

' 
Regiment 

Exhibit QQQ 
No. A/tgrr8 

No. 125 Unit A. H. F. Burma, 22nd Decemb~j 04. 

To Liaison -officer, Hikari Kikan Myingyan • 

• • • 
• 
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~- Subject :-War Prisoners-PossessiQns of 

Reference ·~o "British officers who were taken prisoners by A. H. F. 

Along with the ~o Ps. 0. W. one revolver with its case was also taken from 
my N. C. Os. by the Japanese soldier. As the British officers were made prisoners 

~ by the~ H: F. please arnlnge to collect the revolver. and return to these Head 
Quarters. Maps and other articles may be kept by the Japanese asthey may need 

:it for examination. 'Vith.4tanks. . . . · . 

.. 

""" .. ~-04· (Sd.) G. S. Major, Con:mander No~ 1'75 Unit . 
• ,. 

Exhibit RRR 

Security • J: • . . .... No. 6!5/G No. 501 Unit, A. H. F. 

Imnfediate. · • · . 

All Units ~rmations. 
Burma, date~ 2nd March 1945· 

• • . .; Subject :-Secrecy and Security. 

The code numbers allotted to units have been changed to read as under and 
will be taken jnto use f~rthwitlt' :- • . . 

Adv. Div.•H. Qrs. 
H. Qrs. No. 1 Inf. Regt. 
2/1 Inf. Regt. 

-........, H. OT,i.•N<!· 2 Inf. Regt .. 
2/I Inf. Regt. 
H. Qrs. No.4 Grla. Regt. 

~4 Grla. Reght. 
r No. I Anti-Tank Coy. 

No. 2 A. B. 0. D. • 
~ No.2 }.4. E. S. 
~ No. 2 Wo..kshop 
"" ·~ P. 0. L. Sectioft 

• No.4 Engineer Coy; 

NO. 2 DIVISION 

501 

510 
512 
515 
517 

53° 
532 

534 
536 
352 

Main Div. H. Qrs. ' 
I/1 lnf. Regt. 

3/ I " " 
I/2 , 

3/2 " 
I/4 Grla. 

" 
" 
" 

3/4 " ·" 
No. 2 Div. Signals 
No. 2 F. P. S. C. 
PT. Amn. Dump. 
No.2 S. I. S. 
Medical Aid Party 
Dett. M.P. 

• 
(Sd.) G. S. DHILLON, Major 

• Copy to No. 6o Unit, A. H. F., for information. 

Exhibit SSS 

~cret Immediate N~. 6j6JG No. 251 Unit A. H. F. 
Burma, dated 2nd March 1945· 
I To All Formation/Units. 

~ubject :-Pass Word. 

502 
511 
.513 
516 
518 
521 
523 
529 
531 

533 
535 
338 
325 

'G' 

Commencing from to-day all formations and units in POPA HILL area will 
use tQ.e foll~wing Pass Word for the purpose of security. 

• 'Rangoon Mandalay' (Sd.) G. S. DHILLON, M;jor' C' 



Most Secret. E:xhihi:t ':'IT -1 

Intelli~ence Summary No. 3 
50I "Unit, dated 3rd March 1945· ~ 

Reference. Map · Sheet No. 840, 84K and 84P Scale I " 4 miles or 
r-2,so,ooo. • 

28th February 1945.-Enemy was reported to be ttdvancing towards Kyau.k. 
Padaung by Pyinbin-Letpanbin Road. An attack was ~"ht up by certain~a anese • 
units but it was found out afterwards that there was no enemy. L'nder nt ed~ 
officers with their batmen went on exercise with all Div. Ancillary Un ts. Units 
came back safely with the officers and their batmen di:l not. It appe"ars that eithe~ 
they have been captured or have gone .over to the enenly side :-~Iajor Mohammad 
Riaz Khan, Major P.J. Madan, .Major S.-N."Day, ~~r. Moham:thad Sarwar and 
Lt. Mohammad Bakhsh. · o "' 

1st March 1945.-Nothing much happened during these day~ol activity 
from our side continued. Enemy tried to erfcircle the Guerilla party in the 
vicinity of Tibu, but failed. Our Patrols went up to Sektien and Welaung and 
got information that enemy has gone towards Taungtha. The enemy slre~gth was 
12 tanks, and five hundred lorries. No enemy o;ould be seen on the roads i:>etween 
Taungtha, Welaung and Seikten. Neither a Telephohe line. Most of th~ civilians 
are pro-Americans as they are given rice, milk, cigarettes, P. T. Shoes and clothes 
by the enemy OYE parties had to pretend that they were on the American's side in 
order to get information from the civilians. It was also found 'out tftat the enemy 
is strong in medium and light ranks as well as carriers. 

Following forms the enemy :-
Americans-Not much. Indian, Gurkhas, Negroes, Chinese and Kochins. 
One of our parties was very heavily bombed at a place about §i:lt •l!tliics faun,..... 

Popa in the Northerly direction. Onr losses were the following :-
Rifles 6 Equipment 
Bayonets 6 Rounds 303 " ball 500 
Grenades 2 Blankets • 
Ration Tins I I Pay books 
Ground Sheets 1 I 

8 

• 9 
8 
• 

Only one man was slightly wounded. ,; 
3rd March 1945.-Reference.-Intelligence Summar.y No. tof 25th February 

19~ • 
The enemy which had gone from Pyinbin towards East and Taungtha has 

now been reported to have gone part!y to putting up an offensive from Myingyan 
towards south from Meiktila, towards Taungtha from Popa, towards Pyinbin, 
while A. H. F. Troops are going to attack from Kyauk Padaung towards Nyaungu. 

; 

Dated 3rd March 1945. ~Sd.) G. S. DHILLON, Major ' ~ 
Distribution :-No. 6o Unit No. 502 Unit No. 510 Unit 

No. 515 Unit No. 420 Uni~ (2 copies I for each base) 
Hikari Kikan, War Diary (2 copies). File (2 &pies). 

M~ost Secret. Exh!bit UUU. 
Intelllgettee Summary No. 4. 0 

• No. 50·1 Unit A. H. F., dated 4th March 1945· • 
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Referen.ce,.....-...Map Sheet No. 8J!O, 84K arnd '84:P Scale I, 4 miles. :or I·" 
250000. 

8rd March 19 . Enemy about goo strong, Nationality Indian, was locatJd 
digging near Kaungnyo. n Kyauk Padaung-Nyaungu Road; four carriers were 
seen 13 milesfrom Kyauk adaung. Later on towards· the evening at-about 2000 
hrs. som~ .enemy estimate about 500 was also found about eight miles from 
.Kyauk Padaung on the sam road.-
• . ~ecce patrol oft. he nemy came about two mi;les fl'Otn Pozu at t8oo hrs. 

4 

~«!)'we~ fired at by aJap ese post thus making ·them run away.· It has been 
found that the.villagers rou about Taung ·zin area give intormation to both·sides. 
'l'hey have told the enemy t at Azad Hind Fauj is located in most of those villages. 
The result is thai the. enemy very~~· The enemy ~actics are very much 
dependent on tanks,. !i.rmO'br s and earners. Usual1y they do not send out a 

.. party,less t~3;n ~tft a .hun red. The vehicl;s carrying these parties are escor~ed 
m front an~~ rear.·by A. F. Vs. on reachmg a place where they need stopplhg 
they fix the1r oM. Gs. and Mortars ·before de bussing the troops. 

, Da~&d.4th March ~945· (Sd.) G. S. DHILLON, Major •c• 
,_ Distribution.-No. 6o Unit, A. H. F. ~o. 510. 

No. .420, Nq. 502, No~ 515, ~Hikari Kikan, War Diary (2 copies)., File 
(2 copies). 

• 

Most Secret Copy No. 3· 

(2 copies, one for each base) 

Exhibit VVV. 

No. 501 Unit A.H.F. Operation Order No.2. 
......... Ref P1itap sheets K. P. 0. L. I."-4 Miles, 1=25o,oog. 

1. InjiJrmation.-Enemy. On 5th the enemy patrol composed of 4 tanks and 
about 500 infantry were seen operating in the area Daungle on Popaywa-Pyinbin 
~nd after making contact with patrol of 515 unit the ene~y is reported to 

~a.__v_e_. withdrawn back from that area. No enemy reported on Popaywa-Taungtha 
Road. On KlaukPadaun!t' Taungozin road at a distance of 9 miles from Kyauk 
Padauil.g 200 enemy infantry with 7 lorries and 3 carriers are reported to be digging 
in. This ~emy -mainly consisted of Americans and Indians. On Kyauk 

~ung-MeikqJ_a Road small forces of enemy supported by tanks have been 
~7;p~rted near ~q,gywa. 
~ Own trogps.-Kaungjo Unit of Nippon Army is attacking the enemy along the 

Popaywa Taungtha Road and Popaywa-Pyinbin Road. One Company of Japanese 
Engineers in the area Nyaungan on Kyauk Padaung-Meiktila Road. Dispositions 
of 515 an<f 420 U!lits is as before. 

2. Intention.-Units under command of 501 unit will;-
I. Occupy" defensive posWons round Papa Hill Kyauk Padaung and Nyaung

area and stop and annihilate any.enemy approaching these defences. 2. Keep 
Popaywa-Yenangaung Road clear. 3· Co-operate with the attacking Nippon units 
to annihilate the enemy which has 1rossed over the East of Irrawaddy. 

3· Method.-No. 420 unit "ill undertake the defence ofKyauk Padaung and 
Nyaunggan areas. Commander 420 unit will liaise with Commander Nippon 
Engineering unit in Nyaunggan area to get detailed information about the defensive 
positions in thttt area. Commander 420 unit will occupy these positions in sufficient 
strength .to dieck any enemy advance in the direction and with the remainder of' 
his forces he will undertake active Guerilla operations on Kyauk Pa;!a:ung•Meiktila 
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and Kyauk Padaung-Taunglin Road. All unln uC -::·w unit in Popa area will move -
to their new positions on the night of6th-7t1. :\Lrrb 1945· • No. 51 unit with two 
platoons of 510 unit under command .-::: und.· · _,::e the def; o Popa. He will 
also carry out active p~trolling in front of his defensive p ~· ons. 

. Anti-Ta-nk dejtPre.-Com~n.an~L·rs :t20 "-:'d "> '.'i ·.~its will arrange., to erect 
anti-tank obstacles and lay antl-t<l.n:.: mu1es at au•tab>.: >Omts. No. 352 umt under 
directions of D.A.G. 501 unit will undertake all du!!c· "n tbt camp area and will. 
~form a general reserve in the hand of Commander 501 ur:it. ~ 

4· Ad;ni'nis'rat:oN ,--'Q: 50 r w1it will arran~e provide t ranspdft for the"" 
move of 420 unit so that the move will be complett:d o: the night of bth-7th Mares 
1945. He will also make ar:·_an~eme~ to issue extra ations to make up the scale 
ofDhall 100 gramm<"s a-c:d OJ 20 gramur.:.,; pe · ,. •. · • 

,j. Commun;\o.a-fion.-Co:'' n~ander 529 Ullit will arrang~·ti~ a. D-R !0 420: 
unit every night starting Pop;.oy.: at 2100 hrs. will dfert from 7th :V~ I945· He 
will also arrange to get a r:totor cyck, put into ~orking order and Attach it with 
420 unit for duty. • 

0 

6. Acknowledge. 
• 

Dated 6th March 1945. Timc.-tsoo hrs. (Sd.) G.S. DHILLON, <Major 'G' 

Ezhibit GG 

No. I07/I V G Office of the D. ~1. B. I. I. L., Syonan, dated grd April 1943· 
Officer Commanding, Reinforcement Group, 

Headqu3rkrs, I. N. A. Bidadari. 

Subject-Reo:-:;aniza~ion Re:nforcement Group. 

Ref. ~Your No. R'g'g, datt"d Ist April 19-43· 

• 
• • 

The procedure outlined in your above-quoted letter will be folio~··· as 
far as possible. E~ceptio~s o\. cows: will have to be made in such cases 
men for 'BJ.h.td..tr :::nd "Hlc''

1d(o'' -.cc Group~. 
0 

" 

lSd.) Sh,•b ~J.'.1 ilL KhMt, Lt.-Col., 

C. G. S., OtLx of ~l>· D. :\;. B., I. I. L. 
Copy to: -He.:.:dquMt>·:·~, L N. A., for information. 

• 
Exhibit KKK 

Security. No. 6i8,'C No. ~ot t:ni\, A. H. F. 

All Unit/Formations. Burma, dated 6th March 1945. 

Subj~:ct:-SAFETY A::-\D SECCRTTY. 
It has bee? notice_d t~at r_nany new fi>otp~ths have been . I?ade in the ca~ 

As the enemy 1s super·.or 10 "-Ir, these paths gl\e out exact pos1t10ns of our locatwn. 
Unit commanders and offcer:; must always ktTJ\. tLrir men warned against this 
danger. Still, sentries are Fr:md at night rh;;T].(:nging very loudly or making en
quiries !rom approachers in a very loud tone. An ~nemy spy near about can get 
much information which may cause us many lives and apart from that give enemy 
a tactical advantage: May unit commanders please take steps to chec:Ja, and rectify 
this common mistake. 

0 

Copy to Hika:t'! Kikan, (Sd.) G. S. DHILLON, Major '0'. 



. ·' ,. 
·\ 

Ministers of the Provi~io.ru:~l 
1.-LLL • 

':! .. -.&~,"-""" .. of Azad Hind (2lst.Oct. 1943.) 
, .• l~z;,,.,_.,. 

• • 



Exhibit MMMM 
Subhas Bose at a mass rally 
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. \ • . f . · \ Distr . . . ~- • 

rcopy No. I. Copy No. 2 Copy No. 3 Copy No . .;4\ Cop o. 5 Copy No. 6' Copy NO. 7 and 8. py No. 9 and Io 

.No._.5IO ~nit .. No. 515 unit. No. 420 unit. Hikari:Kikan. D. . G. D. Q. M. C. • War-Diary.· . . ffice .. copy. · 
IDear jag1r, • . . • .. .·· ... 

.Jai Hind. I hope most of your queriJ!s have been an ered in this order, •Qth)ts I will answer when I come . 
to-morfow. I ought to have·to-day, but last nig~ I went _to .check. certilin defe~ces and" ~Y. a~rwal back I {elt very 
weak, so weak ;'IS I have _never felt beforJthro.ughout my hfe.. MaJOr Shanker gave me . a: u~ectwn to.:day, though to 
.complete the course .I m~st get I2 yet, '(!__~re. are no ~ore av.ailable except a few. I will ~et one to-morrow. I . ve 
.also to hand over this •G work. I am sendmg Mohmdar Smgh t.o you to make necessary ar ·gements for the rece wn. 
•·efa. nd dispositions of 42 I and 42~nits. Ala liaise with Maj. W~ts Nathe at Nyaunggan, a see that units ar u<)I 
fPlaced and to deal with th~ enem ffectively. I will come to-morrow without fail. · • 

· • Yours r.;S.:,:d;:;·~Cj.,..s111· ..,.IIM._.,.....L 
Exhibit WWW 
Unit No. 422. • 

Crime Report. • 
'Charge ~gainst No. ~2570 Sepoy Duli Chand, No. 42.440 Sepoy Hari Singh, Noe42537 Sepoy 
mu~s~~- . . 

I. A. F. D. gar. 
ryao Singh, No. 4I961 

Place. Date of .offence. Offence. Name of . Punishment aw: By whom award-. = 
witness. 

IBur-m.a. 28th February (i) I. N. A. Act Sec. 35 . 

• 

1945. DESERTION. 
In that they .. w. 0. A. S. deserted from 
·the front line on 28th February I945 
at 2230· hrs. until app.rehended by a 
unit patrol sent for the purpose at 

_ I200 hrs. on 2nd March I945· 
.. (ii) I. N. A. Act Sec. 29 (C) Document-

Direj::tly or Indirectly holding cor- ary. 
respondence with the enemy. 

In that they, W. 0. A. S., attempted to 
communicate with ·the enemy on 28th 
February 1945, vide Exhibit (a) at-
tacbed. . 

· Recommended ; Divi
sional Comd's ·trial. 
(Sd.) G. S. DHILLON 

ed and date. ~-

Se~~enced to death. Under P. K. Sa~l, Lt.
the authority of Supreme Col. Offg. Com
Comdr. A.•H. F. letter, dr. Unit No. 501 
death 2·1 st Februar.y .· 
I945, to No. 2 Inf. RegtA:>ated 6th March 
and No. 4 Crle. R~gt. 1245. 

Service.-Years 3· One copy forwarded to No. 50 I unit . 
Date of la~t record entry.-Nil. .on 8th March 1945 (Sd.) G. S. DHILLON, Mqjor · 
General Character.-Bad. Adjt. Comdr. Unit No. 420, . 

·' '. 
Signature of 0. C. Burma, dated 6th ~arch 1945. 



Most Secret. 

3s8 
Exhibit XXX 

Intelligence Summary No. 5· 

No. 501 U~it A.'~· . 
Ref. Map Sheet No. 84o{84K, and 84P Scale 1' 4 r 1'-25o,ooo. • 

4tk March 1945.-A fighting patrol of about 20 en, under command of • 
S. Abdullah K,han No. 516 unit A.H.F. was reconn tring the area of~ngle ' 
village on 4th :l!hrch 1945 at I 700 hrs. when the patro was informed a ut 
arrival of an enemy patrol in the area 014558 Map Sh t No. 84{P1 by a urmese. 
The enemy patror consisted of I5 British soldiers carried in three Jeep cars. On • 
receiving the news about the enemy ou atr roac ed the enemy patrol and 
opened fire on them. The enemy patrol wlio had s~rprise replied 
the fire of our patrolf but they could not stand up against e accttt~and con.-en .. 
trated fire of our patrol. The enemy fled leaving two dead bodies an t.-ep cars 
behind. It was confirmed from the Burmese tl'\at all the other num ers of the 
enemy patrol had also been wounded before they fled. Following arms, ammuni · 
tions, equipment and vehicles were captured from the enemy:- • • 

Cars (Jeep) 3 Gas clft!cks. 3 
Bren Gun 
&ten Gun 
'Rifles 
Discharger Cup 
Grenades 

2 

8 
Ammunitions Rounds 400 

Wireless sets 
Step !3un Magazine 8 

Binoculars 2 
Compasses 
Shorts 2 
Blankets 8 
Web Equipment sets 6 
Map sheets 84 I{I3 I 
Bren Gun Magazines 6 
Tools for 3 Cars 3 

0 

•• 
Some · quantity of 
Toilet material. ~ 

On examination it was ascertained that the enemy, dood were British and from 
the documents captured it was confirmed that they belonged to 2nd Lancaster Regi
ment. The documents which were captured from the enemy will be sent in.due cours~. 
The Map sheet which was captured from the enemy is sent to you. Q.w: losses we 
one ; slightly }Vounded. From the documents found in the cars it.atJPears that upto 
the end of Nov. '44 2nd Bn. S. Lancer were in Kohima a~·n Dec. they moved to 
Palel and the Bn. has now arrived in this sector from Pa On same date enem' 
with 7 lorries 3 carriers strength about 200 mostly Indians and ew Americans were 
seen g· miles from Kyauk Padaung-Taungzin Road. When they 4iaw out patrol, 
they showed 'a white fl"ag but when our patrol called them they tried 'to·open fire. 
Patrol being weak in numbers came back. . 

5tk Marek 1945.-0utposts and forward patrols of No. 515 unit saw an ene~ 
composed of 4 tanks and about .500 infantry ~~crating in Daungle area.. As ~ 1 
result of some fire from both sides the enemy Withdrew. Patrols of 420 umt found 
some enemy about 9 miles from Kyauk Padaung-Taungzin Road near a village 
Dhatsi. They were digging. This appears to bt& a permanent position. On 
Kyauk Padaung-Meiktila Road sm'lll f:>rce> of enemy supp)rted by tanks have 
also been reported by 420 unit. 

6th March 1945.-Nothing unusual. • • 
Dated 7th Marc~ 1945.' Time 1245 hrs. (Sd.) G. S. DHILLON, Major G8. 

• 

• 
0 ... 
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, ·Exhibit YYY ' ' , 

. (He~dquarters -!!..Pr~ine':· do~anQ,<Incli~A N atio~~l Armt)~ ,,, • .• · · 

~' .... 

C . AJ('A~A'KAMAN,AZADHINri F~~J ,·· 

· .. · ·. Ra:Eg()pl!; 12th ~ar~h-1945.- . '-
Major G. S .. DHjL~. ··. . . ~~p -~-,·· • • 

'. I-~~"-~- ronowing the work' of YOllf, Regjm~nt anQ 'c5Lyourself witii:}he 
closest· ~~~st and-r-want to ~congratulate you on tli~ manqer. m which. you lia,v,e 
stood up to face brave:ly the situation that, is. difficult. ' I w;ant tO· .expre:~s' my cozn

..-:plete C<vJ.~_ence.in you and in all, those whp are stand!ng;by';you in_.the.piesent cri~is. 
/"-Wh~_tever; happells to ;Us.indiv:iduallyjn the c0uJ;se,:qf:;t4~ ~historic.,struggle,, th~re is 

np,~_po~er, on..._earth,.t~"!t .<?~~~~~p~di~:-~r:s}!v_*~y }<?_~ge~ .. W~~ ~e.J!:re....:.a~,d 
~k, or whe~her_W(! <,!te figlitmg, we must, urioer:. all c,1rcur_nsta_nces, liave_,;cornplete 

1
Qnfide-nc. e_.· that the .. quse:for;~q!chw_ ,ea. re.strivi_n_.·g i.s bou_. n_ d"!o-~riu-~ph._. I.t is-the 
~g~r ofGo<i,that jl,_gointing the~y towa;2s- I,n5.a's-:-f,x:.~oJil~'- -~e )_1_a.v~ only to 
__Q_our J:lu_tr.~apa to pay t1ie_pnce.,o(l~C.ha~S,hoertro,ur-,liearts are.wtth,you ,and 

rwit? all who 3li~ with' you in the present str.ugg~e . whi<:h is ~paving the 'way to o-qr 
nat10nal s;:tlvatlOn. Please convey rnyo.war~estgreet_mgs to1•all the- offic~r~_and men 
uncle:r you ai].d accept same yourse:lf. _May, God bless,yo\l•"a.J!i~roW.J?·.-.. :your ctfforts 

. h . "J . H' d" · · . · .. · ...., Wit susp. • . a1 m . • . ... _ . . , .' :,•·. _ , ; .· . ... . . . . . . 
' . (Sd.)--SUBHAS· CHANDRA BOSE~ 

Secret 

,,.,.- unit :No. 450 Burma, 
. ' . . . 

To UmtNo.-531. • 

Exhibit z~z 

18th March -194-S· 
,- .... 

,:;_ ~-

··j 

Subject.-:-Batth~·Report No.4-· · ·. . , . 

·· .. 

~ · • . -· Ref. attad1ed sketch'; .-. • : :. 1' · ••. · .-,~ 

As per"ation Order No.8 of 14th March 1945 of Unit No: 4so tin'i~d 
2037 hours Unit No.: 4::>_) was occupying a ·(:lefensive po~itiol!' on· rrtli March· 
t1945 .as under :- / . ;· ,~ 

A .Go~pany commanded by Lieut. K~rtar Singh· in Nglaing. vicinity and 
'B' Co)'. coinn!anded by 2/Lt. Gian Singh on North-East·ofKanza-ung, .. with~ Bn. 
Headquarters South of 'B' Coy. near a Nippon (Joy. commanded by Capt. 
Midori Kawa .. At wo hrs. enemy artillery from North-Western direction started 

~elling· heavily the~e positionsJAt th~t- time ~· _ pa.trol ·rrom 'A' <Coy. command~d t 
by. Hav. Nazar Smgh, was. oue m the dtrectwn of Nyaungu about one mile· · 
ahead of Coy. Headquarters. This patrol .was· fired· at by an enemy about a 
platoon· strong coming from Nyaungu direction on the Western side of the main 
road. Our_ patrol took up ptsition,at point'N and exchanged fire, thereby killing 
seven of the enemy. --A message ·from . .this· pa:trol ·was sent back to Coy. 
Headquarters as to the . enemy advance. 'A' Coy .. Commander, ~~nt.forward 
another p~ty of I() men :under 2/Lt. Dittu Ram to check the advance of that. 
platoon,,' 1/Lt. Dittu Ram went·forward and tgok up a:~ posit~on'beJweeil 1 itlie · road 

• I • • • 



( ........... 
g6o /' .-, 

~ "- "l 

and •A' point, i.e., point 'B'. He was also engaged and the/enemy was held. 
up. At about 12-30 honrs 15 enemy tanks, 1 1 armoured cars and ten trucks 
came advancing by the main road, and started shelling• and ring at point 
'A'. Our men replied this fire with rifle and a Bren gun. e enemy column 
changed its directioa tAWards 'B' Coy. and directed itse nto two halves. One 
went towards •B' Coy. and the other towards 'B' C '. and then to •A' Coy. 
'B' Coy. was given warning by the Bn. Headquarters hrough a runner~ Soon 
the Coy. gained contact as the enemy A. F. Vs. came right into the Coy. • 
locality and wanted to crush our men in the trenc They started shelling 
and throwing/hand grenades into the trenches from nside their vehicle·"'.~ ........ ~ 
Coy. felt helpless against the superiorly equipped nemy. Two mines which 
were with the Coy. were used but unluckily both ' ent missed. ~os. 5 and 6 
platoons got out of the trenches a d with bayon fixed charged on to the 
A. F. Vs. with shouting slogans of ~E · .¥'\ IjllQ.l{.AB- ZINDABAD ! 
and CHALO DEL(Il. The A. F. Vs. came to a s~il~rrty jumped.out 
of them and the trucks and a hand-to-hand fighting began ~h lasted for 
over one hour. 2,'Lt. Gian Singh, Coy. Comd~. amidst men, w~ charging 
and inspiring them. No. 5 platoon Commander his 2/Lt. Mangu Ram was killed 
and only about one-tenth of the two platoons were left wpen 21Lt. Giak Singh 
called for No. 4 Platoon Commander 2 'Lt. Ram Singh, and was issuing orders 
for a withdrawal from a standing positiorf, wlfen a bullet hit him in the 
head and he fell down. His death caused a little bit disturbance l:rut 2/Lt. 
Ram Singh got hold of the situation by withdrawing the remnants of the Coy. to 
a rear position. At the same time the enemy also got into their vehicles after 
collecting weapons of the dead and withdrew. This engagement lasted from 
1400 hours to 16oo hours approximately. The enemy lost about so killed and 
many wounded. We lost about 40 killed. Some of the seriously wounded
about ten-were captured by the enemy and taken back. The enemy which 
had come towards •A' Coy. side, started first by shelling the villa8§ end *h&in ,_ 
approached the Coy. position. The A. F. Vs. entered the village. Enemy 
automatic from the ground also opened fire. Fire was also opened from our 
Coy. At about r8oo hrs. the enemy charged with bayonets and tommy ~ 
The japanese set the village on fire thus making it a tank obstacle. The ~~~~~ 
could not approach and the enemy had to withdrflW le-aving back. three dead. 
•A' Coy. also lost three killed. Towards the dark Tafmgzin was still in our 
hands and the enemy withdrew. 'B' unit 5-51 then came back to a position 
near Kwebyok for reorganization. Only following articles were captured fr~ 
the enemy. ./ - J 

Mag. Bren Gun 3· Hands Grenades 8. Amm 3~3" Rds. 100. Boot ankle 
Prs. 3· Trousers Prs. 3· Pay book 3· 1 (attd. herewith). ' o 

Note.-One L. M.G., one Tommy Gun and a Rifle fell to Japanese lot. 
Our losses were :- o 

0 

2/Lt. Gian Singh} 
, Mangu Ram 

Other ranks killed. 

Killed in Action. 

Regarding these two officers, I strongly rec:o~ 
mend for a po~thumous reward and decorations. 
Their bravery is unparalleled in the history of 
War. Attacking of tanks and A. F. Vs. may 
seem impossible, had these heroes preferred to die 
fighting than to handup or show their backs. 

• 
Number ;bout 50. A separa~e list is being submittt;d. Wounded. in action 
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and thus capt~red about ten wounded l?rought back six .. The arrns of dtit kHled · 
could not be collect~d as the enemy collecte.d it and took back. 

·-.... -. (Sd.) G .. S. Dhillon, Maj. Comdr, No. 4so Unit. 
Enlcs.~One Pay B . One Sketch. 

• . Exhibit AAAA 
}\ Belo.ved Net a 'i, !ai .,ind. •· . Burma, 2~th_Mar~lt*~94~~· · · • . 

. I .have .r~celV6 your letter of 12th. ¥a!cl:!. 1.945\ Not. words, 
~-tears could express. -y feelings. I thank you with all my h~ft .for e~pressing 

your cOII1P.lete confidenc )n me and in those who are with .. Il1e•. I assure you, 
• our Netaji, on behalf of 'he Regiment that does not ma~ter what may. come our 

:way, we will continue \the st~ ~ording to your jdeals, and wishes· w 
earn {)Ut: M~theJland's :F~s 10T1g as a single soldier.. of this Regiment is 
ayve. As for m;;sfff, ~·last words to you at. Rangoon, 'I Main ap :ki ankhen 
ktsi ke samue"""nichi na hone dunga," have been ringing in my ears ever since 
I left yetG' and specially so ~ter i have come. back from Nyaungu. ·I fully 
realize that in spite of reasons which may be produced I have not only failed 
to doewltat I voluntarily promised, but have been the only Regimental Commander 
to bring humiliation to you and~ the Azad Hind Fauj. I have no face to 
promise again, only my actrons will do so. · Your lette~ has put a new spirit 
into us: All the officers and men present }lere, and I humbly and with warmest · 
hearts have accepted your greetings. We are confident that with God's grace 
and your blessings it will not be difficult 'to achieve success. We aU pray for 
your long life and health to guide us through this Holy War. Jai Hind. 

Your Excellency'~ Obediently (Sd.) G. S. Dhillon. 

Exhibit BBBB • 
-.. .sssrei 2 • • Unit No. 450 

BATTLE REPORT No. 5· Burma, dated 25th March 1945. 
Since. the submission of the last report No. 4 of t8th March 'os nothing· of 

~.ortance has happened, though the .patrol •activities on ·both sides have been 
,t' on the· increase. Some of the points noticed are reported_, below for the sake of 

interest and•training :-• . · 
r. During these days we have been sharing the occupation of most 'of the 

~~places in"our area with the enemy. We would occupy/ during the nigh~ and 
::( they durin~ day as if a definite settlement existed between the two. 2. Many 

a place we-h~ttacked during the night only t~ find that there was no _enemy. 
·. 3· Many a time our J>.aitrols were seen by the enemy patrols or vice versa and 

• firing started on boj!fsides mostly from long ranges. One day, i. e., 2gth Mardi 
05 at about 1600 hrs. an enemy patrol about fifty strong came in front of the 
disposl\:ions ot-"A" Coy. 452 unit. · Timely warning was given by :the forward 
listening posts and our Coy. Comdr. Lt. Ram Nath sent forward two platoons 
to encircle this enemy. Before this couJd be done the enemy started running 

~ack. 9ur men ran after him fo~ about ~wo m~les as if chasing a game· during 
.peace ttme. The Coy and PL Comdrs. tned thetr best to collect the two platoons~ 
but men would not listen. Most of · these men were civilian · recruits from 
Malaya. The enemy was firing back at our men, but our men would\ not take 
to the ground instead they salt! "Oe, bat to sun jao". It. was after about two 
hours that our Commanders could collect all the men. When told that . yo.u 
should not do like this and must make use of the ground, our men said, "Sahib 
ham kia khtyn, d~s.hman to rukta hi. n.ahin hai, bhage chala jata hai''. This story c, 

sh<;>ws a ~and sp1f1t~ but poor tra1nm~. 4· It was learnt frotn the Japanes~ 

• . . 
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M.P. that the villagers roundabout Popgobin informed that· on the days 
following our attacks on Hill t86o, the enemy took back 3 full .lorry loads of the 
dead. Of course wounded must be more. 5· It has also been JeatSnt that the 
enemy troops take av.,:ay women from the nearby village VVest of Taungio 
Hills by force, keep them for a day or so and then se them back. Rape 
cases being so frequent that the villagers are gettin anti-British. This is 
another point where the enemy cannot defeat as for may give them food
stuffs, but honour cannot be compensated by anything , d the Burmese people 
are very touchyf<:s far as self-respect is concerned. 6. 0 21st .March, 'o5. Qur • 
positions of Unit No. 453 were disclosed to the enemy by Burmese spy, and th~ 
were heavily shelled, bombed, mortar fired and mac e gunned, for .about four 
h?urs during the afternoon. !he result _was one man L{Naik Su~a_rs~an was so 
shghtly wounded that even h1s evacuat~t ne~lssary. 1 h1s 1s a proof of 
taking to the cover. 7· Pooling the necessity of mo~injp~-.1..!: ~ be!ng arranged 
by these H. Qrs. to is~e "Training Notes During War" upto plat~~ within tlJis 
unit. A copy of Note No. t is attached herev-.:ith. As a result of this r1l.o;;e_, we got 
three 2" Mortar, bombs and one rifle magazine witll nine rounds 'vhich the enemy 
had to leave back to lighten the load or due to nervousness. 

• • 
(Sd.) G. S., Major, Cemmander No. 450 Unit, A. H. F . 

• 
Distribution. 531 Unit (2), (n) to each Bn. War diary (r), Office copy~t). 

Unit No. 170 

OPERATION ORDER ~o. 2 

Exhibit ecce 
• Most Secret 

Copy No.3 

Ref.-Verbal orders issued on 24th February 1945 Map Sheet No. K. P. 0. 
L. r• r"-125,ooo. •a =' 

I. l'njormation :-(a) Enemy :-Enemy Infantry and armoured troops have 
eaptured Pyiribin and elements of the same have been reported in Seiktein and 
Legy and Kyauk Padaung Myingyan road. But this report is not confirmed.~ 
Own Tps.:-One Bn. of the Khajo Botai has taken up position on Kyau.f Padaung- ""' 
Myingyan Road in Gyaingywa. One Bn. of the same uotit is going to take up the 
defence. of Kyauk Padaung. Unit No. 205 A. H. F. is preparing Popa 
defences tlnd strengthening up the same, apart from patrol activities in its fronl,.- 4i 

and flanks. ~ J. 
2. Intention :-No. r 70 unit will carry out intensive gueriifa. warfare and 

patrolling against the enemy in the areas marked in the attk:~~ed map. 0 

3· Method :-(a) No. 2 Bn. with Kyauk Padaung as base-~ill operate in No. 1 
a~ea and will also send a fighting patrol along the route marked on die Map to find 
out the type, location and activities of enemy. The patrol on finding out will 
report straight back to No. 251 unit. (b) }J"o. I Bn. will form a Guerilla Company, 
No. 3 Bn. will also form a Guerilla Company. These Companies with Popa as ba~ 
will operate in areas 2 and 3· (c) Regimental A:eadquarters and rest of the un
equipped strength of I and 3 Bns. will also move to Popa and will help in prepara
tion of defences -there. 

4· Administration :-Seven days' ration will b~ taken by the outgoing parties. 
Each Guerilla party will be accompanied by orderlies, who will carry with them 
necessary medicine .. A. Q. M. will have hundred grenades from 265 unit, Rs. I,ooo 
will be taken by each party for purchase of fresh rations or to meet any unforeseen 
pe~sities,-and ~sue fifty each to No. I to 3 Bns. • 

• 
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5· Inter-communicaiion:"""':" Under all circumst~,n,ces.iduiing the ~bsence from 
pax:ties will Sp;!d.ba,.y'k ~e,cess:::try information atle:J.st ?.rice_;a~q~X...9S IJ?-?r~· if needed. 

·' · -. · _., · -,~($d~) ,a.,s: DHILLQN, Major,_Cdmmarider 170 Unit. 

Distribution :-01'>~ c~pyto e~~lr Bn .. r7 3 Unit; On'e copy to unit No. 25 r; 

One effice copy. 
Exhibit DDDD \ 

~ / .. :uo- . . i , ~o.~D.~,~d~t~<!~2n~,~pril ~945· 
f-k.· . COLONEl;. S~AH NAWAZ KHAN. ·· -::•· r: · · ·' 

l 

From • LT.-COL. d. S. DHILLON· 
Captain Moh~~me~ Husain's abssrce has not affected'ti1e spirit6r, mor~ie 

of the troops at; all. We __ ~%-prepa~ to continue fighting in . .the front line. No 
need of r_est u~le~_objec'tive is. achieved. yv_e \v:ill sacrifit;,e_our.l_ivei to ~ainta_in the 
~t1n!?_\l!. . .?fj~~d_Ht~d. FauJ ... W<:ter _ ~r no Yl'atez.:, ~attons o_~:_~o'rat_!-~n! will not 
affect_m;r:llghtmg capagty. Captam Chander Bhan. Lreut. Khan Mohammed and· 

• Lieut. Ka~tar Singh along with my staff join rrie in a3suring you that we will fight 
up to.th~ last .. Jai Hind. · 

Time lll05 hours . . • 

• 

• (Sd.) G. S. DHILLON, Lt.-Colonel, 
Commander·, 450 u'nit, A. H. F . 

BUREAU ORDERS 

By 

·:_i. 

Lieut.-Col. J. K. Bhonsle, Director of Military Bureau, I.I.L. 
Syonan To Number of the year. Dated 14th May 2603. 

Wtt'Ch e~ect from the date of receipt of this order the ·number of the year 
-w•i!I'IU""S!'!'-e""!'in-accordarice with the Nippon CaJendar, that. is, 1_943 will be shown as 

2603. and so on. 

1 • In future the Nippon Year will be shown on all official correspondence and 
··documents. 

• 'c.]. SJ:'RACEY, Lieut.-Ool.~-c~ief Admi-nistrator, D,¥.B._'1.LL . . ': 

Exhibit EEEE 
ARMY ADMINISTRATIVE . INTRUCTlONS .---.. - : 

by 

• ..... 
Executive Committee, Indian National Army. 

Satwrday 
Syona~To • Appointments. 

4· Appointments as per attached list have been 
proval of the President, Council of Action. 

·• M. · Z. Kiani, Lt.-Col, Exe~utiye ~omrriittee . 

• 
•· 

20th February 1943· 
made'subject to the ap-

• 
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Annexure to 0. N. A. Administration No. 4 

Dated 21st February, 1943. . 
DIRECTOR OF MILITARY DEPARTMENT.• 

·LT. COL. S. K. BHONSLE. , 
A. D. C. 

LT. MIRZA INAYAT ALI. 
.l 

0 

r--:.---
operation Branch 

I 
Mily. Admn. 

; . I 
M.S. .......... 

I 
Lt. Col. Shah N awaz 

r 
"A" 

I 
(To be 

selected) 

• 

I I Major Sahgal 

I 
A/Q 

,_. 

Lt. Col. Balwant 
Singh 

I 
l 

I "Q ,, 

l 
Capt. 

Thimmiyya 

( 

'-... I ; 
Finance 

• I 

0 • 

Capt. Mirza 

Army Commander 
I 

Lt. Col: M. Z. Kiani 
I 

A. D. C. 
I 

( ---

Headquarters 

-'r ~ 

. I 
Jud~al 

I 
Poli't:e 

I 

f

l .• 

• • 

\ 
Capt. Rawat. 
.Maj. Rashid 

• 0 

J 

• • n 9 ....... 
. I . 

• • 
"I~~---- ---- .~ ~.~--

I -.:J.:- ·--. 
Medical ~hief ~fedi

cal Officer 

·-- ·-·-·- .. --, 
·Welfare 

Maj. Patnaik Lt. Col. Major Dhillon 
Habibur-Rahman 

• 

r- --. 
Training 
Lt. Col. 
Arshac.! 

• 

Lt. Col. 
Loga:1adae 

I - I 
Operations 

Major 
Jaswant 
~in~h 

• 
0 

. .... 



'Exhibit FFFF 

f Defence Do~ument; Proclamation of . , the Provisional Government of 
J;O.. ..... ~.-.---- _.,..,.,...._ ____ - .. ~ ......... ~'i""... ·J>.~· v ............ - ' 

Azad Hind. 

"Ajter their first defeat at the hands of the ;British units "I 757 in Bengal,· t4'e" 

.. ~~t~~{~-~~:lk~i~~~::tfi~Bkrfl~'Y<fl4;t11~tt~~~¥t~\~i~h~~~~~~~·~r~r 
unparilleie;ftieroism arid sdf·sacrifice. ·And, in the pages of that histo.ry, the'nam"es 
~rajuddoula and Mohan Lal of Bengal, Haider Ali, Tippo Sultan and .Velii 
Tampi of So.uth India, Appa Sahib Bhonsle & Peshwa Baji Rao of Maham'shtra 
the Begums of Oudh, Sardar Shyam Singh Atariwala of Punjab and last, but not 
least, Ravi Laxmibai of Jha•nsi, Tantia Topi, Maharaj Kunwar'Sin.gh of Dumraon 
and Nana Sahib~a¢-ong others the names of these warriors are for ever engraved 
in letters of gold; .• eunfortunately for us, our:forefat~rs did not.at :first realise that 
British constituted a grave th~eat to the whole of India and they did not therefore 
p4t up a unit-ed front against the ell.emy. Ultimately, when the >Indian people were 
mused to the reality of the situation, they made a concerted move~and under the 

"" flag of B~hadur Shah, in I857 they fought their :last war ·as free inen. In spite 
of a series of brillia?t victories . in tlee early stages of this war, ill-luck and faulty 
leadet·shin,gradually brought about their final collapse and subjugation. Neverthe
l~ss s:'ch heroes~~ .. !ani of,J)!~msi, Tantia !£~ Kuhwar Sin~ & Nana~~ib 
hvehl{e eternal stars m tne nation's memory to 1nsR1re us to gwter .. ae!!cis_of..;_s~cri· 
fice and val~u,. • 

Fo~c_il?ly disarmed by the Bri!ish after 1S57 and subjc::cted tq terror and brutality, 
the Indian people lay prostrate for a while ·but with':tlie~ birth. ~of Indian Nationa-l 
Congress in 1885, there came a new' awakening. From 1885 till the ·ehd of the last world 

... w~r, the In.difu~ people in :their endeavour to recover their ·lost liberty, tried all possible, 
mettidds,, namely, ~gitation and propaganda; boycott of British goods, terrorism and 
sabotage-and finally armed revolutions. But all these efforts failed for a time. 
Ultimately, in 1920, when the Indian people, haunted by a sense of failure, were 
groping for a new method, Mahatma Gandhi came forward with the new weapon of 
non-co-operati~n and civil dimbedience. 

For two decades ther<!after, the Indian people went through a phase of intense 
patriotic activity. The.message~ of,.._freedgm~ .~a.L carrit:d to every Indian home. 
Th~ough pdsonal example, people were taught to suffer,~ to .sacrifice and to die in 
the cause of fre~om. From the centre to the remotest villages the. people were knit 
together into one ~itical.organisation. Thus, the Indian people not only recovered 
th,ir political consciousness; but became a political entity. once again. They could 
now speak witl). one voice and strive with one will for one common goal. From I937 
to I 9 39, U_lrough the work of the Congress Ministries in eight Provinces, they 
gave proof of thetr readiness and their capacity to administer their own affairs. 

Thus, on the eve of the present world war, the stage was. set for the final 
stn1ggle for Indi}l's liberation. .During the course of this war, Germany, with the 
lielp of her allies, has dealt shatteringt blows to our enemy in Europe, while Nippon, 
with the help of her allies, has indicted a knockout blow to our enemy in East Asia. 
Favoured by a most happy combinations of circumstances, the Indian people today 
have a wonderful opportunity for achieving their national emancipation. 

For the first time in recent.history, Indians abroad have also been politically 
roused and united in one organisation. They are not only thinking and feeling in 
tune with tht1ir countrymen at home, but are also marching in step with them, along 
the path to iireedom. I~ EastAsia, in p;:lrticular, over two million Indians are now 
organised as one solid phalanx,. inspired. by th~. ~logan of." Total-N1obilisation" 

o I •• • 
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.and in front of them stand the serried ranks of India's Army of Liberation, with the ··} 
slogan "Onward to Delhi", on their lips. 

0 ' 
. "Having goaded Indians to desperation by its hypocrisy and having driven 
jthem to starvation and death by plunder and loor, .t:Snu~n rule m India has forfeited 
ithe goodwill of the Indian people altogether and is now living a precatious existence. 
tit needs but a flame to destroy the last vestige of that unhappy rfite. To 
light that flame is the task of India's Army of Liberation. Assured of the. 
enthusiastic support of the civil population at home and also of a large section of· 
Britain's Indf~m Army, and backed by gallant and i'nvincible allies abroad ~ 
relaying in the first instance on its own strength, India's, Army of I ,ibep. ·:on is confi
dent of fulfilling its historic role. 

Now that the dawn of freedom is at hand, it is th~ duty of the Indian people 
to set up a Provisional Government of their own,\1nd launch the _last strug~le under 
the banner of the (;overnment . .., But with all the Indian leaders "iQ.yrison ant! the 
people at home totally disarmed, it is not possible to set up a Provisional Govern~ 
ment within India or to launch armed struggle "under the aegis of ~hAt Govex;n
ment. It is therefore the duty of the Indian Independence League in East Asia, 
supported by all patriotic Indians at home and abroad, to undertake •th1s task- ~ 
the task of setting up a Provisional Government; of Azad Hind (Free India) and of 
conducting the last fight for freedom, with the hefp of the Army of ):.iberation 
(that is, the Azad Hind Fauj or the Indian National Army) organised by the 
League. 

Having been constituted· as the Provisional Government of AzaCi Hind by the 
Indian Independence League in East Asia, we enter upon our dut:("~ with a full 
sense of the responsibility that has devolved on us. We pray that Providence may 
,bless our work and our struggle for the emancipation of our Motherland. And we 
P,ereby pledge our lives and the lives of our comrades in arms t~ .tht; cause of*' 
her freedom, of her welfare and her t"xultation among the nations of thf' worlt ---

It will be the task of the Provisional Government to launch and to conduct the 
struggle that will bring about the expulsion of the British and of their allirs from 
the soil of India. It will then be the task of the Provisional Government to bring 
about the establishment of permanent National Government of Aza<b Hind constitu· 
ted in accordance with the will of the Indian people atfd enjoying their confidence. 
After the British and their allies are overthrown and until a permanent National 
Government of Azad Hind is set up on Indian soil, the Provi•ion:~l•U0vernment -
will administer the affairs of the country in trust for the India,e~le. 

The Provisional Government is entitled to, and her.eby claims, the a'legiance of ~ 
every Indian. It guarantees religious liberty, as well as equal ri'{hts and eCfUal 
opportunities to all its citizens. It declares it' firm resolve to pursue the happiness 
and prosperity of the whole nation and of all its parts, cherishi~ ali tlile children 
of the nation equally and transcending all the differences cunnine:ly fostered by an 
alie.r:t government in the past. - - -

In the name of God, in the name of bygone generations' who have welded 
.. the Indian people into one nation and in "the name of the dead heroes who 
\-have bequeathed to us a tradition of heroi~m and self-sacrifice, we call upon the 

Indian people to rally round our banner and to strike for India's Freedom. vVe 
call upon them to launch the final struggle againsto the British and all their allies 
in India and to prosecute that struggle with valour and perseverance and with full 
faith in final Victory-until the enemy is expelled from J ndian soil and the 
Indian people are (\nee again a F'ree Nation." !::iigned on behalf of tl\e Provisional 
Government of Azad Hind, Subhas Chandra Bose (Head of the State, .Prime Minis
ter aQq ~nister for War and l<ore1gn Nfair~); Capt. Mrs, Lakshmi 

At 



(Women's organisation), S. A. Ayar (Publicity and Prop~anda); Lt.-Col. A. C. 
C~e!j~e-(!"illa!!c~)j~ LS~z !iimed;:J::~t?qol: . N: ·s. Bhagat, Lt.-Col. J. K. 
Blionsk, Lt:-Co~. Gulzafa Smgli, Lt. Cor:-H. Z. K1am, Lt. Col. A. D. Loganadan, 
Lt.-Col. Ehsan Qadir.-Lt.-Col. SJ~l]. ,Nawa?.-... ~L~.§r<::nta tives of the armed forces); 
A. M. Sahay, Secretary (with ministerial rank); Rash .,Behari Bose (Supreme 
Adviser), Karim Gani, Debnath Das, D. M. Khan, A. -Yellapp3,J:-Tliivy, Sardar 
Ishar S~gh (Adviser), A-:-N:Sarkar (Legal Adviser), Syonan, O<;tober~21, .1943 . 

.......___ .--_ 

• ., EXHIBIT HHHH 

.. - /sTATEM'ENT ON THE PROCLAMATION.. ··.· ~ 
As a student of hist"ry and in particular of .revolutions in different R-arts _of {'[• 

·~he~riO.;']l!Zins:~~E..S:9I:~i'S'J!~~l.,]h.y~_Ys felrtliat what Indi~ was lac;king -k 
1ii"'lerfight for ffeeaomwel'etwo tlimgs-a Natwnal Armx and a Natwnal Govern- f# 

~nt to .k,a"d_\hat· army to ba(tle. In!li~ course of present war, thanks to the J. 
brill~nt victori~'fia41i'ievea -liy tlie armea forces of Nippon, it became possible for I 

Indians in East· Asia to organise the Indian Independence League and the Indian 
National Army. • 

The creation of a National Army gave reality and seriousness to the whole 
~- I!!,..d!'!p~'Qcte~ce~Movenienfih East· Asia. ·-rr this Arniy had· not been organised, the 

Independence League in East. Asi~ would have been mere propaganda organ. 
With the .creation of the National Army, it became possible, as well as necessary, 
to set up a Provisional Government of Azad Hind (Free India). The Government 
is born out of the Independence League for the purpose of launching and directing 
the final strug!sle for India's freedom. .. . : . 

In setting up this Provisional Governmen twe are, on the one hand, meeting 
the exigencies of the Indian situation and are, on the other, following in the foot
steps o~ history. In.r~J<~J..!~ tbeJ.r~~P.S£Pl,~~~l}!,R.~~~r.~~~~G9Ji;ern-

• ~ep~.- lP.:._}g_J,.2·:~TJJJt~.Pi~s:~!§~9Afl~.i!!f~.§.f!{P~~!~~~~:tl\~TJ~C!~~1Y2.Q~~~~~,~~~!lQ,.~-·~fter 
the~~~.d.d-..w.a.Yh~~r-k~vg~~.r,.,_th.s.,~~~<?LM,~~.q_.%$$..ID~1~p~ ~Jleir 
~rQY,u>IOnal~~.vern_m .. ~~ !!l~~~L,·1. a:"*"'~'~.our case~.Prov1~~l ,..2,.£~!!!~~t _of 
Azad 'ft~~!rP.9l~s:2iK~:::<t.;pJ'.t;tl_q.t,R~'l~tll!le..(o7oveJ.I1Illent. Its functions and Its 
composi:tion ifrlr15e of a unique- kind. ~illJi!~,~g!J.!!.~~~~~--th~..,Jp.ain 
object of whicp will be to launch and conduct the last war against tne 13ritfsh- 'ilnd 
their allies in India. C<fnsequently, only such departments will be run by the 
Government as will be necessary for the launching and the prosecuti6n of the 
strpggle for {..iberty. ~ · 

The CalJinca._ will consist of a cert;:tin number who will represent the civil 
departments of the~overnment-while there will be others representing the Armed 
F~rces of the Governmenf. Since the purpose of the Government is to fight for 
Independence, the armed forces have been given a large representation on the 
Cabinet. • Besides the ordinary Ministers of the Cabinet, provision has been made 
for a number of Advisers to the Cabinet. In this manner, the Provisional Govern~ 
ment will maintain close and organic connection with the entire Indian com~ 
:t;nunity in East ·Asia and mobilise all their resources for the coming struggle. 

'l'W.h.c;;IJ. _t}:le_ P,rov~si_Q,t!~l_Go_v~~ll~e~_t is•t-~apsfer~ed .t? Ir;tdian s~il, ,it; will_ assume the 
I 'fll_nctions of a. nor:mal government operatmg m Its own tecntory. . Many new 

depart~ents 'will then be started. With the formation of a Provisional Govern~ 
,1'fuent of Azad Hind, the Indi<!P. Independence Movement has obtained all the 

. 'Precondition~ of success. I~ ~ma~ns now to start the final st~uggle for fr~edom. _,_..-
'Jlbis will begm when the Ind1an Natwnal Army crosses_ the frontier of Ind1a and,!) 
commence its historic march to Delhi. This,march will end only when the Anglo.! 
A:ffieriCaiiS !ie-e;;:pelledTroin _iri'dia and the I~~~!n National flag is hoisted o~~J.;Jhd 
Viceroy's H'ouse m New Delhi. - · ..,,, - • • . • • a •"" *' -

- ·~ WSI&~AJ"f l"Kff~~~~"<"""",~ 
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EXHIBIT JJJJ 

ENROLMENT FORM OF CIVIL VOLUNTEERS FO~ THE 
AZAD HI.\'D FACJ (I.N.A.) 

You are warned that if after enrolment it is found that you have give'b a false 
answer to any of the following questions, you will be punished in accordance with • 
the law laid down by the I.I.L. 

I. Na~e (in Block letters). 
2. Addr.ess. 

- ... 

(a) In India. (i) Village. (ii) Post Office . ..,(iii) Thana. (iv) Tahsil. 
(v) District. (vi) Province. • 

(b) In East Jsia. (i) Post Office. 
Kampong or Estate. (v) Country. 

(ii) City or Town. o Fii) District.. (iv) 

g. Age. • • 

.... 

4· What are your qualijication8:-(a) Educational. (b) Linguistic. (~ 'J;echnical. 
5· 1!-farried or single. If married where is your family now? Number of ~ 

children alive. 0 
• 

6. Have you ever been imprisoned by the civil power (what for). 

7· How employed at present. 

• 

. . 
8. Have you ever served in the Aimy ? If so, for how long and in what 

capacity. 
g. Are you willing to go and serve wherever the I.I.L. orders you, whether in 

the I.N.A. or in any other capacity. I ............... solemnly declare that the , 
above answers made by me to the above questions are true and that• p• am willing 
to sign the attached pledge. 

CERTIFICATE OF ENROLLING OFFICER. 
I certify that the answers to the above questions were given and recorded by 

me (or in my presence) at the day of 26. • • 
Signature of Enrolling Officer. 

• DESCRIPTION ON ENROLMENT (See instructions below) . . • 
To be completed by R.O. or (Local Chairman, or Secretat1'of the League). 

Age 

Height 

Years. Chest · Minimum In111h. 

Ft. Inch. Measurement Max. Inch. 
T& be completed by Medical Officer, c c 

1 ·consider him for the Army. (Insert here 'fit' or 'unfit'). 

. Identification marks 

Date c 

Place 

Note.-( a) 

Medical Officer. 

0 
General Health must be above average. Should have no disability which 

is likely to interfere with the Military duties. (b) Men who have no 
family encumbrances here will be preferred. (c) Men wAo can read 
aud write at least in their mother tongue would be preferretl. 

-
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!gog 
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PDEDGE. 
t. 1 hereoy voluntarily and of my own free will join and enlist myself in the 

Civ-il Voluntliers Organisation of *!!J.¥...~J,g£LeJlend~nc,e"':fr1.~..&J,!..,t;:.,"''"2. I solemnly 
and sincerely dedicate myself to lndia £1-nd hereby pledge my ife for her Freedom. 
I will serve India and the Indian Indep~ndence Movement to my fullest capacit;y 
even at the risk of my l.ife. 3· In! serving the country I shall seek no personal 
adva~tage for myself. 4· I will regard .1ll _Indiam as my brothers and sisters 
without distinction of religion, language~ or territory. 5: I will faithfully and with
out hesitation obey arid Cj:trry ou,t all orders and instructions give11 to me 'by the 
indian Independence Vc:ague and I will carry out all just and lawful commands of 
my superiqr officers under whom I may be required to serve from 'time to time. 

Date Place 26 

• 
• 

.. 
Exhibit NNNN 

f 

Signature . 

• 
THE CHARGE OF THE IMMORTALS. 

• • I 

It was a flat stretch of land with0ut any cover either from view or from fire, 
exce~ it shallow dry pond near which three Roads of great tactical importance 
met. Four miles North-West of this pdint was a Hill I423 feet high behind which 
the enemy Artillery was loctated-,o as to cover the road junction and th~ area south 
of it, the occupation of which would effect the entire plan of operations, As a key 
point like this was placed a company of Azad Hind Fauj under the command of 
2/LL Gian Sing!} Bisht trained at the Officers' Training School, Azad Hind Fauj. 
The company was only ninety-eight strong. They had no machine-guns or even 
light machine-guns. Good old rifl~s were _their only weapon of defence or 
offence apart from two AjTk. mines~, Their orders were to check any enemy 
adv<}nce at all costs. They remained in the position for two days, but the enemy 
dare not!'~qvance. Then on I 6th of March, 1945 at starting early 'morning hostile, 
Fighting Planes bombed and. machine gunned their positions until about I I a.m. 
Having got rid of all the load they had; aeroplanes went away. Then the enemy 
guns from behind the Hill started registering, and behind this barrage of Artillery 
fire advanced a column of motorised Ipfantry consisting of r 3 tanks, I I armoured 
cars and .r o trucks. Half of this column made its way straight towards the Pond 
where two Forward Pl<ttoons of the Company were in position. Lead and explo
sives were being thrown out of the Armoured Fighting Vehicles, but this would not 

• f~ighten•our boys, they waited in their trenches for the infantry to debuss. Tanks 
and Armoured Cars like steel monsters :creating hell with their fire power approach
ed so close. t~t they started charging on to ourtrenches so as to crush and· cripple 
our men under their heavy weight. Two mines were thrown in their way which 

• unluckily did not burst, but they. caused monsters to stop which having stoppe<;l 
became stationary pill boxes oozing out most inhuman forms of killing materials. 
Then!' was J.!o communication between this post and the Battalion H. Qrs. When 
2/Lieut. Gian Singh appreciated that their Rifles Fire was no match to the 
enemy's mor,:tars,. machine-guns, light automatics and hand grenades and their 
staying in trenches meant certain death or captivity with no loss to the enemy, he 
ordered, "Charge". Leading th~assatilt he shouted slogans of "Netaji-ki-Jai ", 
" Inqalab Zindabad ", "Azad Hindus tan Zinda bad " and "Chalo Delhi ". All 
the men responded to slogans which echoed above the enemy fire. This was the 
only support ·which these he~es had against the superior armament of the enemy. 
In the name of India and Indian Independence they charged into the enemy 
trucks. The enemy immediately debussed. Hand-to-hand fighting ensued which 
lasted foc full two hours, but our her()es would not give in, forty of them sacrificed 
their lives afte11killing more than their equal number of the enem_y. Their uncon-



querable spirit harassed the enemy so much that he started retreating. Just then 
2/Lieut. Gian Singh called forward his Third Platoon Commander 2,Li~ut. Ran 
Singh and was ~iving out orders when a b'c1llet ~truck on his he<td and ~1e fdl down 
never to give out ord~rs ap-ain. 2 Lieut. Ran Siwfh then collected tbe remnants of 
the company and reorgani.s~~d. 2 ·dcut. Gian Singl; Bisht used to tell his men th_at 
he would die with them. He fulfilled his promis,: and remained their comL.tde in hfe 
and death. This was a glorious deed of which the History will remain witn~s as 
long as there is world. 2,'Lieut. GLm Sing-h and his men lived up td the ideals of 
our Great Leader-the ~etaji-and lnve ;-otiti down their .ives fighting by their 
posts to build up· a tradition for us to follow. In Free India the spirit of those 
heroes who knew no defe lt would be worshipped for gener,iitions to come and would 
inspire the future sons of India to live up to such high ideals. • 
Dated gth April 1945. Commander 8o1 Unit. (Sd.) G. S. DHILLO:'-r, Lt.-Col. . . 
ANNEX. (A) Exhibit SSSS 

AnDouncement of the Board of Information. • 

• 11.00 a.m. October.23, 1943· 
Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose established the Provisional Government of Azad • • . d Hind on October 21. Accordingly, the Imperial Japanese Government recogmzc 

the new Government today, October 2 3, and ito wa~ so notified by the lattt>r 
immediately. 

ANNEX (B) Exhibit TTTT 
Statement of the Japanese Government 0 

October 2 3, 1943· 
The Provisional Government of Azad Hind has been established under the 

leadership of :Nir. Subhas Chandra Bose. The Imperial Japanese Government, 
confident that this marks an epoch-making step towards the long-cheri5ly!d aspira
tion of the people of India for the consummation of an independent India, has re
cognized the Government as the Provisional Government of Azad Hind, and here
by declares that every possible assistance and support will be afforded to the latter's 
efforts for the achievement of its cim. 

ANNEX. (C) EXHIBIT t:CUU • 
0 

STATEMENT BY PRIME MINISTER GENERAL HIDEKI 
TOJO RBGARDL"1G THE INDI<:PENDE~CE OF INDIA. • 

(Delivered before the Assembly of Greater East Asiatic .Nations, 6 Nov. 1943). 
Not only India but all Greater East Asia was, without""" doubt, highly 

invigorated by the speech just given by His Excellency the 'Head of the Provisional 8 
Government of Azad Hind, in which His Excellency made it clear that the Indian 
people under the Provisional Government, with the future destiny of India and of 
Asia at heart, have risen resolutely to realize their long cherishe~ aspiration to 
regain India's freedom, independence and prosperity. As has been reiteratt>d in the 

• various statements already issued, the _Empire of Japan means to !!i"e T nd ia every 
possible aid so that she may free herself from t~ American at1d British yoke and 
attain her long-cherished ambition. Now that the foundation of the Provisional 
Government of Azad Hind has been solidified still further and the Indian patriots 
under the same Government; bound in close units as never before, are firmly 

r determined to accomplish their steadfast aim, I tak«'this occ.asi0n to dt>rl~re that 
f',Jhe Imperial Government of Japan is ready shortly to place the And am::~ rt and 

f Nicobar Islands, Indian territory now under the occupation of th,.. Imperial 
Japanese Forces, under the jurisdiction of the Provisional Government of A~ad Hind, 
as the -initial ~""id'nce 9:f he1· rt'adiness to Iiclp in India's struggle for indep•endence. 
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The lofty ideal that guided Japan's national founding of enabling all peoples to 
have each its proper•status and to enjoy well-being has been and is been steadily 

_carried out. • The-J ap_anese,Empir-e~toqay,~ha.s.,,heenll'isttengthetl.~cl7.J)i~¢.er,.__in · its 
d~in9-ti<>:u,to~extend'""all~o,ut,co-:operat_ion~t9g,lndi;;v.,,in~he.r,,:;Aigh.J,.::,,fQr~,.Jieec;lem. 
Japan is anxious that the Indians on their part shall· extend redoubled efforts in 
that tlirection. From the spirited utterances by Their Excellencies the Representa
tives of various countries of Asia at yesterday's and today's sessions of this 
Assembly, I note with assurance_ and satisfaction that. these countries, in concert 
with Japan, are extending every support to the cause of India's independence, 
l trust and hope that they will give even greater support to that cause in the 
future. • ' 

ANNEX. (D} 
ANNO\JNCEMENT 

Exhibit VVVV 
OF THE BOARD OF INFORMATION. 

• • I . 
I .oo•p.m. 26th Nov., I944· 

Co11versations have been ~oing on between Mr. Subhas .Ch<:mdra Bose, Head 
of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind, now staying in Tokyo, and the 
repr~eiJitatives of the Imperial Japanese Government concerning measures for 
increased co-operation between t~e two Governments in regard to the successful 
consummation of the Grear East Asia War and of the independence of India. 
As a result of these conversations, it was decided that the Japanese Government 
would send diplomatic representatives to the Provisional Government . 

• 
Exhibit XXXX 

MONTHLY BULLETIN OF THE MALA! BRANCHES DEPARTMENT 
I. I. LEAGUE. 

Oa•h of Allegiance to the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. 

Indians in the East Asia today are no more the subjects of an alien power; 
they are the proud citizens of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. To 
bring this home to the mind of every Indian in Malai and to rouse our community 
to full realisation of the responsibilities of the new status, it has been decided to 
ask each ~tember of thl* Indian Independence League to take an Oath of Allegiance 
to the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. Detailed directions regarding 

• this hav~ already been sent to all the State Branches along with the form of 
the Oath. Each member, on taking the Oath, will be given ' Oath of Allegiance 
Card', and the.Jndian Independence League Membership Card he or she now holds 
will be taken back by ;.the officer administering the Oath and destroyed. The 

• privilege of owing allegiance to our Government will be extended only to 
members of the ,Indian Independence League, as any Indian who is not a member 
of the'Leagu<J cannot be considered as a true India. As Netaji said in his speech 
in Syonan on 25th October. " We will not treat them as Indians or friends. 
There is no P.lace for them in India." 

• 

• 
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INDIAN INDEPENDENCE LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS 

Statement showing the donation> received from various places in Malai up to goth November, 26og, 
for Indian Independence Movement. 

December 'o2'i 
Na~e of place to 41712603 . July August September October 

I 
November 

Syonan 

Johore 

Malacca 

150,000'00 

37,000'00 

191,787·8r 

--- -------1 -------1--·-~ 
$2,869·oo $693,205'991 

45.794'201 

45.329' 171 
35.454'00\ 

go,soo·oo 

52,18g·oo 

5,000'00 

I 
185,o85'oo 

248,709'00 

22,2 I 7·o8. 

Total 

414,898·2o 

346,22I'I7 

99,671'08 Negri Sembilanl 

Selangor I 
Perak 6o,ooo·oo I 

1!3.541'90 1 

50,933'49: 2, I I I '00 II 3,044'49 

Panang 

Kedah 

Pahang 

Kelantan 

Trengannu 

Totals 

0 
,,6oooo I 

··· $62 5,s~;s;l $•8~~a6:,~ \ • 

I 
357,290,901 315,799.41 327,682'45 I,324,224'66 

I I0,3e!O'OI ' I22,920'01 

ro,ooo·oo 1o,ooo·oo 

1,350'00 I,350'00 

1,400'00 

• ~rticles of Gold jewellery and Silverware etc. donated
0
1'o the Indian lndepcnd.en~e Movement Fund--Approx. value 

$86,3ro·oo. A sum of $4o<l',ooo(- has since been credited by Perak Branth. Ihis has not been included ip. the above 
statement as the intimation has been rt'ceived in December 2603 only. 
Syonan, 4/12/2603. (Sd.) Chief Accounts Officer, I.I.L. Headquarters . 

• . . 



... , ~" •.. ;~V:J 1.' :/' · ,ll r·' ,_ ··EXhibitDDDDD,>1't :)rlJ ·1 .. noin·u~c'wLs 1 -,. 
_..,·j "! .o:; ,., .. ,_.& tr 1 ~~~t··>"·•,,.~,r~ ..... q ~d. ·.11i j-""t~~~n~,nr·l"" ~u·:"f''1~ f'l .. 1:n );f~l~;·p.ri!J _:'~ 

A~z;~J~l!~y.14t\T§_~A,~4D ,f!;I~FD,-(TEH,E1. P,~I:OAY,~§}.<;?~-~}~QYER,~¥~N! Qf, ' 
-· 1 '--: m ~,r;, r;·,)' ,. n -;;·· )n t:c-.;.,·.~~~.~~NP. ... L:b ::J)fll<l ;uu .'tJiJSFJ e.d.1 HI t:-fi!- .-

-, ,·J hereby; appoint Lt. Col. A.:D:lLoganadaii,JbN3A.,hts ·:ChiefJ:Commissioner: 
of-the,And£!-J!ian 1.and Ni.cobar.,blands~·o:,The'.ap{:>Diritmentsistto't?;kel effectufro_m':'the 
date orbi~ d.ep~.(ture for,the .A.ndaman·;lslands~ o<rn 1o d)J.sq:ib :1r:!J n:t m-ri<:J[rlu on -,c 

-ll'• :· Bangko{{; ,, ;;j, ; ~~!: J•,no) thrtiStibhas ciianlra~Bos~:iPritrle Miliiftdr"':• n_";_i l:T 1 ;,J 
·-- --· ~,{ -,; tot--.~i·•c: 'i•:u1-J1:c:. uJ no •• r/' 4

') o-~ ·,d .f:'! . .uov· :-··::JrlJ .anoUH1.Y"" '11ft" ;H ~ :.~ 

':f.he,,~~~ J.~~i! "~~j-4~J.b lr, ;,r;; ~·e :.n,m•)i!'~~·t!fv}~~?IJ-.'}L9£~~!-:~~~m~s.~ ~~~~,:Ii1~d: , . 
ARZI ,!fUK lJMA"fE:>AZAD ,,HIND; ;(THE) PROV:ISIPNAL,:HOVERNMEN:r..: I 
.-,~,- ~.I d_;_,, b·J'Yllifl<u "i''"QF,-F:REE,iiNDiz\.),-o:~ o:t Yr£ en£i).i.orn •1: 1~•G r.: ,·' 

Confidentialnit i.kdj l'\1;, ··~LI ul ,·(if;,j) ,b~H .. :) 'jd _;;;:um noiHol'P. ·'-·'-..,i> t"tt ' 

. . Copy ofLtnstrm;tions fori Lr, •Colf!VA~uD.Ji:LBgana<:ian,1iCliief~Corrupissioner;. 
An~man <and Ni(j()bahlslands!I 'li'l•. :>J0 rn •;3 uJ ta~1~~·1q 3rl1.1d JW ·:tt;~· :.d ' ,. 

Lt. Col. Lo~anadan: '\\Aii' sel~ci:"a'ri(l' ~pp~fiih~iS'st'£1f-f<iri'tR~'lillg~o;di~J~~fs'eCI 1with 
me. ~he ~nal selection made •:9Y,~b;if.l, ~~WfJ~.'it be·duly com~unicated to me. 
Regardmg the work to be undertaken m the AnClaman and Nicobar Islands, full 
instructfon~ have been verbally given by me. m..;t.- f· }_ • t ; . . l : 

Bangkok, _;.,,,,nJ_,,,/. , '·· Subh~s Chandra Bose, Prime Minister, 
The 6th jan., 1 944~ 1 !:' _oi-p" ll. fit.' ' The Provisional Government of Azad Hind. 

. '11 0 j '' • h I . . . . ) . " ) '. 
•'-"' '· 1":' -"'l!o.• ,,.,,i1Efhitii1tEEEEE ,tf•·H•t.-,,!fi.''.o . .)Jil ... ~ 

Strictly confidential'' .br.;n !.!'. ,} i.. n.,tl!f1T•'!«·..J' ''"i'"''!q ,n.,n• ~ .• ~ ~.-,; ~ 

.u 1 __ ,...,l>•"' ;P .'Jf•"·J ., r-N','}Y~.J>ep~;J~ .. e~!,_,T?~Y~:.~ 'b · 1 
. . _ . . . November 16th, 1943, Navy Department, Tokyo. 

Dear''-Sir-,'--'';•.1. b-·-, n£ ·::rr.f'] ·-~~· u"'J;;" n~J,uJ·rt l>'\1 nu rr;,nor, .. • -. • i•-n 

;·~- wl :~~\Je(the'1ibriou·~:,t6· ~~:;d-:·y~J))Wr~«:itR;)t:lig_ ~Jpiy, ,i:>rtthe·;~tkiJ~~fal .. J~p~~es~' 
Navy to. i:hf 1'0e3ires e'J(j)re'ssed· by, foil~' Excelleri~)/' -in 'the.coqrse. of.- ~ur, coliversation 
on:November :12th'.~' ~rC:Iesin!'to a_vail 'irlhelfq(tliis'.'oppo~tiuii_ty to corive·{ rriy sincere 
wishes for Youf ExcellC'ncy's' corhih&'d- good Ileal'tli;and 'for 'i:he~ ;~speedy. aitain'merii 
of 'the ob'ect'efthr'folllldin"~ofFree'!'ndia~' :":." "' """'"·· ·• t .o ·; '.''. ' . 

}Ji:: , ~.'!L·~ •I -k~d 1 (1!f • ....:..,.eg>j .... ~-i·n·.. iU Jf.f;)U .) lJ .tl....,1P'~ ....... qJ !!:,t} 1 i..- .:·.fl • 

;, .· :; •• -J.il-1..- r•• 'i'' , .. t'! !··,.yr\ •I :l .yours.respectfully,:: 

His.Exc~II~~cy'M:r:'~sJ~lias' Clian'df~~·B,o~~; · sci. ·'tikaill~o,bk:a;, ;Vice;~dniiral. _ . 
f ·,~ .. - • ~(i...i [·~ !.1{ .•''fl f ·-"·· ..-:.:~.~~~-h.~ ... JJ 1 .: ~t! -G-.1 '' .• i i ~~. j 

.,,_! -Rea~ oL!P.e ~()vis!<?,na~ , , • ·.Ill .-,-1 , i:T-t0ka, iChief<?fMilitary Affairs,,Section, . 
',, { •. Governrrient,of.Ind~; i •: :1, • i ~1·• ' • '".- '' · J d' , I I;'J. 'N: · • · · ,." • . . . : 
\;u:M:r-. Bose'svisit to the:Anda~ar/ari'd Ni2obarJsi~~·dt'Barting a sti'dden,ch~nge. 

in\ih'e..,military: situ.Hioh; ad:afigement's '\Viii oe'ma'de'to ha'V'e· this visit' .made_ during· 
tne-_ eal-ly part 'ofbecemb'er.'' Details ofthe1tfip ')wili''rb'e _ ·2omiiiunicated: to·' Mr. Bose' 
by tne.Coriimahder-in-Cliief ... onhe~Flee't siati({Iie'd in' 1 s!}~nan': ':This trip: is' to· he 
kept s~rictly secret' until its·corr}pletion:' Publ~city~slibseq~ent to' tlie- completion·_ of. 
the visit. It is desifed'that 'this'pubwcitY:,' be' u'n'dert'aken ,'~ilong die' lines formally' 
comn:iuniCate'd to· Mr'. B?se by. }>~!me· M}nister' Tojo 'on~Noveml:)t:t_'i 3ih;·i.e.;to-the : 
effect'that''" We-are alread)r'going'ah~:a'd with.prep'a'iatory _m:e-a¥4.~~8 :ne~ssary_ 'fc)r . 
a' speedy and smooth 'transfer" of 'the Islarids/(such' as :: .. ~: . .':.: . .' .. ~-... ete.)". -
Appointment and dispatch of a~overnor. In accordance with the ·statement made ' 
by tlie Prime Minister,'> a1-Governoru is· 'to ::l:)e-)appoiiited·1 after -completion of the 
transfer.,, It ~no be un.de~~to,o~I th~~, p~~ding,c:;o~~.let.~~n.Rf,th~_.,t~ans~e~,. a~ official 
of the Provftaonal Government beanng some such title as '~ Chief _ CommiSSioner for , 
the Andarrtan and Nicobar Islands " should be dispatched 'to co:·op"eitate fully in th~ 

• 



military administration of the Islands under the direction of the Naval Commandant 
there. Dispatch of an army contingent by the Provisional Government. The 
Naval Authorities can fully appreciate the reason for the Provisional c!}overnm~nt's 
wishes in this matter. But since the time and method of carrying out this measure 
must be made to fit in· witl~ the conditions prevailing on the Islands, an answer 
on this point will be given later after further consideration. There would, however, 
be no objection to the dispatch of two or three military liaison officers. Dtspatch 
of Indian engineers. Considering that the two islands constitute an area of inten
sive military op~rations, there would be no objection to carefully selected technicians 
being sent after.consultation with the Naval Commandant of the Islands. But in 
view of the conditions now prevailing there, it is to be understood that for the time 
being such technicians are to co-operate in undertakings connected w1th military 
operations. Attention must be called, finally, to the fact that since the trans
portation and communication facilities are only sufficient for our military needs, 
it will be difficult for.the present to carry out any policy which; will make ~ny 
considerable demand upon ships or communication facilities. • 

Ref :-Gen./I/04/Andamans. 

• 
Exhibit GGGGG 

i'ort Blair, Andamans. 
15th March, 2604. 

From: The Chief Commissioner, Andamans and Nicobars, Port.Blair
6 

• • 

To: Headquarters, Provisional Government of Azad Hind, C/o The Indian 

Independence League, 7, Chancery Lane, Syonan-To. 

Having left Syonan on 17th February 2604 the party arrived ilt:.Port Blair 
on the 18th mid-day. We were accommodated temporarily in the bungalow of 
Min Sci Bu-cho (Chief of the Civil Administration. Owing to extreme con
gestion, with difficulty a small bungalow was ultimately found, to which we 
shifted on the 11th instant. On the 21st of February there was a rally to 
celebrate the first Provisional Government Day, and another r~lly on the 
second Saturday to mourn the death of Srimati Kasturba Gandhi, and 
also to celebrate the Arakan Victory. It is hoped to set up an office a few days 
hence when the transference of some of the departments will be made,• details of 
which are still under discussion. The packages have not yet arrived, maybe 
they may not have been despatched so far from that end. Atte~ts "may please be 
made to expedite despatch, as the stationery is urgently orequired here. Sorry to 
report that nothing whatever is available here locally, and hence we are seriousl'f 
handicapped. Crockery and cutlery for a dozen persons if despatched will greatly 
be appreciated. Dysenteries, amoebic and bacillary are endemi(1) and ifl equal 
proportion. It will greatly help if emetine or its equivalent, as much as can be 
spared, could be sent. There is not a grain of Mag Sulph available. here. About 
420 lbs. which will last about 3 months may please be also sent. All kinds of 
food-stuffs are scarce, and the chance of fee'a.iRg the population with a well
balanced diet is remote. Up-to-date no communication has been received from 
that end, and therefore we are absolutely in the dark as to what is happening 
outside. Jai Hind. 0 

(Sd.) A. D. Loganadan, Chief Commissioner, Andamans and Nicobar. 

N. B. One copy of this report lllay please be forwardeq to the ~acl of the 
State, if consid,e~eq necessary. · 0 

.. 



Exhibit HHHHH 

• OFFICE OF THE CHIEF COMMISSIONER . 

Andaman and Nicobar, Port Bla,ir .. 
Ref. Gen/2/04/Andamans. 2nd April; 2604 . 

• 
Secret and Confidential Monthly Report for March, 2604. 

I have the honour tQ report . on the progress made since my l~s< lett~r ref. 
&/I/04/Andamans; dated th15. March, 2604. Received cable }roni Netaji ·'Bose 
dated 24-M arch, i 904, asking for a progress report' sine~ my _arrivaL ·A copy of 
reply-cable :is attached. Received another cable from Netaji Bose dated 2~- March 
2604 promot~ng Lieutenant Colopel A. D. Loganadan to the rank of Colonel_ from 
31st March, 2604. Both the cables were timely. On the 21st of March after the .. rally_ 
of~he monthly .P"rovisional Government Day a dinner was• arranged, when the 
announcement of the opening of the offices and the. appointment of Officers -was 
made. &sides the representati~es of each Section, the Naval Ad:r_riiral and_,the 
Army General were present. . · · " · 

- (a)~ Capt. Alvi was appointed as the Chief o( -Education Department, and 
Commandant of the Volunteer .@orps ; (b) 2/Lieutenant Suba Singh : Assis'tant to 
Captain Alvi. (c) 2/Lieutenant Iqbal: Attached to the Police Department. 

Education. (a) The schools ar~ closed for the summer ·vacation. Teri boy~ 
have completed their schooling. Their future training for technical or general 
service is specially under consideration owirig to the acute_ shortag~ of educated 
men. (b) On re-opening of school'! in May, Romanised Hindusta,ni will be intro
duced in the primary classes in place of Urdu which had been in vogue 
hitherto. · . • 
To • • 

The Head of State, Provisional Government of Azad Hind, Cfo Indian 
Independence League, 7, Chancery Lane,.Syonan. 
Ref. Gen/2/04/Andamans. 

Volunteers. The •hange-over of their training on I. N. A. lines is being 
taken up. Owing to shortage of labour force, their increase is notlikely. 

Police. This needs very delicate handling: Dual· control will not be 
practicable. Spying-scare is at its minimum at the moment. It is very regrettable 
that a great number in Andamans, as compared to other Indians in the Far East, 
have been proved to ha?e been spies, and punished in proportion to the severity 

• of the crime; · · 

The PUblic. Their loyalty and respect to the Provisional Government will ·be 
propor•tionate •to the extent and degree of- Police powers~ made available locally, 
and not to the victories of the front._ This is quite compatible with the general 
level of political consciousness that could be expected from an assorted all-India 
collection, not of a very high s~arvling. - -

· The Health and Welfare of the people cannot be better under the conditions 
that have to perforce exist during the war time. The shortage of clothing is so great 
among the peasant women folk in particular that -nationalism cannot be raised 
to increase the war-effort ~ithout a supply of clothing. Local manufacture is 
not possible for want of raw material, though skilled weavers are available. So 
far no c~ies of newsprint or pamphlet have been received in spite of perso~al 
instructi~ns to the Press Propaganda and other Departments. Jai Hind. 

(Sd.) A . .D. L. Chief Commissioner, Andama~s a~d Necobar; 

• til'> • •• 
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Exhibit HIE 
OFFICE OF THF CHIEF COMMISSIONER, 

Andaman & Nicobar, Port Blair. 
Ref. Gen;'3/04/Andamans.· 4th May, 2604. 

Secret & ConfidentiaL-Monthly Report for April, 2604. o 
I have the honour to report on the progress made since my last letter, 

Ref. Gen/2,'04/ Andamans, (Monthly report for March, 2604). ~o communi
cation other thari the two cable~ from Netaji has been teceived since arrival in 
these islands. On 16-4-04 the Administrative (Officiills) and Consultative 
(Non-officials) Committees which have cultivated their utility, were· dissolved. 
On the 21st April a rally of the monthly Provisional Government Day was held. 
Especial emphasis was laid with reference to spying, which is a sout>ce of a lot of 
anxiety to the Defence authorities. On 29-4-04 an Assembly o{ the Andam~ns 
Administrative Counc1llors, consisting of non-officials and officials anl:l also advisors 
of Nippon authorities, was formed with the Chief Commissioner as Qhairman. 
The rules for the conduct of the above Assembly as framed by the Nippon autho
rities, are attached along with the Opening Address of the Chairman. UnfomtuRately, 
spying is said to be still going on. The punishments have scared the people to such 
an extent that they have become fatalists without -any initiative left in them. 
Details of the cases are also appended for information. • 

Education : Salutation of tricolour flag daily with the National Anthem, 
singing of National songs, drill with the Hindustani words of•command P. T., 
gardening, poultry farming, Indian games, first-aid & health-dramatisation, 
spiritual training and Romanised Hindustani are the new features that are being 
enforced in schools. Adult literary campaign is out of the question so long as the 
intensive demand for labour exists. 

Sd./- A. D. L. Chief Commissioner, Andamans• stNicobar. 

Exhibit JJJJJ 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF COMMISSIONER, ANDAMA.NS & NICOBAR. 

Ref: Gen/4/04/ Andamans. Port Blair, 12thjune, 2604. 
0 

Secret & Confidential. Monthly Report ForcMay, 2604 
I have the honour to report on the progress made since my last letter Ref. 

Gen/3/04 Andamans dated 4th May, 2604. Barring three issues of tlfe "Azad 
Hind" no other communication has been received. The lirst meeting of the 
Assembly of the Andaman Administrative Councillors was h~ld on t;3th May, when 
the question of self-sufficiency was taken up in detail. Usefu? information is availabie 8 
in the "Andaman Shimbun" of goth May under the heading •Executive Plan', a 
copy of which is attached. On the 2 rst of May a rally of the monthly Provisional 
Government Day was held, one in the town (Aberdeen and another fn one 

0 

of the 
suburban villages ; chief emphasis was laid on spying and its dangers. 

Spying. Shows no signs of diminution. So far, the staff of this office has not 
been given a chance to take part in the investig'btions. I am sendbg a scht•me 
to the Shirikhan for consideration, and the reply will be communicated on receipt. 

Education. This iJ; the only Department which, more or less, has been handed 
over to us. A programme of complete nationalisation of the Indian primary 
schools has been worked out, and it is being given effecP to. The progress is pro
mising, considering extensive adjustments that have to be reconciled to by the staff 
of teachers from the previous methods. Jai Hind. 

0 

Sdf-A. D. L., Chief Commissioner, Andamans &oNicobar. 
To The Head of~tate~ Provisional Government of Azad Hind. 

0 
• 0 
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· ;!{oF:FidE':<l.F TH£/c:HIEF.1coMM:tSsiONER~ :ANDAMANS'& NibbBAR.~ h. 
4 )llt Ji~~~- tH1' t.J t•)_l) .. Uif-J 1 ... .l'J-'1- 1! )'1-!..Jlii !):.·,,~ .vr ~~ td. .... · 'j"·· ;f ,;.,.)!'1 iU -·t/t<H-~i 

'lil• ·,t'; ._,_u 1<.1:1 .. >~"·1, .. ,j,,;~I 1 '>nliJ J. '/. [P~~t.B~ai~j,IstJt~ly;,2.~(?;41o a; lr.b:~c,, 
1..cc Ref ::Gen/5/04/ANDAMANS. li~"u'':) ''"; 1.~;·, •.;i!lJ··' 1J..: ·1 i.) ,f; t.. m;tnJihrl: l 
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J• , 1 ·;I _h;~ve .t:he lJ.?.IJ-OU~ -~-~ rep~r! o~;t~~. p~~gr~ss :~.~d~ SII,J:C~ my'1_!as~ 1l~t~~r .. ,~~~f. 
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~~~!ie~ r Jor .¥ay11 ~~~~. re,ce~ye1 A~ .. _thre~. l9ts, 1 an~Ltwp J~~t~r~. ~r;~rp,!p~ .L~ag;t;te J~e~(.l-

• quarters. The second met!tmg of th~ Assembly of tlie Admmistr.~t~~~ ·C<;>~!lcdl,?r~ 
was held on the I othJ une. Self-sufficiency programme was re-d1scussed and m:. 
'tensified; . lt''is'hoped 'that;' if the'IDOllSOOnS > arejjfaVOUrable,' 1 the I food production 
:Would1b{bette·r.' than th'e 'pTeViOUS1year!f:..l Hd td '""', 'f!; (.".''IN ) : ·· i!l ,;,_,• 1.; 

':', .~f~p;/i,~g._': ~ta)i~ ;:~r:spy~(~~~~s ~:~~¥~~:rJt~!fi~\Wy'rifW,J·~~ri~?s :?~~)ia~F 'y~n? 
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' ' .. . . ' !' ' l '' )' f ' ' •• ·;,_ ... n ,){:I.""),.,·~, March' io3 '~ "<F'·~ 71u• .') "il" ,_.·JJ J!·. :nH_.-22 } '('l, .. · .m, .. ,A 
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·)dJ l·';,:;i·. ~·<~i•" .'!-P.}lary.-r?4 1> i,,43 ..... ,., .-1 ,:If r J(•J'li'•J [Io,c.r-' 1i' -.. iJ ·; ...... · 
Ln.~ ?.' s~: I;) "_,, ~ptil; ... 2604'1H.IU;rg,;Al'• 'flh i!iw-im·)· I <i J\ 4. 1HC b ,:1 i L,,,,\ 
-~-JIWiG 4!'' : •• ,,:.May; 2604;' /J .J lt2,; !:ihn[ oJ ~nic•J .,,i IIi~. ··4•1 <: 01Jo !lli,,iu;p_, 

i•<'.; ~..s.t.t. (l 'jiine, 26o:ChJ~ddi!(iHvJ~t:igatioli)' : no 11'"1''~·,,,_;1 ni v:"11 ,·:.~:. 1• 
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: ,, ,*. A few-of then;qare) said to hav_e ~~!~d 9f;i!llJ?..~~~ d~~y:~lol?~~~ whJ.l.~.~~q~~;:tr:i~I~ 
The initiatiton enquiry, investigation and trial.of these cases were conducted 

as·per Jap~neie> meth'ods; which deviate greatly from Congress standards. My 
~equest for the association of th~1 ~t:;~.~r,t~ro~f.~v~sional G~vernment is being k~pt 
m abeyance by them. The general re-action on the populatiOn towards the Indtan 
Independence Movement;(as~-one·.would!expect,(islvery,:poox: • .:,All the }Communica
tions to and from this~ Office are bei~g scr~tinised. A c~~Jlge . ef 1 Shirikh~n,s ~.<!:~ 
taken place fl. week ago. The expenditure mcurred by us to-date 'comes to about 
Rs.25oo,oo. Jai Hind.• ·""'·'··1 '"

1 :· ,; 

• Sd./-A.D.L., Chief Commissioner, Andamans & Nicobarl •A'· 
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• -,.~-{, iit tf"'f -~:. i r~· .~ "11. 

ARZI HUKUMATE AZAD- HIND; (THE PROV,ISIONAL·iGOVERNMENT., 
l,j . •• ~1- ··' l~ •. It£!'::) •::, ;•d.}~:l~.~'ftiNRI~) ,,, . -~·1!.1, "Jfi1 1''1, I"' 
b r, Rear H~~dquarters of the ProviSional Govt. of Azad,Hmd,(Rangoon;the .,, ·J 

.·)·_,,;,}' :11i• ,,, l.!"'r! ,, n•. >.i ;;.npl ;r2Istjune i:_944··.·i 1 : tb•c?· q•··'l t""• .•. :..:,;·-~ •·l 

.. " Col. hA.D. Loganadan;.Chief, C6lmmissioner1 Andamans .a.nd NicobarJslands, 
.. b,.,'~-' L.,.,,.,,. ;, : ·.L : .. '·.;·.• ), :>l<;o- •. rPort;,B,lair . .s~bn.; ,l··lvn1:~,::.r:-wi·Jlt,'L, <.J l·.~·;q;.ib 
;tn;.ilrT Jai,Hind .... ,.·. · ,,; ·1·• ': •' ;, .,.';:;,d: ""hun. ,'".i~fl.)> ':) '-1 n";L> oqo---c-1 f'fl" hi·:~ 
,"r!i. ·I was' gl~d to'·reteivb·.:you'rftetter·of,.isth 'March'and the·22.nd Aprilrnitbalso 
received-r~two reports throtigh 1~he Hikar~ 1 Ki:Kan'k:...o~erokthe '22'nd •J\:pril"'ind''the 
other on the I sth June. I am gratified 'to' 1learn:> frolrf' differencs'6urces 1lthat'1 yon 
have been ~rrying on•your,duties;withability,·and.tact .. I am, however, not satisfied 
.at the prQgress ma:de,in; actually; transferring·. the administration., ,iF or ihis,, I ,do 
ROt; blame .you. J. am anxious:) tO·:-knoW J~OW you ,have, been rkee~ing; 1 iil; health, 



gUo 

because 1 was informed that when you left for Port Blair, you were in poor 
health. I hope you are taking all possible care of your health. Please let me 
know by wire, if necessary -if you need more money. I wonder if you have suc
ceeded in organising a unit of the I.N.A. there. I understand that you are the 
Chairman of the Civil' Administration Council of the Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands. I understand, further, that this Council is an Advisory Body. •Is that 
correct ? Along with your letter of the I 6th March, I received a group photo
graph taken after your arrival in Port Blair. I am sorry that we have not : 
attended to y6ur needs from this end-but we shall clo so in future. Since y:ou 
left Malaya, evt:nts have been moving at a break-neck S,Peed and we have all been 
plunged in work. . • • 

I note that in your first letter you wanted cutlery and crockery and also 
medicine. If we can arrange for the transport 'through the Navy,•we shall send 
you the articles. I.shall also try to send you the propaganda material from tiiQe to 
time. I entirely agree with you that without police powers you cannot have 
prestige in the eyes of the people. You may te!J the authorities tha~ I am dis
satisfied at the progress made in the transference of the administration. You must 
be aware that our army is now fighting on Indian soil-in Manipo:re cand in 
Kohima sector (Assam). On the whole, our troops have done very well and have 
earned the appreciation of the Nippon Army. e:ol. Ohatterji is the Governor-desig
nate of the liberated territory. We have started a new organisation c~lled the 
Azad Hind Dal. It is a semi-military organization consisting of civilians and 
administrators who will be going to India in the wake of our • victqrious armies. 

·I am now in Rangoon on a short visit from the front. I also paid a flying 
visit to Syonan and have just returned from there. I shall soon be moving 
forward again. Hope this will find you all well. Cordial greetings to all. 
Jai Hind. 

Sd./- Subhas Caa~ttlra Bose. 

Exhibit MMMMM 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF COMMISSIONER, ANDAMANS & NICOBAR. 
Port Blair, gist July, 2604. 
Ref: Gen/7/04/Andamans. 
Secret. 

• 

MONTHLY REPORT FOR JULY, 2604. 
Your letter of the 2 I st June was received on the 1 sth instant .... 

• 

.. 

Transference of Departments. " Minseibu " is the De~artment which is directly 
responsible· for all the Administration of the civilian population in Andamans ; hen& 
all my work is wholly linked up with this Department. 

(i) I am the Advisor to the Head (MinseibuGho); (ii) Captain ti.H. Afvi is in 
charge of Education and Volunteers ; (iii) 2nd Lieutenant Suba Singh is attached 
to Finance and Prbpaganda ; (iv) 2nd Lieutenant Iqbal is attached to the Police. 

It is hoped that each of us would not mim the opportunities placed at his 
disposal to make himself useful, and later indispensable. A good deal of mutual good
will and co-operation is essential, and this shall not be wanting from our side. Taking 
condition and circumstances as they stand or could be visualised in the near future, 
I am of opinion that transference of departments shdhld not be speeded up. Hence 
the need for further funds would not arise in a hurry. 

Spying. As indicated in my previous reports, handling of this problen. is the most 
important as it adversely affects all our activities here. I have had det~led discus
sions with the .tfuthorities and we do hope to succeed in reducing it to the mini-



mum, if not completely controlling it, by intensive propaganda and loc~l executive 
action. I am pleased to report that the most recent case of June, wherem 37 were 
arrested (inch~ing wi(nesses) terminated in the release of all, . except one who was 
sentenced to seven years' imprisonment. This favourable judgment has dispelled 
the gloom and is bound to cheer up the people to greater w;1r efforts'. . - . 

Uztit of J.N.A. & Azad Hind Dal. Owing to extreme shortage of labour 'of all 
kinds and greater shortage of personnel of the "fighting-fit .class, raising of a Unit 

• of the LN.A. is out of the question. This applies·equally'-to A:'H. DaL · 
To· The Head cit" State, Provisional Government of Aiad .·Hind, Buifn~: 

·• The Andaman Admi'fli,strated Advisory Council. The members· of the abo~~ 
• council consists. of ten officials and ten non-officials >Qf all classes qf interests·_ and 

are ~ell repJ;"esented. It is purely an advisory body. with a selt•imposed z:esi:rictici~. 
on ~he (reedom of speech, in spite· of apparent official encouragement .. They .can 

· become more usef~l with in'crease in· their personal liberties. . . : , : . . .. . 
.. • Finance. Expenditure , ipcurred up to the end of- juty ~s approximately 

Rs. 3,oo,ooo. The staff has.not dra~n any .allowance, as it is not 'required for :use-local~ 
ly. Further funds for transferred subjects will Jot be required for some good: time . 
. The I!llintltly Teachers' Conference, the Assembly Meeting and the Provisional 
Government D~y were held as usual. .We are proud ,of,the. achievements of ou-r 
ArD:ly-:-earning the appreciatit>n ofthe Nippon Army being in itself an achieve-. 
ment. 'i'he Staff and I do feel sincerely that we are l~ft. out from , the more thrill
ing excitements of the front line. , 9ur nee~s are; s~all, and ar~ sufficiently self
contained.. }'here.is no longer any need for crockery,and cutlery or ni~dicines,; as 
we have salvaged suffici~ntly for our daily nt;eds. I am wri~ing a sep~rilte note . to 
the I.I. League Headquarters atSyonan to conform to ,the _promise .of a :more regu
lar despatch of newsprint, which we greatly look forward to. MY. ~ealth has im-. 
proved quite-to my sMisfaction. All the staff are keeping fit. With the termina
tion of th~mgnsoons we expect to hear of something really -happening. up there: 
Jai Hind. . . 

Chief Commissioner,. Andamans & Nicobar. 

Exhibit NNNNN 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF COMMISSIONER, ANDAMANS & NICOBAR . 

·' . . . . . . 
Ref: Gen/g/o4/Andamans!' Port Blair, 5t~ September, 26<?4· 
Secret. · .,_.,, 

• MONTHLY REPORT FOR AUGUST, 2604 
Tr-ansfe!enc~. of Departments. The Officers attached 'to the various depart-· 

ments are domg tfieir best.to carry out the· duties expected 'of them. They an!· 
8etting to know the japanese Officers better, and·it is hoped·that greater trust wou~d 
be the result. . · 

Sroing. · l'here has been· a lull after the last big spy-case; but in the' course 
ofthe last week a few suspects have been going through an· investigation. The 
people· are so nervous that ·action even of minor.importance seems to upset them. 
The monthly l\.ndamans Advisory Council meeting and the Azad Hind Day were 
observed as usual. · • ' - · 

,. Finance. ·· E;xpen?iture incurred up to the end of August, 2604, is Rs. 3,5oo·oo. 
The average expenditure per month worked out at about Rs. 500.00. The des
patch of ne~spri~t and ~orrespon~ence from ~yon_a_n seems to be more regular, 
though their receipt vanes ac<!ordmg to the avmrabllity of transport. J ai Hind 
To the Head of State, Chief Commissioner, Andamans & 
Provision<¥ Government of A~ad Hind, . , . ',Nicobar 
J3urma,. ~ •• Sd. A.D.L . 



Exh:b!t ~0000 
Your Excellency, 

Respectfully I beg to request yo;.; to regard this Cetter M strictly ·per
sonal. The objective of this letter is to rcmiad you all the points I have 
discussed with you frox:n time to time. It is written very fra...""l:dy and as 
such I request, should on no occasion he construed as an offidal lett<;r. In 
the attached application I have asked for a transfer which I hopt" you will 
be good enough to recommend. You ~nd honoured me by takin,,. me on 
your staff in qrder to recruit and train any local volunteers into I. :"t A. units. 
Since this could not be done [ had to do odd jobs' for which no Military 
trammg is required. I therefore request you to n.·co:tnmed my 
transfer so that I may be able to take a more active part in the struggle ' 
fQr my country's independence. During seven months I have watched !he
state of your health with great concern and anxiety. It was n!oving to ·see 
you gallantly resisti,p.g the disease and frequent paroxysms df. pain with«;ut 
any medical help or advice at hand and all the time living on a liquid diet. 
Now that you are leaving for SyQnan, I hope oyou will listen to ffil..-dical ad
vice and not risk your precious health by choosing to remain so far away 
from medical help. If you be thus prevented from coming back, I, • irf your 
absence, will endeavour to officiate in your nlace to the best of my ability, 
till the arrival of your successor, when I will entertain hopes of my trans
fer. Should it be decided tnat no succ<!ssor is necessary and I can be· left in 
charge here, I beg to submit the fol!owing for your considaation. This job, 
under the present circumstances, is of the most delicate natute and demands 
maturer experience and some diplomatic training which qualities I don't 
profess to possess. I do not know how I can maintain the prestige of th~ 
Provisional Government here without tither commanding th(! least respect and 
confidence of the people, or being able to render any co-operation to the 
Government ; for if I cannot help the people in the least in their <m~fortuncs, 
I cannot expect to work them into partriotic frenzy and make them go a~l 
out to help the Government war effort. Already the local pubtic is losing all 
confidence in us as is evident by their attitude towards the League activities. 
For months past not a single volunteer has turned up for training ar.d f,·w 
people dared to come near any one of us lest they may be suspected. 11w 
last Provisional Government Day Meeting, attended by0 a scort: of men or so, 
serves as a useful index to the response of people. Yet so far they have a 
little hope that Provisional Government arrival and intercession may better 
the situation. Once that hope is gone the last vestiges of confidence and 
respect will disappear. We all, after learning the ocigin or• each spy cas;· 
from non-official but reliable sources, are convinced th£t all the people pun!l>h· s 
ed were anything but spies, while the higher Nippon Officers sincerely b~
Iieve that they were. Your persistent efforts in trying to sho,~3 them .,where 
they have been, and are still likely to be, misled by unscrupulous and cri
minal Indians have so far not met with much success. For myself I ca"not 
hope, though try I will, of improving a situation where your weighty efforts 
have not born much fruit. I also agree wioh your Excellency's view that 
under the present circumstances our Netaji's intervention will only stiffen the 
attitude of the local Japanese Officials attitude towards us. So it is IDO'!'C 

probable that the present state of affairs will continue. 
In our discussions here the advisability of not bo1bering about the spy cases has 

also been considered, but this is a line of action which I am afraid I cannot adhere 
to unless I am otherwise ordered. If I see every month scores of men, mostly vic
tims of personal spite of one scoundrel or the other, clapped into jail ancf tortured 
~wl a nqmber oft tllem exec1,1te~ anc:l absolyte insecurity of life apd liberty prevail· 



. . 
·ing "I as an IMian and human-being cannot help bot:he~ing. Already the plight 
of my countrymen and countrywomen has proved a great mental-torture to :ine. So 
far there was a little buoying hope that Provisional Gover'nme.nt's -offer of help to 
save dte authorities from being misled inight retrieve the· situation but once the 
principle is accepted andrecognised that ProvisionalGovt. is· to watch but not to 
open its mouth where the question ofspying is concerned, the mental agony already 
tgo great will become overwhelming and unbearable. I have not tb.e heart to chase 
away from our door old mothers, young wives and small children "Ylrd on their knees 

, and with tears in their 'eyes ask us in the name of Netaji and Provisional Govern
ment to intercede on behalf of their sons, husbands and fathers. . If duty demands 
I will willingly stick .to the last drop of my blood to a trench here or in .anywhere 
worse place de~astated by iron and fire,· but I find it next to impossible to stick 
to •a place where I am expected to watch, without emotion •and without powers 
of interferences, the executions of men, whom we believe to be· innocent, tortures, 
beatings, ~urnings, driving of h~t iron in the nails; stripping naked of women and 
burni~g Q£ their private p<;~.rts. If I was so callous or my blood so cool, wherefore 
I should have joined the -LN.A. at hazaid of my life in future? This is the 
chief-reason which makes m~> req~est you, most earnestly; to strongly recommend 
by speedy transfer ·from here and sp_l/.re me from a job which i am ill-fitted to 
carry on either by nature or inclination or training. 

I ma~recali to you yet another point. There is every possibility of"consider
able changes in the attitude of the authorities as well as of the people towards the 
Provisional Government Staff. As far as the people are concerned, the news of your 
departure is bound to give rise to several rumours ; and once it is confirmed that the 
Provisio~l Government is not to help them in the least in their misfortunes, but 
only to as! tl'lem to become patriots, the last shreds of their hope, respect and con
fidence will be turned into despair, contempt and mistrust. I, or anyone doing my 
job, will become painfully conscious of being regarded by the people as an hypocrite 
and humbug. I will not even be able .to face them, or wear the badges of my rank, 
or tread the streets with ·any sense of self-respect and perhaps I may not be .able to 
assemble a~d speak to 1he people or discharge any other similar duties with enthus-
iasm and keenness. · 

I v!!iualise a future here where we will be despised, ridiculed, despised and avoi· 
ded like pariahs by the peopl,e and treated with utter neglect and indiffe;rence by the 
Japanese; for as~t is we have neither endeared ourselves to theJapanese nor to ~he 
·people .. It is also likelyithat w,e may receive certain annoyances from such people 
•whom some of us have deeply offended in our attempts, under your instructions, to 
find out the truth. You may remember the rumour ori.ginatingfrom the. most im
portant India~! Police Officer which hinted that should the Provisional GovernmeQt 
people think too much of themselves, they will soon find themselves involved in some 
trouble. Pers,pnally I do not attach muc~ importance to the assurances to the con
trary given to you by the authoritiev, nor I fancy very much the fate of a spy, yet 
since this involves merely our pers~nal safety, I beg Your Excellency "to regard this 
point as one of the least importance. · · · · 

Another point of importance is that the Japanese, h~ving fine traditions iu' their 
Army, attach much respect t~age and service, as such I cannot hope to win that res
pect which you enjoyed,_ nor I can hope to impress them in any way for I have 
nothing of importance to do. I am aware of the political significance of the situ
ation and-r hasten to make it quite clear that J am not making any suggestions 
whatever~! am only requesting, and that most humbly and sincere}~ for my transfer. 
I have taken the liberty of describing my point of view at some lep.gth under the ne
cessity that since this is the last opportunity fq_r me to state my point of view frankly 
I had tjjW:over all the likely points as well : for once your Excellency takes off, my 

/.. .: • t ••• • 



eommunication with the Headquarters will, per necessity, be limited ta> the " AU is 
well here " reports. In conclusion again I beg your Excellency to consider thi.s letter 
favourably and at your ple;:tsure to acquaint the higher authorities with its contents. 
My official application being strictly formal cannot convey my deep anxiety to the 
Officer concernedj my only hope of being able to serve my country more acti~ely in 
the field of battle is dependent upon your Excellency's recommendation and taking 
the proper steps.in this connection. In the end I heartilY. wish your Excellency, a 
very pleasant trip and sound health. 
To 

Sir, 

The Chief Commissioner, 
Andamans & Nicobar Islands. 

• Exhibit PPPPP 

I beg to re!l'l.ain, Sir, 
Your most obedient servant. 

Sd./- Alve•Major I.N.A . 
• • 

To THE MILITARY SECRETARY, INDIAN NATIONAL AR¥Y. 

Port Blair, Dated 29. Sep. 'o4. 

Most respectfully I beg to request you te trapsfer me from my present 
position to any other employment which you may regard proper for •me. I 
have no military duties to perform here for there are no civilian volunteers to 
be trained. Nor there is any hope of my performing any ll!ilitarl duties in 
future either. As such I request you most sincerely to transfer my duties to 
some other place where, I may have an opportunity of taking part more actively 
in my country's struggle for independence. 

I beg to remain, Sir, Your Most Obedient Servant, 
• (Sd.) M.S. Alve, M<fjor I.N.A. 

Exhibit SSSSS 
LONDON NEWS IN ENGLISH (B.B.C. GENERAL FORCES BROADCAST) 

2130 hrs. 
rsth July 1944. (Reception poor). • 

There is conclusive evidence that the German Forces in France are now 
regarding members of the French resistance group as France Titlus, and 
today an announcement issued from SHAEF in the name of General 
Eisenhower makes these four points, (i) the French forceso•of the interior 
constitute a combatant force commanded by Genera!t Koeniggand forming 
an integral part of the Allied Expeditionary Force, (ii) the French forces • 
of the interior in the Marquise (1} bear aims openly against the ehemy and 
are instructed to observe the rules of war. They are protided {\.ith a 
destructive emblem and are regarded by General Eisenhower as an army 
under his command, (iii) Reprisals against resistance groups violate the rules 
of war by which Germany is bound. The fourt\ point in this Allied Statement 
is this. Every effort will be made to trace the authors of any atrocities against 
members of the forces under General Eisenhower's command. Steps to this end 
are already being taken. The guilty will be brought to instant (?)justice. 

BERLIN NEWS IN ENGLISH 1,7oo hrs~ 18th July 1944 
General Eisenhower, in a declaration broadcast by the B.B.C. tried to 

legalise the French partisans as a fighting force. From responsible ~ircles in 
the Wilhelmstrasse the following statement has been given out : "This- attempt 
by the Allied High Command is unjustified. French partisans revolt against the 
legal French Government and violate the French laws which impose capital 

• •• . -., 
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. p\lnishment on such violations. · The activities .of "the French partisans do not 
constitute a regular war conduct but a malicious system of ambush fighting 
against the · ~ccupation power. Thus the partisans have forfeited the rig~t to b_e 
treated as a regular troop." 

Exhibit UUUUU 
· ~o :_Officer Commanding Burma Defence Army. 
To: Officer Commanding Indian N~tional Arm'y. 

From Officer Comm:mding Allied Troops, Rangoon. .· 
• Yesterday British Liaison Officers- landed at Mingaladon ;u1d explained the 

whole Allied. pla:n for the ~ccupation of Rangoon. 1000 paratroopers landed in the 
· Delta area and are moving on Rangoon. A heav-y bomber and fighter sweep opera
tions will fah place over Rangoon to-day, as Allied H. Q. still believe Japs are in 
the area. You~re hereby ordered to hoist immediately large· white flags in size at 
lelfst I o feet by·ro feet over all B. D. A. and I. N. A. j::amps i11 the Rangoon area. 
You will persuade all civil orgallisations in the area" to do the same. This order 
will be ex<!cuted at once. . 

Most Urgent Signed W. C .. Hudson; Officer Commanding, Alli6d 
Most Secret. • Troops, Rangoon . . . 

Dated 3rd May~ 1945 . • 
Exhibit vvvvv 

To Orticer Commanding, Indian National Army. 
Erom : Officer Commanding, Allied Forces, Rangoon. 

· Referring to th~ cqnfer:ence held yesterday between the officer commanding 
the Bur~se Army, Col. lrshad and myself~ you are hereby instructed that you will 

. assemble all" arms, ammunitio.ns, and military stores in ·your possession at Cushing· 
School by 0500 hrs. to-morrow. You will further confine INA troops of all ranks 
to barracks by 2200 hrs local time to-day (May 3). Only ·officers issued. with. 
authority signed by myself will be permitted outside barracks and then only on 
duties <;>f liaison, or much special instructions as I may issue to· them. You are 
held respon~ible that th~e orders are executed with energy, and that no areas are 
permitted to fall· into the hands of the BDA or any other organizations or indivi
duals. ~ statement of the n·umbers of. troops, arms, ammunition and military 
stores at your disposal will be furnished to this H. Q. by 1000 hrs. May 4th 1945. 

3-5-45 I 700 hrs. W. C. Hudson, Officer Commanding, Allied .. . 

(Copy to Officer Commanding BDA) •. 
Troo:ps Rangoon . 

• • ··Exhibit WWWWW 

APPENDIX' P' 
Capt. Irshad. 

r.Capt. Saleem 1. Get desertion 
reports from A. I I. Get Offrs. 
from ·units and you. with them 
will att~nq this parad~. . • 

• 
• 

.,-

• 
r. I now have abo.ut 550 reputed_escaped P. 0. 

Ws, at the General Hospital. Many of these I 
suspect are in fact· recent deserters from the LN.A. 
I am holding an. identification parade at 
1.1- 30 hrs. to-morrow; Will you .please depute. 
an officer or officers to be present to identify ex 
I. ].'f. A. p_ersonqel. Qa,te <?f desertion i~ re<!uired, 

• • .. • 

• 



Inform N.C. Dass I think he is 
in the hospital. Give him impli
cit orders. 

·. 

'Tyagi' I rth May I945· 

386 

2. Jemadar N. C. Dass, late I. M. D. and a 
hygiene party of 28, will report daily to 0. C. 
Div. Bd. Hyg. Sec. at ?..3I Ahlone Rd. for 
hygiene work under his orders. 'fhis will' in
clude hygiene work within your barrack areas. 

3· All fit personnel quartered in the Secretariate 
will report with their own officers daily fo& work 
in the dock area under orders of the Principal 
Military Commanding Officer. 

4· Lt. Col. Robertson.or his rep. has been in
structed to deal direct with the senior officer <!t 
the Secretariate regarding details oi place and 
time of work. • 

Sd. Lauder J3Jig., Dy. Mily. G~vt. Rangoon. 

• Exhibit XXXXX • • 
PROCLAMATION OF THE BURMA REV,PLUTIONARY ARMY. 
The Burma Revolutionary Army has occupied Rangoon since 6 a. m. Burma 

Standard Time on the 5th waning of Kason I 307 B. E. (corresponding w tae I st 
May I945· The Burma Revolutionary Army takes the fullest responsibility for the 
maintenance oflaw and order in the city and for !he s<tfety of the citizens' lives and 
homes. As the Burma Revolutionary Army is the Peoples Army and is fighring for 
the people at the war front, the people should give all manner of help and 
co-operation to the utmost. As a true representative of. the .people, the 
lighting forces of the Burma Revolutionary Army will serve for the cause 
of freedom of the country and the people regardless of danger to thei_r lives. 
Everyone who is in possession of arms, ammunitions and military property 
without a:ny sp~cial authority of the Army is now required to surrender 
them at the Army's Armoury or at the nearest police station Qn ~r before 
3rd April I945· The Intelligence Department of the Army has prepared a list 
of unauthorised retainers of military-property. Those who are in posses~ion of 
arms, ammunitions and materials belonging to the Army will be classified. as 
enemies and severely dealt with. During the pendency of the military occupatiOn 
by the Burma Revolutionary Army all the citizens are strictly enjoined.to observe 
the following : • 

I. There shall be no communal outbreaks. 2. Murder, theft, robbery and 
dacoity shall not be committed. 3· No one shall undertake to do anythmg which 
gives directly or indirecty, any advantage to the enemy. Those who fail to observe 
any one of the above orders shall be dealt with at the Cour.t-Martil!l,. 

General Headquarters, The Burn!a Revolutionary Army. • 
Exhibit II. 

SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY BY SUBHAS CHANDRA. BOSE, 
SUPREME COMMANDER, AZAD HIND FAUJ. 

[ Indian National Army ) 
In the interests of the Indian Independence Movement and of the Azad 

Hind Fauj, I have taken over the direct commaAd of our Army from this day. 
This is for me a matter of joy and pride because for an Indian, there can 

be no greater honour than to be the Commander of India's Army of Liberation. But 
I am conscious of the magnitude of the task that I have undertaken and I feel 
weighed down with a sense of responsibility. I pray" that God may give me the 
necessary strength to fulfil my duty to Indians, under all circumstances, however 
difficult or trying they may be. I regard myself as the servant of 38 cr~res of my 
countrymen, who profess different religious faiths. l am determined to ~ischarg~ . -

• •• . -



~y duties in such a manner .that the interests of_ these 38 crores may be safe i~ my. handL.<!:,nd. everx single Indian will have ·reason to put. complete trust in me. 
It is only on the . basis. qCundilutecL. ri~tJ_onalism .and of perfect justice~ and im
partiality that. India's _Ar~y-~of Liberation .c~n~ be built -l!P· I':~oming 
·s!r);!.ggl~~ fgr"'~th.e.:..EP-_any:P.a!:?~. ~f,_o~L .l11ot~<;rl,<;.~~'o -~ -~~ es~abh~hment of a 
Government of free India; based on the goodwill of 38 crores· of Indians and for 
creati~ of ,a permanent army which will guarantee Indian Independence for 
all times, t~"Azad~d Faujjl~~'~a_vjt~.,.L£!; _ to.,..pJ:_;:._. To fulfil this role, we 
must weld ourselves mto ·an army tliat· wlll~:::liave only one goal, namely, the 
freedom of Indians and. onlx .. one ,Will, namely,,to door die in .. the_ cause of 
India's freedom. When we st~d~heAzad HincC.Fauf 'lias -to l:)e.'lik'e ·-a .. wall of 
raru.te';wh'en we :ria:c~ t~e-A~ad Hind Fauj has!obe.J!~e ag_e~¥1.-.roller. Our 
task is not "an e-asy ririe ; the wa"r will oe~long-arid hard;~ IJut~;:">'have- complete faith 
in the justice <lJld in the invincibility of our cause. 38 crores of human beings 
who form about one-fifth of the human race have a right to be free and they 
<l;r~nO'Y prepa~ecf to_-e.ayc.!ht;.;prj~e o£[rE_e~q_m._ There ·is consequently no power 
on earth that can deprive us of our oir:thright of liberty any longer. Comrades 
'Officers and men' ! With your •unstinted support and unflinching loyalty4 Azad 
I;Iind.~~tiJ.~iJl}~~£2Sle _tht;._Ln~!£!1.Te;_l!1 o.[,~!._-~~~n;... Ultimate Yictory 

,.-,;will cer:tamly be ours, I ~ssure yo~. . Our wor~ lias already begun. With t~e ...li 
t\slogan, 'Onward to Delh1' on ourJips, let us. contmu_e. to labour .. and to fight tdll' 
f bur N a.tional Flag flies ove·r . the Viceroy's House iv_New .Dilhi, and the Azad 

Hind Fauj holds-its victory parade inside the ··ancient Red Fortress o(.the Indian 
Metropolis. (Sd.) Subhas Chandra Bose, Supreme Commander. (Sipah Salar.) 

• 

I 

Gener<!l H. Q.; Indian N.ational Army, 25th August 2603. 

• 

: NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Exhibit IIII 

Subh sukh chain ki barkha barse Bharat.bhag,hai jasa, 
•• •Punjab Sindh Gujrat Maratha Dravid Utkal Banga 

Chanchal Sagar Bindh Himala neela Jarima Ganga, 
· Tere n:it gun gae, 

Tujhse jeewan pae, 

.. 

.. 
• 

. . , Sab tan pae ash.a ; . 
• Suraj ban: kar jag par chamke Bharat nam Subhaga, 

• J ai-ya ho, J ai-ya ho, J ai-ya ho, 
.Jai-yaJai-yaJai-yaJai-ya ho! 

Sub h dil men prit basae teri mithi bani, 
Har sube ke rahne wale har mazhab ke prani, 

"• . Sab bhed-o;farak mita ke, 
• Sab god me teri ake, 

Goondhen prem ki mala ; 
S.uraj ban kar jag par chamke Bharat Nam sul;lhaga, 

J ai-ya ho, J ai-ya ho, J ai-ya ho, 
J ai-ya J ai-ya J ai-ya J ai-ya ho ! 

Subah severe pankh pakheru tere hi gun gaen, 
Bas bhari bhrapoor ¥waenjeewan men rut laen, 

Sab mil kar Hind Pukare, 
J ai Azad Hin~ ke nare, · 
Piara desh hamara, 

Suraj ban kar jjjg par chamke Bharat nam subhaga, 
Jai-ya ho, Jai-ya ho, Jai-ya ho, 
J ai-ya J airy a J ai-ya J<l:i-ya ho ! 
~.hf.~a:_ I!arry_ s~~a : 

•· 
_ .. • -. 
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TR lA L 
OF . 

MUHAMMAD BAHADUR SHAFI, 
Ex-KING OF DELHI. 

Proceedings of an European Military Commission assembled at Delhi, on tlte 27th 
day of January 1858; by order of Major-Gene·ral Penny, C. B., Commanding 
the Division, pursuant to instructions from Sir John Lawrence, Chief Com
mission~q of the- Punjab, for the trial of such Pris~rs as may be duly brought 
before it. • 

PRESIDENT. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Dawes, Artillery. 

MEMBERS. 

• Major Palmer, H.M.~s 6oth Regiment. 
Major Redmond, H.M.'s 6u;t Regiment. 
Major Sawyers, H.M.'s 6th Carabineers. 
Captain Rothney, 4th Sikh Infantry . 

• 
INTERPRETER. 

Mr. James Murphy. 

• 

PRoSECUTOR FOR GoVER~MENT. 

Major F. J. Harriott, Deputy Judge Advocate General. 

• 
• 

• • 

• 

• 

The Court assembled in the Special Hall of Audience in the Palace at Delhi, at 
I I o'clock, on the morning of the 27th of January I858. 

The Charge-Sheet 
• . . 

The charge-sheet against Muhammad Bahadur Shah reads as follows:-
( I) For that he, being a pemi'tmer of the British Government in India, did at Delhi, 
at variou; tim~; b~tween the roth of M1y and rst of O.::tober 1857, encourage, aid 
and abet, Muhammad Bakht Khan, Subedar of the Regiment of A-rtillet y and 
other native commissioned officers and soldiers, unknowrf, of the East India Com
pany's Army in the crim~> of mutiny and rebellion against the State; 
{2) For having at Ddhi, at various times between the roth of May aJtd rst of 
October 1857, encouraged, aided and abetted Mirza Mughal, his own son, a 
subject of the British Government in India and other , unkno® inhabitants of 
Delhi and of the North-West Provinces of India, also su~ects of the said British

0 
Government, to rebel and wage war against the State. 
{ ~) For that, he being a subject of the British Government of cl ndia, ~nd not 
regarding the duty of his allegiance, did, at Delhi, on the I rth May 1857, or there
abouts, as a traitor against the State, proclaim and declare himself the reigning 
King and Sovereign of India ani did then and there traitorously seize and take 
unlawful possession of the city of Delhi and did, .moreover, at various times, bet
ween the roth of May and rst of October 1857, as such false traitor aforesaid, trea
sonably conspire, consu}t and agree with Mirza Mughal, his own son, and with 
Muhd. Bak:ht Khan and diverse and other false traitors, unknown to raise levy and 
make insurrection, rebellion· and war against the S~te and further to fulfil and 
protect his treasonable design of overthrowing and destroying the British Govern
ment in India, did assemble ,armed forces at Delhi and sene\ thelll fort,P to fi~ht 
~~d wa~e war a~ainst the said Governlll~Qt, • 

. . 
• ... 
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(4) For that,' .be, at Delhi on the 16th of May 1857, or thereab~ut, did, within the 
precincts of the palace _at Delhi, feloniou~ly cause or bec~me accessory to t~e 
murder of 49 persops, chiefly women and children of European descent;._ and d1d 
moreover between the 10th of May and 1st of October 1857;encourage and a~et 
diverse• soldierS and others in murdering European officers and other English sub-

• jects including women and children; both by giving and _promising for such mur
derers service! advancement and distinction, and further, that he i:>'Sued orqers to 
different native Rulers having local authority in India't6 'slay and_ murder Chris
tians and English people, ~hen ever ana wherever fOUJ:?.d on . their territories, the 

• whole:or any part of suth conduct being a heinous offerice under Act XVI of 
1857 of the Le~islative Council in .India. 

TRANSLATIO~ OF THE WRITTEN DEFENCE PUT. f1J BY . BAHADUR 
• · • · . . . SliAH, EX-KING OF DELHI. 

The real facts are as follow~ . I'had no intelligence on the subject previously 
to the day of the outbreak. About8 o'clock a.m., the mutinous troopers suddenly 
arrived•anti set up a noisy clamour under the palace windows, saying they had come. 
from Meerut after killing all the. English there; and stating, as their reason for 
having done so, that they had• been required,to bite with their teeth, cartridges 
greased with the fat of ox~n and swine, in open violation of the caste of both Hindus· 
and Mussulmans. When I heard. this, I immediately- had the gates under the 
palace windows closed, and sent intelligence to the Commandant cif the Palace Guards·. 
On receiving the message, he came personally, arid wishing to go out when; the 
trooper~ were collected, requested that the gate might be opened. · I kept him from 
his purpose, however, .and said something to the troopers, who then went away. 
After this, the Commandant of the Palace Guards left me, saying- he would . make 
arrangemertts -immediately to put down the disturbance. ·Very_ shortly after, Mr. 
Fraser sent a message for two guns, and the Commandant another for two palan
quins, saying that two ladies were staying with him, and . requesting that I would 
have them taken lo and concealed in my private fep1ale apartments. I sent the 
palanquins immediately, and gave orders at the same time that the guns should also 
be taken. Ve~ soon after this, I heard that before the palanquins could reach them, 
Mr. Fraser, the CommanClant of the Palace Guards, and the ladies had all been 
killed. Not long after this the mutinous soldiery rushed into the Hall of Special 
Audience, ·crowding into the Courtyard, the Hall of Special Audience itself, and the 
Hall of Devotion; surrounding me· completely and placing. sentries on all sides. I 
asked them what t1leir object was, and begged of them to go away. In reply they 
tQld me to remain· a quiet ~pectator, saying that they had· staked their lives, and 
would now do all that might be in their power. Fearing that I should be killed, I 
kept quiet and v.w::nt to my own_ private apartments. Near evening, these traitors 
brought ~s prisoners some European men and women whom they had found in ·the 
Magazine, and resolved on killing them; I had recourse to persuasion, and succeed
ed in getting their lives spared for the time. The mutinous soldiers, however, kept 
them prisoners in their own custody• Subsequently, on two occasions, they again 

· determined on Killing these Europeans, when I again restrained them from their 
purpose by entreaty and persuasion, and saved the lives of the prisoners. However, 
on this last occasion, though I again did- all in my power to reason with the rebel
lious soldiery they would not h~d me, and-carried out their purpose of slaying these 
poor people. I gave no ot:ders 'for this slaughter. Mirza Moghal, Mirza Khair 
Sultan, Mirza Abulbakr, and Basant, one of my own p::rsonal attendants, who had 
leagued witl! the soldiery, may have made use of my name; but I have no knowledge 
that they cftd; nor do I know that my own armed retainers, acting•independently · 
ofmy orders, joined in the slaughter. If they did so, they may have been urged on· 

, to it by Mirza Moghal. Even after the massacre? no one gave me any information 

• I • • • 
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regarding it. In reference to what some of the witnesses have safd in evidence 
regarding my servants having joined in killing Mr. Fraser and the Commandant of 
the Palace Guards, I make the same answer, viz., that I gave them no orders. That 
if they did so they did it of t~eir own free will. I had no knowledge of it, and this 
matter also was not commumcated to me. I swear by God, who is my witness that 
I did not give orders for the death of Mr. Fraser or of any other European. M~kund 
Lal and other 'witnesses in saying that I did, have spaken falsely. That Mirza 
Moghal and ~firza. Khair Sultan may have ,given ordex:s would not be strange, for 
they had leagued wrth the revolted soldiery. After these occurrences, rhe rebellious • 
troops brought Mirza Moghal, Mirza Khair Sultan, and Abulbakr, and said they 
wished to have them as their officers. In the first. instance, I rejecteQ their request; 
but when the soldiery persisted, and Mirza Moghal in anger went off to his mother's 
house, from dread Jfthe soldiers I kept quiet in the matter, aJd then by mtftual 
consent on both sides, Mirza Moghal was appointed to be Commander-in-Chief of 
the army. As regards the orders under my seal, and under my signahfre, the real 
state of the case is, that from the day the soldiery came and killed the European 
officers, and made me a prisoner, I remained in their power as such. .An• papers 
they thought fit, they caused to be prepared, anct, briQging them to me, compelled 
me to affix my seal. Sometimes they brought the rough drafts of orders, .and had 
fair copies of them made by my secretary. At other times, they brought "the 
original letters intended for despatch, and left copies of them in the office. Hence 
several rough drafts in a diversity of hands have been filed iri the • proceedings. 
Frequently they had the seal impressed on the outside of empty unaddressed enve· 
lopes. There is no knowing what papers they sent in these or to whom they sent 
them. There is a petition in the proceedings without an address from MukunCi Lal 
to some unknown party, in which a list is given on the number of orden issued on 
that date. In this catalogue it is distinctly specified that so man/ orders were 
written under the direction of so and so; so many others under that of such a one; 
and so on; but not one is ascribed to me. Accordingly, this also proves, that 
whoever wished, had orders written as he chose, without my authority, not even 
acquainting me with their purport, while I and my secretary being in jeopardy of 
our lives, could not dare to say anything in the matter. It. was just the same case 
as regards the petitions bearing orders in my own writing. Whenever the soldiers 
or Mirza Moghal, or Mirza Khair Sultan, or Ab.ulbakr, brought a pe1ition, they 
invariably came accompanied by the officers of the army, and brought the order 
they desired, written on a separate piece of paper, and compelled • .me to transcribe 
it with my own hand on the petition. Matters went so ~r in this way that they 
used to say, so that I might hear them, that those who would not attend to their 
wishes would be made to repent their conduct and for fear of them I could say 
nothing. Moreover, they used to 'accuse my servants of sending •letters io and of 
keeping in league with the English, more particularly the physician Ahsan Ulla 
Khan, Mahbub Ali Khan, and the queen Zinat Mahall, whom they said they 
would kill for doing so. Thus one day, they did actually plunder· the physician's 
house, and made him a prisoner, intending to \ill him; but refrained from their 
purpose only after much entreaty and supplication, keeping him a prisoner, however, 
still. After this, they placed others of my servants in arrest, for instance, Shamshir
ud-dowlat, the father of the queen Zinat Mahall. They even declared they would 
depose me, and fat.her of the queen Zinat Mahall. tbey even declared they would 
depose me, and make Mirza Moghal king. It is a matter for patient and just 
consideration then, what power in any way did I possess, or what reason .had I to be 
satisfied with them ? . The officers of the army went even so far as to reql,lire. that I 
should make o~er the queen Zinat Mahall to them that they might keep her a 
prisoner, saying she maintained friendly. relations with the Engl~sh. Now, if I. ~as 
in the full exercise of power and authonty, should I have permitted the physician 
Ahsan Ulla Khan's and Ma~b!lil. Ali Khan's imprisonment; and should t have 
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allowed thi physician:s house to be plundered ? The mutinous soldiery had estab
)ished a coupt in which all matte.rs .were deliberated on, and such measures as, 

' "afteideliber~tiop, were sanctioned by this council, they adopted; but I never took 
ai'J.y pa'i'_t iri ~heir conferences. -Thus, without my knowledge cir orders, they plun
dered,Jiofonly many individuals, but several entire streets, plundering, robbing; 
killing and imprisoning- all they chose; and forcibly extorting whatever sums of money -
they thought fit from the merchants and other respectable residents of the city, and 
appropriating such exactions to their own private purposes. -All that- has been done, 
\rtl.s done by that rebelliou; army. I was in their power, what could. l do ? They 
came suddenly and ·made 'me a prisoner, I was helpless, and constrained -by my 
fears~ I did whatever they ~equired, otherwise they would immediately have killed 
me.- This is universally known. I found myself in such a predicament that I was 
weary of my 1rre, while my officiafs had no hopes of their~ being spared. In this ~tate 
of tilings, I resobrf:d to accept poverty, and adopted the garb, coi.Oured withred earth, 
of a religious mendicant, intending -to go first to the shrine of the Kutab Sahib, 
thence to Ajmer, and from Aj~er eventually to Mec'ca; .but the army would not 
allow me; it was the soldiery w~o plundered the Government magazine and treasury, 
and ditl ~hat they pleased. -I took nothing from them, nor did they bring. any of 
the plunder to me. They, one da)il went to the· house of the queen Zinat __ Mahall, 
intendiqg to plunder it, but drd not succeed in breaking open the door. It should 
accordingly be considered if they were subservient to my- authority, or had I been 
in league with them, how would these things have occurred ? In addition to all this 
it is worthy <!tf consideration that no person demands the wife of the poorest man, 
saying "Give her to me, I will make her .a prisoner." As regards. tl;te Abyssini;,1n,
Kambar, he obtained leave from me to go on a pilgrimage to Mecca. I did not· 
send him to Persia, nor did I send any .letters by him to the Persian King. Some 
orie has falsely circulated this story; Muhammad Durweshe's petitio!! is no docu
ment of m:lhe•that it should be trusted: if any enemy of mine or of the Mian (a term 
similar or equivalent to· 'His· Honor' or •,His Reverence') 'Hasan Askari has sent this 
petition, it ought not to be relied on. As regards the'· behaviour cf that rebellious 
acmy, it may be stated that they never saluted me ev~n, nor showed me any :other 
mark of respect. They used to walk into the Hall of Special Audience and the Hall 
of Devotion {\rith their sh~es on. What confidence could I place in troops who had 
murdered their own masters? In the same way that they murdered them, they 
made me .a prisoner,- and tyrannised over me, keeping me on in order to make use 
of my name as a sanction for their acts. Seeing that these troops killed their o ,vn 
officers, ofhigh a11thority and power, how was I without an army, without treasure, 
without stores of • ammu~ition, without artillery, to -have ·resisted them, or make 
arrangements against them ? But I never gave them aid in any shape. When t_he 
mutinous troopers first arrived, the gateway under the palace windows being in my 
power, 1 had iteclosed. I sent for the Comm?J.ndant of the Palace Guards and the 
Agent to the Lieutenant-Governor. Moreover, I dispatched a letter the sar.ne 
night by camel express to His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor of Agra, acquainting 

_ him with the c~lamitous occurrences which had happened here. So long as I had 
power, I did all that I. was able. I•did not go out in procession of my own free will. 
I was in the power of the soldiery and they forcibly did.what they pleased. The few 
servants I engaged, I engaged, for the protection of my own life, in consequenc(! of my 
fears of the revolted and rebellious troops .. When these troops prepared to abscond, 
finding an opportunity, I got !way secretly under the palace windows, and went and 
stayed in Humayun's Mausoleum. From this place I was summoned with a 
guarantee.that my life should be spared, and I at once _placed myself under the 
protectioiJ of the government. The mutinous troops wished to take me with them, 
but I would not go. In all the above which I have caused to be \fritten from my 
own dictation~ there is not the smallest . fa,l§eqQQQ rie>r c;l,evi~tion from truth. God 

I 
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knows, and is my witness, that I have written only what is strictly true, and the 
whole of what I can remember. I told you with an oath, at the commencement, 
that I would write only the truth, without addition or deficiency; llnd so I 'have 
now done. 

Attested with autograph cypher. 
Postscript.-With reference to the copy of an order to Mirza 1Joghal, 

complaining of the acts of the soldiery and explaining my resolve, in 
consequence, tp go to the shrine of the Khwaja Sahib and thence to Mecca, 
which has been filed in the proceedings, I declare that I have no recollection 
of such an order·having been issued. The order in question is in the Urdu ton~ue, 
contrary to the rule in my Secretariat office, where all such papers were written • 
in Persian, and I accordingly do not know how and where it was prepared. It appears 
that seeing I was thoroughly wearied by the army; and that I had ir! consequence 
resolved on discardi~ the world, accepting poverty and going t'o. Mecca, Miorza 
Moghal must have had it written in his office, and had my seal affixed to it. At all 
events, my displeasure against the army as well as ~y perfect helplessness is proved 
by the orders in question also, which corroborat~s all that I have said above. As 
regards the other documents, besides the one just referred to, viz., the• ccfpies of 
the missive to the address of Rajah Gulab Singh: ~akht Khan's petition: my auto
graph order on it attested with my seal: and other paJI'ers which have been filed in 
the proceedings; I affirm that I have no recollection of them: but I have "already 
stated that the officers of the army caused whatever orders they chose, to be written 
without my knowledge, and had them attested with my seal; and I feol convinced 
that these must be of the same kind; and that they must have compelled me to 
write with my hand the order they wished on Bakht Khan's petition, in the same 
way that they did in the case of every other petition. 
Autograph cypher. 

THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE GENERAL'S ADDRESS. 
• • • 

GENTLEMEN,-It will be my object, in the present address, to collect the different 
facts which have been elicited in the course of these proceedings, and to furnish 
them to you as far as possible in the order in which they originally occurred. Our 
investigation has involved enquiry over a period of several months, wht:n rebellion 
was rampant in this city : and I trust we have succeeded in° tracing, with {;Onsider
able minuteness, many of the different events a> they evolved themselves during the 
time to which I have referred. Our labours indeed have not had this limrt, or we 
should only have accomplished what might, I think, be termed th~ least important 
part of our duties. In immediate connection with the facts elicited are the charges 
on which the prisoner has been arraigned : and, though his• former rank and royalt)it 
will doubtless add somewhat of temporary importance to the verdict which you will 
this day be called upon to record yet whether it be one of acquittal.or coq,viction, 
it must, I imagine, prove light in the balance when weighed against those more 
monstrous points to which so much attention has been, and for a long time, will still 
be directed. I, of course, allude to the causes, either remote or immediate which 
gave rise to a revolt unparalleled in the annals ef history, either for the savagery 
which has been its distinctive feature, or for the suddenness with which elements, 
hitherto deemed utterly discordant on the score of religion, have united themselves 
in a common crusade against a faith which, as regards the inhabitants of this country 
-whether Mohammedan or Hindu, was certainly a U.ost unaggressive one. I fear, 
however, the subject is still but imperfectly elucidated ; and I may perhaps be in 
error in attributing to a religious influence a movement which, after all, may prove 
to have been merely a political one,-a struggle of the natives for power ·and plact>~ 
by the ~xp'!l!sigTe from thl': <;:Ql,l~try of a :peo:ple alien in religion, in qlqq<J.~ 
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. . 
in habits,-in feeiings,- and in everything. Whatever the final opinion on this subject 
may be, th"e question~, 'Yhich as far as I am aware of have not as yet found a 
satisfactory ~lution. are, by what circumstances was this most atroc;:ious revolt,. with 
its. series of massacres brought about : and who were its prime original instigators? 
I feel-sure the members of this Court will join with me in. deeming that our proceed
ingsAp·.not furnish a full and complete answer to such questions, and why do they 
.not ?_:_I believe it is simply owing to the circumstance that any merely 'local in-
v.esfigation must be inadequate to collect evidence from the· different quarters and 
source.s, which are no doubt .-available elsewhere. We may still, ho)Vever, hope"thi'lt 
<lur efforts on this point hive not been fruitless or unavailing;:-i.f we cannot con
gratulate, Qtierselves on an" entire success, we fnay perhaps be allowed credit for a 
~ne.ar approach to it. Few, I imagine, will peruse these voluminous proceedings 
without coming to the conclusion that intrigues and : conspira~y have long been rife 
at this fostering Court of Delhi. · Insignificant and contemptible as to any outward 
sh~w .of power,.it would appear that this possessor of mere .pominal royalty has 
ever been looked upon by Mohammedan fanaticism as ~he head and culminating 
star of its faith. In hiin have stftl been centred the hopes and aspiratic;ms ofmilliom. 
They have looked up to him as the source of honour, and,· more than this, he has 
proveti tfle rallying point not only to Mohammedans, but to thousands of others with 
whom it was supposed that .no boid of fanatical union could possibly be established. 
To th~ow the fullest light• on a subject like this, is not the work of a day, or of a 
month; time,. the great 'revealer' of secrets, will doubtless, sooner or later, lay bare 'the 
springs from which a stream of so much evil and misery has flowed ; but, till then 
we must be-conte'ht with such views as our presertt investigation affords. That we 
have been able to unravel many of the secret workings of the conspirators will, I 
believe, be conceded.-But let me not anticipate. This is a point of our enquiry 
op which I propose to offer some observations hereafter ; but a concise narrative of 
events will perhaps best suit the commencement of this address. · 

I m;y ~tate then, that 85 men, non-com'missioned and troopers, frd ·Light 
Cavalry, who," w.~<ere tried by General Court-Martial at Meerut in May last, for 
refusing theii· 'crlrtridges, had their sentence read to them ~d were ironed on the 
parade ground early on the morning of the gth of May, and that the mutiny of the 
three nativ; regiments· at Meerut first"openly developed itself at about I/2 past 6 
o'clock on the evenin~ of the 1oth of May ; during which interval of nearly 36 

. hours there, of course, plenty of opportunities for interchange of communicatipns 
between• the native troops who first rebelled at Meerut, and those who joined 
them at this station. To travel from one place to another by coach used ordinarily 
to fake abo\lt fi\1'~ hours, and that the mutineers availed themselves of this facility 
of mutual · intercourse,• has, I think, been clearly established' by the eviden·ce of 

• Captain Tytler. It appears from his statement that a coach, full of.these Meerut 
mutineers, came on Sunday evening to the lines of the g8th Native Infantry, doubt
less toeprepar~ the sepoys of this station for the ~rrival and suitable reception~ on 
Monday morning, of their rebel comrades, and although we may not possess positive 
evidence to t~e fact, yet it may fairly be presumed that Sunday eve!'ling· was not 
the first occasion that these plotters of evil·held their secret arid sinister councils 
cavalry at Meerut, had come to !my decision on their case, a compact had been 
entered in to the effect that if tJ:e use of greased <;artridges was persisted in, the 
troops at Meerut and Delhi would unite, and at once onfurl the standard of 
revolt ;.and so fully had this arrangement been per!ected and agreed on that it is 
related that the sepoy g,uardt at the gate of the palace on Sunday evening, made no 
secret of their intentions, but spoke openly among themselves of what they expected 
to·~occur ·On the morrow. To understand the merits and demerits of •die whole 
transact6on,it must be recollected that, at the time when these resolutions were 
arrived at, there was not a single greased cartridge in the magazines of either of the 
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three native regiments at Meerut, nor, as far as I have b"een informed, of those at 
Delhi either. It must be further borne in mind that the native soldiers. themselves 
were the persons who were perhaps the best informed on tltese points-that the 
cartridges for practice had, from time immemorial, been manufaetured in· the 
regimental magazines by persons of their own colour, creed and religious persua
sion-that it was absolutely impossible to palm off on them a spurious article-that 
the regimental khalassies, who were employed in making these cartridges, mu~ have 
at once discovered their impurity, if such had really existed-that, in fact, objection
able cartridges, (I mean such as would affect the religious prejudices of either 
Mus·salman or I;Iindu), could not possibly have been J1lade in their regimental 
magazines, as iu· such case the very men to be employed in their manufacture 
wo.uld have refused their work:-but, more than this, let i't be remembered that the • 
Mohammedan has no caste, that even the hybrid such as the Mohammedans of Cent
ral India has become palf Mussalman and half Hiqdu, does not pret!'Jld to a loss 
of religion, even from touching pork. Who is there amongst us that nas not and 
does not almost daily .witness these Mohammedans, in the capacity M' table servai!ts, 
carrying plates and dishes which openly contain the very substance which, in 
reference to the cartridges, has been made the pr~tence and the stumbling-block 
of their offence. Even if we were to admit that all the cartridges were thoroughly 
saturated with pig's and with cow's fat, still what real valid objection on the• score 
of their religion could the Mohammedan sepoys Joave had in using them? Their 
brothers and other relatives in the private service of officers never hesitate to 
handle or cook the dishes which they are required to bring to our tables. The 
objections of the Mohammedan sepoys on this head are so transparently false that 
it can hardly be a matter of wonder that not one man of sense"or r~pectability 
among them appears ever to have come forward to seek information or satisfy 
himself as to the truth or falsity of rumours so industriously circulated about these 
cartridges that were to be the means of depriving them of their faith. Some few-;
very few-honourable exceptions have certainly held aloof from, and opeQ)y repu
diated the conduct of their brethren : but such men have wanted neither g•uarantees 
nor explanations in regard to a matter which was patent to all, but have come 
to their own conclus~ons on a subject where error had no abiding place and 
mistake is incredible. That neither Mussalman nor Hindu had any honest objec
tion to the use of any of the cartridges at Meerut or at Delhi, is sufficiently proved 
by the eagerness with which they used them, when their aim ind object w~s the mur
der of their European officers, or when, united under the banners of the Prisoner at 
your bar, they for months, constantly went forth to fight against the ~ower to 
which they owed fealty and allegiance. Among the very numerous petitions which 
have been brought under your notice during these proceedings, it way have struck 
the Court as very strange that there is not a single one in )fhich the slightest allu
sion is made to what the sepoys would have us believe to be their great and parti- • 
cular grievance. We have had upwards of 180 petipot, to the recovery of a 
mule, or a crack in a horse's hoof-and each thought worthy ofth~ sign :tllanual 
of royalty-but in the free indulgence of such correspondence when they evidently 
unburdened their minds to their adopted sovereign, and were certainly not 
restrained by any delicacy of language or of feeling, from venting their acerbity 
against their quondam European masters, we carP find no trace of the original sin, 
no grease spot staining these effusions of disloyalty. How instructive is it that. 
among themselves, and when applying to us such language as "damnable hell
doomed infidels," they apparently forego the first specific offence, which they 
would have us believe has led them to mutiny and reb~llion, and the perpetration 
ofcrimesatwhichhumanityshudder.s! When with each other, and, as they conceived, 
safe from intrusion and enquiries of British officers, that insurmountable obstacle to 
their fidelity and allegiance, the greased cartridge, is apparently, altogetller lost 
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sight of. Not a whisper is heard of a grievance which, if a substantial one,- must 
_ever have b,en uppermost in- the .memories of all ;-must have been continually 
ranking in their minds. and embittering their thoughts ;-must have influenced them 
in their bloo<f-thirstiness;-and, to themselves, have been _ their only extenuation 
for ~rimes such as may well exclude· them from mercy. W~at a contrast this to · 
their speecbes when uttered wiih_ a prospect. of reaching -~uropean ears!-Greased 
cartri~es are then always brought forward, th,e use of _them forms the one con
tinuo~,~s nightmare of the sepoy's existence. .Really; if we reflect seriously on this,
if we remember that in reality there_ was not a single greased cartridge among 
either of the three_ regimel}tS which first broke out into mutiny, .murdering, not 
only men; but unoffendiiig_ women and children, and that the s.epoys were per-

• fectly aware of this ;-when we call to mind that, even if greased- cartridges had· 
existed, and the. use. of them been required at the- hands of these mi~creants, not 
one of the Mqpammedans at any. rate could possibly have been injured therel?Y in 
any-caste prejudice, or placed even in temporary difficulty with regard to his 
reltgious tenets 1~when to this we add, what is well known to ~every one in India, 
whether Hindu~ Mohammedan or European, viz., that the native soldiers had but • 
to ask for his discharge, and that, in time of peace, it is at once granted to him,_
without enquiry o_r difficulty of any kind ;.,-it seems beyond the bounds of reason 
to ima~n~ that these men were drawn into acts of such revolting atrocity by any 
grievance _either real or i~agimtd. Let the chimeras, the disturbed dreams· of 
fanatici.im, of wickedness, or of folly have been what they may ;-let the instiga
tions to evil have been as industrious as, possible ;-and then allow that the sepoys 
to be worked upon, were as credulous as the grossest ignorance could make 
them ;-still~ if the greased cartridge had been the only weapon the tamperers had to 
work with,-but the one envenomed shaft in their quiver-how easy was the 
remedy ! It required no depth of knowledge, no philosopher to inform them, 
that they could at once escape from every possible perplexity by simply applying 
for their .discharge. I know not, Gentlemen, what conclusion you may arrive 
at on this ·much vexed question, but, after pondering it in every way in which 
my _reason has presented it to me, I am obliged to :infer that somthing deeper and 
more powerful than the use of greased cartridges has been resorted to. 

The m.ac~ine~y th~t has set in motion·such an am<?_unt of nl:utiny and murde_r, 
that has maCle 1ts v1bratw:>ns felt almost at one and the same moment from one end 
of India to the other,. must have been prepared, if not with foreseeing _wisdom, yet 
with awful craft, ahd most succe-ssful and commanding subtlety. We must recol- · 
.lect, too, in considering this· subject, that in niany of the places where the native 
troops have ris~p against their European officers, there was iio pretext even in 
reference to cartridges ~all. Members of these mutinied, apparently, .because 
4they thought there was a favourable opportunity of doing so;-because they were a 
hundred to one against those in authority, and .fancied they might pillage, plunder 
and ma.csacre ~t only with impunity but with advantage. Is it.possible that such 
fearful results as these . could have at once. developed themselves, had the native 
army previous to the cartridge question been in a sound and well affected state ? 
Can any one imagine that, that rancorous ··widespread enmity-, ofwhich we have 
lately had such terrible proofs, has~een the result of feelings suddenly and acciden
tally irritated? Does it appear consistent with the natura). order of events, That such 
intense malignity should- start into existence on one single provocation ? Or can it 
be reconciled with the instincts,· the traditioQ"s; or the idiosyncracies of the Hindus, 
that they should, recklessly, w~thout enquiry, and without thought, desire to imbrue 
their hands in human blood, casting aside the pecuniary and other advantages that 
bound them to the cause of order and of the:Govemment ? Or, more than this, can 
it be ima8ined that the thr~e regiments at Meerut, even when joined by those at 
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beihi, couid have conceived an idea so daring as that overthrowing, bY. themselves, 
the British Government in India ? 

I think, Gentlemen, every one must allow that if we had no oth~r evidence of 
a plot, no testimony indicative of a previous conspiracy, the very nature of the 
outbreak itself must have· convinced us of the existence of one. In the moral, as in 
the physical world there must be cause and effect, and the horrible butcheriet of the 
past year would remain an anomaly and a mystery for ever, could we trace them 
to nothing more occult and baneful than a cartridge of any kind. It will be 
observed that this point of the cartridges, so openly and .frequently insisted on, at 
Meerut and elshyhere, before the lOth of May, gradually becomes more and more 
indistinct, as the plot gathers strength and matures itself, and after furnishing the • 
mutineers with their first war cry at Delhi, it seems to have answered its purpose, 
and thenceforward was allowed to sink into disus.e and neglect. W.ith little or no 
vitality at starting, it soon died a natural death, and was succee<1ed by a reality of 
purpose, and a fixed!J.ess of resolve, that would have been worthy of a better caftse. 
If we review the actions and whole conduct of these mutineers, we shall soon see 
that, from the very commencement, they bear the i~press of cunning and of secret 
combination. For instance, 85 of their comrades were ironed before thell} a~d sent 
off to jail in their presence on the morning of the gth of May; but this occasioned no 
outbreak of fury. Not a sound or token of dissa1isfactjon escaped from the men, 
who then and long before, must have had rebellion in their hearts; no •gesture 
indicative of sympathy with the culprits was exhibited by any; in fact, as far as 
appearances could be trusted the infantry regiments at Meerut, and the remaining 
portion of the 3rd Cavalry, were as obedient and loyal as could possibi-? be desired: 
and this deception was successfully resorted to till their plans were matured and the 
moment for open revolt had arrived. The night of the gth of May twelve hours 
after the imprisonment of the 3rd Cavalary mutineers had taken place, was ~s 
favourable an opportunity as the night following, for a march upon tl:w! nearest 
magazine; but there had not then been time for preparing the Delhi sepoys for a 
movement which the progress of events at Meerut had doubtless precipitated sooner 
than their first calculations had led them to expect. Hence the necessity for com
municating afresh with Delhi, and acquainting the sepoys there with the drama 
that was to be enacted on Monday the I Ith. That such was done is established by 
the evidence of Captain Tytler; for it would be difficult to &.')sign any other movice 
for a carriage full of sepoys coming over from Meerut on Sunday evening, and 
driving straight into the lines of the g8th Native Infantry. • 

Again, we can perceive in the very hour chosen for the outbreak at Meerut the 
same evidence of cunning and of craft. The plan, too, of t.he Me~tut cantonments 
gave considerable facilities for carrying out their plot. lfhe native lines are so 
completely separated from that portion of the cantonments where the Europearf 
troops reside that the disturbance and uproar attendant even upon open mutiny 
could not be heard; or even known, from one to the other until speci~lly c~muni
cated. Officers may naturally have been too intent on quelling the rebellion of their 
men to think of officially reporting it. Be this as it may, there would. be some delay 
in turning out and supplying the Europeans wjth cartridges, assembling their 
officers, and marching down a distance of not less than two miles; so that taking 
one delay with another the• mutineers might fairly calculate, considering it was an 
utter surprise to all, · on 1! hours of safe and uninterrupted progress; and as the 
outbreak commenced at ! past six, this would have se<4Pred them darkness and com
parative security for their further operations. This was what in effeCt actually 
took place. On the European reaching the native lines, it was already dark;· no 
sepoys were to be seen, and no one could tell whither they had gone. Subseq';len 
enquiry reveale~that, guided by the instinct of cunning, the rebels had I?8t, a! ~rs 
taken the direct or main road to Delhi1 neither had they left Meerut m mthta 
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formation, gut as dusk had set i'n, had gone forth in parties of 5, 6 or Io to their .fixed 
place of assembly. This was judicious for their departure from Meerut, but. would 
have been higMy impolitic for their entry into Delhi, where there were no European 
troops to avoid; Something more imposing and demonstrativ~ was required here; 
and acoordingly we find them crossing to bridge simultaneously; massed in columns, 
and i~ complete military array, with a portion of the cavalry sent forward as a 
regular advanced guard. 

/ -

It is on this occasion that we first prove the mutineers in immediate connec
tion with the prisoner at your bar. The first point to which they·. turn-the first 
person to wtwm they address themselves, is the titular majesty of Delhi. This 

• circumstance has much significance, .and, at a.ny-r-ate, tends to -show that previous 
_con~ert existed between them. The Prisoner's complicity, however, was, immec'lia
tely after, opt!hly t.o commence. · Scarcely had the very serious nature of the 
out;Preak had tim~ to develop itself, than his own _ special ~ervants-in the very 
precincts of his palace-and almost, as it were,· before his own eyes, rush to imbrue 
their- hands in the blood of every European they can meet with; and, when; we 
remember tqat two of these were young and delicate women who could have given 
no offenc~whose sex and age might have taq1ed any hearts )ess pitiless thai) tho.se of 
the human demons who destroyed lhem;...::_we are able to realize. some slight portion 
of the-horrible unnatural infhfences that appear. i.nnate to M.ohammedan treachery. 
How od~erwise was it possible that education-the pride of royal ancestry-a life of 
tranquil ease and comparative refinement-should not have exe!fipted -this old and 
grey-headed.man from all connection with· deeds which seem too ·barbarous for the 
very outcasts of humanity, or even for the untamed' but less savage denizer1s 
of the jungle. . 

• -We stop to enquire .whether it has been proved in this Court, and will be 
repeated ip' after years, that the last King of the imperial house of Taimur was an 
accomplice! id this villainy. ;I'he circumstan,ces shall now be fairly stated. These 
murders were committed in the broad gla,re of day, before dozens of witnesses, and 
without the slightest ai:tempt at concealment. - They were perpetrated, as has been 
already s~~ted, by the prisoners' own retainers, and within the ·limits of his palace, 
where be it remembered even under the Comp~ny's Government, his jurisdiction 
was param.,unt. I shaU not, however; attempt to infer that these murders must 
have been previously sanctioned by the prisoner,-mere inferences, on such a point 
cannot b~accepted in a Court of Justice. I prefer to quote from the evidence. It 
is Ahsan Ulla Khan, the physician,. who is speaking, and who says, that at the time 
he referred_ to, h.e and -Ghtdam Abbas, the attorney in Court, were with the King, 
when it was told them th~t the troopers had killed Mr. Fraser, and had gone up to 
.C:aptain.Douglas .to kill h1m, ·and that this was instantly· confirmed by the return of 
the palkee bearers, who told them that they had witnessed Mr. Fra,ser's murder; that _ 
his bod}( was ia the gateway, and that the t_roopers had ascended to the upper 
building for the purpose of murdering those there. Why the witness suppresses all 
mention of the prominent part the King'_s own servants took in these m_assacres, can 
easily be imagined. In a subsequent part of his examination, he even asserts that 
it was not generally known the Kir1g's servants joined in these murders, nay ~ore, 
that it was not generally known who committed them ! Such is the evasion of the 
King's own physician, who doubtless _:was aware of the importance that would. 
necessarily attach to this point. It was not generally known who committed these 
murders ! and, yet; at this la~e oftime, we have_ had no difficulty in tracing the 
individuals, and ascertaining their names. It was not generally known that the 
King's own servants were the murderers ! and yet we find this very circumstance 
prominently and specifically mentioned at.the time in the native newspapers of the 
city. I n·eed not, a,fter this1 recapitqlate the evidence of all those v.1!o haw dearly 
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and satisfactorily proved that the King's servants were the murderers; for their 
testimony stands unshaken and unrefuted. It will amply • suffice if I quote the 
statement of one of them, and which is as follows:-" At this time Mr. Fraser 
remained below, trying to .suppress "the disturbance: and while thus engaged, I 
noticed of the King's servants cut at' him with swords till he was dead• One 
of Mr. Fraser's "murderers was an Abyssinian. Mter this, they made 
a rush to the upper appartments, when I immediately ran round by another 
door and closed the door at the top of the stairs. I was engaged in shutting _all 
the doors, wheu· the crowd found entrance by the southe'rn stair, and having forc~d 
one of the doors bn that side, came and gave admission tb the men who .had assisted 
in murdering Mr. Fraser. These immediately rushed into the apartments where the 
gentlemen, viz., Captain Douglas, Mr. Hutchinson and Mr. Jennings• had retired 
and attacking them with swords, at once murdered them and the two young ladies. 
On this I ran down ihe staircase. As I got to the bottom, l w~.laid hold of• by 
one Mundoh, a bearer in the service of the King, who said, 'Tell me where Captain 
Douglas is; you have concealed him.' He forced' me upstairs with him, I said 
'you have yourselves killed all the gentlemen already;' "but on reaching the room 
where Captain Douglas was, I saw that he was not quite dead. Mundoh• phceiv
ing this also, hit him with a bludgeon on the foreJeead, and killed him immediately.'' 
Having now established that the murderers of these la<fres were the special ~ervants 
of the Prisoner, it will be well to revert to the testimony of the physician, Ahsan 
Ulla Khan, and to ascertain from him the steps the prisoner took on the murders 
being reported to him. The only order he gave on this occasimt appears to have 
been to close the gates of his palace, and we naturally require whether this was 
for the purpose of preventing the escape of the murderers. The evidence distinctly 
proves that it was not. The physician being further interrogated, is obliged \O 
confess that the prisoner took no steps whatever, either to discover, to seqtre, or to 
punish the guilty, and attributes it to there being much confusion at tht! time; but 
if the King's authority had actually been set aside, and by his own servants too, 
this would have been the most forcible of all reasons for immediately re-establishing 
it, by at once bringing the offenders . to justice. That this was not done we have 
been already informed and we can only account for it on the supposition that these 
acts of the prisoner's servants, if not instigated by himself, had yet a~tually anti
cipated his wishes. We are thus perfectly prepared for ~hat is to follow, viz., 
that no servant was ever dismissed and not the slightest investigation ot enquiry 
was ever instituted; in fact, in the words of the question put to the witness, the 
King continued these murderers both in his pay and in employmept, and this too, 
as we have seen, when the very newspapers of the day g,rve infOrmation against 
(hem. After this, is it necessary to question whether he adopted these deeds as hise 
own or not? I need not quote what may be the law of the land on such a point, 
for there is yet a higher law which must acquit him or condemn him, the.,law of 
conscience and of sense; that law which every one who hears me can apply, and 
which carries with it a verdict more terrible than that which is pronounced in 
mere conformity to legal codes or military legislation : it is a law "that does not 
depend upon local constitutions, upon human iPlstitutes or religious creeds: it is a 
law fixed in the heart of man by his Maker; and can it now here be set aside? 

Perhaps it may be time to turn our attention to what was doing at the 
magazine, and to trace the further steps of the mutin~rs in that direction. Captain 
Forrest has told us that it was about 9 o'clock in the morning when the main body 
of the native troops from Meerut was passing over the bridge in .military formation 
(that is, in sub-divisions of companies,) with fixed bayonets and sloped arms, the 
cavalry being i~ front. It was actually in less than one hour after this th<!t a Sube
dar of the 38th Native infantry, who was commanding the magazine guard outside 
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the gate, informed them that the King of Delhi had sent a guard to take possession 
of the magazine, and. to bring ail the Europeans there up to his palace, and th~t if 
they did not-consent to this, none of them were to be allowed to leave the magazme. 
Captain Forrest adds that he did not see . the guard at this tim'e, but that he saw 
the man who had brought this message, .and he was· a well-dressed Mussalman. 
Nor '(as'this all, for shortly after the above, a native -officer in the King's service 
arrived with a !ltrong guard of the King's own soldiers in· their uniform, and t6ld 
the above-mentioned Subedar and the non-commissioned officers that he was sent 
down by the King to reli~ve them of duty. . . 

We thus see with what alertness and despatch this most imp.ortant object, the 
seizure of the magazine, was attempted. Is _it, however, to be believed that such was 
the ready, immediate, and, as it were, impulsive decision of the King, or of those 
who formea the Court ? To att:r:ibute to them anything of this nature, would be 
'to give them• credit for a coolness of calculation, combined with. a quickness of 
al'prehension, s-dch as pertains only to the more gifted of maldnd. The scope and 
entire progress of the scheme sp!!ak loudly of a plan previously arranged, and of 
deliberations long matured by• the counsels of many. Indeed, it is difficult to 
conceive that any one, not previously 'initiated in the secret, could, on the moment, 

. so pnfmptly and so effectually have entered upon and adopted the details necessary 
for carrying it out .. You wiJl re•ollect ·the extreme importance of the decision, 
the m'l,gnitude of the interests at stake. You will call to mind the cogent reasons 
and the numerous arguments that would naturally array themselves against adopt-. 
ing so headlong and precipitate a nieasure, It was, in fact, an invitation to a 
King to lea~ue h'imself with ruffians and with cut-t~roats. Any inducement or 
prospective advantage that they could h~ld out to him was faint and almost 
imperceptible compared with the open risk which he was to encounter. By embark
ing in so forlorn a cause, he imperilled everything ; his own life, arid those all . 
belongin~ to him and for what ? The distant glimmer of a crown, which common 
reason, of tHe slightest consideration, would have convinced him was a mere ignis 
fatuus - a mockery of a sceptre, that would evade his grasp. Are we to imagine 
that it was under such circumstances that this weak and tremulous old man seized 
and improved his occasion, and with all the rapid. instinct of determination, 
directed his own troops upon the magazine, to establish himself there 'as the one 
point of prifnary and ~st vital importance : and this too in the first moment of a 
surprise when nothing but riot and disorder reigned supreme ? Or are we to 
suppose that there ~as a secret and a deeper knowledge of what the other portions 
of the army were already ripe for, and that the five or six regiments to commence 
with, were but the instalments· of those that were to follow? Or, if such previous 
understanding and collujion did not exist either with the King or any of those 

eimmediately about him, are we to attribute to superstition and the pretended revela
tion of dreams, circumstances which scarcely admit of satisfactory solution by. any 

· more SQber precess ? We have all heard, in this Court, of the vision of a hurricane 
that was to arise from the VV'@si with a great flood of water devastating the whole 
country, but bearing up on its surges this descendant of ancient royalty, and that 
thi~ vision, as 1nterpreted by Hasan Askari the priest, signified annihilation to the 
English infidels by the power of th<! King of Persia, who was to restore sovereignty 
to the heirs of the throne of Hindustan. Was it a reliance upon this, that expedited 
the otherwise tardy movements of thes.e Asiatics, and gave breadth and boldness to 
their decisions? I am aware that under othef' circumstances, and in any but an 
Eastern land, such unmeanin~ flights of a bewildered imagination would be too 
trivial to dwell upon,-too unsubstantial for the gravity of comment; but here, in 
seriously considering the nature and progress of an extensive military revolt, they 
obtrude ttemselves on the mind, as subjects capable of influencing for evil the destinies 
of thousands. · • 
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These observations have been elicited by the marked and unusual energy 
displayed in making the magazine the point of instant attack. I.t seems t; me that 
such cannot be accounted for by conspiracy among the sepoys alone, fo~ it was the 
King's own troops who were the first to. seek possession, and the military and 
systematic way in which this was done, b~trays the authority by which the orders 
were issued. There was no confusion here, no attempt at pillage : non.:cowmis~ 
sioned officers were appointed to the separate guards for the different gates of the 
magazine, while another guard superintended the labourers who were removing the 
stores that happened to be outside. How could such decision, such instant transfor
mation from chaos _to system and to order have resulted, had not the King or some 
of his officials been entrusted with a sort of programme Of events? How, in fact, 
could the King's troops have been in readiness and preparation for such work 
without warning of some kind ? • 

If I have not succeeded in tracing to the King himself, a forek11owledge · of the 
leading events that ~ere to take place on Monday the I Ith of May-, I trust it hlfd 
been made obvious that the secret was in the possession of some influential in
mates of the palace. The babbling garrulity of the ~rince J a wan Bakht sufficiently 
indicates this, for such is his joy at the anticipation of murdering the Engli~h,. that 
he is unable to restrain his expressions of it. My chief object, however, has been 
to render clear what I believe to be the truth, viz.fl that. the conspiracy, from the 
very commencement, was not confined to the sepoys, and did not even originate 
with them, but had its ramifications throughout the palace and the city: and do 
not the murders which we have already adverted to, tend to corroborate this fact? 
We have evidence that the mutineers of the I Ith and 2oth Regrmenfs of Native 
Infantry, before the magazine was exploded, proceeded to attack and escalade it, 
and it is then for the first time that we find the King, through his troops, acting in 
open alliance with these traitors to their government. From that moment there 
is no further disgust, and no attempt at concealment. Fairly launche~ into the 
stream of sedition he is hurried onward by the swollen flood which wa"s not how
ever to bear him, as he imagined, to the throne of Hindustan, but to leave him in its 
ebb a mere helpless wreck upon the sands. 

I would here pause for a second, to refer to Lieutenant Willonghby, and to 
the brave men under him, who, for so long a time, held, against unnum~ered odds, 
the magazine entrusted to them. One hardly knows wltich to admire most, the 
penetration and sagacity which, at a glance, foresaw the possible necessity for its 
destruction, and made arrangements accordingly ; or the undaunted resolution 
with which the final sacrifice was accomplished. To do justice to such heroism will 
be the plesaing duty of the historian. I can merely give it .a passing notice, having 
to dilate on other matters more immediately connected witlP the proceeding before • us. 

With the explosion of the magazine at Delhi, every hope of stem~ing t~e tor
rent of rebellion seems to have vanished ; resistance had been there protracted to 
its utmost possible extent; the sacrifice was a final one; and thence forward the 
European community if, in isolated sports, still preserving the appearance of Govern~ 
ment authority, were left without one vestige of real power so that it soon became a 
duty to the state and to themselves to save their lives by a timely retreat. Delhi 
was consequently abandoned to the miscreants who had _in the short space of 24 hours 
stained themselves with crimes which can scarcely be equalled in all the catalogues, 
of bygone iniquity. It is now we find that the King ~ming personally forward as 
the chief actor in that great drama which had more than England and Europe for 
its spectators: the progress of which was watched with such absorbing interest every~ 
where by the antagonistic powers of civilization and of barbarism. The evidence 
shows that on the-afternoon of the I Ith of May, the King having enfered the 
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Hall ofSp~ial Audience, seated himself in a chair, when the. soldiery-officers and an.....: 
came forwa~d one 'by one and bowed their heads before him; asking him to place 
his hands ori them. · The King did so, and each then. withdrew, saying whatever · 
came into ·his mind. · The witness, viz., Ghulam Abbas; the prisoner's attorney in 

· Court, ·informs us that this ceremony of the king putting his hands ·on the heads of 
the so'Pdiery was equivalent to accepting their allegiance and services; and he further 
states, that though he is not awa:re of any regular proclamation having been made 
in Delhi in r~ference to the King assuming the reins of gove.t;ninents~ yet that 
Sl,lCh may have been done 'without his hearing <;>fit, but that on the very day of the 
outbreak .the King's autl\ority was established, and that night a royal.salute was 

• fired of about 2 I guns. . . 
These matters bring us to the charges against the prisoner, and it may perhaps 

be. as well no~ to consider them, not so much in regard to dates as the sequence in 
,.wi.ich they have1:>een drawn up. The first charge against Muhammad Bahadur 
Shah, Ex-King of Delhi is: "For that he, being a pensioner of the British Govern-

• ment in India, did, at D~lfri, at •various times between the 1oth of May and Ist of 
October 1857, encourage; aid, and abet Muhammad Bakht Khan, Subedar ofthe 
Regi~nf of Artillery, and, divers others, native commissioned officers and Rebellion 
against the State." I am not goiqg to weary the Court by repeating even a tenth, 
part of!he evidence which h:s been broughtforward to establish these charges;but it 
is perhaps necessary to show that proof of them has been recorded. Mr. Saunders, 
Officiating Commissioner and Agent to the Lieutenaq,t-Governor,·has explained under 
what circumstances tlie prisoner baFame a pensioner of the British Government in 
India, viz., that his grandfather, Shah Alam, after having been kept in rigorous con
finemt;nt by the Maharattas, on their.defeat by the English in 1803, applied to the 
British Government for protection. This was· accorded, and from that moment, the 
titular Kings of Delhi became pensioned subjects of the British. It will be seen, then, 
that, as fat a~.this family is concerned, there was no wrong to be complained· of, and 
nothing but benefits to be remembered.. The prisoner's grandfather Shah Alam 
had not only lost his throne, but had his eyes put ou~, and been subjected to every 
species of indignity, and was still kept in· most rigorous confinement, when the 
English, under Lord Lake, appeared as his deliverers, and with generous sympathy 
for his misf<1rtunes, bestowed on him rank and pension which, continued to his 
successors, have maintaiJ!ed them in honour and in influ~nce, till like the snake in 
the fable, they have. turne~ their fangs upon those to. whom they owed the very 
means oftheir existence. The evidence that connects the prisoner with Muhammad 
Bakht Khan, Subadar of the Artillery, and which of itself will be sufficient to estab
lish the charge, is·a docu~ent from beginning to end in the prisoner's handwriting:-
~ . . 

THE SPECIAL SLAVE, THE LORD GOVERNOR,'' MUHAMMAD BAKHT 
' ' • . KHAN BAHADUR. . -

. \ . . 
"Receive our favour, and understa.nd that whilst the Neemuch Force have 

reached Alapur, its baggage is still here, and-that you are therefore directed to take 
200 troopers and 5 or 7 companies ~~inf;;mtry, and have all the baggage alluded to; 
such as tents, etc. together with commissariat supplies, conveyed by the gharis to 
Alapur. You are further directed not to allow infidels staying near the Edgah to 
advance. Be it known to you further; that if the army" returns without victory, 
and divested of its appliances tf war;. the consequence must be disastrous. You 
have been premonished and you are to consider these orders stringent." 

. It is true there is no date t\) this communication, but the allusions in it leave 
no possibl~doubt as tQ its having been witP,in the period. em!Jra~ed ~Y the terms of 
the first charge, · - · · · · · · 
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Perhaps this will be the best place for the few observations I have €o offer on 
the-defence. The prisoner, like every other that we have tried,ohas, according to his 
own showing, been the mere victim of circumstances; declares that ~e had no in
telligence on the subject previous to the outbreak; that the mutinous !roldiery sur
rounded him completely and placed senfries on all sides; and that, fearing for his 
life, he kept quiet, and went to his own private apartments; that the m11tinous 
soldiery kept the men, women and children prisoners; that he twice saved their 
lives by entreaty. and persuasion, and that the third time he did all in his power to 
save them, but that the rebellious soldiery would not heed him, and eventually carri~d 
out their p11rpose "of slaying these poor people against hii orders. Now the chief 
objection to all this is, that it is not only unsupported by evidence, but is" directly in 
the teeth of all the testimony, whether oral or written, and whether given by his 
own servants or by others. The entire defence indeed is a mere tissue-of denials of 
guilt; assertion of his ,.not having been a free-agent; and an end~vour to put the 
onus of his misconduct upon others. He cannot challenge the aut"henticity of1:he 
documents against him, or the evidence of his own. handwriting, or his own seal; 
and his only expedient consists in ;tssevering, that what he wrote was by compulsion, 
and that his seal was affixed in the same way. The only dilemma that 1¥: q,ppears 
unable to extric;:tte himself from, to his own satisfaction, in this way, is the going out 
to Humayun's tomb, and coming again. It was,0of cotlrse, necessary to state that 
the last was by his own choice and free will; and this would scarcely h<tve been 
possible had his going out been represented as compulsory; for if the sepoys had 
forcibly taken him out, they woald hardly allow him voluntarily to. return, so we are 
treated with the following curious account: "When the revolted a~d rebellious 
troops prepared to abscond, finding an opportunity I got away secretly under the 
palace windows, and went and stayed in Delhi, when they were preparing to 
abscond, instead of secretly planning to go out with them." However, I do not mee.n 
to take the defence, paragraph by paragraph, and thus refute it. M~ b"-'t reply to 
it, I believe, will be by showing how fully and completely the charges have been 
proved, and to this task I now again address myself, and proceed to the considera
tion of the 2nd count, which is, if possible, still more fully established than the first. 
It runs as follows: "For having, at Delhi, at various times between the 1oth of 
May and 1st of October 1857, encouraged, aided and abetted Mirza.Moghal, his 
own son, a subject of the British Government in India, and- divers others unknown, 
inhabitants of Delhi and of the North-West Provinces of India, also subjects of the 
said British Government, to rebel and wage war against the State." The eocuments 
and other evidence in support of this charge are so numerous that it would be tedious 
even to reckon them. The newspapers speak of the appo~ntment .of Mirza Moghal 
to the office of Commander-in-Chief; of his investiture wfth address of honour; and 
other matters relating thereto. The oral testimony is very strong on the sa~ 
subject, while the discovered correspondence shows that Mirza Moghal, the son, was 
perhaps, next to his father, the leading chief of the rebels in D~hi. l'llhall for 
form's sake give a short extract from a petition of Moulavy Muhammad Zahur Ali, 
Police Officer gf Najaf Garh, it is as follows :-

"TO THE KING! SHELTER OF THE WORLD ! 

" Respectfully Sheweth-That the orders of the royal 'missive have been 
fully explained to all the Thakurs, Chowdaries, Kanungos and Patwaries of this 
township of Najaf Garh, and that the best arran~ments have been established. 
Further, that, agreeably to your Majesty's injunctions, steps are being taken to 
collect horsemen and footmen, and it is explained to them, that their allowances 
will be paid from the revenue of this division of the district. Your slave's assurance 
on this point, • however, will not be believed, till some Ghazis, recent!' engaged, 
shall have arrived. As regards Nagli, Kakrowla, Dacohoo KaHan and other 
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adjacent v~llages, yo-qr slave has to represent that, unrestrained by the dread of 
consequences, and b,ent on all sorts of excesses, the inhabitants have ·commenced 
plun'dering trl\vellers." " 

This, might, I think, be sufficiently conclusive as to the words of ·the charge 
in reference to aiding and in abetting reb~llion, Mirza · Moghal, his own son, and 
divenfother "unknown ·inhabitants of Delhi, and of the North-Western Provinces 
of India" inasmuch as the petition from which I am quoting, bears the autograph 
order of the prisoner referring it to his son Mirza Moghal, and dir€cting him 
quickly to send a regiment of infantry with its officers of Najaf Garh, in accordance 
with wishes, and .for the purpose of aiding and abetting the pe~itioner's schemes 

• of raising liorsemen and footmen to fight against th~ English. But there is another 
'petition which ·has not yet been submitted to the Court, having only lately 
come to hal9d, and which may appropriately be introduced here. It is from 
Arpir Ali Kha~ son ofthe Nawab of Khurajpura,, and 1s dated 12th of July. 
It Tuns as follbws : • . · • 

"TO THE KING! SHE I. TER OF THE WORLD! 
Respectfully Sheweth-That your petitione.r has come to your royal court; 

at w!Iich Darius might have served as a door-keeper, having left his house ani
mated by the ambition to sta~ his life ·in your Majesty's cause, 'and laments 
that h<9 has lived to see thl day when the accursed English ·have presumed to 
direct . their ·cannon against your royal dwelling, the .guardians of which are 
the angels of he~ven. From the first dawn of the powers of discernment, your 
petitioner 'has b~en trained, like the lion to· conflicts and war, and has not like 
the fox been concerned for his life-

Leopards destroy their prey on the summits of mountains. Crocodiles devour 
tileirs on the banks of rivers. Your petitioner submits that if his prayer is accepted 
and th~l<J.ns .and stratagems necessary in this war are entrl.Jsted to his . judgment, 
aided by yo11r Majesty's august auspices he will, ·in three days, totally exterminate 
these people with white skins and dark fortunes. lt'was necessary, and I have 
therefore submitted it. (Prayers for the prosperity of the reign, and curses in 
bitter and filthy language against· those who may wish it harm.) Petition of 
tlJ.e slave .Amir Ali Khan, son ofNawab Dullail Khan, son of Najabat Khan, 
Chief of Khurajpura. · ·· ' 

• • ''AUTOGRAPH ORDER OF THE KING, IN PENCIL." 
"Mirza Sohuruddin will take enquiries and will ~ivethe petitioner service." 

The third.charge is-"For that he, being a subject of the British Govern-
• ment in India,: and oot regarding the duty of his allegiance, did, at Delhi, on 

the I rth May 1857, or thereabouts as a false traitor against the State proclaim 
and declare himself the reigning King and Sovereign of India, and~ did then 
·and 'here, traitorously seize and take unlawful possession of the ·city of Delhi . 
and did moreover, at various times between the roth of May and rst of Octobe; 
1857, as suc;h false traitor aforesaid, treasonably conspire, consult, and agree 
with Mirza Moghal, his own son, and with Muhammad Bakht Khan Subadar 
of the Regiment Tof Artillery, and divers other false traitors unknown: to raise. 
levy, and make insurrection, rebellion, and war, against the State.; and furthe; 
to fulfil and perfect his treasonable design of overthrowing and destro.ying the 
British Government in ~dia, did assemble armed forces at Delhi, and send · 
them forth to fight and wage war against the said Briti~h Government." 

That the ·priso~e·r ~as a pensioned. subject of the British Government in India 
has been already shown in treatingpf the ~rst charge; and as the British Govern
ment'nt!ither deprivecl him nor any member of his family of ~ny ~overeignty what-
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ever, but, on the contrary, relieving them from misery and oppressiov, bestowed 
on them largesses and pensions aggregating many milliorl$ of pounds sterling, 
the duty of their allegiance will, I think, be readily admitted ; yet,• as we have 
already seen, this traitor rushes to seize the first possible opportunity of overthrowing 
and destroying the government of his benefactors. On the afternoon of the very 
first day of the outbreak, in the Hall or Special Audience, he receives the •obeis
ances of the revolted sepoys, and by laying his hands on their heads unites 
with thelll in a common brotherhood of infamy. It is perhaps difficult. to realize 
such a scene. · An enfeebled tremulous old man striving with palsied hand t_o 
reach a sceptre'far too powerful for his punny grasp, and while bent by age and 
infirmity, inducting a monarch's garb, to give, as it were, a benison and a blessing 
to the cause of the foulest treachery and murder ? Dead to every feeling that 
falls honourably on the heart of man, this shrivelled impersonation. of malignity 
must have formed no inapt centrepiece to the group of ruffians that surrounded 
him! • · • • • 

There are several witnesses who speak to the circumstances of the prisoner 
having been proclaimed : It is variously stated •as occurring on different days, 
and it is more than probable that such was actually the case. One or twp pro
clamations would hardly be sufficient to carry the information through all the 
suburbs of so large a city as Delhi. The prisonee's attorney allows that the King's 
authority was established on the I zth of May, and Gu,ab, messenger, being. asked, 
" Was the King proclaimed as the reigning sovereign imm.ediately after the 
outbreak?" answered, "Yes, the proclamation was made by beat of drum on 
the very day ofthe outbreak. about 3 in the afternoon, to the effect 'hat it was 
now the King's Government;" while Chunni, Pedlar, another witness declares 
that, " On the 1 rth of May, about midnight, some 20 guns were fired in the 
palace. I heard the reports at my house, and next day, at about noon, a prar 
clamation was made by beat of drum that the country had reverted to thj posses
sion of the King." The next paragraph in the charge is in reference to traitor
ously seizing and taking unlawful possession of the city of Delhi ; but this is a point 
that I need not quote evidence to establish. It is difficult to turn our eyes in any 
direction without having convincing proofs of it. The charge then goes on ·to 
assert that the prisoner did at various times, between the roth of MJlY and rst 
of October r857, treasonably conspire, consult, and agre' with Mirza Moghal 
his son, and with Muhammad Bakht Khan, Subadar of the Regiment of Artillery 
and divers other false traitors unknown, to raise, levy, and make insurrection and 
war against the State. Mirza Moghal was publicly appointed Commander-in
Chief, and a special state procession in honour of his being so, to.ok place a few 
days after the outbreak. The witness who deposes to thi!iois Chcu:mi Lal, Pedlar ; 
but he is unable to specify the exact date on which he witnessed it. Mirza Moghal's • 
authority after this seems to have been uncontrolled, at any rate in all matters 
immediately relating to the army, until Subadar Bakht Khan, of Phe Arii.llery, 
arrived, and was appointed both Lord Governor General and Commander-in 
Chief. The date of his arrival was the rst of July, and after· that some jealously 
and clashing of authority between the two Commanders-in-Chief is ob'servable, for, 
on the 17th of July, Mirza Moghal writes and t'nforms his father, that on that 

"day he had formed up the army and taken it outside the city to attack the English, 
when General Bakht Khan interfered, and for a long time kept the whole force 
standing inactive, wanting to know by whose orders it had gone out, and, saying 
it was not to proceed without his permission, caused it'o return. Mirza Moghal 
adds, " that having his· order reversed cannot but cause vexation to any 
officer high or low, and begs that definite instructions may be given as to whom 
the real authority over the army belongs." There is no order on this letW:r, nor 
h~ve we any intillljl.tion what qecisiQn was come to1 bu~ that some bett~r ~rrange· 
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ment was the consequence is evident, for, on the very next day, the 18th of July, 
we find Mirla M oghal and General Bakht Khan acting in concert, as the follow
ing letter from Mirza Moghal to his father will show. It is dated the 19th ofJuly and 
runs as follows :-" Since yesterday the arrangements have been completed for 
carrying on. active offensive operations both by night .and· day. If aid could 
be affo;ded ·n'ow from the direction of Alapur; with . the divine blessing, and 
througli the influence of your Majesty's ever-during prestige, a final and decisive 

• victory, it is to be expected, would soon be · obtained. I therefore· pray that 
' positive orders may be issued from the throne to the Bareilly Ge,n~ral to afford 

the aid in question, that is, that he be directed to proceed with-troops to Alapur, 
and· to make,an attack on the infidels from that direction, while your slave with 

'his division of the army makes another on this side,. so that the two forces co
operating in the 'fight ma.r in one or two days consign all the damnable hell
doomyd infidelrto hell. ·Moreover, it is to be expected that the force going to Alapur 
will.cut off the eiJ.einies' supplies. It was necessary and has .therefore been sub-: 
initted." On this letter there .is an autograph order of King to the following effect, 
" that Mirza Moghal will make" whatever arrangements may be. proper/' and 

. also an after order apparently by Mil~za Moghal-" That an order be written to the 
Bareill)' G~nera]." I think this is conclusive of the three conspiring, consulting 
and agreeing together ; hut it may. be as well to· enter here two documents which. 
have not as yet been submittld to the Court. Ono _is a proclamation from General 
Muham~ad Bakht Khan dated 12th of July, and is to the following effect. It 
has, I should observe, been extracted, from the Delhi Urdu News:-" Let i.t be 
generally kn~wn to the persons living in the city and the country, such as chiefs 
of freeholds, pensioners, landholders of rent free estates, etc., that if, from anxiety 

. for· their incomes, they have hitherto-continued on the side of the English, and have 
in any way colluded with them by conveying intelligence.' or furnishing them with 
supplies, their having done so will not be considered inexeisable. It is accordingly, 
now procl~nted that all those who have been alluded to are to cherish full con
fidence that when final and complete· victory shall have been obtained, provided 
their title deeds, former and recent, shall on inspection be fully verified, they will 
have the present provision~ in their. favour,continued to them, and that they will also 
receive compensation in full for the entire period during which their incomes may have 
been suspen<ted, owing to the present disturbances; but if after receiving knowledge of 
these orders, any person•shall,. notwithstanding;forward intelligence or furnish sup
plies, etc.,. to the English he will be severely punished in the way Government may 
determine. The chief police officer ofthe city is, therefore, ordered to have the sign<J.
tures of all chiefs offree-holds, of rent free estates, and pensioners residing in his juris
diction, written ori the reverse of this notification to them in this matter, in acknow-

.]&dgmeni of their having ~een duly informed, and then to send the notification 
immediately to His Excellency." The other document is an order from the King, 
dated. th~ 6th o~September 1857, an.d is addrs~sed to the chief poli~e officer of 
the crty. It runs as follows-:- "You are drrected to have proclarmed throu
ghout the city by beat of drum that this a religious war, and is being prosecuted on 
account of the faith, and that it behoves all Hindu and Mussulman residents of the 
imperial city, or of the villages tout in the country, a~ well as those natives of 
Hindust.an who are ar.rayed against us .on the ridge, or are anywhere employed 
on the srde of the armres of the Enghsh, whether they pe man of the eastern 
provinces,. or Sikhs. or foreigners, or natives of the Himalaya. Hills, or Nepalese . 
to contin~e-true to their faith flnd creeds, and to slay the English and their servants; 
and you are directed to have it further proclaimed that those who are now present 
with the ~nglish force. on the ridge, whether they be people of Hindustan, or· foreig
ners or Hrllman, or Srkhs, or whatever country they may be natives of, or ·whether 
they be M~ammedans, or Hindus born iri Hindustan, they are ~ot .0 entertain any 
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fears or dread of the enemy. Whenever they come over to this side, kind provision 
will be made for them, and they will be allowed to continue in their o~n creed and 
~eligions. You are directed to have it proclaimed further, that alle who wiH join 
m the attacks on the enemy, whether they be or be not servants, will be allowed 
to keep themsel':'es w~atcver I?roperty. they may take from the_ Engli.sh in plunder, 
and that they w1JJ beszde recezve addztwna1 rewards from H1s Majesty, a6ld will 
be amply provided for." This paper, which I have just perused, is an office copy 
and was f~und recently among other documents in the office of the King's chief 
police station: . It bears the seal of that officer, and is actually attested as a true 
copy by the signature of Bhao Singh, assistant to the King's chief police officer. 
A more trustworthy and convincing document could ha~dly be laid before a Court. 
It seems to me fully to complete the proof of the third charge, and to render further • 
quotation from the numerous other documents unnec~ssary. lt also tends to 
establish the latter portion of the fourth charge. • 

To this charge'"! will now turn my attention. It accuses •the prisoner •"of 
having, at Delhi, on the 16th of May 1857, or thereabout, within the precincts of 
the palace at Delhi, feloniously caused and become accessory to the murder of 49 
persons, chiefly women and children of European and mixed European descent." 
As far as the murder of these poor victims is concerned, I have nothing to •allege ; 
the facts have been detailed before the Court in eall tJleir horrid minuteness, and 
they are not such as to be easily forgotten. The cold-blooded hardened .villainy 
that could revel in leading women and young children to the shambles, and this too 
without the miserable apology of imagined wrong, or the mistaken zeal of religious 
frenzy, is something so inhuman that the mind might well refuse to '-tccept it as 
truth, did not all the force of concurrent ideas, of direct testimony, of circumstan
tial proof, and elsewhere repeated reacting of the same dreadful tragedies, enforce 
it upon our convictions. It is not then such admitted facts as the above that I ~m 
here called upon to establish. They are unhappily but too prominently -.nd pain
fully shaped forth to require further illustration. "It remains, howeve;, to show 
how deeply the prisoner stands implicated in this revolting butchery, and whether, 
as averted in the indictment, he did feloniously cause and become accessory to the 
murder of these 49 persons." I shall not, in so doing, attempt to avail myself of. 
that law which makes all persons joining in insurrection and sedition individually 
responsible for every act of violence that may be conimitt•d by those• with whom 
they stand leagued in illicit combination, even though such acts may have been 
against their wishes or without their cognizance. I mean, however, sepOJ.rately to 
consider each fact connecting the prisoner with the deaths of these women and 
children. I will revert to the evidence of their capture, the place <lf their imprison
ment, the fearful privations to which they were subjec~ and the more than cruel 
treatment which they experienced, from the commencement of their confinemenJ!t 
all ofwhic~ were but too prophetic of the ultimate doom that awaited them. The 
first person whose testimony I shall have to quote is Ashan Ulla Khatll, the ~ysician 
when asked, "How was it that so many English women and children were brought 
to the palace in confinement, he replied: "The mutineers took them in and about the 
city; and having established their own quarters in the palace, they 'brought their 
prisoners in with them too." Being further interY.ogated, he declares that the muti
neers did not retain the custody of their prisoners, but as each successive one was 
brought in, reported the circumstances to the prisoner, and were told to take the 
Europeans to the kitchen, and keep them confined there. Being again questioned he 
asserts the King himself appointed the kitchen as the p'hce of their confinement, and 
observed, at the time, that it was a large capacious building, so that it appears that 
the Prisoner not only fixed upon the building himself as the place for herding indis
criminately together men, women and children, but from its being in hls o~n palace, 
and from his vo,unteering a description of it, it is evident that he had some personal 
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knowledge ef what it was like. He terms it a large capacious building,. but these 
are not very definite terms, and when used in reference to different objects may 
relatively have widely different m<!flnings. To obviate any misconception on such a 

· point, I have, since Ahsan Ulla Khan gave this evidence, visited the place myself, 
and takeriits measurements and description. i'he building.is 40 feet long, 12 ft. broad 
and alJout 10ft. high. It is old, dirty and dilapidated, and without the vestige of 
plaster; but it is worse than this, for it is dark has no mud flooring, no windows, 
and is entirely without the means of ventilation or of light. There is .but• one aper
tqre to it, a miserable small wooden door ; but I will now let Mrs. Aldwell describe 
it in her own words: -"We were all confined in one room, very darli, with only one 

• door, and no windows or other opening. It was not fit for .the residence of any 
human being, mMch less for the number of us that were there. We were very much 
crowded togeiher, and in consequence of the sepoys, and everyone who took a fancy 
to do so, comii18' and frightening the children, we were obliged frequently to close 
the• one door, th<tt we had, which thus left us without light or ait. The sepoys ·used 
to come with their muskets load~d and bayonets fixed, and ask us whether we would . 
consent to become Mahomedans and also slaves, if the King granted us our lives; but 
the Kipg'~ special armed retainers, from whom the guard over us was always fur
nished, incited the sepoys to'be content with nothing short of our lives, saying we 
should be cut up in small pie•es, a!ld given as food to the kites and crows. We were 
very in~ifferently fed, but on two occasions the King sent us better food." ·Such was 
the return made by this traitor for the millions of pounds sterling bestowed by the 
English on ~imse!f and on his family having, as ~me of the witnesses has specifically 
stated, abundance of room where these women and children would. have been safe 
in the apartments occupied by the females of his own establishments, where, it is 
said, there are secret recesses in which 500 people might be concealed, and where, 
even had the rebels dared to violate the sanctity of the zenana, all search would 
have bee~fr~itless, and there being, according ·to another witness, on scarcity of 
vacant bulidings in the palace in which the. ladies and children could have been kept 
in confineme.ot, and in which they might have had every comfort-this minion of 
English gc::,;:{B.;)sity preferred to select for them the very den set apart .for culprits 
and for felons!1and where they even received far worse than a felon's treatments, (or 
Jhey were c.-owded into a small space, and were daily exposed to the insults and 
cruelty of all who ch~e to molest them. Such was the requital to the English for a 
princely pension and an imperial palace. It will be observed from the statements of 
Ahsan Uila Khan and Mrs. Aldwell that both agree in attributing these measures 
personally to the King, and when we recollect the trifling matters which were, on 
every occasion, r&ferred to him, and which, as has been fully demonstrated in this 
Court, received I1Dt oril.f his attention but were endorsed, by his own autograph 

41instructions, is there any room left for doubt, that the more importance concerns were 
under his special control also? Indeed, the concurrent testimony of many witnesses, 
and th. irrefatable evidence of his own handwriting incontestably prove that such 
was the case. It is thus we find the King appointing the prison; that the King's 
special armed,retainers were always on guard over the prisoners: that it is the King 
who supplies them with their very .indifferent food, and on two occasions sends them 
some ofbetter q~ality; and thus too, the,sepoys a':sked them whether they would 
consent to become Mahommedans and slaves, if the King granted them their lives; 
and who, on perusing even thus much of the evidence can doubt that he had the 

.power of doing so? Has thereJ:>een one single circumstances elicited that show that 
the prisoner even wished ·to save them, or that he even extended to them one act 
of common courtesy or kindness? Very very far from it : for whilst no check was 
given to those who showed the prisoners every species of unmanly brutality, the ordi
nary ch•rity of giving food .and water to a Christian was severely punished, and a 
Mahommedan woman? simply on this account, wa:? actually immured'Vith the prisoner • 
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Can the bitterness of rancour go further than this? Or is it possible to oontemplate 
the place and nature of the confinement fixed for these tender women and children, 
without coming to conclusion that a cruel death was from the first mo~ent reserved 
for them, and that, in .sword seems to have been but a ~erciful deliverance from the 
lingering death, which confinement is so•loathsome a den at such a season of the year 
must eventually have inflicted on all exposed to it. • 

Migb_t I not here stop and confidently on this point await the decision of 
the Court against ~he prisoners. The proof, however, swells in volume as it 
proceeds, and I.inade to leave no portion of it untraced. Gulab, a chaprassy, or 
messenger, has distinctly stated that a couple of days before the maJ>sacre took 
place, it was known that the Europeans would be killed in two days, and that on • 
the day fixed for the slaughter arriving, great crowds of people were flocking to the 
p ~lace. Every witness to the scenes who has spoken of it in Court has cT.IIuded to the 
crowds assembled, bq,th as spectators and actors on the morning iw. question, apd, 
as this was at the early hour of between 8 and g, there seems ·no doubt that 
previous information of what was to take place m•st have been given. Nothing 
indicates that an outburst of fury either on the part of the populace or military in 
any way led to a catastrophe so awful. On the contrary, the witness ~istinctly 

says that without orders it could not have happened, and that there was but two 
sources from which such an order could have e~ana~d, viz., the King and his 
son, Mirza Moghal, adding, that he does not know which of them gave the• order. 
He, however, distinctly states that he was present at the murder of these European 
prisoners, and that he saw them all standing together surrounded. on all side~ by 
the King's special armed retainers, or what you may term his body guard, and 
some of the infantry mutineers; and that though he did not ·observe any signal or 
order given, yet, on a sudden, the men just mentioned drew their swords, simulta
neously attacked the prisoners, and continued cutting at them till they had kill~ 
them all. A second witness, viz., Chuni Lal, the newswriter, when ask@d "y whose 
orders these Europeans were murdered, distinctly replies that "It was done by the 
King's order : who else could have given such an order?" He and other witnesses 
concur in stating that Mirza Moghal, the King's son from the top of his house 
which overlooked the court-yard, was a spectator on this occasion ; this Mirza 
Moghal being, at that time, second only to the King himself in auth~rity. Is it 
credible, then under such circumstances the King's own-bodyguard, his special 
armed retainers, could have dared to perpetrate this frightful butchery without his 
order, and against his wishes? If a doubt could be entertained on such a ~erusal ~f 
the writings evidently approved by the prisoner, in which blood-thirstiness and san
guinary ferocity against the English are so glaringly consp~cuous~ In reference to 

·the peisence of Mirza Moghal, and in further proof that it -'as by the King's own. 
orders that these unhappy women and children were massacred I shall quote the tes
timony of the King's own secretary Mukund Lal. To the question "~Y whose order 
were the ladies and children that were prisoners in the palace murdered? he~eplies, 
"These people were being collected for three days; on the fourth day the infantry and 
cavalry soldiers, accompanied by Mirza Moghal, came to the entranc~ to the King's 
private apartments, and requested the King's per~ission to kill them. The King was 
at this time, in his own apartments. Mirza Moghal and Basant Ali Khan went in 
side while the soldiery remained without. They returned abchit 20 minutes, wben 
Basant Ali Khan publicly, and in a loud voice proclaimed that the King had given 
his.permission for the slaughter of the prjsoners, and thai they could take them away.· 
Accordingly, the King's armed retainers; in whose custody the prisoners had been, 
took them from the place of confinement, and in connection with some of the muti
nous soldiery killed them." It appears, then, that Mirza Moghal had just come 
from the prisone_.s presence, and was armed with his authority for carrying' out this 
most hideous dee<l of l)loo<l it 111ay seem almost superfluous to add anything to the 
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'above; bl!t the prooffurnished by the extract from the ptisonetVcHary -i~~ so 'iinp6r~ 
'tant and COI]jlincing. that r feel bound to quote it. The evidence 'of the physician, 
Ahsan Ulla Khan, regarding it is as follows: "Was a. Court diary of occurrences at 
the palace kept by order of the King dur}ng the rebellion.?. Answer. The Court diary 
was kept up as usual according to the custom which had long preceded the outbreak. 
Qpestion: Look at this leaf and see whether you can recognise the handwriting on 
it? Answer: Yes, it is; in the. handwriting of the mim who kept theCour~ diary, and 
this leaf is a portion of it.". ' ' 

· Translation of an extract fro~ the·Co~rt diary for the 16th o'f May; 1857· 
"Th(') ·King held liis Court' in the Hall of Special Audience, 49 English were 

prisoners, and t}le army demanded that they should be given over to them for slau
. ghter.. The.King delivered them up saying, 'The army may do as they please,' and 
the prisoners were consequently put to the sword.' Th ~re was a large attendance, 

· at'l.d all the chiefs, nobles, ·officers and ~riters presented thems<tlves at Court and had 
the honour of paying their ·respects." . - _ -

- ' . . 
· Here then we have oral as well as most unimpeachable written testimony, all· 
conclJrring on this point, and it would seem nearly impossible to make the proof 
clearer, had we, not the prisoner's written confession of the crime. 1 .do not mean 
in ~is defence, which is Silllf>ly a~ocument framed for this Court, anois but a mere 
tissue •of false denials without an effort at refuting what stands so prominently 
against him. I allude of course to his long letter to his son Mirza Moghal, in which 
he actuall~ maks:s me~it of the slaughter of his ~hristia~ prisoners, and urges it. as a 
reason- wny the soldiery should be mere .attentiVe to h1s commands. After this, to 
prolong ·any argument upon the subject would be improper. ·There is then but the 

, last portion of the fourth charge uncommented on; and to establish it we have co
-flies· of circulars.addres5ed from the King to Rao Bhara, the Ruler of Cutch Bhoj, to· 
Ranjit S\ngl1, Chief of Jasalmir, and to Rajah Gulab Singh, of Jummoo. •The fol
lo~ing extracts will ber~Jufficient, viz;; 

To 
RAO BHARA, RULER OF cu:rcH. 

- It hes been reported that you, every-f~ithful yne, have put the whole df the 
infidels .to the sword, ~d have thoroughly cleansed and purified your dominions of 
their unclean presence. _"We have been extremely gratified to hear of such conduct 
on . yotfr part, and you are therefore honoured with this address, to the intent that 
you will institute such arrangements throughout your territory as that -none of the 
e;reatures of God m;:y in any way be aggrieved or oppressed. Further, should 

• any number of the infi~els reach your dominions by sea, you will have them slain . 
• In doing this you will act entirely in accordance with our pleasure and wishes." .. 

,, To ~ANJIT SINGH, CHIEF OF JASAUv1;IR. 
- ;, It_ is clear to our belief that throughout your dominions the name and trace 

of these ill-omened infidels, the English, must not have remained : if, however, by . 
any chance or possibility some ~ave escaped till . now, by _keeping hidden and con~ · 
cealed, first slay them, and after that, having made arrangements for the 
administration of your tcn;itory, present yourself at our Court with your whole 
military following. Considerations and friendliness a thous~nd-fold will be bestowed 

. on you, and you will be dis~nguished. by elevation to dignities and place which the 
. _ compass of your qualifications will not have capacity to contain . 

. "To RAJAH GULAB SINGH, RULER OF JUMMOO. 
. "tlhave-been made acquaint~d, by your _petition, with all particulars of the 
~laughter throughout your territory of the acc~rst;d z£nbelie.ving ~nglish. You are 
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considered• worthy of a hundred commendations. You have acted in~his mattet 
as all brave men ever acquit themseleves; may you live an"d pros~r." Again: 
" Come to the royal presence, and slay the accursed unbelieving English, and all 
other enemies, wherever y.ou may find them on the way. Whatever may be your 
hopes and expectations, the dignity anti elevation to which you will be promoted 
amongst your equals will surpass all that you may be able to imagine, anti you 
will further be rewarded and dignified with the title of Rajah." On one of the 
petitions t~ the King- from a Duffadar of the 4th Irregular Cavalry, boasting of 
having murde(ed his officers at Muzaffernagar, the order for an appointment in 
return is in the prisoner's own handwriting. • 

I herewith conclude my observations on the charges, and it will now remain, 
Gentlemen, for you, by your verdict, to determine whether the prisbner at your bar, 
in retirement and seclusion, may yet claim the respect due to depos~d majesty, or 
whether he must hen.ceforth rank merely as one of the. great criminals of histQry. 
It will be for you to pronounce whether this last king of the imperial house of Tai
mur shall this day depart from his ancestral palace,. bent down by age and by mis
fortune, but elevated perhaps by the dignity of his sufferings and the long borne 
calamities of his race, or whether this magnificent Hall of Audience, this t~hl'ine of 
the higher majesty of justice-shall this day achieve its crowning triumph in a verdict 
which shall record to this and to all ages, that kinls by -crime are degraded to felons, 
and that the long glories of a dynasty may be for ever effaced in a day. • 

The consideration of the specific charges against the prisoner being now 
closed, I trust it may not be thought presumptuous, if I offer some ob!ervations on 
the evidence elicited as the cause of the late rebellion and of the existence of pre
vious conspiracy. I have, in a former part of this address, argued that if the native 
regiments, previous to the cartridge question being mooted, had been in a sound 
and well affected state, such a frightful, and all but universal, revolt coul~ not ha~e 
occurred, that there must have been some other and more latent power at work to 
have thus operated on a whole army scattered in different cantonments from 
Calcutta to Peshawar. I think that such could not have been accomplished with
out some secret mutual understanding, and some previous preparation, the establish
ment of which may appropriately be termed conspiracy. I have stated also that it 
seems as if it was not owing to a cartridge of any kind that such an• amount of 
mutiny and murder has solely to be attributed ; but I shoul!i be more than blind to 
all that has appeared on these proceedings and elsewhere, if I failed to re<;ognize in 
the cartridge question, the immediate means or instrument adopted for bringing 
about a much desired end. It seems to have been the spark, not accidentally shot 
forth, but deliberately chosen to explode a mine previously- .prepared. In alluding 
then to the existence of a conspiracy, I do not mean to imply tlht we have com• 
upon traces of a particular gang of men specially banded together for the fixed de
finite object of causing the late rebellion in the native army, in any manne~ similar 
to that in which we have seen it developed ; but such evidence as we have been able 
to obtain does appear to me to point out that, for a considerable time, antecedent to 
the 1oth of May, agitation and disaffection to British rule among the Mohammedans 
was more than ordinarily prevalent, and that suci! disaffection had been stimulated 
by active and designing men, who have most craftly taken advantage of every cir
cumstance that could be made suitable for such a purpose. The annexation of 
Oudh to British rule was perhaps one of these, It seems to have been particularly 
displeasing to the Mohammedans, as annihilating the last throne left to them in 
India ; and for some other reasons, it would appear to have been almost equally 
unpalatable to the Hindu sepoy. It may perhaps have interfered with his position 
there as a privileged servant of the Company ; for instead of having to rely on the 
influence and p.-:stige of the British Government in dealings or dispute! with the 
native landholders of that province, he found himself brought at once under direct 
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European ~ontroL Qne of the witnes~es, J at Mall, dr.aws a marked ~i~tinc~iorl 
between the \Iindu sepoy and the Hmdil trac:lesmen, m reference to their feelmgs 
for the B~itish Government, and perhaps the annexation of Oudh, with other causes, 
may tend: to account for it. Being asked whether there was any difference between 
the Mohammedans and Hindus in this respect, he replies : «Yes, certainly, the 
"Mohammedans, as a body, were all pleased at the· overthrow of the B.ritish 
Government while the merchants and respectable ·tradesmen among tfie Hmdus 
regretted it.': He, :howeve~, says that the general feeling throughout 'the army was 
the same both among the Hmdus and Mohammedans, and that they were both equal
ly bitter :: qnd this view of the case ·is, I think, supported by our experiences o( 
both. ' The great bulk of the infantry portion of the native army was undoubtedly 
Hindu ; but we nave not found this any check or restraint ~pon their revolting bar-

. barity, and !Is far as the army has been concerned, Hmdus and Mohammedans 
aJilpear to hav"' •ied with each other only in the enormity of their crimes. But 
apart fro).n the army, the revolt has perhaps assumed many of the features of a Mus
salman conspiracy, and it is, I think, probably that to Mussalman intrigue may 
eventually be traced those false and fabricated rumours, which, adroitly mixed up 
with ~on'\e small portion of truth, have been so instrumental in effacing the last 
vestiges of fidelity in an army ~hose faithfulness was at one time per hap its very 
chiefest pride and boast. It does not belong to such an occasion as this to revert to 
past years, and step by step·to trace the causes which have combined to destroy 
the reliance once placed upon those who are now so notorious for their perfidy. 
Some ofthase causes doubtless have been beyond government control, and were 
perhaps inherent to a state of continued progress on the one side, and an inveterate 
priestly opposition to it on the other.. It will be sufficient if I here merely allude 
to several previous occasions, not of distant date, when some regiments of the 
1htive army showed how little' they were to be depended on. On those occasiom 
also it w~s evident that a unity of purpose and a singleness of feeling· were, in a 
short time, organised by some process not immediately patent to their European 
Officers :·a mutual correspondence either by emissaries or letters was perhaps then 
initiated, and the lessons thus learnt was not easily forgotten. I do not mean to 
argue that from that time the Native Indian Army became one large debating 
society. Yerx far from it. I believe that in their own fashion, most of the sepoys 
were good and well m~aning servantr. of the Government. I say, in their own. 
fashion, because, it appears to me they are always deficient in natural firmness· 
and have no idea of strong moral rectitude ; their fidelity as long as it 
exists is more of a habit than of a principle, upheld by superstition, but want
ing the sustainihg power of true religion. Amopg such a body as this there must 

• always be some dfscont~nted intriguers, and who that knows anything of Asiatic 
character will not readily admit, especially with reference to Hindus, that the few 
are more potfillt for evil than the many for good ? Let.but three or four leaders 
come Porth in all the open audacity of crime, or mix them'selves up in the secret 
intrigues of sedition, and the rest, if not immediately panic struck, never thirik it 
their. duty to -check or oppose them. They may excu~e t~emselves for a time by 
hold.mg aloof f:om what they do -not approve but acttve mterference even in pre
ventiOn o£ mutmy and murder, seems to form no part of their creed, either religious 
or political. The most serious crimes are thus passively encouraged; and temporary 
~mmunity securing pr.oselytes, all are eventually engulfed· in the same depths of 
mfamy. Thus the cnmes of-a few lead to the rum of many. That these influences 
have been vigorously at work in extending the late rebellion, I think few will be in
clined to deny. I ~m aware that no correspondence, and perhaps little direct evi
dence to such a pomt, has been brought before the Court: indeed in reference to the 
sepoys w~ have not been in a position to obtain either one or the tther still if. as 
has been currently, and, I beli.eve, trlllY reported that the number of letters pas;ing 
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among ou; native soldiers, for a month or two prior to the outbreak, wa~very cons~
derably larger than usual, this circumstance, combined with such .facts as have 
come under our notice, would lead, almost irresistibly, to the conclusion that some 
sinister agitation had been .extensive! y at work, and that increased disaffection and 
subordination would necessarily be tFie result ; moreover, that in such a state, 
revolt woul_d reduce itself to a mere calculation of time. In the above re~arks, 
I have att.atbuted much of what has occurred to the pernicious influence of evil 
intriguers, and i.t may naturally be enquired why these should have had greater 
effect at the preflent juncture than at any former one. Some of the causes I haYe 
already hinted at; such as the annexation of Oudh, and the progress oJ European 
civilization, outstriding, and, in its natural course, threatening to sweep away the • 
puny barriers upraised by priestly cunning, for the preservation of the grossest igno
rance, and thus commencing the subversion of religions that are unab'Te to b::ar the 
lights· of even natural. science. I believe too that the propagandisl!!> of sedition ~av 
artfully have availed themselves of some recent acts of Government• to spread pani~ 
and alarm in reference to future forcible interfere~e with caste prejU<;iices, I allude 
to the agitation about the remarriage of Hindu widows ; the enlistment for general 
service; the cartridges, etc. I do not mean, in this, to refer the slightest apolegy for 
whose conduct excites nothing but loathing and ~isgust. Pampered in their pride 
and besetted in their ignorance, they had, as a body, ~ecome too self-sufficient for 
military subordination and unhesitating obedience. Experienced as thelwere in 
mutual combination they appear again easily to have entered into schemes 
for dictating to the Government their views in reference to irrloi1.grned grie
vances, but that open defiant mutiny had been generally resolved upon by 
the army, or, at an rate, by the Hindu portion of it, prior to the trial of the grd 
Light Cavalry troopers, is more, I think, than has been established. Up to that 
time there was, no doubt, a feeling of uneasiness, a restless apprehension, and !m 
air of respectful mutiny pervading the native ranks. The sepoys, in manf instances, 
appeared to imagine that disobedience to military command was scarcely criminal 
if accompanied by a salute and a submissive demeanour. Habituated to combination 
and well aware of the strength of numbers, they latterly had seldom lost an oppor
tunity of bringing forward their grievances, not individually but in masses. On 
such points there was no difference between Mussalman and Hindu ; th~ could both 
readily unite, and had already done so, for the purpose~ of ino~lsent dictation. 
Indeed, if we search back into history, I believe we shall find that this has ever 
been, what I may term, the normal condition of Asiatic armies ; and it iS perhaps 
the necessary result of giving unity and power to large bodies of men without the 
checks furnished by education, loyalty, and religious princi].}k to cofl.trol them. Mili
tary discipline, without these auxiliaries, is but a dangerous•weaptm, and one that h~ 
frequently been turned against those who have sharpened and prepared it. As a 
corollary to this, it may be observed that rebellion and insurrection among the 
unarmed and untutored people of Asia is rare indeed. Even the forcible con~ersion of 
the Hindus to Mohammedanism under former Emperors of India seems to have been 
insufficient to rouse them to resistance. It is then the attempt at domination by the 
sepoy alone that has to be guarded against. '"ihe distinctions of caste may, to a 
certain extent at former periods, have proved serious obstacles to any very extensive 
combination of men of different sects, either for political or other purposes, but we 
should remember that this very circumstance of caste companionship has necessi
tated the existence of a number of distinct self-governtng societies, has habituated 
the people ofHindustan to meetings among themstlves where publicity is avoided, 
and thus giving them their primary lesson in uniting for particular objects, has 
endowed them with a natural facility for more extended combinations of a secret and 
sinister character. Under these circumstances, there wanted but the me~ns and the 
occasion for carrying them out ; and who does not perceive that the native army 
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afforded t~ one,_ arid a variety of incidents have favoured the other ? Br~hman and 
Mussalman ~ere met" as it were upon neutral ground, they have had, in the army, 
one common brotherhood ofprofession,the.sam~ dress, the same rewards, the same 
objects to be arrived at by the same :means. They frequently joined each other in 
their geparate festivals; and the union encoutaged by the favour of the Government 
was frnally resorted 'to as a measure to subvert 'it. I do not; however, intend to 
dwell pn all ofthe many influences which mayhave ,assisted in bringin~about the 
recent catastrophe. Such a. discussion, in this place, might not be approved of. . 

It seems to me, however, apparent_ that it was not an'd could not have 
been 'the .greased cartridge alone that ... effected ·. it. There was previous 
preparation, among the sepoys; and there was also a general -unsettling of 
men's minds thrtmghout the country, and among the Mohammedans in particular. 
I believe, ineeed, that the facts elicited on this point may be ranged appropriately 
uf\der the head ilf "Mohammedan conspiracy," the chief 9bj~ct of which seems to
have been to spread disaffecfion and distrust of British rule, and, by the dissemina
tion of false'and evil reports,· aad by fabrications of th<;: most insidious kind, to 
prepare all the- people for change and insurrection. As far .as can be traced, the 
commeniemen; of this must have qriginated with the prisoner or with some of those, 
such as Hasan Askari and others who were admitted to his most secret and confiden
tial councils. Be this as it If'lay, dlere cannot, I imagine, be a doubt that,in sending. 
Sidi K~mbar to Persia and Constantinople as an ambassador with letters to the 
sovereign of that country, soliciting aid and elevation to a throne, the prisoner 

·became the~rinci.pal in a conspiracy which, indirectly, at any rate, must have been 
auxiliary to the recent frightful outbreak and its attendant horrors. It is worthy of 
particular notice, as connecting the two together, that this Sidi'Kambar's departure 
took place according to the most reliable aq;ount, just two years before May 1857, 
at1d that his proll}ised return, with the aid sought for was fixed for the time when 
the outbrt.ak.actually took place. Coupling this with the prophesy among th~ 
Mohammedans that English ·sovereignty in India was to cease IOO· years after its 
first establishment by,the battle ofPlassey in 1757. we are aLle,to form something 
more than conjecture as to the causes which have given to Mohammeda:n fanaticism 
its delusive -hope of recovering all its former prestige. I liave already alluded to 
the dream ~Hasan Askari the priest, and its interpretation so plausibly contriv~d 
io correspond V.'ith the ._,isP,es of the King, and of those ab0Ut him. The circum~ 
stances may seem trivial to'us; but it wa~ doubtless a ·means well calculated to make 
a deep impression upon the superstitious minds of those to whom it was addressed, 
and to cause expectation and belief in what was predicted by one said to be posses· 
sed ofmiraculou" powe~s, and accredited, with holding direct communication witn 
heaven. vVe learrHoo fPom the petition of Muhammad Darwesh to Mr. Colvin, 
'he Lieutenant-Governor, dated 27th of March r857, that Rasan Askari had, at 
this time, assu,ed the King of Delhi that he had certain inform£!.!ion that the prince 
royal o~Persia had fully taken possession of, and occupied Bushire, and that he had 
entirely expelled the Christians, or rather, had not left one alive there, and had 
taken away many of them prisoners, and that, very soon indeed, the Persian army 
would adva!).ce by the way of Ka!Wahar and Kabul towards Delhi. He, moreover 
adds,_ "That in the palace, but more especially in that portion· of it constituting the 
person<;~l'apartments of the king, the subject of the conversation night and day 
was the early-arrival of the Persians. Hasan Askari has, moreover, impressed the 
King with the belief,. "that ~e has learned, through a divine revelation, that the 
dominion of the King of Persia will to a certainty extend to Delhi, or rather over 
the whole ofHi!!c:l_ustan, and that the splendour of the sovereignty of Delhi will 
again revive, as '~the Sovereign of Persia vvill bestow the c~own on the King." The 

-writer go~ on tQ,_ say that throughout the palace, but particula.rly to the King, 
. this belief has oeen the cause of great rejoicing, so much so that prayers. are • 
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offered ancfvows "are made, while at the same time, Hasan Askari hAs enter~d 
"upon the daily performance, at an hour and a half before suhset, of a cours~ of 
propitiatory ceremonies to expedite the aJ;rival of the Persians and tte expulsion 
of the Christians. It has . been arranged that every Thursday several trays of 
victuals, "wheatmeal, oil, copper, money-and cloth should be sent by the "King in 
aid of these ceremonies, and they are accordingly "brought to Hasan Askari." • 

We tlfus ~ee how early and how deeply the priesthood interested and engaged 
themselves in this matter, and how completely and exclusively Mohammedan in 
character was tlii~·conspiracy. If we could but have stepped behind the scenes·, 
and witnessed these ceremonies at which ·superstition presided, and have heard 
these prayers and vows offered up for the arrival of the Persians and the expulsion 
of the Christians, we should doubtless have had depicted to us to fo14;shadowings 
of those dreadful tragedies which, to all time, will render the past year so painfully 
memorable. We rna' imagine and faintly conceive to ourselves so:r!le portion of tile 
rancour of these Mohammedans, when we recollect not only their deeds, but the 
concentrated hatred which breathes through their p~titions, and does not stop with 
this world, but rejoices in the idea of eternal torments for us hereafter. One can
not help enquiring whether there are really many millions of· human geirYgs in 
Hindustan imbued with these feelings for Europeaes. \will leave those who hear 
me to fordt}their own opinions on this subject, without venturing to proffer. mine. 
We learn, however, from Mrs. Aldwell, that during the Mohurrum festival, she heard 
the Mohammedan women praying and teaching their children to pray for the success 
of their faith, and these prayers were generally accompanied by e:Xecradoris against 
the English. Nor did even accomplishing the cruel death and sufferings of helpless 
women and children tend in any way to abate the ferocity of their malignity, or to 
waken one chord of mercy or commiseration in their breasts, for we find from t~e 
local newspapers that at this time this most hideous massacre was beir;g perpe
trated, about 200 Mussalmans were standing at the reservoir, uttering •the coarsest 
abuse against the prisoners. Were it not too well attested, such demoniac malignity 
would scarcely be credible. 

The next point which I shall advert is the circulation of the chapaties in the 
form of ship biscuits. Now, whether, they were sent round under the ~ction of a 
government order, signifying that in future there should be itut one .food and one 
faith, or whether, according to another interpretation, th"ey were meant to sound a 
note of alarm and preparation, giving warning to the people to stand by on~ another 
on any danger menacing them, the contrivance was a most insidious one, and calcu
lated to breed distrust and suspicion in the hearts of many who w~re strangers to 
such feelings before. That it created no stronger impressien on. the native mind 
that it did, is perhaps attributable only to the early check it received at the hands
of authority, and it would doubtless be both interesting and important if we could 
discover .how and by whom such a proceeding was initiated. This •and tlae false 
rumour about mixing ground bones with the flour had doubtless one common origin, 
and it is not going beyond the bounds of fair indication or reasonable. inference, to 
attribute both one and the other to the unceasing wiles of Mohammedan conspiracy. 
We perceive that the Hindu sepoys under the impulse of a first reaction in their 
feelings, reproached the Mohammedans with misleading them, and it is a most signi
ficant fact on these proceedings that though we come upon traces of Mussalman 
intrigue wherever our investiga~ion has carried us, y;t not one paper has been 
found to show that the Hindus, as a body, had been conspiring against us, or that 
their Brahmans and priests had been preaching a crusade against Christians. In 
their case there has been no king to set up, no religion to be propagated by the 
sword. To att~bute _to t~em under such circum~tances, the circulation. of th~se 

• chapaties1 or the fabncat10ns about ground bones m the flour, would be to ascnbe 
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tO them ~ts without a meaning, and a criminal deception without a~ adequate 
mo~ive. . A very marked feature in this Mohammedan conspiracy is the ~ctivity 
and persisterTce with which it has been carried out; the circulation of the, chapaties 
having been early prohibited by authqrity, and thus rendered. non-effective for t!J.e · 
purpose of.extending sedition, some other e:ipedient was necessary to replace it, and 

1 we a~ once find the tale of the "bone dust mingled with flour" very adroitly 
selected .as the substitute.· It was, in~ fact, still -adhering to ·the p1aterial 
of chapaties, and continuing the symbol of ·~one food, one faith." • .It '\vas indeed 
the chapaty without its form, and without its inconveniences: The schemers had 
apparently learnt t~at the chapaty, was to'O specific and too·. tangibly open to 

•' European tnterference to be largely availed of :a·s · an agent for evil; and hence 
; j its transformation into flour, the bone"-dust being added to the one as the 

l equivalent liM the forni of the ship biscuit to the other. To give out then that 
· · such was the na;ure of the flour stored at all"the depots· of. supplies along the 

C:rarid Trunk Road, for, from them, during their marches, the sepoys are, in a 
manner, compelled to get their.food, was to attain the very object .the conspir
tors must have most desir-ed. Iftrue, the Government had already commenced 
what "'ould be deemed forcible conversic;m; to Christianity. · If they could, 
but'establish a firm and general belief in this, their game was in their own 

(, hands ; and that they did.,succted in doing this to a very great. extent is, I 
~I • imagifle, undeniable. I must own that to me t~is apparently natural· transition 

from the. chapaties to its component parts, seems a master stroke of cunning, and 
evidenced .most, able leadership in 'the cause the conspira~ors were embar-
ked in. · . . · 

. To prove, moreover, that no mean order of ta~ent was at work, and that· 
all the 'appliances that craft and treachery could avail themselves of, were 
.-eS"orted to, we have only to refer to the extracts· from the Authentic News, and 
also to 1i;te ~ther native publications of that period, and we shall perceive with, 

· what steadfast consistency the ulterior aim is always ~ept in view. The chapaties, 
the !?one dust in the flour, the greased cartridges, were all most appropriate fot 
the Hindus ; but a different pabulpm was u:quisite for the Mussulmans, and 
we,shall now see with what subtfety it w·as administered. , The first paper 
commenc~ by anno.uncing that the King of Persia. had ordered a concentration 
of most of his.troops ~ Teheran, and then, declaring· it to be currently reported 
that such a demonstration against Dost ·Mohammed K~an was only a strategic . 
move t8 cloak the King of Persia's real design of fighting against and,conquering 
the English, the editor makes certain that, at any rate, s'ome change of feeling 
has talren placc:-_amongst the three powers. The next extract is dated the. 26th 

: -bfJanuary 1857,.and c~mmences by asserting that all the newspapers agree in 
• declaring that the King of France and the Emperor of Tp.rl,i_ey had not as yet 

openly avowed themselves the allies of either the English. or: the ·Persians ; but 
that t!..eir am~assadors were secretly visiting and presenting their gifts to both 
of the belligerents. "Some people," says the editor, "think •that King of France 
and the Emp,eror of Turkey will not mix themselves up in the quarrels between 
the Persians and the English ; ]i>ut most·. people, he adds,- "say that they will 
both side with the Persians. -As for the Russians, however, they make no secret 
of the readiness ·with which they are assisting, and will continue to assist 

, the Persians, whether' it be with ,funds or with forces. It may be said that 
virtually the Russians are .the cause of' the war, and that using· the Persians 
as a cloak, they intend to consummate their own designs regarding the. conquest 
of Hindtistan. It is to be believed that the Russians will soon take the field 
in great force." Here then we have not only Persia and Russia advancing 
imniedi..rely upon India with immense armies, but France ,and Turkey to assist 
them, while the forsaken and devoted English a,re represented a~ by no means • 
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sure even o'the alliance of the Afghans under Dost Mohammed. ~11 might 
the editor, after announcing such formidable coalitions, somewhat dramatically 
exclaim, "Let the readers of the Authentic News be prepared to s~e what 'the 
veil of futurity will disclose." Accordingly, in the next extract, we perceive 
that "the King of Persia had solemnly promised to his courtiers, the Governorships 
of the different presidencies and places : one is to get Bombay, aoother 
Calcutta and a third Poonah," while the Crown of Hindustan is plainly spoken 
of as reserved for bestowal on the King of Delhi, this very prisoner before us. 
You will recolleq, Gentlemen, that several copies of this paper, the Authentic 
News, used to b6 sent to the palace, and one can imagine the joy and exultation 
with which such p'assages must have been perused, especially when, added thereto, 
is the assertion that the Emperor of Russia had sent an effective and ·thoroughly 
appointed army of 40o,ooo men with abundant munitions, to assist ~e King of 
Persia in his hostile designs upon India. But it was not in the I?alace, and by 
the princes alone, toot such paragraphs were read with avidi~y; the whd!.e 
population was intent on them. Sir Theophilus Metcalfe had told us that the 
subject of the advance of the Persians upon Her at was much discussed among 
the natives, and frequently in connection with the idea of Russian a!!$ression 
upon India ; every newspaper having at this time its correspondent in C~bul. 
Nor indeed did the discussion and interest exQjted ~y these concocted hostile 
movement cease here, for the same witness declares that agitation about this 
time prevailed among the sepoys, and that about five or six weeks before the 
outbreak it was currently reported in their lines, and much discussed. among 
them, that IOo,ooo Russians were coming from the north, and that ·the eompanis 
Government would be destroyed, and in fact that the idea of a Russian invasion 
was universally prevalent. The venom and virus of these false publications were 
then taking their intended effect, and it would seem a mere perversion of reaSOI\ 
longer to blind ourselves with the idea that the outbreak was fortuitous, ,or that 
a greased cartridge occasioned it. In a former article of the Authentic News 
we have seen Dost Mohammed alluded to as but a doubtful ally of the English. 
In this one, however, as events progress, he is spoken of as being secretly in 
league with the King of Persia, and that superstitious aid may not be lost sight 
of, it is embarked how wonderfully four distincf unexpected coincid;nces had 
impelled the King of Persia to declare war against the English. The first was· 
that Her at, in another place described as the key of Indi-a, has so" easily fallen 
into his possession ; the second the unforeseen coming of the Russians w assist 
him ; the third the nobles of Persia unanimously counselling an advance on 
India, and predicting that God would bestow victory ; and the fourth, the 
simultaneous rising .and assembling of the whole of Persi.ft for" the prosecution 
of a religious war. Portents and miracles were likewise brought forward still • 
further to excite the Mahommedan mind, as the following extract from the 
Authentic News, dated rsth of September r856, .will sufficiently prove. •It is h;aded. 

Local News from th~ Hansi District.-"A man just come from the 
country tells the editer, that unlike other places, the Huli is being burnt there 
at this season of the year, and the saturn'l).ia attending festival are now 
going on. The man who states this, ascertained on enquiry that the reason 
for the unseasonable observance of this festival is that, that three girls were 
born at a birth, and three spoke immediately. The first said : 'The coming 
year will be one of great calamities, various calamjtous visitations will affiict 
the nation, the second said : Those who live will see, ' and the third, in an 
impressive and forcible tone, said, 'If the Hindus will burn the Huli in the 
present season they will escape all these evils. God alone is omniscient." 

It is too much, I am afraid, the case, with persons accustomed to &ropean 
--.habits of thinking to view Sl.lch statements t~.nd articles as these merely in reference 
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tb the· l.!iipression 'they would be 'likely to ~m:ake-ori themselves. ?he taking of 
Herat, the predictions of the· .nobles, etc., arid the fabulou~· prophesies .of.these 
girls, woul<1, in that case, receive hardly passing attention. · But ·we· should 
commit a grievious and .most fatal error, ifwewere to gauge Asiatic thoughts and 
un9erstandings by the same measure th~ would be applicable to our pwn. If, 

- avoifling this mistake, we proce.ed to consider the above editorials in relation to 
the people they were written for, we shall find that they ;:tre not only most 
in:sidio1,1sly worked up to meet ·their· particular prejudices, but ¥e :fl.so made to 
.hear a striking affinity to the fulfilment of their prophesies-; _to the dreams of 
Hasan Askari ;· ·to the negotiations of Sidi Kambar ; i:\nd to the ancient traditions 
of Mohammedanism. Are we than to suppose that in all this there was · no 

' connection·· between 'the palace. and the pr~ss were, all -these concurrences 
fortuitous? • Can it be that the dreams of the priest, 'the :plots of the court, 
and the .fabri~ations of the newspapers worked accidental~ togethe'r? We have 
a,ready seen "the decoys by whi<;h the Hindu· sepoys were :to he gained: and 
.is it- not the sanie spirit Q( evil that- we can '- recognise · _here ? Are the 
circukstances appealing to Mohammedan pride, ·to their superstitious bigotry, 
to ·tp.ei.- lust for religious war, and to their hatred for the-~English, dwel~. upon 
with a less 'perfect knowledge of their -peculiar inhereiices ? :In an · extract · 
from th·e Al_!thentic New~ dat~ the Igth Marcp,. it. is ,stated that goo .Persian 
soldieors, with some officers of high rank, ., had entered India; and the 500 

more were then staying in Delhi itself in .various .disguises. I! is·· true that ,this 
is given ou~ qn the authority of one S.adik Khan, a person whose identity 
not being• established, was. evidently in disguise even; to his name ; but this 
very circumstai?-ce was no· doubt a part of. . the scheme. . It gave an air .. 
of greater mystery to the announcement ·:·of ,the ·paper, and seems to have 
l>een purposely contrived to let the imagination· of the readers supply an 
exagger,j.te~ idea of his real rank and importance. How,-it may be askeQ., even under 
this Cloak o( a false name, could ·such ·a state:{Ilent' ,be· given forth in · the 
leading newspaper . of tne city, without some deep and ulterior object? It 
not only assigns deep· conspiracy to the ·Persians, ·.but, if false, as· we know- it to 
have been, is proof of ·conspiracy in the. editor. and those who employed him. 

:"''fhis namt: of Sadik Khan, be it remembered, was the one attached to the proclama-. 
tion purportirjg to be from Persia, and put up· in the Jama.Masjid. The-proclama
tion, then, and the assertion -:about these goo Persian soldiers, were 
evidenMy parts of one and the same scheme, and· seem. to have been thus 
linked together that the one might, in -a measure, . support the other. If, 
for instance, ,liny _, questioned. the .·authority of the proclamation, there was 

\ the answer· rejdy ·that the bringer of it was. actually in the city with 
e 500 other Persians· also in -disguise, . and vice versa. ·. . If the .. advent of 

th:e Persians was disbelieved, was ~-not the proclamation a voucher 
tor itsveality•? The same depth· of artifice is apparent everywhere; and the more 
we consider the subject, the· more fully convinced· we ·shall be of the wiles and 
stratagems sc;> systematically resorted to. For instance, what would such a procla
mation·. as that attributed to t~e King of Persia, have been without some demons
tration, feigned or real, to support it ? The sword depicted on one side, and the 
shield on the ·other, would have be·en equally meaningless,. bl.!t. fQr the story of the 
men in disguise, and the officers of the high rank who evidently must have been 
deputed to carry it thr(n~h. The proclamation, ·so evidently false,. is, for that 
very reason, one of our truest and more reliable expositors of conspiracy, and of 
Musslman conspiracy too. It ~s,- in fact, impossible to !'1-ccount for it under any · 
other hypothesis. Who then was it that designed ·_and wrote·the proclamation? 
This qttestion, · I believe,· could · be answered in every detail bj' _the editor of the 
~paper,_who has recurred to it so frequently;.· It is evidently a pet subject of his~· 
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one on whidt he seems to be thoroughly at home. He ha~ the exact tra.JJ.script df. 
it, is able to epitomize it, and no doubt was equally well informed as to the 
preparation of it. · • · 

I do not mean to. wade through, and to quote all the extracts from the news
papers that bear out the fact of a Mohammedan conspiracy. That appears to me 
unnecessary, for I believe I shall have no difficulty in establishing it by tither 
testimony. However, there is one other extract, which it would be wrong to leave 
unnoticed. ~t bears date the 1 gth of April, and must have been the origin of the 
report that Sir .';f~eophilus Metcalfe alludes to, when he says that about fifteen. 
days before the outbreak, it was currently reported that an anonymous petition 
had been presented to the Magistrate, stating "that the Cashmere Gate of the city 
would be taken from the English. This being the chief stronghold- in the city and 
main connection with the cantonments of Delhi, it would naturall,- be the first 
point seized in any attempt at insurrection in the city, and being 6he only gate ~t 
which there was any ~ilitary guard ; the importance of it, in a strategical point 
of view, must have been obvious to all." Sir Theo~ilus Metcalfe proceeds to say 
"that this petition was never received; but that the current report about it was 
indicative of what was then occupying the thoughts of many of the nativoo. "• So, 
no doubt, it was; but it was also much more than this, for it was the real exposi
tion of an article which the editor dare not, witho'Plt d~l!ising it put into print. 
With what ingenuity and craft the idea it worked out, so as to become inteltigible 
only to those who were meant to understand it, must now be obvious to all. The 
editor says several petitions have been given into the Magistrate's C(ijlrt, and in 
these it is also mentioned that "a month hence from this date an overwhelming 
attack will be made on Cashmere, of the salubrity and beauty of which a poet 
has said-'That should a parched and burnt up soul reach Cashmere, though 
he might be a roasted fowl, he would recover his wings and feathers, and that thi! 
cool and heavenly country will come into the possess-ion of the w.-it~s of the 
petition." How, it may be asked, were the writers of the petitions given into the 
Magistrate's Court at Delhi to take Cashmere, and who does not now perceive 
that the Cashmere gate of the city of Delhi was thus indicated by the country 
from which it derives its dame, and that the salubrity and beauty of the former 
were to represent the importance and its fitness for their objects of the latter. I 
shall not here pause to consider whether, under the sin!ile of a. parched and 
burnt-up fowl, the prisoner before us was intended. He no doubt expected to 
recover some of his lost plumage by seizing the gate, and with it was m~ditating 
a flight to a higher elevation. In declaring on the I gth of April that in one month 
from the date an overwhelming attack would be made on.this v~y point-for it 
was here the officers were shot down-the editor of th~ AutAentic News was 1 
either the confident /and accbmplice of conspiracy, or had soared into the regions • 
of actual prophesy. 0 

The coincidence of the above cautiously-worded announcement of the .,editor, 
and indiscreet revelations of J a wan Bakht, are certainly starting. The doubly fore
told attack took place on the 1 rth of May, and after what has been pro~ed in regard 
to Mohammed in treachery, is there any one who :1\ears me that can believe that a 
deep planned and well-concerted conspiracy had nothing to do with it? 

The proofs of the intimate connection of the prisoner with it do not, however, 
rest here, for Moujud, the Abyssinian, who was not merely in the service of the 
King, but was his private special attendant, and was a'l.ways near his person, takes 
Mr. Everett aside and tells him that he had better leaye the Company's service, and, 
with his troop, go over to the King, as this hot weather the Russians would be all 
over the place. Mr. Everett seems to have laughed at this, and to have. thought 

-..it but the man's foolishness; but we have now direct proof that it was something far 
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d~per thap that, for at their next meeting,. which occurred about ·a ~ontli after, the 
outbreak had been a~complished. Moujud s~ys to him, "Did I not tell you to come 
·away?" and !hen,· as it were in explanation of the war~ing, proceeds to reveal to 
him the whole of the Sidi Kambar transaction: how two years before, he had been 
sent to Constantinople .as ambassador from.the King of Delhi-how he had started 
on th& pretence of going to Mecca, and how he had promised that he would return 
whenthe two years had expired. This explanation seems to f!le a very remarkable 
one. It shows-clearly that ~t was r10t rnerely on the ba-sis ofan expected !Jisturbance 
at Meerut that such a proposal was made, but that a far· wider w~~ bf sedition was -
weaving. Who can now believe that none of the Mohammedan native officers and. 
men of the•regiments at Delhi and Meerut had been tempered with?. Mr. Everett, 
as a Christian, was surely one of the last the conspirators would apply to. It should 
be rememb~ed likewis~ that Mr. Everett. had nor;te Qf his regiment with him at 
Delhi, and that had there been any Mussulman officer of the corps present, they 
.weuld doubtle~~ave been _preferred to a Christian. At the time .. too when. the 
application was made to him, the sentence of the Meerut court-martial must nave 
been unknow.n in Delhi .. It wa~ not, then, as a consequence of, but as an addition 
·and an adjunct to, ·what was anticipated . at Meerut, that preparation was being 
mad;h;re; and by whom was this being done?. Could.a mere private servant and 
personal attendant, however gre~ favourite he might be, offer service to a risaldar 
and a~hole troop of cavfllfy, withdrawing their allegiance from the Government,~ 
without any authority for so doing, for his ·master? Who could have given the 

• King's service to so large body, but the King himself? I would beg those who hear· 
me serio.us~ to consider these questions and ·then determine whether 'the answers 
to them do not bring home personal complicity in' compassing the rebellion, to the 
prisoner in Court. We have been informed to·by Mukand Lal, the secretary, that it 
~ now about three years since some . Infantry soldiers stationed at Delhi qecame 
disciple~by the King, and that, on that occasion, the King gave each of them a 
document detailing the names and order of those who had preceded him in the 
direct line of disciples to each other, himself included, together with a napkin dyed 
pink as an emblem of his blessing. Now three years ago from the present date is 
about the time of Sidi ·Kambar's embassy to Persia, and of the apparent first -
commencement of Mohammedan conspiracy; and it certainly is a somewhat instruc
tive fact t; find that the· occasion chosen for such an unwonted manifestation of 
piety on the obe hand; and such_an unusual display of. kingly condescension ori the 
other, was precisely that in which_ intimate relations between them of a more poli
tical character were beginning to be· thought of. The Agent of the Lieutenant 
Gov.ernor of course put a stop to these exhibitions; but from tfiat day, adds the 

\ witness it may be_.sa~d-~at asor~ o~ un?erstanding was'-establis?ed bet;":een the 
I army and the Kmg. I thmk It wdl be· con<;eded that m add1t10n to 
• the charges, five facts have been established, . viz, the~ concerted dreams 
. and ,predic!ions of Hasan Askari the· priest ; the mission to . Persia 

and Constantinople of Sidi Kambar the Abyssinian; a deliberate continuous plan of 
exciting distrust and revolt among the Hindus; a similar plan, by the fabrications of 
the native press, for inciting the Mussalmans to" a religious war; and lastly by these 
me~ns and others, an indirect and also a personal tampering with the fidelity of the -4 

Hindus and Mussalmans ofthe native army. Has or has not a guilty participation 
in all these five points been trac~d to the prisoner? If the question, (as l· believe 
it will be), should be answered in the affirmative, there will still remain another to 
be responded to, of perhap~still greater importance, viz. Has he in these trans
actions been the leader, or the led, has he been the original mover, the head and 
front of the undertakiq.g, or has he been but the consenting tool, the willing instru~ 
ment in. the hands of others, the forwar~, unscrupulous, but still pliant puppet, 
tutored by priestly craft fot the advancement of feligious bigotry?• Many persons.,_ 
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i believe, will incline to the latter. The known restless spmt of Moeammed~rt 
fanaticism has been the first aggressor, the vindictive intoleraoce of that pec1.;1liar 
faith has been struggling for matery, seditious conspiracy has been it/ means, the 
prisoner, its active accomplice, and every possible crime the frightful result. It was 
however rather as the 'hea:d of the Mob;tmmedan religion in India, than as the 
decendant of a line ofKings, that I believe the prisoner's influences were d~sired 
the one indeed is so inseparable from the other, that it is difficult to say whe:r;-e the 
difference eommences. It was the union of the two-the religious and the political
that gave such· importance to the prisoner as one of the abettors of conspiracy. 

Thus the Ditter zeal of Mohammedanism meets us everywhere. It is conspicu
ous in the papers, flagrant in the petitions, and perfectly demoniac in its actions. 
There seems indeed scarce any exemption from its contagious touch. ·The Prince 
Mirza Abdulla robbing his confiding visitor and former friend, and ~en sending 
his uncle to compass her death, seems no exaggerated ~stance of _it. 
It is again represente<1 by the Mohammedan officer, Mirza Taki Beg at Peshawar, 
who, while in high employment and pay by the Biitish Government, complacently 
quotes from his books that a change will take place, and that the British rule will 
soon be overthrown. It finds a still more unmistakable disciple in Karim ~aksh 
of the Delhi Magazine, who, while drawing English pay, avails himself of his 
scholarship and knowledge of Persian, to send'circalars to the native regiments, 
to the effect that the cartridges prepared in the magazin; had been smearc!d with 
a composition of fat and that the sepoys were not to believe their European 
officers, if they said anything in contradiction of it. It will be .reco]Jec·ted how 
active in his enmity this man proved, when the King's troops were attacking 
the magazine : how he kept up a secret communication with them, and how 
completely he identified himself from the commencement with the conspirators. 
Can there be a doubt that he was one of those who had been successfully temperetl 
with, that, while ostensibly serving the English, he was, in reality, in thelpay and 
confidence of those seeking their destruction ? 

But why multiple instances of this sort ? I would gladly cite some of a 
different tendency, and the petition of Mohammed Darwesh, in this admirable 
letter to Mr. Colvin, must not be passed over. It is one noble instance of faith
fulness from a Mohammedan to the British. I am sorry I cannot class ~ith it the 
petition purporting to be from Nabi Baksh Khan to th~ King,• pronouncing 
it unlawful to slay women, and calling for a decree to that effect from the. doctors 
of the Mohammedan religion for since I delivered the paper into court, consi
derable doubt has been thrown on its having been written at the time indicated 
and it seems by no means improbable that it was fabrioated&ft~r the capture of j 
Delhi -for the purpose of obtaining rewards and other ~dvant-ages. Indeed, a 4 
further attentive perusal of .it has convinced me that it is so; f()r no one in the C 
situation of Nabi Baksh Khan would have dared to advise or propos69 to the King 
to let the soldiery first wreak their rage on his own royal person, as NabrBaksh 
Khan pretends to have done. There are certainly a few instances in which the 
Mohammedans have behaved with kindness to the English, and not the less 
pleasing on account of the humble grades in wl!ich their instances occur. We 
may perhaps deduce from this, that the teachings, such as are prescribed by their 
prophet, have no softening effect on the hearts of his followers, nay more, that 
education in such doctrine leads to ferocity and revolting crime, and is utterly 
incompatible with feelings of even ordinary humanity. o 

In the course of· this ~ddress I have dwelt long and frequently upon these 
circumstances, which appear to demonstrate that to Mussalman intrigue and 
Mohammedan conspiracy we may mainly attribute the dreadful calamities of the 

~ear 1857. I ha'fe endeavoured to point out how intimately the prisoner, as the 
~ 

• • • • •• 
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t.ead of th~ Mohammedan faith in•India, has been •connected with the ~ganisation 
of that conspiracy ~ther as its leader or its uriscrur.,ulous accompbce. . I pave 
alluaed to tht! part taken by the native press' and Mohammedans, in general, as 
prepaJ;"iQg the Hind~s for insurrectiqn, ~rid the native ar~y, in particular, for 
revolt, and p'erha:ps m further corrqboratwp of such facts, It may be as well to 
advere to the share that may be assigned to t,he Mohammedans in getting the 

· cartridges refused~on the parade ground of the grd Light Cavalry., 'Out qf these 85 
troopers, the far larger moiety was Mohammedan. These men had np catste, and to. 
them.it could not possibly have mattered whether pig's and cow's fat was smeared 
on the cartridges or not. . Captain Martineau tells us that at the ~mbala depot, as 
far as the c~rtridge 'question was concerned, the :Mohammedan sepoys la~ghed at 

'" it, and we thus perceive that these men initiated open mutiny without one pretext. 
for so doing,_jor the shadow of an excuse. They·had"not -even ~he extenuation oGa 

· pretended grievance, ·yet they at ·once, leagut;d themselves in. rebellion against us, . 
anti induced the 7flindus to join them, by speciously exciting ;:hem, on that J,UOst. 
vulnerable of points, the fear of being forcibly deprived of their caste. I say, 
induced the Hindus to join them; for such is the· evidence ·before -us, and this 'too on 
a pret;xt in 'Yhich the Moham~edaps c.oul.d h.ave ha? no J?ossible sympathy with 
them. ~or mdeed were the Hmdus long m discovenng this, for as a witness, who 

· -h~s been frequently q~ote~, ini:>rms us, "immediately . after t?e battle ofthe 
Hmdaa, they spoke ·witt!. much Jegret of the turn that affairs had tl).ken, 
reproached the Mohammedans for having "deceived. them; and seemed to doubt 
gre·atly tJ::lat the English, Government had really had any intention of interfering 
with their c~ste. ·Great numbers of the Hindu· sepoys at this time· declared that, 
if they could be sure their lives would be spared, they would gladly go back to the 
servi_ce of the Government but the Mohammedans, .on the con!rary, used to assert 
tbat the King's service was much · better than that of the English; that the N awabs 
and Raj~hs. would supply the King with large ·forces,. ·and 1hat. they must even
tually "conquer''. If-lye now take a ~etrospective view of the- various circums
tances which we -have been able to elicit during our extended · enquiries, ' we shall 
perceive how exclusivelyM:ohammedans are 'all t!Ie prominent points- that attach to 
it ... A Mahommedail priest with_ pretended visions· and assum_ed miraculous powers. 
A Mahom~edan King, his dupe and his accomplice.-a Mohammedan clandestine 
embassy to _the Moha~edan powers of Persia ana Turkey resulting-Mohammedan 
prophesies as tt> the downfall of our power-Mohammedan rule.as the successor of 
our own. The most cold blooded murders by Mohammedan assassins~a religious 
war for l\Jahommedan ascendancy-AMohan1medan press unscrupulously abetting-

.. afid Mohammed~n sepoys initiating the mutiny. Hinduism I may say, is nowhere 
\either reflected or,._ pre~nted; if it be brought forward at all, it is only in subser-
f.ience to its ever aggressive-neighbour. . . -

The argqnients in reference to a Mahommedan conspiracy are now closed. . I 
do not mean that many others might not be del!uced from the proceedings before 
us, for I have~elected only' those that appeared to me the most prominent.' I would 

. wish, howevet, before sitting down, to quote one question arrd answer from Captain 
· Martineau's evidencd--"Did ·you J!Ver'hear any of the_ sepoys ·speak complainingly 
of the efforts of English missionaries to convert natives to Christian~ty?" Answer.-
" No, never in my life, I don't think they cared one bit about it."- I believe there 
is no officer whose duties have given him much experience of the sepoy's character 
or any insight into his feelin~ and prejudices, but will readily cofirm the· correctness 
of this opinion. There is ng dread of an open avowed missionery in India. It is 
riot the rightful conversion to Christianity, that either sepoys or natives are alarmed 
at. If it be done by the efforts of persuasion of teaching, or of examples.-::..the only 
means b~which it can be done, it offends no caste prejudice,· exc~es no fanatical 
opposition .. A ·candid u~disguised endeavoqr to gain followers to Christ has never1-



0 , 
that I am •ware of, been viewed with the ~lighte~t sign of disapprobatV>n of· afly 
portion of the natives, and were it more constantly before their• eyes who can d~mbt 
that it would remove this present dark and debasing error that Christfanity is itself 
a caste, and its only djstinguishing tenet the privilege of eating everything, If this 
degrading ideas were rembved, the chie!;fear of the Hindus would vanish with it. 
Let them see that it is impossible to make converts to Christianity by force, am:! you 
deprive the seditious of their most patent weapon of mischief. Christianity, when 
seen in its ~wq pure light, has no terrors for the natives. It is only when kept in the 
shade that its name can be perverted to an instrument of evil. But I may, if I prQ
ceed further, the t"renching questions of State policy. I beg then to tender my thanks 
to the court for the patient hearing they have given me, and to Mr. Nlurphy, the • 
Interpreter for the able assistance he has in that capacity, afforded me' ~n this, and 
the other State trials. His very high attainments as an oriental schol.!tr have been 
most conspicuous. In the fluency of viva voce examinations in the. quick readiness 
with which all kinds ~f papers, in different hands, have been decipltert>d and re!td; 
and in the corre'"ctness and spirit of the written tran;lations of documents of no ordi
nary difficulty, his complete knowledge both of Urdu and Persian has been thorough-
ly attested. The notes appended to many of these papers are valuable in tQ.e~elves, 
and speak more forcibly than I can do of Mr. Murphy's very high proficiency as an 
Interpreter. I should be wanting both to him ancimys~f if I did not thus record 
my obligations to him. ' . • 
Delhi, gth March I8s8, r. J. Harriott, Major. 

Dy. Judge Advocate General and Govt~Prosecutor. 

FINDING. 
The court is closed to consider its findings. 

The Court, on the evidence before thein, are of optJ)lon 
that the Prisoner Mohammed Bahadur Shah, Ex-King 

of Delhi, is guilty of all and every part of the 
charges preferred against him. 

• 

M. Dawes, Lt.-Col., President. 
Delhi, gth March I 8 58. • • 

F. J. Harriott, Major, 
Deputy Judge Advocate'General. 

Approved and Confirmed. 
• 

N. P. Penily, ~or General, I 
Commanding Meerut Division. 

Camp Saharun, 2nd April 1858. 
The Court adJourns at 3 p.m. sine die. 

0 

-(End)-
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Bahadur Shah :was sentenced· totransport- , 
ation.for life and was deported! to Rangoon.~ 

• · ·:where he died in.l8.68·. · 

A view of, the ·niwan-e-khas ·~where" Bahadur Shah'$--.1 
• I . tthil WaS held 
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Subhas Chandra 
B o s e reading 
Proclamation 
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. .APPENDIX 
..- • \ • • • < 

;her is indebted to Colonel Bobb of the Public Relations.Directorate., 
leasing the findings of the General Court Martial, and the order 
ing • Authority for publication in this volume. These documents 
nade public because of.the provisions of the ~ndian Army Act . 

~ 
. FlND:tNGS 

lC 58 Capt. SHAH NAWAZ KHAN,~1..4_ru:gjalS Regt. att. CSDIC (I}, Delhi, 
· is guilty of the first charge and is ilill!r. of the tenth charge.• , 

:a 226 Capt. P.K. SAHtfAL, 2/ro Baluch Regt. atCCSDlCll);-Dellll';·is guilty 
of the first charge and is not guilty of the third, fifth., l;eventh and ninth 

• • c4arges. _ · · . _ ; 
C 33§..Lieut; G.S. DHILLON, I/14 Punjab Regt. att. CSDIC (I) is guilty of 

· the first charge and is not guilty of the second, fourth, sixth and eighth 
'charges. · 

•. '·. SENTENCE • 

The Court sentenc~ the- accused:- .. 

• • 
No. IC 58 Capt. SHAH NAWAZ KHAN, rjr4 Punjab Regt. 

_att. CSDIC (I} Delhi - - -
~o: lC 2~ Capt. P.K. SAHGAL,-2{1o Baluch Regt. att. CSDIC (I} 

Delh1 "" . . . -
~o. IC 336 Lieut. G$. J?HILLON, I/I<t.Ptmjab Regt. att: CSDIC (I) -

--Delhi to · · 
• 

. 
be c'ashier:ed and • 
to s~er transportation for life and 
to ferfeit all arrears,of pay· and allowances 
and other 1tublic money-due to them at the time 

' • of their'cashiering. · -

Signed at Red Fort, Delhi, this thirt~~first day_of December IUS,:_ 
. . ' . . . ~ --

f.C.A. KERiN, 
' CoT., . 

A.B. BLAXLAND, 
Maj. Gen., 

PRESIDENT. 

.-
(Judge Advocate) • 

_I ltserve confirmation of the findings and sentence to H.E. the Coriunander

in-Chief in India. . ' 

~ 
~ , .;. 

elhi, ' \ 
ec. 31, 1945\ 

• I 
~"'*"' CONFIRMATION .. 

L.L. THWA YTES, 
Brig., 

Comd. Jumna Area . 

I confinn the findings and sel!tences of the Court in respect of !ill the accused, 
but reriiitin eacli case th-at part of tlie sentence wh"ichrelates to uansportation-for· 
life. ----- ' ~gnecf at New Delhi thp,--s.e~ond~~Y .. S!Janu~Y-.-!946. , 

• 

C:J. AUCHINLECK, _ 
. · GENERAL, 

Con_imand~r~i11-Chief in India.-

• t • •• ':· • 



· The copies of the following letter which was produced by Lt.-Gol. 
the file of Mr. Bhulabhai Des.ai or Sir Naushirwan Engineer. 
gr.ateful to Go~ Bobb who was kind enough to supply this dacume1 
of the book had to be delayed for more than two weeks in order to inc~ 
a certified copy of the findings and the order of the Confirming Aul 
released for publication i'(l- this volume under the Authority of the 
Government of India. ,;... • 
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• CONFIDENTIAL 

CZ/49 

GENERAL HEADQUARTERS 

UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC. 

• 
• 

. .~. 

' ~t, 26'11-s 
APO soo 

Adv Ech. 
The Director of Military Intelligence, • • 
GHQ INDIA. 

. ~ ' 
' Japanese Government-I.N.A. Documents. , 

Refer~nce Armindia signal 26246/CS of Oct. 9 .- ·• 

• 

1. In accordance with the request contained in the abo'Ve-mt!ll'ltioned 
telegram, the Japanese Government was asked to produce original documents 
c0vering the following: « .-

. . . ~ 

(a) Treaty between the Provisional Government tiJf Free India. .... ... . ~ . 
(b) Understanding regarding treatment ·of Supreme Command"I.N.A. 

and the Imperial G.H.Q. in Nov. 44· 

(c) Declaration made by Tojo and other Gowrnment members concern-
ing Indian independence between 1942 and I944· • 

. . .. 
2. A reply has now been received from the japanese Government thr<?ugh 

the Central Liaison Office, copy of which is attached hereto, together 'with 
Anu,exures A, B, C and D. 

, 
• 

• 

• 
. 3· A copy of the gist of the memorandum concluded be,we~he Japanese I 
Imperial GHQ and Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose has already been forwilrded to 
you in our CZ/49 of Oct. 2'4 · • I . " 

Copy to : D of I, HQ SACSEA. 

Lieut"::col#:m~ . 
British Staff Section. 

Compared with or.4Jinal. True Copy. 
Sd : A.B. Blaxland., 

M ajor-Genl. 
0 President. 

Annexure A,B,C and D marked SSSS, TTTT, UUUU and VVVV on pages 

370 and 371. • o -
• 0 
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•• • • 
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